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Prices Realized

THE J.A. SHERMAN
& RORAIMA SHIELD

COLLECTIONS
August 5, '2007 • Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Total Prices Realized; Over $10.7 Million

New York, NY 10019

800-566-2580

P.O. Box 1804

Wolfeboro, NH 03894
866-811-1804

LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE
5.980.00

240.00

506.00

3.680.00

1.265.00

92.00

184.00

2.760.00

9.775.00

149.50

368.00

5.520.00

5.865.00

460.00

103.50

253.00

1.380.00

632.50

1.725.00

1.840.00

575.00

2.530.00

4.600.00

3.910.00

632.50

391.00

1.840.00

1.380.00

977.50

632.50

1.610.00

2.760.00

920.00

483.00

862.50

1.955.00

460.00

322.00

632.50

253.00

1.840.00

977.50

575.00

322.00

506.00

253.00

529.00

747.50

1.840.00

1.265.00

345.00

299.00

1.725.00

977.50

253.00

1.955.00

1.265.00

632.50

575.00

632.50

600.00

483.00

506.00

805.00

805.00

862.50

483.00

977.50

460.00

529.00

2.530.00

1,092.50

862.50

920.(K)

LOT PRICE LOT PRICE
76 1,610.00 150 1,150,00

77 977.50 151 977.50

78 800.00 152 747.50

79 1,955.00 153 2,530.00

80 1,035.00 154 2,185.00
81 690.00 155 805.00
82 506.00 156 575.00
83 368.00 157 2,530.00
84 747.50 158 1,035.00

85 368.00 159 3,450.00
86 690.00 160 1,600.00

87 368.00 161 632.50
88 632.50 162 3,680.00
89 368.00 163 483.00
90 1,265.00 164 1,380.00

91 977.50 165 750.00
92 805.00 166 276.00
93 850.00 167 1,150.00

94 805.00 168 747.50

95 950.00 169 1,150.00

96 862.50 170 690.00

97 2,000.00 171 747.50

98 1,300.00 172 460.00
99 2,530.00 173 529.00
100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

1.150.00

1.725.00

3.800.00

1.495.00

1.495.00

1,092.50

2.990.00

1,092.50

69.00

184.00

1.955.00

161.00

632.50

207.00

506.00

368.00

368.00

632.50

368.00

1.26.5.00

805.00

368.00

805.00

253.00

414.00

1.725.00

368.00

2.530.00

920.00

299.00

1.035.00

4.140.00

138.00

1.380.00

1.380.00

1.265.00

1.380.00

6.325.00

3.450.00

1.840.00

1.265.00

1,092.50

1.495.00

1.150.00

2.300.00

2.760.00

2.070.00

747.50

1,092.50

1.955.00

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

212

213

215

216

217

218

219

220

222

224

225

226

228

747.50

414.00

805.00

1,265.00

460.00

632.50

977.50

552.00

1.265.00

805.00

678.50

506.00

483.00

494.50

322.00

299.00

460.00

552.00

1.063.75

552.00

977.50

1.955.00

1.610.00

632.50

747.50

1.265.00

1.150.00

977.50

322.00

575.00

1.610.00

207.00

460.00

80.50

195.50

805.00

8.050.00

12,000.00

41,400.00

920.00

4.600.00

603.75

529.00

833.75

9.200.00

1.035.00

690.00

8.050.00

218,500.00

4.025.00

229

230

231

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

243

244

245

247

249

251

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

1.380.00

3.795.00

862.50

4,743.75

747.50

805.00

57,500.00

1.380.00

1.380.00

3.220.00

1.840.00

1.955.00

977.50

1.725.00

1.725.00

977.50

1.725.00

402.50

3.400.00

2.600.00

1.700.00

1,006.25

460.00

1.380.00

5.060.00

575.00

920.00

632.50

6.325.00

19,550.00

9.775.00

920.00

1,380.00 357

805.00 358

1,437.50 360

2,300.00 361

1,150.00 362

977.50 363

805.00 364

1,035.00 365

1,092.50 366

747.50 367

776,25 368

690.00 370

2,990.00 371

690.00 372

977.50 373

1,322.50 374

2,070.00 375

977,50 376

1,495.00 377

1,495.00 379

920.00 380

1,063,75 381

1,092.50 382

805.00 384

2,300.00 385

207.00 387

4,600.00 388

3,680.00 389

3,220.00 390

4,600.00 391

4,600.00 392

3,680.00 394

3,680.00 395

4,600.00 396

2,760.00 399

1,610.00 400

632.50 401

632.50 404

862.50 407

391.00 408

10.350.00 409

9,200.0(1 410

311

312

313

314

316

317

318

320

321

322

323

324

327

329

331

332

333

336

339

341

342

344

345

346

347

348

349

351

353

354

355

356

460.00

460.00

805.00

1.035.00

1,581.25

1.380.00

1.035.00

207.00

5.290.00

3.910.00

3.680.00

575.00

1.840.00

805.00

1.265.00

1.150.00

800.00

1.800.00

2.300.00

4.600.00

1.092.50

1.782.50

2.070.00

506.00

1 . 100.00

1.035.00

750.00

690.00

414.00

1.322.50

1.265.00

1.092.50

15.065.00

1.150.00

2.530.00

632.50

632.50

2.300.00

1.840.00

2.185.00

920.00

2.800.00

1.150.00

34.500.00

644.00

4.600.00

1.610.00

1.495.00

5.060.00

1.035.00

1.610.00

2.185.00

1.840.00

1.035.00

299.00

2.990.00

506.00

1.035.00

37.000.

00

690.00

805.00

195.50

575.00

920.00

690.00

632.50

10.3.50.00

57.500.00

3.910.00

23.000.

00

948.75

5.750.00

1.1.50.00

14,720.(H)

412 1,150.00 529
413 1,265.00 530
414 3,220.00 531

415 230.00 532

416 1,035.00 533
420 690.00 535
422 1,840.00 536
427 9,775.00 537

429
. 4,025.00 538

431 2,760.00 539
433 1,150.00 540
434 2,127.50 544
436 1,265,00 545

437 1,610.00 546
439 2,185.00 547

441 7,475.00 548

442 2,185.00 549

443 1,265.00 550
444 1,840.00 552
447 718.75 553
450 2,990.00 554

451 23,000.00 555

453 2,530.00 556
455 3,680.00 557

457 2,530.00 558
458 1,035.00 559
459 1,200.00 560
460 3,400.00 561

462 3,300.00 562

464 1,150.00 564
467 299.00 566
468 1,495.00 567

469 2,012.50 569
470 1,035.00 574

471 29,900.(X) 575

473 2,070.00 576

475 805.00 578

477 1,092.50 580
478 977.50 581

480 2,415.00 582

481 3,910.00 583

482 977.50 584

483 805.00 585

484 920.00 586
485 2,530.00 587

486 1,035.00 588

487 460.00 589

488 862.50 590

489 747.50 .591

490 632.50 592

491 483.00 593

492 368.00 594

495 603.75 595

496 690.00 596

498 747.50 597

499 2,300.00 .598

500 2,070.00 599

501 5,462.50 600

502 3,680.00 601

503 57,500.00 602

505 4,600.00 603

506 4,370.00 604
507 1,380.00 607
510 11,.500.00 609

512 2,990.00 610

514 1,265.00 612

517 4,140.00 614

518 4,8.30.00 616

519 3,680.00 618

520 1,696.25 619

522 8,625.00 622

523 6,55.5.00 623

525 .39.100.lM) 625

527 2,990.00 6.30

862.50

977.50

2.070.00

9.775.00

40.250.00

36.800.00

506.00

17.250.00

2.300.00

1.725.00

2,587.50

1.840.00

1.035.00

14.375.00

11.500.00

2.300.00

4.830.00

632.50

11.500.00

3.600.00

1.610.00

546.25

9.775.00

632.50

5.060.00

39.100.00

13.800.00

460.00

1.150.00

26.450.00

4.600.00

1.840.00

3.910.00

603.75

414.00

1.265.00

1.265.00

1.495.00

1,842.30

1.725.00

1.495.00

2.070.00

1.725.00

1.610.00

1.265.00

1.495.00

2.070.00

1.495.00

1.150.00

1.380.00

1.150.00

1.380.00

1.265.00

3.680.00

3.220.00

4.025.00

5.290.00

5.750.00

6,325.{X)

6.325.00

6.325.00

5.750.00

3,047.50

4.140.00

2.990.00

4.370.00

1.380.00

29,900.00

12.6.SO.O<1

5.7.50.00

1.610.{>0

747..50

4.140.00

1.035.00

632

633

635

638

639

641

642

643

644

646

648

649

650

653

654

655

656

657

658

660

661

664

665

666

671

672

673

674

677

678

679

680

682

684

685

688

689

695

696

697

699

700

701

702

703

704

706

707

709

710

711

712

714

716

717

719

722

723

724

726

727

728

729

731

732

7.33

734

735

7.36

7.37

738

7.39

741

742

2.530.00

632.50

2.070.00

2.530.00

3.680.00

2.070.00

1.150.00

3.680.00

1.955.00

3.220.00

9.200.00

368.00

776.25

4,603.45

2.185.00

1.150.00

14.950.00

1.265.00

2.990.00

483.00

4.945.00

2.990.00

575.00

2.300.00

2.530.00

12.650.00

1.207.50

9.890.00

9.775.00

20.700.00

3.450.00

6.900.00

3.450.00

3.680.00

3.898.50

3.680.00

35.650.00

2.530.00

55.200.00

71.875.00

21.850.00

1.955.00

16.100.00

21.850.00

3.105.00

1.610.00

40.250.00

25.300.00

5.060.00

1.725.00

8.050.00

3.220.00

6.612.50

11.500.00

1.725.00

3.450.00

10.3.50.00

5,(K>0.00

506.00

3.680.(M1

4.830.00

6.612.50

6.900.00

2.530.00

2.330.0<1

2.990.00

1..30<L00

1.725.i>'

1.725.00

34..SOO i>o

5.050 ixi

2.~6<HX'

1.- 53,1.

All prices listed include the 15% huyer’s fee wwTv.stacks.com



LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PIUCE LOT PRICE

743

744

745

74f>

747

75(1

752

754

757

758

759

76()

767

769

770

771

773

775

777

781

784

785

787

791

792

793

794

796

797

798

799

800

801

802

804

805

806

809

811

813

814

815

817

818

820

821

822

823

824

828

829

830

833

834

836

837

838

840

841

843

844

845

850

851

852

853

855

856

857

858

859

860

861

862

863

865

866

867

868

869

870

871

872

873

874

875

876

877

878

879

880

882

3.680.00

2.990.00

2.760.00

3,220.(8)

4,140.(8)

4.370.00

603.75

931.50

747.50

747.50

43.700.00

4.140.00

4.370.00

3.795.00

54,050.(8)

3.220.00

3.795.00

5.750.00

5.750.00

25,3(X).00

1.897.50

2.645.00

11.500.00

33.350.00

2.990.00

3.910.00

46.000.

00

27.600.00

20.125.00

39.100.00

10.350.00

2.760.00

55.200.00

3.400.00

24.150.00

4.370.00

3.565.00

35.650.00

1.495.00

8.050.00

37.950.00

22.000.

00

3.151.00

862.50

23,000.00

43.700.00

26.450.00

17.250.00

52.900.00

3.220.00

6.003.00

6.037.50

34.500.00

5.520.00

2.185.00

27.600.00

4.600.00

18.975.00

3.565.00

1.437.50

3.220.00

8.050.00

2.760.00

6 ,()(K).00

1.380.00

1.092.50

690.(8)

805.00

1.150.00

4.858.75

5.462.50

517.50

632.50

276.(8)

1.955.(8)

1.035.00

1.092.50

2.3(8).(8)

2.3(8).00

2,9<8).(8)

1.380.

(8)

1.380.

(8)

661.25

1.265.(8)

6.32.50

862.50

6'8).(8)

747.50

2.5.30(8)

6‘8).(8I

4 37.(8)

506 ( 8 )

180.00 995 1,150.00 2033 4,370.00 3045 12,075.00 3158

345.00 996 1,265.00 2034 2,530.00 3046 460.00 3159

3,680.00 998 4,600.00 2035 2,990.00 3047 2,990.00 3160

160.00 999 1,840.00 2036 10,925.00 3048 4,600.00
1

3161

2,990.00 1000 1,150.00 2037 4,370.00 3049 4,600.00 3162

299.00 1001 1,495.00 2038 3,220.00 3051 7,187.50 3163

690.00 1002 747.50 2039 6,900.00 3052 3,450.00 3164

172.50 1003 517.50 2040 6,325.00 3053 8,625.00 3165

414.00 1006 2,760.00 2041 8,625.00 3054 10,925.00 3166

460.00 1007 1,207.50 2042 2,645.00 3055 4,140.00 316/

2,415.00 1009 690.00 2043 3,680.00 3056 2,300.00 3168

345.00 1010 1,725.00 2044 6,325.00 3057 920.00 3173

368.00 1011 1,495.00 2045 14,950.00 3058 1,380.00 31/S

575.00 1012 862.50 2046 4,830.00 3059 2,530.00 31/6

207.00 1013 690.00 2047 1,380.00 3060 1,725.00 3177

161.00 1014 1,610.00 2048 1,840.00 3061 16,100.00 3178

230.00 1016 489.90 2049 805.00 3062 6,325.00 3180

230.00 1018 1,495.00 2050 900.00 3063 2,185.00 3181

253.00 1019 2,645.00 2051 1,265.00 3064 48,300.00 3182

1,063.75 1020 1,955.00 2052 2,300.00 3065 3,680.00 3183

506.00 1021 2,875.00 2053 10,925.00 3066 1,840.00 3184

368.00 1022 862.50 2054 2,300.00 3067 862.50 3188

483.00 1024 460.00 2055 2,530.00 3068 5,750.00 3189

32'’.00 1025 3,277.50 2056 1,610.00 3069 4,600.00 3190

161.00 1027 5,290.00 2057 6,900.00 3070 2,990.00 3191

218..50 1028 2,070.00 2058 6,325.00 3072 1,035.00 3192

115.00 1029 63,250.00 2059 5,060.00 3073 5,060.00 3195

207.00 1031 1,495.00 2060 36,800.00 3074 3,220.00 3196

368.00 1032 552.00 2061 25,300.00 3076 43,700.00 3198

368.00 1034 2,087.25 2062 4,370.00 3078 17,250.00 3199

276.00 1035 1,437.50 2063 10,000.00 3080 149,500.00 3201

368.00 1036 2,875.00 2064 25,300.00 3082 747.50 3202

32,200.00 1037 1,437.50 2065 3,450.00 3083 7,475.00 3203

1,380.00 1039 1,265.00 2066 5,520.00 3085 1,610.00 3206

2,070.00 1040 1,495.00 2067 14,950.00 3087 2,530.00 3209

1,495.00 1041 1,150.00 2068 32,200.00 3088 2,300.00 3210

920.00 1042 1,495.00 2069 16,100.00 3089 1,610.00 3211

632.50 1043 1,092.50 2070 17,000.00 3091 1,725.00 3212

2,300.00 1044 920.00 2071 74,750.00 3093 5,290.00 3213

2,300.00 1045 1,092.50 2072 34,500.00 3095 5,520.00 3215

1,897.50 1046 1,265.00 2073 34,500.00 3096 8,050.00 3216

4,600.00 1047 1,667.50 2074 3,000.00 3097 8,912.50 3217

1,265.00 1048 1,150.00 2075 4,600.00 3098 8,912.50 3218

3,737.50 1049 506.00 2076 9,000.00 3099 17,250.00 3219

862.50 1050 1,035.00 2077 5,060.00 3100 1,725.00 3220

977.50 1051 1,380.00 2078 11,500.00 3101 15,525.00 3221

368.00 1052 1,035.00 2079 11,500.00 3102 6,900.00 3222

862.50 1053 1,092.50 2080 138,000.00 3103 1,552.50 3223

1,955.00 1054 299.00 2081 299,000.00 3105 7,475.00 3224

1,840.00 1055 1,955.00 2083 632,500.00 3106 6.900.00 3226

3,450.00 1057 747.50 2084 1,840.00 3108 4,140.00 3227

4,370.00 1059 4,140.00 2085 299.00 3109 7,475.00 3228

800.00 1060 977.50 2086 218.50 3110 2,530.00 3229

977.50 1061 379.50 2087 253.00 3111 2,300.00 3230

977.50 1062 1,437.50 2088 195.50 3112 1,437.50 3233

920.00 1063 948.75 2089 218.50 3114 483.00 3234

1,265.00 1064 2,760.00 2090 483.00 3116 3,450.00 3236

4,830.00 1065 632.50 2091 2,530.00 3117 2,990.00 3237

8,050.00 1066 2,760.00 3002 5,290.00 3118 2,760.00 3238

1,725.00 1067 1,725.00 3004 28,750.00 3120 6,325.00 3240

1,150.00 1068 1,265.00 3005 16,100.00 3121 6,152.50 3241

3,335.00 2001 437.CX) 3006 17,250.00 3122 3,680.00 3243

8,337.50 2002 862.50 3007 39,100.00 3123 690.00 3244
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and other important properties

Coins, Currency & Minerals

Featuring Selections from

The Roraima Shield Collection

The New Paltz Collection

The Dr. Moses R. Johnson Collection

Classic 1907 With Periods Indian $10
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THE SESSIONS
Ballroom

Hotel Metro • 411 East Mason Street • Milwaukee, WI 53202

414-272-1937

Sunday August 5, 2007

Session 1: 11:00 am • Lots 1-1068

Session II: 6:00 pm • Lots 2001-2091

Session III: Immediately following Session II • Lots 3001-3497

LOT VIEWING
Stack's New York Offices • 123 West 57th Street

Tuesday, July 24, 2007 - By appointment only

Wednesday, July 25, 2007 - 10:30 am to 4:30 pm

Thursday, July 26, 2007 - 10:30 am to 4:30 pm

Friday, July 27, 2007 - 10:30 am to 4:30 pm

Milwaukee, Wisconsin— Hotel Metro

Ballroom—Friday, August 3, 2007 - 10 am to 5 pm

Ballroom—Saturday, August 4, 2007 - 9 am to 5 pm

Zen on Seven—Sunday, August 5, 2007 - 9 am to 5 pm

LOT PICK UP
Ballroom • Hotel Metro

Monday, August 6 - 9:00 am to 11:30 am

To insure we receive your bids:

Please have mail and fax bids to us by: NOON,
Eastern Time, Friday, August 3, 2007.

There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on

the INTERNET at www. stacks.com

Pre-registration for live internet bidding is required

by Saturday, August 4, 2007.

Prices Realized

Prices realized will be posted on the internet soon

after the sale. See www.stacks.com

A printed list of prices realized will be sent to all sub-

scribers approximately 30 days after the sale.

For prices realized by phone: Call 603-569-0823. Limit

10 lots per caller.
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Our Numismatic Staff

Lawrence R. Stack is our Chief Executive Offtcer/Director

of Nuiuismatics and has been a key figure in the Stack's

family firm for over fhree decades. He graduafed from

fhe Universify of Akron (Akron, Ohio) wifh a major

in hisfory and a minor in philosophy. An experienced

collector of the highest degree, he has formed major

important and extensive collections of French Ecus, Five-

Franc pieces and Ecus d'Or. His in-depth collection of

Celtic and Anglo-Saxon coins ranks high among the finest

ever assembled and he has pursued a lifelong interest in English Hammered
coinage as well. In the area of U.S. numismatics, Larry is a serious student of

U.S. colonial coins, gold and type coinage. He is a member of PNG, lAPN,

ANA, ANS, Royal Numismatic Society, British Numismatic Society and many
major U.S. state and regional organizations. He is a member of the Colonial

Newsletter Foundation and a qualified appraiser. During his 30 years in the

auction business, Larry has been instrumental in the sale of many of the most

notable collections of our generation. These include the collections of James

A. Stack, the Garrett family for The Johns Hopkins University, Ellis Robison,

Harold Bareford, John L. Roper, Richard Picker, Ployd T. Starr, Congressman

Jimmy Hayes, Herman Halpern, Amon G. Carter, Jr., John Whitney Walter,

Michael P. Price, and David Queller. Additional highlights of Larry's career

include the sale of the Reed Hawn properties (including the sale of Hawn's

1913 Liberty nickel and 1804 dollar); the ongoing sales of the John J. Lord, Jr.

properties; and, with Sotheby's, the auctioning of the world's most valuable

coin, the 1933 $20, which realized $7,590,020. Whitman Publishing has called

upon his coin pricing expertise as its Valuations Editor to provide up-to-date

values for its many publications.

Q. David Bowers, Co-Chairman, is perhaps the best-

known and most noteworthy numismatist of the last

50 years. Beginning in 1953, Dave's contributions

to numismatics have continued uninterrupted and

unabated to the present day. His work with rare coins is

so voluminous and so extraordinary that he was named

by CoinAge magazine as one of the "Numismatists of

tlie Century." Dave's dedication to the hobby and his

lifelong interest in rare coins, along with his pursuit of

scholarly knowledge, have made him one of the most

honored and revered numismatists of all time. Dave is the only person to

have served as president of both the Professional Numismatists Guild (1977-

1979) and the American Numismatic Association (1983-1985). From the PNG,

he received their highest honor, the Founders Award, and from the ANA,

Dave has received its two most distinguished awards - Numismatist of the

Year and the Farran Zerbe Memorial Award. He has lectured at Harvard

University and appeared on the Today Show as well as on programs on CNN,

CBS, ABC, NBC, Fox, the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. Dave

is the most prolific numismatic author of our generation, having produced

50 works, mostly written in the field of rare coins, including the ANA
Centennial History, History of United States Coinage (for the Johns Hopkins

University), Adventures with Rare Coins, the two-volume Silver Dollars and

Trade Dollars of the United States, and A California Gold Rush History. More

recently, he also serves as Numismatic Director of Whitman Publishing

EEC, where he has produced another group of books including the very

popular Red Book series. More of Dave's books have won "Book of the Year"

honors from the Numismatic Literary Guild than have those of any other

author. From the Professional Numismatists Guild, he has received the

coveted Friedberg Award a record seven times! During his illustrious career,

he has catalogued and sold at public auction many of the finest and most

valuable and important collections ever assembled. They include the Louis

E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection, the only complete United States coin collection

ever brought together, the Harry W. Bass Jr. Collection, the Ambassador and

Mrs. R. Henry Norweb Collection, the John Work Garrett Collection sold by

order of The Johns Hopkins University, the Childs Collection, the highlight

of which was the finest known 1804 silver dollar, the second most valuable

coin ever auctioned, as well as others.

Christine Karstedt serves as our President and oversees

auction operations and customer service. Additionally

she handles our marketing and publicity with unbridled

enthusiasm. A fixture at numismatic conventions and

auctions for two decades, Chris has built a vast network

of industry contacts during her extensive career. Chris

has worked with numismatic trade publications as

well as the mainstream press in bringing to market

the early sales of the Eliasberg Collection, the Bass

Collection, the Norweb Collection of Canadian coins,

the Norweb Collection of Washingtonia, and countless other sales over

her incomparable career. Chris' ability to attract worldwide attention to

the sale of numismatic material placed her at the center of the marketing

of other important numismatic properties, including the Armand Champa
Library and gold treasures recovered from the S.S. Brother Jonathan and

the S.S. Central America. During her most recent tenure, she has been

responsible for the marketing and publicity of the Dr. Haig A. Koshkarian

Collection, a fabulous array of valuable copper and silver coins; the

Oliver Jung Collection, one of the finest type collections ever assembled;

Richard Jewell's collections of commemorative and three-dollar gold

coins; the Cardinal Collection, the finest Bust dollars ever assembled; the

Gentleman's Collection of U.S. gold coins; the New York Connoisseur's

Type Set collection; and the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection of World Gold

Coins and Medals, whose prices realized stunned the foreign world. Her

unstinting and tireless efforts help consignors receive the highest possible

prices for their coins. Chris is involved with our day-to-day operations and

is one of our auctioneers.

Harvey G. Stack, Co-Chairman, has over 50 years of

numismatic and public auction expertise. An American

Numismatic Association member for over a half century,

Harvey Stack was a contributor to the building of its

Colorado Springs headquarters, which houses the

Stack's Gallery endowed by his family and which bears

its name. He was directly involved with the first ANA
Grading Guide and has received the Association's

Medal of Merit. In 1967 he represented the numismatic

industry before the U.S. Treasury Department and was

instrumental in bringing repeal of the onerous and long-standing gold coin

import regulations that had unfairly impacted coin collectors throughout

the country. In 1973 he was the sole industry representative to appear before

Congress advocating passage of the Hobby Protection Act. Harvey was

appointed by President Jimmy Carter to the U.S. Assay Commission in 1976,

the last sitting of this oldest citizens' commission, which had assured the

integrity of the nation's coinage for nearly two centuries. He and his son,

Lawrence R. Stack, have donated significant numismatic materials to the

ANS, theANA and the National Numismatic Collection of the Smithsonian

Institution where he serves as a lifetime member of the prestigious Smithson

Society. He served as President of the Professional Numismatists Guild

in 1990-91. During this tenure as President, Harvey effectively defended

the PNG and the industry from proposed Federal Trade Commission

regulations which he felt were inappropriate for responsible professional

numismatists. He was honored by his peers with the coveted PNG Founders

Award in 1993 and again in 1998 for an unprecedented second time. He is a

Fellow of the ANS and an active member of the International Association of

Professional Numismatists and Royal Numismatic Society. He has served

as an expert witness for the U.S. Treasury Department, the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, the Secret Service, a number of world banks, the New York

City Police Department, London's Scotland Yard and other law enforcement

agencies all over the world. Harvey appeared before Congress during the

1990's to propose his idea for the "50 State Quarters" commemorative

program; the product of which we are enjoying today. In the summer of

1997 he received a singular honor from the ANA when he was named the

Numismatist of the Year for 1997 in recognition of 50 vears of service to

the coin collecting hobby.
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David T. Alexander received his BS and MA degrees from the

Universitv’ of Miami and joined the firm as a cataloguer in 1990.

A Life Member of the ANA, he has contributed articles to The

Numismatist and theANA Centennial Anthology and received the

Glenn B. Smedley Award and ANA Medal of Merit. He served

on the staff at Coin World from 1974-81. He received the Clemy

Award from the NLG in 1987. David is a 25-year member of

the ANS and a member of the Augustus B. Sage Society. He
has presented papers at the 1999 and 2005 ANS Conferences

on Coinage of the Americas. David is a Contributing Editor of COINage magazine

and pens "The Research Desk" column for Coin World. He received the 1990 Society

for International Numismatics Silver Medal of Merit for Excellence in Writing and

Research and Krause Publications' NumismaticAmbassadorAward in 1995. In 1998

he founded the Medal Collectors of America and was elected to the Rittenhouse

Society. He was President of the New York Numismatic Club in 2005-2006.

Richard A. Bagg, Ph.D. is a nationally known rare coin expert

and scholar with over 30 years of auction experience and served

as Auction Director for nearly two decades under the tutelage

of Q. David Bowers. In the course of his celebrated career, Rick

has facilitated the sale of well over $500 million in rare coins

at auction for thousands of collectors, institutions, executors,

dealers, and investors. He has contributed to TJje History ofUnited

States Coinage as Illustrated by the Garrett Collection, The Celebrated

John W. Adams Collection of Large Cents of the Year 1794, United

States Gold Goins: An Illustrated History and Loids E. Eliasberg, Sr:

King of Coins. Rick has provided information to over a dozen standard references,

conducted substantive research for the Official ANA Grading Standards for United

States Goins and edited a book entitled Grading Coins. He has written articles that

have appeared in many trade publications including The Numismatist where he

won a Heath Literary Award.

Jan Eric Blamberg, Ph.D. is an expert and cataloguer of ancient

Greek, Roman and Byzantine coins as well as Medieval coins.

He joined the firm in 1974 affer graduate studies which included

a year in London as a Fulbright Fellow. There he completed his

doctoral research at the Institute of Classical Studies, University

of London, with extensive use of the numismatic collections of

the British Museum, the Hunter Coin Cabinet (University of

Glasgow), theAshmolean Museum (Oxford), and the University

of Helsinki. He received his doctorate in Ancient and Medieval

History from Indiana University. He has written numerous
articles for The Numismatic Revieiv and has conducted seminars in ancient coinage for

students at Yale and New York University. His in-depth cataloguing and extensive

notes have appeared in major sales, most notably the Collections of Knobloch,
J.

Pierpont Morgan, "Men of Rome" and Michael Price. He served as editor of The

Numismatic Legacy of the feios, published by Stack's in 2000. He is a member of Phi

Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, the New York Numismatic Club, the ANA since 1976,

the ANS since 1980 and the Augustus B. Sage Society.

Arthur Blumenthal's tenure with the firm is rapidly approaching

ten years after more than two decades as a professional

numismatist in various other capacities. Specializing in U.S.

coinage, Arthur has a vast general knowledge of virtually every

aspect of numismatics. He began his career at Capitol Coin Co.

before becoming General Merchandise Manager at Minkus
Stamp and Publishing where his responsibilities included

supervising all of the buying and selling of coins, as well as

establishing a nationwide marketing program for numismatics.

Later, he was head trader at the Galerie Des Monnaies where
he spent more than a decade before starting his own coin business. Arthur is a

member of the ANA and ANS as well as several other numismatic organizations.

He has been quoted in the Neio York Times and The Wall Street journal on a variety

of numismatic topics. In addition, he is a Graduate of C.W. Post College where he
has a degree in History Education. His collecting interests are rather eclectic ranging
from numismatics to watches.

John P. Burnham is an expert in U.S., ancient and world coins

and medals and has been a member of the staff since 1974.

Educated at the University of Oregon and Yale, he served
nearly 30 years as Curator of the Numismatic Collection of

Yale University. He is an avid collector of medal.s, especially

railroad medals, and led one of the pioneering, medals-only
auction houses. Collectors Auctions Ltd. 1 le has bet'n a member
of the ANA since 19M and is a Fellow of the ANS, the Russian
Numismatic Stn iety and Medal Collectors of America. 1 le is also

a founding member of the Augustus B. Sage Society of the ANS. He has written widely

on many numismatic subjects. Burnham is former Chairman of the Connecticut

Central Railroad and the Valley Railroad Company, and has served on the Board of

Directors of the Providence and Worcester Railroad Company and Mutual Shares

Corporation. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Delta Chi, the Elizabethan Club

and the Mory's Association.

Bruce Roland Hagen has been a collector since 1971 and a

professional numismatist since 1988. His areas of expertise

include U.S. coins and paper money, world coins from 1400 to

1900, American and world medals. Polar exploration ephemera,

world paper money and American historical documents. Bruce

has worked as a private consultant to numismatic auction

houses, museums and foundations, and private collectors of

American historical paper currency and financial documents. He
has contributed to well over 200 numismatic auction catalogues

featuring over $50 million of historical paper currency, coins and medals, stocks and

bonds, financial documents and other numismatic items. He is a member of over a

dozen organizations including the PCDA, ANA, ANS, SPMC, IBNS, CSNS, FUN,
and several regional clubs. Most recently, Bruce has been the lead paper money
cataloguer for the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection. He has also worked on the Herb and

Martha Schingoethe obsolete currency sales by R.M. Smythe & Co. where he had

previously served as VP. He has also contributed to numerous books and articles

including Friedberg's PaperMoney ofthe United States and the Standard Guide to Small-

Size U.S. Paper Money by Oakes and Schwartz.

Michael
J. Hodder is a Numismatic Consultant who is currently

responsible for cataloguing the auction sales of the John J. Ford,

Jr. Collection, the magnificence of which has never before been

seen in numismatics in one collection. Mike's herculean efforts

have vaulted the prices realized to an astonishing $50 million

and that figure is still growing. He specializes in early American

coins, medals and militaria struck prior to 1837 and is one of the

foremost numismatic researchers of our time. He is a Fellow of

the American Numismatic Society and a Founder of the Colonial

Coin Collectors Club. Mike has written several books and
countless articles on colonial and federal issue coins and medals including his award
winning The Norweb Gollection: An American Legacy written with Q. David Bowers

and the classic Standard Gatalogue of Encased Postage Stamps. Over the last 25 years,

he has been responsible for cataloguing some of the most significant collections to

be sold at public auction including the landmark John Whitney Walter Collection

of Coins of 1796, the Queller Family Collection of Half Dollars, the Hain Family

Collection of 1652 Massachusetts Silver and the Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry
Norweb Collection of U.S. Coins. The catalogues Mike has written have won more
prestigious Numismatic Literary Guild Catalogue of the Year and Extraordinary

Merit Awards than any other cataloguer in history.

John J. Kraljevich, Jr., was a numismatic prodigy since

preadolescence. His insightful and historical contributions to

our catalogues add value and interest to numismatic material

in our sales. An expert on early American coinage. Numismatic
Americana, and the technical aspects of minting technology,

John has taught seminars hosted by the ANA, the Colonial

Williamsburg Foundation and is a featured columnist in the

ANA magazine. The Numismatist. The NLG recognized John's

cataloguing of the Lucien LaRiviere Collection, the first $1

million collection of American medals ever sold at auction,

with its highest cataloging award for tokens and medals. A frequent consultant

to museums and institutions, John catalogues many of our important offerings of

specialized collections and enjoys working directly with our consignors. John was
a recent recipient of the ANA's coveted Heath Literary Award for an article on the

coins of pre-federal New York, and serves as an officer of the Numismatic Bibliomania

Society and the Medal Collectors of America.

James M. Matthews is one of our senior cataloguers of U.S.

Federal and Colonial coins. He began cataloguing in the 1980s

and has worked as a coasultant for a variety of numismatic firms,

now exclusive to Stack's. Significant specialized collections he
catalogued include the Roger Cohen Half Cents, the H. Rolland

Willasch Bust Half Dollars and Bust Dollars, the Richard Pugh
Bust 1 lalf Dollars, the Paul Munson Bust I lalf Dollars, the Benson
Collection, the Richmond Collection, the lules Reiver Die Variety

Collection, the Northern Bay Collection, and most ivivutly the

tieorge Byers, Jr. Collection of Halt Dollars, among countless

others. A board member ot the |ohn Reicli Collector’s Stviety siiux' W87. he lias

written numerous articles tor its quarterly publication. 1 le is also a memlx'r ot the
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ANA, ANS, LSCC and EAC. Jim was a contributor to Jules Reiver's The United

States Enrh/ Silver Dolhirs and to The Complete Encyclopedia of Silver Dollars of the

United States by Q. David Bowers. He is presently contributing and updating

Reiver's various Variety Identification Manuals. Recently he wrote portions of the

Smithsonian Institution's book on the Gold Coinage ofAmerica. He has also worked

with the Federal Trade Commission.

Jack McNamara has been interested in numismatics since

boyhood. He was introduced to coin collecting by his maternal

grandfather (whose own grandfather had advertised coins

for sale in the American Journal ofNumismatics in the late 19th

century!) by playing bingo with Wheat cents and a Whitman
coin folder. Jack has a general knowledge of U.S. coins and paper

money, with early American copper coins being his specialty. He
is a contributor to several numismatic publications and auction

catalogues including the Handbook of United States Coins and

the 15th sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection. A graduate of

Rutgers University, he is a lifelong New Jersey resident and as such has a great

interest in the coinage and currency of his home state. "Jack Mac" can regularly

be found at the New York office cataloguing coins, working with consignors and

assisting our retail clientele.

Bill Metropolis, a leading authority in the field of mineralogy,

is a lifetime collector of corns, specializing in Indian cents. Bill

received his undergraduate degree at Salem State College and

did his graduate studies at the University of Maryland. For 26

years he was curator of the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard

University. He continues to curate the mineral collection at

Fafayette College and has served on the boards of the State

of California Mineral Collection Preservation Committee and

the Society of Mineralogical Museum Professionals. He is an

accomplished author in both numismatics and mineralogy

and was a consulting editor for a leading mineralogical magazine. He has been

a consultant and appraiser for several museums, including the Smithsonian

Institution, the Houston Museum of Nature, the Boston Museum of Science, and

the Arizona Sonoran Desert Museum. Bill has lectured at numerous universities

around the world.

Scott Mitchell has been with the firm since 1981. He earned his

Bachelor of Science Degree from Wheaton College (Illinois) in

mathematics and economics with advanced graduate study at

the Indiana University School of Business. Scott was formerly

a staff member of Galerie des Monnaies, Minkus Stamp and

Publisfiing and Capitol Coin Co. He updated and extensively

revised the American Guide to U.S. Coins during a four year

period as its editor and also is a contributor to A Guide Book

of United States Coins, as well as a number of other coin and

currency references. An avid numismatist since the age of seven,

his collecting interests include Coiafederate, Fractional and Pre-Federal currency to

U.S. patterns, Roman Imperial denarii, foreign crowns and even sales tax tokens.

On a professional level, he is well-versed in every area of U.S. coins and currency

and has acquired particular expertise in U.S. type coins, gold, currency and die

variety attributions. As one of our senior numismatists, Scott has catalogued

many specialized collections, including the Wm. Thomas Michaels Collection of

Indian Head Eagles, the Randolph S. Rothschild Collection of U.S. Patterns, and

the Femus Collection of Seated Liberty Dimes.

John M. Pack, one of our auction consignment specialists,

has been involved in numismatics for over 20 years. His

enthusiasm for all aspects of numismatics, and his sincere

approach, guarantees that every consignment will be presented

to its finest advantage so as to provide the highest possible

prices realized. Further, John will make sure that each and

every consignor will have a pleasurable transaction with our

firm. In addition to working with auction consignors, John

catalogues currency for the firm. His cataloguing talents were

widely recognized for several record setting presentations of

U.S. paper money highlighted by the world-renowned collections of Harry W.

Bass, Jr. and Wayne S. Rich. In addition, he was selected to compose the currency

chapter of the important Harry W. Bass, Jr. Museum Sylloge. Most recently, he has

become intimately involved with the vast American Banknote Co. materials and

has superbly catalogued a good portion of our recent offerings.

Tom Panichella became a coin collector at the age of

eight, searching for coins in his family's grocery store

register. He focused on 20th century U.S. coins, making
an extensive study of Buffalo nickels. Mercury dimes

and Standing Liberty quarters. Tom joined the firm in

December 1985 after nine years with Minkus Stamp &
Coin, the last two years of which he served as head coin

and currency buyer. In addition to working at the New
York City office, Tom travels to most of the significant coin

and currency conventions held around the U.S. He also

travels extensively to appraise and purchase collections for the company. An
ANA member since 1988, he has a lifelong interest in the world of stamps

and is a former member of the American Philatelic Society. Tom is also a

member of Central States, The Professional Currency Dealers Association,

and the Fractional Currency Collectors Board. His current interests include

collecting New Jersey Obsolete Currency.

Andrew W. Pollock 111 has authored United States

Patterns and Related Issues, a standard reference book on

United States pattern coins issued from 1792 to circa 1979,

which won the prestigious PNC's Friedberg Award in

1995. This book is literally an encyclopedia of information

about the ever-popular pattern series. He is also the

author of Advertisement Index to the Boston Newsletter and

Massachusetts Gazette, 1704-1776, nearly 3,700 pages in

length. This latter title features approximately 10,000-

12,000 alphabetically-listed entries for individuals,

businesses, ships incorporating historical and biographical information

gleaned from an estimated 50,000-60,000 advertisements from the historic

newspapers. Over the years. Pollock has participated in the writing of

dozens of rare coin auction catalogues, and has personally catalogued

rare coins having an estimated collective value approaching $100 million.

As a hobby. Pollock enjoys collecting antique hand tools manufactured in

Kingston, MA.

Frank Van Valen is one of America's best known
numismatic personalities and one of our senior cataloguers.

Widely praised for over two decades for his numismatic

expertise, Frank's byline has appeared in scores of the

most important auction catalogues ever written including

the Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb Collection of

U.S. coins, and specialized collections such as the Texas

Collection of California Fractional Cold and the historic

coin collection of Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Frank

has contributed to the last 17 editions of A Guide Book of

United States Coins and his writing talents have earned him the recognition

of the NFC. Additionally, his writings have appeared in The Numismatist

and many club periodicals over the years. A current ANA Life Member
with more than 25 years of membership, he has taught courses on U.S.

type coins at numerous summer seminars hosted by the ANA, and is a

member of many national and specialty organizations as well. Frank has an

expert understanding of the intricacies of all American coinage in addition

to many other numismatic fields. He is also one of our very popular and

featured auctioneers.

Vicken Yegparian, one of our auction consignment

specialists, is a cataloguer of U.S. coins in copper,

silver and gold, including coins of the Colonial and

Confederation periods. He is also very much involved

with the day-to-day operations running the auction

business. A graduate of Columbia University, Vicken

was the first recipient of the Georgia Stamm Chamberlain

Memorial Award of the Medal Collectors of America for

his presentation on colonial era medals of his alma mater,

"The Silver Medals of the King's College Literary Society,

1767-1771," delivered at the 2004 Coinage of the Americas Conference held

by the ANS. He is a member of many numismatic organizations, including

the ANA, ANS, the Colonial Coin Collectors Club, and the John Reich

Collectors Society, the Liberty Seated Collectors Club and the Fly-In Club

(Flying Eagle and Indian Head Collectors Club) among numerous other

specialty clubs.
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PRE-SALE
ONLINE
BIDDING

Visit our website at www.stacks.

com to register and bid in The J.A.

Sherman Collection. Once you have

a user name and password, you can

browse lots from the sale, view pho-

tographs of the coins, and place bids.

Follow the instructions listed in Steps

1-6 to place your bids over the internet

before the sale begins.
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if you havo any Quatbon* on how to *ubmit your but* for tha kva aucbon or for the *pt«al Intern 'auction, piaa«* contact
Cynthia (.aCarbonara via phono at (M4) tll-lbO* or u*«ig our amad form.

b Aucbon Schadult

b Soarch Aucbon lot*

b Aucbon Arduvat

b Formar Slack'* Archi

Click on CREATE
A NEW ACCOUNT

REGISTER AND CREATE
YOUR NEW ACCOUNT

Return to auctions page.

Click on BROWSE LOTS

Click on lots you wish

to view or bid on
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| Lot: 1 !
I
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1 16S2 Massachusetts Oak^r*# sixpence. Noe-ZZ.
RantfS.
31 .6 grains acwrdif<b to NGC encapsulation, ught

'7’’16S2 Massachu5ett$>sie Trea shilling. Noa-16
Rantt-Z.
Glossy dark gray^jx-j^activ# near black shada,

rmencana panny. 6rean>ll0.
GEOAGIVS.
A highiy important ranty with a provananc* to two

1723 Rosa Amancana twopence. &reen'92.
Highly glossy deep obve surfaces boest strong
visual appeal, loith hints of goldan brassy color

1723 Wood's Hibamia farthing. Erean-169.
An unusually nice spaaman of this somewhat
akisiva major vanehr Highly glossy chocolata

]

Service jcrade |sesslon| High Bid Ipijjjng I

NGC VP 30

PCGS VP 35

PCGS AU 55

PCGS MS 62 BN

$0 1/2/07 18d 23h 9m
I

9:00:00 AM

10 1/2/07 18d 23h 10m
9:00:30 AM

$0 1/2/07 18d 23h 10m
9:01:00 AM

iO 1/2/07 18d 23h llm
9 01:30 AM

$0 1/2/07 18d2>hllm
9:02-00 AM
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Login with user ID and

Password to place your bids

Online
Bidding

Available
Pre-registration required

at www.stacks.com

live online
bidding

We also offer the option of live online bidding during the

auction. However, you must pre-register by noon, Saturday,

August 4, 2007 to take advantage of this service. When the

live auction begins, one click will take you to the live bidding

screen below. When your lot becomes active, you may enter

a proxy bid or "InstaBid" as the lot is being auctioned on the

floor. The computer lets you know your bidding status.

For more information on live bidding, or to pre-register visit

stacks.com or call 866-811-1804.

When the live auction begins, pre-registered

bidders may access live bidding with a click!

Stack's. LLC

< Prev Lot
|
Lot# j__^J ^ | Next Lot >

Lot *2015:
Grsds:

Live Bidding:

Starts In;

Current Bid:

Undated (18S47) Round 2S<. BG'224. Lib.

MS 64 (PCGS)
Wednesday, March 15, 2006 11:59:56 AM (approx,)

LIVE

$280.00 by bidder P1846 (1 bid)

Your Bidder#: 1006

Current Bid; $280.00 by bidder #1846

Bid Increment: $20.00

Your Bid; ($300.00 mtn.)

Bidder # Source

•-r J

*
1

Date

. —Ar. • _i.,_ ,
‘ •:» T LlC-Afi?..* ‘ .-L.

J "

Lot 2015 Is noer live

I

Refresh
j

I

Help
I

I

Proxy Bid
|

[

Straight Bid
|

[

*lnsta*Bid*
j

ftmsunt

Stack's
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Stack's

AUCTION SCHEDULE
September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 11, 2007— Atlanta, Georgia
Including the John J.

Ford, Jr. Collection, Part 19: Fractional Currency

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

Including the John J.
Ford, Jr. Collection, Parts 20 and 21: Western Americana

November 13-14, 2007— Baltimore, Maryland

December 12, 2007— Coin Galleries
MAIL /internet BID

January 5-6, 2008— Orlando, Florida

January 14, 2008— New York City

Ancient and World Coins

January 15-17, 2008 — New York City

The Americana Sale

February 20, 2008— Coin Galleries
mail/ internet bid

February 25-27, 2008— Baltimore, Maryland

n<Ues subject to cbitn^r with iidciitioniil Hates to he antioiittceH.
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WELCOME
to The J.A. Sherman Collection

An Auction to Remember
The place is Milwaukee, Wisconsin on the shore of

Lake Michigan—in one of our favorite states. The day is

Sunday, August 5th, a prelude to PNG Day held by the

Professional Numismatists Guild on Tuesday, and the

grand American Numismatic Association Convention on

Wednesday. Come early for lot viewing, immerse yourself

in a gala auction of rare coins as our honored guest on

Sunday, then enjoy the rest of the week!

Held at the Hotel Metro at 411 East Mason Street, the

J.A. Sherman Sale, with important consignments from

a veritable Who's Who in American Numismatics, will get

underway in the morning and continue for the rest of the

day. Refreshments, luncheon, and dinner await registered

bidders. You will have the opportunity to meet and greet

us and many others from the Stack's staff—coming from

our main office in New York City and our branch in

Wolfeboro, New Hampshire.

Lot viewing begins at 10:00 am on Friday, August

3rd in the Hotel Metro Ballroom, no doubt the venue

for many society events in Milwaukee, and now for a

few days the home to some of the nicest rare coins and

mineral specimens (more about these later) to cross the

auction block in our time.

After our sale, enjoy other events on Monday, then

see us again at the Stack's bourse table at PNG Day on

Tuesday and at the mainANA show starting Wednesday.

Stop by to buy, sell, or say "hello."

Session One
In Session One you'll have a tour of American

numismatics, from American Bank Note Company
(ABNCo) treasures to paper money, then on to coins. If

the terms exciting, one-of-a-kind, never before offered, and

once in a lifetime opportunity apply anywhere in our field,

then ABNCo is front row center in the use of all these

descriptions. We are very fortunate, and you are as well,

to be here now, as no archive even remotely approaching

this has ever been offered, nor will such ever be again

—

sort of the bank note and Americana equivalent of the

unique S.S. Central America gold treasure sold several

years ago.

Coins in Session One commence with silver coins of

colonial Massachusetts, continuing to Maryland in the

same era, to other locations—a selection ranging from

the eminently affordable to the very rare. Once a niche,

colonial and early American coins are now mainstream

—

due in large part, we like to think, to our continuing

series of John J. Ford, Jr. auctions. What goes around

comes around, and a century ago, more people collected

colonials than collected federal gold coins.

Among half cents a Mint State 1796 With Pole will make

even the most seasoned buyer sit up and take notice.

Similarly, such landmarks as a 1793 Liberty Cap or 1856

Flying Eagle cent will create attention. Two- and three-

cent pieces, popular in any season, are here for you to

consider, as are some impressive Buffalo nickels—the last

including a Mint State 1918 /7-D overdate and a superb

gem 1937-D 3 legs.

A gem 1795 and an even more fantastic and rare superb

gem 1797 half dime will raise the temperature in the sale

room, as will early Proof (1845, 1853, and 1854) dimes

and lustrous Carson City rarities in the same series. The

year 1916 was a very good vintage in numismatics, and

the finest grapes are the 1916-D Mercury dime and 1916

Standing Liberty quarter—each beautiful gem Mint State!

Stack's n



Liberty Seated quarters include a very rare 1856-S with

Large S over Small S, and among 20th century issues you'll

find a lustrous gem 1918/7-S!

Half dollars will delight the connoisseur. Commencing
with the first year of issue, 1794, our offering continues

into the early 19th century, where you will find a selection

of high grade coins, including gems and a seldom-seen

Proof 1843. Later Liberty Seated issues include gems for

1852 and 1866-S No Motto, a lustrous AU 1870-CC, then

more choice and gem pieces, among which are an 1874

and 1878-CC. Barber and Liberty Walking halves are

memorable as well.

Silver dollars, a specialty here at Stack's ever since

we opened for business in 1935 and held our first sale

the same year, are present in spades in our J.A. Sherman
Sale. A spread of 1795 coins includes two gorgeous Mint

State coins, one of which, the BB-51, is from the very

first Draped Bust die in the American series. As to other

early dollars: amazing! Gobrecht dollars of 1836 and 1839

will delight bidders, who will then enjoy regular Liberty

Seated coins—such as Mint State 1850-0 and 1859-S

issues. Morgan silver dollars offer many opportunities as

well, including the highly prized 1889-CC in Mint State.

Then come commemoratives in silver and gold (check the

lustrous 1915-S Pan-Pacific fifty!). By this time you'll have

enjoyed a nice lunch we've hosted at an intermission.

Session Two
For many years, the collecting of mineral specimens

has been closely allied with numismatics. Gold nuggets

are often seen at coin shows. The recovery of gold coins

and ingots from the S.S. Central America also included

gold nuggets and flakes. Andrew Dohrmann was the most
prominent West Coast numismatist when his collection

was auctioned by W. Elliott Woodward in January 1882

and, in a separate catalogue, on March 6 to 11 two months
later. Like many numismatists before and since, he was a

"Renaissance man," with interest in many other things in

the world around him. His cabinet of mineral specimens,

highlighted with gold, was auctioned by the Chapman
brothers in Philadelphia. The original Chapman bid
book was acquired years later by Q. David Bowers, who
presented it to Harvard University, home of the Harvard
Mineralogical Museum, whose co-curator until this year
was William Metropolis, now on our staff. (It's a small

world, as they say!)

For good measure we mention that Clarence S. Bement,
who gathered one of the finest rare coin collections of all

time (auctioned by Henry Chapman in two sales. May
1916 and June 1918), was perhaps even more famous
as a collector of minerals, a pursuit he followed with
connoisseurship, as he did with all of his interests.

Now, in Session Two of our Milwaukee sale, we present

an exciting array of rare and beautiful mineral specimens

including many different species, each specimen being

impressive and unique. At the center of this offering

is what is believed to be the very finest collection of

crystalline gold specimens ever formed, the Roraima
Shield Collection—eclipsing the Dohrmann, Bement, and

all other holdings. The collection was assembled by the

late Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle, who is the proud

consignor of this magnificent holding. The mineral section

of the sale is catalogued by William Metropolis, with

the assistance of 1. Philip Scalisi, and John Pack. Follow

in the footsteps of Dohrmann, Bement, and others, and
participate in this fascinating field!

Session Three

Territorial gold coins, a large and remarkable Kellogg

& Humbert ingot (from the S.S. Central America treasure

trove), small-denomination California gold, and other coins

await you early in this session. An Oregon Exchange Co. $5,

Mormon gold, then to 1860 and Clark, Gruber & Co. The
"poster coin" from this private Denver mint is the Pikes

Peak $10 gold, for which you will have the opportunity

to bid on the original diet Excitement will prevail. Read
our description of Lot 3017 and your pulse will quicken.

Guaranteed.

Pattern coins comprise a nice platter of appetizing

rarities, plus the grand entree: a hitherto unknown and
absolutely unique newly discovered pattern—and from

the 1790s no less! When Lot 3025 sells, a 1798 dollar die

trial just assigned its own new Judd number, history will

be made.

Gold dollars include scarce and rare dates and mintmarks.

Dave Bowers of our staff, with John Dannreuther as co-

author and David W. Akers as writer of the foreword,

are creating A Guide Book of United States Gold Dollars,

scheduled to be published by Whitman in 2008, adding a

great reference to a shelf of books on gold that has had some
really great new titles in the past few years. Gold dollars

have been favorites for a long time, and our sale gives you
the opportunity to acquire some nice ones.

Amazing is a proper adjective for the quarter eagles,

which include lustrous early issues (among which will be

found a gem 1827), Charlotte and Dahlonega coins in high

grades and enough other rarities (a famous 1854-S and a

string of Proofs) to be remembered for a long time. $3 gold

coins include scarce and rare issues in high grades.

Half eagles begin with the first year of issue, 1795,

continue to include a 1796/5, then a lineup of other

incredible coins—including Mint State examples of

1824 and 1837. Early branch mint eagles are offered for

your consideration, as are Carson Citv rarities. Eagles

begin with the first year and first die, a Mint State 1795

Bass-Dannreuther-1, then on to 179b, 1798/7, and other

delights. What el.se should we niention? I Unv about the

rarest Carson City variety, and with luster too: the 1S70-CC.

12
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And a lustrous 1878-CC and a superb gem 1907 Wire Rim,

Periods rarity.

Double eagles have long been a Stack's specialty—with

more rarities, more notable collections, more price records

over a long span of years than achieved by any other

auction house, even before we mention our record for the

most valuable coin ever auctioned in numismatic history

—

the 1933 consigned to us and our partners, Sotheby's, by
the United States government, and sold for over $7 million.

Consider choice early issues among twenties, including

lustrous specimens of both 1861-S Paquet and 1866-S No
Motto, a selection of Proofs, a dazzling MCMVII cerfified

by NGC in the ultra grade of 67, and rarities later in the

Saint-Gaudens series. What can we do for you today?

Opportunity

If you plan to attend in person, we all look forward to

meeting and greeting you. Immerse yourself in a day or

two of lot viewing and then enjoy our hospitality at the

sale itself. Then off to a week of continuing numismatic

immersion at PNG Day and the ANA show.

Otherwise, plan to bid by mail, or by e-mail, or by

telephone (by special prearrangement on key lots), or in

real time as the sale takes place on the Internet. For many
coins in the sale the key word is opportunity. Remember,

today's record price paid at auction is apt to be the starting

price the next time such a piece crosses the block. In the

meantime, you will have the coin in your collection, while

others are still scrambling to find one.

Looking ahead, Rick Bagg, John Pack, and Scott Mitchell,

our primary auction directors, are gathering consignments

for our star-studded galaxy of public auction sales to be

held in the remainder of 2007 (you'll need to act very

quickly!) and into 2008 and beyond (our sales are so

popular that we often book far in advance). Consignments

already on hand are most impressive—coins, tokens,

medals, and paper money in one of the most impressive

line-ups of auctions ever held by any rare coin firm. The

Stack's difference is expertise, care, and personal attention

paid to you and your consignment. The results translate

directly to your bottom line.

Reality check: If you read numismatic literature, emails,

and advertisements, hyperbole is everywhere. "Biggest,"

"best," "greatest," "the only way," etc. Much of this is wisliful

thinking, or is based on something that happened recently.

Here are, to be rhythmical, some Stack's facts thatyou cari take

to the bank. These are not hopes, not wishful thinking, but are

factual. No other numismatic auction firm past or present can

come even close to our record of accomplishment!

• We have set more auction records than any other firm,

including the most valuable coin ever auctioned (this one

in partnership with Sotheby's), the 1933 double eagle at

$7.59 million.

• We have auctioned more important "name" collections

than any other firm.

• We have had more government agencies, museums,
universities, and financial institutions consign to us than

has any other firm.

• The catalogues created by Stack's and, earlier, by our

partner Q. David Bowers have won more "Catalogue of

the Year" and other honors than have those of any other

firm.

• Our services include auctions, sales, purchases, and

complete worldwide leading-edge Internet presence.

• Our financial ability and our integrity are unsurpassed

by any rare coin firm in numismatic history.

• Our staff of acknowledged long-time numismatic

experts is unequalled by any other rare coin auctioneer

in the world.

• Stack's is headquartered in New York City, the

financial and art center of the world, and the largest city

in the United States by far.

Is there anything we haven't mentioned?

If you are thinking of selling, cast the braggadocio of

others aside, and consign to the world's most successful

numismatic auction firm. What we have done for others,

ever since 1935, we can do for you as well!

Often, coins sold through Stack's bring more, after our

modest commission, than the same coins would have

brought if soldfree ofcharge by another auction house! The

dream team of numismatic experts awaits you, backed up
by the most dynamic clientele of active bidders and buyers

of any auction firm.

On behalf of all of us at Stack's thank you for reviewing

the catalogue now in your hands and, hopefully, for joining

us in what will be a memorable sale.

kL\^.(j-oCX-

Christine Karstedt
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Sunday, August 5, 2007 — 11:00 am
Ballroom • Hotel Metro

411 East Mason Street • Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Lots 1-1068

TREASURES FROM THE ARCHIVES OF
AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY

This session of our continuing offering of printing plates, vignette

dies, and cylinder dies from the Archives of American Bank Note
Company is wonderfully varied. The listing begins with plates and

other items associated with various state and National Banks, an in-

tense focal point for many numismatists. Then follow offerings from

commerce, history, and elsewhere, showcasing private companies,

vignettes and scenes used on bank notes and security printing, and

more. Each item is unique, and once sold will never be available again,

unless the purchaser cares to part with it.

Now that our ABNCo sales are well under way, each one attracts

additional enthusiasts, somewhat like an excursion train picking up
passengers as it stops along the line. Many bidders who are specialists

in coins, tokens, medals, or paper money, have found theABNCo items

to be fascinating, and have added them to their collections. Usually,

buying one or two plates is infectious, and, likely as not, more will be

bid on in the next sale, and still more in the sale after that!

These items are certainly one of the most important, most exciting

offerings ever made in the history of American numismatics. While

there are expensive items to be sure, many of them are eminently

affordable. In conjunction with our catalogue sales, some of the less

valuable vignette plates and cylinder dies are being offered in a series

of "Dutch Auction" events on the Internet, the inaugural event attracted

much attention and resulted in a nearly complete sell-out, as the prices

were lowered at intervals, following the theme of the famous flower

auctions in Holland. Check our Website for the next one, now in the

planning stage.

Items Offered

The present sale offers a wide variety of ABNCo treasures. Gener-

ally they are divided as follows:

• Vignette dies: Rectangular plates of hardened steel in which scenes, lettering,

and designs are engraved. While there are exceptions, many of fhese range in

approximafe size from a playing card to a postcard, some going up to letterhead

size. The lettering and details on these are in mirror image, so that when impres-

sions were taken from them they would appear in the proper orientation.

Many of these vignette dies date from the antecedent firms that comprised

ABNCo in the 1858 merger, and have remained intact and unused ever since!

Others date from a lafer period and include scenes for currency and securify

printing, among which are stock certificates of cerfain companies whose names

are recognizable today. The rectangular plates are ideal for display, could be

easily mounted on a walnut plaque as an office decorafion, or can simply be

enjoyed as collectibles. Prior to our sales, rarely has even a single vignette die

been offered for aucfion. The Newman Money Museum in St. Louis, opened in

October 2006, became the first institution to display such items. The ABNCo
Archives are like opening Ali Baba's cave—revealing a treasure trove of which

there never has been an equivalent or will there be again.

• Bank note printing plates: These plates, usually of four subjecfs, but some-

times one or two, were used to print currency for state-chartered banks in the

early Nth century. Each plate has the name of the bank, location, denomination,

designs, and other details, as well as the name of the engraving company that

created it, such as Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New York, or one or another

of the other firms that was merged to form ABNCo in 1858. Plates used to make
limited runs of currency, generally up to 5,000 impressions, were often made
in copper. Those intended for longer runs (but not always used for such) were
made in hardened steel.

Many of the bank note plates we offer are in prisfine condition, having been

carefully wrapped in heavy paper and put away for generations, some from
before the ABNCo merger in 1858. Each plate is cross referenced to lames A.

Haxby's Obsolete Paper Money ofthe United States 1782-1866, issued in four volumes
by Krause Publications, 1988. In the ABNCo archives there are many plates of

subjects unknown to James Haxby, and as these are presented in our sales they

will be described in detail and illustrated for the benefit of future historians.

Relatively few prinfing plafes have ever reached the collectors' market, but

when such occasions have occurred, there has been a lot of interesf. Now and
again old plates have been used to issue reprints, profitably, as in the case of

R.M. Smythe and Company which produced 25 impressions from a four-subjecf

bank note plate of fhe Bank of Mount Pleasant, Ohio, "reprinted by Smythe as a

presentation to valued clients in 1990.... The notes are stamped and numbered
on the verso in accordance with the Hobby Protection Act" which was offered

in the July 2006 catalogue of fhe Herb and Martha Schingoethe catalogue as Lot

1249. ABNCo itself reprinted some notes in the 1980s in particular, which were
then photographed, and high resolution copies offered as "proprietary proofs." In

other instance proofs printed directly from plates by the owners of the bank note

plates have been made. Some bear modern markings, while others do not.

No representation or warranty is made of any kind as to the suitability or

desirability of any plate for future reprinting, except to add the suggestion that

unlike certain prior reprintings, it would be good form fo stamp on the back of

each note that it is a modern proof, or whatever term, to avoid modern proofs

from being sold as originals. In many insfances, such reprints, if made, would
serve to provide examples for which no originals are known—likely wifh success

in the marketplace. Collectors a generation from now will marvel upon the

availability of plates in our series of auctions, much as in a related way one can

only contemplate when the paper archives of American Bank Note Company
were auctioned by Christie's in 1990 and 1991. However, unlike paper notes,

each bank note plate is absolutely unique!

• Cylinder dies (19th-century usage), today called rolls or transfer rolls,

comprise another major section of our offering. These consisf of hard metal

cylinders which bear around their periphery a relief impression from a vignette

die. During the transfer or siderographic process, a soft steel roller was impressed

into the face of a hard vignette die. The roller then picked up the impression in

relief. Hardened by fempering, the cylinder die was then used to transfer the

impression into the face of a copper or soft steel bank note plate or other print-

ing plate, the details being transferred incuse or intaglio. A bank note plate was
created by successive applications of cylinder dies, adding one at a time different

aspecfs such as vignettes, counters (numbers and decorations referring to the

denomination), lettering, and the like. After this process the soft steel plate was

hardened, polished, and made ready for printing—in the form which we offer

plates today. The copper bank note plates were made by the same methixi, except

that the metal was soft to begin with.

Until our ABNCo .sales, most dedicated specialists have never o\ en six'n a
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cylinder die, much less have had the opportunity to own one. These units are

very interesting, historical, and as a class are very rare.

• Other ftlates: A limited number of plates used by the antecedent ompanies

that formed ABNCo to produce broadsides and advertising sheets are offered

in time. These are the "rarest of the rare." In addition, other artifacts will be

presented and described.

About Designs and Vignettes

Generally, the vignette dies as well as printing plates in the ABNCo archives

are not labeled as to title. Ideas for attributions can be gained from the series of

monographs created by Roger H. Durand in his Interesting Notes series, from

certain reference books on state bank notes (Harold Bowen's 1956 text on Michi-

gan bank notes is especially rich in this regard), back issues of the late lamented

Essay-Proofjournal, and elsewhere. In our descriptions of scenes we describe what

we see, usually not assigning a specific title. However, by lucky happenstance no

doubt many of the purchasers will be able to research their treasures and come

up with additional information. The unknown is always exciting, and many of

the ABNCo items come with this quintessential element.

Notes about Our Descriptions

Measurements: The sizes are close approximations only, each one being

rounded to the nearest quarter inch. These measurements reflect the actual size

of the plate. The vignettes on the plates are generally somewhat smaller. In cases

where the vignettes are considerably smaller, the vignette measurements are

given, in addition to the plate measurements. The illustrations in this catalogue

are of the vignettes themselves, with the exception of the multi-subject bank note

plates and the cylinder dies. On many vignette dies, blank unused areas were

inscribed with crossed lines, perhaps to make the important area of the design

visible at quick glance.

Surfaces: Most of the plates were chemically treated or coated with paraffin

by the various engraving firms to protect the surfaces for long-term storage.

These treatments have worked very nicely for the most part and in the vast

majority of cases, the design features are free of oxidation. These coatings have

been mostly removed, but traces remain in some cases and recent handling has

added oils to the surfaces. For the steel plates, it is recommended that they be

stored in cool dry conditions, and where this is not possible, it is further recom-

mended that the surfaces be treated with oil or a commercially available rust

inhibitor to prevent oxidation.

Descriptions: General descriptions are by John Pack, with the assistance of

Susan Novak, Q. David Bowers, and Bruce R. Hagen. For many if not most

subjects, much additional historical information can be found from standard

sources including the Internet—making the further research of any item you

buy a pleasant exercise.

Photographs: The photographs taken by staff expert Doug Plasencia are mirror

images of the actual dies/ plates, showing how the final image would be printed.

BANKING AND CURRENCY
Deposit Savings Association of Mobile, Alabama

Face and Back Plates
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Rosene 192, 1-1-2-3. Steel. 9 x 14 inches.

Imprints of American Bank Note Com-
pany, New York on both plates. The

face plate is light pewter gray, lustrous

and attractive. Extensive hairlines from

cleaning are seen over much of the

surface, and light traces of wax residue

remain in places. Some small spots of

light olive toning are also noted. Some
trivial oxidation is visible at the upper

left corner of the plate, mostly on the

beveled edge and well away from the

engraved areas of the plate. Nicely vi-

gnetted, with Ceres and an agricultural

vignette on the $1 notes, a freed slave

in gentleman's attire tending to his ani-

mals on the $2, and men loading bales

on the $3 issue. The tint plate is pale

pewter gray with some faint lavender

and pale blue overtones. Minor oxida-

tion marks are seen near the edges, as

are a few light scratches and other han-

dling marks. Attractive back designs

with full security engravings, and verv

ornate counters. These were printed in

green ink on the notes. Printed copies

of all three of these denominations \vere

listed as Rarity-2 by Rosene in his 1984

reference, Alabama Paper Money and

Scrip, but all are quite desirable today

and bring good premiums. The original

paper wrappers are included, though

they are somewhat rough.
Mark uf )olin Svllors and Sons, Slioffiold, England on back of Faw Plato.

Mark of W.B. Rock, Philadelphia on back of Pint Plato,

1 Alabama, Mobile. Deposit Savings Association of Mobile.
F ace plate and back plate for a 4-subject sheet. $l-$l-$2-$3.
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The Valley Bank

THE VALLEV BANK
PHOENIX,ARIZONA

directors
C.E. MILLS

L.D, RICKETTS
R.E. MOORE
G.A.OLNEY

B.M.SOLDWATER
T.C.MCREYNOLDS

J.H.KIBBEY
j,

A.T. ESGATE

2 Arizona, Phoenix. The Valley Bank. Title plate. Steel. 4 x 1.5 inches. Lustrous light steel gray with a few minor
handling marks but generally quite clean. The plate gives the title of the bank, along with a list of directors includ-

ing "B.M. Goldwater," probably either Baron M. Goldwater, or his more famous son. Senator Barry M. Goldwater.
The original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed.

TEiis is perhaps the best known bank in Phoenix, important during the growth years of that desert city, identified from a distance by a

large rotating sign on top of the structure.

Ansonia National Bank

Ansonia, Connecticut

3 Connecticut, Ansonia. Ansonia National Bank. Charter: 1093. Partial Cashier's Check. Steel. 7 x 4.5 inches. Satiny

and lustrous light steel gray with scattered hairlines and traces of soft olive and gray toning. Boldly titled and nicely

vignetted with dog's facing head.

Engraved identification number: 30615 (C-3395 crossed out).

Partial marks of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back. An additional mark reads 56450.

On May 1, 1865, the Ansonia Bank converted to become the Ansonia National Bank. The founding president was George P. Cowles, and

the first cashier was A.J. Hines. Although in this early era when extra authorized capital was available the bank charter was limited to $500,000,

the directors elected to capitalize at just $100,000, a figure soon rai.sed to $200,000.

On August 19, 1875, a report stated that recently, on Tuesday night, an attempt was made to rob this bank, when five masked burglars

overpowered watchman John Buckley while he was eating while seated in a factory next to the bank. They chained him to a steam pipe and

took the keys from his pocket, and entered through the rear door. An opening in the stone-enclosed vault was made by blasting with nitro-

glycerin, but the burglars were not successful, and around 4:00 in the morning gave up the job, and took a 5:30 a.m. train to New York CiW.

Had they been able to access the vault they would have found about $8,000.
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The Winsted Bank

Winsted, Connecticut

Face and Tint Plates

THE WINSTED

4 Connecticut, Winsted. The Winsted Bank. Face plate and face tint for a 2-subject sheet. $10-$20. Haxby CT-475,

G24-G28. Steel. 9 x 7.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New York on tint plate. A lovely pair of

2-subject plates. The face is lustrous pewter gray steel with fine scattered hairlines and a couple of trivially thin

scratches from handling, but no serious marks or distractions. Faint golden brown and pale blue toning is seen.

Attractively vignetted notes, the $20 denomination featuring a portrait of Union General George McClellan, the

one-time great hope for deliverance of swiff Union vicfory during the Civil War. Traces of black ink remain in some
of the engraved recesses, and ghostlike shadows of the tint designs are clearly visible. The tints were printed first,

and apparently, some chemical agent in the ink was mildly corrosive and microscopically etched the face plate.

This is an effect that we have seen on other face plates associated with color tints. The tint plate is very bright, light

steel gray and highly reflective. A few minor hairline scratches are seen, as are typical light hairlines from clean-

ing. Traces of golden brown toning are seen, as are a few remnants of the green tint ink. The identity of fhe client,

"Winsted Bank" is lightly engraved in the upper margin. These two designs are listed in Haxby as being known
in Proof format only, and neither is illustrated. Notes are rare, but the plates are unique. A wonderful Connecticut

pair. The original paper wrappers are included, both with typical roughness, the one for the face missing one back
flap, but both are functionally intact.

Mark of C. Yeager, Philadelphia on back of Face Plate. Mark of John Seller.s and Sons, Sheffield, England on back of Tint Plate.

Entrepreneurs seeking to establish the Winsted Bank sought a charter in the summer of 1847, but were among a number of disappointed

applicants, with only the Iron Bank of Canaan being successful. Apparently, those associated with the Winsted Bank hadn't done their home-
work, as they lost by a vote of 90 to 107 in the Legislature. Success attended their efforts the next year, in 1858, after which the bank went into

business. A problem arose in 1856 when the General Assembly voted to repeal its charter unless the required 2% of its capital was paid in,

plus accumulated interest. This amount was paid, and the institution remained in business.

During the Civil War, a time of prosperity for most banks, the Winsted Bank had difficulty. Certain loans were found to be questionable

or bad, and the state advised that it would be wise to reduce the capital of the bank or suspend dividends, or, better yet, do both. The action

.seems modest, as the capital of $257,700, plus adjustments, was reduced just by $4,000. In 1874 Elliot Beardsley was the president, and Henry
Gay was the cashier. The institution closed in 1868. In various historical accounts this bank is sometimes listed as being located in Winsted,
other times in West Winsted.

IH Slack's
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First National Bank of Hawaii

Treasurer's Letter of Credit

Hawaii, Honolulu. First National Bank of Hawaii. Charter:

5550. Treasurer's Letter of Credit. Steel. 7.5 x 10.25 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company. An important

printing plate, engraved for the First National Bank of Hawaii.

Significant as the only plate we have seen thus far relating to

national banking in Hawaii, one of the two toughest states for

National Bank note collectors, as only five such institutions

were established in this state under this system. The form itself

is the only one if its type that we have seen from the archive

thus far, and it is a complete face design with security borders

and scrollwork at the corners. The steel is lustrous medium
gray at the center, with deep golden brown and mottled blue

and violet around the edges. Light hairlines as typical, but

generally a very clean and attractive plate. Likely unique, and

an important artifact of the national banking era. A prize for

the Hawaii collector.

Engraved identification number: 97599-A.

Numbered N30723N45649 on back.

The First National Bank of Hawaii was establi.shed in Honolulu on August

23, 1900, changing its name to the Bishop First National Bank on July 6, 1929,

and then to the Bishop National Bank of Hawaii on November 3, 1933.

National Bank of the Republic, Chicago

6 Illinois, Chicago. The National Bank of the Republic. Charter:

4605. Steel. 7x2 inches. Deep steel gray with heavy olive gold,

violet, and pale blue toning. A large title, with other associated

elements for use on bank forms. The original paper wrapper
is included, with a proof impression affixed, both rough at the

corners.

Engraved identification number: 1225.

Partial mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

The National Bank of the Republic, certainly a grandiose title, was char-

tered in 1891. John B. Mailers was the founding president, and W.W. Bell

was the first cashier. Paid in capital amounted to $700,000. The institution

prospered for many years, but fell victim to the Depression and was liquidated

on July 25, 1931. By that time it had assumed responsibility for the circulating

notes and certain assets of the National City Bank of Chicago, charter 8532.

7 Massachusetts, Holy-

oke. Hadley Falls

Trust Company. Pam-
phlet cover. Steel. 3.25

X 8.25 inches. Light

steel gray, satiny and

lustrous. Traces of

black ink remain in the

recesses. Engraving

of the entrance to the

building. The original

paper wrapper is in-

cluded, with a proof

impression affixed.

Mark of John Sellers and

Sons, Sheffield, England

on back.

tIadley Falls

Trust

Company

hoi.vokf:

MASSACIIUSHTTS

BRANClll'S

HOLYOKE .\X1) CllU OPHK
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Important Pittsfield, Massachusetts Currency Plate

The Belvidere Bank

Previously Unknown

/ BELVIDERE BANK/

: /// />///r / '

8 Massachusetts, Pittsfield. The Belvidere Bank. Face plate for a 2-subject sheet. $l-$5. Haxby-Unlisted. Steel. 9 x

14 inches. Imprint of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Edson, New York. Lustrous and somewhat reflective light pewter
gray steel, with slight traces of blended pale blue and faint olive toning over much of the surface. Areas of minor
oxidation near the edges of the plate, but the engraved areas are free of such distractions. Some light hairlines and
minor handling marks are noted, but none are serious or worthy of specific discussion. A scarce half plate, this be-

ing two subjects engraved on a full size plate that could accommodate four subjects. It would appear that further

notes were intended as using only half of the steel would be wasteful and costly, but that the planned institution

must have met its end even before completion of this plate. The note designs are in the lower two frames, while

the top two are free of engraving. "Belvidere Bank" is lightly scratched in cursive in the second note frame. The
$1 note features Commerce seated on a barrel at left, with a locomotive at center, and a vignette of farm animals at

right. The $5 note features a Native American warrior at left, a sheep herding scene at center, and a blacksmith

at his anvil at right. Haxby lists two different Belvidere Banks, one in New Jersey and one in Illinois. The present

plate is engraved "Pittsfield, Mass." We have seen at least one other case where an engraved plate was altered for

use by a completely different institution than it was originally engraved for, but there are no similarities in the

designs on this plate to those reported for the banks of this title in other states. In David C. Wismer's The Obsolete

Bank Notes of New England, there is a cursory listing of a Belvidere Bank under Boston (we find no other mention
of such a bank in Boston), but no note descriptions or other information is included. It appears that this plate may
well be the only record of this intended bank, and thus it is a highly unusual and particularly valuable artifact of
Mas.sachusetts banking history—one featuring designs that are quite possibly being presented here for the very first

time to any eyes beyond tho.se associated with its original engraving in the mid-19th century or those associated
with the archive since that time. A prize for the Ma.ssachusetts collector. The original paper wrapper is included,
though the back flaps have been severed. The cover is labeled by hand, "Belvidere Bank Mas.sachusetts."

M.irk (if L G.irsiilc, Ncw.irk, New jcrsi’y an back.
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Manchester Insurance Company
Manchester, Mississippi

Copper Plate by RW&H
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Mississippi, Manchester. Manchester Insurance Company.
Face plate for a 6-subject sheet of scrip notes. IZVaC-lZVid-ZSd

/ $l-$2-50(t. Kraus 23660-23660-23661 / 23663-Unlisted-23662.

Copper. 14 x 8.75 inches. Imprint of Rawdon, Wright and Hatch,

New York. A wonderful copper plate, and as such, among a

scarcer class of plates revealed thus far from the American Bank
Note Company archives. The vast majority of the plates we
have seen have been steel engravings, with only an occasional

appearance of a copper example, as here. Bright rosy orange

toning is predominate, while rich tones of golden brown, bright

magenta, green and soft violet are erratically blended across

much of the surface, particularly toward the edges of the plate.

As such, the visual appeal is striking and impressive.A few light

nicks or other signs of handling are noted, but none serious af-

fect the engraved areas. Some minor edge bumps are also seen,

but again, these are quite insignificant and mentioned only for

the sake of accuracy. An early plate, engraved in the late 1830s as

evidenced by the engraver's imprint (Rawdon, Wright and Hatch

being used from 1836 until 1847). Very desirable as a complete

plate for this issue of scrip notes, including denominations which
are rarely seen, a couple that were unknown to Leggett at the time

his reference on Mississippi notes was published in 1975, and one
that is still unknown. Guy Carleton Kraus knew of all except the

$2 note, and recorded them in his reference, Mississippi Obsolete

Notes and Scrip. Always desirable Spanish colonial coin vignettes

add much to the desirability of this lovely piece. The one real coin

vignette bears the Mexico City mintmark, the two reales shows a

Lima mark, and the four reales bears the mark of Potosi. Nicely

vignetted and very attractive, with the previously unkiaown $2

note featuring the engraving Hebe, engraved by Asher B. Durand.

A prize for the Mississippi collector. The original paper wrapper
is included, with one back flap severed.

10 Nebraska, Omaha. The Omaha Nation-

al Bank. Charter: 1633. Steel. 3.25 x 3.5

inches. Medium steel gray with mottled

deeper gray toning over much of the

surface. A simple engraving of the bank's

first office at the time of its charter during

the state's territorial period in 1866. The

original paper wrapper is included, with

a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number; V-38147

(10,347 crossed out).

TEie OmaEia National Bank was organized on

February 9, 1866, and was cEiartered on February

10th, either date sometimes being used as the

time of origination. Its doors first opened for business on July 2nd of the

.same year. Ezra Millard was founding president, in company with Joseph

N. Field, the first cashier. Although the authorized capital was $500,000,

only $50,000 was used at first. (At the time. Congress

authorized capital to more or less agree with the

demands of the applicants, who then sought to raise

stock accordingly. Only a certain amount of capital

was available totally across the nation. Later, as more

banks applied for charters, the amount of available

authorized capital became scarce, and large authoriza-

tions were not given to applicants wlro intended onlv

to use a smaller amount.)

The institution had roots in the private banking

office of Barrows, Millard & Companv, in the davs

when Omaha was an active frontier town, a jumping

off spot for those seeking to travel fartlrer to tlie West.

After Ezra and Joseph Millard witlidrew from tlie firm

in order to establish the Omaha National Bank, the

remaining partners became Caldwell, Hamilton & Compan\-, cimtinuing in

business until 1887, when it was merged into the United States National Bank

of the same citv. On December 27, 1924, the bank seemed to be voraciiHis tor

over a period of time it absorbed four other National Banks.

First Omaha National Bank Building

THE
OMAHA NATIONAL BANK
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First National Bank of Las Vegas, New Mexico

11 New Mexico, Las Vegas. First National Bank of Las Vegas.

Charter: 2436. Building vignette. Steel. 4x3 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note Company, New York. Lustrous light steel

gray with some light mottled gray and olive toning. A lovely

vignette of the bank building. Simple, but nicely executed.

The date of the building appears at the top, the identity of the

bank is engraved below. A card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 44695 (C-124 crossed out).

This institution was successful in Las Vegas when it was not much more

than a polcey desert town with relatively little commerce. Gambling in the

state, quite active, was mostly centered in Reno to the North. The situation

would soon change dramatically, and today Las Vegas is regarded as the

gambling capital of the world, although casinos on the coast of China now

have a larger take.

NATIONAL' BANK, LAS VEOAS

The Millville Bank Currency Plates

Millville, New Jersey— Face and Tint Plates

w>.

MILLYILLE )

>ix«oLa.ncauDcn<^s^rai
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New Jersey, Millville. The Millville Bank. Face plate and
face tint for a 4-subject sheet. $l-$l-$2-$3. Haxby NJ-305,
G2b-G2b-G4b-G6b. Steel. 9 x 14 inches. Imprint of American
Bank Note Company. The face plate is lustrous light steel gray
with faint traces of pale blue toning. Light traces of wax residue

remain as well. A beautifully pre.served plate showing almost
no handling marks worthy of mention though some light scat-

U*r‘*d hairlines are seen, as typical. A few very small oxidation

-pots .ire seen along the edges, but these are small enough as

to be only slightly visible from the

face. Otherwise, the plate is clean in

this regard. Beautifully vignetted, the

one dollar notes show men at work

in a glass factory, while the $2 note

bears a vignette of women at work in

a textile mill, likely the industry that

gave the town of Millville its name.

A few minor traces of ink remain in

the recesses. A scarce New Jersey title

from the era of state chartered banks,

though this institution became the

Millville National Bank early in the

National Banking era. All obsolete

notes on this title are catalogued by

Haxby as either SENC (surviving

example not confirmed), or as be-

ing known in Proof format only as

is the case with these three designs.

Haxby gives the engraver's imprint

as Bald, Cousland & Company, the

firm that originally prepared these

plates. Though the imprint in the

steel is now that of ABNCo, close

examination reveals that the imprint

was changed from the original one,

and extremely faint remnants of the

earlier marks can be detected under

magnification. The tint plate is also

quite clean, lustrous light steel gray

and more reflective than that for the

primary face printing. A few light

hairlines are seen, as are traces of wax residue, but mostly the

plate is very well preserved. Traces of red ink remain in a few

of the deeper recesses. "Millville BK" is somewhat crudely

engraved into the upper margin, identifving the client. The

original paper wrappers are included, both functionally intact,

though worn. (Total: 2 pieces)

M.irk of lolin Si'llors, Slu'ffii'Kf, Tngl.ind on b.uk ot t.uo pKito.

This w.is .1 modest institution, .md in tlu' l.ito IS.SOs .ind during the C ivil

W.ir li.rd .1 c.ipit.il of .ibout $.5t),(XH1, tlie .unount vnrving sliglitlv trv'm vo.u

to vi’.ir.
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Bank of the State of North Carolina Currency Plate

Imprint of C. Toppan & Company

13 North Carolina, Raleigh. The Bank of the State of North
Carolina. Face plate for a 4-subject sheet. $5-$5-$5-$5. Haxby
NC-60, Design 5A-5A-5A-5A. Steel. 8.75 x 13.25 inches. Im-
print of Charles Toppan and Company, Philadelphia. Light

steel gray, bright, somewhat reflective, and highly lustrous.

Areas of heavy hairlines are seen in the bottom two notes,

while another is seen to a lesser degree at the top of the plate.

Three small digs in the steel are noted, each only a couple of

millimeters in diameter and two of these are in the margins,

not affecting the engraved design. Additional handling marks
are few, and in general, the plate is nicely preserved overall.

A beautifully engraved plate, this $5 denomination being a

particularly attractive design with almost no blank space.

The central vignette appears to be a small-scale planting scene

with Abundance above. Around each end of the note are seven

seals, totaling 14 around. These include those of the original

13 colonies with one Federal eagle to even the number. The
result is a distinctive layout that is quite pleasing. The Bank
of the State of North Carolina had its parent office at Raleigh,

but operated branch offices in nine different cities. While the

engraved location here is Raleigh, the notes have a blank for

the branch office to be filled in by hand, and this design is not

known to have been issued from the parent bank. This design

issued in the 1840s, is among the earlier notes issued by this

bank. Catalogued by Haxby in Proof format without the issu-

ing bank filled in, and also for most of the branch locations,

though several are listed as SENC. The original paper wrapper
is included, though three of the back flaps are lost.

Mark of J. Keim, Philadelphia on back.

The hi.story of the Bank of the State of North Carolina is extensive and

fascinating. It was incorporated in 1833 with a capital of $1,500. By 1856 it

amounted to $2,000,000, with the state holding a quarter of that amount. Nine

branches were in operation. Happily, the institution was one of those that was

very carefully managed, and the Panic of 1837, while having adverse effects,

did not in any way impair its operation. In 1863 the capital stood at $300,000.

James H. Carson was president and Thomas W. Dewey served as cashier.
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National Manufacturers Bank of Neenah, Wisconsin

Building Vignette

14 Wisconsin, Neenah. The National Manufacturers Bank of

Neenah. Charter: 6034. Building vignette. Steel. 5.5 x 5.75

inches. Satiny and lustrous light steel gray with a few veiA'

minor hairlines. An attractive and relatively large engraving

of the bank building, with title and location given below. The

original paper wrapper is included, though tom and somewhat
rough. A direct proof impression is on the face, along with the

handwritten date, April 2, 1941.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

This bank was chartered in November 1901 and in its dav was highlv

respected and is.sued paper money with an aggregate face value exceeding

$1 million, later nearly all redeemed.

jack's 23
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American Colonial Bank of Porto Rico

Stock Certificate Text Block

15 Puerto Rico, San Juan. American Colonial Bank of Porto Rico. Partial stock certificate. Steel. 10 x 4.25 inches.

Bright and somewhat reflective light silver gray with traces of soft olive toning. A number of fine scratches and

other handling marks are noted. The text block of a stock certificate for the bank, which operated in the early part

of the 20th century. A complete Proof of the certificate was included in the February 2007 Harmer sale of paper

items from the ABNCo archives. A scarce artifact of banking in Puerto Rico.

Banco de Puerto Rico Titles

CoMl'TIiOIJ-BU. (rOVl£l<r>f<>IJ. ('aHIUKU.

16 Puerto Rico. Banco de Puerto Rico. Title plate. Steel. 4.75 x 3 inches. Lustrous medium steel gray with traces of

light olive brown toning and scattered flecks of deeper gray. An interesting plate that can be dated to the period

between 1900 and 1913, as the institution operated under different titles before and after this range of years.

Engraved identification number: C_1600.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

The history of this bank dates back to 1857. It was acquired in 1930 by what is commonly known today as Banco Popular, Inc., a financial

institution with 13,000 employees, which generated net income in 2006 totaling over $357 million.

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.

24 Si.mk's
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BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

ENGRAVERS AND PRINTERS

American Bank Note Company
Stock Header, 1879

Identification Number Cl

17 American Bank Note Company. Steel. 8.75 x 3 inches. Medium steel gray with light olive toning toward the edges

of the plate. Some light hairlines, as typical. Used as the header for conversionary stock certificates, and possibly

letterhead or other forms, this plate bears the following inscription in five lines, "American Bank Note Company /

Created by the Consolidation of the / American Bank Note Company, / National Bank Note Company, / Continen-

tal Bank Note Company." The location of the office is given as "142 B'way," at left on the printed form, and "New
York" at right. This address was used by the firm from 1867 until 1884. Upon the formation of American Bank Note

Company in 1858, it was known informally as "the Association," this being an association of seven leading engraving

firms, later adding two more small firms. In 1879, fwo more major firms were merged with American Bank Note

Company, at which time the firm came to be referred to informally as "The Consolidated Company." These last

two additions were National Bank Note Company and Continental Bank Note Company, and the "Consolidation"

lasted until 1911 at which time the informal designation became the "Modern Institution." This plate, with inventory

number Cl, is apparently the first plate numbered upon the formation of "The Consolidated Company" in 187^

A wonderful ABNCo artifact, one of the few that can be assigned a rather specific time and place, and among the

best pieces produced by and for this firm in terms of historical context.

Engraved identification number: Cl.

As the identification number here can be safely correlated to the formation of the Consolidation in 1879, we are provided a research op-

portunity with respect to the engraved identification numbers found on these plates. A brief survey of those plates catalogued by us thus far,

with a focus on pieces whose dates of manufacture can be at least roughly determined, suggests that all plates with a "C" number are post

1879. Based on this, we assume that the "C" in fact refers to the "consolidated" period, dating those to the period between 1879 and 1911.

American Bank Note Company Seal

18 American Bank Note Company seal. Steel. 6x7
inches (engraving 1.5 x 2.25 inches. Lustrous medium
steel gray with a fine satiny finish and lightly mottled

gray toning. The head of an eagle at center with three

stars above, and the dates 1795-1879 below, all in a

beaded circle. The firm and location are engraved

above and below, in four lines, "AMERICAN /

BANK NOTE COMPANY / 410 SANSOM STREET

/ PHILADELPHIA." We have seen a design similar

to that within the circle used on the outside of paper

wrappers of other plates. An attractive piece from the

Philadelphia office, and nicely preserved.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

tack's 25
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American Bank Note Company Bill Header

19
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American Bank Note Com-
pany. Bill header. Steel. 9 x 4.5

inches. Bright gray steel with

some traces of soft gold toning

near the edges. Light hairlines

on the very reflective surface.

Rather nicely preserved. The

header used for bills issued

out of the Philadelphia office

in the Drexel Building. A logo

at the left end bears the name
of the firm around the eagle ’

,

head engraving as offered

above. The interesting inscrip-
.

tion below reads, in three

lines, "All plates are engraved -

by this Company / only on the

express condition that they
' ' ’

.

are / never to be taken out of

its possession." Clearly, they were able to closely hold their

engraved works for more than a century, thus reinforcing

the importance of the opportunities presented by our series

of sales. We are delighted to be a part of the presentation at

r

auction of what is probably one of the greatest archives ever

formed of the engraver's art. The original paper wrapper is

included.

Mark of Geo. B. Sharp, 13 Baxter St. N.Y. on back.

American Bank Note Company Calendar Header Sheet Plate

mostly confined to the borders with

little extending into the engraved

areas. Very similar to a plate offered

in our March 2007 auction, described

as an advertising card. However, that

plate gave the locations of the branch

offices at Boston and Philadelphia as

well as the Trinity Place address in

New York. This plate gives only the

New York address, and dates as early

as 1882 when the firm moved into

these offices, however the plate is

not dated. The original paper wrap-

per is included (which provides the

proper identification of the intended

use as "calendar tops.") The wrapper

is rough and chipped, but reason-

ably intact. It also indicates that this

is the third copy of this plate, the

second copy having been cancelled.

Presumably, the first copy had also

been cancelled or otherwise taken

out of service. As these steel plates

were advertised to be good for 30,LXX1

impressions, and an additional

25,000 impressions after retouching,

it would appear that manv of these

calendars were produced. Thev aa'

t varieties, enough so that thea' aa'

arious tvpos.

Engraved identiticatinn miniber; 3 (indicating tbe tliird generation

voitKr
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American Bank Note Company. Calendar header. Face plate

for S-subjects. Steel. 13.25 x 11.5 inches. Satiny and lustrous

light pewter gray. Much of the surface area is bright and rather

mark-free with only a few trivial signs of handling. The right

and top edge of the plate shows areas of oxidation, but this is

2h Swc k’"
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American Bank Note Company
"Specimen Note" Cylinder

21 American Bank Note Company. Specimen note advertising card. Cylinder
die. Steel. Height: 3.5 inches; Diameter: 2.75 inches. Imprint of American
Bank Note Company. A lovely cylinder for transferring this card to the multi-

subject plate used to print. The steel is toned deep gray, but is lustrous and
free of noteworthy imperfections except for a couple of tiny oxidation spots

that are noted only for the sake of accuracy. The note features Progress by
engraver Robert Savage as the central vignette. A lovely ABNCo artifact.

Numbered 84846 on top and numbered P13118-32137 on bottom.

American Bank Note Company
Vignette Transfer Plate

American Bank Note Company. Vignette transfer

plate. Steel. 9 x 14 inches. Unmarked, but certain

vignettes are the work of Danforth, Wright and
Company, while at least one, Daniel Boone is attrib-

uted to Draper, Toppan, Longacre and Company.
The plate is therefore a post consolidation work of

American Bank Note Company, apparently pro-

duced for ease of storage and recovery of useful

art. A wonderful steel plate, attractive pewter gray

and quite lustrous. Some light areas of oxidation

are seen at the upper left and lower left corners, but

these are shallow and could probably be cleaned off

with some ease. A lovely series of vignettes, with

many different types of images from allegoricals to

Native Americans, to pastoral scenes. At least some
of them are partial vignettes, which were used in

more complete form later. In all, there are 37 differ-

ent engravings, mostly of similar size and all but

one of them oriented in the same direction. The

plate clearly was not intended as a specimen sheet

as the engravings are not well placed, but the piece

is quite attractive just as it is. A wonderful artifact

featuring beautiful examples of the engraver's art.

The original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: 216.

Mark of C. Yeager, Phil'a on back.

pack's
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1

American Bank Note Company

Vignette Transfer Plate

23 American Bank Note Company. Vignette transfer plate. Steel. 14 x 9 inches. Lustrous light pewter gray. Typical

hairlines throughout the field areas between the vignettes, with light burnishing marks also seen. Some spots and

small flecks of toning are noted, as are some trivial oxidation spots, these being widely scattered and of little sig-

nificance. Another lovely vignette transfer plate, produced to store art for future easy recovery. This plate includes

general art vignettes for bank notes as well as several marked "special" indicating that they were produced for a

specific client. The most recognizable vignette is that of Freedom, after the statue by Thomas Crawford that graces

the top of the United States Capitol dome in Washington. The vignette was used on the $5 Demand notes of 1861, as

well as several obsolete currency issues. Other vignettes include a Revolutionary War scene of George Washington
reading a communication on the battle field, seen on several obsolete issues, and an unusual winter vignette of boys

loading firewood on a sled pulled by oxen, a scene that we do not recall having seen before which is copyrighted

1859 by ABNCo. In all, 19 vignettes appear on the plate, each numbered 31 through 49. The plate itself is identified

as "No. 3," clearly one of a series. Another beautiful piece from early in the firm's history. The face of the original

paper wrapper is included, hand labeled "A.B.N.Co. / Vignettes Nos. 31 to 49 / Plate No. 3."

Engraved identification number: Special. 34. Plate No. 3. 31 to 49 Vignettes.

Mark of J. Keim, Phil'a on back.

28 Stuk's
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Beautiful Copper Specimen Sheet Plate

Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Co.

I 24 Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Company, New York. Specimen

sheet plate. Copper. 10 x 15.25 inches. A lovely copper plate for

one of fhe lovely specimen sheets of fhis firm which, as of 1858

under fhe name of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, would be-

come an integral part of the newly formed American Bank Note

Company. The firm traces its beginnings to Abner Reed, who
was apprenticed to silversmiths in Albany, New York as early

as 1793, but was active as a copper plate engraver and printer

in 1798. From this time to that of the 1858 merger, the company

went through several name changes as partners came and

went. The specific title found here indicates that the plate was

likely engraved in the short period from 1832 to 1834, making

this among the earliest plates we have offered from the archive.

The copper is rich orange red with traces of aftractive mottled

pastel toning over much of the surface including violet, pale

blue, and green. The edges are pleasing deep copper brown,

a result of handling, and tiny dark toning flecks are scattered

about other areas as well. Other handling marks include a few

fine scratches and small marks but none stand out specifically

and all are quife minor. The plate includes 35 engraved elements,

including nine counters, with some duplication. Small postage

stamp-sized vignettes of Lafayette and Washington are near the

upper corners, while a full standing figure of Lafayeffe is near

the center between an allegorical female and a sfanding portrait

of Washington in Roman dress. Other vignettes include Hcbc b\'

Asher B. Durand, which appears twice, Hercules and the Lion,

Commerce, Agriculture, Justice, Archimedes, and other subjects.

Historical events are represented by the landing at Jamestown,

1608. A beautiful piece, rare and important.

Both engravings of LaFavette are taken from the 1822 portrait painted

by Ary Sdieffer (1795-1858). The original painting hangs in the United States

House of Representatives.

This firm was a prolific issuer of small broadsides, as was its suca- -or,

Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, Toda\’, printed examples are ver\ elusi-.

,

and appear at auction only occasionallv.
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Western Bank Note and Engraving Company Card

Western Bank Note and Engraving Company. Advertising card. Steel. 5.5

X 4.25 inches. Imprinted, Western Division - American Bank Note Com-

pany. Bright and lustrous light steel gray with faint pale blue overtones.

Satiny and quite attractive. Some trivial hairlines are noted. A female

portrait at center, in an oval frame. Mounted torches at left and right, the

titles below. Advertising cards of the various engraving firms are quite

popular and the engraved steel plates have proven very desirable.

Engraved identification number: V 37622 (8825 crossed out).

Curious "$20" Transfer Plate

26 Transfer plate in the layout of a $20 note. Steel. 9 x 3.75 inches. Satiny and lustrous medium steel gray with sev-

eral areas of darker toning and a few scattered oxidation spots. A number of dents are noted near the center of the

plate, and in general, it is somewhat rough. There is also a noticeable concavity to the plate. A curious plate, rough

in appearance and layout and without any indication as to its purpose. It is not a partial design for any note we
are aware of, and the engraved elements are both suggestive of Toppan Carpenter and New England Bank Note

Company. The original paper wrapper is included, with a slightly chipped and scuffed proof impression affixed.

Mark of J. Cargides, Patent on back.

Attractive Vignette Test Plate

Vignette test plate. Copper. 5.25 x 7 inches. A thin copper

plate with rich gold toning, complemented by vibrant violet,

sea green, blue, and orange blended pleasantly across the

surface. Three scratches are seen, two of which affect one of

the vignettes, but the plate is otherwise free of serious marks.

Some minor edge cients are noted only for the sake of accuracy,

as they do not affect the designs and framed, none would be

visible. A very attractive test plate with five different \'ignettes,

including one featuring the reverse of a Liberty Seated dime,

or possible a Barber dime, though we suspect that the engrav-

ing pre-dates 1892. An interesting and attractive piece, and
being copper, of a rarer cla.ss. An original paper wrapper is

included.

Engmvi'd idontilicafiim luimbor: 55.

10 Sivck's
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American Airlines Logo Vignette Braniff Airways Logo Vignette

‘ I 28 American Airlines. Logo vignette. Steel. 6.5x4 inches. Highly

lustrous medium steel gray with soft gold and violet toning 29
^ mostly concentrated near the edges of the plate. An attractive

early logo probably used on stock certificates or other Ameri-

can Airlines forms. Two planes fly near a city at left, as printed,

while one flies over a mountainous landscape at right.

Engraved identification number: 5154.

American Airlines was founded as American Airways in January 1930.

Today, it is the largest airline in the world, with operations based at five

hubs from which the airline serves 158 destinations with a fleet of more

than 800 planes.

Braniff Airways Logo Vignette. Steel. 5.5 x 4.5 inches. Light

steel gray with a fine satin texture and a bright lustrous ap-

pearance. Mild olive toning is visible around the vignette, and

a few scattered hairline scratches are noted. An allegorical

female stands in the foreground, supporting the company
logo. Planes fly over cityscapes in the distance. The logo gives

a company slogan, "Great Lakes to the Gulf."

Engraved identification number: 7197.

Braniff International Airlines was founded in 1928, with its hub at Dal-

las-Fort Worth International Airport. It served 54 destinations by the time of

its closure in 1982 when the pressure of increasingly aggressive competition

and rising fuel costs became too heavy.

Curtiss Airports Corporation

30 Curtiss Airports Corporation. Title plate. Steel. 9.25 x 2.5 inches. Lustrous light steel gray with a fine satin texture

and traces of mottled olive-brown toning. A bold title.

Engraved identification number: 475.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Curtiss Airports Corporation operated airfields in the late 1920s and into the 1930.S, but by 1933 the corporation was out of business.

Stack's 31
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Curtiss-Caproni Corporation

31

Curtiss-Caproni Corporation. Steel. 5.75 x 5 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note Company. Lustrous medium gray steel

with light mottled olive toning over much of the surface. A few

minor hairline scratches and other marks are seen, but none are

very significant. A lovely vignette of one of the firm's planes

flying above the leaning tower of Pisa. The Italian connection

is a nod to the respected Italian designer Gianni Caproni, who

was to lend his talents to the new firm.

Engraved identification number: SPECIAL V-65207.

Partial mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back. An

additional mark reads S52687.

The Curtiss-Caproni Corporation was established in 1929 as part of a

large movement to fill the needs of a rapidly growing airline industry. The

goal of the company was to produce large multiple engine aircraft, and they

began construction of a manufacturing facility in Baltimore. However, the

onset of the Great Depression got in the way and brought the plans to a

premature end. By 1931, the completed facility was leased to another avia-

tion manufacturing firm.

i

United Aircraft and Transport Corporation

32

United Aircraft and Transport Corporation. Steel. 9x4 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Satiny

and lustrous medium steel gray with light olive and gold overtones, mostly concentrated near the edges. A tiny
|

oxidation spot is seen at the left end of the plate, but little else in the way of imperfections or handling marks is !,

seen. A lovely engraving of an early plane.
I

Engraved identification number: SPECIAL V-65199. i

Numbered S51421 on back.

United Aircraft and Transport Corporation was formed in 1929 as a holding company with interests in several aviation companies involved '

in manufacture and transportation. The transportation companies were later organized under a new management company, United Airlines,

Inc. However, the Sherman antitrust laws of the 1930s resulted in the break up of what had become a rather large entity. Boeing, a part of the
j"

larger company took control of the Western manufacturing concerns, and the transportation concerns continued under the United name.

i;

1

33

Airplane vignette. Aviation No.2. Steel. 5.5 x 4.5

inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company.
Satiny and lustrous light steel gray with light hair-

lines and trivial signs of handling. A clear, crisp

engraving of cargo being loaded onto an early

single-engine plane from the back of a nearby truck.

Small buildings and a second plane in flight am seen

in the background. One of a series of numbered vi-

gnettes offered here, but of a series whose purpose

is unknown to us.

Engraved identification number: V-b3t131.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, Englaiul on back.

An additional mark reads 1 W,S7,
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35

Airplane vignette. Airplane with Passengers jAviation NoA.
Steel. 5.5 x 4.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Com-
pany. Light steel gray with some mottled deeper gray toning

around the edges. Some trivial wax residue and minor han-

dling marks are seen. Still lustrous and attractive. The engrav-

ing shows passengers being loaded onto a small three-engine

plane. The airfield structures including the control tower are

seen in the distance.

Engraved identification number: V-70377.

Numbered D10503 on back.

Airplane vignette. Aviation No.6. Steel. 5.5 x 4.75 inches. Im-

print of American Bank Note Company. Light steel gray with

some fine hairlines and other minor handling marks. Traces

of mottled deeper gray toning are seen around the edges. A
twin-engine passenger plane flies high above a small house

and outbuilding, with a road and railroads passing nearby.

Engraved identification number: V-74827.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back. An additional

mark reads D15948.

36 Airplane vignette. Aviation No.7. Steel. 6.5 x 5.5 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Numerous tiny

hairline scratches are seen, but not to a distracting degree.

Bright and somewhat reflective medium steel gray. An at-

tractive engraving showing a four-engine plane flying above

a waterfront cityscape.

Engraved identification number: V-76406.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back. An additional

mark reads D15958.

37 Airplane vignette. Aviation No.7. Cylinder Die. Steel. Height;

3.25 inches; Diameter: 2.75 inches. By American Bank Note

Company, but no imprint. Satiny and lustrous deep steel gray

with some areas of deeper gray toning. The transfer cylinder for

the engraving offered in the lot above, this being the positive

image as it would have appeared on the final printed form.

Numbered 81759 on top. Marked HAD97 on bottom.

38 Airplane vignette. Steel. 5.5 x 4 inches. Highly lus-

trous light steel gray with somewhat heavy hairlines

from cleaning. A few minor handling marks are seen,

as are a few very small oxidation spots which do not

appear particularly threatening. Another attractive

aviation engraving with a three-engine plane flying

in the foreground above an airfield, with other planes,

hangars, and automobiles visible.

Engraved identification number: 478.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.
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MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

39

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Logo vignette.

Steel. 3.5 x 3.75 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Satiny and

lustrous light steel gray with some deeper gray toning around the edges and

in an array of fine flecks. The engraving is bold, and visually sharp against the

field. A gentleman on foot with two calves on leashes confronts another man in a

wagon roughly treating an animal. The Title of the organization is around. Well

executed, with some ornamental engraving at the top and bottom in the Eastlake

style, suggesting a date in the early 1880s.

Engraved identification number: V 42239 (3088 crossed out).

Ba.sed loosely on a similar organization founded in England in 1840, the American Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals became the first such entity devoted to humane treatment of

animals in the western hemisphere shortly after the most brutal period in American history, the

Civil War. Proposed bv Henry Burgh the charter for the organization passed the New York State

Legislature on April 10, 1866, just nine days before the first anti-cruelty law was enacted by the

same body. Though the earliest focus of the organization was the treatment and protection of larger

animals such as horses and dogs, the attention of the organization soon spread to smaller animals.

By the time of Burgh's death in 1888, 37 of the 38 United States had passed laws prohibiting cruelty

to animals on some level. The mission of the organization today remains largely the same as it was

over 100 years ago.

Camel

40 Camel trade mark. Steel. 1 .25 x 1 .25 inches. A
nice camel engraving, but styled differently

than that used on Camel cigarette packages.

Possibly an early logo used by the company,

but this is uncertain. Clean, bright, and lus-

trous light steel gray.

TRADE MARK

41

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company. Steel. 8.5 x 5.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Com-
pany. Pleasing and lustrous light steel gray with traces of soft gold and pale blue toning. A nice railroad vignette,
probably of the 1930s. The engine and first car are visible at right, with an art deco styled Mcrain/ at left.

Engraved identification number: SPECIAL V-93308.

Mark of John St'llers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back. An additional mark reads N 19982.
The "Burlington Route," as it was more familiarly known, was an extensive system of tracks serving a large aiva i>f the Midwest. Its

earliest riwits dated back to 1849, with service continuing until 1970.

34
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Coca-Cola Vignette

42 Coca-Cola. Steel. 6.75 x 4.5 inches. A lovely plate. Highly lustrous light steel gray. A few minor oxidation spots

are seen near the edge, but far away from the engraved design. A pair of allegorical female figures flank an ornate

rectangular frame. Within, a man's hand holds a Coca-Cola bottle. The label on the bottle is not legible, but the

distinctive shape of the bottle, introduced by this firm in 1916, idenfifies fhe producf.

Engraved identification number: 4462.

Coca-Cola, today the world's most advertised product, the world's largest consumer of granulated sugar, and the world's largest soft

drink producer, was born out of a short-lived prohibition law in 1886. Dr. John S. Pemberton, an Atlanta pharmacist and one-time lieutenant

in the army of the Confederate States, had been selling a tonic called Pemberton's French Wine Coca. The prohibition laws that came to pass

gave Pemberton reason to change the name of his already popular tonic. The product retained its most potent ingredients, extracts of the

coca plant (from which cocaine is produced), and the kola nut which is high in caffeine content, but rather than continuing to include wine

in the mix, he substituted with sugar and Coca-Cola was born. It was first sold on May 8, 1886, as a fountain drink at the soda fountain of

Jacob's Pharmacy in Atlanta. By 1890, it had already grown to become one of America's most popular fountain drinks under the directorship

of another Atlanta pharmacist, Asa Candler, who had purchased all interests in the company by that time. As of 1895 the product is said to

have been sold in every state of the Union. Key to the vast expansion of sales in the coming years was an 1899 agreement for bottling of the

product, making it easier to distribute. In 1905, the ingredients changed and the extracts from the coca plant were removed, but the brand

was securely in the minds of the people and by 1909 over 400 bottling plants were producing Coca-Cola. By 1920, there were about 1,000

bottlers. At the outbreak of World War II, the company made a commitment to see to it that the product remained available to all servicemen

overseas, and it was soon available in 44 countries. In 1950, Coca-Cola became the first product ever featured on the cover of Time magazine.

The Coca-Cola logo, the script name, has remained essentially unchanged for over 100 years and is today perhaps one of the world's most

recognized brands. The soft drinks of the Coca-Cola company are available in nearly 200 countries around the world and over 1.3 billion

servings are sold each day.
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The Delaware and Hudson

Company

The Delaware and Hudson Company.

Stock certificate. Steel. 10.5 x 7.5 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Com-
pany. Lustrous pewter gray, with a fine

satiny finish. An attractive piece, well

preserved, nicely vignetted, and appar-

ently complete.

Engraved identification number: V-84894.

FIGURES LAYDOWN FROM V-47148.

The Delaware and Hudson companv began

as a canal company in 1829, later branching

into the railroad business and beginning rail

operations as one of the first such companies in

America. It still operates as a railroad companv

in New York and Pennsvlvania.

Tack's 35
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Gold Center Water, Mill and Smelter Company
44 Gold Center Water, Mill and Smelter Company. Bond

coupon. Steel. 4.75 x 3.5 inches. Lustrous light pewter gray

with some faint mottled toning. A $30 bond coupon for six

months' interest on a company bond dated November 1,

1909. Payable in gold at the offices of Tonopah-Goldfield

Trust Company in Goldfield, Nevada. A specimen exam-

ple of the main bond form appeared in the recent Harmer

Sale of printed material from the ABNCo archives.

Engraved identification number: 1139.

TEie Gold Center Water, Mill and Smelter Company was incorpo-

rated in Nevada, October 27, 1909.

TEiese were tEie glory days of early 20tEi-century Nevada mining,

with active towns sprinkled across the landscape, this one being rather

obscure, Tonopah, for example, being better known. Today, save for

some that evolved into cities, many are abandoned or nearly so.

Greyhound Lines

45 Greyhound. Logo vignette. Steel. 6.5 x 3.5 inches. Bright and

highly reflective steel, with light uniform burnishing marks

across much of the surface. The famous greyhound logo, with-

out the company title, is nicely engraved at the center of the

plate. An interesting piece from this company, likely used on

their stock certificates. A heavy card is included, with a proof

impression affixed with masking tape.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

The Greyhound Corporation was founded in Hibbing, Minnesota in

1914, and later began operations in Canada in 1929. During the 1920s and

1930s, the company enjoyed rapid growth and remains essential to North

American travelers after nearly century in business. Today, Dallas and

Calgary-based Greyhound Lines has over 2,400 stations and serves over

3,000 destinations.

Guaranty Trust Company of New York
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Guaranty Trust Company of New York. Stock certificate. Steel. 13.5 x 7 inches. Satiny and lustrous steel, with
heavy golden brown toning with occasional spots of violet blended in. Few handling marks or detects worthy of
mention. Apparently a complete stock certificate plate, and nicely vignetted with a guard dog and sate vignette at

the bottom. A nice piece tor the stock certificate collector, as plates for complete forms are unusual.
Engraved identification number: T-63580.

Numbered S 46460 on back.

(.uaranty Trust Company was a New York banking firm founded in 1864. After nearly 100 years in business, it merged with 11’. Morgan
and < ompany to form Morgan Ciuaranty Trust Company in 1939. The company is an important historical part of what is toda\ known as
M’Morgan i hasu, the well known banking firm that posted record revenue of $19 billion in the first iiuarter of 2007.
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J & M Haffen Brewers Hawaiian Electric Company

I

FIGURE ONLY PRIVATE FOR ^
HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC CO. ^

BN5£2Sa DIE 17760

48 Hawaiian Electric Company. Steel. 6.5 x 4.5 inches. Pleasing

pewter gray, lustrous and uniform save for some light brown
toning near the left end of the plate. The engraving features

King Kamehameha the Great (circa 1758-1819), the founder

of the Kingdom of Hawaii in 1810, standing facing on a lush

shorefront. The engraving below indicates that his figure is a

private vignette, produced for Hawaiian Electric Company.
Engraved identification number: BN 52252, DIE 17760.

Hawaiian Electric Company was incorporated October 13, 1891, and

remains in business today servicing the electricity needs of 95% of the state's

residents. It is also one of the largest employers in the state.

47 J & M Haffen. Steel. 6.5 x 8.5 inches. Imprint of Baldwin and

Gleason Company, Ld. New York, and dated 1886. Bright and

rather reflective light steel gray with typical hairlines and light

handling marks. A few minor areas of light oxidation are seen

toward the edges, and traces of wax residue remain. A nice

promotional vignette featuring a bar maid with a bottle and

glass of lager beer on a tray. Nicely executed and attractive.

Engraved identification number: 868.

Mark of F. Whiteley, New York on back.

The roots of the company can be traced to Mathias Haffen, also a New
York brewer, in operation from 1856 to 1871. The name changed to J &
M Haffen in use from 1871 until 1899, during which time this plate was

produced for the firm. The name changed again in 1899 to J & M Haffen

Brewing Company, and operated under this title in New York from 1899 to

1913. Reprints of 1909 calendar posters issued by the company can be found

with some ease online.

Suggestions for Mail Bidders

• Mail your bid sheet as early as possible

• Check your bid sheet carefully

• Don't bid more than you want to pay!

• Ink is best for writing bids.

Possibly a Second Hawaiian Electric Company Plate

49 Hawaiian Electric Company (?). Steel. 5.25 x 4 inches. Satiny

and lustrous light steel gray with a small area of shallow oxi-

dation at the upper right of the plate, as printed. The vignette

is not titled, but shows King Kamehameha the Great with the

Statue of Liberty flanking a globe with the Hawaiian Islands

at the center. Electrical bolts radiate outward from the islands,

suggesting a possible connection to the electric companv,

though this attribution is uncertain.

Engraved identification number: 3936.
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Territory of Hawaii Bond Coupon Paul Harvey News

DATE OF
REGI STRAXION

territorial treasurer
TRANSFER AGENT

IN WHOSE NAME REGISTERED
REGISTRAR

Territory of H awaii. $2^^
WILL PAY TO THE BEARER

THE SUM OF TTWeWXV-TWOANOSO/lOO
OOl-l-.ARS ON THE FIRST DAY or
ATTHE OFFICE OF THE TREASURt R OFTHE TERRITORY. HONOLUUJ.T.H,

ORATTHE OPTION OF THE HOLDER ATTHE BANKERS TRUST COMPANY IN

THE CITY AND STATE OF NEW YORK.BEING SIX MONTHS'lNTEREST THEN DUE
ON ITS PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT B0ND.I924. .

.^
/^ DATED APRILU934.

^AUa^OX^'-.
TREASURER

REGISTRAR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS.

s

52

50 Territory of Hawaii Bond Coupon. Copper. 4 x 2.5 inches. One

of the more interesting bond coupons we have seen, this being

the only one on copper. A coupon for $22.50, as six months'

interest on a 1924 public improvement bond. The copper is

beautifully toned deep violet, blue, and magenta. An interest-

ing piece of Hawaiiana.
Engraved identification number: 422.

The Parker Pen Company

JANESVILLE-WISCONSIN-U. S.A.

OFFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

51 The Parker Pen Company. Title plate. Steel. 5 x 1.5 inches.

Satiny and lustrous light pewter gray. Finely engraved on a

half inch thick plate. The location of the company given as

"Janesville, Wisconsin, U.S.A." is below the title, with "Office

of the Chairman" at the lower left. The original paper wrapper
is included, with a proof impression affixed.

The Parker Pen Company was a fountain pen manufacturer founded by
George Safford Parker in 1891, and for much of its history it has been a leader

in fountain pen sales. A single model, the Parker 51 introduced in 1941 became
one of the best selling fountain pens ever over a period of 30 years.

VISIT ONLINE

WWW.STACKS.COM

NEW PURCHASES • MONTHLY OFFERINGS
AUCTION INFORMATION • ONLINE BIDDING

53

American Broadcasti*ng Company
Chicago 54, Illinois

Paul Harvey News. Title and address block. Steel. 3 x 1.25

inches. Light aluminum gray steel with traces of pale blue ton-

ing.A very thick half inch plate, and unusual in this regard. The

plate gives the title of the program, with the Chicago address

in care of American Broadcasting Company. An interesting

artifact of one of America's most famous radio personalities.

The original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impres-

sion affixed.

Paul Harvey, a native of Tulsa, Oklahoma began his lifelong career in

radio while still in high school in 1933. He worked in several locations, includ-

ing Salina, Kansas, St. Louis, Missouri, and Oklahoma City before moving

to Hawaii in 1940. After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Harvey entered military

service until 1944 when he moved to Chicago, returning to the airwaves un-

der the aegis of American Broadcasting Company. This plate probably dates

pretty close to that time. Today, he remains on the air after over 50 years of

delivering his "News and Comment" to a nation, and beyond.

Playboy Enterprises

Playboy Bunny Logo. Steel. 3.5 x 3.75 inches. Light pewter

gray with satiny lustre and large areas of deeper gray and

pale blue toning. The famous Playboy Bunny logo. "Playboy

Enterprises" lightly scratched into the steel at top left.

Numbered 2535 101 on back.

Playboy is certainly among the world's most recognized brands. Founded

by Hugh Hefner in 1953, the famous gentlemen's magazine remains a staple

of newsstands everywhere. While Hugh Hefner remains closely involvi'd

and the most famous face and name of the firm, his daughter Christie ha<

overseen the operations as the Cliief Executive Officer since 1981. PlayKn

Enterprises employs over 700 people and generates revenue in exress of

$300 million annually.

38
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Playboy Stock Vignette

54 Playboy Enterprises. Female Nude. Steel. 6.5 x 4 inches. Imprinted ©S.C.B.Co. Satiny and lustrous light steel gray

with typical light hairlines but no serious handling marks. A bold vignette used on Playboy stock certificates, and
illustrated in Gene Hessler's The Engraver's Line. The art was created by Bob Lavin, and engraved by Warrell Hauck.
Hauck worked at American Bank Note Company from 1927 until 1980, and was superintendent of the Engraving

Department for 24 years.

Engraved identification number: L-1424 5.

Porto Rican-American Tobacco Company

55 Porto Rican-American Tobacco Company. Stock header. Steel. 10.75 x 5 inches. Satiny medium gray, lustrous and

attractive with soft traces of gold toning. The header of a stock certificate, cut from the rest of the plate, probably

the standard method of cancellation for these document plates as we have seen several such pieces. This would
allow the firm to retain the title and vignette for later use, if desirable.

Engraved identification number: T-58205.

Numbered S 32783 on back.

Porto Rican-American Tobacco Company was active in the early part of the 20th century. By 1930, it had begun to push its American

marketing efforts forward, resulting in more than a 100% increase in sales in January of that year.

Rhode Island Perkins Horse Shoe Company
56 Rhode Island Perkins Horse Shoe Company. Certificate vignette. Steel. 3.5 x

3.5 inches. Imprint of Homer Lee Bank Note Company. Lustrous light steel gray

with some hairlines and traces of residue remaining. A horse's head framed by a

large horseshoe, the company title below. The original paper wrapper is included,

with a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 48841 (307 crossed out).

Partial mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Charles H. Perkins founded this company for the specific manufacture of a new Wpe of horseshoe

developed by him in 1867. The shoe and thus the company were very successful, and after Charles'

death, his son Frederick continued the operations of the growing business.
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Union Pacific

Union Pacific Streamlined Train. Steel. 4x3 inches. Satiny light steel gray with soft gold toning, A nice locomotive

vignette, featuring a train of more modern vintage than most seen in the archive thus far.

Engraved identification number: 5043.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

In October of 1934, Union Pacific Railroad sent its new "Streamlined Train" on a coast to coast trip from Los Angeles to New York in a

successful attempt to beat the standing world record time for the route. The new record became 56 hours and 55 minutes, beating the previ-

ous record by more than 12 hours.
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Zoological Society of Philadelphia

Membership Certificate

Zoological Society of Philadelphia. Certificate

of Membership. Steel. 12 x 14 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note Company, Philadelphia. A
large plate that seems to have seen considerable

use, as it is somewhat concave and stress marks

are seen in the steel, radiating outward and around

the engraved area. The plate is bright and lustrous,

but rather heavily hairlined from cleaning, but

some reflectivity remains. Sizeable oxidation spots

are seen around the edges, with a few tiny flecks

around and within the engraved area, but the more

interior ones are less significant. The back of the

plate also is quite oxidized. The plate was used to

print certificates of life membership in the Society

in the early 1900s, the organization which manages

the Philadelphia Zoo. A lovely vignette of a family

of lions graces the top. Titled Lions at Home, this

vignette was executed by James Smillie. Traces of

ink remain in the deepest recesses. An interesting

plate relating to zoology and the first we have seen

from the archive. The original paper wrapper is

included, though stained and rather rough.

The Zoological Sodet\' of PhikKlelphia was foimdixl in 1S5Q

and opened its gates for visitors in 1871, Ivcoming the first

Zoo in America. Situated on 42 acix's. the /oo has some 1.5tKl

animals on display and is a popular destination.
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Major Henry Baetz

Treasurer of Wisconsin (1870-1873)

Young Thomas Edison Portrait

59 Baetz, Henry (1830-). Portrait vignette. Steel. 5.5 x 8 inches.

Imprint of Milwaukee Lithography and Engraving Company.

i| Bright and very reflective light steel gray. Light burnishing

I

marks are noted around the portrait and some minor oxida-
' tion spots are seen toward the edges of the plate. Very nicely

engraved, with his signature engraved below.

I
Henry Baetz was a native of Hessen, Germany, born there in 1830.

I

Upon the completion of his schooling and after a couple years of service in

' the German army, Baetz emigrated to the United States in 1853, making his

home in Wisconsin. He was employed in numerous positions over the next

few years including as a land agent, a mercantile clerk, a clerk in the office

of Register of Deeds, a notary public, a town clerk, and other positions until

he joined the military on the side of the Union shortly after the outbreak of

the Givil War. He organized a company, which he led into battle, including

actions at Ghancellorsville and Gettysburg where he was severely wounded,

bringing his service to an end. Upon his recovery, he re-entered local politics

in Wisconsin, being elected the state treasurer in 1869. In 1878 he became

the first city librarian at Milwaukee, and in 1880 he accepted the position of

secretary of the State Board of Immigration. He left public service to work

for what would become Pabst Brewing Company, where he was employed

over 20 years in various capacities.

60 Edison, Thomas Alva (1847-1931). Portrait vignette. Steel. 3.5

X 4 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company, Philadel-

phia. Highly lustrous light pewter gray with almost no han-

dling marks worthy of note save for the usual light hairlines.

Faint traces of golden brown toning flecks are scattered around

the surface. A very nice portrait of the famous inventor as a

younger man than usually seen in print. Beautifully executed.

A card sleeve is included, with an ABNCo index card featuring

a proof impression from the plate. On the back, the engraver

and date of execution are identified as (Charles) Schlecht and

1899. The engraving was used by ABNCo, Philadelphia, and

by the Edison Portland Cement Company on June 20, 1899,

likely the original client for the piece.

Engraved identification number: SPECIAL V-44966 (P-5896 crossed

out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Besf known as the man who invented the first long-lasting light bulb

(October 21, 1879), Thomas Edison was the genius inventor of the electrical

age. At the turn of the 20th century, Edison was a significant public figure

in America and around the world. He was also instrumental in helping

invent motion picture cameras, the stock ticker, and devices for recording

and replaying sound. By the end of his life, he had registered 1,093 patents

and had made millions of dollars from his inventions. Edison's labs were

located in Menlo Park, New Jersey giving him the nickname. "The Wizard

of Menlo Park." Edison, famous for his diligence, often slept no more than

four hours per night and is known for his famous statement, "Genius is one

percent inspiration and ninetv-nine percent perspiration."

I
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Admiral Farragut Portrait

61 Farragut, David Glasgow (1801-1870). Portrait vignette. Steel. 5.25 x 3 inches.

Imprint of Continental Bank Note Company, New York. Lustrous light steel

gray with soft oliv'e overtones. A few thin hairline scratches are seen, along

with other minor handling marks. Typical hairlines are also visible from the

plate having been cleaned. A short stress fracture in the right end of the plate

is far from the engraving and not threatening to the integrity of the plate.

The portrait is very similar to that used on the $100 "Watermelon" note of

1890, with very minor differences. Below, the identity of the portrait is given

in two lines, "D.G. Farragut / Admiral U.S.N." The original paper wrapper

is included, with a proof impression affixed, though both are a little rough.

Engraved identification number: V 48090 (190 crossed out).

David Farragut was born in 1801 to a father who had served in both the American Revolu-

tion and the War of 1812. David would continue this tradition as a celebrated naval hero of

the United States Civil War, first for his capture of New Orleans in 1862, his repeated assaults

of Vicksburg in 1862, and his defeat of the Confederate forces at Mobile Bay in 1864. In honor

of his successes in the Civil War, he became the first United States naval officer assigned the

rank of Admiral in 1866.

Alexander Hamilton

Hamilton, Alexander (1755-1804). Portrait vignette. Steel. 2.5 x 3.75 inches. Bright

and satiny medium steel gray with light mottled toning and a few hairlines. The

plate is slightly wavy. A bold portrait of Hamilton in oval frame, his name engraved

around the base.

Engraved identification number: V-38028 (6400 crossed out).

Today Alexander Hamilton is best known as the face on the circulating $10 Federal Reserve Note,

and is thus one of the few non-presidents to appear on a piece of small-size United States currency,

sharing the honor with Benjamin Franklin and Salmon R Chase. He is perhaps second best known for

dying from mortal wounds sustained in a duel with his political rival Aaron Burr, at Weehawken, New

Jersey in 1804. Hamilton also practiced law at 57 Wall Street in New York City, served in Congress,

founded the Bank of New York, signed the United States Constitution and was the first to publish a let-

ter in defense of the newly signed document in 1787, served as the first secretary of the Treasury under

President Washington, and remained a close advisor to the President after his resignation of that post

in 1795. Hamilton is buried in the yard of Trinity Church, in lower Manhattan.

63 Houston, Sam (1793-1863). Statue vignette. Steel. 4.75 x 3.5

inches. Lustrous pewter gray, with the recesses of the engrav-

ing and the outer edges of the plate toned pale grayish brown.

A few light handling marks, but sharp. The vignette is taken

from the statue of Sam Houston in the city of Houston's Her-

man Park. The original paper wrapper is included, with a

proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 38010 (W B 164 crossed out).

Partial mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Sam Houston was born in Virginia in 1793, and made his first move
toward his career in government service with his enlistment in the army
during the War of 1812. After his successful military service, he studied law

and was elected to the United States Congress in 1823. After later serving

as Governor of Tennessee for a period, he dropped out of politics for a short

time and in 1832, he moved to Texas. It was only a few years before he was
once again involved in politics, and in 1836 he was elected commander of

the armies of Texas in which position he fought for the independence of

Texas. His defeat of Santa Anna on April 21, 1836, secured this independence,

resulting in wide respect and his election as the first President of the Republic

of Texas. He would remain involved in the government of the Republic, and
then the State of Texas until 1861.
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Washington Irving Portrait

64 Irving, Washington (1783-1859). Portrait vignette. Steel. 4.5 x

4 inches. A few old, now inactive oxidation pits are seen, but

these are a minor distraction. Bright and lustrous light steel

gray with some light golden brown toning near the edges of

the plate. A lovely and thoughtful portrait of the author, with

his name engraved below. Nicely engraved and attractive.

Engraved identification number: A-X-2 219.

Mark of John Sellers and Son.s, Sheffield, England on back.

Washington Irving, born in Manhattan in 1783, is counted among the

great American authors of the 19th century. While he made his home at Tar-

rytown. New York, he spent considerable time in Europe where he wrote

his two most famous works. Rip van Winkle, in one night, and The Legend of

Sleepy Hollow, a short story still avidly read today.

.. .

•Was

Thomas Jefferson

The Third President

65 Jefferson, Thomas (1743-1826). Portrait vignette. Steel. 3.5 x 3.5 inches. Imprint of Bald,

Cousland and Company, Philadelphia. The plate is nicely polished and reflective, with a

few light hairlines. Bright medium steel gray with a few scattered toning spots. An attractive

three quarter facing portrait, thoughtfully engraved in an oval frame with ornate scrollwork

around. The vignette is used on $2 notes of the Bank of Jefferson, Jefferson, Wisconsin (Haxby
WI-300, G4). The original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed, both

in nice condition.

Engraved identification number: DUPLICATE P_0114.

Thomas Jefferson was one of very few men for whom service as president of the United States was but one

of many illustrious accomplishments that served to shape a nation. He was a brilliant scholar and as well as a

statesman, with diverse interests from archaeology to agriculture to architecture to philosophy. He was one of

the great renaissance men of his time. Jefferson was a member of the Virginia House of Burgesses, and of the

Continental Congress. At 33 years of age, he drafted the Declaration of Independence, ten years later he was the

United States' Minister to France. He was secretary of state during the Washington administration, vice president

under John Adams, and elected the third president in 1800.

As president, he took swift advantage of the opportunity to purchase the Louisiana Territory from Napoleon

in 1803, and in doing so a vast expanse was added to the United States, which today is over 20% of the total land

area of the nation. Thomas Jefferson founded and designed the University of Virginia, which opened in March 1825,

just over a year before Jefferson's death. In doing so, he left behind an active memorial to his life and intellectual

philosophies that is unparalleled amongst those left by the other 41 former presidents of the United States.

Chief Keokuk
Chief Keokuk (ca.1783-1848). Portrait vignette. Steel. 2.5 x 4 inches. Light steel

gray, lustrous and attractive with only a few light handling marks. Facing portrait,

the engraving taken directly from a daguerreotype of fhe Chief, a copy of which is

included in the collection of the Smithsonian National Anthropological Archive.

Beautifully executed, with his name engraved below. Dated '97 at the lower left of

the plate.

Engraved identification number: V 37873 (3170 Vi crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Keokuk was Chief of the Sauk Nation, a Native American group that lived in and around present

day Illinois. He is known to have not opposed the westward expansion of white settlers, which put him

at odds with another Sauk chief. Black Hawk, who attempted to defend his lands and return on more

than one occasion to lands taken from him in 1830. The Black Hawk War of 1832 was the result, Keokuk

spent the final years of his life on a Kansas Reservation, where he died in 1848. He was exhumed and

buried at Keokuk, Iowa in the 1880s.
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Marquis de Lafayette

Bank Note Vignette

67 Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834). Bank note vignette. Steel. 1.75 x 3.75 inches. Deep steel gray, satiny

and highly lustrous. Traces of deeper gray and soft gold toning are seen in places, as are scattered

areas of pitting from past oxidation which appears to have been removed long ago. The portrait

of Lafayette is in an ornate frame with "JULY 1830" (a reference to his leadership in theJ'Glorious

Revolution" of France at that time) below, and an early printing press above. The quote 'The great

LEVER of Public Opinion" is below the press. A substantial plate, a quarter of an inch thick.

Marquis de Lafayette arrived in Philadelphia July 31, 1777 to receive his commission as Major General in the Continental

Army. He formed a close association with George Washington and was instrumental in the American victory during the

Revolution. He accompanied Washington to Valley Forge, and was involved in numerous important actions during the war.

During 1781, under direction of General Washington, he shadowed British General Cornwallis and his soldiers for months,

keeping their movements in check, eventually cornering Cornwallis at Yorktown and holding him there under orders from

Washington until reinforcements were able to arrive under the command of Washington and Lieutenant General Rocham-

beau. Once assembled and prepared, the .Americans and French began a relentless artillery assault on the British, forcing

Cornwallis to surrender on October 19, 1781. This was the final major blow to the British forces, and led to the signing of

the Treaty of Paris in 1783, officially ending the American Revolution. Lafayette left for France shortly after the victory at

Yorktown, but returned to America in late summer of 1824, landing at Castle Garden, New York City, as an honored guest

of the United States, designated as "The Nation's Guest" by Congress. After completing his grand American tour, which

included stops in each state of the Union, he returned to France in September 1825.

Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865) — The 16th President

Lincoln portrait in circular frame, name below. Steel. 3.5 x 3.5 inches. By Western Bank

Note Company, but not marked. Satiny pewter gray with about 60% of the surface toned

deeper olive-gray with traces of soft violet. The plate is somewhat wavy. Lincoln s portrait

is three-quarter facing, in an oval frame with ornamental leaves around the lower half. His

name appears below. A nice portrait of the 16th President. The original paper wrapper is

included.

Engraved identification number: V-38030 (7086 crossed out).

This poor son of a Kentucky frontiersman rose to be one of the great figures of American history through

pure ambition. Much of his education was on his own, and though money was always a difficult consideration,

through hard work and determination he saw to it that his education never took second place. His efforts paid

off, eventually attaining partnership in an Illinois law firm. He also served in the Illinois Legislature for several

years, and ran for a position in the United States Senate in 1858. Though this election did not fall in his favor,

his experiences in the campaign and the name he made for himself as a first class debater served him well

when he entered the presidential race in 1860. The threat of civil war was already running high at the time of

the election, and Lincoln's inaugural address included clear advice to the South of the position he would take

on the matter of secession, "In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow countrymen, and not in mine, is the momen-

tous issue of civil war. The government will not assail you. You can have no conflict without yourselves being

the aggressors. You have no oath registered in Heaven to destroy the government, while I shall have the most

solemn one to preserve, protect and defend it."

This policy was anathema to the South, and on December 20, 1860, a little more than a month after his elec-

tion, South Carolina seceded from the Union, soon followed by other states. Before Lincoln was inaugurated,

on March 4, 1861, the Confederate States of America was formed, with its capital in Montgomery, Alabama.

The rest is history.

Hugh McCulloch Portrait

69 McCulloch, Hugh (1808-1895). Portrait vignette of one of the foremost figures in the

history of American banking and currency. Steel. 3.5 x 4.5 inches. Imprint of American

Bank Note Company. Medium steel gray with faint traces of pale champagne toning

and faint hairlines around much of the portrait. A crisp image, clear and essentially

unmarred. Titled very lightly below the vignette in two lines, "The Hon. Hugh Mc-
Culloch, / Sec.y of the Treas.y." Very similar to another example we offered in our

November 2006 Sale, but with a different caption variation and different identification

numbers. The original paper wrapper is included, though torn.

Engraved identification number: V 46754 (299 crossed out).

Hugh McCulloch was born in Kennebunk, Maine and attended Bowdoin College, studied law, and
practiced law for a short time before entering the business of banking in 1836. In 1835 Hugh McCulloch
became asscKiated with the State Bank of Indiana, and in 1857 he became president of the Bank of the State

of Indiana, in which position he signed bills for all the branches. The hank under his direction operated
virtually problem-free and was a model of what a state could do, with good people and planning. He
later went on to serve as the first comptroller of the currenev under Lincoln in 1863, during the launch
of the National Banking system and its paper money issues. Later he served as secretary of the Treasury
IHfiS to IHfiC) and again in 1884 and 1885 under the administrations of Abraham Lincoln, Andrew Johnson,
I hr^-^ter Arthur, and tirover Cleveland.
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William McKinley Statue Vignette

McKinley Park, Chicago

General George Gordon Meade
Union General

STATUE
•WlGGlAlvl KIKt-FJV'

M9 KiNl.E'Y PAliK
• . CHICAGO

UMVEll.EinUUiy-i-

McKinley, William (1843-1901). Statue vignette. Steel. 5 x

6 inches. A very attractive steel plate. Light gray and highly

lustrous with a somewhat reflective character. Light hairlines

are seen over much of the surface, but additional handling

marks are scarcely worthy of mention. A bold engraving of

the statue erected in McKinley Park, Chicago. The date of fhe

unveiling is engraved below as July 4, 1905. A nice McKinley

plate and somewhat unusual, as most we have seen thus far

have been portraits.

Engraved identification number: V-38086.

William McKinley was the 26th president of the United States, from March

4, 1897, to September 14, 1901, his second term cut short by his assassination

by Leon Czolgolz while attending the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo,

New York. Eor days after the shooting he lingered, while news of his condition

was telegraphed to the world by young Thomas Lindsay Elder, who later

became one of America's most important professional numismatists.

Born in Niles, Ohio, McKinley maintained his permanent residence

for life in that state. He served under Rutherford B. Hayes in the Civil

War, practiced law after the war, and served in the United States House of

Representatives from 1877 to 1883, and 1885-1891. He was elected governor

of Ohio in 1891, and served in that capacity until 1896, the year he won the

election for president of the United States against William Jennings Bryan.

McKinley is honored on the 1903 Louisiana Purchase and 1916 and 1917

McKinley commemorative gold dollars.

Meade, George Gordon (1815-

1872). Portrait vignette. Cylinder

die. Steel. Height: 2.0 inches; Di-

ameter: 2.75 inches. Deep steel

gray with considerable olive ton-

ing. Much of the surface is clean

and lusfrous, but one of the three

vignettes shows considerable oxi-

dation and should be cleaned by
the buyer to prevent spreading.

Fortunately, the affected vignette is

a second imprint of the Meade por-

trait, the first one being quite clean

and sharp. The Meade portrait is

somewhat similar to that used on

the famous $1,000 Treasury Note of

1890, the Grand Watermelon, though

somewhat smaller and styled a

little differently. The portraits of

fhe Union generals of the Civil War
were often in print in history books

and other places in the years after

the war. The third vignette on the

cylinder is an allegorical figure,

probably Liberty, with her cap, sword and fasces. The original

engraving of Meade was approved March, 1877.

Engraved identification number: Numbered 397A and A on one end; 3

D on the other end.

George Gordon Meade was a graduate of West Point in the class of 1835.

He left military service for a short period, but returned to service in time

for participation in the Mexican War, and continued in service throughout

the Civil War. He led soldiers in many engagements including The Second
Battle of Bull Run, Antietam, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, and many
others. Perhaps his crowning achievement, and the one he is best remem-
bered for, was his victory over General Lee's Army of Northern Virginia on
the battlefields at Gettysburg. For this, Meade received an official thanks

from the United States Congress on January 28, 1864. The vignette was en-

graved by Charles Schlecht, a well-known portrait engraver who began an

apprenticeship with American Bank Note Company in 1859. He is perhaps

best known as the engraver of the face plate for the 1896 $1 Silver Cerhficate,

and a contributor to the face plate of the $2 issue, both of the very popular

Educational series.

Minnehaha

Minnehaha. Sfeel. 2.75 x 4

inches. Imprint of Nation-

al Bank Note Company,

New York. A wonderful

vigneffe featuring the

fictional woman from
Longfellow's 1855 poem.

The Song ofHiaxvatha. She

stands facing, with calu-

met in hand. Beautifully

depicted and a wonder-

ful vignette. Titled below

the engraving. Lustrous

medium steel gray, with

minor handling but ver}^

nice overall. Though
rough, the original paper

wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 49224.
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Superb Native American Portrait

73 Native American Portrait. Steel. 3.5 x 4 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note Company. A wonderful portrait of an

unknown Native American, wearing and elegant feathered

headdress typically seen amongst the plains Indians, though

the specific Nation is not identified. The face is proud, and the

engraving very sharp. A beautiful portrait. Satiny and lustrous

light steel gray with lightly mottled golden brown and olive

overtones. Minor hairlines are noted.

Engraved identification number: V 43324 (C-1432 crossed out).

James Oglethorpe

74 Oglethorpe, James (1696-

1785). Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches.

Imprint of Danforth, Wright

and Company, New York and

Philadelphia. The vignette

shows James Oglethorpe ad-

dressing a group of Native

Americans, likely of the Creek

Nation local to (Georgia, with

whom he maintained a trade

relationship. Titled, Ogletho-

rpe below the engraved scene.

Lustrous medium steel gray,

rather clean and attractive. A
very well preserved plate, with a desirable historical theme.

Engraved identification number: V-40286.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

English bom James Oglethorpe (1696-1785) was one of the founders of the

Georgia Colony, named in honor of then King of England, George II. Ogletho-

V-40286

rpe studied at Oxford, and later became a

member of Parliament, to which body he

was re-elected to for over 30 years. Early

in his career, he came to spearhead a group

who proposed the creation of a debtors'

colony in the New World, as an alterna-

tive to the debtors' prisons of the day that

were known to offer particularly dreadful

conditions. In June 1732, King George II

^ signed the charter to form the Georgia

Colony. Oglethorpe traveled to the new

colony to begin the settlement there, and

would make several trips between Georgia

and England to secure more funding and

settlers. He also took to exploring the local

territory, and continued trade relationships

with the local Creek Nation that had been established just before his ar-

rival. By 1738, there were 1,100 residents in Savannah. Shortly thereafter,

amidst war between the Georgia Colony and Spanish forces from Florida,

Oglethorpe was replaced as leader of the Georgia Colony, and in 1743, he

returned to England. But, his colony was a success, and he would live to

see the day it declared itself a free state of the new United States.

Osceola

Osceola (1804-1838). Steel. 4.25 x 3 inches. Bright and lustrous light

steel gray with some areas of olive gray and blue toning. A series of

dents is seen at each corner, but well away from the engraving. Minor

oxidation spots are seen as well, but also not affecting the design.

Osceola on horseback, atop a bluff overlooking a valley below. Titled

below the engraving, and dated '88. The original paper wrapper is

included, with a proof impression affixed, though both are rough.

Engraved identification number: V-38568 (1617 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Son.s, Sheffield, England on back.

Osceola was born in Alabama to parents of mixed lineage, though in adulthixxl

he claimed that he was of 100% Native American descent. During tlio early part of

the 19th century, Osceola was one of many Seminoles wlio mfusod to ivKx'ato to lands

west of the Mississippi River after tlie signing of tlie Tix'atv ot Payne's Landing in

1832, which specified tliis movement. He led a small band of warriors during what

would come hi be known as the Second Seminole War. 1 le was taken captive bv the

Americans, and died of malaria in 18.38.
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Pocahontas Saving John Smith

77

76 Pocahontas. Historical vignette, saving John Smith. Steel.

3.5 X 4 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New
York. Pleasing medium steel gray with some light mottled

toning. A couple of thin scratches are noted from handling,

but aside from the usual hairlines, the plate is very nicely

preserved. Well engraved and very clear. The scene shows
Pocahontas saving John Smith from being executed by her

father, the chief of the Powhatan (who it is reported referred to

himself as Powhatan, and thus has been so in historical texts).

Though the exact nature of this fabled saving of John Smith

has been long debated by scholars, popular legend has it that 78

it occurred. However, the first report of this was by John Smith
many years after the fact and it is thus considered unreliable.

Either way, this plate bears a nicely executed and desirable

"historical" vignette.

Engraved identification number: V 47344 (526 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers on back.

While the nature of the relationship between Captain John Smith and

Pocahontas is uncertain today, captain John Smith was among the first Eng-

lish settlers to arrive in America and was part of the establishment of the

Jamestown Colony in 1607. As the story goes. Smith was captured by a group

of Powhatans who delivered him to their Chief, the father of Pocahontas.

After supposedly being saved from execution by the pleading of Pocahontas,

Smith was set free. The goals of the colonists included discovery of gold,

and the establishment of a faster route to the valuable trading grounds of

the far East. Both efforts failed, but Jamestown is still remembered today as

the first successful English colony in America. The arrival of John Rolfe and

subsequently his first planting of tobacco seeds in Virginia delivered the

colony its first cash crop, and his marriage to Pocahontas four years after his

arrival secured some level of peace with the local Native Americans. Both

actions contributed to the colony gaining more secure standing, contributing

much to the success of the venture in Virginia.

J
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Powhatan

Eather of Pocahontas

Powhatan (ca.l547 -

ca.l618). Portrait vignette.

Steel. 2.5 x 3 inches. Im-

print of Western Bank Note

Company, Chicago, and
that of the engraver, "Copy-

right 1892, by A.S. Coffin."

Lustrous light steel gray

with some olive toning and

traces of pale blue. Dated
"92" in the lower left corner

of the plate. The portrait

is beautifully executed,

though certainly romanti-

cized, as the headdress is

more in line with that seen

among Native Americans of the great plains. Bold and attrac-

tive, with title below the engraving. A lovely piece.

Engraved identification number: V 37866 (2297 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on hack.

Powhatan was the father of the more famous historical figure, Poca-

hontas. Powhatan was a chief of the Algonquin-speaking nation of Native

Americans that Captain John Smith encountered in coastal Virginia upon
his establishment of the Jamestown Colony in 1607. Powhatan was not the

chief's actual name, but one adopted from the Powhatan Confederacy, an

organization of regional native peoples said to include about 30 different

tribal groups at its height.

Paul Revere Portrait

Revere, Paul (1735-

1818). Portrait vignette.

Steel. 2 X 2.5 inches. Im-

print ofAmerican Bank
Note Company. Pleas-

ing medium steel gray

with some soft golden

brown overtones. A
few minor handling

marks, as typical. A
nice portrait of the pa-

triot and silversmith,

after an 1813 life por-

trait by Gilbert Stuart.

The original painting is

owned by the Boston Museum of Pine Arts. An original index

card from the ABNCo Proof Room is included, giving the

identity of the engraver as [Alfred] Sealey, and a list of several

uses. A proof impression, backed on card is also included.

Engraved identification number: V 46916 (No. 43 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers on back.

Paul Revere is best known for his April 1775 ride from Boston to Lexing-

ton to advise John Hancock and Samuel Adams specificallv, but generallv

any patriots along the way, that the rumored advancement of the British

army toward Lexington had begun. The advance led to the famous battle

of Lexington and Concord. While Revere's "midnight ride," the stuff of

schoolbooks, is how he is most widely known todav, in numismatic circles

he is recognized as an accomplished silversmith and engraver. He is known
to have engraved the copper printing plates for colonial currencv issues,

most notably the "Sword in Hand" notes of Massachusetts, and as such his

portrait here, beautifully engraved in steel bv the hand of a skilled artisan

is better connected to the historv of the man than most engra\’ed pitrtraits

offered here.

Rack's 47
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Theodore Roosevelt

The 26th President

• THEODOftE ROOSEVELT

79 Roosevelt, Theodore (1858-1919). Portrait vignette. Steel. 4x5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company.

Somewhat reflective light pewter gray with traces of very light golden brown mottled toning, mostly around the

outer edges of the plate. A few light hairlines as typical, and traces of wax residue are noted. His portrait in an

oval frame, with his name engraved below. Very similar to another portrait offered in our November 2006 sale, in

fact almost an exact copy, but in mirror image and in a different frame. Comparison of these two reveals the skill

with which an accomplished engraver could copy a model. The original paper wrapper is included, with a proof

impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 42084 (C-469 crossed out).

Theodore Roosevelt was recognized as a hero of the Spanish American War for his successes as lieutenant colonel of the Rough Rider

Regiment. He was something of a rough rider in his personal life, as well and is known for having an affection for hard work on his South

Dakota ranch, driving cattle, and big game hunting both in the United States and abroad. He assumed the presidency upon the assassination

of William McKinley, and was re-elected for a second full term, and being very interested in conservation issues at the time, he used his posi-

tion to expand public lands in the west among other environmental endeavors. He was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to bring

an end to the Russo-Japanese war, and worked for the construction of the Panama-Canal.

Today, numismatists appreciate the memory of Roosevelt as the only president known to have taken a deep personal interest in the coin-

age of our country, notably in his work with Augustus Saint-Gaudens, who created the MCMVII (1907) double eagle. Curiously, except for a

tiny version as part of the Mount Rushmore motif, Roosevelt's portrait is conspicuously absent from American coinage.

Edwin M. Stanton Portrait

Stanton, Edwin M. (1814-1869). Portrait vignette. Steel. 2.75 x 3 inches.

Imprint of Continental Bank Note Company, New York. An attractive

portrait of Stanton, similar to that used on the 1890 and 1891 $1 U.S.

Treasury notes. The plate is lustrous light steel gray and retains some

reflectivity. Traces of golden brown and violet toning are seen near the

edges. A bold vignette that stands out visually from the field areas, and

titled below. The original paper wrapper is included, with a Proof im-

pression affixed to the back. Both exhibit typical roughness.

Engraved identification number: V 48088 (179 crossed out).

Edwin M. Stanton was the United States Secretary of War under Abraham Lincoln, a

cabinet member of vital importance during the period of the Civil War. However, ho had

accepted that position only in an effort to help save the Union. At the time he had opposed

Lincoln politically as a Democrat. However, Lincoln supported Stanton in the face of his

enemies and by the time of Lincoln's assassination, his experiences with the I’a'sident

changed both Stanton's opinion of the Commander in Chief, as well as his own jH'litieal

leanings. He switched to the Republican party and said of Lincoln after his death, "Thea'

lies the most perfect ruler of men the world has ever seen." Upoit the assassination of

Lincoln, Stanton remained in office under the administration of .-Xnda'w lohnson.
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GEORGE WASHINGTON (1732-1799)

The First President

It is fairly safe to assert that no American historical figure has been more
highly revered than the first president, George Washington. His life is a story

perhaps best summarized by a single word, accomplishment. Personally, he
considered himself a farmer above all else. In adulthood he played that role

with deep personal interest and vigor at his beloved home. Mount Vernon,

a small farmhouse on 2,000 acres when Washington acquired it, but one that

he had built into a self sufficient estate of distinction by his death in 1799.

He was also a gentleman, due as much to his early education and upbring-

ing as the son of a wealthy Virginia landowner, to his own sensitivities and
ethics developed after the passing of his father when George became the

eldest male in his family at 11 years of age. His experiences as a surveyor

in what was wilderness at the time, hardened him into a man well able to

take care of himself in extreme circumstances, arming him with skills that

would be of essence later in life. He saw his first military service in 1754

during the French and Indian War, another experience as a young man that

would be essential to his survival and successes later in life.

As a wealthy planter, he naturally had differences with the British colo-

nial administration, and he was willing to participate in movements against

^
what was seen as unfair treatment on its part. He was a natural leader, and
served in the Virginia House of Burgesses, and as a Virginia delegate to

the Continental Congress. As tensions grew between the colonies and the

Crown, Washington found himself at the center of what would become the

struggle for American Independence. He was elected commander-in-chief of

the Continental Army in 1775, and famously led his army in several decisive

engagements, in many cases faced with seemingly impossible odds. He
relied upon his acumen as a leader and was able to rally his troops in the

most difficult of times, when the establishment of an independent nation

was far from certain. As a result of his success, he was counted among the

most highly respected American figures by the end of the war and was
elected to serve as the first President of the new United States.

During the 1850s and 1860s, the memory of George Washington was
firm in the minds and hearts of the nation, and though he had passed from

life a half-century before, his popularity was as great as it had ever been.

Medallic portraits of Washington were produced in hundreds of varia-

tions, and sold to collectors. This era was also the heyday of state chartered

banks, and the bank notes printed for many institutions featured vignettes

of George Washington in a wide variety of forms. American Bank Note

Company and its predecessor firms produced dozens if not hundreds of

engravings of Washington, and we are delighted to offer here a selection

of such pieces.

81

Portrait after Gilbert Stuart

Portrait vignette. Steel.

10.25 x 12.25 inches (en-

graving 2.50 x 3.50 inches).

Imprint of Continental

Bank Note Company,
New York. Lustrous and

reflective light steel gray

with some faint mottled

gold and pale blue toning.

Light hairlines are seen

over much of the surface,

as typical. A large plate,

with the well executed

vignette nicely centered.

Some scattered scratches

and nicks are seen, mostly

comfortably away from

the engraving. Traces of

wax residue are also noted. This vignette is probably the finest

engraved copy of the Athenaeum Portrait offered here. The

original paper wrapper is included, though the back flaps are

severed.

Mark of F. Whiteley, N.Y. on back.

The portrait engraved here is after Gilbert Stuart's "Athenaeum Portrait"

of 1796. The portrait was taken from life, and Stuart would make about 75

copies during his lifetime. This likeness has given us the most famous image 82
of Washington, as it is seen on the current circulating $1 Federal Reserve

Notes, and many other currency issues, both Federal and private, along

with stamps, and just about any other place a Washington portrait appears

in print today.

The original "Athenaeum Portrait" of Washington is so-called for hav-

ing been in the collection of the Boston Athenaeum for about 150 years. It is

famously unfinished, and remained so because Stuart had done this copy

from life, but had made .so many duplicates of it in an attempt to perfect the

image that he felt the only way to guarantee the identification of the original

from life was to leave it incomplete. It reportedly was poorly cared for by

Stuart who personally retained this copy until his death in 1828. It is now
owned jointly by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the National Portrait

Gallery in Washington, D.C.

A Second After Stuart

Portrait vignette. Steel. 5 x 6.25 inches. Lustrous pewter grav

with light handling marks and hairlines as usual. A few minor

nicks and marks are noted, including a few that affect the

engraving, but not to a serious degree. A tiny oxidation spot

may be seen at Washington's forehead. Traces of wax residue

also remain. A nice large vignette of Washington in oval frame,

again, after Gilbert Stuart. However, the differently styled hair

treatment seen behind the tall collar suggests that the model

was likely one of Stuart's own copies of his Athenaeum Por-

trait. His Pennington Portrait, and Chesnut Portrait both show
Washington with this fuller style hair ribbon.

Engraved identification number: \'-40024.
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Another Portrait After Stuart

Portrait vignette. Steel. 3 x 3.5 inches. Imprint of Draper, Welsh’

and Company, Philadelphia. Lustrous and bright pewter gray.

Light hairlines as usual, but with a number of small nicks and:

other marks, some affecting the portrait but not to a serious

degree. Another engraving based on Gilbert Stuart's famous

life portrait of Washington, but reversed with respect to the

original, as the one offered above. The engraving is nicely

executed, in a large nicely ornamented oval frame. ’

Engraved identification number: V 45431 (P 1226 crossed out).

A Standing Portrait

Standing portrait. Steel. 2x3
inches. Lustrous medium steel

gray with scattered fine oxidation

pits. Though dark, these do not ap-

pear active. Engraved on a quarter

inch thick plate. Some light olive

toning is seen, as is some deeper

gray near the edges. Washington

stands facing on a riser, in military

dress, holding his hat in his hand.

A thoughtful pose. A heavy card

sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V-

40134.

Standing with His Horse

Standing portrait. Steel. 2.25 x

3.5 inches. Imprint of Toppan,

Carpenter and Company. Me-
dium steel gray with mottled

deeper gray, golden brown and

violet toning. A few minor nicks

are noted, but most are beyond

the border of the engraving.

Washington stands facing, in

military dress. He holds his hat

in his right hand, and his horse's

reins with his left. An attractive

bank note vignette. A heavy card

sleeve is included.

Eifgravod idontificatioii number: V
4M37 (P-206 crossed mil).

84 Portrait vignette. Steel. 3 x 3.75 inches. Imprint of American

Bank Note Company, New York. Highly lustrous and attractive

medium steel gray with a fine satiny finish. A few light hairlines

and other minor marks, but the plate is relatively clean overall.

The portrait is boldly executed in an oval frame, with some

light ornamental scrollwork around. Another portrait after

Stuart, with yet another style to the hair ribbon. Well done,

and nicely preserved. An attractive Washington vignette.

Engraved identification number: V 42729 (C-307 crossed out).

Another Early Engraving

After Stuart

A Fourth Portrait after Stuart

85 Portrait vignette. Steel. 2.25 x

3.5 inches. Satiny and highly

lustrous medium steel gray with

some scattered flecks of darker

toning. Several small scratches

and handling marks are noted,

but none affect the vignette which

is nicely centered on the plate. A
small vignette after a Stuart por-

trait, executed by a skilled hand,

but reversed with respect to the

original portrait.

f.ngr.tvi'd iilcntific.ition number: V
4i|7r-. i

I’-
1 103 rrosst'd out).

An Earlier Engraving

After Stuart

Portrait vignette. Steel. 2 x 2.25

inches. Lustrous medium gray

steel with light burnishing marks

around the engraving.A few light

marks, but none of consequence.

A small bank note vignette. The

portrait, styled after Stuart, in

an ornate rectangular frame. The

face is not executed as well as

some, but the large hair ribbon is

a close match to that seen on the

Pennington and Chesnut copies

of the Athenaeum Portrait. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 45264 (P-1304 crossed out; P-1340

crossed out).
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Washington and his StaffWashington on Horseback

On horseback. Steel. 3.5 x 1.75 inches. Deep gray and mottled

pale violet over satiny medium gray surfaces. Some light

hairline scratches are noted, but are not distracting. Engraved
on a quarter inch thick plate. Washington in military dress,

mounted on his rearing white horse. What appear to be small

tents of an encampment are seen far in the distance. A heavy
card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V-40142.

Washington on Horseback

91 Washington with his staff. Steel. 4 x 2.25 inches. Bright and
highly lustrous medium steel gray. Uniform in tone with a fine

satin finish.A superior quality plate, beautifully engraved with

the vignette standing out sharply from the field. Washington
is mounted on horseback at the center, with his staff stand-

ing around in conference. A cannon is to his right, as printed,

and tents of the encampment are seen in the distance. A very

sharp vignette that is used on $5 Proof notes of the Union
Bank of Reading, Pennsylvania (Haxby PA-600, G12) among
others. The vignette is not imprinted, but this note bears the

mark of Draper, Welsh and Company. A heavy card sleeve is

included.

Engraved identification number: V-40172.

Mark of]. Garside, Newark, New Jersey on back.

On horseback. Steel. 2.5 x 3.75 inches. Imprint of Toppan,

Carpenter and Company. Highly lustrous medium steel gray

with faint golden brown and violet overtones. Light hairlines

as expected. A delicately engraved and very attractive vignette

featuring Washington mounted on horseback. A cannon and

wheel lie at the horse's rear feet. A lovely piece and quite clean.

A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46494 (I’-147 crossed out).

A Second Washington and Staff

92 Washington with his staff. Steel. 3x3 inches. Beautifullv

preserved, bright and very clean. The plate is light steel grav

with some minor toning near the edges, and ver}' reflective.

The engraving is deep and sharply stands out from the field.

Almost no hairlines or other marks worthy of note. Based on

the vignette offered above, but including only the three central

figures, Washington mounted on horseback, with officers at

either side. Found on several obsolete bank notes including $2

issues of the National Bank, Providence, Rhode Island (Haxbv

RI-360, C28). A lovely plate. A paper wrapper is included, with

a direct proof impression.

Engraved identification number: V-40162.

\ck's 51
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Washington in Roman Dress

93 Standing portrait. Steel. 2 x 3.5 inches. Medium steel gray with

some deeper olive and brown toning in places, mostly confined

to the borders. A few light hairlines are also noted. Washington

stands facing, in the dress of a Roman senator, holding a scroll

in his left hand. Very similar to one offered in our November

2006 Sale, but this image reversed and with a shadowed rect-

angular frame. The vigneffe appears on early $2 nofes of the

Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Michigan, Defroif (Haxby

Ml-130, G6). The engraving is not imprinted, but the note, is-

sued circa 1829-1 830s, bears the mark of Rawdon, Clark and

Company, Albany, New York. A very similar, slightly smaller

version is also known, and appears on a large four-panel speci-

men sheet of Danforth, Wrighf and Company. Perhaps fhe mosf

interesting aspect of this plate is that the back bears a partial

execution of this engraving. It is thus a rare piece, not only

for having both sides used, but for including an incomplete

vignette. It is the first we have seen, and it illustrates part of

the engraver's process. The rightmost and upper portions of

Washington's drapery are the most complete, with only some
of the interior lines cut into the steel. However, close inspec-

tion reveals that the entire vignette has been lightly roughed
out, a fine and barely noficeable framework in ifs present

state, but one that the engraver could follow to completion.

In addition to the roughed out design, the entirety of fhe area

being engraved has been divided into 20 horizontal sections,

and 8 vertical columns, each numbered. It is unclear why this

attempt was abandoned, but it is a very interesting artifact

revealing a small part of the engraver's process. A heavy card

.leev»‘ i-. ini hided.

Lr.^r.ivnl iili'nhfii .iliim numhi'r: V-4017().
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A Second in Roman Dress

Standing portrait. Steel. 1.75 x 3.5

inches. Satiny and lustrous medium

steel gray. Deeper gray and violet ton-

ing near the edges. An area of oxidation

pitting is seen at the upper right of fhe

plate, but well away from the engrav-

ing. A somewhat early engraving in a

quarter inch thick plate. Washington

stands facing, dressed in a toga hold-

ing a bundle of 13 arrows in his left

hand. The vignette is used on several

issues of the National Bank, New York,

New York (Haxby NY-1785), which

are mostly known as Proofs or listed

as SENC. The notes date to circa 1829-

1840s and bear the imprint of Durand,

Perkins and Company. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V-40136.

A Third in Roman Style

95 Seated portrait. Steel. 4x2 inches. Imprint of A.B. Durand.

Satiny and pleasantly lustrous medium gray steel. Scattered

handling marks and fine hairlines, but with the engraved area

rather clean. Deeper toning around the edges. Washington

seated, dressed in Roman style as a scholar, with tablet and

stylus in hand. The vignette appears on $3 Proof nofes of the

Morris Canal and Banking Company, Jersey City, New Jersey

(Haxby NJ-260, C12). Aheavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V-40147.

Washington with Commerce and Agriculture

96 Portrait vignette with Commerce and Agriculture. Steel. 4.75 \

2.25 inches. Satiny and lustrous light silver gray with mottled

deeper gray and olive toning around the vignette. .Y nicelv

executed portrait of Washington, after Stuart, in oval frame

supported by Commerce at left and Agriculture at right. .Associ-

ated implements of the allegorical figua's around, with ships

and a locomotive in the distance at left and right, a'spectivelv.

An attractive bank note vignette.

Engr.ivi'd idiMitific.ition luimbor: \'
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Washington Portrait, after Houdon

>7 Portrait vignette. Steel. 4.25 x 3 inches. Imprint of Bald, Cous-

land and Company, New York & Philadelphia. Medium steel

gray with scattered deeper gray and olive mottling. Satiny and

lustrous with minimal handling. A meciallion style portrait of

Washington at center, after the Houdon bust, surmounted by

a federal eagle. The portrait is supported by the Continental

Army at right, and Liberty with cap on pole at left.

Engraved identification number: V 39558.

The story of the this bust of Washington begins October 2, 1785 with the

unexpected arrival at Mount Vernon of the highly acclaimed French sculp-

tor Jean Antoine Houdon and three assistants. They were sent from Paris at

the request of the Governor of Virginia to create a sculpture of Washington

for the state of Virginia. Houdon began work on the bust on October 6th,

but stayed with Washington for two weeks, studying to better know his

subject. The original bust in unfired clay was given to Washington, and

Houdon returned to France with a life mask of Washington that he created

during his stay. The Houdon bust is today considered one of the most prized

items in the collection at Mount Vernon, where it has remained since it was

given to Washington, and from early on it was considered by members of

Washington's family to the finest likeness of the General and future President

that they had ever seen.

y 395S8
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Washington and Franklin

Portraits of George Washington and Benjamin Franklin.

Steel. 3.25 x 1.75 inches. Medium steel gray, satiny and lustrous.

Typical hairlines, as well as remnants of the engraver's guide

lines are visible, the latter as made. Small bank note vignettes

of Washington and Franklin, both nicely styled portraits of the

gentlemen seated in their studies, each with letters in hand,

Washington cradling his saber, Franklin holding his spectacles.

The Washington vignette appears on $3 notes of the Commercial

Bank, Gratiot, Michigan (Haxby MI-200, G4). The note is by

New England Bank Note Company. An original paper wrapper

is included, with a proof impression affixed.

.r V ^ : V Washington and Powhatan

Washington and Powhatan. Steel. 5x4
inches. Western Bank Note Company, but

without imprint. Faint olive and gray toning

over lustrous medium gray surfaces. A few

hairlines and other handling marks, but none

of consequence. A beautifully executed piece

featuring the first President, and the Chief of

the Powhatan Confederacy at the time of the

establishment of the Jamestown Colony in

1607. Portraits in ornate oval frames at left

and right, with ornamental security engrav-

ing at center. An eagle stands at top, with

wings spread.

Engraved identification number: V 37620 (8782

crossed out; E 1487 scratched at top of plate).

Partial mark on back-?? Mark of John Sellers and

Sons, Sheffield, England on back.
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Landing of Roger Williams

100 Williams, Roger (1603-1684). Landing ofRoger Williams. Steel.

4 X 2.5 inches. Lustrous medium steel gray with some light

olive toning and deeper golden brown and violet toward the

edges. Light hairlines and handling as typical. A nice historical

vignette showing the landing of Roger Williams on the shore

of what would become the Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations. The Native Americans seem to greet him with

little hesitation, and historically, his interactions with them

followed a friendly course. The vignette appears on several

obsolete currency issues, among them the $10 Proof notes on

the Juneau Bank, Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Haxby MI-480, G6).

The plate is not imprinted, but the note bears the mark of Top-

pan, Carpenter and Company.
Engraved identification number: V-40402.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

As an early resident of Salem in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Roger

Williams was an agitator. By training he was a Christian minister, but he was

a promoter of the freedom of individual conscience in all matters, which

included the free choice of each individual to practice whatever religion, or

none at all. It also included the concept of separation of church and state,

a direct opposition to the structure of power and organization in the early

colony, essentially a Puritan theocracy demanding strict religious order. Thus

Williams was soon banished from the colony. Had he been promoting his

causes just 60 years later during the height of the famous witch trial craze

of the 1690s, it is unlikely that he would have survived at all. Though it was

intended that he would be returned to England, he escaped this fate and

became the founder of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations in 1636. In

Rhode Island, Williams created a community of religious freedom, extend-

ing such rights even to the local indigenous inhabitants whom he felt had

every right to remain practitioners of their own belief systems. Contrary to

popular thought, he considered the Native Americans the rightful owners

of their lands and treated them with commensurate respect and friendship.

Landing ofRoger Williams Cylinder

Landing ofRoger Williams. Cylinder die. Steel. Height: 1.75 inches;

Diameter: 2.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company,

New York. Deep steel gray with some traces of light oxidation

in places, none of which affect the Roger Williams vignette. The

cylinder used to transfer the engraving offered in the lot above to

any final printing plate where the design appeared, including the

Juneau Bank note plate as mentioned above. A great item to remain

with the vignette die above, as the pair represent an important step

in the security engraving and printing process. Two other vignettes

appear on the cylinder, one of Commerce supporting a globe, and

another of a bond obligation reading as follows in eight lines,

"Issued Under / Act / To Provide For / Funding the Matured /

Interest / On the Public Debt / Ratified 20th of Aug. / 1868."

Numbered 3076 and 2749 on top; 1 % and G on bottom.

MISCELLANEOUS VIGNETTE DIES

Lovely Allegorical Counter Vignette

102 Allegorical counter vignette with coins. Steel with

copper inserts. 7.75 x 3.25 inches. The engraving

features five young allegorical figures standing

or sitting among five Liberty Seated dollars. The
vignette is a striking one, and popular with nu-

mismatists for the U.S. coin engravings. It is most
readily recognized for its appearance on $5 notes

of the West River Bank of Jamaica, Vermont (Haxby
VT115, G8b) but it was also used on other rarer is-

sues as well. The plate is very unusual for its size,

being over a half inch thick. Further, three areas of

the plate have been cut out and filled with copper.

Presumably, titles, counters, or imprints once filled

these voids, but their identities are unknown. Lus-

trous medium steel gray, with typical hairlines and
other handling marks. Some light oxidation spots

are noted, largely concentrated at the left and right ends of the

plate but also seen to a much lesser degree in the interior areas

including very slightly on the engraving. The original paper

wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed. This

plate is illustrated in Q. David Bowers' recent book. Obsolete

Paper Mone\/.
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Female with Thread Female with Tiara

By Lorenzo Hatch

Allegorical vignette. Female with spun thread. Steel. 5 x

6 inches. Imprints of American Bank Note Company and

International Bank Note Company. A lovely engraving of a

female sfanding, facing, and holding spun thread. Ships are

visible on the water in the distance. A lovely art piece, beauti-

fully executed and very attractive. Highly lustrous light steel

gray with some mottled spots of light brown and gray toning.

Hairlined from cleaning, as typical. A few edge bumps are

noted, but none affect the design. The original paper wrapper

is included.

Engraved identification number: V-49884 (2085 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back. An additional

mark reads 2085.

1/n’BN.ca

104 Allegorical vignette. Female with Tiara. Steel. 5x6 inches.

Imprints of American Bank Note Company and International

Bank Note Company. A bright, relatively clean and very at-

tractive light gray plate with considerably reflectivity. The

image is bold and beautifully executed by the accomplished

hand of Lorenzo Hatch for International Bank Note Company
in 1889. The vignette was used on a $1000 gold bond for the

Davenport, Rock Island and Northwestern Railway. It is also

illustrated in Gene Hessler's superb reference on American

Engravers and their works. The Engraver's Line. A few light

marks, fine hairlines and other trivial signs of handling are

seen, but none are particularly distracting nor do any affect the

lovely engraving. The original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V-49934 (1397 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Justice and Loyalty.

105 Allegorical vignette. Justice and Loy-

alty. Steel. 2.25 x 4.5 inches. Imprint

of American Bank Note Company. A
lovely vignette with a standing figure

of Justice holding scales and sword in

the foreground. Soldiers in Civil War

era uniforms are seen in the distance,

apparently representing "Loyalty" to

the Justice. The title of the vignette is

engraved below. The steel is bright

and somewhat reflective, with a light

gray tone. Light hairlines as typical.

An attractive piece. The original pa-

per wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V' 47528

(292 crossed out; 301 crossed out).

Partial mark of John Sellers, Sheffield,

England on back.

Itack's 55
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Allegorical Liberty

Allegorical vignette. Liberty. Steel. 9 x

4.25 inches. Imprint of National Bank Note

Company, New York. Liberty stands at

center holding cap and flag on a pole, with

an eagle by her side, flanked by faces. At

her left, as printed, are representations of

industry, while at right are representations

of agriculture. A lovely, large, and well

executed vignette. Long cracks threaten

both ends of the plate, but these do not

cross into the engraved areas. Consider-

able reflectivity, the steel retaining good

polish. Bright gray, lustrous and with the

usual light hairlines. An attractive art piece. The original paper

wrapper is included, with a proof vignette affixed, all being

somewhat rough but functionally intact.

I

Engraved identification number: V 49326.

107

Allegorical vignette. Steel. 4.25 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of

Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New York. Female reclines

seaside against an American shield, with flag above. A cornu-

copia to her side suggests Fortune as an identification. Lustrous

medium gray, with deeper gray toning flecks around. Some
hairlines and other marks around. The plate is slightly wavy.

A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 40759.

Bluebirds Bluebirds

108

Bluebirds. Steel. 8.25 x 10.25 inches (engravings 2.25 x 1.75

inches). Two vignettes of bluebirds, one a single bird in flight,

in the foreground carrying a sprig, with the others in the
distance. The second engraving is of two birds on a branch,
eyeing a passing insect. The plate is bright and lustrous but
shows considerable handling and small traces of oxidation,
none being serious.

M.irk of I ,vo. B. Sh.irp, 13 Baxter St. N.Y on back

109

Bluebirds. Steel. 8 x 10 inches (engraving 3.4 x 4 inches). .-V

nicely executed engraving of two bluebirds, one in a nest,

the other chirping, perched above on a stick. Titled "Songs

of Birds" at the left. Perhaps for a greeting card or bookplate.

Bright and reflective light steel gray. Light oxidation is seen

around the edges of the plate but none affects the design. .-Xo

attractive piece.

Mark of |olm Sellers and Sons, Shetfield. L'nj;land on back.
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Carrier Pigeon Swallows

'10 Carrier pigeon. Steel. 8x10 inches (engraving 3.5 x 3.5 inches).

Imprint of Baldwin and Gleason Company, Ld. New York,

;

patented 1886. A bold engraving of a single bird in flight with

a letter in its beak. Very attractively executed and perfect for

framing. The plate is reflective light steel gray with some
I scattered minor oxidation marks, hairlines and other signs of

handling, but the engraving is not seriously affected.

I

Engraved identification number: A-201.

Mark of F. Whiteley, N.Y. on back.

!

a'

Swallows. Steel. 8 x 10 inches (engraving 4x3 inches). Im-

print of Baldwin and Gleason Company, Ld. New York, and

copyright dated 1883. A pair of beautifully engraved swallows

in flight with sharp definition of the finer details. The plate

is reflective medium steel gray with scattered areas of gold

toning and pale blue accents. Minor traces of wax residue

remain. A nice plate.

Engraved identification number: A-200 and 719.

Mark of F. Whiteley, N.Y. on back.

Example

112 Example. Steel. 4.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note

Company. Benjamin Franklin, or perhaps another elderly man
with a strong resemblance to Franklin, holding a young girl on

his knee, pointing at the Houdon Bust of George Washington.

Apparently the man is instructing the young girl on the honor-

able ways of Washington, a highly revered figure in the 1850s.

A dated vignette, per this tiny engraving below the vignette,

"Entered according to Act of Congress in the Year 1859 by the

American Bank Note Company in the Clerk's Office of the Dis-

trict Court of the Southern District of New York." The vignette

is used on numerous obsolete bank notes including $3 Proof

notes of the Bank of La Crosse, Wisconsin (Haxby WI-335, G4).

Engraved by Erancis W. Edmunds. Lustrous medium steel gray

with traces of soft olive toning and the usual hairlines. The

original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V 47799 (No. 70 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

ftCK'S 57
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Female Portrait

113 Female portrait. Steel. 9x9 inches. Portrait facing right, as printed, with long flowing hair and laurel wreath within

an ornate circular frame. A large plate, and quite attractive. Medium steel gray with mottled overtones of soft olive

and traces of violet.

Engraved identification number: 52386.

Numbered S 12277 on back.

Guard Dog, Safe and Commerce

114 Guard dog vignette. Steel. 4x2 inches. A superb quality vignette plate, both in execution and quality. A dog lies

guarding a lockbox, with a paw over the large key. An allegorical Commerce rests against the dog, holding a caduceus.

An important security theme made famous by Wells, Fargo & Company's use of such vignettes, inspired by their

regular employment of trained dogs used to guard safes in their offices, many of which were in remote areas. Their

most famous one being "Jack the Dog." The theme appears with some frequency in security printing, far antedating
Wells, Fargo, and is seen in numerous forms, as nicely illustrated by this offering. The design on this plate appears
on $5 Proof notes of the Fulton Bank of the City of New York (Haxby NY-1620, G22), and other issues. Though the

plate shows no imprint, the notes were executed by Danforth, Toppan & Longacre and date to the 1830s and 1840s.

The plate is a c]uarter inch thick, seemingly typical for the earlier vignettes. It is in superb condition, with a few
light scratches and burnishing marks around the vignette, but with the engraving very clean and sharp. Nicelv
polished and very attractive. A truly lovely bank note vignette die. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 458W (P-81({ crossed out).

S8
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A Second Dog and Safe Safeguard

115 Guard dog vignette. Steel. 3.5 x 3 inches. Another beautifully

executed example of this theme. A proud and loyal dog lies

attentively in front of a large iron strongbox, with the key

safely under his forelegs. Bags, apparently containing riches,

lie near his tail. A treasury building is in the background. A
few old scratches are seen near the outer edges of the plate,

and a more fresh "15" is seen above the safe, but none affect

the area of the engraving. Mottled gray toning. A nice vignette.

A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 41322.

Another Dog with Safe

16 Guard dog vignette. Steel. 3.75 x 2 inches. A really neat vignette

with an old style safe at center, including a painted front door

as was commonplace in the 19th century. A guard dog comes

from behind the safe, keeping an active and watchful eye.

Money bags are piled at the left, as printed, with coins spill-

ing from one of them. Very nicely executed, and used on stock

certificates of the Manufacturer's National Bank of Newark,

New Jersey, circa 1877, and likely in other places. The plate is

medium gray, with some deeper mottled toning around the

edges. Numerous fine sfress fractures are seen around the vi-

gnette, but none seem to seriously threaten the integrity of fhe

plate. Bold and attractive. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V.40689.

Fax Your Bidsheet
603-569-3875 • 212-245-5018

Guard dog vignette. Safeguard. Steel. 4.25 x 3.25 inches.

Imprint of National Bank Note Company, New York. An
exceptional plate with one of fhe finest executions of the

"guard dog" theme included in this sale, in the opinion of

the cataloguer. The dog stands facing, and at attention. The

large and ornately appointed safe stands behind with one

door open. Ledger books and money bags are clearly visible.

Partially used on stock certificates for the Continental Bank

and Trust Company, Fort Worth, Texas, and certainly in other

places as well. A very bright and clean plate. Light steel gray,

highly lustrous with only faint traces of mottled toning and a

few trivial hairlines. Very well preserved, and a very attractive

work of engraving art. The original paper wrapper is included,

with a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 49446.

Dog and Treasury

Guard dog vignette. Dog and Treasury. Steel. 3.75 x 4 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New York. A
variation on the guard dog theme, this one having no safe

or lockbox in the vignette. However, what appears to be a St.

Bernard lies in the foreground guarding a large key, to this

extent, in typical style. In the cTstance, a "treasury" building,

or perhaps more correctly a customs house is seen. Nearby,

ships in a harbor represent commerce. Bold and attractive. The

steel plate is lustrous medium gray with traces of pale blue

and deeper gray mottled toning.

Engraved identification numlx’r: V 47092 (790 crossed out).
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119

Guard dog vignette with logo, "Safety and Despatch." Copper on lead. 9 x 4.25 inches. Imprint of American

Bank Note Company, New York. A small circular vignette at center featuring a strong dog standing tall before two

safes, with what appears to be a revolver atop one of them. Fine security tint engraving radiates outward around

the central vignette, filling the rectangular plate to the approximate size of a standard full size obsolete note. The

copper face is deep chocolate brown, but the lead base is clearly visible on the back and edges. Somewhat unusual,

but quite interesting.

Frightened Horses

120

Frightened horses. Steel. 3.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of Toppan, Car-

penter and Company, New York, Philadelphia and Boston. A white

horse and her dark foal run in alarm as a train passes in the distance.

A few sheep are also seen running in the distance. An attractive

light gray steel plate with some light hairlines and a couple of stress

fractures, one being quite long and rendering the plate somewhat

fragile. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number; V 45666 (P 1003 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Girl in a Yard

121

Girl in a yard. Steel. 12.5 x 12.5 inches (engraving 8.0 x

7.5 inches). An unusually large plate for an engraving

of this size. The steel retains good reflectivity, and is

medium steel gray with some light mottled olive toning.

Light hairlines and a few small nicks and other marks

from careless handling over the years, but in general

the plate is quite clean and nicely preserved with only a

faint trace of oxidation far from the vignette. The large

engraving is apparently intended for a large print run,

which could only be provided by a steel engraving and

is possibly for a book or other mass produced form. It

features a young girl in a yard, looking over a small group

of rabbits gnawing on carrots. A gate and farmhouse are

visible in the distance. Some observers have suggested

that the scene is for a publication of Alice in Wcndcriainl.

but the cataloguer is not in agreement. Whatever the

intended use, the engraving is well executed, attractive

and would make a nice display piece. This is pastoral

Americana at its finest.

Mark of F. Wliitolov, Now ^ork oil back.
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Dr. Kane in the Arctic

Dr. Kane in the Arctic. Steel. 4.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of Toppan,

Carpenter and Company, New York, Philadelphia, and Boston.

An important historical vignette showing Kane and members
of his crew with life boats presumably moving south after the

loss of their vessel amongst ice floes. The vessel is visible in

the distance, with only the masts and forward portion of the

ship still above the ice. A dog team and a few supplies are in

the foreground. Below the vignette is the following, finely

engraved, "Entered according to Act of Congress in the year

1856 by Toppan, Carpenter & Co. in the Clerk's Office of the

District Court of the United States for the Southern District of

New York." This vigneffe appears on a $5 note of the Northern

Bank in Providence, Rhode Island (Haxby RI-370, G8), as well

as notes of the North Western Bank of Marquette, Wisconsin

(Haxby WI-430), and others. The plate is light steel gray,

lustrous and very attractive. Some fine hairlines are evident

around the outer areas of fhe plate, but in general it is quite

clean and attractive. While the depths of fhe engravings on
most plates are dark, likely in large part due to retained ink

residue, this one is white, either residue from white ink, chalk,

or other some other such treatment.

Engraved identification number: V 47686 (127 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Dr. Elisha Kent Kane made two expeditions to the arctic, the first in

1850/1851, and the second begun in 1853. The first was an attempt to discover

the fate of another explorer. Sir John Franklin. In the second expedition, Kane
reached farther north than any explorer had at that time. However, his ship

the Advance became trapped in moving ice, leaving he and his crew to begin

their retreat in May 1855, with whatever provisions and supplies they could

carry. Only a single member of the crew perished. Kane became romantically

entangled with one of the Fox sisters, spiritualists of uncertain reputation,

causing lifted eyebrows at the time.

Kittens in a Basket

Kittens in a basket.

Steel. 8 X 10 inches

(engraving 3.5 x 3

inches). Imprint of

Baldwin and Gleason

Company, New York.

Four kiftens in a large,

ornafe basket which

seems also include a

pair of watermelons,

though they appear

a little two-dimen-

sional. The woven
basket is very nicely

engraved and the en-

graving would be a wonderful displav piece for a fan of felines.

The plate is bright and retains some mflecfi\iW, though a number
of handling marks are noted toward the edges.

Mark of F. Whitclov, N.Y. on back.

A Pair of Horses

Pair of horses. Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches. Two horses stand in the

foreground, with farmhouses in the distance. Clean, lustrous

medium steel gray with minor hairlines. An attractive vignette.

A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 45690 (P-969 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Horse Racing

Horse Racing. Steel. 8x10 inches (engraving 3 x 2.25 inches).

Imprint of Baldwin and Gleason, New York. Two jockeys on

their horses, race nearly head to head in the foreground. Three

more trail them in the distance. Light steel gray with some
golden brown toning, minor handling marks and traces of

wax residue. A nice plate, and desirable theme.
Mark of F. Whiteley, N.Y. on back.

My Horse

My Horse. Steel. 2.5 x 3 inches. •

Imprint of National Bank Note

Company, New York. An at-

tractive engraving of a horse's

head facing left, as printed. The

plate is bright and lustrous light

gray with traces of olive toning

and minor handling marks. The

vignette appears on 5 peso notes

of Argentina, (PickS1791)as well

as American obsolete currency

issues including $5 notes of the

New Britain Bank, New Britain, '

Connecticut (Haxby CT-260,G8). .

The engraving was executed by Henry S. Beckwith.
Engraved identification number: V 49438.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back. An additional mark

reads 36.
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Large Condor

127

Lar^e Condor. Steel. 7.75 x 2 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. A spectacular and well executed

engraving of a Condor, facing, with wings outstretched, perched on an olive branch. Extremely similar to one found

on several obsolete currency issues bearing the imprints of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, and ABNCo. but with

the head and neck of the bird styled differently. The vignette appears on 4 peso notes of the Banco de Circulacion

y Descuento de Manuel Antonio de Luzarraga of Ecuador (Pick S113). A specimen printing of the note appeared

in an ABNCo Presentation Album sold as part of our offering of the John J. Pord, Jr. Collection, Part VI;502. A few

very minor handling marks are noted, but in general the quarter inch thick plate is clean and impressive. Bright

and lustrous medium steel gray. A bold vignette with the original paper wrapper included.

Engraved identification number: V 47673 (155 crossed out).

The Lasso

128

The Lasso. Steel. 5.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of Danforth, Wright and Company in the form, "Entered according to

Act of Congress in the Year 1854 by Danforth, Wright & Co. in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United

States for the Southern District of New York." The vignette shows a frontiersman on horseback lassoing a bull

in the foreground. Far in the distance, a similar action is played out. Nicely engraved and attractive. The steel is

bright gray with traces of soft toning. Three of the four corner tips are broken off, but all are far from the design.

The vignette appears on $1 notes of the Fontenelle Bank, Bellevue, Nebraska (Haxby NE-5, G2a). A heavy card

sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 40716.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

VIEW OF CHICAGO
of Ml) Principal Cifij Piubdivisions and Suburban fowns.

Layout of Chicago

129

View of Chicago. Steel. 5x3 inches. Imprint of

Western Bank Note Company, Chicago. Dated '95 at

the lower left of the plate. Schematic engraving of a

proposed layout of suburban Chicago, including the

city center. The engraved caption below reads in thax?

lines, "View of Chicago / Showing Location of My
Principal City Subdivisions and Suburban Towns

L.E. Gross." Lustrous medium steel gray with some

deeper gray and olive toning around. Minor traces

of oxidation near the edges.

Eiigruvod idc'utificatiun numbor: 2745 (marked in two

places).

Partial mark of luhn St'llers, Sheffield. England un back.
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On Tlte Curve

30 Locomotive vignette. On The Curve. Steel. 5.25 x 4 inches.

Imprint of Franklin Engraving and Printing Company, New
York. A steam locomotive coming toward the viewer, around

I

a curve. Titled below the vignette. Lustrous medium steel gray

with some mottled gray toning. Typical hairlines all around.

The original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impres-

sion affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 48658 (No. 26 crossed out).

il Locomotive vignette. Steel. 3.5 x 5 inches. Imprint of American

Bank Nofe Company, New York. Locomotive coming through

a mountainous pass. Lustrous light steel gray with traces of

soft olive toning and a few light hairlines and other signs of

handling, but the vignette is essentially unaffected. Nicely

engraved and attractive.

Engraved identification number: V 43879 (C-965 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

r—
ck's

Medal of Honor

132 Military Order of the Medal
of Honor. Brass. 1.5 x 3 inches.

A banner on a stand with an

Army version of the Medal of

Honor at the center, identified

in three lines, "MILITARY OR-
DER / OF THE / MEDAL OE
HONOR." Lustrous light gold

with some deeper olive and
golden brown toning. An in-

teresting plate, the first brass

one we have seen, and the first

seen relating to any military

award. Traces of green ink

remain in the recesses.

The Congressional Medal of

Honor is the highest award that can

be presented to any member of the

armed forces for valor. It is of the

highest distinction, and is presented

to the recipient by the President of

the United States on behalf of the

U.S. Congress. It was first awarded
on March 25, 1863.

Gold Mining

Ti

133 Mining vignette. Gold Mining. Steel. 3x4 inches. Imprint

of Eranklin Bank Nofe Company. A nice gold mining scene

showing four miners deep in a shaft, one calling for a bucket

of ore to be hoisted up. Light pewter gray with mottled light

olive and gray toning. Engraved title below the vignette. The
original paper wrapper is included, torn but functionalh’

intact.

Engraved identification number: V 48719 (No. 60 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

63
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Charging
Surface Mining

134 Mining vignette. Charging. Steel. 3x4 inches. Imprint of

Franklin Bank Note Company, New York. Another interest-

ing mining scene showing three miners in a shaft. Two in the

foreground place a charge in the wall with a tamping iron in

preparation for blasting. The first mining vignette we have

seen showing this part of the process. Light gray steel with

faint mottled olive and violet toning. Engraved title below the

scene. The original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V 48615 (No. 190 crossed out).

Mark of JoFin Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Coal Tunnel and Tramway

135 Mining vignette. Coal Tunnel and Trannvay. Steel. 6x4 inches.

Imprint of Franklin Bank Note Company, New York. The open-

ing of the mine tunnel, with trams entering and exiting, while

miners are seen at work in the background. Medium steel gray

with deeper gray and olive-brown toning mottled across the

surface. A few minor scratches and handling marks, along with

some apparently inactive oxidation pits are noted.
I ngr.ivvd idontificalion number: V 48701 (No. 71 crossed out).

M.irk of |ohn S«'|lers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

136 Mining vignette. Surface Mining. Steel. 5x3 inches. Imprint of

Continental Bank Note Company, New York. A man with his

horse watches three miners at work. Bright medium steel gray

with faint traces of golden brown toning around the vignette.

Typical hairlines and scattered handling marks are seen, and

one corner tip is broken from the plate but it does not affect

the design. Nice reflectivity remains, and the vignette is boldly

engraved and sharply visible. The original paper wrapper is

included which bears the title of the vignette.

Engraved identification number: V 47740 (V 48247 crossed out; 50

crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

137 Mining vignette. Steel. 3x4 inches. Imprint of Continental

Bank Note Company, New York. Three miners in a shaft

examine a newly revealed nugget, likely intended to be gold

judging from the interest with which they examine it. The

image dates to 1865, per the following tiny engraving below

the scene, "Entered according to Act of Congress in the year

1865 by the Continental Bank Note Co. in the clerk's office ol

the district court of the United States for the southern districi

of New York." The plate is bright steel gray witli traces ol

pale blue. Typical hairlines and scattered handling marks. .Vf

original card sleeve is included.

Engfiivod idi'utific.ition mimbor: \'-4775.t (V-4S2,8.^ cu'ssod out: K

crossed iHit).

Mark of lohu Solli'is, Sholfiold, I'ugl.ind I'U back.
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38 Mining vignette. Steel. 5.75 x 3.5 inches. Imprint of Bald, Cous-
land & Co. Philadelphia. Four miners work in a shaft, with a

tram in a tunnel visible in the background. The plate is medium
steel gray with tiny flecks of dark gray toning scattered about.

Numerous light hairlines and minor handling marks are seen,

but none adversely affect the engraved area of the plate. Dated

1855 in micro-engraving below the vignette. The original paper

wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: DUPLICATE P-076.

139 Mining vignette. Stock or Bond vignette. Steel. 6.5 x 4 inches.

Imprint of Homer Lee Bank Note Company. The composition

includes four small mining vignettes, the company building at

the top, miners filling horse-drawn carts at right, as printed,

a pair of miners in a shaft at left, and two men pushing a cart

full of ore at the bottom center. The plate gives the company
capital as $2,000,000, and informs that it is organized under
the laws of the State of Colorado. Light steel gray, lustrous and
pleasing. Typical handling marks and hairlines. The original

paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V 48978 (159 and 898 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

NATIVE AMERICAN THEMES

Aboriginal

Across the Continent

141

ACWOUG TliK COUTINF.NT

Native American vignette. Across the Continent. Steel. 6x3
inches. Imprint of National Bank Note Company, New York.

Another superb quality Native American vignette featuring an

aboriginal family atop a high bluff looking down on a settler's

encampment where men work on construction of the railroad.

The engraved title could refer to several different aspects of

this engraving, but likely refers to the westward mo\’ement

of American settlers of European descent. Certainlv, comple-

tion of the railroad under construction in the distance would
contribute to the rapid success in this sprawl of a new cultum

to the American West. Lustrous medium gray steel with only

a few hairlines and other handling marks.

Engraved identification number: V 49200.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

140 Native American vignette. Aboriginal. Steel. 3x4 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company. A wonderful Na-

tive American vignette, beautifully engraved and standing

out sharply form the field. A hunter poses pensively with his

fallen prey, a large bear. A very desirable piece, executed in

fine style. Lustrous medium gray with pale blue and golden

brown overtones. Slight hairlines and handling marks are

noted. A superior piece.

I

Engraved identification number: V 47430 (V 47430 crossed out; 444

crossed out).

i

i

-
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Bison Hunting Another Bison Hunting Scene

142

Native American vignette. Bison hunting. Steel. 3.5 x 2.25

inches. A warrior on horseback pursues a bison in the fore-

ground, bow raised with a second arrow, the first already

imbedded in the animal. Other hunters are seen in pursuit

in the distance. Lustrous and somewhat reflective medium

gray steel with some golden brown mottling. A few nicks

and handling marks in the plate, but the engraved scene is

little affected. A nice Native American vignette, used on $3

notes of the Exchange Bank of William J. Bell, and Company,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Haxby WI-450, G6a). The plate is not

imprinted, but the note mentioned is by Toppan, Carpenter,

Casilear and Company. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46033 (P-630 crossed out).

143

Native American vignette. Bison hunting. Steel. 4.25 x 3

inches. An interesting Bison hunting scene, with three Na-

tive American hunters in pursuit of a bison. One hunter is on

the ground, perhaps even trampled by the frightened beast.

Interestingly the hunters wear what appear to be snowshoes.

Medium steel gray with some mottled light brown toning

concentrated near the edges of the plate. A few light hairlines

and other typical handling marks are seen, as are a few trivial

oxidation spots which do not appear active.

Engraved identification number: V 37605 (8099 crossed out).

Calendar Header

144

Native American vignette. Calendar header. Steel. 10.75 x 3.75 inches. A large and unusual triangular shaped

vignette, engraved for use on a calendar as lightly scratched in the upper edge of the plate, though the identity of

the client is not made clear. The central portrait is that used on advertising cards of Western Bank Note Company,

flanked by two bison heads, all in an ornate frame. A rather large and impressive piece. Lustrous light steel gray,

clean and attractive. The original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V 37668 (6696 crossed out).

First Train

145

Native American vignette. First Train. Steel. 4.5 x 3 inches.

Imprint of National Bank Note Company, New York. Three

Native Americans on a bluff, two males and a hesitant female

looking out across a plain and sighting, with apparent and

rightful amazement, their "first train." Medium steel gray with

some faint violet and gray toning. Hairlines as typical. .Another

great Native American vignette. The original paper wrapper

is included, with a proof impre.ssion affixed, though both aa'

rough and chipped.

tuigr.ivod idenlific.Uion mimbor: \' 4'')231,

Numbi’ivd 452‘> on b.u k.

hh
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Great West

Native American vignette. Great West. Steel. 6 x 3.5 inches.

Imprint of National Bank Note Company, New York. A
superb quality engraving, both for the fine style of the

execution and the visual appeal. A warrior sits pensively

in the foreground, looking across the landscape below
where Western Civilization progresses. At left, prospectors

search for gold, while at the right a small town is seen in

the distance, with ships on the river and trains passing by.

A bold vignette. Medium steel gray, with slight traces of

mottled golden brown and light violet toning. An excep-

tional piece. The original paper wrapper is included, with

a proof impression affixed, buf both are rough.
Engraved identification number: V 49248.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Indians and Moose Mounted Warriors

47 Native American vignette. Indians and Moose. Steel. 4 x 2.5

inches. Imprint of Continental Bank Note Company, New York.

An unusual Native American hunting scene, this one featur-

ing three hunters and a fallen moose rather than the usually

seen bison. Somewhat heavily hairlined, but still an attractive

vignette. Light steel gray, with two corner tips broken off and

a few dents, but none affect the design. The original paper

wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed. The

vignefte is titled on the wrapper, but not in the steel.

Engraved identification number: V 47739 (V 48233 crossed out; 87

crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

148 Native American vignette. Mounted warriors. Steel. 4x2
inches. Two warriors on horseback with spears watch a steam

locomotive pass in the distance. The horses or riders seem to

yield way to the train. Lustrous medium steel gray with some
light hairlines and other marks. Two dents are also seen, but

these are not a serious distraction. The vignette appears on
the $5 note of the Redwing Bank, Lawrence, Kansas (Haxby
KS-45, G8a). The note bears the imprint of Wellstood, Hay and

Whiting. The original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V 40473.

"Duncan" scratched into back.

i

I

Progress

149 Native American vignette. Progress. Steel. 6.75 x 4 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New York.

A wonderful, large vignette showing two warriors with

bows and quivers of arrows atop a bluff looking down on

white settlements below. A railroad approaches near the

foreground, while a large riverfronf town may be seen in

the distance. Titled below the engraving, "PROGRESS,"

and with this the following finely engraved below the

scene, "Entered According to Act of Congress in the year

1872 by the American Bank Note Co. in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress af Washington." A common theme,

this one titled and beautifully engraved. A relativelv clean

plate with only minor hairlines and a few trivial marks.

Reflective medium gray. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 47103 (709 crossed out: 710

crossed out).

Mark of
J.
Doe \8 on back.
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Another Progress

A Variation of the Theme

y P4&7

150 Native American vignette. Progress. Steel. 4.75 x 2 inches.

Untitled, but a common theme featuring Native Americans

looking down upon the encroachment of Western civilization.

A warrior seated on a bluff high above a town in the distance.

A waterway with ships in the middle. A very nicely preserved

plate, highly polished and reflective. A few light hairlines are

seen, and the thin plate is a little wavy, but the engraving is

sharp and the plate very attractive. Used on the $2 note of the

Bank of the Capital, Madison, Wisconsin (Haxby WI-360, G4),

among others. The plate is not imprinted, but the note bears

the mark of Toppan, Carpenter & Company. A very desirable

vignette. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46127 (P457 crossed out).

Spearing a Fish

Native American vignette. Spearing a fish. Steel. 2x3 inches.

By Wellstood, Hay and Whiting, though not imprinted. A
hunter stands ready to spear a fish in a rushing stream. A
lovely light pewter gray plate with some light mottled toning.

Minimal handling marks and generally quite attractive. A
sharp vignette used on $1 notes of the Redwing Bank, Law-
rence, Kansas (Haxby KS-45, C2a), and others. A card sleeve
is included.

I.ngr.ivi'd identification number: V-40438.

M.irk of |ohn Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Stalking Game

152 Native American vignette. Stalking game. Steel. 4.25 x 2

inches. Imprint of Franklin-Lee Bank Note Company. A hunter

with a rifle lies in wait behind a large rock, while a herd of

bison approach in the distance. Satiny and lustrous medium

gray. A few trivial nicks and typical hairlines are seen. A heavy

card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 48298.

A Wagon Train Attack

153 Native American vignette. A wagon train attack. Steel. 4 x 2.5

inches. Imprint of Continental Bank Note Company, New York.

Four Native American warriors armed with rifles begin their

attack of a wagon train from a bluff. The leading wagon has

lost one horse, and the driver takes aim to shoot back. Light

steel gray, lustrous and attractive. One corner tip is broken

from the plate, but this is far from the engraved design. Finely

engraved below the vignette is, "Ent'd acc'g to act of congress

A.D. 1860 by the Continental Bank Note Co. in the Clerk's Of-

fice of the U.S. so. district court of N.Y." which gives the date.

The signature of the artist, F.O.C. Darley, is also finely engraved

below. The vignette appears on the $3 note of the Kansas State

Savings Bank, Wyandott, Kansas (Whitfield-451).

Engraved identification number: V 48248 (99 crossed out).

Mark of John Seilers, Sheffield, England on back.

Call our consignment specialists toll free

to include your individual coins or

conipdete collection in an upcoming auction.

NY: 800-566-2580 • NH: 866-811-1804
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Oft the Greenland Coast Deadwood, South Dakota

4 0« the Greenland Coast. Steel. 4.25 x 3 inches. Imprint of West-

ern Bank Note Company, Chicago. A rare theme amongst the

!
engravings in the archive. Armed sailors stand on an ice floe

i
in defense against a large polar bear. Two sailors in a rowboat

i are visible in the distance, as well as their large three-masted

j

vessel which has succumbed to the unforgiving movement
of ice floes. Only one end of the ship remains visible, the hull

having been crushed, the ship sinking. Dated '92 in the lower

left corner of the plate. Lustrous medium gray with mottled

golden brown toning around.

Engraved identification number: V 37872 (2311 crossed out).

Mark of JoEin Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

i

m:ADV/ jjUD ;

156 South Dakota, Deadwood City. City view vignette. Steel.

4.75 X 3.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company,

New York. An early view of the city of Deadwood, with the

Black Hills around. An identical engraving to one offered in

our August 2006 sale, but with a different title and identifica-

tion number, though both were imprinted ABNCo. Bright

and lustrous steel gray, with light hairlines and a single stress

fracture inward from the bottom edge.

Engraved identification number: V 44457 (C-321 crossed out; V 44475

crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

On the Road

i5 On the Road. Steel. 5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of National Bank

Note Company, New York. A gentleman on a black horse leads

a white horse down a lane, just having passed through the

open front gate to a farmhouse. Medium steel gray with light

gold and violet toning. A slight convex curvature is noted in

the steel. The original paper wrapper is included, with a proof

impression affixed, both somewhat rough.

Engraved identification number: V 49444.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

Territory of Hawaii

^ O

157 Territory of Hawaii. Territorial seal. Steel. 3.75 x 2.75 inches.

Seal of the Territory of Hawaii, dated 1900 in the top of the

circular border, though the Territory was actually established

July 7, 1898. Light steel gray. Lustrous, but with numerous

hairlines and minor scattered handling marks.

Engraved identification number: 426.

:k's

ii
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WHALING VIGNETTES

Rare Whaling Vignette Die

By Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Company
Whaling vignette. Steel. 3.5 x 2.25 inches. Unmarked, but a product of

Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Company. Several whaling vessels visible,

with one large one in the foreground. A cjuarter-inch thick plate, lustrous

medium steel gray with areas of deeper gray toning. Some areas of shallow

porosity are noted, but appear to have active oxidation. While much of this
.

effect is in the border regions, some of the engraved area is affected but it

is not particularly distracting. Handling marks are few, and the plate has

a nice appearance overall. A stress fracture is seen at the lower right of the

plate, well away from the design. A rare vignette and important. It is only

known to appear on a partial India paper Proof for a note of the Merchants'

Bank, Norwich, Connecticut (Haxby CT-350, Unlisted). A heavy card sleeve

is included. Whaling vignettes such as this have proven to be among the

most highly sought after themes of all of the plates offered thus far from

the American Bank Note Company archive. This lot and the five to follow

are certain to attract aggressive competition.

Engraved identification number; V-41159 (V-41159 crossed out).

A Second Scarce Whaling Vignette Die A Third Whaling Vignette Die

By Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Company A Third Whaling Vignette Die

159 Whaling vignette. Steel. 4x2 inches. Unmarked, but by
Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Company. Similar in many ways
to the engraving offered in the preceding lot, almost as if the

same scene captured at a slightly different point in time after

the positions of the whales and vessels had changed. The
engraving is a little bolder and the whole scene is more easily

seen. The steel is medium gray, and highly lustrous. A few
minor nicks and marks are noted, as are some light hairlines

as typical. A scarce vignette that was used on $3 notes of the

Farmers and Manufacturers Bank of Poughkeepsie, New York

(Haxby NY-2280, G28) in the 1840s, and a couple of other

issues. A substantial piece, being another quarter-inch thick

plate, and quite attractive. No fractures or other noteworthy
imperfections. A card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 41078 (marked in two places).

160 Whaling vignette. Steel. 4 x 1.75 inches. A lovely, thin steel

plate beautifully toned in deep violet, rich gray and iridescent

blue, pleasantly blended across the surface. The plate is slightly

concave, probably from having been rolled onto a cylinder,

a condition seen on several of the thinner plates. Three tiny

notches are in the edge of the plate, noted only for the sake

of accuracy. Six sailors in a whale boat lay on to a thrashing

whale in the foreground, its eye visible just above the water.

Birds are seen nearby and the larger whaling vessel waits in

the distance. This design was used on $1 notes of the Union

Bank of New London, Connecticut (Haxby CT-320, G136), and

it is extremely similar to another whaling vignette sold in our

September 2006 sale. Lot 787. That piece had erroneously been

attributed as this vignette, the designs being, again, extremely

similar. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46590.

A Miniature Whaling Vignette Die
Whaling vignette. Steel. 1.5 x 1 inches. A tiny engraving, probably intended for use at the lower

center of a bank note but we are not aware of any such appearance. The design is verv similar to

that found on the plate offered in the preceding lot, with only minor variations in the placement
of birds and the loss of a whale boat from the distance due to the much smaller size. The plate is

similar enough in fact, to refer to it as a miniature version of the former. This \’ignette appears in

the upper right panel of an extremely rare large four-panel specimen sheet of Danforth, Wright

and Company. We are also aware of a die proof from this plate, complete with the identification

number visible. The plate is thin, and highly lustrous light steel gray Light hairlines art' seen, as aa'

a few tiny, old, and apparently inactive oxidation pits. A really neat miniature whaling vignette.
I'.ngravod identification number: V 37350.

70
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Superb Whaling Vignette Die

By Underwood, Bald, Spencer & Hufty

Famous Polar Bear Vignette

"The White Bear"

2

i3

I

I

I

Whaling vignette. Steel. 3x2 inches. Unmarked, but a product 164

of Underwood, Bald, Spencer and Hufty. A lovely whaling vi-

gnette on a thin medium steel gray plate. Beautifully engraved

and nicely preserved. Handling marks are minimal. Six sailors

in a whale boaf lay on to a whale in the foreground, fhe whale's

eye jusf visible above fhe waferline. Larger whaling vessels

are visible beyond. The vigneffe was used in the 1830s on $2

notes of fhe Bank of Wilmingfon and Brandywine, Wilmingfon,

Delaware (Haxby DE-85, G38).While catalogued by Haxby
as SENC, a sheet including this note appeared in the 1990

Christie's Sale of fhe American Bank Nofe Company Archives.

The same sale confained a unique India paper Proof of a $20 on

the Bridgeport Bank, Bridgeport, Connecticut (Haxby CT-25,

C132) bearing this vignette. A superior quality plate, and very

aesthetically pleasing. A heavy card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 41051.

A Multiple Vignette Die

With a Whaling Scene

Whaling vignette and two ad-

ditional vignettes. Steel. 2 x 3.5

inches. Three small vignettes

of fhe sfyle thaf offen appear af

fhe lower cenfer of bank nofes.

The boffom vigneffe is a highly

desirable whaling vigneffe, and

fhus we have included fhis multi-

vignetfe plafe among fhis impor-

tanf offering of whaling pieces.

The vigneffe is not marked, but

appears to be of fhe characfer pro-

duced by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch

and Company. We are not aware

of the use of this vignette on any

specific nofe, buf die impressions

from this plate (showing all three

vignettes) are known to exist. The

middle vignette shows two birds

on a shoreline, with caught fish

nearby. The fop vignette shows a

small sailing vessel on what may
be the Hudson River, but this is

conjecture.

Engraved identification number: V 37298.

77jc White Bear. Cylinder die. Steel. Height: 2.25 inches; Di-

ameter: 2.75 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company
as follows, "Enfered according to Act of Congress in the year

1860 by the American Bank Note Company in the Clerk's

Office of the District Court of the Southern District of New
York." Among the more important cylinder dies we have seen

thus far, as The White Bear is a well known and very desirable

vigneffe. The steel is deep gray with soft lustre. A few minor

handling marks are seen, as expected, but the cylinder overall

is rather clean and nicely preserved. The scene is beautifully

executed and features a polar bear attacking a small boat car-

rying four men. Tips of icebergs are seen in fhe disfance, as

is a larger three-masfed ship far in fhe disfance. The art is by

Felix Octavius Carr Darley, a well known designer and portrait

engraver who had been with Toppan, Carpenter & Company
before joining ABNCo. for whom he execufed fhis design that

was engraved by DeWitt Clinton Hay. Some of Darley's other

works were displayed on the walls of fhe offices of American

Bank Note Company. The Wlhte Bear is found on several

obsolete bank note issues including a $1 note for the Bank

of Cermantown, Pennsylvania (Haxby PA-150, C8a), a Proof

$50 note for fhe Union Bank of Tennessee, Nashville (Haxby

TN-210, C228a), and the $3 note for fhe Continental Bank of

Boston (Haxby MA-160, C6a) which is featured in Dave Bow-

ers' reference. Obsolete Paper Money.

The back of fhe roller feafures a vigneffe of a harbor scene

full of ships including one filled Comet.

Numbered 203 on top

Multiple vignettes. Steel. 1.25 x 2.5 inches. A tiny vignette of

an 1804 Charles III 8 reales from the Mexico City Mint, the

reverse being complete, with the obverse partially behind. A
small engraving for this denomination which, when used on

bank notes, is typically a larger vignette closer to the actual

size of the coin. A tiny sidewheel steamer is also on the plate.

Lustrous light steel gray with some oxidation spots.

Engraved identification number: V 37136.
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Pair of Continental Currency notes: 3 November 29, 1775.

$3. EF, but corners soft. Old inked inventory number on back

margin. Good signatures _l July 22, 1776. $5. VF. Light soiling

but intact and satisfying. (Total: 2 pieces)

167 $1. Fr.l6. Legal Tender. 1862. No.45929. Plate A. Uncirculated,

but with a short edge tear and old ink mark on back. Nice color

that presents very well from the face. The green and red inks

are bold. Top edge just into the design. A generally pleasing

example of this early Legal Tender.

168 Four large-size type notes: $1. Fr.l7a. Legal Tender. 1862.

No. 18435. Plate C. About Fine. Typical soiling, and with a stain

at the portrait $1. Fr.39. Legal Tender. 1917. No.R50897555A.

Plate G. EF. Bright and fresh $5. Fr.91. Legal Tender. 1907.

No.M24925559. Plate C. Bright and fresh with bold color $5.

Fr.874. Federal Reserve Note. 1914. No.F125980867A. Choice

Uncirculated, and very near Gem but for some slight handling.

Nice color and centering. (Total: 4 pieces)

169 $1. Fr.28. Legal Tender. 1880. No.Z2313526. Plate B. Uncir-

culated, and nearly Ghoice but for some minor handling and
evidence of two closed pinholes. The colors remain good and
the note is nearly perfectly centered. A desirable type with
large brown seal.

170 Four large-size Legal Tender notes, all Series of 1917: $1.

Fr.36. No.D338072A. Plate D. Choice VF. Good color $2. Fr.59.

No.B22606467A. Plate C. EF, or very nearly so. Great color and
body _1 $2. Fr.60. No.D14969768A. Plate H. AU. Nice color and
good body J $2. Fr.60. No.D63631798A. Plate F. EF. Bright and
fresh. (Total: 4 pieces)

171 Five large-size type notes, all different: $1. Fr.36. Legal
Tender. 1917. No.B41111027A. Plate G. Fine, or nearly so. A
little soiled J $1. Fr.39. Legal Tender. 1917. No.T35923129A.
Plate A. Fine J $2. Fr.41. Legal Tender. 1862. No.59780. Plate

D. VG, or so. A little limp, but intact save for a missing corner
tip J $1. Fr.22L Silver Certificate. 1891. No.E 1450483. Plate
C. Choice VG for body. A little soiled around the edges with
1 : Duple of small nicks J $1, Fr.226a. Silver Certificate. 1899.
No.A •M7%5L Plate C . VG. Worn but intact. (Total: 5 pieces)

172 Selection of large-size type notes: $1. Fr.37. Legal Tender.

1917. NO.IT77209421A. Plate A. EF, but with a light stain at the

center $2. Fr.60. Legal Tender. 1917. No.D70034702A. Plate

B. VF or so, with a couple of small edge nicks and soft corners

$1. Fr.230. Silver Certificate. 1899. No.A33899074A. Plate B.

VF. Light stains at end $1. Fr.233. Silver Certificate. 1899.

No.U61470032U. Plate D. Choice VF, but with a tiny tear at one

corner $1. Fr.237. Silver Certificate. 1923. No.T83279580B.

Plate H. VF. Light back staining $1 . Fr.237. Silver Certificate.

1923. No.A14810193D. Plate E. VF. Short edge split. (Total: 6

pieces)

173 Three consecutive serial numbered 1917 $1 Legal Tender

notes, all Fr.39. All Uncirculated, but each with a stain from

removed tape in the margin. Nos. R65120195A through

R65120197A. All bright and clean with good color. (Total: 3

pieces)

174 $2. Fr.41. Legal Tender. 1862. No.ll524. Plate D. Choice Fine.

Light soiling from use as expected for the grade. Good body

remains and the colors are pleasing. Completely intact, with

only a few tiny edge splits, mostly confined to the margins. A

pleasing mid-grade example of the type.

175 $2. Fr.41a. Legal Tender. 1862. No.56698. Plate B. Fine for

general aesthetics and body, but with a couple of edge tears.

The longest of these has been closed and the note is still rea-

sonably nice in appearance.

176 $2. Fr.60. Legal Tender. 1917. No.n99677045A. Plate F. Gem
Uncirculated. Crisp and bright with bold color and good

centering on both sides.

72
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7 $5. Fr.80. Legal Tender. 1880. No.A33152321. Plate A. Choice

Uncirculated. A very lovely note with sharp ink color and

excellent freshness and eye appeal. Nicely centered and quite

near Gem quality.

'8 Pair of 1907 $5 Legal Tender notes, different Friedberg num-
bers: Fr.85. NO.B45835831. Plate C. VF. Nice color, body and

centering Fr.88. No.H11677685. Plate A. VF. Nicely centered

and pleasing. Slight bleeding of the red ink. (Total: 2 pieces)

182 $1. Fr.224. Silver Certificate. 1896. No.l2667303. Plate C. AU.

The first impression is that of a finer note, as the piece offers

greaf color and freshness wifh only a light center fold and a

small corner fold. There is a short tear in the bottom edge,

however.

183 $1. Fr.224. Silver Certificate. 1896. No.24648886. Plate B. AU,
but with a small edge chip and a corner tip off. Great color and

freshness. A popular type in any state of preservation.

'9

SO

81

$10. Fr.l22. Legal Tender. 1901. No.E42608952. Plate H. Fine.

A couple of tiny edge nicks are seen, both safely confined to

the margin. Decent body and appearance. Among the most

popular of all Unifed States notes.

$1. Fr.220. Silver Certificate. 1886. No.B65100115. Plate C.

Very Choice EF, and certainly a candidate for AU by some

standards. Only a single crease is seen in the center, with a

couple of addifional very light folds. Great color and ink tones

on both sides and a generally fresh appearance. Good body

and nice centering. A generally lovely note.

$1. Fr.220. Silver Certificate. 1886. No.B65100102. Plate B. EF

or so for the fresh appearance, sharp color and good body.

Apparently pulled off of a pin, a small nofch is out of the top

center edge, but the loose piece is retained. Another pinhole

is seen just right of Martha Washington's portrait.

1510011
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184 $1. Fr.224. Silver Certificate. 1896. No.24648881. Plate A. About

EF, with only four light folds and excellent color. Two short

edge splits are noted at the bottom, both into the design.

185 Three 1899 $1 Black Eagle Silver Certificates, all different

varieties: Fr.228. No.T45097940. Plate D. Choice VF. Great

body and color. Creased four ways Fr.230. No.V82002864.

Plate D. Choice VF. Traces of embossing still seen Fr.235.

No.H2708624A. Plate D. EF. Bright and attractive. (Total: 3

pieces)

186 $1. Fr.229. Silver Certificate. 1899. No.V21314630. Plate B.

Choice Uncirculated. A superb piece, fully crisp with almost

no signs of handling. Bright, with bold ink color, and sharp

traces of embossing still visible. The top margin is a little thin,

otherwise this would be a full gem qualitv note. Considerable

aesthetic appeal.
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187 Pair of 1899 $1 Black Eagle Silver Certificates: Fr.230.

NO.B17085599B. Plate C. Choice AU. Bright and well centered

with nice color on both sides. Slight rippling noted in the paper

J Fr.236. NO.V91662809A. Plate E. Very Choice AU, with only

a single corner crease. Great color, bright and fresh. A nice,

well matched pair of different Friedberg numbers. (Total: 2

pieces)

188 Pair of SI Silver Certificates: Fr.235. No.H2708623A.

Plate C. EF. Bright, well centered and attractive Fr.237.

NO.H14781306B. Plate F. Well centered, very fresh and bright.

A lovely pair of type notes. (Total; 2 pieces)

189 PairofSl Silver Certificates, both 1899: Fr.235. No.K2557382A.

Plate B. VF Fr.236. No.N29768036A. Plate D. VF. A nicely

matched pair with different signature combinations. (Total: 2

pieces)

190 Selection of large-size type notes: $1. Fr.237. Silver Cer-

tificate. 1923. No.B54909293D. Plate E. Choice Uncirculated.

Bright, fresh, and good color $1. Fr.237. Silver Certificate.

1923. NO.T83279587B. Plate G. About EF. Good body and color

$1 Fr.708. Federal Reserve Bank Note. 1918. No.A2513771A.

Plate G. VF $5. Fr.847a. Federal Reserve Note. 1914.

No.A36980816A. Plate D. Choice VF $5. Fr.847a. Federal

Reserve Note. 1914. No.A90124577A. Plate A. VF. Nice color.

(Total: 5 pieces)

191 $2. Fr.257. Silver Certificate. 1899. No.N54997446. Plate B.

About EF. Very bold ink tones and generally very nice color.

Centered a little high on the back, but good body and an at-

tractive appearance.

192 $2. Fr.258. Silver Certificate. 1899. No.N90412371. Plate C.

AU. A light centerfold defines the grade, and a small corner

tip fold is also noted. Sharp color and good body with minimal
handling. An attractive example of the type.

194 $10. Fr.304. Silver Certificate. 1908. No.D200594. Plate B. VF.

Good color and ink tones, but some light staining is visible

on the face. The back remains mostly clean. Nicely margined

on both sides. A tiny corner tear is noted.

195 $1. Fr.351. Treasury Note. 1891. No.B38982355. Plate C. Choice

Uncirculated. A delightful example of this type, with bright

fresh paper and strong ink tones. The face is centered nearly

perfectly, while the back is ever so slightly off to the left. Light

embossing remains at the Treasury seal.

196 $1. Fr.712. Federal Reserve Bank Note. 1918. Star Replace-

ment Note. NO.B283275. Plate C. EF. Nicely centered on the

face with good color and deep blue serial numbers. The back

is centered a little to the right, but not to the point of serious

distraction. A scarce large-size replacement note, represented

in the Kelly Census by only 27 pieces. This piece will be an

addition. As popular as star notes are with collectors, 28 notes

are nowhere near enough to go around.

197 Pair of 1918 $1 Federal Reserve Bank Notes: Fr.713.

No.B97797838A. Plate B. AU. Bright and well centered with

nice color Fr.736. No.I15947787A. Plate C. Choice VF. A few

light folds, but still with good body. (Total: 2 pieces)

193 $5. Fr.271. Silver Certificate. 1899. No.60656123. Plate C. VF
for general paper quality and eye appeal, but the edges are

trimmed in. Still, a popular type note.

Bid with Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com

198 $2. Fr.752. Federal Reserve Bank Note. 1918. No.B15079b43.\.

Plate C. Very Choice VF. Nice color with just a few light

creases. Very near EF' quality. Centered a little low, but with

complete margins all around. Lightly circulated but a yerv

pleasing Battleship note.

B15079643A

MAVin ttl«A

g.'2 0-2
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l99 $2. Fr.767. Federal Reserve Bank Note. 1918. No.G7004342A. 204

Plate B. Very Choice AU. A very nice battleship, of very nice

quality for the grade assigned and thus representing very good

value. Evidence of a single wide corner crease is seen on the

back, and this does not even extend from edge to edge, but it

is long enough to affect the grade. Otherwise, this note would

certainly be considered Crisp Uncirculated. Nicely centered 205
and pleasing, but slightly trimmed at two corners. An ever

popular type note.

$1000. Fr.2210K. Federal Reserve Note. 1928. VG. A little soft

along the edges with minor a couple of short splits. Light pa-

perclip mark on the back, and both a bank stamp and a written

number on the face. Well used in the channels of commerce,

but a perfect conversation piece for the wallet.

$20. Fr.2402. Gold Certificate. 1928. Very Choice VF. A few

traces of folds, but great color and very attractive overall. Traces

of embossing even remain visible on the back.

pO $100. Fr.ll08. Federal Reserve Note. 1914. No.G515410A. Plate

B. Choice VF. Nice color and body remain with just a few

moderate creases accounting for the grade. Nicely centered

and a pleasing example of the type overall.

;01 $10. Fr.ll73. Gold Certificate. 1922. No.K48329541. Plate A.

Uncirculated, and a rather solid example. A couple of trivial

! corner bumps keep the note from a considerably higher grade,

j

The paper is bright and fresh while the ink tones are bold. The

back is a little high, but the face is nicely centered and the note

offers sharp eye appeal.

102 Four $1 Silver Certificates: Fr.l600. 1928. Gem Uncircu-

lated. Well centered, bright and fresh Fr.1601. 1928A. Gem
Uncirculated. Sharp color and embossing. The centering is just

slightly off Fr.1601. 1928A. Gem Uncirculated. Bright and

fresh with good color. Centering is slightly off Fr.l606. 1934.

Gem Uncirculated. Bright and fresh with bold color. Centering

slightly off. (Total: 4 pieces)

’03 $50. Fr.2102D. Federal Reserve Note. 1934. Star Replacement

note. Uncirculated. Just the faintest traces of a partial corner

bend is detected upon close inspection, not enough so to be

called a fold. The ink tones are bold, the body is crisp and the

note is quite pleasing overall. A quality star note, demand for

which seems ever on the rise.

206

Pair of small-size errors, both $5 Federal Reserve Notes:

Fr.l969A. 1969. Choice Uncirculated with some minor internal

handling marks, but a nice fresh appearance otherwise. The

third printing is heavily shifted right from where it should

be, with the seal of the Federal Reserve Bank just into the oval

frame of Lincoln's portrait Fr.l972A. 1969C. Choice Uncir-

culated. Bright and fresh with minor handling marks. Missing

the first printing, leaving the back of the note completely blank.

(Total: 2 pieces)

207

Pair of small-size San Francisco, California National Bank

notes, series of 1929: The Anglo California National Bank of

San Francisco. Ch.9174. $20. Fr.1802-1. Type 1. No.A003290A.

Plate A. Very Choice VF. Very nice color and body, with traces

of embossing still clearly seen Bank of America National

Trust and Savings Association. Ch. 13044. $5. Fr.1800-2. Type 2.

No.B068398. Plate D. Good, or so with one quarter severed and

re-attached with tape. Type 2 notes on this title are considerably

scarcer than Type 1 issues. (Total: 2 pieces)

208

Pair of small-size National Bank notes, series of 1929: Min-

nesota, St. Paul. The First National Bank of Saint Paul. Ch.203.

$10. Fr.1801-1. Type 1. No.B032568A. Plate B. EF. Bright and

fresh. A nice looking note New York, Troy. The Manufacturers

National Bank of Troy. Ch.721. Fr.1800-1. Type 1. No.F013668A.

Plate L. VF. (Total: 2 pieces)

209

Hixulci's .VdiiiMiui liflyfr

Olurmoj g

New York, New York. The Importers and Traders National

Bank of New York. Ch.l231. $1. Fr.384. 1875. No.27251. Plate

A. VG. Limp and with typical edge splits, but completely intact.

A few small internal pinholes are also noted. Still, a decent

looking example for the grade with bold signatures. Only 34

notes appear in the Kelly Census on this title, relatively few

for a New York bank. This note will be an addition.

!
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COLONIAL & EARLY AMERICAN COINAGE

MASSACHUSETTS SILVER COINAGE

Popular Oak Tree Sixpence

photo

210 1652 Massachusetts Oak Tree sixpence. Noe-22. Rarity-5. EF-45 (PCGS). 34.6 grains, according to encapsulation. Light

silver gray with attractive golden toning on both sides. Some traces of lustre persist in protected areas of the reverse,

particularly within NE of NEW and D of ENGLAND. The legends are complete despite the usual slight obverse mis-

alignment, on this specimen shifting that side toward 5:00 and showing an unstruck area above the topmost beading.

The reverse is ideally centered. A line of soft detail on the obverse from 9:00 to 5:00 parallels what was once a prominent

natural wave from roller die production. A horizontal band of softness across the date is a further manifestation of flat-

tening during the post-striking life of the coin. A dig is noted right of the denomination, thin lamination resembles a die

crack on the right side of the tree. The Oak Tree fractions are considerably scarcer than their full shilling counterparts,

and as such represent a fine addition to an expanding type collection.

#000019

Classic Large Planchet Pine Tree 12d

211

2x photo

1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-1. Rarity-2. Large planchet. AU-53 (PCGS). 70.2 grains, according to en-
capsulation. Nice light silver gray, a pleasing antique shade, with slightly deeper gray toning around peripheries. The
tret is especially crisp and bold, a hallmark of this most recognizable variety. Both sides are ideally centered, and a gixxl
bit of the natural wave sHll remains, a posiHve and appealing aspect. A few little nicks am seen at the lower left serif of

in the denornination, some old hairlines on both sides, just a hint of surface roughness at base of obverse. A pleasing
example, one that will nicely fill a space in a type set. Late die state with several bmaks on mverse, congruent to Ford:77,
the latest state in the Boyd-FTird collection.

«(XXK)23
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tack's—The Oldest and Most Prestigious Numismatic Auction House in America!
you would like to realize top market price for your U.S, world and ancient coins, paper money, tokens, and medals, we invite you to consign to our

arkable 2007 auction season. Simply call one of our consignment advisors below and soon you will be receiving a very generous check!

lx photo

212 1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-16. Rarity-2. Small Planchet. Mint State-60. 70.0 grains. 24.0

mm. An exceptional specimen of this archetypical Small Planchet variety. Light silver gray surfaces appear

a trifle dusky at first, but under a light yield beautiful golden toning in the reflective and lustrous obverse

fields. The reverse shows the same champagne coloration, but is frosty rather than reflective because of the

texture of the reverse die. The sharpness is superb for the issue, as if the prooflike obverse was not attraction

enough, and no significant flaws are seen. The centering is ideal on the broad planchet, missing just the

tops of IN at the base of the obverse and showing two natural knobs at 3:00 and 9:00, as the planchet was
originally cut. The die state is advanced, later than any of Ford's Noe-16s, with a heavy break at the base of

the obverse and crumbling seen on several letters, as well as at the base of the reverse. A natural striation

is present through the top right crossbar of X in the denomination, but there are no nicks of contact points

that require mention.

A magnificent type coin, this piece originally entered the numismatic marketplace after being consigned

to our December 1971 sale by the Lyman Allyn Museum of New London, Connecticut along with two rare

Rosa Americana patterns. The museum was founded in 1926 by Allyn's youngest daughter, though Mr.

Allyn himself died in 1874; just when the museum acquired this Pine Tree shilling is unknown. Their long

term and benign caretaking of this coin, which has been further safeguarded for three decades in private

hands, has given modern collectors the chance to own a truly remarkable specimen of this most famous

coin of colonial New England.

The breathless 1977 catalogue description of this coin read: "Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustrous and brilliant fields with subtle

light gray toning as acquired over a long period of years. One of the finest known examples of the Pine Tree coinage. An amazing,

marvelous, magnificent coin. An item for the connoisseur. Worthy of a record bid."

From our sale of December 1971, Lot 1, consigned by the Lyman Allyn Museum of New London, Connecticut;

Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Herdman Collection, December 1977, Lot 5012.

#000024

Mint State Pine Tree Shilling

Small Planchet, Noe-16

"An Amazing, Marvelous, Magnificent Coin"

Q. David Bowers Harvey G. Stack Lawrence R. Stack Christine Karstedt Rick Bagg Vicken Yegparian John Pack Scott Mitchell John Kraljes'ich

123 West 57th Street • New York, NY 10019-2280 • Toll free: 800-566-2580 • 212-582-2580 • auction(^stacks.com

P.O. Box 1804 • Wolfeboro, NH 03894 • Toll-free 866-811-1804 • 603-569-0823 • www. stacks.com
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MARYLAND/LORD BALTIMORE

Historic Ca. 1658-59 Maryland Denarium

The First American Copper Coin

A Newly Discovered Specimen

213 (ca. 1658-59) Maryland/Lord Baltimore denarium. Breen-76,

Crosby 27. Rarity-7. Very Good-7. 47.9 grains. 20.5 mm. A
highly important new discovery of one of the rarest and most
historic types in all of early American numismatics. Deep olive

green patina, mottled with some underlying darker tones,

resembles that of an ancient bronze, imbued from centuries in

the soil. While glossy to the naked eye, magnification reveals

shallow roughness on both sides. Some earthen deposits

remain, particularly in peripheral areas and in a small patch

at upper left obverse; a further patch of shallow darker scale

is present at the right side of the reverse field, beneath the

legends. Two parallel scrapes diagonally cross the lower bust
on the obverse, with some less apparent scratches seen. On
the reverse, a scrape at the left side of the crown is the most
significant ccmtact mark, with only other minor marks seen.

The planchet shows a very minor wave, not unusual with
ground finds and not notable from either side in any case.

In terms of technical wear, this piece may be as fine as Very
Fine, or even a bit better. Struck on a thin planchet, the devices
were not brought up in high relief; those who have seen only
the magnificent and undug Ford coin should understand that
far more look like this one than that. The obverse legend is

complete to the letter, and the central portrait of Cecil Calvert
is fully outlined despite its lack of central detail. The reverse
is less sharp, though the vital legend is easily read: TERRA-
MARIAF DF.NARIVM. The crown is well-detailed, though the

flags above it are only partially visible, particularly the points

of the two flag poles and the swallowtail tips of the right flag.

Overall, the devices become quite plain with in-hand study.

The Marylanci coinage occupies an important location on

the timeline of American colonial issues, following only the

first few types of Massachusetts silver coins (namely the NEs
and the Willows) among the very earliest struck for exclusive

circulation in what became the United States. Though "colo-

nial" and "copper" have become almost synonymous among
modern enthusiasts of the series, all later copper issues for

America can look to this extremely rare emission as their fore-

runner: the first copper coin ever struck for North America.

Were this coin more common, it would maintain a top-shelf

level of fame and desirability, and be sought by all who col-

lect the coppers of the American colonies and later Republic.

As elusive as this type is, however, it is but little known and

hardly ever available for sale. Since the 1890 Parmelee sale, the

finest known example (the Parmelee-Eord coin) has been of-

fered once, and the Roper coin has been offered twice, making

this the fourth offering in the last century. None was in the

multi-generational Garrett Collection, nor was one present

in the multi-generational Norweb Collection, though both

contained otherwise complete sets of Main land coin.s, not to

mention Brasher doubloon.s, Chalmers Rings shillings, and

other similarly rare type coins.

This new discoyery makes for a total of eight examples
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known to numismatists, only half of which are in private

hands:

1. The Mickley-Bushnell-Parmelee-Boyd-Ford coin, whose full prov-

enance stretches back to England before 1819. Privately owned,
2. The Roper coin, discovered with a metal detector in southern Maryland

in 1977. In a long-term private cabinet.

S.Boston Mu.seum of Fine Arts. Unseen by the cataloguer, described as

holed and low grade by Edgar Adams. Impounded.

4. Smithsonian Institution. Grade similar to that offered here. Early

provenance unknown, but from the Mint Cabinet in 1923. Weight 56.8

grains. Impounded.

5. A duplicate in the Smithsonian Institution. Grade similar to that of-

fered here. Given to the Smithsonian by Baltimore dealer Thomas Warfield

in 1965 with note "found in Maryland in recent years." Weight 50.0 grains.

Impounded.

6. St. Mary's County Historical Society, Maryland. Grade similar to that

offered here. Dug in southern Maryland. Impounded.

7. The newly discovered specimen, offered here for the first time.

8. "Private collection." Unseen by the cataloguer. Unconfirmed and
probably a duplicate listing.

Thus, only three are confirmed in private hands. Also inter-

esting from a statistical aspect, of the five seen in-hand by the

present cataloguer (plus the Roper coin, seen in good photos

and with a known provenance), it appears that all but the Ford

coin are dug. Of the three whose ground locations are known,
one was found in Virginia and two were found in southern

Maryland. The second Smithsonian coin also has a "found in

Maryland" provenance. Aside from the Ford coin, all show
significant wear, though the dug Roper coin shows excellent

pre-burial sharpness. The fact that so many are worn, and that

fully Vi of those known have solid ground provenance to the

area around the Calvert colony at St. Mary's, serves as vivid

evidence that these coins were not patterns, but actual circulat-

ing copper coins that indeed made their way to Maryland to

serve in commerce. Further, the fact that St. Mary's City was
all but abandoned by the late 17th century when the capitol

was moved (a fate similar to what happened to Jamestown,
Virginia) strongly suggests that these pieces were struck, cir-

culated, and lost before the dawn of the 18th century.

This specimen was located by a metal detectorist on
Virginia's Middle Peninsula, near the Rappahannock River

—

perhaps an unlikely location on its face, until one recognizes

that Virginia's Rappahannock River is essentially the next exit

from St. Mary's County, Maryland on the 17th century super-

highway that was the Chesapeake Bay. In fact, only Virginia's

Northern Neck, a spit of land between the Potomac and Rap-

pahannock Rivers that juts into the Chesapeake Bay, separates

the find location from where this copper coin was meant to

circulate. The interactions between Maryland and Virginia via

these waterways in the 17th century were commonplace and
actually simpler than traveling overland within either colony.

The location that yielded this coin must have been settled early

on, based on other coins found on site, such as a fractional cut

piece of Massachusetts silver and a 1567-dated piece of an

Elizabethan shilling.

Opportunities to purchase this first-ever American copper

coin are few and far between, and the only other privately held

examples are comfortably ensconced in long-term cabinets.

While this piece may not have the aesthetic appeal of Ford's

example, it has a fascinating provenance that so far includes

only the man who personally wrested it from the soil. Those

among us intent on building world-class collections of early

American coins by type may wait decades for a second chance

to purchase a Maryland denarium, a coin whose historic im-

portance has been underestimated for far too long.

Thanks to Jim Hughes of the Smithsonian Institution for his help with

the provenance and weights of the two specimens in the National Numis-
matic Collection.

Discovered with a metal detector in Middlesex County, Virginia,

near the mouth of the Rappahannock River at the Chesapeake Bay.

SAINT PATRICK'S COINAGE

Zx photo

Rare Silver St. Patrick's Farthing

(ca. 1667-69) St. Patrick's farthing in silver or "shilling." Breen-

210. Choice Extremely Fine-45. 107.4 grains. 26.0 mm. Reeded

edge. A rare and popular 17th century type, one still missing

from many advanced collections. Mostly light silver gray with

subtle golden toning, more prominent on king's side than Saint

Patrick's side, where deeper silver gray highlights are seen on

the devices. A simply beautiful example, still quite lustrous in the

fields around the king and lively on the other side as well. Firmly

struck on a slightly ovoid planchet, small unstruck area outside

beding above REX. No bad marks or hairlines or other flaws, just

a well-preserved specimen with attractive old toning.

The nature of the silver St. Patrick's pieces has yet to be dis-

covered, but it appears they are simply off-metal strikings that

had some raison d'etre at the time that was unrelated to currency'

status—call them patterns, or presentation strikings, or something

similar, perhaps even productions for the coin collectors of late 17th-

century Great Britain. Most are in this EE-AU grade range; we have

never seen either a gem or one that was heavily worn. This piece

is more attractive and livelier than most, and it would stand out

boldly in a fine collection. That these pieces sell for prices similar

to the more common silver colonial coins of the 17th century, the

issues of Massachusetts and Marvland, does not reflect their raritv

and may not last much longer.

#000045
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VIRGINIA COINAGE VERMONT COPPER

215 1773 Virginia halfpenny. Newman 27-J. With Period. Seven

harpstrings. MS-63 RB (PCGS). Splendid mint color domi-

nates lustrous surfaces, mellowed in the fields but still showing

a bright appearance. Scattered flyspecks are present, usual for

these hoard coins, but the aesthetic quality is very nice for the

issue. No bad marks, nicely struck even at the sometimes-soft

central reverse. A very handsome example of this Revolution-

ary War-era type, a coin that left Williamsburg along when the

Capitol of Virginia removed to Richmond in 1780 and did not

see the light of day until the Civil War.

#000241

FRENCH COLONIES

Famous 1670 5 Sols Rarity

The First Issue for French America

216

French colonies. 1670-A 5 sols. Paris mint. Breen-256. Crosby
Plate III, 5. Very Fine-35. 34.6 grains. 21.1 mm. A visually ap-

pealing example of this famous rarity, a silver piece struck for

exclusive circulation in 17th century North America. Deep an-

tique silver gray with golden peripheral toning that yields lustre

in protected areas of the design. Excellent sharpness, perhaps
worthy of an Extremely Fine assignment. A short old scratch is

noted at the corner of Louis XlV's eye, some light adjustment
marks at the soft spot on central reverse, lint mark inside lower
left comer of shield. Free of significant contact marks and boast-

ing a fine natural appearance rich with aesthetic quality, this is

finer than most we have seen. Long considered a classic rarity of
Canada, this piece also sees strong competition from collectors

of colonial Americana who realize that the French dominions
included a substantial part of what became the United States; it

has thus been listed in every American reference from Crosby,
through each edition of the Guide Book, to Breen and other
modern authors. Aside from its larger brother, the extremely
rare 1670 15 sols, and the non-collectible 1717 coppers from
Perpignan, this is the key to the French colonies issues. The
copper double de I'Amerique of 1670 is unique. Ford owned
three of these 5 sols pieces, sold in our Ford 13 sale, January
2006. This attractive example will look right at home alongside
hand-selected specimens of the other silver 17th century coin-
age's of North America struck for Massachusetts and Maryland,
yet will likely cost significantly less.

• )nn' hoiist-d in .i VF -35 I’t CiS Etoldt-r.

217 1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-16. Rarity-2. Mailed Bust Righ

VF-20 (PCGS). Attractive medium brown with faint surfa(

granularity but a pleasing look overall. Well centered, goc

detail despite usual softness at centers, a few old, trivi

scratches near the crown of the obverse portrait. A wortf

type coin in this popular series. Housed in an old green lab

PCGS holder.

#000563

NEW JERSEY COPPER

218 1786 New Jersey copper. M. 17-b. Rarity-2. PLUKIBUS. E

tremely Fine-40. 145.0 grains. 26.9 mm. A sharp and desirab

example of this distinctive variety, identified as the PLUKIBl
from the broken R on the reverse. Sharply detailed devices ri

from appealing, deep olive-brown surfaces. Faintly granul

but pleasant in hand, still retaining good gloss near centei

The interesting tiny shield on this reverse shows nearly h

detail and each line is distinct. Two obverse pits are noted, oi

behind the horse head and one near the front of the horst

chest, and an old scratch crosses N of NOVA. Struck on a tig

planchet with no notable undertype. Ahandsome New Jers(

copper, one most specialists would be delighted to include

a variety collection.

#000496

MASSACHUSETTS COPPER

219 1788 Massachusetts cent. Ryder 10-L. Rarity-2+. Extreme

Fine-45. 160.2 grains. 28.7 mm. Pleasing and glossy light

medium brown surfaces show some subtle woodgraining ai

lighter golden undertones. Good sharpness on both sidt

Indian's skirt nearly fully split, good profile and feather deU
A natural lamination is noted over the Indian's head, anolb

little one under second T of MASSACT lUSETPS, only the im

trivial peripheral granularity. A handsome t\qx' coin that nii-T

repre.sents this state's copper coinage.
#()(X)311
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NORTHWEST COMPANY TOKEN

Scarce Northwest Company Token

Circulated in the Frontier Northwest

220 1820 Northwest Company token. B-1083. Brass. Fine-15. 132.9 grains. 28.6 mm. Holed as issued. Very pleasing

golden tan with the most subtle undertones of rose. A very appealing example compared to the vast majority of

survivors of this type, lacking the usual bad corrosion and pitting. Tiny scattered marks, some light scratches, and
some trivial hairlines, but no flaws even approach a level of consequence. The wear pattern gives this piece a bold

and historic look, more worn on the base of each side than the type, precisely the expected pattern of wear for a

piece that is suspended for display for a significant period of time. The date remains bold, though the rim below
it is worn, and the word COMPANY is only visible in vestiges, but the upper portions could perhaps be graded
Very Fine. The beaver is pleasant.

This lot is accompanied by a small string of contemporary (i.e. early 19th century or a bit earlier) beads, so-called

"seed beads" based on their small size. Strong on a piece of rawhide, the glass beads (30 in total) are white, light

sky blue, and royal blue, somewhat donut shaped and thus distinguishable from the more perfect beads made
later. Used as trade goods in the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere, they are an interesting numismatic corollary and
make a fine go-with to accompany this scarce token. While it is unlikely that they have been with the token since

its use as a circulating medium, they are period-appropriate and add value to this lot.

Offered infrequently now, this token saw significant use as a private Indian trade item and circulating medium
in the Pacific Northwest from modern Oregon to British Columbia and perhaps beyond. This is nice enough to

satisfy the picky collector who has never encountered one quite attractive enough to meet the needs of his or her

advanced cabinet.

KENTUCKY TOKEN

221 (1792) Kentucky token. Plain edge. Breen-1155. About Uncirculated-55. 149.8 grains. 29.1 mm. Frosty medium
brown with good lustre remaining. A pleasing specimen with just the lightest hint of wear and some very subtle

reverse flyspecks. An ideal type coin with excellent eye appeal.

#000614

WASHINGTONIANA

222 1783 Washington & Independence. Restrike. Breen-1193, Baker- 3. Draped Bust, No Button. Engrailed edge.

Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Rich bronzed mahogany patina dominates both sides with pleasant aesthetic appeal. A well-

made mid-19th century production, sharply struck and nicely preserved. Just minor evidence of handling is seen,

including a little scrape on the seated figure's bosom on the reverse. Nice enough to represent this type in most

cabinets of Washington pieces.

#000685

k's 81
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FUGIO CENT LYON CONVENTION MEDAL

Scarce Cross After Date Fugio

223 1787 Fugio cent. N. 1-B. Rarity-4. Cross after date. Extremely

Fine-40. 150.9 grains. 28.3 mm. A very sharp specimen of this

distinctive major variety. Tan devices show pleasant contrast with

darker chocolate brown surfaces. The fields show some roughness,

perhaps a little smoothed long ago in some areas, but glossy and

with strong natural appeal. Some raised near-black olive specks are

seen on the reverse, where the most significant corrosion is located

in the ring at 10:00 but the coin is otherwise relatively even and

glossy. The legend is complete on both sides and the devices are

very bold; indeed, if this had perfect surfaces we could probably

get away with calling it AU. This variety is listed separately in the

Guide Book and always draws a strong premium. This example

would improve many specialized collections.

#000880

224 1792 Lyon Convention medal by Galle. Bell metal. Extremely

Fine. 688.7 grains. 39.0 mm. A popular medal which, while

not related to America in precise terms, is actively collected

as an homage to the Libertas Americana medal by Dupre.

Glossy dark olive-brown and tan with some brassy highlights

where worn and traces of inactive buildup in protected ar-

eas around the portrait. Sharp and attractive, perhaps once

lacquered based on some vestiges on the edge. Struck on a

cast planchet, in so-called "bell metal" or metal de cloche that

was said to have come from church bells melted during the

Revolution. This medal was struck for a convention of artists

in Lyon in 1792. The fact that its obverse portrait and legend

LIBERTE ERANCOISE are near-direct copies of Dupre's Lib-

ertas Americana suggests the fame that medal had achieved

and how much it was esteemed by Dupre's peers—the ver)

artists who were meeting at the convention commemorated

by this medal. Popular and historic, a worthy display iterr

alongside a Libertas Americana medal.

U.S. HALE CENTS
Exciting 1793 Cohen-3 Half Cent

Discovered at the Site of the First U.S. Mint

225 1793 Cohen-3, Breen-3. Rarity-3. AU DETAILS (NCS). "Corroded." An extremely sharp specimen of the first half

cent issue, made all the more interesting by its unusual and historic provenance. This piece was found on the same
site, at the same time, as the 1798 dollar die trial in copper offered elsewhere in the present catalogue. Both were
located by metal detector in 2006 on a lot razed for modern construction abutting the former site of the First United
States Mint in Philadelphia. The surfaces are granular, dark steel overall with some ruddy earthen encrustation still

clinging on both sides. This piece has an "as found" look, and was never cleaned aside from brushing off whatever
detritus adhered at the moment of discovery. The details on both sides are superb, well-defined, and show little if

any actual circulation wear. A little nick is noted off Liberty's chin, and some raised scale is seen under UNITED
on the reverse. Though this piece may not photograph well, it looks pleasing in hand, and its wealth of detail is

easily studied and enjoyed. As a sharp example of this scarce one-year type, this piece has a good deal of value
and desirability. For its association with the unique 1798 dollar trial and its fascinating story of discox'ery, it seems
to us to be worth even more. See Lot 3025 for the 1798 dollar die trial in copper.

Discovered in 2006 by metdl detectorists on a lot in I’liiladelphia wliose location abutted tliat of tlie First United States Ntint
ifOOUXK)
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The Showers-duPont-McGuigan 1796 Half Cent

Classic Key

Mint

226 1796 C-2, B-2. Rarity-4. With Pole. MS-61 BN (NGC). A world-

class specimen of this famed rarity of the half cent series, a

well-provenanced example that stands among the finest known.

Frosty light brown surfaces show strong lustre in the lively fields,

gently toned golden on the obverse while the reverse shows

lighter ruddy brown tones barely faded from mint color. Peeks

of red persist around some devices, including some letters of

LIBERTY and other vestiges elsewhere, and some darker brown

toning is present right of the reverse fraction. The strike is bold

for this issue, showing crisp detail in the sometimes-soft HALF
CENT at central reverse. The strike was a bit softer at the left

rim due to axial misalignment, a situation seen on other speci-

mens of this die marriage, leaving the denticles between 7:00

and 9:00 undefined and showing some of the natural planchet

texture in that region. The reverse is a little sharper in that area

but still lacks denticles above some of UNITED. A full frame of

denticles surrounds the remainder of the coin on both sides, and

all central design elements are remarkably bold. No distracting

contact marks of any sort are seen, just the small scattered ones

that assist in matching this coin with its earlier provenance. We
note a tiny nick under L of HALF for this purpose, as well as a

dull nick on the cap near its top edge.

While nearly any collector of American coins recognizes

the rarity of a 1796 half cent—its fame rivals that of a 1916-

D dime or a 1909-S V.D.B. cent in terms of key status in a

series—perhaps only copper specialists will notice that this

piece falls into one of two classes of 1796 With Pole half cents.

The entire population can essentially be neatly divided into a)

Date Rarity

pieces that are Mint State or extremely close to it or b) pieces

that are low grade and show severe surface problems. While

a few mid-grade coins exist, the number of Fine to Extremely

Fine coins is very small, and they almost never turn up in the

marketplace. Choice coins in that grade range are unknown.
This two-tiered population of 1796 half cents leaves many
collectors grappling with the decision to reach for one of the

Mint State (or nearly so) examples, of which perhaps 10 exist,

or one of the unattractive low-grade coins that, while easier to

locate and pay for, stick out against a backdrop of an otherwise

high quality collection. Among the Mint State coins, most are

closely held in long-term cabinets. This piece represents an

unusual opportunity for collectors to acquire a great rarity in

superb grade, a coin ranked among the top 10 finest known
specimens of the variety and perhaps the top dozen of the en-

tire date. While a bit costlier than a Very Good with corrosion,

the value of this issue, famed for well over a century for its

desirability, seems to pale in comparison to other "rare" coins

whose value has skyrocketed in the last few years. This coin

is truly one for the ages, a cornerstone in a great cabinet, and

a highlight of the present sale.

NGC Census (all varieties): 1; 7 finer. NGC has graded eight specimens in

circulated grades (Fair-2 through AU-58) and eight specimens in Mint State,

a fair repre.sentation of the two-tiered population we noted above.

Frovi the J.A. Sherman Collection. From our fixed price presen-

tation of the Philip M. Showers Collection of Half Cents; sold by

private treaty to Willis 1. duPont; to the Jim McGuigan Collection

in 1982 at $28,000.

#001027
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1808/7 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. VF-20 (PCGS). A very handsome

mid-grade example of this elusive and popular overdate, a

variety that is extremely tough to locate in finer grades. Glossy

medium to deep olive-brown, fairly even and very attractive,

over surfaces that show just the most minor granularity in

some areas. Bold and appealing, some very minor scattered

old scratches seen under a glass, with only the one near UN of

UNITED worthy of note. Two small rim bumps near the base

of the obverse are mostly hidden in this holder. The overdate

characteristic is bold and easily seen. A pleasing half cent that

will find a happy home in a collection of major varieties.

#001110

229

Attractive and Sharp 1811 Half Cent Rarity

230

228 1811 C-2, B-2. Rarity-2. EF-40 (NGC). Manley 3.0. Attractive

chocolate brown with tan highlights and good surface quality.

Many tiny scattered marks are noted, including a few dull nicks

above Liberty's head, but none are individually serious. Some
minor soft verdigris clings to intricacies, very thin scratch from

curl to star 13. A very sharp and appealing specimen of this

key date in the half cent series, considered desirable from the

very genesis of coin collecting in this country. Most specimens,

even those in carefully assembled cabinets of the denomina-
tion, are low-quality—either heavily worn, showing poor
quality surfaces, or both. The present coin will undoubtedly 231

see competition from the many collectors who have patiently

awaited a nice example.
NGC Cen.sus: 3; 4 finer (AU-55 finest).

From ANR's Classics Sale, September 2003, Lot 121.

#001135

1849 C-1, B-4. Rarity-2-. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Frosty chocolate

brown with delightful lustre and attractive deep olive toning

around devices. A beautiful example of this date, one that is

more challenging than most dates of this type to find nice.

Fully struck on both sides, excellent visual appeal, a single tiny

nick next to Liberty's lips and a trivial shallow scratch noted

in lower right obverse field. Highly pleasing and worthy of

placement in a fine collection.

#001218

Incredible Quality 1853 Half Cent

1853 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-67 BN (NGC). Half cents of 185:

are rather curious, as reflected in the literature. Years age

Walter Breen, who made half cents a prime specialty amonj

Federal issues (second only to large copper cents), stated tha

he had never seen one with full original mint red. We car

second this comment today in 2007. Unlike the 1850, 1851, anc

certain later issues, the 1853 is not part of any recorded hoard

One might think that full red examples would exist by matte

of chance, but apparently not. Perhaps the alloy was ever s(

slightly different, or perhaps the pieces were naturally tonec

during storage at the Mint, prior to release.

That said, the present coin, which is certified as MS-67 BN

with some tinges of original mint orange-red on both sides

stands high among available pieces. Both obverse and reversi

are exquisitely struck with needle sharp detail, the very defini

tion of the design first used in 1840. The lustre is rich and th

eye appeal is superb. Hints of blue add to the artistic effect, i

coin the connoisseur will appreciate.

NGC Census: 5; none finer.

#001227

1854 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (NGC). Pleasing satin

lustre graces surfaces that retain the majority of their mir

color, barely faded in the fields and the portrait to a pleasin

brown. A spot is noted at star 1, some darker toning at OF o

the reverse. Frosty and attractive, a handsome specimen.
#001231
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U.S. LARGE CENTS
Sharp 1793 Chain Cent

With Periods

2x photo

(2 1793 Sheldon-4. Rarity-3. Chain AMERICA. Periods. Fine-

12. Sharpness of Extremely Fine-40 or nearly so, but showing

some surface granularity and an old retoning. Bold definition

remains on both sides, including a superb 1793 date with

the period that follows, strong portrait of Liberty, and the

usual sharp reverse. The surfaces show fine granularity, even

throughout, with a few small pits scattered through Liberty's

portrait and some hints of old scale inside some of the chain

links. Now toned a deep mahogany and charcoal shade, the

piece exhibits strong visual appeal despite its minor roughness.

Some light corrosion has been tooled away at the obverse rim

left of the date, under the locks of Liberty, and some similar

flaws may be seen atop the reverse and between 4:00 and 6:00

at the reverse periphery. A capital letter B has been carefully

engraved above the chain. Despite its little flaws, this piece

offers superb sharpness that is infrequently encountered on

this scarce major With Periods variety, and is worthy of a place

in a type or variety collection.

#091341

Fax Your Bidsheet
603-569-3875 • 212-245-5018
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233 1793 S-4. Rarity-3. Chain AMERICA. Periods. Good-6. Sharp-

ness of Fine-15, but showing evenly porous surfaces. With a

pleasing and even appearance in hand, this piece was probably

once in the ground, and today shows an evocative olive and
dark brown patina. Notably, unlike so many ground finds, no
bad nicks or fresh marks are seen; indeed, there are no marks
or scratches whatsoever even under a good glass. The rims are

likewise intact. The details are excellent, though the date has

become obscure, a common problem for this particularly die

variety which is so often struck softly at the base of the obverse.

Any type collector or Sheldon enthusiast could be proud to

own this as their representative of the Chain design.
#091341

234 1793 S-6. Rarity-3. Wreath. Fair-2 (PCGS). A collectible if well-

worn example of this popular and important one-year type. At-

tractive and glossy medium brown with more than acceptable eye

appeal for the level of wear. A rim bruise above 3:00 is the only

notable flaw, though some old pits are scattered over the obverse

and blend in for the most part. LIBERTY, the portrait, the sprig

of leaves, and UNITED STATES are all plain, though the date is

obscured by wear and ONE CENT is soft. A pleasing specimen

that can be displayed unapologetically in a type set and has never

had any insult beyond a long stay in circulation.

#001347

235 1793 S-11. Rarity-3-. Wreath. Fair-2 (PCGS). Presumably S-llc

but possibly S-llb, the slightly scarcer Lettered Edge. Glossy

light to medium brown with attractive obverse woodgraining.

Finely granular with some light pitting at Libertv's eve, but

the surfaces have a pleasing look nonetheless. Some faint old

scratches are seen at the central reverse, dig at Libertv's nose,

only minor marks otherwise. Most of the date remains and mav
be seen without imagination, LIBERTY is complete, most of the

reverse legend is visible though worn into the rims. A desirable

coin despite its grade, never abused and attractive vet still af-

fordable to most collectors.

#001350
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Wright's Famous 1793 Liberty Cap Cent

The Most Beautiful Design of the First Mint

VF-25 (PCGS)

2x photo

236 1793 S-13. Rarity-4-. Liberty Cap. VF-25 (PCGS). An exciting and attractive specimen of a type that

inhabits more want lists than any other early American copper issue. Pleasing medium olive-brown

surfaces allow the finely engraved detail of Joseph Wright's designs to rise majestically from the fields

in pleasing, rounded relief. At this grade the eye of Liberty is still present and the profile's elegance

remains easy to enjoy. The coin is ideally centered on both sides with each individual bead at the border

complete and well struck. Slightly granular on both sides but inoffensively so, not enough to bother us,

PCGS, or any collector who has actually gone searching for one of these in a grade better than Good in

the last five years. A subtle area of ruddy toning is seen above 79 of the date over the truncation of the

bust. A single horizontal hairline crosses Liberty's hair above her ear, two individual and harmless nicks

noted in the right obverse field for identification purposes, delicate striation parallels right ribbon end

on the reverse.

Among 1793 Liberty Cap cents, though this is not a Condition Census candidate, the present coin

stands tall. The famous Sturgeon hoard of over 50 1793 Liberty Cap cents did not contain a single

specimen this nice. For a coin famous for its artistry, accomplished by yellow fever casualty Joseph

Wright just months before his death, it is a pity that the vast majority of survivors are so worn that the

fine engraving work is lost. This piece is sharp enough that its aesthetics may be appreciated fully. A
distinctive type, a scarce variety, a beautiful and nearly medallic production from the first year of full

scale coinage—the 1793 Liberty Cap cent is desirable on so many levels that we expect feverish bidding

tor this very pleasing specimen.
#001359

237

Pair of ANACS-certified 1794 cent varieties: 1794 S-30. Rarity-1. NET VF-30, EF details. "Corroded."
Dark steel with some faint vestiges of dark green scale blended inoffensively into the patina. Glossy
and fairly attractive 1794 S-44. Rarity-1. NET VF-20, EF details. "Corroded." Dark brown with some
lighter brown highlights on devices and traces of inactive red and green corrosion on the reverse. Late

die state with heavy break from rim to N of ONE. Another fairly pleasing coin. (Total; 2 pieces)

238

Trio of ANACS-certified Liberty Cap large cents: 1794 S-44. Rarity-1. NET F-12, VF details. "Corroded,
Burnished." Dark steel with fine granularity and some scratches at upper left obverse. A few little rim
nicks are noted 1794 S-65. Rarity-1. VG-10. Light brown with faint granularity and some scattea'd
reverse pitting 1795 S-74. Rarity-4-. Lettered Edge. VG-10. Even dark brown with fine granularitv
and good eye appeal. (Total: 3 pieces)

Si
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Newly Discovered 1794 S-52

The Coquette

Rarity-6-

9 1794 S-52. Rarity-6-. Good-5. Sharpness of Very Good-10,

but showing surface roughness and some reverse scratches.

An exciting new discovery for the "Boys of '94," a collect-

ible example of the variety that Dr. Edward Maris famously

called "The Coquette" in his 1869 monograph on the cents of

this year. Dark olive and steel with some ruddy scale among
the lower reaches of the portrait and the central and left por-

tions of the reverse. Some old scratches are noted around the

reverse periphery, towards center from the rim, and two very

I small obverse rim bruises are seen at 2:00 and 7:00. The date

,

and LIBERTY are complete and bold, making attribution of

this one-use obverse simple. The reverse is less sharp than

the obverse, but a good bit of detail can still be seen, including

!
the denomination, UNITED, and the crowded fraction and

; ribbon end. Two minor areas of thin patina may be seen atop

the reverse.

While this may not be a glossy EE, neither are any other Shel-

don-52s. The Reiver coin, now in the cabinet of a well-known

and passionate collector, was described as VG Details, Mount
! Removed by NCS, yet realized just shy of $15,000. That speci-

j

men had surfaces superior to this and was also a bit sharper,

i yet had the same softness on the right side of the reverse that

obscured AMERICA. The Condition Census on this variety

begins with a single VF and then includes nothing but coins

graded 15 and 12. There appear to be fewer than 25 known
specimens of this die marriage—the only way to acquire this

Coquette obverse—making every opportunity to purchase

! one important.

j

Discovered and identified on June 13, 2007 by our consignor.

#901374

1 1794 S-55. Rarity-2. VF-30 (ANACS). Light brown with some
underlying blue iridescence. Faint hairlines are seen on the

surfaces indicative of an ancient cleaning, and some fine

scratches are seen under the 4 of the date. Good sharpness

and no heavy marks, a highly collectible specimen of this most

popular date.

#001365

241

Quartette of PCGS-certified large cents, including the key
1823/2: 1795 S-77. Rarity-3. Plain Edge. VG-10. Light brown
with faint rose and slate blue highlights. Hairlines from an

old cleaning and still a trifle bright, though mostly retoned

1806 S-270. Rarity-1. VF-30. Glossy dark chocolate brown with

good eye appeal and only faint marks 1811 S-287. Rarity-2.

VG-8. Dark brown with hints of scale around some devices

and a small spot of corrosion at base of wreath. A tiny scratch

is noted on the cap 1823/2 N-1. Rarity-2. VF-25. Attractive

glossy medium brown with excellent surface quality and visual

appeal. A few short, minor scratches are seen near stars 10 and
11. Very desirable. (Total: 4 pieces)

Two-Headed 1796 Cap Cent

242 1796 S-91. Rarity-3. Liberty Cap. Flip-over Double Strike.

Fair-2. Sharpness of Good-4, heavy rim bruise. A fascinating

error, a flip-over double strike which appears to have two
heads! Struck once off-center by about 15%, then flipped and
struck again, the low-relief of the reverse die was insufficient

to obliterate the first, off-center obverse striking, though the

second and centered obverse striking easily overstruck the first

reverse impression. On the centered, sharper obverse, some
vestiges of denticles are seen under the design, remnants of

that first reverse striking. The 96 of the date is clear and the

portrait is completely outlines. On the flip side, the "other"

obverse is a bit softer, though the slightly flattened profile and
6 of the date are clear. A heavy rim bruise is seen from 1:00 to

3:00 of the centered second-strike obverse.

The year 1796 saw some of the most eye-catching errors and
overstrikes in the early Federal series. Liberty Cap cent errors

are always popular and are scarce. Even in this well-circulated

grade, the present piece would be a valuable addition to a fine

early cabinet.

#001392

243

A date run of PCGS-certified large cents from the 1790s:

1796 S-98. Rarity-4. Reverse of '96. G-6. Dark brown with lightlv

granular surfaces and some rose or orange coloration at central

obverse 1797 S-135. Rarity-3. Reverse of '97. G-6. Glossy and

attractive dark chocolate brown with scattered granularitv and

a few minor old pinscratches blended into the obverse portrait.

Good sharpness for the assigned grade 1798 S-145. Raritv-3.

1st Hair Style. G-4. Slightly granular dark brown with some
lighter brown on the devices. (Total: 3 pieces)

's 87
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1799 S-189. Rarity-2. Poor-1 (PCGS). A remarkable low-grade specimen, essentially worn slick but for a flat portrait

of Liberty and a clear 99 under the bust. Chocolate brown with good eye appeal. Some of LIBERTY is visible, traces

here and there on the reverse such as ATE of STATES. Scattered minor marks, no damage, just an honest worn

specimen of this key date. Housed in an old green label PCGS holder.

#001443

245 Selection of PCGS-certified large cents, 1800-1855: 1800 S-212. Rarity-3. E-12. Glossy dark brown with scattered

fine contact marks 1801 S-219. Rarity-2. 3 Errors. G-6. Mottled dark brown and steel with good eye appeal and

mostly smooth surfaces. Some vertical obverse scratches and a few light reverse pinscratches at top and bottom.

All errors bold, late die state with two reverse cracks 1816 N-9. Rarity-3. VF-25. Glossy and attractive light to

medium brown with some faint verdigris around some design elements 1818 N-3. Rarity-3. VF-35. Pleasing and

frosty dark chocolate brown with some lighter speckling on the reverse and a short scratch between the first two

date digits 1835 N-17. Rarity-1. Head of 1836. AU-53. Highly glossy light brown with excellent visual appeal

1839 N-2. Rarity-2. Head of 1838. VF-35. Glossy light brown with some insignificant buildup around reverse devices.

A small lamination is seen on the rim outside star 10 1844/81 N-2. Rarity-2. EF-40. Nice light brown with a bold

overdate and some minor inactive verdigris around devices 1855 N-9. Rarity-1. Knob Ear. EF-45. Pleasing light

brown with some traces of light verdigris on the reverse. Late knob state with large and prominent break. (Total: 8

pieces)

Famous Halpern 1801 S-223

Error Fraction, Ex Hall-Brand

246 1801 S-223. Rarity-1. Extremely Fine-40. Sharpness ofAbout Uncirculated-55, but the obverse field has been smoothed.
A handsome specimen that boasts an impeccable provenance dating back over a century. Even and attractive light

brown with faint golden halos around devices, an artful and ideal color applied during an expert recoloring long
ago. The surfaces are smooth and semi-lustrous to the naked eye, though careful scrutiny reveals that the entire

coin was lightly chamoised after the right field was smoothed, where a spot or some light graffiti was effaced with
some light scratches. The overall aspect is appealing if not perfectly original, though this coin has looked this way
for decades while residing in some of the most famous large cent collections ever formed: Dr. Thomas Hall, Virgil

Brand, Harold Bareford, and Herman Halpern. It is ranked as tied for fourth finest known by Noyes and tied for

seventh finest by Bland. This is ranked higher than any of the specimens in the ANS cabinet. Its fame as a major
variety places this specimen within the sights of even casual collectors, and we expect strong competition.

Purchased from H.E. Morey in November 1900; Dr. Thomas Hall to Virgil Brand on September 7, 1909; to Harold Bar-
eford in June 1952 via Neu' Netherlands Coin Company; Bareford to Herman Halpern on September 13, 19S5; our sale of the
Halpern Collection, March 1988, Lot 196 (at $1,760); our sale of October 2006, Lot 2552. The Halpern and 2006 lot tickets
accompany this lot.

#001464
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High-Grade 1803 S-256

1803 S-256. Rarity-3. Extremely Fine-40. Sharpness of About
Uncirculated-50 or a bit better, some very minor roughness.

An extremely sharp and largely appealing specimen of this

Sheldon number, a coin that comfortably rests within the

top 20 known and may even be within the top dozen. The
surfaces are pleasing and glossy chocolate brown, with some
evidence of lustre in protected regions of the reverse. An
oval-shaped low spot on the obverse, just ever so slightly

granular within, is noted centered on Liberty's chin and
extending into the obverse field, buf it is not distracting in

hand. Some other minor ruddy roughness is seen under a

glass in areas, such as around the date and in the southwest
corner of fhe wreath, but the overall aesthetic appeal of

the coin is excellent. No major marks, just a little scratch

under Y of LIBERTY. Infermediate die sfate, equivalent to

Breen's state III, with a crack from rim to base of 8 in date,

a significant arc crack from D of UNITED to between ES of

STATES, and a liftle bulge at TA. A worthwhile addition to

a collection of importanf early dates.

#001482

Key 1804 Cent Rarity

! 1804 S-266a. Rarity-2. VF-25 (PCGS). A sharp and attractive

example of fhis key date issue. Medium brown surfaces show
exfremely fine granularity under a glass, even and essentially

trivial. The detail is excellent for fhis issue, though the north-

west reverse is a little softer than elsewhere as is always seen

;

on this variety, the only die marriage with this date. Some
I old harmless verdigris is noted within reverse devices, and

;

a lesser amount frames the central obverse design. Scattered

marks are light and commensurate with the grade. A pleas-

ing and desirable specimen of a date that seems to come one

of two ways: well worn and smooth, or sharp but with many
problems. This offers a nice compromise and would look at

home in a carefully selected date set.

#001504

Bid with Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com

249 1804 S-266C. Rarity2. NET VG-8, Fine Details (ANACS),
"Corroded." Dark earthen olive-brown patina over evenly

granular surfaces. The dark steel brown devices stand out

boldly and still show good detail. A few old scratches are seen

on the face, no other marks of nofe. An atfractive and highly

collecfible specimen, overall. Examples of this key date are

always avidly sought. This example, from the latest die state,

shows cuds on both sides.

Includes old ANACS certificate, declaring this authentic and grading it

"VF 20/20—Corroded."
#001504

The Halpern 1807 S-275

Noyes, Bland: Fourth Finest Known

250 1807 S-275. Rarity-3. Choice Extremely Fine-45. Sharpness of

essentially Mint State, but very lightly cleaned and skillfully

retoned in a nearly undetectable fashion. Beaufiful and glossy

light to medium brown with apparent lustre and excellent eye

appeal. Remarkably well detailed with finely delineated hair

and an expressive portrait, a coin graded as Mint State-60 in

its 1988 appearance and lauded for its "handsome smooth
surfaces." This coin was very lighfly cleaned once upon a

fime, buf all that remains are some microscopic hairlines that

are invisible to unaided eyes but may be seen when examined
straight-on under a glass. The naked eye appeal is easily that

of a coin close to Mint State, one whose color and marvelous

preservation set it apart from others of this variety. The obverse

is aligned to 4:00 but is as boldly struck as could be hoped for.

Bland and Noyes acfually agree (!) on this piece as fourth finest

of this die marriage; our conservative grade assignment is in

agreement with both scholars. The finest known is impounded
in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford University. This example

will be a credit to any advanced large cent cabinet.

From Federal Coin Exchange's January 1953 fixed price list;

Harold Bareford; Bareford to Halpern on September 13, 1985; our

sale of the Herman Halpern Collection, March 1988, Lot 260; our

sale of October 2006, Lot 2556.

#001516

251 1811 S-287. Rarity-2. EF DETAILS (NCS), "Corroded." Even

dark steel with fine granularity on both sides. The sharpness is

excellent, with little actual wear noted, though the fields have

been lightly smoothed, including at the base of the reverse

where a few old scratches are seen. No heavv nicks or marks,

just a few tiny rim nicks over OF on the reverse.

#001555
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252 1817 Newcomb-14. Rarity-1. 13 Stars. MS-64 RB (NGC). An impressive proportion of mint color remains

on this nicely preserved Randall Hoard coin, nearly full red on the reverse and only lightly mellowed on the

obverse. The cartwheel lustre is intact and very attractive. Only minor flyspecks are noted, none distracting,

and only a nick under T in CENT requires mention. A far finer than usual example of this variety which,

while common in Mint State, is rarely seen with such rich color. A prize for choosy collectors.

#001595

Incredible 1817 "30 Star" Obverse Brockage

253 1817 N-16. Rarity-2 as a variety, Rarity-7 as a brockage. 15 Star obverse. VF-20 (PCGS). This piece comes

to us from the buyer who acquired it at our Brooklyn Sale, and thus it is familiar. Our description in the

Brooklyn Sale noted: "A magnificent obverse brockage of one of the most famous obverses in all of large

cents! The surfaces are smooth and appealing chocolate brown, ideal and lacking roughness, though since

we last saw this piece in 2003 some film has developed on the coin in the PCGS holder. Since we remember

this coin vividly when it crossed our desk raw, we can make every assurance that after a quick brushing this

piece will look simply spectacular again. Only very minor handling marks are noted, with a tiny nick on the

rim below the first 1 on the brockage side identifying this piece among the half dozen or so known brockages

from this die. The brockage side is especially deep and crisp, aligned in almost perfect medal turn from the

normal obverse. Early die state. The 15-star obverse is among the most popular varieties in the series, and

this brockage would add charm to any collection of large cents."

It's not often in numismatics that one has a second chance. Especially in the field of large copper cents, it has been our experience

that a piece selling at auction might disappear into a private collection for a decade or two, or even a generation. If it goes into a

museum, forget about it ever reappearing unless there is a change of focus. Any collector of brockages in the large cent series would
be delighted to obtain just about any date offered. Some issues have come on the market, others have not, but each is a prime rarity.

If one could pick an ideal obverse for a brockage, the 15-stars obverse would be it. Fortunate indeed is the lucky buyer who is still in

the game when our auctioneer cries "Sold!"

From hAcCawley-Grellman's sale of August 1996, Lot 3007; Superior's sale of the Michael Arconti Collection of

Large Cent Errors, July 2003, Lot 84; our ANR sale of September 2003, Lot 138; our Brooklyn Sale of March 2007,

Lot 183.

'

#001597

254 1818 N-10. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Magnificent cartwheel covers surfaces graced with nearly full mint
color on both sides, a joyous byproduct of decades of inclusion in the Randall Hoard, discovered just after

the Civil War in the American South. Some light spotting and minor mellowing at central rex’orse account
for the RB designation, but the obverse is as lively as any 1818 N-10 we hav'e seen. Some trivial streaks arc'

noted above the date. A particularly rich-looking specimen, a coin with great eye appeal that wc»uld be an
ideal high-grade type coin.

«(X)IW)I
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5 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (PCGS). An impressive coin that

is a near-twin for a coin described in John Swan Randall's initial

letter to Ed Cogan announcing the discovery of the Randall

Hoard in January 1870, in which he enclosed two specimens
that were "discolored on one side and bright on the other."

This example shows truly impressive unfaded and extremely

bold mint color—bright red—on the obverse, while the reverse

is mottled dark brown with some mint color mixed in. Some
spotting and flyspecking can be seen on the obverse, including

a spot on Liberty's cheek. The lustrous cartwheel looks about

like it did the day this coin was struck, and the overall look is

* superb. A coin such as this makes not only a fine type coin, but

j

a prime historical link to one of the great stories in 19th-century

: American numismatics.

!
#001616

j 1820 N-15. Rarity-2. Small Date. MS-63 BN (PCGS). A
beautiful example of fhis variety, one that is dozens of times

rarer than the commonly seen Newcomb-13 yet is thought to

represent a minor adjunct to the Randall Hoard. Frosty olive

I

brown surfaces show hints of mellowed mint color and com-

1 plete cartwheel lustre. A very attractive piece, strong for this

^

grade level, with only two small spots near Liberty's chin that

I

could be noted as flaws—such spots are standard for Randall

Hoard pieces, however and do not seriously detract. Some die

rust is seen on both obverse and reverse, which is thought to

j

be one of the original reasons that folks ca. 1870 condemned

j

the coins in the Randall Hoard as "restrikes," which of course

they turned out not to be. With its strong lustre and technical

quality, this Newcomb-15 would be a bargain at anything close

to a "standard" Mint State 1820 price.

#091615

Suggestions for Mail Bidders

’ • Mail your bid sheet as early as possible

I • Check your bid sheet carefully

' • Don't bid more than you want to pay!

' • Ink is best for writing bids.

257 1827 N-12. Rarity-5. NET VG-10, VF details (ANACS), "Cor-

roded-damaged." The rarest variety of the year in far finer

than usual grade, with a certificate of authenticity from Bob
Grellman. Glossy dark olive-brown with some ruddy toning

on high points of the design. The surfaces show even light

granularity that does not swallow detail or seriously inhibit the

eye appeal. Some raised dark green and maroon scale is seen,

most notable in front of and on top of the portrait but seen in

lesser quantities elsewhere on both sides. An old scrape is seen

on the bun, light scratch under bust truncation. Late die state

with crack between 18 of date. With this abundant sharpness,

it stands as one of the most detailed examples extant—a single

AU is known, followed by two VF-30 coins in the Condition

Census, but then drops off to coins in Fine. This piece has been

called tied for eighth finest known by Bob Grellman, placing it

ahead of fhe Reiver coin that realized $632.50 in January 2006.

Most middle date cabinets would be improved by this piece.

Accompanied by a Bob Grellman flip attributing this as N-12,

noting it as "Tied CC#8" and grading it as sharpness of VF-35,

net VG-10.

#001651

258 1843 N-4. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (NGC). A beautiful example of

this date, one the most pleasing we have seen in recent memory.
Exceptional cartwheel lustre radiates around rich chocolate

brown surfaces, with undertones of olive on the obverse and
abundant if mellowed red on the reverse. Smooth and frosty,

boldly struck, free of all but the most insignificant signs of

handling. The appearance is natural and choice, far finer than

a usual specimen at this grade level. Crisp early die state. A
really ideal example for a highly selective date collector.

#001847

Full Red 1850 N-16 Cent

Tied for Finest RD at PCGS

259 1850 N-16. Rarity-2. MS-65 RD (PCGS). The boldest cartwheel

lustre swims around frosty and attractive surfaces still bright

with unmellowed mint color. The rims have browned slightlv

over time, but the fields and devices are deep and attractive red.

Only a few microscopic flyspecks are noted. A trulv beautiful

specimen of this date or type.

PCGS Population: 15; none finer within the RD designation.

#001891
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260 1853 N-6. Rarity-1. MS-65 BN (PCGS). Superb cartwheel

lustre graces frosty medium brown surfaces. Smooth fields

and well struck devices are pleasing and eye-catching. Some

mint-made low spots are present on the neck of Liberty, seen

on many of this variety, and a little dirt is trapped around star

13. A handsome example with particularly clean fields and a

lovely overall appearance.

#001901

261 1854 N-30. Rarity-7. Very Good-10. Sharpness of Very Fine-

20, scrafches and edge marks. An extremely rare coin, one of

just nine known to exist, discovered and confirmed by Bob

Grellman in December 2006. Glossy medium brown with nice

surfaces for the grade. A batch of fairly fresh pinscratches is

seen on the rim over star 7, similar batch between star 1 and

the chin surrounds some old white ink, heavy dig from fime

in circulafion in the field near sfar 12. Several cuts on the edge,

invisible from either side, are also present. Discovered long

after Newcomb's work, indeed, this variety was discovered

after the 1987 publication of the first edition of fhe Grellman-

Reiver work and remains extremely rare. It combines the

obverse of Newcomb-21 with an earlier state of the reverse of

Newcomb-23. An importanf opportunity for avid specialists.

Accompanied by a Grellman cardfor attribution, authentication,

and grade, along with a letter from Grellman dated December 11,

2006 confirming the discovery.

#001904

262 1856 N-2. Rarity-1. Slanted 5. MS-65 BN (PCGS). Frosty

medium brown with excellent visual appeal for the grade

assigned. Strong lustre and exemplary color, no significant

marks or blemishes. A hint of red remains in protected regions

of the obverse portrait. A fine die crack runs from the rim to

atop Liberty's head. Highly attractive and worthy of any col-

lection.

#001922

Popular 1857 N-3 Proof Large Cent

2x photo

263 1857 N-3. Rarity-4. Small Date. Proof-63 RB (PCGS). A

simply beautiful and deeply mirrored specimen of this

important Proof-only issue from the final year of the large

cent. Both sides of this lovely coin offer well balanced faded

red minf color accented by delicate violet-brown overtones

The surfaces are very clean and show no signs of confact, jusi

the most minor sort of hairlines from occasional handling

Identifiable by a short lint mark between the final pair of stan

near the dentils, and a minor speck below the E of STATES

and a little flaw in front of Liberty's chin. No other spots oi

traces of carbon present themselves. A thick wire rim sur

rounds the upper right obverse. An attractive example of thi:

rare final year of issue Proof, highly desirable as a type coir

and to specialists as well. Rarely are pieces with this kinc

of nafural color and visual appeal found, so this mpresent:

a fine opportunify.

#002001
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U.S. SMALL CENTS
U.S. FLYING EAGLE CENTS

Ever-Popular 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

D.P, Counterstamp

4 1856 Flying Eagle. Snow-3. Choice Extremely Fine-45. Coun-
terstamp above date. Medium golden surfaces with excep-

tional eye appeal and strong design elements. Easily the most
famous and perhaps the most desirable of all U.S. small cent

issues, a statement that includes the first examples struck as

well as specimens struck at a later date at the Mint. Curious

counterstamp above date, D.P. in a rectangular cartouche; the

top of the reverse wreath shows a hint of flatness owing to the

counterstamp.
This counterstamp is not found listed in Brunk.

Popular 1856 Flying Eagle Cent Rarity

Choice Proof-64 PCGS

lx photo

5 1856 Flying Eagle. S-4. Proof-64 (PCGS). Sparkling golden

surfaces with strong lustre, sharp details, and pale rose and

sky blue wisps that flash briskly on bofh sides. Diligent

examination reveals a few tiny flecks. Low Leaves reverse

style. Perhaps the "king" of all small cent issues, no other

date stirs quite as much respect or admiration than does the

"'56 Flyer." Originally considered a pattern issue despite its

sizeable suspected mintage of 1,500 to 2,500 pieces—many
of which were struck after 1856—this popular piece of coin-

age Americana has made its way into mainstream small cent

collections for decades. Indeed, once you obtain a nice 1856

Flying Eagle cent for your collection, your cabinet attracts a

new measure of respect.

Snow-4, as offered here, is considered Rarity-7.

#002037

Ik's

Classic 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

266 1856 Flying Eagle. S-9. Extremely Fine-40. A pleasing example

of this classic and widely desired rarity, attractive despite light

circulation. Golden tan surfaces show some rosy undertones

from a light and long distant cleaning, largely retoned and easy

to enjoy in hand. A bit of old lacquer is present around the pe-

riphery, harmless and removable. The sharpness is strong for the

assigned grade, just a bit of rub is present. A few liftle hairlines

are detected under a glass, a couple short old scratches at central

reverse, trace of a reverse fingerprint. While any example of this

rarity sees eager pursuit at auction, one like this appeals to a wide
range of collectors and can easily be displayed with pride.

#002013

U.S. INDIAN HEAD CENTS

267 Selection of Indian and Lincoln cents. All PCGS-certified

except as noted; 1863 AU-50. Medium olive-brown surfaces

1894 MS-64 RB. Lustrous 1900 MS-64 RB. Satiny surfaces

1902 MS-64 RD. Lustrous with olive-gold central highlights

1906 MS-63 RB. Satiny 1908 MS-63 BN. Smooth surfaces

1909 V.D.B. MS-64 RD. Lustrous with minute speckling noted

1909-S Lincoln. G-4. No major marks or distractions 1914-

D G-6. Medium brown surfaces with deep rich brown at the

devices 1922-D VF-25. "Shadow D" called "No D" on holder.

Rich brown surfaces 1942-D MS-66 RD (NGC). Lustrous with

faint spots noted 1970-S Small Date MS-65 RD. Lustrous

1995 Double Die Obverse. (2). MS-67 RD; MS-66 RD. Both are

lustrous with minute spotting noted. (Total; 14 pieces)

268 1864-L MS-65 RB (NGC). A frosty Gem example from the first

year of bronze coinage in the Indian cent series, struck late in

the year after Longacre's initial, L, was added to the ribbon

behind the Indian's head. Deep mint orange bordering on

chestnut with attractive rose highlights.

#002080

269 1865 Plain 5. Proof-63 RD (PCGS). Frosty motifs and deep mir-

ror fields in full mint orange bloom with rich golden highlights

in the Indian's headdress and in the reverse wreath. One of

perhaps 750 to 1,000 Proofs of the date distributed at the Mint.

A few tiny reverse flecks noted under low magnification.

#002284
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270 1866 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Lively mint orange with a distinc-

tive woodgrain effect visible under low magnification. Fewer

than a half dozen Proofs of the date have been graded finer

than this specimen within the RB designation by PCGS. From

an estimated 850 to 1,100 Proofs of the date distributed.

#002286

275

276

271 1868 Proof-64 RD CAM (PCGS). Sharply struck with blazing

mirror fields and satiny devices. A few tiny spots and flecks

scattered on both surfaces are about all that keep this beauty

out of the Gem category. Although the Proof mintage for the

date has not been determined with certainty, the usually re-

ported production figure is just 600 pieces.

PCGS Population: 3; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-66 RD CAM finest).

#082293

272 1868 MS-65 RB (PCGS). Subdued frosty lustre. Partially bril-

liant surfaces exhibit a dusting of rose and some hints of violet.

Not easy to find this nicely preserved.

#002092

277

273 1872 MS-64 BN (NGC). A deep orange-brown and warmly
lustrous example of this popular key date. Nicely struck with

full shield details on reverse; that area of the coin is often soft

and not very impressive, but not so here.

#002103

278

1877 VG-10 (PCI). Golden brown toning with pink and viole

iridescent highlights. The 1877 ranks far and away as the mos

desirable date in the Indian cent series.

The reason for the tremendous popularity of the 1877 is somewha

enigmatic; although the reported mintage of 852,500 pieces is more tha

double that of the 1909-S Indian, the 1877 still commands substantially highe

premiums in all grades. Perhaps the 1909-S Indian was preserved in large

numbers by merit of its status as the final year of issue.

#002128

Group of certified Indian and Lincoln cents: 1877 Nc

AG-3 (ANACS); VG details. Corroded 1894 Doubled Date

F-12 (PCGS). Rich brown 1908-S EF-45 (PCGS). Rich satin

smooth brown surfaces 1909-S Lincoln. F-15 (PCGS). Ligl

golden brown 1914-D F-12 (PGGS). Soft golden brown wit

splashes of rich toning on the high points 1931-S EF-4

(ANACS). Satiny brown surfaces with a touch of verdigris o

the obverse. (Total: 6 pieces)

1878 MS-66 RB (NGC). Frosty deep golden brown with i

array of rich violet and mint orange adding to the colorfi

excitement. A trace of an old fingerprint can be seen on tl

obverse. A heavy reverse rim cud at 9:00 encompasses mu(

of the field and wreath in that area, an unusual occurrence;

the Indian cent series—this writer has seen very few cuds

'

any size on Indian cents in his 46 years of collecting. An oft(

overlooked date in Mint State, sandwiched as it is betwe(

the rare 1877 and the much more common 1879.

From Superior's sale of September 1998, Lot 29.

#002131

1878 MS-65 RB (NGC).A highly lustrous, chiefly mint oran;

specimen with prooflike surfaces and excellent eye appeal

#002131

274 1877 AU-53 (PCGS). Medium golden tan with plenty of lustre and
mint orange in the protected areas. Faint old scratches become ap-

parent at the bottom of the obverse under magnification. The key
date to the Indian cent series, one that is in constant demand across

the grading spectrum. Though its mintage of 852,500 pieces is not

the lowest in the series—that accolade belongs to the 1909-S with
its mintage of 309,000 pieces—the date is the most respected and
desirable of the design type, and easily one of the most dominant
key dates in the entim small cent .series, 1856 to pmsent.

#(X)2I27

279 1882 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Deep chocolate brown with inter

electric blue iridescence on the design high points. Abeautil

gem that holds up well to careful scrutiny, a coin that tm

deserves the assigned grade.

#002333

280 1891 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Deep golden tan with bold viol

crimson, and neon blue highlights on nice cameo surfaces

#(X12.3W1
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1 1897 Proof-65 RD CAM (PCGS). A delightful Geni that has 286
everything going for it, including sharp design features, blaz-

ing mirror fields, pleasing satiny devices, and exceptional eye
appeal. One of the finest survivors from a scant original Proof

mintage of just 1,938 pieces.

PCGS Population; 3; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-68 CAM finest).

From the Richard Collection.

#082380

2 1900 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Deep chestnut brown with flashy

blue and violet iridescence. A definitive gem.
#002387

3 Trio of certified cents: 1900 MS-65 RB (NGC). Lustrous and
about 50% red fading to tan 1909-S Indian. F-15 (PCGS).

Golden brown 1914-D VF-30 (ANACS). Key issue. Golden
brown. Woodgrain pattern. (Total: 3 pieces) 288

1 1901 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Not a rare date, but certainly beautiful

in terms of eye appeal, and high within the assigned grade. An
ideal coin to illustrate the first Indian cent of the 20th century.

#002210

U.S. LINCOLN CENTS

5 1909 V.D.B. MS-67 RD (PCGS). A blazing fiery red example

with superlative lustre. Fland-selected from several original

rolls of Uncirculated 1909 V.D.B. cents that were consigned

within the past few months. As noted by John Pack of our staff,

the reverse of this piece appears to have been struck from a die

that was prepared for the production of Proofs; the reverse field

has a texture that's microscopically "pebbly" as is characteristic

of Matte Proof cents of the year. This is a feature that Pack has

noted on many high-grade 1909 V.D.B. business strikes that he's

had the opportunity to examine over the years. What scenario

could be proposed to explain this observation? David W. Lange

in his Complete Guide to Lincoln Cents writes as follows: "Coin-

age of the Lincoln Cent began on June 10, 1909. . . . This activity

was halted August 5, by order of Treasury Secretary MacVeagh

j

because of the controversy over Brenner's inihals appearing on
' the coins." Perhaps the Mint had prepared a group of reverses

with VDB for the production of Proofs with the expectation 292

that these dies might provide service for several years. If Mint

officials were tipped off a few weeks before August 5 that the

design might have to be changed, the Proof reverse dies could

then have been placed into immediate service for the production

of business strikes to keep them from going to waste.

#002425

1909 V.D.B. MS-67 RD (PCGS). Fully lustrous and mostly

blazing red just beginning to fade to tan. The reverse has a

"pebbly" texture characteristic of Matte Proof cents issued

during the year.

#002425

Five 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).
Superlative lustre. Some are blazing red; others are faded red.

A splendid selection handpicked from a of group original rolls

that were "salted away" and lovingly preserved since the year

of issue. These were consigned to us within the past few months,
and are entering numismatic cliannels for the first time. Original-

ity and superb eye appeal characterize all these Gems.
#002425

Five 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).
Brilliant surfaces and splendid lustre characterize these beau-

ties. Hand selected from original rolls, these Gems are now
offered in the numismatic marketplace for the first time in

nearly a century. These pieces are exceptional in every way,

and should find a welcome home in the cabinet of even the

"fussiest" numismatist. (Total: 5 pieces)

#002425

Five 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).
Blazing red Gems with hints of pink and violet. These beauties

are virtually as nice as the moment they came from the dies.

Carefully selecfed for quality and aesthetic appeal from a group
of original rolls that are being offered for the first time since

the year of issue. Worth a generous bid from the connoisseur.

(Total: 5 pieces)

#002425

Five 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).
Superlative cartwheel lustre and blazing brilliance are the

qualities embodied by these lovely specimens. Hand selected

from original rolls for Gem qualify and exceptional beauty,

we are confident that everyone who examines them will be

thoroughly delighted. (Total: 5 pieces)

#002425

Four 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).

Fully lustrous and thoroughly attractive in every way. Mostly

blazing red surfaces with blushes and wisps of pink, blue,

and violef. Hand selected from original mint rolls that were

carefully and lovingly preserved since the day of issue. Once
these beauties cross the auction block, will there ever be another

opportunity to acquire so many outstanding specimens? (Total:

4 pieces)

#002425

Four 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).

Mostly fiery mint red with sumptuous cartwheel lustre. It is

difficult to find superlatives that are adequate to describe the

merits of the many Gem-quality 1909 V.D.B. cents in the pres-

ent sale. These were carefully hand picked from original mint

rolls. (Total: 4 pieces)

#002425
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293 Eight 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-66 RD (PCGS).

A splendid group characterized by fiery red surfaces and

exceptional lustre. A handsome display that's guaranteed to

delight any Lincoln cent specialist. Certainly the "creme de la

creme" in terms of both technical quality and beauty. Hand

selected from original mint rolls. (Total: 8 pieces)

#002425

294 Pair of 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln cents graded MS-65 RD (PCGS).

A nicely matched pair. Fully lustrous and mostly fiery red with

blushes and tinges of pink, blue, and violet. (Total: 2 pieces)

#002425

295 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Gem Brilliant Uncircu-

lated-65 or better. A beautiful selection. Each is fully lustrous.

Most appear to be fiery mint red. Examination indicates that

hardly any of these pieces have flecks, a feature that suggests

they were probably stored since the year of issue in a dry vault

or safe deposit box. (Total: 25 pieces)

Accompanied by an original bank wrapper: "25 CENTS / Weed-Parsons

Printing Co./ Albany, N.Y./No. 5"

296 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64 or better, with several Gems included. These

appear to be mostly blazing red and fully lustrous. Close

examination reveals hardly any flecks, which suggests to us

that they were preserved for nearly a century in a dry vault,

or perhaps over the course of several generations in a family

safe deposit box. (Total: 25 pieces)

Accompanied by an original bank wrapper; "25 CENTS / Weed-Parsons

Printing Co. /Albany, N.Y./No. 5"

297 Assortment of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated-65 or better. Blazing red surfaces and delightful

cartwheel lustre. These pieces are virtually devoid of flecks; a

feature that attests to nearly a century of vigilant preservation

since the date of issue. (Total: 13 pieces)

Accompanied by an original bank wrapper: "25 CENTS / Weed-Parsons

Printing Co. / Albany, N.Y. / No. 5"

298 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Gem Brilliant Uncir-

culated-65 or better. A superlative offering of fully lustrous

and mostly fiery red examples. Virtually devoid of flecks or

other impairments. Delightful in every way. Offered to the

numismatic marketplace for the first time in nearly a century.

(Total: 25 pieces)

299 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64 or better, including several Gems. Blazing red

surfaces and frosty cartwheel lustre. We expect many generous

bids. (Total: 25 pieces)

Accompanied by an original bank wrapper: "25 CENTS / Weed-Parsons
Printing Co./ Albany, N.Y./No. 5"

300 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64 or better. Fully lustrous and mostly blazing

red. A handsome group of pieces carefully and vigilantly pre-

served since the time of issue, and only now coming into the

numismatic marketplace for the first time. (Total 25 pieces)
A. . ..mp.micd by an original bank wrapper: "25CEN1S / Weed-Parsons

Printing! n / Albany, N.Y.^ No. 5"

301 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Very Choice Brilliar

Uncirculated-64 or better. Fully lustrous and mostly brilliar

with some blushes of toning. A splendid selection that he

never been offered at public auction prior to now. (Total: 2

pieces)

Accompanied by an original bank wrapper; "25 CENTS / Weed-Parsoi

Printing Co. / Albany, N.Y. / No. 5"

302 Half roll of 1909 V.D.B. cents. Average Very Choice Brilliai

Uncirculated-64 or better. Lustrous and mostly brilliant wil

some blushes of blue, violet, and pink. (Total: 25 pieces)

Accompanied by an original bank wrapper: "25 CENTS / Weed-Parso

Printing Co./ Albany, N.Y. /No. 5"

Lovely MS-64 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

303 1909-S V.D.B. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Lovely faded red and ti

complement satiny surfaces. A first-rate example of this scar

and popular date that is always on collectors' and deale:

want lists.

The 1909-S V.D.B. is notable for having the lowest mintage of any isj

in the Lincoln cent series; just 484,000 examples were minted.

#002427

304 1909-S V.D.B. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Traces of faded red can

seen on both surfaces despite the BN designation on the PC'

label. Magnification reveals a dull line in the field in front

Lincoln's nose.

#002426

305 Half dozen certified Lincoln cents: 1910 MS-64 RB (PC

Magenta highlights on both surfaces 1911 MS-65 RD (PCG

Satiny lustre with minor obverse planchet flaw and spot nol

for accuracy 1913 MS-61 BN (ANACS). Lustrous broi

with rich iridescent brown at the devices 1916 MS-64 1

(PCGS). Lustrous with splashes of magenta and gold P
MS-63 RD (ANACS). Lustrous with minute spotting notec

1933 MS-64 RB (ANACS). Lustrous with splashes of magei

and minute spotting noted. (Total: 6 pieces)

306 1912 MS-65 RD (NGC).A lovely blazing Gem example. Sup

lustre. Mostly fiery mint red with some hints of rose and vio

#002452

307 1916 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Frostv mint orange with into

sparkling lustre and impressive visual appeal. Nicely stri:

absolutely a gem in all regards.

#002488
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Pair of certified Lincoln cents: 1921 MS-64 RB (PCGS)
193 1-S MS-65 RB (NGC). Each is lustrous and partially brilliant

with blushes of brown, rose, and violet iridescence. (Total: 2

pieces)

Splendid 1922 "Shadow D" Cent

lx photo

1922 No D. Weak Reverse. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Popularly

referred to as the "Shadow D" variety by many collectors.

The presently offered example is particularly nice. It exhibits

blazing satiny lustre and is about 30% fiery red, changing to

vivid blue and violet in the remaining areas. This piece ranks

as one of the finest examples we've has the opportunity to offer

in recent times, and we're confident that it will impress even

the fussiest specialists.

PCGS Population: 9; none finer within the designation.

#002541

Popular 1922 Shadow "D" Cent Variety

PCGS "Weak Reverse"

Tied for Finest Graded

2x photo

1922 Shadow "D." MS-64 RB (PCGS). Satiny mint orange

with rich rose highlights and strong unyielding lustre. One
of many die pairs of the date that are recognized owing to

various stages of the mintmark's deterioration. The present

specimen, one of nine grading events at the MS-64 RB level, is a

classic example of a "Shadow D" variety, made just before the

obverse deteriorated to its mushy, shapeless "Plain" state that

was matched with a new and sharp reverse, that die pairing

being the one actually considered to be the 1922 "Plain" issue.

Highly collectable and quite scarce in its own right.

PCGS Population: 9; none finer within the designation.

Certified by PCGS as "1922 No D, Weak Reverse."

#002541

311

312

313

314

315

1931-S MS-65 RD (NGC). A blazing lustrous Gem example.

The reverse is struck from a lightly clashed die. Only 866,000

were minted; the second lowest production figure for any issue

in the Lincoln cent series after the 1909-S V.D.B.
#002620

1931-S MS-65 RD (NGC). Satiny and mostly brilliant with

hints of violet, blue, and straw yellow.

#002620

Group of Lincoln cents, average grade Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64: 1936 (45) 1938-D (49) 1939 (49). All are

lustrous and attractive, a few with traces of toning and some
with minute spots noted. (Total: 143 pieces)

Large selection of Lincoln cents grade average Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated-64 and better: 1942 (50) 1942-D (48)

1943 Steel (52) 1943-D Steel (18) 1944 (100) 1949 (49)

1950-D (50) 1950-S (44) 1952 (98) 1952-S (50). Some
satiny, some lustrous, some with faint toning, and some with

minute spotting noted. An attractive selection all told. (Total:

559 pieces)
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(circa 1944) "Bull's Eye" punch board. Unused and unblem-

ished. An interesting punchboard from the Second World War
era, approximately 14 inches wide by 24 inches tall and 3/4

of an inch in thickness. Bright green, yellow, red, white, and

blue ink printing as crisp and fresh as the day it was manu-
factured. Central bull's eye on front with blue outer ring, red

middle ring, and yellow center; 76 bright, frosty Choice to

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1944 Lincoln cents are contained

within the rings of the bull's eye. An attractive example of

this popular mid-20th century pastime.

Certain of the rules for the game are printed in bright colors, including

LAST PUNCH IN EACH SECTION RECEIVES YOUR CHOICE OF ANA-

COIN SEAL IN THE YELLOW SECTION ONLY!, along with BOARD
CONTAINS SIX $500, $200, $100 OR 50(t, and the enticing admonition "LAST
PUNCH ON THE BOARD RECEIVES $5.00."
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316 1955 Doubled Die Obverse. AU-50 (PCGS).A lovely example

at this grade level, of one of the most desired coins in the

Lincoln cent series—in fact, this has to be high on the list of

"must have!" coins from the second half of the 20th century.

Light brown toning is blended with hints of red-orange and

blue. The doubled feafures are all extremely prominent.

#002825

U.S. TWO CENTS

320 1864 Large Motto. MS-64 RB (NGC). Frosty mint orang

blended with golden tan. Lustrous and nicely struck. Variet

with 64 in date repunched.

#003577

1866 MS-66 RD (NGC). Tied for finest RD certified by NGi

A frosty mint orange specimen tempered naturally with def

gold. Nicely struck, spot-free, and undeniably a gem.

NGC Census: 7; none finer within the designation.

#003590

317 1955 Doubled Die Obverse. Net EF-40 (ANACS), "AU Details,

Whizzed." Someone tried to gild the lily here, and years ago

whizzed this coin to perhaps make it appear as "Uncirculated."

Well, this caused the surfaces to be somewhat smoothed out,

but the sharp doubling remains. The color is a mixture of gold

and brown.
Whizzing was a great problem in American numismatics in the 1970s. In

Texas, a leading advertiser in the numismatic media set up a virtual factory

to take coins in EF, AU, and lower Mint State ranges—of all denomina-

tions—and subject them to wire brush and other treatments, creating "Gem

Uncirculated" coins that were widely advertised. Virgil Hancock of the

American Numismatic Association mounted a campaign that eventually

wiped out this practice, amid much publicity. Today, the certification services

are well aware of whizzed coins, and then they are encountered, either do

not certify them or, as here, clearly mark them as such. Some other whizzed

coins have been conserv'ed, sort of, by different chemical processes to remove

the traces of the whizzing, after which they have been put into commercial

channels without notice.

#002825

318 1972 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-66 RD (PCGS). A blazing

fiery Gem example virfually as nice as the moment it left the

dies. Vivid pink iridescent highlights on both surfaces.
#002950

1972 Doubled Die Obverse. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65.
Bright red and attractive with clean surfaces as expected for

the lofty grade. The doubling is quite sharp and dramatic with
a loupe. Identifiable by a minute horizontal neck nick below
Lincoln's ear.

3iH)2nS()

322 1873 Close 3. Proof-65 BN (PCGS). An extremely attracti

example within that classification. There is not much broivn

be seen, but, instead, a nice mixture of gold, magenta, and ev

blue. The striking is needle sharp. An exquisite example.

#003651

323 1873 Open 3. Proof-65 BN (NGC). Sharply struck and cju

attractive. Medium brown toning is seen on both sides w
ample traces of mint orange red, perhaps 15% to 20%. T

last year was struck only in Proof format, with no pieces

circulation. A key in the series, a variety in great demand.
NGC Census: 12; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-66 BN finest

#003654
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U.S. THREE CENTS (NICKEL)
1866 MS-65 (PCGS). A radiant Gem that boasts frosty mint
lustre, delicate pinkish gold toning starting to form and a solid

strike. Both dies show minor evidence of clashing and cracks,

expected for the series. Outstanding surfaces for the collector

who appreciates quality.

#003732

1867 MS-66 (NGC).A frosty, splendid Gem example of the date.

A satiny beauty that holds up well to careful magnification.

Fewer than a dozen examples of the date have been called MS-66
or better by NGC. Warm gold and orange upon strong lustre.

NGC Census: 9; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

#003733

1871 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). Bright, satiny motifs beautifully

complement glittering mirror fields. Both surfaces are brilliant

with just a hint of champagne iridescence. A few trivial flecks,

noted under magnification, are about all that separate this

lovely Gem from perfection.

PCGS Population: 9; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAM finest).

#083767

1878 Proof-67 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with subtle underlying

lustre. The present specimen is among the five finest grading

events for the date registered by NGC. A frosty gem example

of this Proof-only issue, a date that saw a production of just

2,350 pieces with no attendant circulation strikes.

NGC Census: 4; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-67i# CAMEO finest).

#003774

1878 Proof-65 (NGC). A lovely lustrous example of tliis famous

Proof-only date. Similar to the Shield nickel of 1878, many of these

were made from dies that were not fully polished, thereby creating

satiny examples that are more reminiscent ofa circulation strike. This

feature is very desirable to specialists, but has not often been men-

tioned in detail, as such pieces are simply identified as "Proof."

Both obverse and reverse are very well struck and are toned

with a pleasing delicate iridescence. The current market value is

just a fraction of what it was during the height of the investment

market in early 1990, perhaps creating an opportunity now.

#003774

329

330

331

332

1879 Proof-65 (PCGS). A magnificent example that displays

soft lilac and gold toning. The strike is quite bold with all of

the lines in the Roman numeral 111 fully struck, a trait that is

not always the case even on Proof coins due to the hardness

of the nickel planchets. A virtually perfect example that is

housed in a first generation PCGS holder.

#003775

1882 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). A sparkling white coin that

boasts nearly perfect surfaces with highly reflective fields and a

well frosted devices. The obverse is outstanding quality while

the reverse has a couple of extremely trivial specks, commonly
seen on these early Proofs. For the collector who demands one

of the finest of the 3,100 struck in Proof.

NGC Census: 19; 2 finer with designation (Proof-68 CAMEO finest).

#083778

1887/6 Proof-65 (NGC). A lovely specimen characterized by
sharp frosty devices, nicely reflective fields, and pleasing

warm golden gray toning. The 6 beneath the 7 in the date is

clearly visible with the aid of magnification. Only 2,960 Proof

three-cent pieces were coined in 1887, a figure which includes

both the Overdate and Normal Date types.

#003784

1887 Proof-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with light toning. A few micro-

scopic flecks are seen, typical of the issue. This is the second

rarest Proof in the nickel three-cent series, exceeded in terms

of elusivity only by the first year of issue, 1865. Most people

are not aware of this, and combined with a general reduction

of prices in the series since the height of the market in 1989 and

1990, this has made such pieces more affordable than would
have ever been believed.

#003783

99
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U.S. THREE CENTS (SILVER)

All silver three cent photos are 2x

333 1853 MS-65 (NGC). Lustrous with pale rose highlights. Sharp 336

and crisp with full design elements on both sides. The last date

of the Type I silver three-cent pieces.

#003667

1862/1 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny and brilliant Gem with warr

golden highlights and lively lustre. Nicely struck from light!

clashed dies. Diagnostic die crack from rim upward throug

1 in date.

#003681

334 1856 MS-65 (PCGS). Fully lustrous and attractively toned in

pastel gold and lilac. Softly struck at the peripheries, as is typi-

cal of many examples of the date. Despite a generous mintage

of 1,458,000 pieces, very few Gems have managed to survive

to the present point in time.

PCGS Population 20; 3 finer (MS-66 finest).

#003672

335 1858 MS-64 (PCGS). Deeply lustrous golden gray. Typical

strike for the date, solid designs at the centers, lightness of

impression at the peripheral details. From the final date of

Type 11 coinage within the series.

#003674

337 1862/1 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny and lustrous gem with a touc

of faint rose keeping it from full mint brilliance. Tell-tale d:

crack upward from rim through 1 in date, a diagnostic of a

genuine overdate three-cent pieces of the year.

#003681

338 1873 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A lovely coin that will nice

satisfy. Brilliant on both sides, and sharply struck. One of ju

600 made this year, just before the denomination was abolisht

by the Coinage Act of February 21, 1857. For a long time, trim

of this date were seen in small groups and runs, including

auction sales. After about 1960, when the coin market becan

very intense, these holdings were dispersed, and today in 20i

they are encountered one at a time, and not often in the his

grade presented here.

NGC Census: 8; 9 finer within the designation (Pnxrf-67^ CAMEO finest

#083724

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bi(d in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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U.S. NICKELS

U.S. SHIELD NICKELS

1866 Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous Gem example

from the first year of the nickel five-cents series, sharply struck

and visually impressive. Pale champagne toning highlights

enliven the surfaces.

Reverse die essentially unfinished between the stars, and several cracks

are noted as well.

#003790

1869 MS-65 (NGC). A delightful Gem characterized by frosty

lustre and pleasing champagne iridescence. Most design fea-

tures are sharp save for a few reverse stars. If you're looking

for a high-grade Shield nickel for your 19th-century type set,

your search stops here.

#003796

Superb Proof-67 1871 Nickel

1871 Proof-67 (NGC). Partially brilliant with blushes of pale

orange gold and lilac. Virtually in condition as issued save for

a few tiny flecks noted under magnification. Despite a Proof

mintage of 960 pieces, or somewhat larger, only a tiny percent-

age of survivors are this nicely preserved.

NGC Census: 6; 1 finer (Proof-67^).

#003825

1871 Proof-65 (PCGS). A splendid Gem with delicate toning.

A very nice example that traces its pedigree to the Louis E.

Eliasberg, Sr. Collection, the finest pedigree imaginable! The

coin on its own stands proudly as a Proof-65 example, but it

would seem to us that the Eliasberg connection would give

it extra value and significance and also increase the pride of

ownership.

From the Eliasberg Collection.

#003825

343

344

345

346

Gem Proof 1877 Nickel

Proof-Only Issue

1877 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A splendid Gem, well struck

and brilliant, with delicate champagne toning. A beautiful

example of this Proof-only issue. The number known is not

recorded, nor is it for other Proof minor coins of this year. A
reasonable estimate would be somewhat over 1,000 pieces

and fewer than 1,500, although estimates as low as 510 have

appeared in print.

Significantly, of all regular issue nickels from 1866 to the pres-

ent day, 2007, the Proof 1877 has far and away the lowest mintage.

If you add the 1913 Liberty Head nickel, the 1877 is second.

#083831

1879 Proof-66 (NGC). Delicate golden toning over well struck

features and mirrored fields creates a piece of exquisite beauty.

Graded Proof-66, this coin is virtually perfect, and would seem

to be an ideal candidate for the popular upgrading game, but

who knows? Suffice it to say it will be a beautiful addition to

an advanced collection.

#003833

1879 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A rare issue so well

preserved with a total of 25,900 pieces coined for circulation.

Few were saved and most that were saved display flyspecks

or similar detractions. Not so here as the surfaces are clean

and fresh with desirable mint color and frost throughout. The

strike was bold and the date shows a hint of recufting as nearly

always seen to some degree on these.

#003808

Quintette of nickel five-cent pieces: 1883 Shield. Brilliant

Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. Lustrous gray with rose-gold

highlights on both surfaces 1884 LiberU'. Extremely Fine-40.

Mixture of pale iridescent toning on both surfaces 1907 Liberb\

Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Mottled golden gray toning

over lustrous surfaces 1 939-D Jefferson. (2). Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64. Golden gray surfaces; Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Choice-62. Iridescent rose at the center changing to delicate

sky blue with gold toning at the peripheries. (Total; 5 pieces)

!K'S
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U.S. LIBERTY HEAD NICKELS347

Group of PCGS and NGC certified nickels: 1883 No CENTS.

MS-64 (PCGS) 1912-D MS-62 (PCGS) 1913 Type 11. MS-64

(PCGS) 1919 MS-65 (PCGS) 1937 MS-66 (NGC) 1937-

D MS-65 (NGC) 1938-D Buffalo (2). MS-66 (NGC), MS-65

(PCGS) 1942-P Type II. Proof-65 (PCGS). Each is toned; most

very attractively so. (Total: 9 pieces)

348 1885 Very Choice Proof-64. A lovely example of this famous

date, one often acquired in Proof for inclusion in date sets of

the series. Nicely reflective golden gray surfaces show pleasing

if subtle toning. Free of significant flaws, some light flyspeck-

ing across the obverse, a coin of strong technical quality and

aesthetic appeal. Certain to fill the major hole in most Liberty

nickel sets in a very pleasing way.
#003883

349 Group of certified nickels: 1885 G-4 (PCGS) 1886 Net

AG-3 (ANACS); Good details. Damaged 1912-S G-6 (PCGS)

1913 Type I. MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous golden gray surfaces

1937 MS-66 (PCGS). Lustrous with just a whisper of rose-gold

highlights on both surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

Notable Gem 1898 Nickel

352 1898 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). A lovely Gem, with delicate blu

and gray toning, complemented with hints of gold, over mirrc

surfaces. A few tiny flecks are seen, seemingly inevitable.

Today in the summer of 2007, Proof Liberty Head nickels are complete!

out of the limelight for investors, many of whom prefer to concentrate c

modern issue in ultra-high grade, nevermind that many if not most such i

sues are as common as can be in collector grades such as MS-65 and MS-6

As to the rarity of this or any other Proof Liberty Head nickel, it is not goir

to become any more plentiful (as population report figures tend to do). V

know that in 1898 just 1,795 Proofs were minted. Since then, some have disa]

peared, others have been overly cleaned and dipped, and other aspects hai

affected the survival. There is no way of knowing how many true Gems a

in existence, but certainly the number is in the hundreds. Population repor

are not much help, due to resubmissions of the same coin. Here, indeed,

a classic—a very nice example, rare, of one of the most attractive motifs

American coinage, with the advantage that such a coin is apt to cost far le

now today than it did in the height of the market 18 years ago.

#083896

353 1901 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty and brilliant Gem, nicely strut

in most places save for a few upper obverse stars.

#003862

Exceptional MS-66 1892 Nickel Five Cents

Important Condition Rarity

350 1892 MS-66 (PCGS). A lustrous specimen with delicate light

golden gray toning. Sharply struck, excepting only the corn
ear to the left of the ribbon bow on the reverse. Combining
the grade (none higher by PCGS), the strike (very important
in our opinion), and eye appeal (ditto) this coin will appeal to

the connoisseur. 355
PCGS Population; 13; none finer.

#003853

351 1894 Proof-66 (NGC). Boldly repunched 4 in date. Deep
champagne with wisps of pale rose on frosty motifs and mirror
fields.

«0O38‘>2

1902 MS-66 (PCGS). Not only is this coin very high in the PCC

listing, with only three finer, perhaps even more important it

sharply struck, including on the stars and on the all-importai

ear of corn to the left of the ribbon bow. The surfaces are a ni(

mixture of delicate blue and magenta. A tiny carbon spot

seen on the crossbar of E (AMERICA).
#003863

1912-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60. An attractive coin that h

ample lustre in the fields and a bold strike, particularly for

San Francisco coin. There is some streaky toning on the obver

on the lower right and a trivial planchet lamination on the fin

pair of stars. A scattering of carbon or flyspecks are noted f

accuracy, and limit the grade.
During 1912 it was decided that the branch mints of Denver and S

Francisco should assist in the production of the pmposed Buffalo nick

and these Liberty nickels were struck as a test of their abilities to work
the copper-nickel planchets. The present coin must have pas.sod with flyi

colors as the strike and surfaces am a delight, but the planchet stawk inipf

the rolling of the planchets still needed tinkering. Early Buffalo nickels J

fa'quently .seen with similar planchet ira'gularities, so this pa'blem was r

cora’cted quickly.

#0(13875
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1913 Type I. Matte Proof-60. Sedate lustre covers deep gray

fields, enlivened with some subtle toning highlights of gold

and pale blue. A handsome piece with definitive detail and

no major problems, just a little dirt on the buffalo's side. An
excellenf way to show off fhis one year fype in a fype sef.

#003988

U.S. BUFFALO NICKELS

Choice Uncirculated 1914/3-S Buffalo Sc

FS-014.89

359 1914/3-S FS-014.89. MS-64 (NGC). A frosty beauty with Gem
leanings. Satiny lustre supports a wealth of pale rose, peach,

and faint orange toning on both sides. A scarce and popular

overdate that was discovered just a few shorf years ago, de-

cades after its issuance. Rare in all grades, especially at MS-64,

as here, nicely struck, not fully so, but near enough for mention

with good definition of the braid and other central details.

Interesting reverse die break from rim af 9:00 into the bison's

head details, and another one somewhat hidden, runs along

the exergual line above the denomination. As is typical for the

variety, evidence of the earlier punched 3 in the date is very

light, but it is faintly visible.

#093926

1915-S MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with intense cartwheel

lustre on nicely struck surfaces. Nicely struck for the date.

Pale gold with a lack of serious marks making this a gem of

delighfful quality and appeal.

#003929

Call our consignment specialists toll free

to include your individual coins or

complete collection in an upcoming auction.

NY: 800-566-2580 • NH: 866-811-1804

1916 MS-66 (PCGS). A sharp and appealing Gem with intense

lustre supporting rich rainbow iridescence.

#003930

1916 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny, brilliant, matte-like Gem with

glorious cartwheel lustre and an impressive strike. What gem
quality is all about.

#003930

Spectacular MS-67 1913-S Type II Nickel

Among the Finest Known

7 1913-S Type II. MS-67 (NGC). A superb specimen, this MS-67

rates near the top of the NGC evaluation, with just one finer

certified by that service. The coin exhibits intense satiny lustre

on both sides, with hints of blue, lilac, and gold. The strike is

sharp in most areas including the bison's head and hump. The

only softness noted is at the bison's shoulder and above the

Indian's braid. A simply splendid coin for the aficionado of

high-grade examples.

NGC Census: 3; 1 finer (MS-67^).

#003923

3 1914-D MS-65 (PCGS). Highly lusfrous steel gray with an

overlay of rich peach and gold toning. Strong lustre in the

protected areas. Some striking weakness on the reverse, as

typical for the date.

#003925

2x

K S
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363 1916-D MS-65 (PCGS). Pale golden iridescence enlivens

the satiny surfaces of fhis lovely Gem. Nicely struck for the

date with just a trace of lightness at the bison's shoulder and

head.

#003932

364 1916-S MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with strong supportive

lustre beneath pale champagne tones. Nicely struck with es-

sentially full defails on both sides.

#003933

365 1917 MS-66^ (NGC). An exceptional Gem of the finest order.

Expansive cartwheel lustre supports rich rose, peach, and
pale sky blue iridescence. Deeper shades of gold dominate
the reverse. The strike is quite crisp for fhe date, adding to

the overall appeal. Further, fewer than 10 examples of the date

have been certified at the present grade level by NGC.
NGC Census: 2; 5 finer (MS-68 finest).

#003934

366 1917 MS-66 (PCGS). An intensely lustrous Gem with bold mint
brilliance tempered by peripheral golden toning highlights.

Sharply struck. Diagonal die crack noted across date numer-
als.

#003934

367 1917-D MS-65 (PCGS). High grade, superb eye appeal, and
above average striking sharpness come together in this gor-
geous 1917-D nickel. The definition of details is cjuite good,
except on the head of the buffalo. As such if ranks far above fhat
usually seen. The aesthetic appeal of this example is beyond
comparison. Only a dozen graded finer by PCGS'

#(H)3435

368 1917-D MS-64 (PCGS). Pale silver gray with an impressn

sheen of iridescenf champagne on both lustrous sides. A touc

of lightness is seen at the bison's head and shoulder are;

though not as soft there as frequently seen for the date.

#003935

Frosty Gem 1917-S Buffalo 5(1:

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

369 1917-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with intense lustre, pa

rose and gold iridescence, and a strike about as sharp as ev(

found for the date. Small wonder PCGS placed this love]

Gem at the top of their Population Peporf.

PCGS Population: 23; none finer.

#003936

WorM War 1 1918/7-D Overdate Nickel

2.T photo

370 1918/7-D MS-62 (PCGS). This pale steel grav example boasts

a satisfying wealth of appealing lustre. This specimen would
certainly receive a higher grade if its strike were just a trifle

sharper. This is a coin offering maximum visual qualitv for

an historic overdate that is quite scarce in all grades, and

outstandingly so in full Mint State.

#003939
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1918-D lVIS-62 (NGC). Frosty and mattelike in appearance, with

a warm champagne glow on satiny surfaces. Nicely struck.

#003938

376

1918-S MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with impressive

cartwheel lustre and warm peach and golden hues on both

sides. Nicely struck for the date, with only a hint of weakness

at the bison's shoulder.

#003940

1918-S MS-63 (NGC). Warm champagne hues deepen to gold

and rose in places. Some central striking weakness, as typical

for the date. Still, generous eye appeal makes for a presentable

example of this popular branch mint issue.

#003940

1920 MS-66 (PCGS). Abright and lustrous Gem, boldly struck

from heavily clashed dies; the Indian appears to be wearing a

goatee. Absolutely worthy of the MS-66 grade.

#003944

Lustrous Gem 1920-D Buffalo 5(t

2x

379

1920-D MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny pale golden Gem with bursts

of pastel rainbow iridescence on both sides. Only one example

of the date has been graded finer by PCGS. Struck from a

rapidly deteriorating pair of dies, with a few light cracks on

the obverse across the Indian's nose and cheek, the reverse

beginning to collapse near the bison's hind quarters and other

areas. Highly unusual die state, especially so on the reverse.

Rare and different, and a neat addition to your collection.

PCGS Population: 45; 1 finer (MS-66).

#003945

1923 MS-66 (PCGS). A flashy pale golden Gem with highly

lustrous surfaces and grand eye appeal. Boldly struck for the

date.

#003949

1923-S MS-64 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre and some
prooflike reflectivity around the devices. Pale champagne hues

deepen to rose, especially on the reverse. Nicely struck for the

date, certainly finer than typically seen with strong details at

our uniquely American friend on the reverse.

#003950

1924-D MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty golden gray with lively lustre

and rich golden hues that deepen toward the rims. Struck

from worn, stressed dies, typical for the date, with a touch of

weakness in portions of the reverse design, though still bolder

there than usually seen.

#003952

1924-S MS-63 (NGC). Frosty silver gray with pale pastel

shades of rose, carmine, and gold on both sides. Lightness at

the bison's shoulder, almost a "given" for the date.

#003953

1925-S MS-63 (PCGS). Sparkling silver gray with rich cham-

pagne iridescence on both sides. A touch of weakness on the

reverse, not unusual for this branch mint issue.

#003956
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381 1925-S MS-62 (PCGS). Here is a gorgeous golden gray example

that is sure to please the specialist. The surfaces are free of

mentionable contact marks and a good deal of satiny lustre

remains.

From Lester Merkin's sale ofJune 1968, Lot 216.

#003956

382 1926 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny and lustrous pale champagne

Gem.
#003957

383 1926-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, in terms of

actual lustre and eye appeal. Here is a a lustrous example
that has some very light golden toning and a well hidden old

scratch through the bison's head. The strike is mushy as is usu-

ally seen on this tough issue. Still a very respectable example
of this scarcer date.

#003958

384 1927-S MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray with softly imbued
cartwheel lustre supporting pale champagne highlights. Nicely
struck for the date, with a goodly proportion of reverse detail

present at the bison's head and shoulder.
#003962

385 1928-S MS-63 (PCGS). Sparkling silver gray with pale sky blue,
rose, and fiery peach iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck
for a date that typically comes "mushy" and unappealing on
the reverse.

#003965

386 1935 MS-67 (PCGS). Sharply struck and satiny. A stunning
Gem exhibiting delightful rainbow iridescence with delicate
gold, rose, and lilac predominating. The presently offered
piece IS currently tied with several dozen other examples for
the status of being the second finest certified bv PCGS

#(K)3i>74 ^

387 1936 Brilliant Proof-64 (PCGS). Deep golden hues ming!

with pale sky blue iridescence on the reflective surfaces,

scattering of toning flecks can be seen on both sides, and ma
account for the assigned grade. From the first year of Proo:

in the denomination since 1916.

#003995

Impressive Gem 1937-D 3-Legged 5(t

MS-66 NGC

Zx photo

388 1937-D 3-Legged. MS-66 (NGC). Frosty steel gray surfaces

with rich peach and gold in full bloom. Among the nicest

strikes the present writer has ever seen for this issue, and

the present writer has catalogued this popular variety more

times than he could ever hope to count. The reverse strike is

particularly impressive, with a full outline to the bison's pelt

at the shoulder, the outline of the pelt above that just shy of

a full strike. Likewise, the head details are defined here as

sharply as is ever found for most dates in the design type.

While we know that one example of this popular rarity has

been certified at a finer grade level by NGC, and fine coin it

must be, but we cannot speak to the boldness of the strike for

that piece. For our money, a sharp example of this rarity in

any grade is a much rarer piece than a similar coin in a foer

grade with a soft strike. Further, the surfaces are unmarked by

extraneous blemishes which certainly suits the assigned grade.

Don't hold back when the bidding begins for this beaut}^
NGC Census: 16; 1 finer (MS-67*).

#003982

389 1938-D/S Buffalo. MS-67 (PCGS). A highly lustrous Ciom wit

superb eye appeal. Perhaps the most popular of all know
overmintmark varieties.

#003985
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390 1938-D/S Buffalo. MS-67 (NGC). A sparkling Gem with faint champagne highlights. Absolutely beautiful

#003985

391 1938-D/S Buffalo. MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with intensely active cartwheels and a bold strike.

#003985

U.S. TEFFERSON NICKELS
392 Double set of Jefferson nickels, 1938 through 1964-D, average grade Brilliant Uncirculated-60 to Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Two well matched sets, one set lacking the 1963-D. All are lustrous with some having

lovely toning. Housed in two Whitman albums. (Total: 141 pieces)

393 1938-S Jefferson. MS-66 FS (PCGS). Warm golden gray toning on frosty surfaces. A handsome example coined

during the first year of the Jefferson design type.

#084002

394 Group of PCGS-certified Jefferson nickels: 1943-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66. Lustrous golden surfaces

1946-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65 FS. Delicate rose-gray 1947-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66 FS. Lustrous

golden rose 1956 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66 FS. Satiny gray with golden highlights 1962 Gem Brilliant Un-

circulated-65 FS. Satiny golden gray lustre 1971-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66 FS. Lustrous golden surfaces.

(Total 6 pieces)

395 1945-S MS-66 FS (PCGS). Fully lustrous and partially brilliant with blushes of gold.

#084027

396 1947-S MS-66 FS (PCGS). Satiny and attractive. Mostly brilliant surfaces with blushes and tinges of gold.

#084033

397 1954-D MS-65 FS (PCGS). Frosty lustre. Intermingled gold and gray toning, with delicate violet highlights.

#084053

398 1962 MS-66 FS (PCGS). Pleasing golden toning complements satiny surfaces.

#084071

:'s
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U.S. HALF DIMES
All half dime photos are 2x

U.S. FLOWING HAIR HALF DIMES

Desirable 1794 LM-l, V-1 Half Dime

Condition Census Quality

399 1794 Logan McCloskey-1, Valentine-1. Rarity-5. AU-55 (NGC). Attractive dark silver with russet highlights on

both sides. This is an early die state for this variety struck before the obverse crack appears. The surfaces are aver-

age with a complex scuff on Liberty's truncation and another before her mouth. A few planchet streaks are present

on the reverse including one in the right wing. Overall, this is an impressive example of this first year of issue and

the scarcest die pairing of the year. Long considered Rarity-6, a recent study by this office determined that Rarity-

5 would be more realistic as five different examples are known in Mint State grades, and at least three more earn

the About Uncirculated grade. Undoubtedly many more exist in lower and possibly higher grades tucked away in

type or date collections. Nevertheless, this is a highly collectible example of this variety and one that any specialist

can long enjoy.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer within the variety (AU-58).

From tlie J.A. Sherman Collection.

#004250

Outstanding Gem 1795 Half Dime

1795 LM-8, V-5. Rarity-3. MS-65 (PCGS). A magnificent coin for the collector who appreciates Gem quality surfaces.

The fields and devices are toned with delicate pastel hues on the obverse and reverse, hues which range through
blue and russet-gold over strong lustre. The strike is sharp on most of Liberty's curls save for a small area behind
her ear, and the lower curls on her shoulder. This coin is similarly well struck on the reverse, where most of the
feathers are clear on the wings, and even the eagle's breast displays traces of feathers, a feature seldom seen even
on well struck coins. Most of the leaves are bold, save for the pair below the D of UNITED which is a trifle soft. As
always for this variety there is a thin die crack which slips down from the rim through the right side of the "Y" to
Liberty s nose. This crack appeared early in the die's life and didn't grow or change during coinage of this variety.
The reverse die was rotated approximately 30° clockwise when coined. For the type collector this lovely Gem would
be a welcome addition to any advanced collection.

It is always a pleasure to see such a well preserved and dignified example of our early Federal coinage. Such
quality is extremely rare in any series and always in fervent demand by specialists. Obtaining such a coin elevates
any collection to a level .seldom achieved even by most advanced numismatists.

PCCS Population: 8; 9 finer (MS-67 finest).

From the Goldberg's sale of the Benson Collection, February 18, 2002, Lot 3.33
S(XM251
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Late Die State 1795 Half Dime

401 1795 LM-10, V-5a. Rarity-3. Sharpness of About Uncirculated-55, cleaned and retoned. While
the colors may be highly suspect they are quite attractive with blushes of gold and blue on both

sides. The surfaces show a few minor ticks; there are no adjustment marks or rim problems.

This is the later die state with the full obverse die cud at the tops of TY to the ninth star from

a piece of the die which literally chipped off, commonly seen on this variety. An excellent coin

despite the colorful enhancement, a fault which is too often overblown in today's numismatic
marketplace.

#004251

U.S. DRAPED BUST HALF DIMES

High-Grade 1797 15 Star Half Dime

402 1797 LM-1, V-2. Rarity-3. About Uncirculated-50. Toned with delightful dark gray around

the rims with blue and gold accents, while the centers are brighter silver with russet hues. The

surfaces show a few thin pin scratches in the right obverse field, finer ones on Liberty's neck

surrounding a shallow planchet streak. A very early die state for this issue, with no signs of the

obverse cracks or the reverse cracks, but heavy die clashing is present on the reverse. The central

devices are rarely found sharp on this issue, and the present coin is no exception, with minor

striking softness below Liberty's ear and on the eagle. The planchet is a trifle rough through

AMERICA but a strong loupe is needed to see this. The Draped Bust, Small Eagle design is one

of the most difficult to find in high grade, as the vast majority of these show extensive wear or

damage from the small number that do survive.

#004258

I

j

I

BID ON THE INTERNET
iVisit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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403

The Eliasberg 16-Stars Half Dime of 1797

1797 LM-2, V-4. Rarity-4. 16 Stars. MS-66 (NGC).A marvelous

example from the collection of Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., which

crossed the auction block in 1996, more than a decade ago.

There it was described as:

"Significantly weak among the central details. The weak-

ness is due no doubt to the very late die state described below.

Light golden toning over highly lustrous silver surfaces. Very

minor adjustment marks are visible on the reverse.

"This variety is slightly more available in worn grades than

the previous V-3 combination, however the superb gem of-

fered here must be considered of the highest rarity. We won't
guarantee this to be the finest known, although we would
certainly like to see a nicer one!

"Die state: both dies show extremely heavy clash marks
including the wreath in the obverse field and OF below the

bust. Liberty's bust is boldly outlined on the upper reverse. The
reverse has die cracks in and around ED. A crack from the rim
through the center of E of UNITED joins a leaf below. A branch
from this crack passes above E to the top of D and on to a leaf

tip between D and S. A short crack connects this branch with the

right top of E. An additional crack from the border to the upper
right curve of D joins the branch crack at this letter."

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the variety designation although
two other MS-66 coins are noted under the 1797 heading, not designated
by variety.

While a choice coin is desirable to own, and while this particular type
of half dime, made only for two years, is far and away the rarest of all types
of that denomination, with Gems being rarer yet, the Eliasberg name adds a

quintessential aspect to this unforgettable specimen.
Louis E. Eliaslx'rg, Sr., a Baltimore banker, began his numismatic interest

about 1925. After gold coins were withdrawn from general circulation in 1933
and 1934, his fixus turned to that specialty, and he set alxiut acquiring as many
different date and mintmarks as he could, while at the same time adding to
his regular collection. Then in 1942 came an unpmcedented opportunity: the
Estate t.ollection of John H. Clapp became available, an incredible cabinet
that h.id been formed beginning in the 19th century by John M. Clapp, a
well-to-do Pennsylvania oilman and Washington banker. A connoisseur, the
elder ' lapp bid , arefully in the auctions i.f the C hapman brothers and others

and, beginning in 1893, was one of the first collectors to order mintmarks

from the branch mints. His son continued the tradition. By the time of the

passing of the junior Clapp in 1937, the collection, although not publicized,

was one of the very finest in existence. For the sum of $100,000, a record at

the time, Eliasberg acquired the Clapp Collection through Joseph B. Stack

and Morton Stack, founders of our company. To put things in proper perspec-

tive, this sum was greater than the entire Dunham Collection (including an

1804 dollar and 1822 $5 gold) had realized the year before when sold by B.

Max Mehl of Fort Worth, Texas. Indeed, it was tied by the James Ellsworth

Collection privately sold in 1923 to the combination of Wayte Raymond and

John W. Garrett, but the two collections are not comparable—the Ellsworth

Collection had, for example, the 1783 Nova Constellatio patterns in silver,

large holdings of territorial gold, an 1804 silver dollar, and other issues not

represented in the Clapp Collection.

With the newly acquired Clapp Collection in hand, plus his existing hold-

ings, Louis Eliasberg set about accomplishing what no one had ever done

before: to obtain one of each date and mint variety of United States coin from

the 1793 half cent to the 1933 double eagle. By November 1950 the collection

was complete, including the 1933 $20, the finest known 1913 Liberty Head

nickel, and every other rarity listed in standard references.

Today in 2007 a coin such as this with the Eliasberg pedigree would seem

to have a special element of desirability, apart from the superb quality of the

coin itself. The idea of "collecting collectors" is one that has found favor witli

connoisseurs and advanced collectors in recent times, perhaps the "postei

example" of this being the John W. Adams Collection of 1794 large coppei

cents, sold in the 1980s (catalogued by Q. David Bowers and Dr. Richard A

Bagg, with ample assistance from the consignor). John Adams, a fine friend

today, felt that a coin with an outstanding pedigree reflected an extra dimen-

sion of desirability, and set about buying such pieces whenever opportunitiei

presented themselves. Today, there are many names from the past for whicl

the pedigree would be very desirable, but among these none stands highei

than the name of Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

From Stack's/Bowers and Merena's sale of the Louis E. Eliasber^i

Sr. Collection, May 1996, Lot 899. Earlier pedigree unclear Inii

probably includes Scott's 130tli sale, December 1894, the W'ilsof

Sale 1906, or the Harlan P. Smith Sale, June 1906, all of which art

listed in the Clapp notebook but none can be specifically tied to tin

examples offered in the Eliasberg Sale. Later in our Kennyii\\'*‘

Collection, lanuary 10, 2005, Lot 322; our Brih^klyn Sale.

20-21,2007, Lot 487.

«004254
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Impressive 1797 13 Stars Half Dime
A Formidable Rarity

404 1797 LM-4, V-1. Rarity-6. 13 Stars. EF-45 (PCGS). A memorable example of this elusive and important Guide Book

variety which boasts even medium gray toning with golden hints and a trace of blue on the obverse and reverse. The
surfaces are quite clean for a half dime from this period, with no disturbing marks, bumps, or cuts. For identification

a thin hairline is noted down Liberty's cheek, another on her shoulder of a similar nature. Boldly clashed with the

wreath outlined in the obverse field on the upper left. Of the four known die pairings used for half dimes in 1797

this combination is by far the rarest and is the only one to show 13 obverse stars, making it easily identifiable and
needed by a great number of collectors. The strike is bold throughout, with portions of the eagle's breast feathers

clear and the wings and eye comparatively sharp. There are a couple of examples of this variety known in Mint
State, and a few more that qualify in grades of About Uncirculated, but precious few indeed. The present coin is

probably within the top 10 known of perhaps 25 in all grades.
As 1797 unfolded the Philadelphia Mint kept adding stars to the obverse die to represent the current number of states that had joined the

Union. Once Tennessee joined in 1797 the number of stars had increased from the original 13 to the new total of 16. Obverse dies were getting

crowded with stars so it was decided to return to the original number of 13 stars rather than endlessly increase the count as more states joined

the Union. The other obverse dies used to coin half dimes in 1797 employed either 15 or 16 stars.

#004260

Rare Mid Grade 1797 13 Stars Half Dime

1797 LM-4, V-1. Rarity-6. 13 Stars. F-15 (NGC). A rare coin

which is needed by many collectors for two reason: as it is

a major Guide Book variety, the only 1797 half dime with 13

obverse stars; plus specialized variety collectors need an ex-

ample too. The present coin is attractive light to medium gray

color with clean surfaces for an early half dime. Examination

of historical offerings will find the vast majority offered have

significant problems like scratches or heavy cleaning, and this

coin is a delightful exception, especially for a mid grade collect-

ible example. Fully struck from clashed dies, as usually seen

and identifiable by a hidden scratch at the top of the wreath

crossing the bottom of the E in STATES. Auction records for

examples of this elusive die pairing quickly hit five figures for

a couple of grades higher when these are offered. One to buy

and put away for the long term.

#004260

The Eliasberg/Price 1805 Half Dime
Memorable Quality

406 1805 LM-1, V-1. Rarity-4. AU-55 (NGC). The color is a classic

smoky-gray with golden highlights, with the toning evenly

balanced on both sides of the coin. There are a few surface

hairlines visible with a magnifier and a minute edge flaw above

the Y of LIBERTY which hallmarks this particular specimen.

As always the strike is weak on Liberty's bust and the upper

reverse stars, upper clouds as well as the letter O in OF. All

1805 half dimes are weakly sfruck on the upper right reverse

and Liberty's bust, with the exact areas of weakness dependant

on the precise die orientation when struck, which varies on

most 1805 half dimes. This final year of issue is quite difficult

to find in high grade, a single mint state coin has been graded

between the two major services and no others are rumored to

exist at that grade level. Perhaps 10 can claim various grades

of About Uncirculated, precious few to fill the demand of date

and variety collectors.

NGC Census: 1; 3 finer (MS-65 finesO-

From our Eliasbcr^ GoUection Sale, May 20-22, 1996, Lot 907

and the Price Collections.

#004272

in
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407 1830 LM-8, V-6. Rarity-1. MS-63 (NGC). Frosty surfaces show a

blend of golden and peach toning at centers and brilliant silver

gray at the peripheries. Strong lustre, some light hairlines at

central obverse. A pleasing example overall.

#004277

U.S. LIBERTY SEATED HALF DIMES

Mint State 1840-0 Half Dime

With Drapery

Among Finest Certified

408 1840-0 Drapery. MS-61 (NGC). Half dime specialists will

want to sit up straight in their chairs when this crosses the

block, as few like it exist anywhere. Both obverse and reverse

are well struck, and have a very attractive mottled iridescent

finish—gunmetal-blue, lighter blue, gold, and magenta. The

striking is quite good. Once this piece is sold, likely it may be

some time before another opportunity occurs.

NGC Census; 2; 3 finer (MS-63 finest).

#004327

409 1841-0 MS-61 (NGC). Strong supportive lustre beneath rich

electric blue, peach, and gold toning. Struck from heavily

clashed dies. Surprisingly scarce in Mint State, with just a

dozen pieces at MS-61 or finer in the NGC Census Report.
N{,C Census; 3; 0 finer (MS-67 finest).

s(K»432‘i

Proof 1844 Half Dime Rarity

410 1844 Proof-64 (NGC). Medium steel gray with lighter higl

points, slight cameo contrast between the lightly texturei

devices and reflective fields, lint mark, as struck, near Liberty'

shin, a few light haymarks on reverse near denominatior

One of an unknown but undoubtedly small Proof mintag

for the date, perhaps on the order of just two dozen or fewe

pieces given the tiny population of known specimens. Indeec

NGC and PCGS have certified a combined total of 12 Proofs c

the date in all grades, and some of those grading events ma

represent resubmissions. A rare prize for an alert specialist.

NGC Census: 4; 3 finer (Proof-67 finest).

#004420

411 1846 Net Very Fine-35; sharpness of About Uncirculated-5

lightly whizzed. A pleasing example of this rarity, despite

long ago cleaning, light whizzing, and the probable artifici

toning highlights. Sharp and mark-free. Still a sharp and fair

appealing example of this rare date that saw just 27,000 piec

roll off coining presses in Philadelphia. That figure is easi

the lowest of the era; indeed, one must roll the clock forwa

to the Civil War to find a lower mintage in the Liberty Seafi

series.

#004336

412 1849/6 MS-63 (PCGS). Richly lustrous surfaces are accent

with splashes of iridescence—the last ranging from light sib

gold to darker gold, magenta, and gray. Tliis is one of tlie nv

distinctive overdates in this or any other series.

#004342

112 St
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3 1850 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous Gem with deep electric 417

blue and neon rose toning, rose prevalent on the obverse, blue

on the reverse.

#004345

1 1853 No Arrows. MS-66 (NGC). Well struck on both sides,

j

with vivid iridescent toning, changing from light silver gold

at the center to richer gold, then on the obverse to magenta

and electric blue, the reverse magenta.

This is one of the foremost key issues in the half dime series.

Just 160,000 were minted, at a time when it cost more than five

cents in silver to make one. Accordingly, nearly all were melted,

with relatively few surviving. Interestingly enough, of those

that did survive, there were a number of Mint State pieces, as

this grade, while delightful, is not rare in the context of the

particular variety. On an absolute basis, it is indeed rare. High

grade, numismatic significance, and attractive toning combine

to create a very worthwhile specimen.

NGC Census: 10; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

#004351

> 1853 Arrows. MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty lustre. Warmly toned in

somber golden brown and lilac-gray with splashes of vivid blue

I

and sea green. Struck from lightly clashed dies. A handsome

1
example of this popular three-year design type.

#004356

1857 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with rich lustre, brilliant

centers, and deepening gold at the rims.

#004365

419

1857 MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely Gem example of this date, the

obverse with delicate golden toning while the reverse remains

bright white. Blazing lustre in the fields and the strike is

reasonably sharp although some of the stars on the right lack

their central lines. Boldly clashed dies, and excellent quality

for this date. Certainly one of the nicer examples of this date

to survive.

#004365

Splendid Gem 1857-0 Half Dime

1857-0 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny, sharply stuck Gem example
of the date with bold cartwheel lustre and warm golden hues

on both sides. Though considered fairly common in circulated

grades and the lower range of the Mint State, at Gem (as here)

or finer, the population of this date thins dramatically. A defi-

nite candidate for a registry set, either of Liberty Seated half

dimes or a general U.S. type set.

PCGS Population: 9; 4 finer (all MS-67).

#004366

1861 Proof-65 (NGC). A lovely and sharp cameo, though such

is not noted on the holder. Rich and fiery peach, gold, and

crimson adorn the frosty devices and mirror fields.

#004444

'S 113
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420 1862 Proof-64 (PCGS). Sharply struck with pale golden lustre on lightly frosted motifs and mirror fields. From a

Proof production for the date of 550 pieces.

#004445

Richly Toned Splendid Gem 1862 Half Dime

421 1862 MS-67 (PCGS). Spectacular cartwheel lustre shimmers expansively beneath a rich array of electric blue, rose,

crimson, and sea green iridescence on both sides. Among the 20 finest grading events at PCGS to date. Sharply

struck in all quarters.

PCGS Population: 17; 3 finer (all MS-68).

#004381

422 1864 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and highly lustrous. A hint of champagne toning is seen on the obverse. The obverse

details are needle sharp, with some interest added by traces of clash marks in the field. The reverse has some light

striking at the upper left of the wreath, not that anyone would notice, but is otherwise sharply struck and very

lustrous. The eye appeal is superb. The 1864 is one of the scarcest half dimes in circulation strike format, although

Mint State pieces come on the market now and again.

NGC Census: 11; 5 finer (MS-67 finest).

#004384

Lovely Gem Uncirculated 1866-S Half Dime

423 1866-S MS-65 (PCGS). Intense cartwheel lustre supports a rich array of deep and varied golden highlights. Nicelv

struck from faintly clashed dies. Fewer than 10 1866-S half dimes have been called MS-65 or finer by PCGS. An
exceptional example of this post-Civil War issue.

PCGS Popul<ition: 6; 3 finer (MS-67 finest).

«0<)4389
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U.S. DIMES

U.S. DRAPED BUST DIMES

High-Grade 1800 Dime

2x photo

14 1800 John Reich-2. Rarity-5. AU-53 (PCGS).A lovely example,

significantly above average in strike, of this date. The hair de-

tails are excellent, the stars are well defined, and the reverse is

significantly sharper than average, although to be sure there are

some light areas as typical. Attractively blended light golden

and gray toning over surfaces that retain some original mint

lustre. A find for anyone seeking this date and grade.
#004470

Pleasing 1801 JR-1 Draped Bust Dime

15 1801 JR-1. Rarity-4. AU-50 (NGC). A lovely example of this

elusive date with attractive surfaces and pleasing color. There

are patches of dark gray on the obverse, primarily surrounding

the date and left hand stars, with the balance of the surfaces

showing silver hues with a blush of light gold. The strike was
sharp throughout, with no poorly struck areas, although the

center of the shield is just a trifle soft. No surface problems

are present, although a couple of shallow nicks, hairlines, and

handling ticks can be discerned with effort. As always seen

there are tiny raised lumps in the field from die rust, mostly

on the reverse. Probably within the top two dozen known, and

a solid collector coin.

NGC Cen.sus: 2; 9 finer (MS-65 finest).

#004471

Lustrous Mint State 1807 Draped Bust Dime

426 1807 JR-1. Rarity-2. MS-61 (NGC). Toned with a blush of light

gold over lustre on both sides, with a decent strike for this is-

sue. 1807 was the final year of production for the Draped Bust,

Heraldic Eagle design, being replaced by John Reich's design

when dimes were next issued in 1809. This particular coin is

a fairly early die state with some clashing seen on Liberty's

ear and before her neck and on the reverse through the central

devices. The majority of survivors show far more evidence of

clashing than seen here. Identifiable by a nick at the top of the

A of STATES.
#004480

Gem Uncirculated 1821 Dime
Among Dozen Finest Graded by NGC

1821 JR-4. Rarity-2. Large Date. MS-65 (NGC). Deep sea green

and electric blue mingle evenly on frosty, somewhat reflective

surfaces. Strong underlying lustre. Typical strike for the issue,

crisp and bold at the peripheries with certain areas of faintness

at the center, notably in some of Liberty's curls on the obverse,

and at the eagle's neck on the reverse. A gorgeous coin that is

seemingly original in quality and surfaces, one that upholds the

standards of the grade admirably. Among the finest examples

of the date seen thus far by NGC.
NGC Census; 7; 4 finer in tfie 1821 categon,' (MS-67* finest).

#004496
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Choice Uncirculated 1822 Dime

MS-64 PLNGC

428 1822 JR-1. Rarity-4. MS-64 PL (NGC). Frosty motifs and mir-

rored fields with warm golden toning on both sides. Struck

slightly out of normal die alignment on the reverse, with

the eagle's head pointing to 11:00 rather than the standard

12:00 position. A sharp and appealing example of a date that

is typically found in grades of Fine or so, usually lower, and

seldom offered in Mint State. Offered as Lot 252 in ANR's sale

of the Prescott Collection, January 2006, where the cataloguer

noted: "When the authors of the JR dime book wrote, they

estimated just 10 Uncirculated examples, an educated guess

that dovetails fairly nicely with a few of the Uncs today being

old AUs, a few regrades, and perhaps a few coins still raw

in old-time collections." We note here that the coin was of-

fered there in a PCGS holder graded MS-63; it has since been

upgraded to the present NGC holder which happens to be

among the four finest grading events for the date within any

grading designation by NGC. All told, an exceptional example

of a scarce date, and a coin that will see spirited bidding

activity.

NGC Census: 1; 3 finer within any designation (MS-66 finest).

From ANR's sale of the Robert Michael Prescott Collection,

January 2006, Lot 252.

#004497

Brilliant Uncirculated 1829 Capped Bust Dime

429 1829 JR-7. Rarity-1. MS-64 (PCGS). A totally white coin that

boasts ample lustre in the fields and a sharp strike on the

obverse. The reverse is sharp on the eagle's neck and body,

but a tad weak on his claws, although this coin shows a much
better strike than usually seen for this die pairing. The surfaces

are clean save for a couple of minor ticks in the fields, none of

consequence but apparently enough to nudge this back from
the Gem class. These dies are known to have produced Proof
examples, and special care was taken in their preparation for

that purpose. Housed in an older green insert PCGS holder.

Frornour ANR sale of the FrogRun Farm Collection, November
Ml, 2004, Lot 532; Heritage's Sale, January 3, 2006, Lot U14.

«(KI4S1I

430 1835 JR-1. Rarity-1. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63,

lovely example of this date with satiny lustre throughout ai

a bold and complete strike. The surfaces are undiminish

by handling marks or detractions. For identification a mir

tick is found on the extreme edge above the second star an(

faint planchet streak is found down from the eighth star ir

Liberty's cap. Early die state with recutting seen at the top

U in UNITED and the base of O in OF.

#004527

431 1835 JR-5. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). Toned with a ring of b

around the obverse and reverse rims, which fades to golc

russet toward the centers which remain silver-gray. The str

is bold throughout with no signs of softness in the design (

ments. Trace hairlines are seen with effort and a tiny tick

Liberty's chest. Early die state with a thin reverse die cracl

the E of STATES.

From Heritage's Sale, November 1, 2005, Lot 871.

#004527

U.S. LIBERTY SEATED DIMES.

Rare Proof-64 1837 Liberty Seated lOd:

432 1837 Liberty Seated, Large Date. Proof-64 (NGC). Sharp

struck. The devices are frosty and the fields and beautiful

reflective. The central areas exhibit pale champagne iridt

cence deepening to rose, violet, and blue peripherally. Tf

piece shows Breen's criteria for Proof dimes of the year, ha

ing a sharp spur at the rim above the first T in STATES ai

a faint die scratch extending from the reverse rim at 12:(

passing through the letters ES in STATES and touching t;

O in OR Breen reports a mintage of 30 Proofs for the issi

presumably for distribution to various Mint officers ai

visiting dignitaries. Coin collecting didn't become popul

in the U.S. until the late 1850s, and accordingly many I’n.^

issues of the 1830s and 1840s aa' of the greatest rarity.

NGC Census: 11; 6 finer (l’roof-h7 finest).

#004718
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433 1838 Partial Drapery. MS-63 (NGC). Mottled lilac, gray, and magenta iridescence over lustrous silver fields. Nicely

struck. Not many of this early variety have been certified higher by NGC.
#004570

434 Quartette of certified dimes: 1840-0 No Drapery. AU-50 (PCGS) 1897 MS-65 (NGC) 1941 Proof-65 (NGC)

1945 MS-65 (NGC). Each is attractively toned, with gold, blue, and violet predominating. (Total: 4 pieces)

Gem Proof-65 1845 Dime

2x photo

435 1845 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A blazing white Gem having sharp frosty design elements and glittering mirror

fields. The status of this piece is unequivocal; a moment's examination is all that is needed to demonstrate that it

was indeed struck as a Proof presumably for distribution to a visiting dignitary or Mint officer; coin collectors were

few and far between in 1845. This piece is entirely consistent in style and appearance to Proofs coined in subsequent

decades. The date shows plain repunching at the 845, and hence comports with Breen's criteria for Proof dimes of

the date as described in his Encyclopedia of United States and Colonial Proof Coins, 1722-1989.

NGC Census; 2; 2 finer (Proof-67 finest).

It's reasonable to infer from available data that several Proof sets may have been prepared for distribution during the year, although Breen

was only able to account for three surviving sets when he wrote his above-mentioned Encyclopedia, including one described as containing only

the minor and silver denominations, and two other sets complete from the half cent through eagle. It's reasonable to infer that individual pieces

that appear at auction, such as the dime offered here, originated from similar sets that were broken up in the decades subsequent to issue.

#084732

436 1849-0 Large O. About Uncirculated-50. Strong underlying lustre on sparkling silver gray surfaces. Splashes of

neon blue gather on both sides. Large O mintmark, struck from a rotated reverse die as always seen for the listed

variety. A nice opportunity to obtain a fairly elusive issue.

Fortin-lOla. Rarify-6 in AU.

#004592

437 1853 No Arrows. MS-64 (NGC). The 1853 dime Without Arrows is similar in concept to the half dime offered earlier

in the present sale. It cost more than face value to create this dime in an era when silver bullion was expensive.

Only 95,000 were minted, of which most are presumed to have been melted near the time of issue, creating a rarity.

Delicate golden toning over lustrous surfaces. If the obverse is held at an angle to the light, some interesting clash

marks can be seen as transferred from the reverse.

From the Richmond Collection.

#004599
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Extremely Rare Proof 1853 With Arrows Dime

Ex. Ahwash Collection

438 1853 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Proof-63. Fortin-101, described on www.seateddimevarities.com as Rarity-8, Proof
Dies. A coin of dramatic rarity and great importance. Evenly reflective fields surround extremely crisp devices,

struck to full advantage. The surfaces are toned an attractive golden gray with a faint violet shade on the obverse
and richer champagne on the reverse. A wire rim surrounds the reverse from 10:00 to 4:00 or so while a less defined
wire rim is seen at the base of the obverse. Excellent visual appeal despite some scattered hairlines here and there.

Fine parallel planchet preparation lines run from northwest to southeast on the obverse and nearly vertically on
the reverse; they are clearly on the planchet and not the die, as the Proof Pittman specimen showed identical lines

with a slightly different orientation to the devices.

One of the great rarities in the Proof Seated series, with perhaps as few as three examples known. The two speci-

mens cited in all the standard literature are the Earle-Norweb-Lovejoy coin and the Pittman coin, both of which were
struck from the same dies as this example. The variety is easily identified by several obverse hallmarks, including a
recut left arrow and a raised die artifact on Liberty's chest. These dies are the first in Fortin's numbering sequence
for the date and, at Rarity-8, are the rarest of the 1853 marriages known to him — the second rarest is just Rarity-6.
This example shows clash marks on both sides that are identical to those found on the Pittman and Norweb coins.
Pittman's cost a princely $55 in 1946. In 1998, it realized an impressive $66,000.

While any With Arrows dime in Proof is an extreme rarity, this date is the King of that short-lived and elusive
type in Proof. David Akers, as knowledgeable as any living numismatist on Proofs of this era, estimates that only 3
or 4 true Proof strikes were known. The present piece was once owned by noted author and Seated dime specialist
Kam Ahwash, who identified it as a Proof. With its fine eye appeal and complete list of the technical characteristics
one would seek in a Proof, it will be a highlight in its next cabinet.

Purchasedfrom Kamal Ahwash on August 19, 1981; our sale ofMarch 1996, Lot 276
#004603

439 1853-0 Arrows. AU.55 (NGC). Medium steel gray with nice lustre, rich electric blue, and gold peripheries. Free
o serious mar s c cspte its brief stay in circulation. Much scarcer in high grades than its mintage of 1.1 million

certified fewer than two dozen 1853-0 Arrows dimes at AU-55 or finer.
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Very Rare Proof 1854 Arrows Dime
An Extremely Rare Type in Proof

440 1854 Arrows. Proof-64 (PCGS). A rare issue of great importance, particularly vital to those assembling sets of type

coins in Proof format. Nicely reflective fields show fine toning in deep gray and gold, a bit richer at the peripheries

where some hints of blue and violet may be seen. Excellent eye appeal, strong technical quality with just some

minor hairlines noted under magnified scrutiny. A wire rim is noted around much of the obverse, particularly

prominent atop that side. Boldly struck everywhere, fine detail, squared sides to legends and design elements, a

very crisp rendition of this denomination.

Breen noted just eight distinct specimens of this date in Proof that he knew of, though Breen's lists occasionally

include duplication. Our Starr sale cited the Norweb, Bareford, and Eliasberg coins in addition to the one then

offered, pedigreed to a 1943 Morgenthau (Raymond and Macallister) sale. This specimen is not among those four

pieces, though it may be the example sold in the 1964 Brand-Lichtenfels sale, based on some similar toning patterns.

Pittman owned the Allenburger coin. In his fine work in the Pittman sale catalogue, David Akers noted that, "this

is a much more rare issue than many realize and no more than 10-12 Proofs are known."

For those that collect Proofs by type, this With Arrows dime is of great significance. Only this date and the 1855

could be called collectible; the 1853 With Arrows issue is extremely rare. Specimens sell at infrequent intervals, and

the good quality and aesthetic appeal make this an important opportunity.

PCGS Population: 4; 3 finer (Proof-65 CAM finest).

#004743

Important Mint State 1858-S Dime

Fortin: "Rarity-7+" in Uncirculated

Among Three Finest Seen by NGC

441 1858-S MS-61 (NGC). Frosty steel gray with lighter high points and with plenty of mint glow in the protected areas.

From a small mintage of 60,000 pieces, most of which saw heavy duty in commerce on the West Coast, the end result

a current population of VG to VF coins, with not many finer than that known. As noted at the seateddimevarieties.

com website, "1858-S dimes are very scarce in any grade. In grades of VF or better, 1858-S dimes are more difficult

to locate than either the 1856-S or 1859-S dates. This date is extremely rare in Mint State." Indeed, the website gives

this date a Rarity-7-E listing.

NGC Census: 1; 2 finer (MS-65 finest).

Fortin-102. "The date punch on Obverse 2 is level with respect to the base. Stars 8 and 9 exhibit die defects between their points that face

Liberty's arm. The region between the star points is filled on Star 8 and partially filled on Star 9. Die chips are present around stars 3 through

6. Reverse B exhibits a Medium S mintmark that is well centered both horizontally and vertically."

#004618

:'s
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442

443

444

1860-0 Net Very Fine-20; sharpness of Choice Extremely Fine-45, rough. A deeply toned example of this

elusive New Orleans issue, struck in the first year when UNTIED STATES OF AMERICA replaced the

obverse stars in the design type. Deep smoky lilac-gray with deeper high points. A pleasing arms-length

coin, though careful examination under low magnification reveals some faint granularity to the surfaces,

perhaps the result of some time spent in the ground. A rare date, one that saw a production run of just

40.000 pieces, most of which circulated to grades well below that presently offered.

#004632

1864 Proof-65 (NGC). Pale rose devices set against gunmetal-blue fields. One of only 470 Proofs of the

date struck, the second lowest annual production figure in the series, 1859 through 1891.

#004757

1866 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Frosty motifs and mirrored fields display even, deep

champagne on the obverse, with some deep, fiery orange at the bottom of the reverse. From a small mint-

age for the date of just 8,000 pieces, the second lowest mintage figure in the entire Liberty Seated dime
series, 1837-1891. A pleasing example of the date and grade, one that may be conservatively graded on
our part.

Fortin-102c. Rarity-6+ in Mint State.

#004643

Impressive AU-50 1871-CC Dime
Classic Liberty Seated Rarity

1871-CC AU-50 (NGC). Medium gray toning with delicate pink, gold, and lilac iridescent highlights. The
surfaces are devoid of notable flaws. The 1871-CC is the first dime struck at the Carson City Mint, and only
20,100 examples were produced. The proportion of survivors is surprisingly small relative to the mintage,
evidently less than 1%. It s widely supposed that only a small proportion of the original mintage was
distributed into circulation; perhaps the undistributed supply remained in storage vaults for a tew years
on|y to be melted into bullion when Congress changed the weight of the denomination to 2.50 grams in

Small silver denominations were apparently spurned in the West during the early 1870s. Half dimes wem never coined at the
Carson City Mint, and dimes and quarters were only produced in small numbers prior to 1875. Carson City, during the period fmm
1870 through 1874, emphasized the production of half dollars, which we infer served as "small chance" for the melon

ifnndA:;.i ^ ^
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Rare 1873-CC Arrows Dime
Elusive at AH Grade Levels

1871-CC NET VF-20, sharpness of VF-35, but rather rough

as often seen on this issue. A few light surface abrasions,

and light porosity consistent with a piece that has been

subjected to harsh environmental conditions. The coin is

generally uniform light gray with some deeper toning in

the protected recesses near the rims, and as such it is not

unattractive all things considered. Good sharpness remains. 449

A rare issue, one of only 20,100 pieces struck, and always in

high demand.
#004654

1873 No Arrows, Close 3. Gem Brilliant Proof-65. Here is a

stunning example with vibrant rose and electric blue toning

clinging to the rims. The central areas of the coin are a pale

golden color. The devices are well impressed and somewhat

frosty and sit upon icy smooth fields. A wonderfully eye ap- 450

pealing example.
#004766

Memorable 1873-CC Arrows Dime

NGC Graded AU-55

1873-CC Arrows. VF-20 (NGC). Medium silver gray surfaces

on both sides, with some roughness, the last taken into con-

sideration by NGC when assigning the grade.

The 1873-CC With Arrows dime is elusive at any and all

grade levels, as reflected by the fact that NGC has graded only

six finer, never mind that the highest is all the way at MS-65.

For most Liberty Seated specialists, an 1873-CC With Arrows

dime at this level will represent a very nice acquisition.

NGC Censu.s: 7; 6 finer (MS-65 finest).

#004666

1873-CC Arrows. Very Good-8. Finer than most seen of this

elusive issue with cleaner surfaces and no real problems. The

fields have dark russet patina surrounding the devices while

the majority of the coin is a natural silver color. All letters of

LIBERTY are present, but a couple are weak. For the collector

who demands quality.

From Bowers and Merena's Robert W. ScJnvan Collection, Oc-

tober 2000, Lot 603.

#004665

1873-CC Arrows. AU-55 (NGC). Gunmetal-gray toning exhib-

its pink, blue, and gold iridescent accents. Much satiny lustre

survives in the fields. Sharply struck in virtually all areas. An
issue that's made doubly desirable by the fact that it has a

low mintage, just 18,791 pieces, combined with the status of

a fwo-year design type. Walter Breen described the variety as

"Very Rare" in all grades and "prohibitively rare above VF."

Significantly, fewer than 100 examples have been certified by

the two major grading services combined, and the vast majority

of these are graded Very Fine or less. Once this piece crosses

the auction block, when will there be another opportunity to

acquire an example of comparable quality?

NGC Cen.sus: 1; 3 finer (MS-65 finest).

#004666

1874-CC Dime Rarity

451 1874-CC Arrows. EF DETAILS (NCS), "Corroded." Graded

by the Numismatic Conservation Service (affiliated with

NGC) as having EF details, this piece appears to have been

lightly oxidized in its day, although we do not know. The

result is a coin that now is a mixture of gray and lilac, over

slighfly porous surfaces, buf with the lettering, designs, and

mintmark boldly defined. As fhere are a number of variables,

intending bidders should either study the illustration ver\

carefully or examine the coin in person. In anv season the

1874-CC is a raritv in the Liberh' Seated dime series,

#004669

'S 121
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452 1878 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). A sparkling cameo Gem that is 456

among the half dozen finestCAM examples of the date certified

by PCGS. Frosty motifs, deep mirror fields, and rich golden

toning on both sides.

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAM).

#084775

1884 MS-65 (PCGS). Here is a sparkling example of this datyj

The lustre is intact and bathed in delicate golden yellow with a;

hint of teal. The surfaces are free of all but the most trivial signal

of chatter which are best seen with a strong loupe. Although

a common date, few survive as nice as the present example.

#004692

453

454

455

1878-CC MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and sharply struck, with a

hint of golden toning. An excellent example of the final Carson

City coinage of the series. The obverse is from a very early die

state, with some vertical die striae or finish lines visible (these

soon wore off as the die continued in use). Today the 1878-CC

is elusive enough to be viewed as a key issue in the series, but

enough are around that a Gem such as this is not priced out

of reach.

#004686

Colorful Gem Uncirculated 1882 Dime

1882 MS-67 (NGC). A frosty gem with rich cartwheel lustre

that supports broad swaths of electric blue, gold, and peach.

Nicely struck for the date with just a hint of weakness.
NGC Cen.sus: 24; 3 finer within any designation (all MS-68).

#004690

1885 Proof-66 (PCGS).A gorgeous Gem cameo Proof, though

such is not noted on the PCGS holder. Frosted motifs and mir4

rored fields display subtle golden hints on the obverse, while

the reverse peripheries spring to life with rich carmine, fiery

gold, and bright peach highlights. A visually enticing Genii

one of 930 Proofs of the date produced.
#004782

1891-0 MS-65 (NGC).A lovely example having frosty devices

and prooflike fields; there is no "PL" designation on the NGC

label, however. Both surfaces are medium gray with delight-

ful blue and gold highlights. Virtually all design features are

sharp, save for some of the minor reverse tassel details al

11:00. Coined during the final year of the Liberty Seated design

type.

#004707

I "H

457

458

Exceptional Gem 1884 Dime

1884 MS-67 (PCGS). An intense degree of cartwheel lustre

leaps from the satiny, brilliant surfaces of this sharply struck
Gem. Gorgeous, with a lot more going for it than just the as-

signed grade.

I’CGS Population: 20; 1 finer (MS-68).

tf(K)4692
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U.S. BARBER DIMES

1893 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty Gem, somewhat prooflike on the 464

obverse, with bold lustre and pale champagne toning.

#004800

Superb Gem Proof 1898 Dime

1898 Proof-67 (PCGS). A splendid coin with light golden ton-

ing on the obverse, medium gray and iridescent toning on the

reverse, over deeply mirrored surfaces. An absolutely pristine

piece which has not been dipped, cleaned, or improved, such

pieces being in the minority among coins offered on today's

market.

Only 735 Proofs were made of the 1898 dime, and far fewer

than 100 different examples could possibly survive today that

would equal this or come reasonably close. If you are building 466

a set of Proof Barber dimes, a challenging and interesting quest,

this will answer completely the desire for a special 1898.

PCGS Population: 11; 4 finer within any designation (Proof-68 DCAM
finest).

#004882

467

1904 MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant, frosty, and sharply struck. An
outstanding example of the issue, as it excels both technically

and aesthetically. Despite a large mintage of 14,601,027 pieces,

comparatively few have survived in Gem condition.

PCGS Population: 19; 8 finer (MS-66 finest).

#004833

1909 Proof-67 (PCGS). A delightful Gem warmly toned in

varied rainbow hues with blue, rose, violet, and gold predomi-

nating. The reverse, in particular, shows exceptional cameo

contrast. One of the finest survivors from an original Proof

mintage of just 650 pieces.

#004893

1910 MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty lustre. Lilac-gray toning in the

central areas deepens to orange gold and navy blue at the

borders. Magnification reveals a few trivial flecks.

#004854

1911 Proof-65 (PCGS). Light champagne toning over mirrorlike

surfaces. Well struck in all areas. A lovely example, somewhat
conservatively graded in our opinion, of a variety of which just

543 Proofs were struck. By any comparison to modem issues, this

piece is a prime rarity. With beauty, rarity, and sharpness com-

bined in one coin, this specimen is deserving of a strong bid.

#004895

1911 MS-66 (PCGS).A frosty Gem with intense cartwheel lustre

and a nuance of faint champagne iridescence. Boldly struck.

#004857

1911-S MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny and lustrous, nicely struck as

well. A touch of golden toning completes the picture.

#004859

1912 Brilliant Proof, nearly Choice-62, or finer. Plum toning

is interspersed with some neon blue color for an outstanding

look.A few light hairlines are present, but there are no problems

or signs of cleaning. An attractive example with the first glance

appeal of a higher grade.

#004896

1912-D MS-66 (PCGS). Sharp, frosty, and lustrous with rich

crimson and violet iridescence.

#004861

1915-S MS-66 (PCGS). A bright and lustrous Gem with a bold

strike and equally bold eye appeal. Pale champagne toning

highlights both sides. Among the 10 finest examples of the

date certified by PCGS, and rightfully so.

PCGS Population: 9; 1 finer (MS-67).

#004869

'S 123
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U.S. MERCURY DIMES

470 Trio of Mercury dimes MS-65 FB (NGC): 1916. Lustrous with rich golden rose and silver

gray at the peripheries 1917. Deep rich mottled gray over lustrous surfaces 1918. Rich

iridescent steel gray with rose highlights. (Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Uncirculated 1916-D Mercury lOd

471 1916-D Mercury. MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny Gem example of one of the prized rarities in the

Mercury dime series. Nicely struck and oh-so-close to a FB designation. Highly lustrous with

faint golden toning on both sides. The key date Mercury dime, an issue that saw a mintage

of 264,000 pieces, far and away the lowest production figure in the series. Always popular in

grades from AG-3 all the way up to Gem, as here, a perennial favorite with collectors. While

some examples with FB details have been certified finer than that offered here, among those

examples without the FB designation the present specimen ranks very high. An exceptional

opportunity if you have been waiting for that special Gem example of the date.

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer within the designation (MS-66).

#004906

Choice AU 1916-D Mercury 10(t

472

473

1916-D Mercury. AU-58 FB (NGC). Highly lustrous with a hint of warm lilac and champagne
toning. Nicely struck and devoid of marks of any consequence. One of the most popular and
eagerly sought rarities in the entire U.S. coinage spectrum. Collectors must go back to the

1894-S Barber dime rarity (24 pieces reportedly struck) to find a dime with a lower reported

mintage, and back to the 1886-S issue for a date with a smaller mintage that was actually made
in quantities for commercial distribution.

#004907

1916-D Mercury. VG-10 (PCGS). Medium gray toning with blushes of lilac and gold. Attrac-
tive for the grade.

#004906

SVA<
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Superb Gem MS-67 1917-D Dime
Full Bands

lx photo

474 1917-D MS-67 FB (NGC). Virtual perfection. The design features are about as sharp as could be desired including
the fasces rods and bands. All of the foliage details are boldly and deeply defined. The inscriptions are all sharp and
crisp. The lustre is satiny. Close examination under magnification reveals only the most trivial imperfections, none
of which are noticeable to the unaided eye. We suspect that this piece was specially made and set apart perhaps
on behalf of a lucky numismatist who had an occasion to visit the Mint during a free hour. Another explanation
for superb Gem examples such as this is that it may have been set aside for examination by the Annual Assay
Commission. Whatever its origin, we expect many generous bids from alert specialists. This piece is the first and
only 1917-D dime with a "FB" designation to be certified as MS-67 by NGC.

NGC Census: 1, none finer witliin tlie designation.

#004913

475 1917-S MS-65 FB (NGC). Frosty and mostly brilliant with a sprinkling of warm golden brown and navy blue.
#004915

Gorgeous Gem 1918-D Dime
MS-65 FB NGC

476 1918-D MS-65 FB (NGC). A satiny mattelike Gem with pale champagne toning and deeper golden hues on both

sides. Broadly expansive cartwheel lustre supports the lively toning and highlights the sharp quality of this beauti-

ful early Mercury dime. Indeed, the present specimen is among the eight finest FB examples of the date seen thus

far by NGC. Superb quality from top to bottom and side to side.

NCC Cen.sus: 7; 1 finer witliin tfie designation (MS-66 FB).

#004919
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477 1918-S MS-63 FB (PCGS). Extreme cartwheel lustre enriches

the pale champagne hues on this satiny Mercury dime. Cover

the grade with your thumb and you will probably come up

with a finer grade than that enumerated here.

ff004921

478 Three certified Mercury dimes MS-65 FB: 1919 (NGC).

Golden gray toning over lustrous surfaces 1920 (NGC). 43^

Richly mottled gray, gold, rose, and sky blue toning 1923

(PCGS). Lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces)

Extraordinary MS-65 1919-D Dime

Full Bands

2x photo

479 1919-D MS-65 FB (NGC). Sharply struck and frosty. Lovely

pale golden iridescence complements both surfaces. Despite

a mintage on nearly 10,000,000 pieces, it appears that all but

a tiny proportion were paid out into circulation. Only a few

rolls, amounting to perhaps a few hundred Uncirculated

examples, were set aside at the time of issue. Today, the vast

majority of Uncirculated 1919-D dimes are in MS-64 and

lower grades. Gem-quality examples, such as the lovely

specimen offered here, always create quite a stir when they

cross the auction block. Tied with five other examples for

finest certified by NGC.
NGC Census: 6; none finer within the designation.

The die state of the obverse is advanced on this specimen showing

radial die cracks at L, B, and T in LIBERTY; a fourth crack through the tip

of Liberty's bust truncation extends to the second T in TRUST.

#004925

482

483

484

485

480 1921 MS-65 FRB (Hallmark). Frosty lustre. Medium gray ton-

ing with pink and champagne iridescent highlights. A sprin-

kling of charcoal gray is noted on both surfaces. Although most
central design features are sharp, a touch of striking softness

is noted at the borders, especially at the tops of the letters of

LIBERTY. The 1921 is scarce in all grades, and has always been
highly esteemed by specialists in Uncirculated grade. Worth a

generous bid from the advanced specialist.

a(X)4955

Beautiful MS-65 1921-D Dime

Full Bands

1921-D MS-65 FB (NGC). A splendid specimen that excels in

all categories. The strike is sharp, the lustre is satiny, the toivi

ing is golden with wisps and tinges of vivid blue and violet,

and the eye appeal is superb. Although the specialist might be

able to find a few other examples having comparable technical,

grades, it's doubtful that any could exceed the attractiveness'

of this beauty.

The 1921-D is notable for having the second lowest production figuiein

the Mercury dime series after the 1916-D; only 1,080,000 were minted.

#004937

Quartette of Mercury dimes grading MS-65 FB (NGC):

1924. Deep rich iridescent magenta on the obverse; reverse

deep rich golden rose 1926. Deep rich mottled golden brown

over lustrous surfaces 1927. Satiny lustre with delicate rose)

gold highlights 1928. Lustrous with delicate mottled golden

gray toning. (Total: 4 pieces)

1924-D MS-65 FB (NGC).A lovely, satiny Gem exhibiting palf

champagne iridescence with blushes and wisps of vivid rosf

and blue

#004945

1925 MS-65 FB (NGC). Frosty lustre. The obverse is most!

brilliant with a sprinkling of golden brown. The reverse e)i

hibits pale golden gray iridescence.

#004949

1926-D MS-65 FB (NGC). Sharply struck and satiny. Bol

surfaces exhibit pale golden gray iridescence with lilac a

cents. Splashes of charcoal gray can be seen at the reveh

border. Another issue that was minted in large quantity

but not extensively preserved in Uncirculated grade; porha)

1,000 pieces would be a reasonable estimate of the surviMf

Mint State population. Gem-qualitv examples, such as t!

piece offered here, constitute just a small proportion of

Uncirculated population, and accordingly command h'l

premiums.
#004957
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494

1928-

S MS-65 FB (NGC). Satiny and attractive. Partially bril-

liant with blushes of champagne and golden brown. Most
design features are sharp.

#004971 495

Two Mercury dimes grading MS-65 FB (NGC): 1929. Lus-

trous with splashes of rich golden brown on both surfaces

1929-

S. Lustrous with traces of delicate silver gray and golden
toning. (Total: 2 pieces)

Pair of Mercury dime grading MS-65 FB (NGC); 1931.

Lustrous with mottled golden gray toning 1931-D. Lustrous

rich rose with hints of sky blue and gold. (Tofal; 2 pieces)

Set of Mercury dimes. 1941-1945 PDS. Choice Brilliant Un-
circulated-63 to Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A beautiful

selection of blasf whife coins that is sure to please. All of the

coins are lustrous and many are struck fully enough to display

fully split bands. Housed in a Capital Plastics holder. (Total:

15 pieces)

Selection of dimes grading MS-65 FB (NGC): 1941-D (2).

One mislabeled as 1941 1942 1942-D 1943 1943-D

1943-S 1944 1944-D 1945-D 1945-S Micro S. (Total: 11

pieces)

1942 Proof-67 (PCGS). Desirable for the band of iridescent

toning around the obverse rim, with the centers white save

for a typical layer of light haze. The strike is virtually perfect,

and the surfaces are a delight to study.

#005077

Trio of Mercury dimes grading MS-65 FB (NGC): 1934-D.

Lustrous with splashes of motfled iridescent rainbow toning on
both surfaces 1935. Lustrous with just a whisper of golden

highlights and silver gray toning 1935-D. Rich rose-gray

over both surfaces. (Tofal: 3 pieces)

Selection of Mercury dimes grading MS-65 FB (NGC), except

where noted: 1936. Lustrous with hints of delicate silver

gray 1936-D. Satiny lustre with hints of rose 1936-S MS-65
FB (PCGS). Lustrous golden surfaces 1937. Lusfrous with

splashes of delicate gray 1937-D. Deep rich mottled silver

gray on both surfaces 1937-S. Lustrous with rich golden

gray at the peripheries 1938. Lustrous with faint silver gray

speckling 1938-D. Delicate silver gray with just a whisper of

sky blue highlights 1939-D. Mislabeled as 1929-D on holder. 497
Obverse with rose-gray toning and golden highlights; reverse

with golden toning at the rim. (Total: 9 pieces)

1936-S MS-67 FB (PCGS). Brilliant and deeply lustrous. Splen-

did!

#005003

Group of Mercury dimes grading MS-65 FB (NGC): 1939

1939-D 1940 1940-D (2) 1940-S 1941-D. Each is lus-

trous with various shades of delicafe toning. (Total: 7 pieces)

1939-D MS-68 FB (PCGS). A glorious example of fhis com-

mon dafe that boasts rich coppery gold toning with iridescent

traces near the rims. The strike is outstanding and the surfaces 498

approach perfection. An opportunity to set aside a delightful

and colorful superb Gem.
#005019

Mint State 1942/1-D Mercury Dime

photo

1942/l-D MS-62 FB (PCGS). This coin is white with ample
lustre to please the eye and a bold strike which fully brought
up the central reverse bands. Examination of fhe surfaces fails

to discover more than scattered chatter ticks and a thin hair-

line or two; this should please most collectors. Curiously this

overdate is not quite as strong as that seen on the Philadelphia

version, and is available in approximately the same number
in most grades. The tail of the 1 is clearly present below the

2, and the 4 is sharply doubled from the slightly misaligned

1941 hub that was first used to create the die. Always in strong

demand and a key date that is lacking from most collections.

#005041

1944-D MS-68 FB (PCGS). An exceptional Gem with robust

cartwheel lustre, faint golden hues, and a bold, crisp strike.

No examples graded finer by PCGS or NGC.
#005053
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tT^wfnty cents

499 1875 Proof-63 (ANACS). Lovely halo toning, no doubt from a Wayte Raymond National Album, encircles this

Proof 1875, a representative from the first year of issue of the denomination. Some scattered marks are seen in the

fields, but are mostly masked by the patination. The halo of blue around the outside gradually changes to magenta,

then to silver toward the center.
.

. •

The twenty cent piece is the shortest lived of all American denominations, being produced for circulation only m 1875 and 1876, then m

Proof format in 1877 and 1878.

#005303

500 1875-CC MS-62 (NGC). Subdued cartwheel lustre supports pale golden toning on both sides. Some striking weakness

present, not at all uncommon for the date. The only collectible Carson City Mint issue in this short-lived series—the

only other issue from that mint, the 1876-CC, is considered to be one of America s most important numismatic

rarities. The 1875-CC, however, is typically available to any and all who desire an example, and finds its way into

advanced U.S. type sets.

#005297

Gem 1875-S Twenty Cents

501 1875-S MS-65 (PCGS). A particularly nice example, this 1875-S has better striking than is normally seen on this

variety, including at the center of the stars and on the eagle's wings. Satiny lustre is seen on both sides, light silver

with splashes of magenta and blue. A lovely coin.

#005298

1876 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Highly reflective fields are chiefly brilliant but show some subtle milky
champagne toning with some deeper splashes atop the reverse. Perhaps dipped long ago, some faint hairlines

and a single microscopic pit are noted in the right obverse field. While some other light lines may be seen under
magnification, the detail is superb and the basic eye appeal is clo.se to Gem (.lualitv.

#(K)53n4
r r 1 .
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U.S. QUARTERS

U.S. DRAPED BUST QUARTERS

High-Grade 1796 Quarter

503 1796 Browning-1. Rarity-5. Choice About Uncirculated-55. This is the scarcer die pairing of the two known varieties

of 1796 quarters. The strike is better than average on Liberty and the stars, with strong definition on her curls. The
denticles are also bold surrounding the rim. On the reverse fine and shallow adjustment marks are present through
the clouds and eagle's head with traces elsewhere through the legend. As always the eagle's head is softly struck as

this area was opposite Liberty's ample bust. The toning is quite pretty, with a blush of pastel blue, red, and russet

mixed over the fields and rims while the centers are brighter silver-gray. Minor hairlines are present on both sides.

A thin die crack extends up through the "1" in the date and the lump from the denticle nearly touches the post of

fhe "E" in LIBERTY.

For identification purposes there is a small shallow pit in the field between Liberty's eye and the ninth star.

The edge milling is typically weak, apparently imparted by the collar as opposed to the Casting machine as long

believed. Early half dimes, dimes and quarters have notoriously weak milling as the strike from the screw press

was scarcely able to bring up the design, and rarely imparted a complete milled or reeded edge to any of these

early coins. Early gold issues often suffered a similar fate of incomplete reeding. Further studies on collars and
reeded edges at the early U.S. Mint are pending. All in all, this is a satisfying example of this important first and
only year this type was issued.

#005310

504 1806 Browning-2. Rarity-2. VG-10 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Toned back long ago with dark peripheral blue

and russet, particularly on the obverse, the centers remain bright. Later die state with clashing evident and a crack

through the right side of fhe reverse.

Incorrectly labeled as 50(t on holder.

#006071

Lustrous 1807 Quarter

505 1807 Browning-1. Rarity-2. AU-53 (PCGS). A lustrous and attractive example of the 1807 B-1 quarter dollar, and the

last year of the relatively short-lived Draped Bust obverse in combination with Heraldic Eagle reverse. Light silver

surfaces on both sides are accented by delicate gold. The striking, sometimes as flat as a pancake for quarter dollars

of this particular type, is significantly above average, making this a piece the specialist will trulv appreciate.

#005316
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U.S. CAPPED BUST QUARTERS

Mint State 1818/5 Capped Bust Quarter

High-Grade 1822 25/50 Capped Bust Quarter

506 1818/5 Browning-1. Rarity-2. MS-62 (NGC). Light silver gray

with some lustre in the fields. Traces of gold have formed

around the rims, and the strike was sharp on Liberty s curls

and the eagle, with just a touch of softness on the high points.

The 5 beneath the 8 is faint but can be seen with a loupe. An

important overdate which is seldom offered in Mint State but

can be obtained with patience.

#005323

510 1822 B-2 Rarity-5. 25/50C VF-30 (PCGS). Light steel gray

surfaces with faint traces of darker gray outlining the devices

and lettering. The strike was sharp for this issue with no signs

of softness in the design elements. The wear is even and all

the important features remain clear. There is a minor, long

hairline scratch from above Liberty's cap to the rim, through

her cap between RT of LIBERTY, fades out over her jaw (wear

related), then reappears down the field above her bust to the

rim. This hairline is light enough that it can scarcely be seen

with the unaided eye, but it is noteworthy. Curiously this

scratch was catalogued as "die crack" in the past on this exact

coin, showing how no two cataloguers see exactly the same

thing when examining a particular coin. While the major-

ity of known examples are tied up in advanced die variety

collections, this bungled reverse die has long been popular

with collectors in general since being included in the Guide

Book many years ago, hence demand always remains strong,

particularly for a high mid-grade example like the present

coin. While a handful of Mint State and even a couple of

Proofs are known, such coins are well beyond the means ot

most collectors. The combineci number gradeti between the

two services is a paltry 18 coins; of course a number of others

remain uncertified in variety collections, but the total number

is probably no more than 50 examples. Further research is

forthcoming on these popular Capped Bust quarters with a

completely revised update on the Browning variety book aiul

detailed Condition Census information has been gathea'd

for a number of years by specialists Rory Rae, Jim Koenigs,

and Glenn Peterson (and others). Tliese early quarters an.’

finally being recognized for their raritv and prices have Ixvn

anything but stagnant the past several years.

I’LXiS I’opiilatiinv 4; 3 tinor (MS-h5 tlnostE

«()11.5333

507

508

1818

Browning-3. Rarity-2. Very Choice About Uncirculated-

58. Toned with deep russet gray favoring the rims with the

centers lighter silver-gray. Clean surfaces in general although

a few minor hairlines are seen beneath the toning. Later die

state with extensive clashing evident and the ever-present die

crack through the lowest arrowhead to the shield. Identifiable

by a small nick touching the ball of the 5 and a minor edge tic

above the peak of Liberty's cap.

#005322

1819 Browning-3. Rarity-1. Small 9. VF-30 DETAILS
(ANACS), "cleaned." A decent coin that has minor evidence

of cleaning that lies mostly in the light silver color. No surface

problems are seen, and the strike was sharp enough bring up
the devices. Traces of lustre survives around the stars and leg-

ends. Note the strong doubling on the 5 of the denomination,

a feature unique to this reverse die.

#005325

1820 Browning-3. Rarity-3. VF-20 DETAILS (ANACS),
"scratched." Toned dark gray on the obverse, a bit lighter

gray on the reverse. There are several shallow scrapes and
scratches surrounding the eagle's head which blend well into

thr surfaces.

Si'130
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Rare 1823/2 Capped Bust Quarter

2x photo

1 1823/2 B-1. Rarity-6. Sharpness of AG-3, but repaired and
tooled. Close examination of this very rare coin finds thin

hairline scratches from the tooling in the left obverse field and
on the corresponding section of the reverse. Perhaps the coin

was slightly bent and nearly straightened and minor damage
was smoothed over in those areas. Evidence of heating is pres-

ent as the surfaces show moderate roughness particularly near

the rims, and this evidence should be expected on a coin of

this quality. Nevertheless, the rims are virtually full and only

a couple of obverse stars are weak on the lower left where

some past nicks or damage have been smoothed. Liberty is

fully outlined, IBERTY is clear on her headband and all digits

of the date are clear to the unaided eye, including evidence

of the underdigit 2 below the 3. On the reverse NITE is weak
or missing as that area exhibits tooling and smoothing. Most

of the legend is worn to the rim at the tops of the letters but

the scroll, eagle, and denomination are all clearly defined.

The diagnostic broken bottom arrowhead and upper shaft

show the expected engraving blunder as that punch must

have been damaged prior to making this reverse die. Medium

silver-gray with traces of coppery gold in the reverse fields.

While obviously a less than perfect example of this date, recent

offerings in the past few years have been eagerly gathered up
by a specialist and collectors have had to put off buying an

example until another day. Perhaps this coin will find its way
into an advanced collection and form one of the cornerstones

of a variety collection.

It doesn't take a rocket scientist to know that the reported mintage of

17,800 quarters for the year 1823 clearly included quarters of other dates. It

was routine for the Philadelphia Mint to use dies until they were no longer

serviceable, in other words cracked so badly or with pieces missing that the

dies could no longer be used to strike coins. The real mintage was obviously

quite tiny, as so few examples of this issue have survived. To date a total of 25

examples have been graded between the two services, which likely includes

some duplication as coins have migrated from one service to the other in

search of a higher grade. Although long considered a Rarity-6 with 13-30

known in all, it is possible it may drop a bit once the current studies of all

known examples are tabulated, or quite possibly the rarity will be confirmed.

Collecting pressure has always been strong for this date as so few are offered

and examples are needed by date, variety, and raritv collectors alike.

#005334

1825/3 Browning-2. Rarity-2. MS-61 (NGC). Toned with speck- 513

led dark gold around the peripheries and silver centers with

russet and blue tints, all of which come alive when examined

under a light. The strike is average for this issue with minor

rounded softness on the high points of the design. Minor

handling ticks are present on both sides none of which are

noteworthy. All in all this is an attractive coin that is worthy

of a high-grade variety collection.

#005338

1825/3 Browning-2. Rarity-2. MS-60 DETAILS (ANACS),
"cleaned." Toned back with a reasonably attractive mix of

pale blue, purple and gold on both the obverse and reverse.

The strike is bold throughout, and the surfaces show just mi-

nor evidence of past cleaning, a minor transgression bv anv

standards. Most of the lustre remains intact; a coin that should

please most specialists.

#005336
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517 1838 Browning-1. Rarity-1. Capped Bust. MS-63 (PCGS). ^

few trivial scuffs in the lustre are seen with a magnifier bul

the quality is certainly compelling for this date. Bright and at

tractive with a sharp strike on all but two of the obverse star!

and the devices are all strongly impressed. No rim marks oi

significant bagmarks are present and the coin exudes lustn

and strong eye appeal. A later die state with both die clashinj

and faint die crack present on Liberty's bust. Final year of is

sue from the Bust quarter series as the Seated quarters wen

struck in later months of 1838. A coin with attractive appea

and a solid pedigree.

From our sale of the Milton A. Holmes Collection, April 196(1

Lot 2955.

#005357

515 1834 Browning-1. Rarity-1. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63.

With the initial look of a Proof coin as the fields are reflective,

but the rims are not squared off enough and the die polishing

does not extend into the recessed devices, and thus it is simply

an early striking. Toned with a splash of gold in the lower

right field and upper right on the obverse, the reverse more
evenly toned light gray with hints of gold starting to play into

the fields. Moderate field hairlines keep the grade from Gem.
This reverse die was first used to coin the 1833 Browning-2
variety and shows unusual repunching on the eagle's talons

and on OF A. These repunchings were apparently lapped off

the die when clash marks were removed and are not seen on
later die states of this variety. A trace of die rust is found over
the eagle's head.

a005353

Suggestions for Mail Bidders

Mail your bid sheet as early as possible

Check your bid sheet carefully

Don't bid more than you want to pay!

Ink is best for writing bids.

Reflective 1834 Browning 1 Quarter

Frosty Mint State 1838 Bust Quarter

1828 Browning-1. Rarity-1. Choice About Uncirculated-55 but

the surfaces are altered by a harsh cleaning which is partially

covered over by milky toning but hairlines persist. The strike

was sharp and the surfaces otherwise reflective. A scattering

of dark specks are noted on both sides.

#005342

1837 Browning-2. Rarity-1. AU-58 DETAILS (ANACS),'

"cleaned-retoned." As so often seen the surfaces were cleanect

in the past and in this particular case the coin has toned back

rather vivid and intense teal with a mix of rose-gold on both

sides. The strike is full and complete, with bold definition on

the eagle's claws and obverse stars. Minor hairlines are presen

and lustre is noted through the stars.
|

#005356
!
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U.S. LIBERTY SEATED QUARTERS

Lustrous 1838 Quarter Dollar

1838 Liberty Seated. MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny, lustrous surfaces 522

are seen on both sides of this attractive coin. Light golden ton-

ing with some splashes of brown. On the obverse the stars at

the right are lightly struck, while other details, including the

feathers on the eagle on the reverse, are sharp. Important as the

first year of issue in the Liberty Seated series, without drapery at

elbow, as all this year. Although the motif was an innovation at

the time, it attracted no public attention, and there is no record

of even small groups being saved as souvenirs.

#005391

1842 Large Date. Choice Brilliant LJncirculated-63. Reflective

surfaces on both sides have been gracefully toned with golden

shades that blend into violet and blue, more eye-catching on

the obverse than reverse. Some hairlines may be seen hidden

in the toning under careful examination and a thin scratch is 523
seen under stars 6 and 7. Light contact marks bespeak minor

handling. The visual appeal is pleasing.

#005401

1842 Large Date. MS-61 (NGC). A very nicely struck example

with excellent details on both sides, including the star points.

Miss Liberty's hair, and the eagle's feathers. The toning is in a

halo effect around the border, from an old time album, electric

blue and magenta at the rims, silver at the center. Not often

encountered in this grade or higher.

#005401

1845 Choice Brilliant LJncirculated-63. Bold cartwheel lustre

encircles both sides, mostly brilliant silver gray with pleasing

light toning that is richest at obverse periphery. Some light

hairlines are seen, truly trivial, and the coin has the overall look ^24

of a higher grade. A natural planchet streak is seen across the

ankles of Liberfy fo star 13. The dies are cracked on both sides,

adding interest under a glass. A crack from the rim under the

date connects to other cracks that link the stars on the obverse.

The reverse shows even more thorough cracks, with a rim cud

over TATE, a nice retained cud over ERIA of AMERICA, and

a lighter crack that connects most of STATES OF.

#005408

1849 MS-64 (NGC). Among fhe half dozen finest examples of

the date certified by NGC. Warm golden gray surfaces with

rich electric blue and faint rose iridescence on both sides.

Nicely struck for the date, with a few old scattered though

well-hidden marks no doubt accounting for the assigned

grade. A choice and appealing early Liberty Seated quarter

dollar.

NGC Census: 4; 2 finer (both MS-65).

#005413

Mint State 1853-0 Quarter

Arrows and Rays

1853-0 Arrrows and Rays. MS-61 (NGC). Although this piece

is "only" MS-61, Mint State coins are sufficiently elusive that

only 12 have been certified higher by NGC. The present piece

is well struck on both sides, with superb details including the

star centers. Miss Liberty's hair, and the feathers of the eagle.

The toning on the obverse is a mixture of blue, magenta, and

silver, while the reverse is blue and gold around the borders,

changing to magenta, then to light gold at the centers.

#005428

Elusive 1854-0 Arrows Quarter

Huge O Variety

1854-0 Arrows. Net Choice Very Fine-30; sharpness of

Exfremely Fine-40, lightly cleaned long ago, central obverse

scratches. Bright silver gray with some deeper toning high-

lights beginning in the recessed areas. The rare and popular

variety with a huge, donut-shaped O mintmark, grotesque

and out of proportion; indeed, the mintmark is larger than

the letters in QUAR. DOT. Heavy die crumbling at AR. D in

denomination, as always seen for this rare varietv.

#005433

's
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525

526

527

528

Lustrous AU-58 1856-S Quarter

Large S Over Small S Mintmark

1856-S Large S/Small S. Breen-4010. AU-58 (NGC). The variety designation is obvious, but is not noted on the

NGC holder. Warmly and attractively toned in intermingled pink, lilac, and blue. Most of the original satiny mint

lustre srill survives. Walter Breen describes the Large S Over Small S variety as "very rare," and notes that it was

discovered by William Cutler Atwater before 1946. At the time Walter Breen's Encyclopedia was published in 1988,

only low-grade examples were known; the presently offered piece is certainly an exception, and ranks among the

finest extant of the variety, perhaps even the best surviving example. Larry Briggs noted in 1991: "Large S/Small S

reverse is the rarest variety of this year and unknown in Mint State. Approximately 10-15% of all 1856-S quarters

appear to be Large S/ Small S variety." An important variety on an coin that would be considered rare and important

for its grade even without the unusual variety.

NGC Census for the date: 4; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

#005440

1857 MS-64 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre supports deep golden gray iridescence on both sides. Splashes of

crimson and electric blue add to the overall appeal. Horizontal planchet striations at the center on both sides, no

doubt the result of planchet preparation at the Mint.
#005442

1859 Proof-64 (PCGS). Deep golden gray with highly reflective mirrors and frosty motifs. A rich amalgam of pale

electric blue and deep gold gather on the obverse, while the reverse is aglow with varied rose and blue highlights.

From a Proof mintage for the date of 800 pieces.
#005555

Gem Uncirculated 1861 Quarter

1861 MS-65 (NGC). Warm golden surfaces with strong underlying lustre and great overall eye appeal. .A sharp and
pleasing example of a date that is otherwise plentiful in grades less tlian MS-65

«(H)5454
^
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529 1861 MS-64 (PCGS). Whirling cartwheel lustre supports halos of electric blue and deep carmine on satiny pearlescent

surfaces. Nicely struck.

#005454

530 1864 Proof-63 (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and mirrored fields with even pale champagne highlights. One of just

470 Proofs struck of this Civil War issue.

#005560

531 1865 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Deep Cameo. Wonderfully frosty devices contrast beautifully against the

chrome-like fields. The obverse displays a golden tone which becomes more pronounced near the rims. The reverse

displays vibrant rose and neon blue color clinging to the rims. The strike is needle sharp adding to the pleasing

allure. A coin with magnificent eye appeal.

#005561

Superb Gem Proof-67 1870 Quarter

532 1870 Proof-67 (NGC). A stunning Gem having delightful cameo contrast, but without any CAMEO designation on

the NGC label. The strike is superb, with virtually all design features boldly and deeply rendered. The obverse is

brilliant at the center with golden brown, violet, blue, and lilac bull's-eye toning peripherally. The reverse exhibits

intermingled rosy gold and turquoise iridescence. The Proof mintage for the year was a scant 1,000 pieces, and

superb Gem quality survivors are the rarest of the rare.

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

#005569

S
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Famous 1870-CC Quarter Dollar Rarity

Choice Extremely Fine-45

533 1870-CC Choice Extremely Fine-45. A greatly prized rarity from the first year of Carson Cify Mint production, a

date that saw just 8,340 pieces produced. Warm lilac-gray surfaces display a rich array of rose, peach, and electric

blue toning. A few fainf marks become apparent under low magnification, but the overall appeal is substantial to

the unaided eye. Within the Liberty Seated quarter dollar series there are rarities, then there are dates such as the

1870-CC, dates that bear extra demand owing to the nature of fhe dafe and mint of issue. All fhings considered, a

very aftracfive 1870-CC quarter dollar is about to cross the auction block.

#005477

1870-CC Rarity

First Carson City Issue

534 1870-CC VF DETAILS (NCS), "Improperly cleaned." By any evaluation—decades ago or today in 2007—the

1870-CC is one of the foremost rarities in the quarter dollar series. In the year they were struck at the Carson City
Mint, no record was kept of even a single piece being saved as a souvenir. Af fhe fime fhe Minf Collecfion did nof
deliberately seek mintmarks, and thus one was not deposited there.

The present piece is graded by NGC, and has been conserved to create an attractive coin overall, with medium
gray and lilac toning. The surfaces have some granularity, but not necessarily any more intense than various other
quarter dollars and especially, dimes from the early years of the Carson City Mint. A fairly sharp coin fhaf will be
just right in a specialized collection, and no doubt valued for less than a non-conserved piece of similar appearance
might be.

#005477
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Very Choice Uncirculated 1875-CC 25c;

535 1875-CC MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with rich cartwheel lustre and pale champagne on both sides. Nicely

struck with just a hint of weakness at certain stars and IN GOD. The present specimen, one of 140,000 examples of

the date struck, is among the eight finest examples of the date seen thus far by PCGS. A pleasing coin, attractive

for the grade and liable to entice serious bidding competition.

PCGS Population: 6; 2 finer (both MS-65).

#005499

536 Selection of quarter dollars: 1876-S Seated Liberty. Choice About Uncirculated-55. Delicate frosty gray over

lustrous surfaces 1911 Barber. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Satiny silver with lovely golden rose highlights

1934 Washington. Medium Motto. Type II. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous with delicate golden

highlights 1947-D Washington. Gem Brilliant LJncirculated-65. Satiny lustre with a splash of rich silver gray on the

reverse 1951-S Washington. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

Highest NGC 1877 Quarter

Superb MS-68

537 1877 MS-68 (NGC). With none graded finer by NGC, and just a handful at the same level (although they may not

be of the same eye appeal), this coin will certainly attract a lot of attention as it is sold. Satiny fields are of exqui-

site quality, enhanced by the sharpness of strike, including full star centers, dentils, and feathers to the eagle. The

reverse, if graded separately, would seem to nearly match perfection. Ideal for a type set or for the quarter dollar

specialist.

Generally, coins such as this were not deliberately saved by numismatists, as those who collected quarter dol-

lars by date usually opted to order Proofs instead. Because of this, throughout the Liberty Seated series, there are

many instances in which Gem Mint State coins are rarer than Gem Proofs, although Mint State issues typically

have much larger mintages.

NGC Censu.s: 6; none finer.

#005504

S
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538 1883 Proof-65 (PCGS). A delightful cameo contrast is present,

though the PCGS holder makes no note of such. Heavily frosted

motifs and deeply mirrored fields display pale gold, rose, and
pale blue iridescence.

#005584

539 1884 MS-64 (NGC). Sharply struck and brilliant, with surfaces
somewhat prooflike, this is a "poster example" of a circulation

strike. Why it is not graded a bit higher defies our knowledge,
as it certainly seems to be at least MS-65. The coin is what it

is, however, and you can examine it and decide for yourself.

From any perspective it is certainly a beautiful example of an
issue of which only 8,000 circulation strikes were made.

During this era the Liberty Seated quarter dollars and half dollars were
made in small numbers for circulation, as there were quantities held by the
Treasury and banks, and there was little call for them. The Mint, in its infinite

wisdom, did not want to create rarities for collectors by making Proof-only
issues, and so produced a nominal number of circulation strikes in each
issue. These were readily made available to Philadelphia dealers such as J.

Colvin Randall, Henry Chapman, J.W. Haseltine, and others, and were sold
into the numismatic market, or at least some of them were. Today, pieces in

Mint State are more available than the mintages might suggest if all coins
had been placed directly into circulation. As might be expected, a VF or EF
1884 quarter is indeed a rarity, and although we haven't checked, we doubt
if we have seen, on the average, more than one in every year or two of our
auctions dating back to 1935.

#005516

Gem Uncirculated 1885 Quarter

540 1885 MS-65 (NGC). A wealth of lilac-gray at the obverse center
fades to bold, deep electric blue at the rim, while the reverse
center is bright champagne that blends concentrically outward
to violet, then electric blue; the fields are decidedly prooflike. A
sharp and enticing gem from a mintage for the date of 13,600
circulation strikes (plus attendant Proofs to the order of 940
coins). The coinage presses were busily churning out millions
of Morgan dollars during the era, which accounts for the low
production figures for this date (and many others of the im-
mediate era that surround it).

From ANR's Classics Sale, December 2003, Lot 662.
tf(K)55l7

541 1886 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A low circulation strike mint-
age as well as a corresponding low Proof mintage combine to

make this an especially popular date. Both sides are sharply
struck, and with delicate golden toning. The elements are in

frosted cameo contrast. The eye appeal is superb. If you want
a high end Proof-65, bid on this.

#085587

542 1886 Proof-65 (NGC). A lovely example of this Proof-only is-

sue, with cameo contrast, but this is not as evident, as old time
toning is seen on both sides. The patination is very attractive

and ranges from electric blue to light magenta to lilac to gray.

Excellent quality overall.

#005587

543 1887 Proof-62 (NGC). Iridescent blue, gray, magenta, and gold
toning over mirror surfaces. Some lightness on the stars, as

made. Excellent eye appeal overall, and because of this, worthy
of close inspection. The 1887 date has the further appeal that

circulation strike mintages are rare, placing additional desir-

ability upon Proofs. Today, the grade Proof-62 is betwixt and
between, often ignored, although in some instances, as here,

there are lovely coins in the offing.

#005588

544 1887 MS-64 (NGC). A lovely specimen, lustrous with a sur-

face that is partway between circulation strike and Pnxfi in

appearance, satiny and attractive. Brilliant save for delicate

golden toning mostly around the borders. Popular due to its

low circulation strike mintage of just 10,000 pieces.
#00551 ^^
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545 1888 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Gorgeous bright blue and vivid violet tones intermingle across

the obverse, while the chiefly brilliant reverse shows highly attractive peripheral toning in gold, russet,

and blue. Highly lustrous and remarkably frosty, a beautiful example in every aspect. The technical

quality is also very nice, just a spot by Liberty's feet. A splendid piece.

#005520

"Proof" 1891-0 Quarter Rarity

lx photo

546 1891-0 Proof-62 (ANACS). Frosty golden gray motifs and mirrored fields yield to deep crimson and

fiery sunset gold halos at the rims. Though ANACS considered this coin to be a branch mint Proof,

we feel quite differently. Despite its prooflike appearance, not an unusual happenstance in a coin with

a mintage of 68,000 pieces, we note extremely heavy die clash marks on both sides; if New Orleans

were to issue a Proof from the final year of the design type, we think they would have used specially

prepared dies rather than heavily clashed dies that were on hand for the mintage of circulation strikes.

Further, the rims are rolled and rounded, rather than high and "square" as seen for Proofs of the era.

Also, certain areas of the design are lightly struck, not positive proof this is not a Proof, but simply one

of several reasons why we must steer clear of the Proof designation. On the other hand, the 1891-0

Liberty Seated quarter is a prominent rarity among the later issues in the design type, and is typically

found in grades of VF or lower more often than not. A Proof? No, not in our opinion. An Uncirculated

prooflike example of this rare date? Yes, wholeheartedly endorsed as such by several numismatists

on our staff. While a branch mint Proof of the date would be a great rarity, make no bones about it, a

MS-62 example of the date is a rare prize in its own right.

#005525

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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547

548

549

550

U.S. BARBER QUARTERS

Ultra Quality Proof 1892 Quarter

2x fihoto

1892 Type II. Proof-68 (NGC). Ranking as one of the very finest examples in existence from a technical viewpoint,
and further ranking as a gorgeous piece from a visual aspect, this gem Proof 1892 quarter will be just right for an
advanced collection. If you are forming an ultra-grade type set, this will illustrate the first year of the Barber design.
If you are a Barber specialist, no nicer example is likely to be found to illustrate this particular year. The obverse is
toned a mixture of gold and blue, while the reverse has champagne patination. Simply stunning!

From the Hugon Collection.

#005678

1895-S MS-65 (ICG). Lustrous with pale golden highlights, largely brilliant and remarkably prooflike on both sides.
Nicely struck as well, with all of Barber's intended design details crisp and bold

#005612 ^

Splendid Proof-67 1896 Quarter

0.'

n

u !'u
® champagne iridescence at the borders.

Although here ,s no CAMEO des gnation on the PCGS label, the eagle motif is heavily frosted. From a scant Proof
^ examples for the year. Easily in the lop 10% of survivors with respect to quality.

I*

V aI* - c

Brilliant I’roof-64, or essentially so. This example displays wispy lilac and golden toning. The

comnlim'
' 77 i'"'

mentionable disturbances. A handsome example that wouldcompliment a date or type set.
^

«(K)5682
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Ultra-Grade Proof 1898 Quarter

Superb Eye Appeal

551 1898 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). An outstanding Gem with marvelous eye appeal, this coin will be a "must have"

item for anyone desiring vivid old-time toning. Both obverse and reverse are a brilliant palette of shimmering
colors, with gold, magenta, and light blue among them. The striking is superb. Only 735 were minted, all sold as

part of silver Proof sets this year. Relatively few exist in lofty grades such as this. We will never know how many,

as population reports can be severely diluted by resubmissions of the same coin. Suffice it to say this coin is here

now, is gorgeous, and awaits your bid.

From ANR's sale ofJuly 2003, Lot 582, as part of a 10-piece Proof set.

#085684

Satiny Gem Uncirculated 1898-S Quarter

Among Five Finest Graded by NGC

552 1898-S MS-66 (NGC). A frosty, fully brilliant Gem, laden with eye appeal and great physical character. Boldly struck

in all quarters. Small wonder this beauty is among the five finest examples of the date certified by NGC. Whether

you specialize in Barber quarters or simply desire a nice gem for a type collection, the present specimen will fill

the bill.

NGC Census: 3; 2 finer within any designation (MS-67 finest).

#005621

Richly Toned Gem Proof 1905 Quarter

553 1905 Proof-67 (NGC). Satiny motifs and deeply mirrored fields display impressive bull's eye toning on both sides.

The obverse center is pale rose but fades quickly to concentric halos of lavender, electric blue, and sea green. The

reverse center is pale gold that spreads outward to deep crimson and bright neon blue. Exceptional eye appeal and

overall quality.

#005691
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554 1905-S MS-64 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with a nuance of faint sky blue and pale champagne on both sides. A
popular branch mint issue from the middle of the Barber series.

#005641

555 1906 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Dusky and attractive opalescent gray toning incorporates golden
tones over highly frosty surfaces. A attracfive specimen despite some very minor obverse spotting that bespeaks
originality. Only the faintest lines on the cheek are seen.

#005642

Superb Gem Proof 1908 Gem Quarter

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

556

2x photo

1908 Proof-68 (PCGS). An impressive Gem Proof of the date with frosty motifs and mirror fields deeply enriched
wit sea green, pale rose, faint sky blue, and peach iridescence. From a Proof mintage for the date of just 545 pieces,
one of the lowest Proof production figures in the Barber quarter series. Among the finest of the fine.

PCGS Population: 5; none finer.

#005694

557 1908-0 ms-64 (PCGS). Deep rainbow toning surrounds satiny silver centers. A lustrous specimen from the end
days of the New Orleans Mint. Die ejection doubling noted on both sides, closely resembling an actual doubled die
in places on the reverse.

#005651

558

ninrtpr
^^^’^ty pale golden surfaces with strong underlying lustre. A pleasing example of the final

^
#(1S)55

Orleans Mint, sharply struck and appealing.
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U.S. STANDING LIBERTY QUARTERS

Gem Uncirculated 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter

NGC MS-65 FH

560 1916 Standing Liberty. AU-58 FH (PCGS). Sparkling underlying lustre supports a wealth of rich rose and varied

champagne hues. A pleasing example of this rarity, a date that saw just 52,000 pieces minted. The present speci-

men was probably snatched from circulation sometime immediately after its release, no doubt by someone who
appreciated first year of issue pieces. Regardless of how the specimen came down through the ages, we are pleased

to report that its AU-58 status is both accurate and unchallenged at our end. A nice coin for an advanced Liberty

Seated quarter dollar collection.

#005705

561 1917 Type 1. MS-64 (PCGS). Light golden and iridescent toning over lustrous surfaces with splashes of blue. Fairly

well struck, not Full Head, but with the shield rivets bold.

#005706

559 1916 Standing Liberty. MS-65 FH (NGC). A satiny Gem example of this prized rarity from the first year of the

design type, a date that saw a mintage of just 52,000 pieces. Incredibly lively cartwheel lustre plays across the silver

I

surfaces, highlighting the rich golden toning seen in the depths of the design motifs. An ever-popular rarity, one

1 that is eagerly pursued by collectors in any and all grades, with Gems such as the present beauty topping the list

I
of desirable grades. A nice opportunity for an alert specialist.

I #005705

Very Choice AU 1916 Standing Liberty 25<t
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562 1917-S Type II. MS-65 (PCGS). Largely brilliant with robust cartwheel lustre. Rich golden tones gather at the

obverse rim, while the reverse exhibits some faint champagne toning. Choice for the grade.

#005718

Magnificent Gem 1918/7-S Standing Quarter

1918/7-S MS-65 (NGC). Fully brilliant surfaces show abundant brighf satiny lustre on both sides. Outstanding
visual appeal, indeed, this coin does not look appreciably different today than the day it left the San Francisco Mint.
The strike is adequate for the issue, with a good profile on Liberfy's head, decent central obverse sharpness, and
plainly visible die clash marks on the reverse. What few marks are present were mostly already on the planchet
before striking, with just the tiniest mark under T of LIBERTY not meeting this description. Free of hairlines, spof-
ting, or any other distraction, this piece is truly a delight to hold and examine. Despite its fame as a variety and the
obviousness of the overdate, few examples were saved af the time of issue, and thus few gems remain. When one of
this quality appears at auction it inevitably attracts a great deal of attenfion. NGC has graded only fwo specimens
finer, and neither of fhose specimens (or any of fhe MS-65s, for that matter) showed a full head. This example is fit

for the finest cabinet of Standing Liberty quarters as well as a well-selected gathering of 20fh-centurv rarities.
NGC Census: 4; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

#005726

Tut |.A. SiiERKtAN Collection Quarters August 5,

2

Outstanding 1918/7-S Overdate Quarter

564 1918/7-S MS-63 (NGC). Eye appeal comes to the fore with this lovely example. Graded MS-(x3 bv NGC, the numlvr fit:
the C(.in yie ding .in opportunity lor the .idv.inced spcci.ilist. The striking is tvpic.il, witli some lightnes,s ,,l the he.id ,uk
shidd. I he Irisdre is deep .ind rich, .ind the overd.,te fe.itum is bold. The a-versr- is pristine, essenti.illv ,ls stnick.

from ni.RC Auctions sale of the Riclwioml Collection, November 2004, Lot /T5(i.
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1918/7-S F-15 (NGC). A strong strike for the grade with the 569

surfaces bathed in pale silver. The overdate is quite bold and

lends excellent appeal to this rare error. The reverse shows
some scattered shallow pinscratches and a retained lamination

at the upper central area.

#005726

Outstanding Gem 1919-S Quarter

570

1919-S MS-66 (NGC).A lovely specimen with great eye appeal,

of one of the key dates of this series. The present piece has all

shield rivets defined, although two of them are slightly light

under high magnification.

The lustre is deep and rich, the surfaces are brilliant, and

the coin stands as an outstanding exemplar of a variety that

has been in great demand for many years—indeed, ever since

the 1930s when collecting by date and mintmark became

widely popular.

From ANR's sale ofMarch 2004, Lot 554.

#005732

1920-D MS-65 (NGC). A frosty Gem with robust cartwheel

lustre, faint lilac and champagne toning, and eye appeal that

befits the assigned grade.

#005736

1923-S MS-64 FH (NGC). Sparkling silver surfaces with warm
golden toning, especially on the reverse. Highly lustrous and

undeniably attractive.

#005745

1924-D MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with lively cartwheel

lustre. Deep and varied electric blue, carmine, and fiery peach

toning gathers on both sides, especially on the reverse.

#005748

Sparkling Gem Mint State 1924-S Quarter

1924-S MS-66 (PCGS). Vibrant mint lustre throughout with a

dusting of speckled gold over botli sides. The strike was quite

strong but not quite full on Liberty's head or the shield, and

much sharper than usually seen for this date. Surface qualih^ is

outstanding as expected for tliis loft}' grade with virtually no signs

of contact present under the scrutiny of a strong magnifier.

#005750

Gem Mint State 1921 Quarter

1921 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny, mattelike Gem with broadly

swirling cartwheel lustre supporting rich and varied cham-

pagne hues. Nicely struck overall, and not far from FH details

in our opinion.

#005740

Jiaeh
Visit Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com
NEW PURCHASES—MONTHLY OFEERINGS

AUCTION INFORMATION—ONLINE BIDDING
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lx photo

1927-S MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny and lustrous with faint champagne hues. Splashes of rich sky blue and deep gold
endorse the surfaces on both sides. From a modest mintage for the date of 396,000 pieces, a small output for a
mainstream 20th-century series. A popular semi-key date in high grades, one that takes on key status at MS-64 or
tmen leasing for the grade with good overall eye appeal and physical quality.

I
I

sparkling Gem with exquisite eye appeal, bold cartwheel lustre, and a nuance of rich
golden toning on both sides.

#005768

(I’CGS). Speckled gold, violet, and navy iridescence on satiny, lustrous surfaces.

572

lx photo

1925 MS-67 FH (NGC). A lovely, lustrous coin with delicate golden toning over richly frosted surfaces. All of the
shield rivets are likewise defined, although the lower left two are slightly light. The date is very bold, and on the
reverse the eagle feathers are bold. Summarizing all this, we offer it as a truly exceptional strike—certainly a rare
class of Standing Liberty quarter from the 1920s. NGC has certified others at this level, none higher. Not having
examined the others, some of which may represent duplicate submissions, we cannot comment on the sharpness
of the heads, except to say that the one we offer now is quite nice.

NGC Census: 11; none finer within the designation.

#005753

Choice Mint State 1927-S Quarter

Superb Gem 1925 Quarter Dollar

NGC MS-67 FH
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1932-D MS-62 (NGC). Largely brilliant with strong lustre

and rich golden highlights. The most important key date in

the series, produced in the first year of the design type to the

tune of 436,800 pieces.

#005791

1932-S WASHINGTON QUARTER GROUP

1929-S MS-66 FH (NGC). A frosty Gem with impressive eye

appeal. The satiny surfaces are alive with robust lustre and

exquisite eye appeal. Pale champagne toning completes the

overall enchanting picture.

#005777

Exceptionally High-Grade 1930-S Quarter

NGC "Full Head"

1930-S MS-67 FH (NGC).A lovely specimen from an aesthetic

viewpoint, this piece has satiny lustre on both sides overlaid

with lightly mottled magenta toning and some hints of gold.

Several of the shield rivets are weakly struck.

#005781

Superb Gem 1930-S Quarter Dollar

MS-66 FH (ICG)

1930-S MS-66 FH (ICG).A lovely, lustrous example of the 1930-

S quarter dollar. The two lower left shield rivets are somewhat

blurred. An outstanding example of a 1930-S.

From ANR's sale of]iily 2003, Lot 452.

#005780

U.S. WASHINGTON QUARTERS

A fabulous mini-hoard of key date 1932-S Washington quarters is

about to cross the auction block and you are cordially invited to join

the bidding activity. Known practically since inception as a low-mint-

age key in the series—second only to its Denver Mint counterpart of

the same date—the popularity of this first-year-of-issue date has never

waned, even when 20th-century coins were not in favor or as popular

as they are today. Now with the renaissance, the new awareness if

you will, of rare dates and complete sets of 20th-century coinage in

full swing, we suspect that many of these nearly five dozen 1932-S

Washington quarters—59 pieces to be exact, offered singly and in

small groups—will find their way into the collections of old hands

and beginners alike within the discipline of the Washington quarter

series. Have fun and be sure to pursue the coin or coins of your choice

with vigor!

580 1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty and mostly brilliant with blushes

of pale gold and a sprinkling of charcoal gray. From a mintage

of just 408,000 pieces, the lowest production figure for any

issue in the Washington quarter series, fewer than the 1932-D

by some 28,800 impressions.

#005792

581 1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Essentially brilliant with blushes of pale

gold. A sprinkling of charcoal gray is noted on the obverse.

#005792

582 1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Satiny lustre. Mostly brilliant surfaces

with wisps and tinges of gold and blue.

#005792

583 1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty and essentially brilliant, with a

faint hint of gold iridescence on both surfaces.

#005792
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587

1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty surfaces. Blushes of gold enhance

the obverse and hints of lilac complement the reverse on this

589

specimen.
#005792

1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Hints of pale gold and lilac can be seen

on both surfaces.

#005792

590

1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty and partially brilliant with
mottled golden brown and gray iridescence.

#005792
591

1932-S MS-64 (NGC). Satiny lustre with blushes of pale gold
and a sprinkling of charcoal gray.

#005792
592

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Fully lustrous. The obverse has golden
toning. The reverse is essentially brilliant with a whisper of 593
pale champagne.

#005792

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Both surfaces are fully lustrous and par

tially brilliant with blushes of golden brown and a sprinklinj

of charcoal gray.

#005792

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Pale champagne toning complement!
both surfaces. The obverse exhibits a peppering of charcoa

gray.

#005792

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Pale champagne iridescence on satin;

surfaces. Wisps of navy blue are noted at the reverse rim.
#005792

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Pale champagne toning on satiny sur-

faces. The obverse exhibits a dusting of charcoal gray.
#005792

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Mostly brilliant surfaces with aa'as

mottled gold and lilac-gray.

#005792
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1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Fully lustrous. The obverse has golden

gray toning. The reverse is brilliant.

#005792

Trio of NGC-certified 1932-S quarters each grading MS-63.

All have toning on the obverse and are mostly brilliant on the

reverse. (Total; 3 pieces)

#005792

Trio of NGC-certified 1932-S quarters grading MS-63. All

exhibit varying degrees of gold and gray toning. (Total: 3

pieces)

#005792

Quartette of NGC-certified 1932-S quarters each grading

MS-63. These are partially brilliant with blushes of gold and

wisps of charcoal gray. (Tofal: 4 pieces)

#005792

Hoardlet of 1932-S quarters, each grading MS-63 (NGC). Each

is partially brilliant with blushes and wisps of gold and gray.

(Tofal: 5 pieces)

#005792

600

601

1932-S MS-63 (NGC). Fully lustrous and mostly brilliant with

blushes and splashes of rosy gold and gray.

#005792

602

603

604

605

Quintette of 1932-S quarters, each grading MS-63 (NGC).
Each has areas of mint brilliance complemented with blushes

of gold and a sprinkling of charcoal gray. (Total: 5 pieces)
#005792

Quintette of 1932-S quarters, each grading MS-63 (NGC). A
nicely matched selection that exhibits gold and gray toning on
lustrous surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

#005792

Quintette of 1932-S quarters grading MS-63 (NGC). Each is

fully lustrous and partially brilliant with blushes of pale gold

and a peppering of charcoal gray. One has a planchet lamina-

tion flaw in the field in front of Washington's face. (Total; 5

pieces)

#005792

Offering of 1932-S quarters grading Brilliant Uncirculated-60.

Eour are lightly cleaned, one has an obverse scratch, and one

has a counting wheel mark. All have toning to various degrees.

(Total: 6 pieces)

#005792

Selection of 1932-S quarters grading average Very Choice

About Uncirculated-58. One example is brilliant; the balance

exhibit varying degrees of gold and gray toning. (Total: 7

pieces)

#005792

Elusive MS-67 1936-S Quarter

1936-S MS-67 (NGC). Virtual perfection. Both surfaces are

satiny and nearly flawless. The central areas exhibit pewter

gray toning with blushes of pink. The peripheries are warmly
toned in golden brown and navy blue. Certainly, among the

finest known examples of fhe issue.

NGC Census: 11; 3 finer (MS-67^ finest).

#005802

BID ON THE INTERNET
iVisit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

'your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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U.S. HALF DOLLARS

U.S. FLOWING HAIR HALF DOLLARS

Rare and Important 1794 Half Dollar

Scarce 0-101 Variety

lx photo

1794 Overton-101. Rarity-3+. EF-40 (PCGS). A relatively high grade for the issue, plus superb eye appeal and
scarcity, meet in this lovely example of 0-101. The first attributed variety by Overton in the first year of issue of the

Flowing Hair design, indeed the entire half dollar denomination. The obverse is pleasing light lilac, gray, and blue,

gently mixed. A few scattered marks are seen, normal for the grade. The striking is about typical for the year, as

illustrated. The fields are smooth, with no problems of note. The reverse is similarly hued. Marks include a scratch

below the ribbon knot, as illustrated, and as taken into consideration by PCGS. All told, this is a lovely example of

this well known rarity, the object of desire by many collectors for a long time.
PCGS Population: 4; 15 finer (MS-64 finest).

From the }.A. Sherman Collection.

#006051

Desirable Late Die State 1795 O-103a

1795 O-103a. Rarity-5. VF-20 (NGC). A pleasing coin for the grade with lilac-gray fields and lighter silver devices.
Liberty has a lot of hair definition for the grade, but the reverse is more worn on the eagle, although no weak areas
are seen. Remarkably the obverse stars are all present despite the large piece missing from the edge of the reverse
die at the tops ofAM which forms a full cud. Light adjustment marks are present on the reverse through AMERICA,
ot ers through STATES but these are light in nature and not that disturbing. Certainly Condition Census for this
later die state behind an EF coin we sold in 1996 and another sold in the Denver ANA Sale of 2006, this perhaps the
third finest of this die state. An important offering for the specialist

#(X)6052
r —
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Popular 1795 A over E Reverse Flowing Hair 50(1:

From the Jules Reiver Collection

608 1795 A/E 0-113a. Rarity-4. VF-35 (NGC). A delightful example of this popular variety with attractive lilac-gray

color on both sides. The strike was firm and well centered as all devices are present and the dentils are balanced all

around. No adjustment marks or rim problems of consequence are seen although the planchet is a trifle rough from
improperly mixed silver with a few rough patches seen particularly on the reverse. The A over E in STATES is a

comical spelling error memorialized in every coin struck from this reverse die. Other similar spelling or denomina-
tional errors are known in virtually every series of American coinage. This is the later die state with a crack through

LIBERTY and two die lumps near stars 12 and 15. A solid coin for the grade and one with a great pedigree.

From George Ramont privately, Jules Reiver Collection, Heritage's Jules Reiver Collection, January 28, 2006, Lot 22494.
#006052

Late Die State an<i Pleasing 1795 Half Dollar

609 1795 0-116. Rarity-5. VF-25 (PCGS). Attractive light steel gray with lighter silver on the worn portions of the design.

Well struck despite peripheral die cracks on the obverse and a few faint adjustment marks along the upper obverse

rim. Examination will find a couple of trivial pin scratches in the lower left obverse field, but no distracting nicks

or cuts are seen. A desirable collector coin to represent this important first year of the type.

#006052

Distinctive 1795 Small Head 50(1

610 1795 0-126a. Rarity-4+. Small Head. F-12 (ICG). An interesting and easily distinguished variety among the blow-

ing Hair half dollars, the Small Head type of 1795 is represented on just three die marriages, each at least extremely

scarce. This circulated specimen shows excellent eye appeal for the grade, with deep gray surfaces showing pleasing

old collector toning in violet and light gold. Some hairlines are present under the toning, though the difficulty with

which they are now seen seems to be a blessing of time rather than modern tomfoolery. Some minor spots are seen

on the reverse. Faint handling signs are commensurate with the grade, including some scattered little nicks and

a few minor pinscratches. We note a little scrape right of OF and a dig under 17 of the date. A wholesome speci-

men of this rare issue. The Overton-126 (and 126a) is the only readily collectible marriage of this distinctive head

puncheon, which more resembles the "Head of 1794" on 1795 Flowing Hair dollars than the usual 1795 half dollar

device; it is likely they were made by the same engraver. The Overton-127 is Rarity-6-t- with about 15 known, while

the Overton-128 is Rarity-5+ and known mostly in low grades. We are puzzled why more collectors don't seek out

this variety—the fact that it is not included in the Guide Book may be a principal factor—but we expect more will

awaken to its scarcity in the future.

#006052
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U.S. DRAPED BUST HALF DOLLARS

Rare High-Grade 1801 Draped Bust Half Dollar

lx photo

611 1801 0-102. Rarity-4. AU-53 (PCGS). This coin has bold definition on Liberty's hair and the eagle, and has the ap-

pearance of a higher technical grade. Perhaps the toning was too deep for PCGS or the surfaces too reflective. Dark
gray with attractive dark blue around the periphery with an identifying spot in the drapery folds of Liberty above
the final 1. No adjustment marks or rim problems are seen, and for identification there is a pair of minor nicks on
the curve of the D in UNITED and another below the left ribbon end. Middle die state with evidence of clashing at

Liberty's neck. Precious few 1801 half dollars are known in grades above Extremely Fine, the present coin is one of

the few.

PCGS Population: 2; 9 finer (MS-63 finest).

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#006064

Popular 1801 Half Dollar

612 1801 0-102. Rarity-4-(-. Choice Very Fine-35, artificially toned. Mottled dark gray and tan tones grow darker at the
periphery and frame well-detailed devices. An attractive piece despite its toning, with most of the minor hairlines,
scattered marks, and occasional scratches blending into the patina. A couple vertical scratches are seen on Liberty's
cheek, natural planchet striation noted under LI of LIBERTY, little rim nick over R of the same legend. The detail is
s arp and the underlying quality of this coin still marks it as desirable, especially as a specimen of this scarce and
popular date. A coin that should perhaps best be seen to evaluate its many merits but is destined for an honored
place m a half dollar date set.

#006064
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The Garrett and Pryor 1802 Draped Bust Half Dollar

613 1802 0-101. Rarity-3. AU-53 (PCGS). Attractive medium gray-gold with lighter silver highlights on the devices.

The strike was sharp on all but a few stars around the obverse which lack their central radial lines. Liberty's hair

shows just a bit of wear and the surfaces have minimal wipe lines. For identification there is a minor scuff along

the top of Liberfy's chesf, another in the field above, and a dark toning spot near the center of the shield. It is a

testament to the rarity of this date in high grade that both the Garrett family and James Pryor obtained this coin for

their advanced collections. A condition rarity in any grade this high, and virtually unobtainable at the Uncirculated

level.

PCGS Population: 6; 10 finer (Finest MS-62).

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Garrett Collection, November 1979, Lot 278;

Bowers and Merena's sale of the Pryor Collection, January 1996, Lot 5.

#006065

614 1803 0-101. Rarity-3. Large 3. About Uncirculated-50. Cleaned and now toned with irregular dark gold and gray

while the centers are brighter silver. The strike was firm enough to bring up the complex hair detail on Liberty and

the reverse die shows exceptionally bold evidence of clashing in the fields.

#006066

615 1803 0-103. Rarity-3. Large 3. VF-35 (NGC). Light silver dominates the surfaces with a dusting of gold starting

to form. The strike was solid and the surfaces are pleasing for the grade, although a couple of minor rim bruises

appear on the obverse. Strongly clashed dies and an excellent collector coin.

#006066
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Outstanding 1805/4 Half Dollar in Near Mint Condition

From our David Queller Family Collection

2x photo

616 1805/4 0-101. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). A stunning example of this elusive overdate. While hardly a challenge to find

in average grades, even up into the Very Fine range, in higher grades this issue becomes c]uite a challenge. For some
reason virtually none survived in Mint State, and just a handful are even close, like the present coin. The color is an

even dark to medium lilac-gray with shades of blue around the rims. The strike is bold at the centers, but soft on
the left side of the coin, affecting the stars and UNITED which were not brought up by the dies. Excellent surfaces

as expected for the grade, with no disturbances to distract the numismatist. For identification there are a couple of

minor nicks on the R of LIBERTY and a couple of others below Liberty's ribbon; on the reverse a toning speck is found
past the final A of AMERICA. No adjustment marks or rim bumps are apparent and this coin is quite attractive.

Although two coins are reported by PCGS to grade MS-65 we suspect this represents a single coin submitted twice,

that coin being the Eliasberg example. One other Mint State coin is listed in their Population Report as MS-62. NGC in

their Census notes a single Mint State coin, again most likely the Eliasberg coin which merited an MS-65 grade there

as well. While it is possible that a total of four Mint State coins have been certified, it is much more likely that just

two have qualified at this lofty level. In grades of AU-58 just a handful are known including the present specimen,
which for all practical purposes is the finest grade obtainable by most collectors.

PCGS Population: 5; 3 finer (MS-65 finest).

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. From our David Queller Family Collection ofHalf Dollars, October 15-16, 2002, Lot 35.

#006070

617 1805/4 0-102. Rarity-3. EF-40 (ANACS). Steel gray with lilac undertones in the fields with lighter silver on the worn
portions of the design. The strike was average with minor softness on the obverse star centers and the reverse shield,
but all elements are crisper than sometimes seen. Surface quality is normal with moderate handling marks from cir-

culation and a tiny edge bruise over the T of LIBERTY. Loaded with hair detail on the neck and shoulder while the
top of her head shows limited wear from circulation. A scarce and desirable example of this ever popular overdate
issue.

Miscittributed as 0-101 on ANACS label.

»(K)6()7()
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Appealing AU-58 (PCGS) 1806 50(t

1806 O-109a. Rarity-3. Pointed 6, No Stem. AU-58 (PCGS).

Light gray with pale violet and blue on both sides. Good
frosty lustre remains with some cartwheel at the periphery.

Well struck from a late die state, stars drawn to the rim, crack

running from rim into field in front of Liberty's chin. Some
faint granularity is noted, most prominent around the date

and at the base of the obverse periphery, but a glass will find

some light granularity in other peripheral areas. A few minor

nicks and a short scratch on Liberty's profile are noted.

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#006073

1806 O-llla. Rarity-4. 6 over inverted 6. VF-30 (PCGS). Lovely

antique gray with lighter silver gray on the devices. The surfaces

are pleasing and glossy, showing some light blue and gold ton-

ing. The repunched date characteristic is easy to see with the

naked eye and can be studied under low magnification.A minor

old scratch is noted under LI of LIBERTY, no other bad marks,

bust tip somewhat softly struck as often seen. The obverse die is

cracked from the rim through 8 of the date, reverse die broken

with cud showing over E of UNITED. A handsome example.
#006078

1806 0-113. Rarity-5. Pointed Stem. Sharpness of Extremely Fine-

40, but polished and retoned. Today the surfaces are still reflective

but toned witli mottled dark gray-gold and a scattering of specks.A
thin reverse die crack extends from tlie rim through tlie left wing's

fourth feather to the eagle's breast. Struck \^ith Upical softness on

Liberty's bust as well as the opposing reverse stars, as seen on the

Overton-Parsley plate coin. Decidedly rare as just lialf dozen ha\'e

been offered in the past decade, the present coin can be identified

by a dull nick on the lower portion of the second T in STATES. A
die pairing which is rarely available in any grade.

#006071

) 1806 0-109. Rarity-1. Pointed 6, No Stem. AU-50 (PCGS). A
simply gorgeous example of this popular variety with lilac-

gray toning and rose-gold highlights throughout. Lustre is

found in the protected areas, and the strike was quite sharp

particularly on Liberty's curls and the eagle. The surfaces are

j

outstanding as well, with no distracting scratches or nicks

: seen. Housed in an older green label PCGS holder.

When the engraver was working on the reverse die, he somehow forgot

to include the stem to the branch that extends down from the claw, this

missing stem is unique to this die.

#006071

Deeply Toned 1806/5 Half Dollar

T 1806/5 0-101. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). Good lustre persists,

especially at the peripheries, where gold and pale olive shades

frame deep olive, antique gray, and navy blue centers. The
frosty surfaces are pleasing under a glass, and Liberty's hair

shows little if any actual wear. Some softness of strike is seen,

however, especially atop the date, at stars 1 and 2, and at the

clouds on the reverse. No adjustment marks are noted, nor

are there any bad marks or significant hairlines. A handsome
toned example, fit for a variety or date set.

PCGS Population: 8; 5 finer (MS-63 finest).

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#006077

I

ilLovely High-Grade 1806 Draped Bust Half Dollar

k's 155
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623 1806 0-119. Rarity-3. Pointed Stem. Extremely Fine-40. Toned

with green and gold on the obverse, the reverse is light silver with

patches ot gold in the fields. Examination of the obverse will find

some central dull nicks hidden in Liberty's hair and nearby.

«006071

624 1807 0-102. Rarity-2. EF-40 (PCGS). A pleasing circulated

example with some preserved lustre remaining at the peripher-

ies. Mostly medium gray with subtle toning, richest at obverse

peripheries with tones of olive and gold. Good detail for the

grade assigned, only the most trivial central obverse hairlines.

#006079

U.S. CAPPED BUST HALF DOLLARS

625 1807 0-112. Rarity-1. Large Stars, 50/20 Reverse. AU-58 (NGC).
Medium to dark steel gray, attractive for this early Capped Bust

half dollar. The color ranges into gold where lustre is peeking
through, and both dies show evidence of clashing. Traces of

hairlines and a couple of minor nicks in fhe fields, buf the devices

and face of Liberfy are generally attracfive. Sharply impressed
with all stars showing full radial lines and the curls showing
strong definition as well. A scarce and popular variety.

The NGC insert calls this a "Draped 50C" which is clearly not correct.

Sparkling White 1807 50/20 Capped Bust Half Dollar

626 1807 0-112. Rarity-1. Large Stars, 50 over 20. AU-55 (PCGS).
This coin is totally white and lustrous with ample lustre re-

maining in the fields. The strike was a trifle soff at the centers
on Liberty's curls and the left wing of the eagle, but all the
design elements can be seen. The surfaces are very clean and
show minimal .signs of circulation and just a few slight hair-
lines are present. A scarce coin, decidedly popular for the recut
denomination, and in strong demand as a Guhic Book coin

«()()« )H6

627 1807 0-112. Rarity-1. Large Stars, 50/20 reverse. AU-50 (PCI

Light silver gray with overtones of gold and peripheral ambe
and blue. Probably once dipped long ago, wifh some of the ligl

distinctive hairlining seen, but still boasting good eye appe;

and overall surface quality. Significant lustre still remains, riel

est at the peripheries. The 2 under the 5 in the denominatio

is readily seen under low magnification. A pleasing exampl

of fhis popular first-year Bust half, a distinctive and popup
variety.

#006086

628 1807 0-114. Rarity-3. Large Stars. VF-20 (PCGS). Pleasin

medium gray with some darker toning around devices, ver

attractive for the grade. A problem-free specimen.
#006088

Lustrous 1809 Overton-106 Capped Bust Half Dollar

629 1809 0-106. Rarity-3. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choicf

61. The initial appearance is that of a Choice or better coii

however, the toning hides most evidence of a past gentl

cleaning. Years of careful storage have yielded rich golde

russet toning with teal through the denticles and legenc

while the centers are lighter silver. Sharply impressed on th

stars and curls and evidence of multiple die clashing is seen i

the fields of the obverse and reverse. Examination will find

couple of faint scrapes on Liberty's neck and nearby field bi

these are minor. On the reverse a shallow planchet streak i

found on the left wing of the eagle which will hallmark thi

example.
#006092

630 1810 0-110. Rarity-2. EF-40 (PCGS). An excoptionallv attra<

five coin for the blue and gold album toning on the obvor>

and reverse. Lustre survives and tlie balance of the coin is ligl

silver-gray. No surface problems are seen, and this coin wi

surely delight anv specialist.

#0b6(N,S
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Dramatic Gem 1811 0-109

631 1811 0-109. Rarity-2. Small 8. MS-66 (NGC). A superb example of this date. Lovely opalescent toning covers highly

lustrous surfaces that turn a bit reflective inside the rims. Frosty and simply beautiful to behold, mostly medium
gray with attractive old highlights of pastel blue and palest gold. A slight double profile is present, noticeable at

Liberty's nose and neck. The surfaces are pristine, the cartwheel is dramatic, and the look of this coin is just plain

right—this is a magnificent example of the type and one of the finest known examples of this date. Adding further

interest, a heavy die break from 10:30 on the reverse rim to the center has actually split the die into two planes,

while a series of finer arc cracks connect most of the peripheral elements on that side.

A piece such as this is fit for a connoisseur-quality type set focusing on eye appeal and originality.

NGC Census (all varieties): 12; 4 finer (MS-68 finest).

#006097

Iridescently Toned 1812 Capped Bust Half Dollar

632 1812 O-105a. Rarity-2. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Rarely are these early Capped Bust half dollars found

so well preserved, note the lustrous surfaces and delightful light gold and blue toning which covers the entire coin.

The fields are wonderfully free of contact and a strong magnifier is needed to see the trivial scuffs and scrapes on

Liberty's jaw. The strike is reasonably sharp for this very late die state with all but two stars showing full radial

definition; even Liberty's nose sports a slight double profile. No distractions are present on the reverse although

the rim shows the expected irregularities from the edge lettering as so often seen on these early half dollars. Likely

within the lower reaches of the Condition Census for this variety and die state.

A very late obverse state with the die crack through the 8 extending up through Liberty's head and out the sixth star, other cracks through

the left stars, the 2, and all stars strongly drawn to the rim. The reverse and obverse show multiple clashes in the fields.

#006100VALUE: $400.00

633 1813 0-103. Rarity-2. AU-50 (PCGS). Steel gray with some deeper gray toning at peripheries. Traces of lustre

remain, a handsome example at this grade level.

#006103
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634 1813 0-105. Rarity-1. AU-53 (ANACS). Medium to light gray

with traces of gold spread evenly over the surfaces. The strike

was sharp on the stars and Liberty's curls as well as the eagle's

claws and wings. Boldly clashed dies as usually seen, with

multiple fine outlines of Liberty's head and the eagle present

in the opposing fields. A delightful collector coin.

#006103

1814 O-105a. Rarity-4. Single Leaf Variety. AU-55 (PCGS). An
elusive coin with beautiful, even steel gray color throughout,
and abundant lustre in the fields. The strike was sharp on
Liberty's curls and the eagle, and the usual die clashing from
the shield is bold below Liberty's ear. The surfaces have no
problems although a few tiny tics surrounding the 4 are noted,
and there are roller lines or adjustment marks present in the
upper left quadrant of the reverse. The reverse die was lapped,
likely to remove evidence of clashing, and in the process the
upper pair of leaves were reduced to a thin remnant resembling
a single leaf. This die state has been avidly sought by collectors
for many years.

#006105

1820 0-106. Rarity-1. Square Date, No Knob on 2, Large Date.
AU-53 (PCGS). Light silver gray with golden highlights and far
more lustre than usually encountered at this grade level. Some
reflectivity remains in protected areas. Good eye appeal, only
minor scattered hairlines, marks consistent with the grade. A
very desirable if lightly circulated Bust half

#006123

1821 0-107. Rarity-3. MS-64 (PCGS). Deep silver gray wit

splendid undertones of champagne and pale blue over frost

surfaces. Excellent cartwheel lustre radiates from both side

The strike on this piece is extremely bold, with each star cente

feather, and hair lock showing a wealth of fine detail. Magn
fication reveals only the most minor hairlines that keep th;

piece from a higher grade, though the in-hand visual appeal]

as nice as many certified gems we have seen. No heavy mart

or other flaws, just a very pleasing early type coin.

#006128

1822/1 0-102. Rarity-4+. AU-55 (NGC). A scarce variet

which is seldom offered in high grade and the present coin i

undoubtedly Condition Census for the variety. The strike wa

sharp on the central devices but some of the stars are lackin;

their radial lines. The toning is quite attractive with dark gra;

dominating and colorful russet, green, magenta, and blue ac

cents surrounding the devices. Surface quality is average witi

moderate handling nicks present including a shallow scuff ii

the field above Liberty's chest and areas of action below th

left wing and above and right of the top leaf pair where som
forgotten offense was residing on the surface. Certainly Condi

tion Census for this tough Rarity-4 variety behind one MS-S

example reported in the original Overton Census, now grade(

AU-58 (PCGS) from the Parsley-Farley Collections; the AU-51

Norweb coin, likely tied with the present example and w
suspect one of the AU-55 examples sold by Sheridan Downe]

in his Prouty/ Farley Sale or DeOlden/ Fabulous 44 Sale, bu

it could be a different coin. Regardless this is certainly one o

the top three or four reported, and tied for second position il

the Census.
#006129

Call our consignment specialists toll free to include your ittdividual

coins or conip)lete collection in an upcoming auction.

NY: 800-566-2580 • NH: 866-811-1804

Choice Mint State 1821 SOc
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J 1822 0-105. Rarity-3. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64.

A stark white coin that boasts ample cartwheel mint bloom
and an abundant strike. The surfaces are clean although ex-

amination will find traces of die rust which are seen on any

high-grade coin struck from these dies. The die rust appears as

raised tiny lumps over the obverse and reverse, clearly these

dies were left out in the Philadelphia weather for too long prior

to this coin being struck. This is a coin for the collector who
appreciates a lot of eye appeal and lustrous pizzazz. Middle

die state with the sharply struck stars on the obverse but late

enough to display the rust marks mentioned.
#006129

i) 1823 0-102. Rarity-4. Patched 3. Brilliant Uncirculated-60,

artificially toned. Deep pewter gray surfaces show good eye

appeal and full cartwheel lustre. Some gold and navy blue

highlights are seen, and some dusky halos around devices are

noted under magnification. No bad marks, actually a sharp and

pleasing specimen. The edge dies overlap, with OR intersecting

H of HALF. A well detailed specimen of this variety.

I
#006133

I 1823 0-104. Rarity-3. Normal 3. AU-58 (PCGS). Lustrous bril-

liant gray with impressive cartwheel and nice eye appeal. Only

the faintest toning gathers at the rims. The strike is extremely

sharp, further, the profile is boldly doubled with as much separa-

tion as is ever seen on the double profile half dollars and large

cents of this era. This adds an interesting aspect and is seen

on only a tiny traction of the coins of this date. Some minor

hairlines are seen, little planchet striation through Liberty's

drapery button. A fine looking and interesting piece to add to

a cabinet of early silver type.

#006131

I

642 1823 0-112. Rarity-1. Normal 3. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep gray-tan

toning covers both sides, with some subtle lustre and frost remain-

ing. Sharp and attractive with no serious flaws, just a bit mattelike

in its appeal. A popular date in an extremely popular grade.

#006131

Frosty Choice Mint State 1824/4 Half Dollar

643 1824/4 0-110. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). Blazing white lustre

throughout and quite impressive for this issue. The strike is

average for this variety with the curls well separated although

the eagle's talons are a bit soft, as often seen. Rarely are these

early Bust half dollars found with such abundant mint frost.

Nearly the later "a" die state with two of three of the reverse

die cracks present. The 4/4 overdate feature is clear with the

undertype 4 seen to the left.

PCGS Population: 8; 8 finer (MS-64 finest).

#006140

644 1824/4 0-110. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). A very attractive

specimen at this most popular grade level. Strong cartwheel

lustre remains, especially on the reverse, with finely blended

opalescent gray, gold, and peripheral bright blue. A sharp and

appealing piece, wear just apparent on the eagle's head, a single

little scratch under his beak. Some minor hairlines are seen onlv

with a glass. A handsome example worthy of a strong bid.

#006140

645 1825 0-114. Rarity-1. AU-55 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned."

Directional hairlines can be found with scrutiny on both sides

and these limit the grade. Toned with lilac and rus.set hints on

the obverse, more golden on the reverse. A sharplv struck and

otherwise well preserved coin that has .solid eve appeal and

attractive color despite the minor transgression of the past.

#006142
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Near Gem Toned 1826 Capped Bust Half Dollar

646 1826 0-117. Rarity-2. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64.

Toned with gorgeous light greenish gold around the periphery

with lighter dusty silver to the centers. The strike was blunt on

the obverse stars, but sharp on Liberty's curls and the eagle.

Excellent surfaces throughout, and aside from a microscopic

drift mark on Liberty's nose there are no distractions.

#006143

Gem Quality 1827 SOc

647 1827 0-106. Rarity-2. Square Base 2. MS-65 (PCGS). A superb
type coin, a Bust half with superlative visual appeal. Bold and
frosty cartwheel lustre enlivens pleasantly toned surfaces,

shaded in antique gray and elegant champagne-gold at the

rims with hints of russet and blue. Boasting well detailed

devices and a strong original look, this coin will be forgiven
for showing two very tiny old scratches in the left obverse
field under a glass and some of the most minor friction. The
color and lustre are of connoisseur quality, and this coin will

play to a wide audience.
#006144

Gem 1827 0-114, Rarity-4 Half Dollar

648 1827 0-114. Rarity-4. Square Base 2. MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely
example with highly attractive patination. Both sides display
gold and light gray at the centers, changing to magenta, then
electric blue, then gold and blue at the borders. Ideal as a
remarkable example of this particular Overton variety or for
general use in a type set.

F’CGS Population: 16; 4 finer (MS-67 finest).

«(K)6I44

649

Three half dollars: 1827 Overton-115. Rarity-2. Abou
Uncirculated-50. Lustrous golden gray surfaces 1955 Ver

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous with delicate goldei

highlights and faint minute spotting noted 1920 Maine
About Uncirculated-50. Delicate sky blue with splashes o

golden toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

650 1827 0-127. Rarity-5. Square Base 2. VF-25 (ANACS). A ran

variety which always brings a good premium when offered

The present example is light silver with a touch of periphera

gold. Minor circulation hairlines are present but no distract

ing cuts, bumps or scratches distract the eye. Probably on

of the top 15 to 20 of this variety and desirable as such. Thi

diagnostic ear bars are present from clashing with the shield

and the reverse has the middle pale of the fifth gule extendinj

to the third crossbar. One for the variety specialist who need

an example of this die pairing.

#006144

651 1827 0-130. Rarity-3. Square Base 2. MS-61 (NGC). Alustrou;

coin that remains mostly bright silver with attractive deep blui

and gold near the rims. The strike is decent despite the late;

die state with most of the stars strongly drawn to the rim. Thj

0 in the denomination is decidedly leaning to the right at tht

top, a feature unique to this reverse die for 1827 half dollars

No surface detractions are present, and there's strong cartwhee

when examined under a light.

#006144

652 1828 0-118. Rarity-3. Square Base 2, Small 8's, Large Let

ters. AU-58 (NGC). Dark olive and blue toning frames tht

peripheries around brilliant centers. Probablv lightlv clearn't!

long ago, showing some minor hairlines, but some periphera

lustre remains.

#006131
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Scarce Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64

1829/7 Half Dollar

1829/7 0-101. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). A beautiful example
of this scarce overdate, graced by dark blue peripheral toning

and desirable russet gold at the centers. Strong lustre in the

fields and on the frosty central devices. The strike is sharp

on the obverse curls and the reverse scroll and eagle, trace of

weakness is found on some of the central star points.

NGC Census: 16; 4 finer (MS-65 finest).

#006155

1829/7 0-102. Rarity-2. MS-62 (NGC). Toned with attractive

lilac-gray with fiery iridescence at the centers and appealing

aqua blue and magenta around the lower reverse rim. The

strike was sharp on the obverse stars and even the eagle's

claws show strong definition, although the uppermost points

show lustre disturbances. A later die state with a thin crack

up through the 9 to the lower curl, possibly caused by the

re-engraving of the final digit in the die, which undoubtedly

weakened that area. An important overdate issue which is

hard to find in Uncirculated grades.

#006155

1829 0-110. Rarity-2. Large Letters reverse. AU-58 (PCGS). A
scarce coin this well preserved, the present coin has delightful

old gray and russet toning throughout. The strike was sharp

and the surfaces are excellent. If you demand top quality then

check out this one as it's on the cusp of Brilliant Uncirculated

with outstanding eye appeal.

#006154

Splendid Gem 1829 Half Dollar

656 1829 0-111. Rarity-2. Small Letters reverse. MS-66^
(NGC). A pristine example of this date with eye appeal,

enough to earn the star designation from NGC. The centers

are bright white while the rims are framed in classic dark

blue with russet-gold accents on both sides. The cartwheel

lustre is undiminished—a feature seldom found so vibrant.

The strike is reasonably sharp and the surfaces are simply

outstanding in quality. Remarkably early die state on the

reverse with strong recutting on STATE and the 9, both

features which are later lapped off the dies. This coin is the

finest certified 1829 half dollar because it is the onlv one

with the star designation for high eye appeal. Neither PGCS
or NGC have graded any examples of this date higher than

MS-66. Certainly a prize for the specialist.

NGC Census: 6; none finer. This is the onlv example to earn the

designation.

#006154

161<'s
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657 1830 0-101. Rarity-1. Small 0. MS-62 (NGC). Light golden

toning over lustre with pleasing surfaces. A few trace hairlines

are seen with a magnifier, but these are offset by the quality of

the strike and the general eye appeal. A later die state with the

obverse stars drawn to the rim, and hints of clashing are seen 660

in the fields. An impressive coin despite slight softness on the

uppermost hair curls.

#006156

658 1830 0-115. Rarity-2. Small 0. MS-64 (NGC). Magenta and
lilac toning on the obverse is blended with blue and gold. On
the reverse the theme is primarily light gold and gray, with
blue around the borders.

#006156

1830 0-120. Rarity-1. Large 0. MS-63 (NGC). A bright and

flashy coin with a blush of golden toning on both sides. The

strike is better than average and the toning is a bit darker on

the reverse, but plenty of lustre survives. A small streak is noted

in the upper right reverse shield.

#006157

1830 0-122. Rarity-1. Large 0. AU-58 (NGC). Steel and lighi

gray with sharp devices. Some surface dirt is noted around

design elements.

#006157

1831 0-103. Rarity-1. MS-64 (ANACS). Rich and distinctive

lustre encircles both sides, toned in a modern but pleasari

gold that shows circles of pale blue and brighf gold at the

rims. Sharply struck on both sides, centers complete on all

stars, impeccable feather detail. The cartwheel is bright and

eye-catching, unbroken by any flaws in the near-gem qualit)

fields. A high quality Bust half that should be appreciated foi

its many merits.

#006159
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Superb Gem 1831 0-111 Half Dollar

Pittman's 1946 Purchase Price: $2.25

2x photo

662 1831 0-111. Rarity-1. MS-66 (PCGS). A spectacular Bust half dollar, the finest listed by Herman and perhaps the

finest known of the variety, one that realized over 8,000 times Pittman's initial purchase price when sold as part of

thaf cabinef in 1998. Called "a gem of fhe highesf order" in David Akers' cafaloguing of fhis piece, foday if remains

as gorgeous as fhen, boldly lusfrous wifh carfwheel as fhorough as any Bust half we've seen. The lighf silver gray

surfaces show beaufiful delicafe toning in pastel blue, gold, and soft olive that gains in intensity as it approaches

the peripheries. The surfaces are bright, frosty, and pristine. While the stars are flat at the centers, as is often the

case, other designs are impressive in their detail. A spot is noted on Liberty's chin, but any marks that are present

are so minor as to be insignificant—we will mention a nick in the drapery only because Akers did. The combination

of fhe color, lusfre, and fechnical quality of fhis piece make for one fruly exfraordinary half dollar.

This would make an ideal addifion to a type set of Koshkarian or Jung qualify. Ifs aesfhefic appeal is superb.

PCGS Population: 4; none finer. This coin is in the top .039% of all 1831 half dollars certified by PCGS!

In his description of this coin, David Akers noted that the largest multiplier for any coin sold to that point in the Pittman Collection was

over 7850x, for a Mint State Type II 1854 gold dollar that Pittman purchased for $7 and sold for $55,000. He suggested that "this 1831 half

dollar, and perhaps several of the other Gem Uncirculated half dollars that JJP bought in the mid 1940s, may not do quite as well, but they

will undoubtedly bring thousands of times the price that JJP paid for them a half century ago." In fact, the multiplier on this coin turned out

to be even greater! Its price realized in 1998—$18,700—was more than 8300 times that of the price paid by Pittman in 1946.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. Purchased from Waifte Raymond on May 14, 1946 for $2.25; from David Akers Nu-

mismatics' sale of the Pittman Collection, Part II, May 1998, Lot 1496 at $18,700.

#006159

Satiny White Near Gem 1832 Half Dollar

663 1832 0-102. Rarity-1. MS-64 (PCGS). Bright white with just a trace of gold starting to form on the lower reverse.

The strike is generally sharp although a couple of obverse stars show blunt centers. Liberty's face and cheek as well

as the surrounding fields display abundant lustre and no distracting handling marks. Scarce so well preserved,

and rare finer.

#006160
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664 1832 0-102. Rarity-1. Small Letters Reverse. MS-64 (NGC).

A beautiful coin which shows attractive dark blue peripheral

toning with the centers more msset gray. The surfaces are clean

with just a single shallow graze in the field below Liberty's

chin. The strike is typical with softness on the branch and

claw to the right, but most of the stars show their centers and

Liberty's curls show most of their definition. Liberty's cheek

and neck are pleasing as expected for this near Gem grade. A
coin with much appeal and no detractions.

#006160

665 1832 0-103. Rarity-1. AU-55 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned."

Light silver centers framed with deep blue on both sides, but

the surfaces are a bit too reflective from the cleaning. Neverthe-

less, the strike is bold throughout and the surfaces are clean

save for a few faint hairlines.

#006160

666 1832 0-111. Rarity-1. Small Letters Reverse. MS-63 (NGC).
A fully struck attractive coin that shows rich coppery-russet
toning in the fields with steel gray elsewhere. The surfaces are

clean with a couple of minute ticks from handling, but nothing
unexpected. The strike is particularly bold on Liberty's curls,

the stars and the eagle's talons. A delight for the collector.

#006160

667 1833 0-105. Rarity-2. MS-63 (NGC). Medium to dark steel

gray with blue intermixed in the fields. The strike was average
for this variety with a few stars soft at their centers. Liberty's
curls not quite full, and the branch and right claw above a trifle

soft. Traces of die rust are seen above Liberty's forehead and
nearby. Nearly the later die state with the reverse die crack
arcing around the left half of the die.

668 1833 0-105. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Traces of silvery brilliant

emerge from attractive dusky deep antique gray toning, witli

good lustre remaining on both sides. A handsome and accu.

rately graded specimen with just a hint of wear on the highest

points of the design. A thin scratch is noted at Liberty's throat,

minor dull nick at star 10.

#006163

669 1833 0-108. Rarity-1. MS-62 (ANACS). Abundant and impres'

sive cartwheel lustre well surpasses expectations for this grade

unabated and frosty on both sides. Appealing pewter gra)

toning is seen on both sides, a little darker than brilliant graj

and highly pleasing. Sharply struck and showing fine surfact

quality, with just some minor lines and scuffs in the fields

An extremely nice coin for this grade and one that should b(

pursued beyond the level usually associated with an MS-62.

#006163

670 1833 0-112. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). Deep antique gray wit!

bold remaining lustre and attractive, colorHl toning highlight!

in gold, russet, and pale blue. Nice and frosty, a little dusk)

on the obverse, reverse lively and perhaps a grade better,

handsome piece that would look nice in a date set focusing or

originality.

#006163

671 1833 0-112. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Simplv glorious iridescert

toning around the obverse and reverse, with ample pleasio)

lustre. The centers are lilac-gold and attractive to match th(

old album toning. The strike and surfaces are pleasing too, K*

the toning really makes this coin special. If vou demand a

of eye appeal, then take a peek at this stellar coin.

#006163
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Gem PL 1834 Half Dollar

Small Date, Small Letters

Finest PL 1834 Certified by NGC

lx photo

672 1834 0-110. Rarity-3. Small Date, Small Letters. MS-66 PL (NGC). A prooflike gem of the variety, indeed, the only

PL example of Overton-110 certified by NGC. Reflective pale steel gray with light champagne highlights evenly

distributed on both sides. Sharply struck with weakness apparent in only one obverse star. The present coin is a

standout in the NGC Census Report; only five 1834 half dollars of am/ Overton variety have been accorded finer

grades by that firm. About as nice as they get for the date, and worthy of strong bidding support as such.

NGC Census:!; none finer within the designation.

#006166

673 1834 0-116. Rarity-1. Small Date, Small Letters. MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty cartwheel lustre persists on both sides,

around deep pewter gray fields and devices on the obverse and throughout the slightly lighter reverse. Some hints

of blue may be seen at the reverse peripheries, a pleasant highlight. A little soft at the bust but free of major flaws,

a handsome example.
#006166

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of
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Satiny Gem 1837 Half Dollar

2x photo

674 1837 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny beauty with a rich array of golden iridescence that vies with

original mint brilliance for dominance on the lustrous surfaces. Sharply struck with full de-

sign details at the centers and the peripheries. Struck from a slightly misaligned die; when
turned on the coin's horizontal axis, the eagle's head points to 1:00 rather than 12:00. Pleasing

for the grade.

From ANR's sale of the J.B. Worthington Collection, May 2005, Lot 274.

#006176

Choice 1838 Half Dollar

First Year of Type

2x photo

675 1838 MS-64 (NGC). Certified as MS-64, this example displays mottled magenta, silver, and
gray surfaces at the center, changing to blue and then to gold at the rims. This is the first
year of i.ssue with the reverse design reading HALF DOL, a type that was used earlv the
next year, after which the Liberty Seated type replaced it

#006177
r
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Choice Proof 1839-0 Capped Bust 50(1:

676 1839-0 Capped Bust. Proof-64 (NGC). Die alignment 180° or "coin turn." Reflective fields and

frosty motifs resplendent with rich crimson, fiery peach, and deep golden toning highlights.

Struck from the dies used for repair of the circulation strike mintage of the date, with repunched

mintmark, here with reverse die cracks just forming. Scattered tiny marks are noted under low

magnification, the majority well-hidden and meaningless within the context of the grade. In

Breen's Encyclopedia (1988), Breen remarks "The five known Proofs have die aligned 180° from

normal, so that the date is nearest to HALF DOL." In other words, the Proofs of the date known

to Breen all had a 360° die alignment or "medal turn," as opposed to the "coin turn" offered on

this particular specimen. The present coin is among the two finest Proofs of the date certified

thus far by NGCT. An enticing opportunity.

NGC Cen.sus: 1; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-65).

#006228

S 167
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677

Frosty 1839-0 Capped Bust Half Dollar

1839-0 Capped Bust, Small Letters. MS-63 (PCGS). A delightful example

of this elusive issue that retains ample mint frost and delicate blue and

light gold toning over most of the surface. The devices are sharply struck

on both the obverse and reverse and display no softness on the stars or

feathers. Examination will find complex and extensive die cracks through

the date, stars, and reverse legends and devices. This is a middle die state

as these cracks continue to expand in width and length on later strikes

seen from this die pairing. A few minor scuffs and hairlines are found with

a magnifier. This issue is particularly popular for the obverse mintmark,

a feature which was soon moved to the reverse of future coinage from

New Orleans in 1840. The Capped Bust design was changed to the Seated

Liberty in late 1839 marking these coins as the last of their type from the

initial coinages of the fledgling New Orleans Mint.

#006181

U.S. LIBERTY SEATED HALE DOLLARS

Fantastic 1839 No Drapery Half Dollar

678 1839 Liberty Seated, No Drapery. MS-62 (PCGS). Closed 9 in the date with the knob a hair's breath away from
the loop above. Bright fields and devices enjoy a full measure of icy mint frost. The obverse exhibits bold definition
on Liberty s head and shield, as well as some light rim crumbling between 12:00 and 1:00 caused by die chipping
during the coining process. The reverse is that of a Choice example; there being outstanding detail in the feathers
and legends, accompanied by surface cjuality fhat far exceeds fhe norm. Examples of fhis imporfant one-year type
coin are very rare in full Mint State. A specimen of the caliber offered here would certainly be extremely difficult

to surpass! In fact, we would not be surprised if there were fewer fhan 25 or so survivors that exceed the quality
of this lovely coin.

#006230

Lustrous Choice AU 1839 No Drapery SOd

679 1839 Liberty Seated, No Drapery. AU-58 (ANACS). A satiny and highly lustrous specimen from the first vear (

o recht s Liberty Seated half dollar design type. Sharp and appealing with warm gold and violet tones beginnin
a L nms. natural planchet flaw, as struck, is seen at the reverse rim at 8:00, as are some faint, parallel planchi

K^'^le and sure to plea.se its next owner.
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Rare 1842-0 Small Date, Small Letters SOC — Reverse of 1839

680 1842-0 B-4758. Small Date, Small Letters. EF-45 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with rich electric blue, crimson,

and deep violet toning highlights in the protected areas. Scattered marks present, as should be expected from a

coin that saw workhorse duty in commerce in and near New Orleans. The date is rare enough that PCGS has seen

fewer than a dozen examples at EF-45, as offered here, or finer. Struck from a leftover 1841-0 Small Letters reverse

coupled with an 1842 Small Date obverse as Breen speculates: "No reason has been found for the change to Large
Letters in 1842; this letter size remained standard through 1891."

PCGS Population: 4; 7 finer (MS-63 finest).

Breen-4758. "1842-0 Small Date and Letters. Very rare. Included in initial delivery, February 28, 1842; part of this figure comprises coins

dated 1841. ..usually in low grades, relatively rare in EF."

#006238

Choice Proof 1843 Half Dollar Rarity

Ex John Jay Pittman

Finest Graded by NGC

681 1843 Proof-64 (NGC). Deep and lively golden gray with frosty motifs and mirrored fields. Rich peach and gold

blossoms in the central devices, while lilac and gunmetal-blue dominate the surrounding surfaces. Boldly struck in

all quarters, with each of Gobrecht's intended details crisp and sharp. Struck from a cracked reverse die, as are all

known genuine Proof half dollars of the date. The crack runs from the rim at 12:00 vertically past the E in STATES,

from there downward across the eagle's head and torso, exiting near the dexter talons, downward from there between

the L and F of HALF before terminating just shy of the dentils at 6:00. As David Akers noted in the landmark sale

of the Pittman Collection under Lot 1527: "This cracked reverse die is diagnostic with Proof 1843 half dollars; i.e.

all such Proofs were minted using this cracked reverse die and, furthermore, no business strikes were minted from

it." At that time, Akers traced just six Proofs of the date including, amazingly enough, two in the Pittman holdings,

the present specimen plus one in a complete 10-piece 1843 Proof set—half cent through eagle—in its original box!

Not surprisingly, the present specimen is the finest Proof of the date graded by NGC a characteristic of many of

the coins from Pittman Collection; John Jay Pittman had a great eye for coins. Pedigree, visual appeal, and absolute

rarity all combine here in an outstanding opportunity for an advanced Liberty Seated half dollar specialist or a

collector who simply wants the finest for his or her cabinet.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

From David Akers Numismatic Inc's sale of the John Jay Pittman Collection, Part II, May 1 998, Lot 1527. Purchased from

Numismatic Gallery on June 13, 1947 by Pittman for the lofty sum of $70.

#006387
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Choice Mint State 1844-0 Half Dollar

682 1844-0 MS-64 (NGC). Amazingly prooflike with frosty motifs

and satiny reflective fields that support a glorious array of gold,

crimson, and neon blue iridescence. The strike is crisp and

bold. Just over two million examples of this workhorse issue

were produced, with today's survivor apt to be VF or lower

in grade than any other level. Remarkably, not many choice

and gem Uncirculated examples of the '44-0 half dollar are

extant today despite the sizeable mintage for the date; fewer

than 10 examples have been granted MS-64 or finer status by

NGC. The present coin represents an appealing and exciting

opportunity.

NGC Census: 5; 4 finer (MS-65 finest).

#006246

1844-0 Doubled Date Half Dollar

683 1844-0 Doubled Date. AU-55 (PCGS).A magnificent example
of one of the most incredible die blunders in the Liberty Seated

series. The 1844 date logotype was first punched far too high,

well into the base of Miss Liberty, then without effacing much
of it, the logotype was punched again in the regular position.

Both dates are very bold. Both obverse and reverse are bright

silver, with ample lustre remaining in protected areas.

When the Wiley-Bugert book was written, this piece would
have stood as the fourth finest known. Today, population re-

ports list a number of higher grade pieces, but it is not known
how many different coins are represented—sometimes a coin
resubmitted will appear as two or more coins in a population
report, whereas only one specific coin is involved.

WB-103. Breen-4775. "1844-0 Blundered double date; smaller round O.
Very rare... usually in low grades."

I’CCS Topulation: 3; 3 finer (MS-64 finest).

#006247

Choice Extremely Fine 1844-0 SOc

Doubled Date Variety

684 1844-0 Doubled Date. EF-45. Satiny golden gray w
sustained lustre in the protected areas. A pleasing examp

lightly circulated but amazingly free of contact marks of a

consequence. Nicely struck as well. Erroneously punched d

suspended from rock above existing date, with apparently

attempt made to efface the first misplaced date; this is a defir

"naked eye" variety that can be seen without a magnify!

glass. Always popular, always rare, and always exciting wl

one crosses the auction block.

WB-103. Breen-4775. "1844-0 Blundered double date; smaller rounc

Very rare...usually in low grades."

#006247

1846 Over Horizontal 6 Half Dollar

Remarkable Mint State

685

1846/Horizontal 6. MS-61 (NGC). With surfaces toned mage

and gold at the centers, traces of blue at the borders. Thi

the famous issue in which the final 6 is over a horizontal di

Exactly how this happened, we are not certain, as, presumal

all 1846 half dollars had the date impressed into the work

die with a four-digit logotype. Perhaps this was not the c

for this particular coin, and a 184 logotype was used, with tl

digit added later, erroneously, then corrected. Alternative!)

in the case with misplaced dates (popularized by Kevin FI)

and others), in which stray elements of a date logoWpe are s

in the dentils of some Liberty Seated coins, or even within

Liberty Seated figure, perhaps the entire logotype itself wa

a 90° angle from normal orientation, and was tapped into

die (although no other traces survive, including in the hig

relief areas of the dentils). A puzzlement, to be sum, and a gi

numismatic attraction also, a classic for manv vears. Wl

seen, the variety is usually well circulated.

#006254

170
Si
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686 1849 Doubled Date. NET EF-40; sharpness of About Uncirculated-50, obverse scrape. Actually a tripled date—the

first date appears partly effaced and to the left of the second or existing date, and the bottom of a date numeral,
probably a 9, protrudes from the base of the rock above the date. Medium silver gray with a hint of retained lustre

in the protected areas. Obverse rim ding at 7:00, noticeable horizontal scrape to left of Liberty's shield. A scarce

and popular variety.

WB-102. Breen-4816. "1849 Double Date first center far to left. Extremely rare." The Breen Encyclopedia makes no note of the errant numeral
in the rock above the doubled date.

#006262

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1852 Half Dollar

687 1852 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny, impressive Gem with fiery cartwheel lustre and pale golden hues on both sides.

Sharply struck. A splendid example of this elusive date, an issue that saw just 77,130 circulation strikes produced.

The present specimen is among the four finest examples of this elusive date seen thus far by NGC, and rightfully

so. Outstanding quality and eye appeal combine here in an ever-popular winning combination.
NGC Census: 2; 2 finer (both MS-67).

#006268

688 1854 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). A lightly toned example of this short lived type coin that has the arrows at the date.

The surfaces are quite clean and certainly have the appearance of a Gem level coin. The strike is bold with no signs

of softness on the eagle's talons or the dress. For the type or date collector, this iridescent and golden toned coin

should make a welcome addition to any collection.

#006279
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Gem Proof 1855/4 Arrows 50(1

None Certified Finer by NGC

689 1855/4 Arrows. Proof-65 (NGC). A sultry lilac-gray gem with rich rose, gold, and pale blue iridescence on the

obverse, but mainly lilac-gray on the reverse. The motifs are frosty and the fields are reflective, though the cameo
effect is not noted on the NGC holder. Very few Proofs of this overdate exist, though the Wiley-Bugert reference

notes "at least three." As noted in Breen's Encyclopedia, our own Q. David Bowers was the discoverer of this rare

variety. On the present coin, the overdate feature is strong and unmistakable. Traces of the previous numerals can

be seen at the 8 and first 5, and the crossbar of the underlying 4 balances plainly on the ball of the second 5 in the

date (the same die was also used for circulation strikes of the issue). Even without the overdate details the date is a

great rarity in Proof—Breen knew of "less than a dozen" Proofs of the date, and he identified only two or three of

them as overdates. A very rare and interesting coin that will see a memorable bout of bidding activity.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

From ANR's sale of the Red Bank Collection, December 2003, Lot 739.

#006409

Bold 1855-S 50(t

690 1855-S Arrows. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Sedate slate blue with hints of golden gray on both sides,
a somewhat questionable but still attractive toning pattern. The lustre is somewhat subdued, and some verv faint
granu arity may be seen, especially below the date and around peripheries. No bad nicks or marks, just some minor
hairlines. Bold sharpness, far finer than most extant from this usually well-circulated issue.

^006284
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Gem Uncirculated 1858 Half Dollar

!
1858 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny Gem with warm underlying lustre

i! and rich champagne on both sides. A touch of striking softness

|. in places, not at all unusual for the date. Struck from a heavily

}\
clashed obverse die, with portions of the reverse shield plainly

I evident at Liberty's lap and knee region.

NGC Census: 15; 3 finer (MS-67 finest).

#006293

I

Satiny Very Choice Mint State

1859-S Seated Half Dollar

1859-S MS-64 (PCGS). A white coin that has just a blush of

light gold toning starting to form over the lustre. The strike is

bold with full definition on the obverse stars, head of Liberfy,

and the eagle's talons—all areas that are frequently found

poorly sfruck. There is minor evidence of die clashing in the

right obverse field from the eagle's wing. Wonderfully free

of all buf the most minute signs of contacf seen wifh a loupe.

I

Although a couple of finer examples are known, fhis example

I is probably wifhin the top dozen known of fhis date.

! PCGS Population: 7; 4 finer (Finest MS-68).

#006298

1860-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Highly reflective

fields add inferesf and appeal, nearly brillianf fhough overlaid

with attractive golden and deep gray tones, highlighted with

some blue inside the rims. Faint hairlines are seen, natural

planchet streak through STATES on the reverse. Very sharply

struck, an attractive specimen of this popular Southern mint

issue.

#006300

Choice Uncirculated 1861-0 Half Dollar

"CSA Obverse"

694 1861-0 CSA Obverse. MS-63 (PCI). Sparkling lustre supports

deep rose and violet toning on both sides. Sharp and attractive,

diagnostic obverse crack from rim near 12:00 downward to

Liberty's profile; fhis is presumed struck by the Confederate

States of America after their "liberation" of the New Orleans

Mint facility from Federal hands. A popular issue fhat offen

sees wide supporf whenever an example enters the numis-

matic marketplace.

WB-102. Breen-4906. "1861-0 Cracked Confederate obverse. Type II

reverse. Rare. Crack, rim to ridge of nose, close to seventh star; obverse

earlier used (April 18, 1861) to make the four Confederate Proofs. Usually

Fine to Extremely Fine."

While much fuss and feathers often accompanies the appearance of this

so-called "Confederate" obverse die, the present writer, a collector since

1961, often wonders why all the hubbub. According to Breen, 330,000 1861-

O half dollars were struck for the Union and delivered the day before the

Rebel takeover of the mint in New Orleans. Later, in March 1861, the New
Orleans Mint struck 1,240,000 more half dollars under the asepses of the

State of Louisiana. In April, a final batch of 962,633 half dollars were sfruck

for the actual Confederacy. As Breen's Encyclopedia (1988) points out, "with

one remarkable exception, it is impossible to tell apart the Union, Louisiana

and C.S.A. strikings. (However, the chances are seven out of eight that any

given 1861-0 was made or the rebels: 2,202,633=87% of the total 1861-0

output [2,532,623].) With all that in mind, it seems that a standard die sans

crack or other identifying marks would represent the far more rare Union

strikings. Part of the fun of numismatics is the large mountains that can be

made from tiny mole hills.

#006303

695 1863 Proof-64 (NGC). Largely brilliant with modest cameo con-

trast and pale golden hues. One of just 460 Proofs of the date

struck, the lowest Proof produefion figure in fhe denominafion

affer 1858 and unfil fhe 1914 Barber half dollar Proofs.

#006417

I
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Premier Date 1870-CC Half Dollar

Choice AU-58 NGC— A Rare Prize So Fine

Stunning Gem 1866-S No Motto SOc

Finest Certified by NGC— Ex Randall, Garrett, Byers

696 1866-S No Motto. MS-65 (NGC). A satiny Gem with expansive cartwheel lustre, faint champagne highlights, and a

bold, crisp strike. From a mintage for the date of just 60,000 pieces; later in the year after IN GOD WE TRUST was
added to the reverse die, another 744,900 pieces were struck. For the record, the mintage of 60,000 is the lowest in

the Liberty Seated half dollar series from its inception in 1839 until the 1870-CC rarity made its debut; even then
fewer than 6,000 pieces make the difference between the two mintages. As noted above, the present specimen is the

finest example of the date certified by NGC, and rightfully so. Its overall appeal is outstanding, and the quality is

such that many dealers might apply a "PQ" sticker to the holder to announce to the world the outstanding "65+"

quality offered here. Quality that was fine enough for Randall, Garrett, and Byers is now offered to you.
NGC Census; 1; none finer.

From the}. Colvin Randall Collection; Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Garrett Collection, Part 1, November 1979, Lot 350;
Stack's sale of October 2006, Lot 1217.

#006315

697 1870-CC AU-58 (NGC). Lustrous pale champagne with mingled rose tones. Nicely struck for a date that is oftei
ound wanting in design details, and free of serious marks as well. A somewhat reflective example of the first hal
dollar coinage from the fledgling Carson City Mint, a date that saw a mintage of 54,617 pieces. Surviving specimen:
of the date are often well-worn, typically VG or slightly finer, just as often found at less than VG as the denominatioi
served as a workhorse in the commercial needs of the region from its inception. The present coin is the only AU-5t

dollar currently certified by NGC, with just one other example of the date graded finer bv that firm.
N(,C Census: I; I finer {MS-62).

^

Breen-4955. "No Drapery. Very rare. Usually in low grades." One of the partial drapery obverses, with only a trace of the usual elKnv drap
‘ ^ ‘ ‘ W‘'W-lRiRort reference makes little n(4e of any of the drap-ry varieties.
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Nice AU 1870-CC Half Dollar

First Year of Nevada Mint Coinage

698 1870-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Warm steel gray surfaces with lilac and pale golden overtones across soft but abundant

mint bloom. A few tiny ticks are noted, none overbearing or troublesome to the unaided eye. Most of this issue

saw heavy circulation, with today's survivor apt to be VG to Fine or so—and today's collectors desire the date

even at those well-circulated levels. A nice AU, as here, is a thing of great desirability, especially when eye appeal

is thrown into the mix. Fewer than 10 1870-CC half dollars have been graded AU-50, as here, or finer by PCGS. A
rarity at AU.

PCGS Population: 4; 5 finer (MS-62 finest).

#006328

Choice EF 1870-CC Half Dollar

Popular Key Issue

699 1870-CC EF-45 (PCGS). A medium lilac-grav example of the first half dollar coinage from the newly opened Carson

City Mint, a coin with some lustre and rich peach iridescence in the protected areas. Essentially mark free to the

unaided eye; magnified scrutiny fails to yield more than an occasional tick.

I’CGS Population: 6; 9 finer (MS-62 finest).

#006328
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700 1871-CC Extremely Fine-40. A scarce and desirable date that is seldom found in high grades. The fields are slightly

reflective beneath a layer of dark gray and gold toning. The strike was average with certain peripheral details a trifle

soft such as the stars and Liberty's head, as expected on this issue. As to the surfaces, moderate signs of circulation

are present but nothing stands out in a distracting way. Carson City coinage is always in fervent demand.
#006331

Uncirculated 1873-CC Arrows 50(t

701 1873-CC Arrows. MS-62 (PCGS). A high degree of underlying lustre supports a wealth of rich peach, crimson,
gold, and sea green iridescence on the obverse, the reverse more a study in champagne and deeper gold. Care-
ful examination reveals a few scattered marks, as should be expected for the assigned grade. Scarce in Mint State

grades despite its ample mintage for the era of 214,560 pieces; much of that mintage was put to the commercial test

in Carson City and surrounding environs.
PCGS Population: 2; 14 finer (MS-66 finest).

#006344

Exceptional Proof-66 1874 SOd:

Among the Finest Extant

702 1874 Arrows. Proof-66 (PCGS). A delightful Gem characterized by several stellar qualities: exceptional preserva-
hon, excellent striking, outstanding eye appeal, and a two-year design type status. Both surfaces exhibit beautiful
a urn toning with sunset hues of pink, gold, blue, and violet predominating; the mirror brilliance of the fields

IS .somtw at muted by the vivid toning. A scant 700 Proof half dollars were coined during the year, and only a tiny
handful of examples have survived at the Proof-66 grade level. Walter Breen distinguishes between "Long Arrows"
and Short Arrows" varieties. The presently offered piece is the "Short Arrows" obverse type, characteristic of most
known Proof examples.

'

PCGS Population: 3; 2 finer (Proof-67 finest).

Breen-49H2. Short Arrows at date.

«(H)M3‘i
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705 1875-S MS-64 (PCI). Fully brilliant and highly lustrous with a nuance of deep silver gray toning among the protected

regions. What may be the base of errant 1 can be seen in the rock above the existing 1 in the date. Some flatness of

strike at Liberty's head, almost a "given" for this date.

#006351

Choice Mint State 1878-CC Half Dollar

Unheralded Mint State Rarity

704 1874-CC Fine-12. Pleasing steel gray throughout with attrac-

tive surfaces. It is unusual to find this date in a collectible

grade, especially without any real problems. A scant 59,000

were coined.

From our September 2000 sale, Lot 462.

#006347

706 1878-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Flighly lustrous and largely brilliant with just a halo of deepening gold forming at

the rims. Nicely struck for fhe date and with no serious blemishes present, definitely choice within the grade

parameters. One of just 62,000 pieces struck during the final year of half dollar coinage af fhe Carson City Mint,

and rarer even than its modest mintage implies. Most of today's survivors from that mintage are in VG or so, and

fewer than a dozen examples of the date have been called MS-63 or finer by PCGS. If you need this date, you'll

love this specimen.

I’CCS Papulation: 5; 6 finer (MS-65 finest).

From Stack's Wolfson sale ofMay 1963, Lot 1229; Stack's Bauman sale of December 1966, Lot 2041; NASCA's Bryan

sale of November 1977, Lot 800.

#()()6359

1874 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous specimen of

this issue. Arrows at Date as on all of this year. Satiny lustre

on both sides, brilliant with a hint of foning. Ideal for either a

type set or a specialized collection.

#006346
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;

Choice Uncirculated 1878-CC Half Dollar

Final Carson City Half Dollar Issue

707 1878-CC MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty highly lustrous example of this low-mintage issue. Sparkling champagne surfaces

with splashes of impressive lilac iridescence. Nicely struck for the date and era, with full design elements present on

both sides. Fewer than a dozen examples of the date have been called MS-63 or finer by PCGS. An attractive coin,

one that bears a few light, scattered marks, though these mainly make their presence felt under low magnification.

Certainly choice for the assigned grade and a lovely coin.

PCGS Population: 5; 6 finer (MS-65 finest).

From the Battle Born Collection.

#006359

708

Important 1878-S SOd: Rarity

Key to the Series

1878-S Very Good-8. Medium silver gray with deep slate and lilac highlights. A few scatfered marks are present,
most prominent among these scratches near and among the left-hand obverse stars, with other tiny scratches and
marks noted elsewhere on the obverse; the reverse is fairly well worn and shows a few contact marks as well. Easilv
t e most prominent and important key date in the series, much more rare and desirable across the board than anv
o t e much better known Carson City half dollar rarities. Indeed, no other date in the series regardless of mported
rarity comes close to the values listed in A Guide Book of United States Coins, we note that the pricing in the Red Book
egins at the Good-4 level for this date at $12,000 and spirals upward from there, figures unmatched bv anv other

date in the series. While just VG-8 and with some minor surface disturbances, we suspect the present coin will still
see a spate of unbridled bidding enthusiasm

«()()636()
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1885 Proof-65 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant and untoned

silver gray with deeply reflective surfaces and frosted motifs.

A bold and impressive Proof striking with definitive detail

and a highly pleasing look in-hand. A glass detects only some
microscopic spots under the exergual line on the obverse and

a couple parallel slide marks in the right obverse field. Bright

and attractive.

NGC Census: 1; 4 finer within this designation (Proof-67 UC finest).

#096446

713

714

Gem Cameo Proof 1880 Half Dollar

Among Dozen Finest Seen at NGC
Gem Proof 1885 SOc

1885 Proof-65 (NGC). Brilliant at the centers with delicate

iridescent toning, nicely blended, toward the border, with

hints of blue, magenta, and gold. An outstanding example at

this grade level of one of the all time favorites of the series—

a

date for which both circulation strikes and Proofs were made
in low numbers.

#006446

Impressive Gem Proof 1888 Half Dollar

1888 Proof-67 (NGC). An impressively toned Gem from a Proof

mintage for the date of 832 pieces. Lilac-gray with splashes

of rose, peach, gold, crimson, and blue adding to the overall

colorful enchantment. Just three Proofs of the date have been

certified finer than the present coin within any Proofdesignation

by NGC. High grade and delightful appearance mesh here

in a meaningful manner, so if high grade or colorful appear-

ance—or both—play a part in your collecting strategy, this

should be seen.

NGC Census: 6; 3 finer within any designation (Proof-68 ULTRA
CAMEO finest).

#006449

1880 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Heavily frosted motifs sit

astride bright and reflective fields. A pretty and delightful

gem survivor from a somewhat sizeable Proof mintage for the

date of 1,355 pieces; the present specimen is among the dozen
finest Proofs from that mintage seen thus far by NGC.

NGC Census: 11; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAMEO).
#086441

712

1883 Proof-67 (NGC). A splendid Gem showing bold cameo

contrast on both surfaces, but without any CAMEO designa-

tion on the NGC label. The obverse exhibits intermingled

pink and gold iridescence at the center, changing to violet and

electric blue at the rim. The reverse is toned in intermingled

pink, gold, and blue. The Proof mintage for the year was just

1,039 pieces; clearly, only a few examples have survived at the

Proof-67 level.

NGC Census: 7; 5 finer (Proof-68^ CAMEO finest).

#006444

1880 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Here is a beautiful speci-

men with frosty devices and icy smooth fields giving at bold

Cameo contrast. Most of the coin is graced by golden toning.

Touches of rose and neon blue color can be found clinging fo

the rims in areas. A wonderfully preserved example with no

mentionable marks and a great overall look.

Breen-5029. Type II. Pointed berry above H.

#006441

Lovely Proof-67 1883 SOd
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U.S. BARBER HALF DOLLARS

715 1893-S MS-60 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Medium lilac-gray with hairlines on both sides, most apparent on

the obverse. A boldly struck example of an early key date in the series.

#006467

Important Gem Uncirculated 1895-S 50(t

Among Three Finest Seen by PCGS

1895-S MS-66 (PCGS). Intense underlying lustre supports rich and varied rose and neon blue iridescence. A frosty

gem with a bold strike and choice aesthetic qualities. Among the three finest 1895-S half dollars seen to date by
PCGS, and definitely worthy of your bidding attention. Indeed, we don't recall the last time we saw a '95-S half
dollar that was so fine in so many ways.

PCGS Population: 1; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

#006473

717 1896 Brilliant Proof, nearly Choice-62. Frosted devices rest atop smooth reflective fields for an attractive Cameo
contrast. Beautiful electric blue and rose color is found at the peripheries while the central areas of the coin displav
golden tones. A coin with strong eye appeal that is normally only encountered on higher grade coins.
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Colorful Gem Proof 1898 Barber SOc

1898 Proof-67 (NGC). A delightful cameo is present, though

the vivid toning probably accounts for its exclusion from the

NGC label. Frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. The

obverse is alive with splashes of rich peach, rose, sky blue,

and gold, while the reverse displays satiny electric blue and

rich lilac highlights.

#006545

Sensational Mint State 1898-S Half Dollar

1898-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A particularly

impressive example of fhis date. In fact, the initial impression

of this compelling coin is of an especially smooth, remarkably

unencumbered Gem. One must look long and hard to discover

some highly deceptive, ever so trivial obverse lines beneath

lovely lavender-rose and jade-gold iridescence. Were it not

for these lines, one could argue that this rare, appealing coin

is not only a superb Gem, but also a candidate for the finest

known!
#006482

1898-S Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. Mottled

deep gray with highlights of rich gold and pale blue againsf

reflective fields. Nicely defailed, with some minor hairlines

contributing to the assigned grade.

#006482

Majestic Proof 1899 Half Dollar

Finest Ultra Cameo at NGC

2x photo

721 1899 Proof-67 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Fully brilliant

surfaces show deep confrast between frosted devices and

remarkably reflective fields. Beautifully struck with defini-

tive detail, a majestic example of this highly popular design.

Of the 182 specimens of this date graded by NGC, only two

have been certified as Ultra Cameo, of which this one is the

finer example. With its immaculate surfaces and impressive

appeal, this specimen deserves a home in a cabinet of fhe

finest quality.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the Ultra Cameo designation.

#096546

BID ON THE INTERNET
1 Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

' your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.

K'S 181
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Incredible Gem 1900 Proof Half Dollar

111

1900

Proof-68 (NGC). A Proof of incredible qualify, the present piece challenges perfection. The obverse displays
light gray, gold, magenta, and blue toning over silver surfaces, while the reverse is a gorgeous blend of sunset
colors—blue, magenta, and gold. A very important, impressive, and beautiful coin!

NGC Census: 8; none finer.

From the Price/Hiigon Collection.

#006547

Gem Proof 1901 Barber SOd

Heartily Toned

1901

Proof-67 (NGC). A richly toned gem Proof with satiny motifs and highly reflective fields. The obverse exhibits
various shades of smoky gold and gray when viewed head on, but once tilted in the light the coin bursts with an
intense display of violet, crimson, peach, and gold; much the same applies to the reverse. From a Proof mintage for
the date of 813 pieces.

#006548

1902

AU-55 (PCGS). Totally white with flashy lustre. Just a bit of friction and evidence of circulation. Housed in an
old green label PCGS holder.

#006492

mI
'fshly lustrous .ind warruly toned in rich deep gold .ind crimson. Not a gmot mritv hv .rnv

725
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Beautifully Toned 1903 Barber Half

1903 MS-64 (PCGS). Toned with deep gold and blue around

the rims, with the centers lighter gray to silver iridescent hues.

The strike is sharp and the surfaces are clean as expected for

I
a near Gem level grade.

#006495

Lovely Proof 1906 Barber 50(t:

Proof-66 Cameo (NGC)

1906 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Deeply reflecfive brilliant

fields offer sharp contrast with the white frost of the devices.

Exquisite detail, no significant distractions even under a glass,

a simply beautiful specimen. Though NGC has graded well

over 200 examples of this date in Proof, just six have been called

Cameo, with none certified as Ultra Cameo. Just a couple of

individual lines on the cheek keep this from a still higher grade

assignment. This would fit in the finest collection of untoned

Gem Proof Barber halves.

NGC Census: 1; 5 finer within the Cameo designation (Proof-68 Cameo

finest).

#086553

Impressive MS-66 1906-S 50(t

1906-S MS-66 (NGC). Frosty lustre. Pale champagne toning in

the central areas deepens to vivid gold at the border. Although

offered with some frequency in MS-64 and lower grades,

examples at the MS-66 level are seldom encountered. Worth

a generous bid from the connoisseur of quality.

NCC Census: 3; 3 finer (MS-69 finest).

#006507

High-Grade Proof 1909 SOd

Proof-67 Cameo (NGC)

lx photo

729 1909 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Fully brilliant with deeply re-

flective fields and abundant frost on the devices, especially on

the reverse. A scarce Cameo on this date, showing bold visual

appeal. A single nearly invisible line runs vertically low on the

obverse device. Immaculate untoned surfaces recommend this

piece into an advanced set of brilliant Proof Barbers.

NGC Census: 10; 4 finer within the Cameo designation (Proof-68 CA
finest).

#086556

730 1912-D MS-65 (NGC). A frosty Barber half dollar with bold

underlying lustre that supports deep gold and slate irides-

cence. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have been

graded finer than the present gem by NGC. Nicely struck and

aesthetically appealing, a strictly original piece.

NGC Census: 23; 5 finer (all MS-66j,

#006525

's
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U.S. WALKING LIBERTY HALF DOLLARS

champagne surfaces with intense underlying cartwheel lustre. The strike is bold anv
especially within the confines ot the MS-M grade. In a word: Nice!

731 1916-D MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty, mattelike surfaces with a nuance of faint champagne. Nicely struck with all Weinman's
intended design elements crisp and fully accounted for.

#006567

732 Selection of Walking Liberty half dollars: 1916-D Choice About Uncirculated-55. Silver gray with splashes of
mottled golden and bluish gray toning 1917-D Reverse Mintmark. Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Golden
gray with splashes of rich gold and gray at the obverse periphery 1917-S Reverse Mintmark. Choice Extremely
Fine-45. Silver gray with splashes of rich gray at the obverse rim 1918 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Pale
golden gray over lustrous surfaces 1920 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Mottled steel blue at the obverse
periphery. (Total: 5 pieces)

733 Quintetteof Walking Liberty half dollars: 1917 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61 1918-S Brilliant Uncircu-
lated, nearly Choice-62 1929-D Brilliant Uncirculated-60 1935-D Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62 1937-D
Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Each with golden gray toning over lustrous surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

734 1917-D Obverse mintmark. MS-63 (NGC).A fairly well struck example of this ever popular issue. The strike is better
than most with some of the definition on the thumb and head of Liberty, but not quite fully rounded as occasionally
seen. Satiny lustre greets the eye as the coin is turned under a light, with delicate tawny gold toning starting to form
over the silver surface. Close scrutiny will find a couple of minute ticks

#006570

1917 S Obverse rnintmark. About Uncirculated-50, lightly cleaned. Pale champagne on faintly brushed surfaces. One
°

#006572

Struck with themintmark on the obverse, the final year of the design type with such placement.
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Mint State 1919-D SOc

738 1919-D Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. A coin of even finer cjuality, with bold lustre and eye appeal,

but for some light hairlines and smoothing on the weakly struck portion of Liberty's leg into the left obverse field.

Brilliant and lustrous, excellent cartwheel on both sides, gem-quality reverse. An important opportunity for those

who seek a Mint State example of this scarce issue.

#006578

737 1919-D MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny, lustrous example of this scarce branch mint issue, a date that becomes a prominent

key at MS-64 or finer; indeed, the only other date in the series to compare favorably with this at MS-64 or above is

the 1921-S, with both dates being notable condition rarities. Fully brilliant. The strike is decent for the date, nearly

as bold as the lovely MS-63 specimen offered by ANR in their Lake Michigan & Springdale Collections sale of June

2006. A fleck is nofed on the sun at the point where it intersects with the landscape. Although PCGS has certified

a fair number of examples grading MS-64 over the years, the demand from the collector community is so intense

that these cross the auction block only at relatively infrequent intervals. A grand opportunity to add one of those

"stopper" dates to your Liberty Walking half dollar collection.

#006578

—

Choice Mint State 1919-D Half Dollar

185
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739 1920-S MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty, mattelike surfaces with faint

champagne highlights evenly dispersed on both sides. Nicely

struck, though not fully so; this date, however, is often much
weaker than presented here.

#006582

Key 1921 Half Dollar

Lowest Philadelphia Mintage

740 1921 MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely example of the lowest mintage
Philadelphia issue in the Liberty Walking series. Mottled light

golden and iridescent toning on both sides. Significantly above
average strike, and notable for this. Deeply lustrous. One of

the most important varieties in the series.

#006583

741 1927-S MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. The strike is

about average with a touch of softness noted at Liberty's thigh
and left hand. Despite a comparatively generous mintage of

2,392,000 pieces, it appears that virtually the entire mintage
went into the channels of commerce and stayed there for
decades. Today, survivors are common in grades up to Very
Fine, but demonstrably scarce at and above Extremely Fine.
Probably no more than a bag or two of Uncirculated examples
were set aside to accommodate the slight collector demand at

the time, but these are scarcely adequate to supply the want
lists of the burgeoning population of modern-day collectors
who specialize in early 20th-century issues.

#006587

Exceptional Gem 1933-S Half Dollar

743 1933-S MS-65 (PCGS).A truly outstanding example of the fii

Liberty Walking half dollar issue of the 1930s. The striking

significantly better than usually seen. The lustre is full and ric

the surfaces are brilliant, and the eye appeal is everything th

can be desired. If you are working on an exceptional quali

set, this piece is for you.
#006591

744 1933-S MS-65 (PCGS). A brilliant specimen with love'

lustrous surfaces. Above average in striking, with excelle

details on both sides, not particularly unusual for 1933-S, bu

characteristic which would become rare in the 1940s and whi

was rare as can be in the decade earlier for certain issues (f

example, 1923-S, which may not exist with full details).

#006591

745 Starter set of Walking Liberty half dollars, grades ran:

from Very Choice About Uncirculated-58 to Very Choi

Brilliant Uncirculated-64, mostly Brilliant Uncirculate

nearly Choice-62 to Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63: 19

1934-D 1935 1936 1936-D 1936-S 1937 1939

1939-D 1940 1940-S 1941 1941-D 1941-S 1942

1942-D 1942-S 1943 1943-D 1943-S 1944 1944-

1944-S 1945 1945-D 1945-S 1946 1946-D

1947 1947-D. All are lustrous, some have attractive tonir

IToused in two Whitman albums. (Total: 31 pieces)

1934-D MS-66 (PCGS). Well struck (rare as such), deeplv h

trous, and with light golden toning around the borders, tl

has to be one of the best values vou will e\ er find for this d.i

and mint. Incredible eye appeal.
#006.543

1929-S MS-63 (NGC). A sharply struck example of this scarce
date although Liberty's thumb is a bit flat. Starting to tone with 746
a splash of lavender near the date and coppery gold on the
reverse rim. Bold die polishing lines are present where clash
marks were partially removed by the coiner

»(K)65‘X)
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747 Half dozen Walking Liberty half dollars: 1934-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 1935-S Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63 1937-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 1938 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64 1938-D
Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64 1939-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Each with splashes of delicate

frosty gray over lustrous surfaces. (Total: 6 pieces)

Gem 1935-D Half Dollar

748 1935-D MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant, beautiful, and above average in striking sharpness. A lovely example of this Denver
Mint issue.

Forming a collection of Liberty Walking half dollars at the MS-65 level is a challenge that can be met with some patience. All varieties from

L933-S to 1947-D are available, with none being priced out of sight. However, beginning significantly with 1940-S, and continuing through a

number of later issues, many are very sharply struck. If you add full details to your requirements, get set for an extended but very pleasant

numismatic journey in the search.

#006596

749 1935-D MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and frosty. Relatively common in all grades up to and including About Uncircu-

lated, but very scarce at the MS-65 level. As late as the mid 1930s, collectors still weren't entirely familiar with the

importance of including "D" and "S" pieces in their collections, and accordingly, although Uncirculated Philadel-

phia Mint issues were preserved in substantial numbers during the era, high-grade branch-mint issues are now
recognized as being significantly scarcer. This oversight was largely remedied in the 1940s, presumably due to the

increased popularity of "penny boards" and coin albums that brought mintmarks more fully to the attention of the

collector community.
#006596

Spectacular Proof-68^ 1939 SOc

Important Condition Rarity

750 1939 Proof-68^ (NGC). A superb strike exhibiting sharp satiny devices and glittering mirror fields. Virtually as

nice as the moment it came from the dies! The central areas exhibit pale champagne iridescence, changing to vivid

rosy gold and blue at the rims. An important condition rarity in this lofty state of preservation.

NGC Cen.sus: 16; 1 finer (Proof-69).

#006639
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752

1939 MS-68 (PCGS). Graded as MS-68, with some equals in

the population, but none finer, this is ideal for the Registry Set

collector. Beyond this, the coin has an outstanding strike—one

of the finest we have seen. Amazingly, strike was not figured

into grading. Our preference would be to have an MS-66 with

sharp strike rather than an MS-68 in which the striking was

not full. However, the point is moot, for this coin has both! A
treat to the eye, with delicate iridescent and gold toning over

deeply lustrous silver surfaces.

PCGS Population: 17; none finer.

#006606

1939 MS-67 (PCGS). A frosty gem with a bold strike, strong

lustre, and delightful golden hues on both sides.

Housed in old-style frameless PCGS holder.

#006606

1939-S MS-67 (PCGS). With quite a few coins keeping it compa-
ny, but none finer, this 1939-S is ideal for Registry Set purposes.
It also is well struck, not unusual for 1939-S, a commentary
that Randy Campbell recently made in his popular Coin World
column. The present piece is gorgeous to behold—deep, rich

silver overall—probably as nice as the second it left the coining
press.

#006608

756

757

758

Resplendently Toned Superb Gem Proof

1942 Walking Liberty Half

1942 Proof-68 (NGC). Toned with vibrant and exceptior

peripheral colors on the obverse with more extensive toning i

the reverse. The obverse sports rich reddish green iridescen

at the rim, with the centers a trifle cloudy as frequently foui

on these Proofs. The reverse has bright yellow near the ri

with gorgeous teal and rose-gold in successive rings coverii

most of the reverse. Outstanding surfaces as expected for tl

lofty grade, and as nice as this date is ever found.
#006642

Quintette of certified half dollars, including commemoi
fives: 1943 MS-66 (NGC) 1946-D MS-65 (PCGS) 19

MS-64 (NGC) 1925 Stone Mountain. MS-64 (NGC) 19

Rhode Island. MS-65 PL (NGC). These pieces are either brillia

or attractively toned. (Total: 5 pieces)

1943-D MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with intense cartwht

lustre beneath splashes of rich crimson, pale peach, and dus

rose. Much mint brilliance shows through, especially on tl

reverse.

#006619

VISIT ONLINE

755 1941 MS-67 (PCGS). Frosty lustre. Pale champagne tonii

with blushes of faint blue-gray. Most design features sho

bold definition.

#006611

WWW.STACKS.COM

1941 Proof-67 (PCGS). A satiny Gem Proof of the date, with
underlying lustre that supports warm golden highlights, es-
pecially at the rims.

New purchases • Monthly offerings

Auction information • Online bidding

Top PCGS Grade 1939 Half Dollar
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U.S. SILVER DOLLARS
U.S. FLOWING HAIR SILVER DOLLARS

High-Grade 1795 Flowing Hair Silver Dollar

759 1795 Bolender-l, Bowers Borckardt-21. Rarity-2. Flowing Hair, 2 Leaves. AU-58 (NGC). A high-grade example

of this ever popular Flowing Hair desigia. Light steel gray with a touch of cloudiness on both sides and traces of

dark blue and gold tucked into the letters and devices. Partial reflectivity survives in the fields, a feature seldom

seen on these early dollars. The strike is quite sharp with bold separation on the curls and the eagle's breast shows

about half the feathers clearly. No sign of the silver plug that is occasionally seen on this variety, and there are thin

adjustment marks present on Liberty at a sharp angle a bit lower left at the base to right of vertical. Apparently an

early die state as the die engraving error of fhe 1 under fhe 7 is readily apparent and the dentils are soft in areas as

nearly always seen on this die pairing. For identification there is a shallow scuff above the D of UNITED. As 1794

silver dollars have become virtually unobtainable for mosf collectors, the present nearly Uncirculated 1795 Flowing

Hair dollar should suit the majority of fype collectors.

From the ].A. Sherman Collection.

#006853

High-Grade 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

760 1795 B-1, BB-21. Rarity-2. EF DETAILS (NCS), "Improperly cleaned." The surfaces show hairlines from being

cleaned with an abrasive which was likely used to remove corrosion on the surfaces or similar heavy patina. The

coin is now bright white with traces of blue within the dentils. Substantial hair detail remains on the obverse and

most of the eagle's feathers are intact as well. This coin would look better if allowed to tone down to mitigate the

hairlines and soften the brightness.

The variety noted on the NCS insert is incorrect.

#(X)6853

189
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761 1795 B-1, BB-21. Rarity-2. Silver Plug. Net Very Fine-20; sharpness of Extremely Fine-40, tooled. The tooling was

in the lower right obverse field where a "W" was partially smoothed out from that area. The coin is now light silver

with decent surfaces otherwise. The strike was sharp enough to bring up the hair curls and star centers, the reverse

too is bold with strong definition on the eagle's wings. There is a rim nick over the A of STATES and the surfaces

have been cleaned at some time in the past. Interestingly the silver plug is large with a portion of the outline clear

on Liberty's neck but virtually the entire circle is sharply outlined on the reverse through the eagle's chest, wing,

and field above. Another feature which adds to the allure of the present coin is the faint adjustment near the date,

a curiosity in that silver weight was both added to the planchet (via the central plug) and removed (adjustment

lines) in order to get this planchet within the legal narrow tolerance.

#096052

Borderline Mint State 1795 B-4 Silver Dollar

Likely The Second Finest Known

Elusive 1795 Dollar with a Silver Plug

1795 B-4, BB-14. Rarity-3. 2 Leaves. Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. This obverse die is easily recognized by
t e position of t e 15fh star relative to the truncation of Liberty's bust. There is no other obverse die of this datew ereupon t is last star is completely below the bust. In fact this splendid coin offers a visual presentation that
IS ar superior to most Flowing Hair silver dollars that are technically Uncirculated, as Liberty's abundant curls
are sharply struck and this obverse die shows Liberty's hair in the fullest fashion of any 1795 obverse die. A full
measure o ve vet- rosty bloom is embellished by handsome overlying shades of russet, lavender-gray, and subtle
gold. The strike IS wonderfully bold for a coin of this design, and the surfaces are free of any defect that requires
even

^
^ '8 rnention. Close examination uncovers only a trace of inconsequential crossing obverse adjustment

^ ^ into Liberty s hair, however this in no way impedes the beautv of this jewel. Likelv the
. ecoPL ’nes nown o 1 ^ variety based on the extensive pedigree research done bv VV. David Perkins citing the

lUhnnal 1

' "’'"''^'t’e-M.iis-Earle-Amon Carter-Superior, October 1990, Lot 3713 Mint State example of this variety,

f Allprii T Uncirculated-55 (both NGC) examples are known (Reiver, Lot 23467 and Wavne S. Rich

out bv 1

‘.rtna, March 23, 2002 Lot 4001) of this die pairing, the present coin nudging those two
out by at least three grade points.

r n i
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High-Grade 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar with Challenges

763 1795 B-4, BB-14. Rarity-3. EF DETAILS. (NCS), "Reverse repaired, whizzed." The obverse and reverse both show
evidence of tooling in the form of parallel lines and swirling lines probably done to cover over scratches or surface

nicks. The coin was later whizzed to restore brightness to the surfaces then retoned with mottled brown-gold and
gray with a blush of blue. The strike was sharp and Liberty retains most of her hair definition as do the wings of

the eagle, but the breast was likely tooled as it appears a trifle flat for the amount of wear to the devices. A scarcer

die variety that is always in demand as Liberty's hair curls really stand out and high-grade examples offer more
definition than usually encountered.

#006853

Mint State 1795 BB-27 Dollar

Flowing Hair, 3 Leaves

I

764 1795 B-5, BB-27. Rarity-1. Flowing Hair, 3 Leaves. MS-62 (NGC). A lovely, lustrous example of this popular vari-

ety. This obverse is readily distinguished by the raised bar in the field behind Miss Liberty's hair, a signature. The

striking is quite good, better than typically seen on this obverse die, with delineation of all hair strands except the

highest points of several. The stars are well struck, as is the date. The dentils are bold and well separated. The field

is lustrous silver, toned light gold, gray, with some splashes of blue. The phrase "pretty as a picture" could certainly

be appropriate here. The reverse is likewise attractive, with excellent striking and definition of cietail except on the

highest parts of the eagle. The eye and the head of the eagle are especially well defined. The dentil tips are distinct.

The overall toning is predominately attracitve light gray, with some splashes of silver, magenta, and gunmetal-

blue.

The present piece will serve well for the advanced specialist in the dollar series or for the type set collector who
would like an especially lovely representative of the first design type in the silver dollar series, the Flowing Hair

produced only in 1794 and 1795.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#006852
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765 1795 B-5, BB-27. Rarity-1. 3 Leaves. AU-53 (PCGS). An attractive coin that displays traces of lustre beneath a slightly

mottled layer of steel gray. There are minor light adjustment marks present on the dentils with a couple seen near
the center of Liberty's head. The strike was average with moderate softness on Liberty's curls but the eagle's breast

feathers and wings are well defined where not worn by limited circulation. As determined from the number of

coins known today, the present variety is one of the most commonly seen. Central obverse die wear limited the

curl definition as over 100,000 coins were apparently produced from this single die pair. All show the curious "bar"
behind Liberty's head, thought to be an engraver's scratch or perhaps an extended curl which would have filled in

most of the field if all the curls had been extended to this length. The rims are solid and free of detractions, and all

the dentils are boldly struck up. A coin that can best be identified by the central obverse adjustment mark which
creases Liberty's ear and points toward the 5.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#006852

Popular 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

766 1795 B 5, BB 27. Rarity-1. AU-50 DETAILS (ANACS). "Cleaned." Toned with medium to dark gray with traces of
russet lustre in the protected areas. The strike was reasonably sharp and examination will find scattered dull nicks
on 1 erty most y on her neck or hidden in her hair. There is a rough area on the upper reverse that is noteworthy.
Lor the CO lector the present coin offers strong device definition and surfaces that are less than perfect but priced
accordingly. ^ ^

#006852

Steel Gray 1795 Flowing Hair Silver Dollar
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Popular 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

767 1795 B-5, BB-27. Rarity-1. VF-25. Toned medium gray with golden highlights mixed in on both sides. The strike was
sharp enough to bring up the devices, but Liberty's central hair shows the usual combination of softness and wear.

Examination will find faint pin scratches just in front of Liberty's nose and mouth and a couple of dull streaks on
the central reverse which were likely in the planchet prior to striking, as other small defects are found with effort.

This is the first style of silver dollar struck and these were made for just two short years.

#006852

Elusive 1795 B-9, BB-13 Die Variety

768 1795 B-9, BB-13. Rarity-4. EF-40 DETAILS (ANACS). "Cleaned." The surfaces were cleaned and nicely recolored

with flecks of gold and blue on both sides rather evenly distributed. Traces of adjustment marks are seen on the

reverse rim. The surfaces show minor hairlines and a few thin scratches crossing Liberty's cheek, but no other

problems really distract. On this later die state there is strong evidence of clashing with the eagle's wing and much
of fhe wreath present in the obverse left field, and Liberty's head outlined on the reverse. The reverse lettering is

drawn heavily toward the rim with the posts of the letters comically distended, a feature found on other varieties

as well, but rarely to the degree seen here. Bolender referred to this feature as "bifurcation" and it is part of the

normal die wearing process. Strong hair definition survives and the eagle retains most of the feather detail in his

wings. For identification there is a moderate edge cut above the I of UNITED.
#006852

Elusive 1795 B-12a, BB-26 Elowing Hair Dollar

769 1795 B-12a, BB-26. Rarity-5. VF-25 (SEGS). A desirable example of this die pairing that has steel gray fields which

offset the lighter silver devices. The strike is average with areas of softness on the rim where a few dentils have worn

away, but the lettering, stars and date are all clear and well separated from the rim. As to the surfaces, moderate

circulation marks are present and two short dull scrapes are noted in the right obverse field between the chin and

the 11th star. No adjustment marks are visible. A middle die state coin with the often seen obverse die crack from

the rim through the 7 extending to Liberty's ear, noted to be die state 111 in the Bowers-Borckardt Encycloiu'dia.

#006852
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U.S. DRAPED BUST DOLLARS

771 ^ BB-51. Rarity-2. Off-Center Bust. Choice Very Fine-30. There are some pin scratches in the right obverse
held with other fainter scratches in that area. Rich golden russet toning with blue accents covers both sides. The
mverse has moderate adjustment marks and a small edge bruise above CA of AMERICA. These were coined in late
October of 795, the first appearance of the Draped Bust design which replaced the less than popular Flowing I lair
obverse .style. Apparently the public approved and before long the Draped Bust obverse design was adapted to all
silver and copper coinage.

Mint State 1795 Draped Bust $1

BB-51, First Die

770 1795 B-14, BB-51. Rarity-2. Off-Center Bust. MS-62 (NGC). Brilliant on both sides, with subtle toning, the pres-

ent coin showcases the very first entry in the Draped Bust series of American coinage. This is one of two obverse

dies, with the bust placed farther to the left, closer to the stars on the left, than on the second die, BB-52. It was not

until the next year, 1796, that the Draped Bust motif was widely used, although a half dime die was prepared (but

not employed) with the 1795 date, later overdated as 1796/5. The obverse is well struck at the center, with excel-

lent delineation of the hair strands, which on this die are particularly detailed. There is some lightness at the very
highest points, just left of Miss Liberty's temple. The stars on the left are needle sharp, and those on the right are

well defined on the points, but are light at the centers. Mint-caused adjustment marks are seen in a nearly vertical

orientation, from the planchet preparation process.

The reverse is a "poster example" of the design, with excellent detail of the branches (olive on the left, palm on
the right), the lettering, and dentils. The eagle's feathers are mostly but not completely defined. Adjustment marks
are not present on the reverse. The reverse die is one of the most famous, perhaps the best known among early dol-

lars. This is the Small Letters style, which had an extraordinarily long life, and was mated with multiple obverses
dated as late as 1798.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#096858
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pular 1796 Large Date, Small Letters Silver Dollar High-Grade 1796 Draped Bust Dollar

1796 B-5, BB-65. Rarity-4. Large Date, Small Letters. EF-45

(SEGS). The surfaces have been worked on, possibly to re-

move residue or corrosion in the past and the coin has been

nicely retoned with dark steel gray fields and lighter devices.

Moderate hairlines exist but a loupe is needed to discern them.

Early to middle die state with the doubling on the 6 clear, and

the usual die lump on the reverse not yet touching the C of

AMERICA. No adjustment marks and the rims are generally

intact. Nearly one-third of the breast feathers can be seen, a

feature any collector can appreciate.

#006861

774 1796 B-5a, BB-65. Rarity-3. Large Date, Small Letters. Sharp-

ness of Extremely Fine-40 or better, but lightly scratched in

the right field and before Liberty's face and several letters to

remove some forgotten offense. There are also a few minor

rim bruises at the top of the obverse, another on the lower left

reverse. The strike was sharp for this middle die state with

the lump starting to touch the C of AMERICA, caused bv a

defect in the die steel. Light steel to silver with colorful flecks

of toning mixed into the devices and pleasing to the unaided

eye. As so often seen, a hand pin was used to remove verdigris

or something similar but this process left thin scratches close

to the devices.

#006861

Splendid 1795 Draped Bust Dollar

The Centered Bust Variety

772

lx photo

1795 B-15, BB-52. Rarity-2. Centered Bust. EF-45 (PCGS). Light gray with a hint of golden iridescence on both

sides of this boldly struck coin. The surfaces are clean and have no distracting rim bumps, adjustment marks or

scratches, features found on so many of these large, heavy coins. For the collector this would make a wise selection

as problem-free coins never go out of style. The new Draped Bust style was adopted in late 1795 on sliver dollars,

which proved immediately popular and the designs were soon adapted to all copper and silver coinage. Struck

slightly off-center toward 9:00 with denticles nearby and long ungainly denticles on the right.

#006858
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Scarce 1797 10X6 Stars Small Eagle Dollar

1797 B-3, BB-71. Rarity-2. 10X6 Stars. EF-45 (SEGS). Traces

of lustre survive in the protected areas and the surfaces are

generally pleasing. Moderate wear is noted on Liberty's curls

and drapery lines, while the reverse shows traces of breast

feathers near the neck. No adjustment marks or rim bumps
are seen and the coin is well balanced. Light silver with a mix
of peripheral russet gold. The Draped Bust, Small Eagle type

is desirable as these were issued for two full years and a few

months of both 1795 and 1798.

#006865

1798 B-2, BB-81. Rarity-3. Small Eagle, 15 Stars. VF-30 DE-
TAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Dark steel gray throughout with
only traces of a past cleaning visible. More natural appearing
than many seen. The strike and surfaces are decent for this

elusive Small Eagle variety and there is substantial hair sepa-
ration on the uppermost curls and hints of the eagle's breast
feathers are present, desirable features on this important die
pairing. Only two Small Eagle dies were used to coin silver

dollars in 1798, this particular variety uses the 15 star obverse
die, also unique for the year 1798 as all other dies display 13
stars. An opportunity for the specialist.

#006867

Scarce 1798 15 Stars, Small Eagle Silver Dollar

777 1798 B-2, BB-81. Rarity-3. Small Eagle, 15 Stars. VF-25 (PCGS
Pleasing light silver gray with no real surface problems. A fe

minor handling marks can be seen with a loupe, including

couple of old nicks before Liberty's face. No adjustment marl

or rim problems, and an attractive coin for the collector. Durir

1798 a remarkable 33 different die pairings were used to co:

silver dollars. Only one die pairing employed the older sty

of 15 obverse stars, this one. Furthermore, just two die pairinj

used the older small eagle reverse, the present variety and oi

other. It is believed that these were some sort of emergency issi

which were coined at a time when no other dies were availabl

Remarkably the reverse die had been used to coin silver dolla

in 1795, 1796, 1797 and now 1798, each in small quantities fi

the given year. An important collector coin in all grades.

#006868

Scarce 1798 15 Stars, Small Eagle Bust Dollar

1798 B-2, BB-81. Rarity-3. Small Eagle, 15 Stars. VF-25 (SEGf

A coin with pleasing and colorful iridescent flecks of tonir

on both sides in the protected areas and fields. The strike wi

average for this issue with the eagle's head a trifle soft. Surfai

problems include minor scratches visible with a magnifier ar

faint adjustment marks on Liberty's head. Several dull nicks a

found on Liberty's head and cheek.A scarce type issue which

important as this die pairing is the only one to have 15 obver

stars and the Small Letters, Small Eagle reverse die.

#006868

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of OLir auctions, 24 hoLirs a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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1798 B-28, BB-118 Bust Dollar

779 1798 B-2, BB-81. Rarity-3. Small Eagle, 15 Stars. Choice Fine-15. Wholesome medium gray toning in the fields

offsets the lighter silver devices. The surfaces and color are attractive for a Bust dollar of the period, although a

minor rim bruise is noted on the upper left obverse; the reverse is also has a rim sharp rim nick at 5:00 as well as

a minor dig on the D of UNITED. No adjustment marks or other surface problems are seen. An excellent example

of the scarce 15 Star, Small Eagle variety.

#006868

A Condition Census 1798 B-6 Silver Dollar

Zx photo

780 1798 B-6, BB-96. Rarity-3. Heraldic Eagle. Knob 9, 10 Arrows. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. The fields

and devices offer a full measure of icy mint frost beneath a pale veil of golden and lilac-gray toning. The legends,

denticles, and wing feathers are all quite sharp, and there is a limited degree of striking weakness near the centers

on either side. The quality of the specimen offered here certainly deserves to be noted by potential bidders and this

is one of at most three confirmed Mint State examples. Of particular importance is the fact that this is the Knob 9,

5 Stripes variety, important to Registry Set collectors. The famed Eliasberg Collection contained a Choice Uncircu-

lated-63 example of this variety, graded as such by NGC and another (same coin?) is reported at that grade level

by PCGS. While many examples of this variety approach Uncirculated condition, few can actually claim this level

of preservation.

From ANR's sale of the Cardinal Collection, June 2005, Lot 17.

#006875
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1798 B-9, BB-121. Rarity-5. AU-58 (PCGS). A boldly struck coin from this elusive die pairing which shows abundant
curl definition on Liberty and hard silver surfaces. The toning is somewhat mottled and ranges through several
degrees of gold and russet with a couple of patches of darker blue, one above IB of LIBERTY, the other at the bust
tip. Several thin pin scratches are found on Liberty's profile and hair below her ear, but a loupe is needed to discern
these. The surfaces show minute tics and handling on the obverse and reverse, more than one might expect for the
grade and hence a bit below average. A fairly early die state with strong denticles and curl at the top of Liberty's head,
although the lowest curl shows some evidence of lapping left of the date. Well centered on a hard silver planchet,
and certainly high in the Condition Census for this die pairing. It is unlikely that a finer example could be obtained
without considerable effort. Of particular interest is the reverse die which is known as the "amateur die cutter's"
reverse for the improperly placed stars above the motto, the second row, first star on the left was placed too high,
then the star below is too far from the eagle's beak. The arrows show 10 rather thickly engraved shafts, with three
others that are very faint, additional signs of amateur die engraving.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. From Heritage's Albany Collection, September 26, 2002, Lot 7777 at $5,750 when graded
AU-53 (PCGS); ANR's Cardinal Collection, June 30, 2005,'Lot 32.

#006873

High-Grade 1798 Heraldic Eagle Dollar

Ln
^ (SEGS), old cleaning" is mentioned on the insert. The surfaces aa' starting

n lirinl
Tf'^ces of lustre survive in the fields. A later die state for this

pairing with several para lei lumps surrounding the LI of LIBERTY and a thin reverse die crack touching the rightS n fh t
luMd faib to

S<iT73
" No adjustment marks or rim problems are readilv visible.

B -9,Condition Census 1798 BB-121 Silver Dollar
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1798 B-14, BB-122. Rarity-3. Net Choice Fine-15; sharpness

of Choice Very Fine-30, lightly whizzed, tooled, possibly

plugged. Pale golden gray with smoky golden toning at the

rims. Although our description alludes to many problems,

the overall appearance of this coin is not as unsightly as our

verbiage implies. Though it does have some minor shortcom-

ings, it would make a suitable filler coin, and so we suggest

careful examination.

#006878

1798 B-19, BB-106. Rarity-5. Extremely Fine-40. A scarce die

pairing that is seldom offered in high grade. This one has been

cleaned and has acquired mottled dark gray toning in the fields

and around the rims, while the centers are generally lighter

silver. One dull nick is found on the drapery which also creases

the 9. The obverse die cracked very early when coinage began

of this variety, with a bisecting crack up through the 1 to the

E of LIBERTY, weakening most of the central hair and greatly

limiting the number that were produced.

#006873

Popular 1798 Heraldic Eagle Dollar

mm

1798 B-23, BB-105. Rarity-3. EF-40 (SEGS). A well struck coin

which shows bold definition on the stars over the eagle's head

and the shield lines are crisply defined. The obverse stars show

minor softne.ss in the strike. Light gray fields offset the lighter

silver devices. Average surfaces with microscopic roughness

and a scattering of abrasions but no adjustment marks or rim

problems evident.

#006873

786 1798 B-23, BB-105. Rarity-3. EF-40 (SEGS), "cleaned." Misat-

tributed on holder. Bright and reflective surfaces with evidence

of recent judicious dipping, starting to tone back with darker

gold on the high points from a brief time in a paper envelope or

similar environment. The strike was sharp on the devices, and the

surfaces are average with microscopic evidence of handling but

no significant disturbances. Middle die state for this variety.

#006873

Golden Toned 1798 Bust Dollar

787 1798 B-27, BB-113. Rarity-2. UNC DETAILS (NCS), "Im-

properly cleaned." Light gold with the fields "dipped out"

from too many past brightenings which have reduced the

cartwheel lustre. The surfaces are generally attractive with no

significant hairlines or adjustment marks, and the rims are free

of bumps. Examination will see faint hairlines and speckled

gold toning covering most of the surfaces. Middle die state

with a thin crack starting to show through the upper reverse

legend. Liberty's hair strands show separation near her temple,

a feature rarely encountered on any 1798 Bust dollar.

The NCS insert is incorrect in their attribution.

#006877

788 1798 B-27, BB-113. Rarity-2. Extremely Fine-40. Cleaned in

the past and retoned with dark gray around the rims with the

balance light silver-gray with traces of lustre in the protected

areas. The reverse has attractive iridescent hues through the

legend. Average surfaces although a few old marks am found

on Liberty's jaw and neck that are worth mentioning, and

moderate hairlines are present over the surfaces.

#006873

S
199
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789 1798 B-28, BB-118. Rarity-3. Choice Very Fine-30. Signs of old cleaning as the surfaces are a bit reflective and
hairlined but now toned with mottled dark blue and russet in the fields and around the rims. The strike is average
with a few areas of minor softness likely accounted for by the later die state. The obverse die cracks are well ad-
vanced through the date and below into the fields, and the reverse has cracked, with a retained cud from the edge
up through the arrow feathers nearly to the shield above, this piece eventually sinking into the die much further

as coinage continued.
#006873

Scarce 1798 B-31a, BB-115 Die Pairing

ynulu

1798 B-31a, BB-115. Rarity-5. AU-58 (NGC). Toned with a dusting of gold and taupe mixed over the surfaces with
some ustre peeking through. The strike was sharp on Liberty's curls and the obverse stars but soft on some of the
reverse stars near the clouds, a function of this later die state. Curiously this obverse die was used to coin a total of
seven i ^^ent varieties, this one after the obverse had cracked through the date with branching cracks extending
left to the ribbon and right to the bust. The reverse die had shattered by the time this planchet was brought to life

y t e les, wit extensive cracks encircling the legend and shattered on the upper right, likely a result of multiple
c as es wit t e o verse. The reverse has the star cross" pattern of engraving, with the stars placed in straight
ines over the eagle, a tip to the actual Great Seal where the stars are similarly arranged

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#006873
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Splendid Mint State 1799/8 Draped Bust Dollar

From the Col. E.H.R. Green Collection

791 1799/8 B-1, BB-142. Rarity-4. 13 Stars Reverse. MS-62. This coin is so wonderfully original any collector will ab-

solutely delight in the iridescent teal, blue, and lilac hues that grace the entire surface. Toning adds immeasurably

but when mixed with frosty lustre the combination is truly alluring. Needless to say, this coin exudes eye appeal

and retains qualities seldom found on Bust dollars which claim similar technical. Naturally the surfaces show a few

minor tics under microscopic examination, but nothing that distracts the eye. For identification there is a minute

scuff on the inside point of the second and third obverse star. The strike is average for this die variety and later die

state, with the central curls on Liberty and a few reverse stars showing minor softness.

It is important to understand that the obverse die was first used to coin the common B-3. BB-141. variety with 15

reverse stars. Prior to striking this current variety the obverse die was lapped to reduce a number of small defects

in the fields, several of which remain. The lapping process planes off the surface of the die fields which also low-

ers the depth of the devices, but extends the life of the dies by reducing the depth of the stress cracks and lumps

which have formed during earlier usage. The overdate feature is still clear and the reverse shows extensive die

lumps through the first T of STATES and especially the IC of AMERICA. All known examples from this reverse

die show these unusual features.

An MS-62 (NGC) insert is included, a rather uninspired grade for a very special coin.

From the Neivcomb Collection and Colonel E.H.R. Green Collection, housed in a small cardboard box.

#006884

Counterstamped 1799 Silver Dollar

photo

792

I

1799 B-8, BB-165. Rarity-3. About Uncirculated-50. Steel gray toning with some pale blue. The strike is excellent

and some lustre still remains in the protected areas. The obverse is centered toward the bottom while the reverse is

well centered. There is a "H" counterstamp on the obverse behind the hair. An unusual coin with much appeal.

#006878
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Choice EF 1799 Bust Dollar

793 1799 B-8, BB-165. Rarity-3. EF-45 (PCGS). Lustrous light silver and pale golden highlights peek out from deep gray

toning to pleasing effect. Sharp and showing good detail most everywhere, just a little soft in the star cluster. Only
light marks are seen, including a little batch of nicks on Liberty's shoulder. This final year of Bust dollars from the

1790s always sees strong competition from collectors intent on building early type sets from the seductive dates

before 1800. This would be a fine piece for inclusion in just such an assemblage.
#006878

Choice Mint State 1799 $1

B-9, BB-166

794 1799 B-9, BB-166. Rarity-1. MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely example of this issue, ideal for a high-grade type set. Choice
deep antique gray toning exhibits undertones of rich violet and blue with golden highlights. The lustre is frosty and
boldly cartwheels around the periphery. Boldly struck and nicely detailed, perfectly exhibiting the design type. The
marks are minor and widely scattered, with a few in the reverse star cluster and a tiny nick left of the date. A single
flaw on Liberty s neck serves as an identifier. The aesthetic appeal is excellent, nicer than others we have seen at
this grade level.

While this variety was lacking from the Cardinal Collection, the quality of this specimen would have made it a
natural fit m that high quality cabinet. There are few type sets or specialized collections that would not be improved
by t is example, and viewing it may lead to the conclusion that it is the ideal fit for your type set or cabinet of higli
quality pieces from the First U.S. Mint.

- - r

#006878
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795 1799 B-9, BB-166. Rarity-1. EF-45 (PCGS). Light silver gray with subtle violet toning and some deeper coloration at

the periphery, particularly on the right side of the reverse. Nice detail for the grade assigned, some hints of lustre

here and there. As often seen, the absolute central obverse shows some hints of granularity, only scattered and
trivial evidence of handling otherwise. A fine selection for a type set, particularly one concentrating on issues of

the 18th century.

#006878

796

Handsome 1799 $1

1799 B-lOa, BB-163. Rarity-2. Brilliant Uncirculated-60. The surfaces are exceptional for an early dollar with

minimal handling nicks or marks. A strong magnifier finds trace evidence of nicks, a couple before Liberty's face,

others near her bust. There are clash marks in the upper left obverse field from the reverse arrows and above

Liberty's head from the eagle's tail. Liberty's curls are boldly impressed, and show definition seldom seen on even

the highest grade coins. Toned with medium violet and gray with golden accents in the fields. The strike is bold

throughout, with strongly separated curls atop Liberty's head and all the breast feathers present on the eagle. The

stars are sharp surrounding Liberty, except for the final one above her bust that lacks complete definition. On the

reverse even the tiny leaf veins are clear. The edge near Liberty's bust shows a minor edge nick, affecting only the

denticles.

It would be difficult to find a finer example of this die pairing, and this is likely well up in the Condition Census

for the variety. Precious few Bust dollars were saved in such a lofty grade from the time of issue, and finding any

comparable example can take considerable searching. An impressive, high-grade example that boasts wonderful

toning and clean surfaces. One for the specialist to put away and long enjoy.

#006878

Exceptional 1799 Silver Dollar
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Mint State 1799 Silver Dollar

lx photo

797 1799 B-lOb, BB-163. Rarity-2. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly
Choice-62. Generally attractive with dark gray near the rims,
with lighter gray at the centers. The strike is sharp on this

very late die state coin, with desirable separation on Liberty's
curls, and well formed stars surrounding. A shattered reverse
die was u.sed with thin cracks spanning the peripheries and
connecting many devices. Identifiable by a couple of minute
edge ticks left of the date. Not a particularly rare variety, but
it is i.]uite unusual to find an example in Uncirculated. Fur-
ther examination of the reverse finds interesting die cracks
which include one which splits the right .side of the O in OF
in tw(? pieces, then a later crack crosses the first, offsetting it

by a clear margin as the die broke apart under the extreme
.tres es of striking. 1 he ft in the legend now has a comical
.ir.d broken app-earanc

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated 1799 Draped Bust $1

lx photo

798 1799 B-11, BB-161. Rarity-3. MS-63 (NGC).A Draped Bust dol-

lar that was put away at the time of issue. Mixed deep gray and

gold on the obverse, while the reverse is mottled with dark gra\v

blue, and gold. Sharply struck with bold obverse stars and curli

the reverse is sharp on the stars, motto, and eagle. Remarkably

for this middle to late die state, both sides show extmmeK’ hea\y

evidence of multiple clashes, with many de\ices imparttxl to

the fields of the opp>osing dies, none of which wem quite line4

up. The reverse die crack from the edge to the D of UNITED

continues to the eagle's beak, another branch extends tlmniith

the ribbon end, touches a couple of wing feathers and contimii'>

into the shield. There is a small tlurre of pin scratches Ix'Knv th^

bust near the rim where some minor offense was ivmo\ ixl. an*l

a pair of light pin scratches cross in the left ob\ ers<.' held.

NGC CVnsii^: 17; IS liiu'r (MS-SO L'iiu'st).

I'lviii the j.A. Shcniiaii Collection.
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799

Near-Mint State 1799 B-12b Silver Dollar

1799 B-12b, BB-160. Rarity-3. AU-58. There is the slightest hint of friction at the most vulnerable locations on both

sides, otherwise the surfaces are unencumbered in even the slightest way. A harmony of russet-gray toning combines

with underlying satiny lustre. Traces of gold and pale blue iridescence complete the toning on this highly desirable

coin. Although technically not an Uncirculated coin, it should be pointed out that the surface quality and visual

allure of this specimen far outstrips that of many so-called Mint State survivors. A fascinating array of obverse die

cracks defines this late die state with an additional die cud above the second and third obverse stars which has the

appearance of an edge bruise, and this feature is frequently erroneously described as such on the later die state of

this obverse. Identifiable by a shallow pin scratch extending back from the lowest ribbon on Liberty reaching to

the third star and on the reverse by a tiny nick on the right cloud below the O in OF. A wonderful example of this

later die state IV as noted in the Bowers-Borckardt Encyclopedia.

From our Brooklyn Sale, March 20-21, 2007, Lot 1038; our ANR Cardinal Sale, June 30, 2005, Lot 42 and our ANR Sale

June 23, 2004, Lot 1114.

#006878

800

Steel Gray 1799 Bust Dollar

1799 B-12, BB-160. Rarity-3. VF-30 (NGC). Medium steel gray with some pale golden toning. No heavy surface

marks present, an especially attractive situation where modestly circulated Bust silver dollars are concerned. Pleas-

ing for the grade.

#006878

Call our consignment specialists toll free to include your individual

coins or complete collection in an upcoming auction.

NY: 800-566-2580 • NH: 866-811-1804
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1799 B-14, BB-167. Rarity-4. MS-63 (PCGS). This variety is most easily recognized by some light raised obverse die

flaws in the upper right field between Liberty's nose and the eighth through tenth stars. The reverse too, exhibits die

flaws beneath the AM and RI in AMERICA, the O in OF, and the D in UNITED. A rich blanket of satin-velvet lustre

is bathed in balanced olive-gold, emerald, and subtle rose on either side. There is an abundance of assertive detail

in the obverse hair curls, stars, and drapery, as well as at the shield, scroll, clouds, and wing feathers on the reverse.

The surface quality, furthermore, is truly exceptional for a coin of this type as only a scant number of inconspicuous
marks can be detecfed under close scrufiny beneath the toning. An examination of auction records indicates that it

is highly unlikely that more than a few fully Mint State examples of fhis die variety have managed to survive. We
therefore, have no hesitation in stating that the lovely example offered here is easily within the Condition Census
for the variety and likely the very finest known of fhe die pairing!

#006878

High-Grade 1799 Dollar

Ranty-3. Reverse of 1798. AU-50 (SEGS). This is a high-grade coin which boasts traces of lustre
m the fields and bright silver color with a touch of light gold. The surfaces are decent although scattered abrasions
are found with magnification. Early die state with a thin crack connecting the first four obverse stars but no trace

f

^ e 1 in the date or the right hand stars are yet present. Curiously, the reverse die was also used to
com 1798 silver dollars, the only die variety of 1799 to use a die from the prior year. On this particular reverse die

c stars were arranged in the star cross pattern of straight lines seen only in 1798 on dollars, as opposed to soft
arcs on a ot er 1799 reverse dies. Furthermore the reverse die was showing its age as the stem of the olive

crack, another crack extends down through ES of STATES to the

[If

^
^ 1" [ ,

punched in too high and leans to the left, while the .second 9 is low and leans to
the right, hence the Irregular Date" name has been awarded to this obverse die.

thisdii pairing and worthy i>t a to^vnotch variety collivtion with [vrhaps a do/on that can claim this grade or liighor.

Choice Mint State 1799 Bolender-14 Silver Dollar

Easily Within the Condition Census for This Die Variety
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Late Die State 1799 Bust Dollar

803 1799 B-16, BB-158. Rarity-2. VF-30 DETAILS (ANACS). "Cleaned." The cleaning evidence is minimal and traces

of lustre peek through from beneath the medium silver-gray. The strike was solid despite this later die state, with

complex die cracks present through the lower portion of Liberty's bust, hair, nose, and neck into the fields. The
definition on Liberty's hair is certainly finer than one would expect for the stated grade, and this should be viewed
carefully as its limitations are truly limited.

#006878

804 1799 B-19, BB-155. Rarity-5. AU-53 (PCGS). Toned with rich violet-gray, blue, and gold over the entire surface,

with ample lustre beneath. The color and surfaces are attractive and this is arguably one of the finest known of the

variety. The color and surfaces exceed those of fhe Cardinal coin sold in June of 2005, and the eye appeal is much
better on the present example. This is one of the scarcest die pairings of 1799. The obverse die cracked from the rim

to star 3 with three separate branching cracks while coining the 1799 B.18 variety, and after that reverse die failed,

the obverse went on to coin this B.19 pairing. All B.19 coins show these complex obverse cracks, one of which crosses

through the date. The reverse displays die flaws around ED of UNITED. The obverse stars and curls are sharply

struck, although this variety is never found with exceptional details on Liberty's head through her upper curls.

The year 1799 is represented by 22 different die varieties of Bust dollars. All can be obtained with patience, but

several such as the present die marriage are tough to obtain in high grade. Most are found with sharp strikes and

can be obtained in high grades. Eor the advanced collector, a high Condition Census coin like this would form the

cornerstone of a top-notch variety set.

From our Lake Michigan and Springdale Collections, June 21, 2006, Lot 2034.

#006878

One Of The Finest Known 1799 Bolender-19 Dollars
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Rare 1799 B-22, BB-168 in About Uncirculated

805 1799 B-22, BB-168. Rarity-5. AU-50 (SEGS). A bright white coin

mixed with a bit of milky haze and some lustre in the fields.

There are minor hairlines and handling marks present, but

none are noteworthy or particularly detracting. The obverse

hair on Liberty is always found softly struck while the reverse

devices are always sharp. This is curious as the die has a sharp

horizontal crack which is always seen spanning the reverse. In

this particular case the obverse has cracks between the 1 and

7 and another extending left and right from the base of the

date, a third is seen wandering through the last three stars of

the obverse. While not quite shattered, the obverse die state is

later than usually seen. Decidedly rare in any grade of About
Uncirculated and close to if not just within the Condition

Census for the variety. An important coin for the specialist.

#006878

Guide Book 1799 8X5 Stars Variety

806 1799 B-23, BB-159. Rarity-4. 8X5 Stars. VF-35 (PCGS). This

the only Bust dollar die with the stars arranged eight on tl

left and five on the right, apparently a blunder after engravir

eagle dies which show similar star arrangements. The surfaci

are toned dark gray throughout and appear average beneal

the color. No bumps or adjustment marks are seen, and this

an attractive coin despite the deep toning. Always in stror

demand as this obverse die was used sparingly and pressu

is strong for this variety, as Guide Book, date, and variety cc

lectors all need an example for their collections. Early die sta

although the clouds are clashed above the date. This particuL

specimen is identifiable by a nick on the left upper star poii

just above the eagle's head.
#006881

Rare 1800 B-11, BB-191 AMERICAI Variety

2x photo

807 1800 B 11, BB-191. Rarity-5. AMERICAI. AU-58 (PCGS). The finest example of this die pairing reported by PCGS
within the designation. Muted gray-gold with silver surfaces showing through. The strike is bold on Liberty's curls

\
^ stars, even the reverse shield and stars are bold. Close examination finds the surfaces a bit rough, perhaps

t L p anc et was improperly rolled. Field disturbances are noted behind and above the ribbon on Liberty, and a
small rectangular pit in the field before Liberty's mouth will serve to identify this rare coin. Faint, nearlv’\ ertical
adiustment marks are found on the shield. This AMERICAI die pairing is much scarcer than the B-D, BB-192 issue,

About Uncirculated. The pre.sent coin is certainly Condition Census and ma\’ be the tinest ot
'’PP‘'''tunity for the specialist who demands the finest grade available

I
< ‘ -S I opiil.ihon: I; nono fini-r.

/ .M .//1 //,< I.A. Shcmiw Colhrtiou. From ANR’s Cimiimd Sale, June M), 200S. l.ot 47.

I Ik
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Exceptional 1800 Dotted Date B-14, BB-194 Bust Dollar

From a South American Source

808 1800 B-14, BB-194. Rarity-3. Dotted Date. AU-58 (PCGS). An extraordinary example for the special-

ist who appreciates beautiful foiling and original surfaces. While clearly not within the Condition

Census for this popular variety( which contains only Mint State examples), the present coin boasts

the kind of rich golden gray color seldom found today. Examination of the surfaces finds a few scat-

tered tics including a minute mark on Liberty's shoulder above the 8, and a shallow, short scratch

from a middle curl pointing toward the second star. Both dies show their age with numerous cracks

and lumps, including the defining die lumps surrounding the first 8 of the date. Original cartwheel

lustre resides on the obverse, the reverse toning masks this feature to a degree.

PCGS Population: 1; 1 finer (MS-64).

From the ].A. Sherman Collection. Purchased by Jonathan Kern at the 2000 ANA Conventionfrom a South

American collector who had the coin prior to WWU. Sold to Jim Matthews privately; the Goldbergs San Marino

Collection, September 23-24, 2002, Lot 528.

#006889

2x photo
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Choice Mint State 1800 B-17 Silver Dollar

Possibly the Finest Known of This Variety

2x photo

1800 B-17, BB-164. Rarity-2. 12 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63, Frosty mint lustre augments
chisel-sharp devices on both sides. Each and every element of the design is fully struck including

the eagle's breast feathers above the shield on the reverse. Wisps of jade, subtle gold, and electric

blue iridescence adorn the protected areas of the design and wonderfully embellish the visual allure

of this exceptional example. The surfaces are a delight to study and show minimal signs of contact.

For identification purposes a couple of minute parallel marks are found on the first couple of clouds

from the left, and a minute nick sits on the left leg of the A of STATES above the serif. As there are

only an extremely limited number of Mint State survivors, it is indeed quite possible that the jewel

offered here is the finest extant 1800 12 Arrows silver dollar!

The obverse die clashed early on with the reverse along the chest of Liberty which imparted
the border of the Motto ribbon in the field from Liberty's neck down along her chest and the lower
edge of the eagle's wing in the field from Liberty's nose to star 12. On the reverse the outline of

Liberty's bust is clear through OF and above the right wing, also from die clashing. Even Liberty's

curl is found clashed just right of the eagle's neck. An engraver's scratch extends left from the post
of the 1 which makes for quick variety attribution as this obverse is only known to be paired with
this reverse die.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale ofthe Milton G. Cohen Collection, January 1 985, Lot 2528; ANR 's sale ofthe

Red Bank Collection, December 2003, Lot 2528; ANR's sale of the Cardinal Collection, June 2005, Lot 52.
#006890
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811 1801 B-l, BB-24. Rarity-3. Choice Very Fine-30, cleaned. Die State IV. Medium silver gray with some golden toning

highlights. Traces of a faint, old cleaning are apparent, though the overall visual appeal is substantially finer than

one might suppose. From a late state of the dies, called "rare" in Volume I of the Bowers reference set on silver

dollars. A few faint marks present, none serious, none deep, raw, or of recent vintage.

#006893

Golden Toned 1801 in Near Mint Condition

lx photo

810 1801 B-l, BB-211. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). Long overlooked as a date, the last few years collectors have figured out

how difficult 1801 Bust dollars are to find in About Uncirculated. Most are poorly struck on Liberty's upper hair

curls which give the appearance of wear. The present coin has most of the definition on the upper curls, an event

for the specialist. The fields retain much of the original lustre with ample coppery gold toning mixed with silver

devices. Clean surfaces with no distracting adjustment marks or rim bumps. For identification there is a sharp nick

at the top of the second S of STATES. A middle die state of the reverse die with a crack through STA into the clouds

touching the first A of AMERICA.
From the J.A. Sherman Collection. From the Flannagan Collection according to the PCGS holder, but not included in the

Bowers and Merena salefrom 2001; later in Heritage's Sale, July 27, 2002, Lot 8443; our ANR Sale of the Allison Park Col-

lection August 15, 2004, Lot 562.

#006893
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Choice AU-58 1802/1 Dollar

1802/1 B-3, BB-234. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). Deep golden gray with rich underlying lustre and deep slate highlights
in the protected areas on the obverse; the reverse is pale golden gray with rich rose iridescence. Problem-free for the
grade, with a few faint marks noted for accuracy. The eagle's plumage comes alive with bold lustre on the reverse.

A choice example of a popular early overdate.
#006899

High-Grade 1802/1 Draped Bust Dollar

1802/1 B-3, BB-234. Rarity-3. AU-53 (PCGS). Toned with mottled dark gray and gold with patches of lighter silver
mixed in. Traces of cotton (?) residue are present on Liberty's neck and in the fields from a past wiping (which
some ow survived the certification process) adhering to the surfaces. The reverse is toned with similar dark gray
hues over golden lustre in the protected areas. All 1802/1 Bust dollars in high grade are in demand by type, date,
and variety collectors, and obtaining one certified by the services in such a lofty grade will certainly merit consider-
able attention.

^ ^ ^

PCGS Population: 13; 14 finer (MS-64 finest)

#006899
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Mint State 1802 Wide Date Draped Bust Silver $1

2x photo

1802 B-6, BB-241. Rarity-1. Narrow Date. MS-62 (PCGS).

This coin is generally bright and untoned with ample lustre

in the fields and good eye appeal. Boldly struck throughout,

and this is of paramount importance as a significant number

of Mint State Bust dollars are not sharp on Liberty's curls

or the reverse stars. Note the depth of each device and the

sharply defined curls on Liberty, rarely are these encoun-

tered so sharp. The reverse has even more flash and lustre

than the obverse. There is a minor horseshoe shaped toning

splash behind Liberty's curls, and a loupe will find shallow

adjustment marks crossing over some letters and Liberty's

bust and these are minimally distracting. Excellent surfaces

with no significant impairments to the fields or rims, and a

high end coin for the grade.

I’CGS F’opulation; 6; 15 finer (MS-65 Finest)

From Ihe j.A. Sherman Collection.

#040087

Choice About Uncirculated 1802 Narrow Date $1

2x photo

815 1802 B-6, BB-241. Rarity-1. Narrow Date. AU-55 (PCGS). Toned

with fiery coppery gold and blue, the particularly vibrant blue

relegated to the periphery. The fields are lustrous although we
do note some minor evidence of contact particularly in the right

obverse field. Well struck as usually seen, with all de\ices sharp.

The obverse has some minor adjustment marks on the lower

rim, some of which cross through Liberty's bust. Although a

very common variety, this has ample eye appeal. This obverse

die was engraved using the same broken T letter punch seen

on the 1801 B-3 silver dollar reverse die.

This is the most common die pairing of any Bust dollars issued from

1801 through 1803. Always in strong demand by type collectors, the 1802

date is often chosen as they are available well struck and in high grade.

As silver dollar production all but halted after 1803, these probablv did

not circulate for long. Many were saved from the time of issue such as tht

present example. Liberty's tiny pin curl on her neck is particularlv bold,

and this curl is rarely seen so well preserved on earlier dates.

#040087
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Popular 1802 Wide Date Draped Bust Dollar

1802 B-6, BB-241. Rarity-1. Narrow Date. EF-40 (ICG). Attractive medium gray surfaces and light silver devices
combine to make this coin desirable. The strike was sharp and the surfaces clean despite a couple of darker specks
on the obverse. No adjustment marks or rim problems are seen and early dollars are seldom found so problem
free.

#006895

818 1803 B 5, BB-252. Rarity-3. Choice Very Fine-30, old light cleaning. Minor hairlines are present with scrutinv and
the toning is mottled on the obverse with lilac-gray with darker gray patches on Liberty's bust and field. Trivial
at justmcnt marks art present in Liberty s hair. No other surface problems merit attention. I'inal vear of issue tor
circulation strike Bust dollars.

»( H )6'-)00

816 1802 B-6, BB-241. Rarity-1. Narrow Date. Choice Extremely Fine-45. Cleaned and retoned with mottled blue and
gray over silver surfaces. There are a few old scrapes and short scratches on Liberty's neck with a mix of hairlines

crossing the surfaces. The strike was sharp as usual for this die variety and some lustre survives in the fields. Minor
edge nicks are present on both sides but these are minimally distracting. No adjustment marks are present and this

should suit most type collectors.

#006895
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2x photo

High-Grade 1803 Draped Bust Dollar

819 1803 B-6, BB-255. Rarity-3. Large 3. Very Choice About Unicirculated-58. The originality of the toning is not en-

tirely convincing, however the strike and surface quality remain average to attractive. Minor hairlines are present

in the fields and the color ranges through iridescent green, gray, and gold. A well struck coin that shows no other

surface detractions such as bumps or adjustment marks and one that should please most collectors.

#006901

Desirable 1803 Large 3 Silver Dollar

820 1803 B-6, BB-255. Rarity-2. Large 3. AU-55 (PCGS). Toned with attractive light steel gray on both sides with a touch

of coppery gold intermixed. The surfaces are very clean for the collector who appreciates no surface distractions,

and in tact retain a considerable amount of original lustre. All devices are sharply defined by the dies, and Liberty

retains most of her hair definition save tor a couple strands behind her temple which show light wear. This reverse

die had been used to strike several die varieties from 1801, 1802 and again in 1803. By the time this coin was struck

the reverse had been lapped enough to removed most of the berry stems on the branch and the light crack from the

second feather of the left wing is now heavy. A die line is seen past the D of UNITED and a rust lump has fc'trmed

under the E of that word. Always seen with the reverse die rotated about 30° counter clockwise. An impressive

example of this final year of issue.

PCGS Population: 5; 6 finer (MS-63 finest).

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#006901

'S 215
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U.S. GOBRECHT SILVER DOLLARS

Choice Proof 1836 Gobrecht Dollar Rarity

Restrike, Die Alignment IV

lx photo

821 1836 Gobrecht. Judd-60, Pollock-65. Restrike. Proof-63 (PCGS). Silver. Plain edge. Die
Alignment IV. Name on Base. Reverse eagle flies horizontally in a field of 26 stars, pellet

before ONE DOLLAR considerably lower than pellet following denomination when coin
is turned on its vertical axles. A sharply struck example with bold, full design definition in

all areas. Attractive steel gray with a grand mix of electric blue, crimson, and fiery peach
on both sides. The 1836 Gobrecht dollars have earned a place alongside mainstream silver

dollars and nowadays a silver dollar collection takes on a certain mystique once a Gobrecht
dollar is added. A pleasing coin, absolutely choice for the assigned grade, and worthy of
serious bidding support.

One thousand examples of this die alignment were struck in calendar year 1836 and
delivered on December 31st. Both sides are silver with light golden toning. The striking
and details are excellent.

Some were kept as souvenirs or presentation pieces, including two to President Andrew
Jackson. Others were simply deposited in circulation at face value which is curious, as all

were struck in Proof (rather than circulation strike) format. Later, restrikes were made,
beyond the scope of the present description.

Formerly widely considered to be a pattern, this piece, although it has a Judd book list-

ing, is very much a regular issue. As such, it will form a welcome addition to a regular type
set of United States coins.

PCGS Population: 20; 7 finer within the desienation (all Proof-64)
#011227
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Elusive 1836 Gobrecht Silver Dollar

Original Striking

822 1836 Gobrecht. J-60, P-65. Rarity-1. Original. Proof-62 (PCGS). Die Alignment I. A lovely example, made even
more desirable, by it being an original, this distinguished by its having Die Alignment I, or normal coin turn. When
the piece is inverted, the eagle on the reverse is flying to the left, onward and slightly upward.

#011225

Famous 1836 Gobrecht Silver $1

2.T \ihoto

823 1836 Gobrecht. J-60, P-65. Rarity-1. IMPAIRED PROOF (NCS), "obverse tooled." Silver. Plain edge. Die Alignment

IV, reverse eagle flies horizontally in a field of 26 sfars of varied size, pellef before denomination at 7:00 position

lower than pellet after denomination at 3:00 position when the coin is turned on its vertical axis. Highly reflective

surfaces and lightly frosted motifs display a wide array of vivid electric blue, rose, peach, and sea green, the eagle's

plumage being particularly colorful. As noted, some light tooling has been accomplished on the obverse, though

it is well-hidden in Liberty's lap area and, as near as we can tell, that is the only area of the coin affected. To the

unaided eye, the tooling is essentially undetectable. A sharp and appealing example. We suspect serious bidding

will ensue once would-be buyers realize just how trivial the obverse "problem" actually is.

#011226
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Impressive Very Choice Proof 1839 Gobrecht $1

J-104, Rarity-3, "Restrike"

824 1839 Gobrecht. J-104, P-116. Rarity-3. Restrike. Proof-64 (PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Die

Alignment IV, reverse eagle flies horizontally in a plain field when the coin is turned on its

vertical axis, pellet before ONE low, pellet after DOLLAR high. Lively amounts of silver and
gold iridescence at the obverse center give way to bright golden gray and deeper slate, while

the reverse is an amalgam of lilac, gray, and pale gold. A sharp and enticing example of a

popular rarity. Called a "Restrike" at the urging of Walter Breen, who surmised that only 1839

Gobrecht dollars with Die Alignment I reverse style are "original." However, at uspatterns.

com, the website featuring the work of advanced paftern researcher Saul Teichman, intrigu-

ing research into the date suggests that 1839 Gobrecht dollars with Die Alignment IV are in

the majority, while those with Die Alignment III are seen less often, and that none were seen
during the course of research fhat exhibifed Die Alignment I characteristics. Perhaps a visit

to the website is in order for interested parties, as it certainly makes for good reading and a

plausible realignment of the "facts" regarding this date. The presently offered Choice Proof
specimen is completely devoid of reverse die cracks of any size or in any location, a fact

worth noting; the reverse of this issue is often cracked in several places through the legend.
Linally, we note here that just a single example of J-104 has been graded finer than the present
specimen by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer (finest Proof-65).

Walter Breen s Encyclo'pedia implies that Die Alignment IV pieces are scarcer than the Die Alignment III pieces,

but this is an error. Die Alignment IV specimens probably constitute approximately 90% of the 1839 Gobrecht dollar
population. The present cataloguer (AWP) has only seen a couple of Die Alignment III pieces over the years, and has
never seen a Die Alignment I piece for 1839; do any examples of this last category exist? If so, where are they?

From ANR's Koshkarian sale ofMarch 2004, Lot 1160.
#011446
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Classic 1839 Gobrecht Dollar

lx photo

825 1839 Gobrecht. J-104, P-116. Rarity-3. Proof-64 (NGC). Silver. Reeded edge. Die Alignment IV, reverse eagle flies

on a horizontal plain, pellet before ONE DOLLAR at the 7:00 position, lower than pellet following denomination
at the 3:00 position when the coin is turned on its vertical axis. An impressive Proof exhibiting satiny design ele-

ments and glittering mirror fields. Some faint hairlines on both surfaces and a trivial rim bruise on the reverse

at 7:00 are about all that separate this beauty from perfection. The strike is sharp in virtually all areas, save for a

fouch of softness at the eight and ninth stars. Both surfaces exhibif pleasing delicate champagne iridescence. Clear

repunching is noted at stars 3, 5, and 8. Paint die cracks are noted through the tops of the letters ITE in UNITED
and MERI in AMERICA. Additional small cracks are noted at the bases of the letters A and R on DOLLAR.
NGC Census: 15; 10 finer (Proof-66 finest).

#011446

Choice Proof 1839 Gobrecht Dollar

826 1839 Gobrecht. J-104, P-116. Rarity-3. Restrike. Proof-63 (PCGS). Die Alignment IV. Brilliant on both sides, with

light golden toning. When this obverse was adopted for regular circulafion the next year in 1840, changes were

made by artist Robert Ball Hughes. This included some adjustment to the design, and the addition of drapery fo

the elbow. The pattern Flying Eagle reverse was dropped in favor of a perched eagle as already used on the quarter

and half dollar.

#011446
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827 1839 Gobrecht. J-104, P-116. Rarity-3. Restrike. Proof-58 (PCGS). Die Alignment IV. Brilliant on both sides. Friction

on the fields and a few marks, possibly a piece that went into circulation for a year or two before it was found by
a bullion broker or other alert person with some numismatic knowledge. Affordable at this grade, at least more
so than if Choice or Gem.

#011446

U.S. LIBERTY SEATED DOLLARS

Mint State 1845 Dollar

Key Low-Mintage Issue

828 1844 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. A coin with signifi-

cant field reflectivity and a bold strike on all devices. This may
never have circulated but does show tiny handling nicks in the
fields. Toned with dark blue and russet on both sides. Heavy
die file marks surround the eagle especially under the wings,
and this feature has become known as the "armpit" variety for
these crisscross lines seen on all examples of this date. A low
mintage of just 20,000 pieces keeps collector demand high for
any high-grade examples that turn up.

3(K)6RK)

1845 MS-61 (ANACS). At any level the 1845 is viewed as a C]

issue in the Liberty Seated series, what with only 24,500 maJ'

for circulation. When seen today, nearly all show extensi'^

wear. The present piece is a happy exception. Both obversi

and reverse are toned in gold overall, with light splashes h

iridescent blue and gold. The striking details are quite g>.xHl'

#006931

Rare 1839 Gobrecht Dollar
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831

Highly Important 1848 Silver Dollar

Lustrous Mint State

1848 MS-62 (PCGS). With just 15,000 minted for circulation, the 1848 has long been recognized as one of the most
elusive circulation issues in the Liberty Seated dollar series. The present piece is attractive, with lustre and some
prooflike elemenfs. The obverse has some light striking at the stars to the right. It is from an early state of the dies,

with some die striae seen in the field just to the right of the seated figure, before the areas of prooflike character

begins. The reverse is also a very early strike, with die striae visible overall. A scratch is seen below the second
T (STATES), masked by the toning, and taken into consideration by PCGS—otherwise perhaps this would be an
MS-63. An important opportunity to acquire this seldom seen rarity.

PCGS Population: 11; 6 finer (MS-66 finest).

From the Sterling Collection.

#006935

1850 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Light silver gray with chalky gray toning over both sides. Scattered

light nicks and abrasions are seen, some light friction, occasional hairlines. Good cartwheel remains on the reverse.

A sharply struck example of the date.

#006937

Elusive Uncirculated 1850 Silver Dollar

832 1850 MS-60 (NGC). Vivid golden toning complements both surfaces. Blushes of navy blue can be seen at the

rims. The eagle's plumage and Liberty's drapery details are sharp. A touch of softness is noted at Liberty's hair

and a few of the obverse stars. The devices are satiny and the fields have a texture intermediate between satiny

and prooflike. Close examination reveals a tiny reverse rim bruise at 4:00. Only 7,500 silver dollars were coined at

the Philadelphia Mint during the year, and survivors are scarce in all grades. Probably no more than a few dozen

Uncirculated examples can be accounted for in all numismatics.

#006937
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Extraordinary MS-64 1850-0 Silver Dollar

833 1850-0 MS-64 (NGC). Beautiful "album" toning enhances both surfaces. The obverse exhibits violet at the center

with peripheral haloes of blue and gold. The reverse displays intermingled rosy gold and lilac iridescence with
wisps of electric blue at the rim. Most central design features are sharp including the majority of the eagle's plum-
age and claw details. Some of the peripheral elements, however, show striking softness including Liberty's hair

and the majority of obverse stars. Only 40,000 examples were minted, the lowest production figure for any Liberty

Seated dollar issue coined at the New Orleans Mint. The issue is scarce in Very Fine and higher grades, and is an
important condition rarity at the MS-64 level.

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

#006938

Choice AU 1850-0 Silver $1 Choice AU 1850-0 Silver $1

834 1850-0 AU-58 (NGC). Pale silver with champagne highlights.

Much lustre remains on the largely unmarked surfaces. Struck
during the second year of branch mint coinage within the
denomination.

#006938

1850-0 AU-55 (PCGS). Medium slate gray with strong underly

ing lustre that supports wisps of silver, electric blue, and rose

A pleasing example, lightly circulated yet devoid of anv marl

that draws the viewer's eye. A pleasing example of the dati

and grade combination.
#006938
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Elusive 1852 Silver Dollar Rarity

"Original" 1,100 Struck

837 1852 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58, faintly cleaned sometime ago, long since retoned. Medium golden gray

with some peach, sky blue, and slate highlights. Much original lustre shines forth from eagle's plumage. A pleasing

coin despite its old cleaning, devoid of marks and worthy of inclusion in virtually any dollar cabinet; this coin is much
finer than our introductory remarks indicate. Take a good look and bid heartily if you intend to own this rare prize.

#006940

Scarce 1855 Seated Liberty Silver Dollar

838 1855 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Minor cloudiness at first glance gives way to delicate blue and gold

toning when examined under a light. The surfaces have a few light hairlines and there is a very short scratch in the

reverse field below the second S of STATES. The strike is bold throughout and all the de\ices stand out from the

reflective fields. A token 26,000 were coined for the entire year, scarcely enough to fill a mint bin. Today collectors must

pay dearly to obtain a high-grade example like the present coin.

#006943

836 1850-0 Choice Extremely Fine-45. Gently wiped before acquiring a bluish tone particularly around the rims. The
color is somewhat irregular but not distracting. Traces of die rust are found in the field above the eagle's head,
diagnostic to this New Orleans issue. Despite minor shortcomings, this coin should still please most collectors.

#006938
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Rare 1856 Proof Dollar

839 1856 Choice Brilliant Proof-63. A pleasing survivor from this tiny issue of Proof dollars, struck and sold before

the advent of "modern" Proof sales in 1858. The sharply struck devices and deeply mirrored fields exhibit the look

of a near Gem, with mottled golden toning overlaid on the surfaces. Scrutiny reveals some light lines and some
questions about the toning, which although attractive may be deceptive. Some faint lines and cloudiness are seen,

with a subtle area of clouding near the eagle's beak suggesting a microscopic improvement in that region. While

not a completely unflawed specimen, it still boasts good eye appeal and represents one of the very few Proof dol-

lars from before 1858 which can actually be collected and included in a set of Seated material.

#006944

Important MS-62 1859-S Silver $1

1859-S MS-62 (NGC). Pale champagne iridescence complements both surfaces. The design elements are frosty
and the fields have a texture intermediate between satiny and prooflike. Distinguished by the presence of a small
obverse rim bruise at 5:00. Only 20,000 examples of the variety were issued and survivors are eagerly sought in all

grades. Uncirculated pieces are especially prized by collectors. Over many decades we have handled only a few
pieces that show significant mint lustre, as here.

The 1859-S is notable on several accounts. First, only 20,000 were minted, making it scarce for this reason alone.
However, that is just part of the story, as virtually the entire mintage was shipped to China. Indeed, these were
produced at the request of San Francisco merchants who wanted a "trade coin" to compete with the popular Span-
ish-American dollar. Earlier in the decade, the vast majority of Philadelphia Mint Liberty Seated dollars went to

itia as well. Once there, nearly all were sent to Calcutta, India, where they were reduced to bullion and used to
pay for boxes of opium. The entire scenario is explained in detail in Dave Bowers' two-volume study Silver Dollars
and Trade Dollars of the United States: A Complete Encyclopedia.

^^veral hundred 1859-S silver dollars survive from the original mintage. The number of pieces grading
MS-60 or finer would be unlikely to exceed two or three dozen pieces.

NGC Censu.s: 7; 5 finer (MS-65 finest).

«(X)694H
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Choice Proof 1862 Silver $1

I

I

[

I

841

I

!

1862 Proof-63 (NGC). Smoky steel gray with rich golden highlights and some modest cameo contrast. One of 550
Proof silver dollars of the date struck while the Civil War raged south of Philadelphia.

#007005

Superb Mint State 1862 Silver Dollar

Finest Graded by NGC

lx photo

842 1862 MS-65^ (NGC). Bright and lustrous, somewhat prooflike in appearance, with a whisper of pale gold at the

rims. Nicely struck with heavy die striae on both sides; see the following comments by Dave Bowers. A rarity in

Mint State, and a date that many collectors pursue in Proof format for just that reason. One of 11,540 circulation

strikes of the date produced, prompting Dave Bowers to comment in his Encyclopedia: "In Mint State the low-mintage

1862 is rare, and is especially so in MS-64 or better. High-grade coins typically have extensive die striae, as struck,

on the obverse and reverse, making it appear to the uninitiated that such coins have been cleaned or brushed." The

finest example of the date certified by NGC, a classic unsung rarity as such, and a coin that will be a focal point in

any advanced Liberty Seated dollar cabinet.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

#006952
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843 1862 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Moderate hairlines can be seen beneath the blue and gold mottled toning

as well as light pin scratches which can be discerned with effort. The strike was full and complete and the rims are

clean. A coin which has a lot of meat on the devices and scarcely circulated.

#006952

844 1864 Brilliant Proof, nearly Choice-62. Reflective fields and heavily frosted motifs. Liberty and reverse eagle are

bright and frosty, with deepening violet, rose, and electric blue highlights caressing the rims. A sharp and appealing
coin, one that is visually far superior than the indicated grade suggests. From a Proof mintage for this Civil War
issue of just 470 pieces.

#007007

Impressive Gem Proof 1865 No Motto Silver Dollar

1865 No Motto. Brilliant Proof-64, and a highly satisfying example. Premium quality, watery fields, and assertive, frosted
devices are laved in enticing olive golden toning. The obverse periphery is embellished by wisps of sunset rose and lilac

iridescence. The reverse displays traces of sky blue and pale fiery golden iridescence at the periphery and in the protected
areas of the design features. The last collectible date of this No Motto Liberty Seated design, and rarely encountered in
this state of preservation. In fact, only a minuscule percentage of the survivors from the 500-piece Pnx>f mintage of this
date could possibly match or exceed the quality of the outstanding coin offered here*

#007008 ^

226
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your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.

846

847

lx photo

1868 Proof-65 (NGC). A deep slate gray specimen with a wealth of pale champagne and rich electric blue on the

obverse, while the lilac-gray reverse displays similar iridescent highlights. A sharp and appealing gem Proof of the

date, one of 600 such pieces struck in this popular format. Gorgeous and strictly original, worthy of strong bidder

support.

#0070L6

Appealing Proof-64 1866 $1

1866 Motto. Proof-64 (NGC). Medium gray toning with intermingled blue, gold, violet, and pink iridescent high-

lights; the reflectivity of the mirror fields is somewhat muted by the vivid toning. Virtually all design features are

defined to full advantage. From a scant original Proof mintage of just 725 pieces. A prize for the numismatist who
desires aesthetically appealing pieces.

From the La ]oUa Collection.

#007014

Gem Proof 1868 Silver $1

Deeply Toned
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Elusive AU-50 1870-CC $1

848 1870-CC AU-50 (PCGS). An attractive piece that was prooflike

at the time of issue; traces of mirror brilliance can still be seen in

the protected areas of the designs. The obverse is vividly toned

in intermingled lilac, gold, and pink. The reverse is partially

brilliant with blushes of gold peripherally. The 1870-CC is no-

table as the first Liberty Seated dollar issue struck at the Carson

City Mint. Only 11,758 examples were minted and survivors

are scarce in all grades, especially above the Extremely Fine

level. A prize for the alert specialist.

#006964

Choice Proof 1871 Dollar

849 1871 Proof-64 (ANACS). A lovely example with stunning

iridescent toning. Around the border electric blue is seen with

some intermingling of gold, changing toward the center to the

loveliest lilac imaginable.

#007019

1872-S About Uncirculated-50. Toned with dark peripheral
blue with golden gray centers on both sides. Likely cleaned
in the past and the surfaces show scattered tiny circulation

marks and a few thin hairlines. A rare date with a aiintage of a

mere 9,000 pieces, which keeps collector demand high and not
many choice examples are offered. The rims are clean and the
strike decent for this popular date and mint.

s(H)t>470

U.S. MORGAN DOLLARS

Deep Iridescent Gem Proof

1878 7 Tailfeathers Morgan Dollar

851 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 2nd Reverse. Proof-64 (PCGS). The color

and surface quality are exceptional throughout although the

obverse fields could offer a bit more reflectivity. A deep suf-

fusion of lavender, sea-green, and delicate golden iridescence

highlights both sides. The known population of this rare 7

Tailfeathers Proof is less than half of the more typically en-

countered 8 Tailfeathers Proofs of this date. In fact, depending

upon the references used to check the Proof mintage, the listed

mintage figure ranges from only 200 to 250 pieces as compared

to a 500 piece mintage for the 8 Tailfeathers Proofs.

A third type of 1878 Proof Morgan dollar exists that we have not yet men-

tioned; that being the exceedingly rare 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 3rd Reverse.

#007312

852 1878-CC MS-65 PL (PCGS). Frosty, nicely struck devices set

against satiny, reflective fields. Add strong cartwheel lustre and

faint champagne hues and you are presented with eye appeal

that matches the assigned grade.

#007081

853 1878-CC MS-65 (PCGS). A fntsty Gem from the first \ ear ot the

Morgan dollar series. Nicelv struck and visually appealing.

#007080
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1878-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck and lustrous with exciting

cartwheel lustre. A great example of the first Morgan dollar

from the popular Carson City branch mint.

#007080

Three Mint State Morgan dollars: 1878-CC Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63. Lustrous 1883-CC Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Choice-62. Lustrous with delicate gold at the reverse

rim 1884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous

with slightly frosted devices and splashes of delicate gold.

Housed in a G.S.A. holder. (Total: 3 pieces)

Choice Mint State 1879-CC $1

"Capped Die" or Repunched Mintmark Variety

858 1879-CC CC/CC. MS-63 (PCGS). Sparking, satiny surfaces

with warm golden toning on the obverse. The reverse exhibits

an explosive fireworks display of varied blue, crimson, and or-

ange toning highlights. Repunched mintmark variety, known
as the "Capped Die" variety for the better part of a century.

Always desirable, always elusive, and always well-met with

intense bidding activity.

#007088

Popular 1879-CC Morgan Dollar Scarcity

Normal Mintmark Variety

Mixed Roll of Morgan silver dollars: 1878-S 1879-S 3rd

Reverse 1880-S 1881-S 1882 1883 (2) 1883-0

1884 1884-0 1885 1886 1890 1898 1898-0 (2)

1899-0 1901-0 1904-0 1921. Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Choice-61 to Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A
roll of brighf whife coins wifh the exception of the two coins

which were apparently on the ends of the roll for some time

and show some motfled toning. A great mix of dates and mint

marks for the beginning collector. (Total: 20 pieces)

860
1879 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Frosted devices con-

trast nicely with the reflective obverse fields and the richly

prooflike reverse fields. Pleasing golden toning frames the rims

on the obverse, while the reverse is brilliant. A bold specimen

with eye appeal that surpasses that of many gems.

#007084

1879-CC Normal Mintmark. MS-63 (PCGS). A lustrous

example of the date, somewhat prooflike in appearance wifh

frosfed mofifs, satiny, reflective fields, and pale champagne
hues on bofh sides. The second most desirable Carson City

Morgan dollar issue, a date that lines up immediately behind

the 1889-CC, with all other Carson City dates in line behind

the 1879-CC offered here. Normal mintmark variety—the other

variety of the date has a repunched mintmark, large over small

letters, and is often referred to as the "Capped Die" variety.

Pleasing for fhe grade.

#007086

1879-S MS-66 (PCGS). A splendid example of the date and

grade combination. Liberty is fully frosted, while the fields

are deeply mirrored with a hint of safin. An impressive coin

with as much cameo contrast as many of the DMPL examples

of the date that have crossed our desk.

Eioused in an old-style frameless PCGS Eiolder.

#007093

229
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861 1879-S 3rd Reverse. MS-65^ (NGC). A sparkling Gem with

incredible rainbow iridescence on both sides. The reverse side,

faced outward by NGC because of the lively nature of the ton-

ing, is a study in rich gold at the top that fades rapidly down
through sunset orange and violet into blue and green range,

the obverse largely brilliant in the lower right quadrant, but

with rich and fiery peach, rose, and electric blue highlights

elsewhere.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007092

862 1879-S 3rd Reverse. MS-64 (NGC). A frosty specimen, some-
what prooflike on the obverse where a rich array of gunmetal-
blue, crimson, violet, and fiery peach resides; the reverse is fully

brilliant with just a nuance of faint champagne at the lower
rim.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007092

864 1880-CC 3rd Reverse. MS-65 PL (PCGS). Brilliant, with frostj

devices and glittering mirror fields. Most design features are

sharp save for a few hair strands above Liberty's ear and a few

feathers on the eagle's breast.

#007101

865 1880-CC 8 over low 7, 3rd Reverse. MS-65 (PCGS). A frost)

Gem, nearly prooflike in appearance with pale golden toning

highlights. Nice for the grade, with no appreciable surfaa

disturbances of any kind. Overdate details plainly evident.

#007104

863 1880-CC 8 over High 7, 3rd Reverse. MS-65 PL (PCGS). Es-
sentially brilliant surfaces with hints of pale gold. The sharp
frosty devices contrast beautifully with the mirror fields. The
underlying 7 beneath the second 8 in the date is clear under
magnification.

[ f . I opul.ition: S; nont* fini’r witEiin thi* di’sitn.ition

s(H)7i(n

866 1880-CC 3rd Reverse. MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous wit!

great eye appeal for the grade. Even champagne toning.

#007100

867 1880-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, satinv, and sharplv struck -^

tiny planchet inclusion at the eagle's breast is mentioned

for purpo.ses of identification than for anv other reason

an easy issue to find this nicelv pre.served.

#007114
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1880-0 MS-64 (NGC). Frosty silver gray with speckled rose, 872

violet, and slate toning highlights. A scarce date in choice

Uncirculated, certainly more elusive than its mintage of more
than 5.3 million pieces suggests.

#007114

(

I

1880-S MS-65^ (NGC). Robust shades of sea green, violet,

gold, and pale sky blue adorn the obverse, the reverse is a

study in mint brilliance. A sharp and appealing Gem with

exceptional toning and eye appeal equal to the task.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007118

873 Group of certified silver dollars: 1880-S MS-65 (NGC).

Splashes of delicate lilac on the obverse; reverse with golden

toning at the rim 1882-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous and

attractive. Accompanied by a GSA box and certificate 1893

EF-45 (PCGS). Satiny with delicate gold highlights 1899 MS-
63 (PCGS). Delicate silver gray surfaces 1921 Peace. AU-55
(PCGS). Golden gray surfaces 1878-S trade. AU-55 (PCGS).

Semi-reflective surfaces with delicate rose-gold highlights.

(Total: 6 pieces)

0C6 tot Irasi"

1880-0 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. On the cusp of

a full Gem distinction. Blazing white lustre throughout save

for a crescent of dark gray and russet at the top of fhe obverse.

The sfrike is reasonably sharp although the elusive curl over

Liberty's ear is—elusive—as so often seen. The eagle's breast

is sharp. A gorgeous example of this date in high grade.

#007114

1880/9-S MS-65 DMPL (PCGS). An impressive cameo Gem
with heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields.

Splashes of pale champagne and faint rose adorn both sides.

Underlying digit remnants plainly evident within the 0 of fhe

date to the unaided eye. Choice for the grade both physically

and aesthetically.

#097123

1880-S MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). A dazzling snowy white Gem
that's characterized by sharp frosty design elements and

blazing mirror fields. The 1880-S is certainly a common issue

overall, but not commonly encountered in this lofty state of

preservation.

#097119

874 Group of Mint State Morgan dollars: 1880-S Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63. Lustrous with rich rose and gunmetal-blue

at the peripheries 1881-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63.

Lustrous with just a whisper of golden highlights 1882-S

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous with golden

toning at the peripheries, a reverse spot is noted 1883-CC
Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Lustrous with mottled rose

and golden toning at the peripheries 1884 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63. Satiny with golden toning at the peripheries

1884-CC Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Silver gray

with golden and blue toning at the obverse periphery; reverse

with a splash of bright rainbow iridescence 1886 Brilliant

Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Satiny silver gray with rich

golden toning at the peripheries 1891 Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Choice-62. Silver gray with splashes of soft golden gray

on both surfaces 1896 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-

64. Satiny lustre with rich golden rose at the peripheries, an

obverse spot noted 1900 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63.

Satiny with delicate gold at the rims 1900-0 Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous with mottled rose-gold at

the peripheries 1902-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63.

Lustrous silver gray with splashes of golden rose. (Total: 12

pieces)
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Selection of Morgan dollars: 1881-0 (2) 1882-0 1885
(2)

1890-0 (3) 1896 (2) 1898-0 (3) 1899-0 (3) 1901-0^
1902-0 (4) 1921-D (2) Brilliant Uncirculated-60 to Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated-63. 1885 1921-D About Uncircu-

lated-53 1890-0 Very Fine-20. An interesting assortment
of

Morgan Dollars that would make a useful dealers inventory

or starter collection. A few display PVC residue that is likely

removable. (Total: 26 pieces)

1882-CC MS-65 (PCGS). A sharp and satiny Gem with great

lustre, a hint of pale gold, and grand overall eye appeal.
#007134

FV^ sa sat tot /;

'

875 1881-CC MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem example of the date,

the obverse alive with peach, electric blue, gold, crimson, and

other fiery pastel hues, the reverse a picture of mint brilliance

with some warm gold at the rim.

#007126

1882-O/S MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and satiny. An average

strike with a touch of softness noted above Liberty's ear and

on the eagle's breast. A very pleasing example of this populai

overmintmark. Under low power magnification it is revealed

that the O was stamped over an S previously in the die.

#007138

iBS\

1881-CC MS-65 (PCGS).A satiny and lustrous Gem. Probable

underlying crossbar of a 7 in the upper loop of the second 8 in

the date.

PCGS holder marked "GSA," signifying it was one of the pieces in the

original GSA hoard.

#007126

Got be

1881-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Totally white and
lustrous, with blazing cartwheel on both sides and well frosted

by the dies. The surfaces are quite clean and the entire coin is

attractive.

From Boivers ami Merena's Donovan and Hudgens Collections,

November 1993, Lot 1456.

#007126

1882-S MS-64 (NGC). Incredibly deep aquamarine and vibrani

violet toning grace the obverse, the reverse displays full central

brilliance yielding to faint gold and electric blue halos.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007140

878 1881-0 MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). A pleasing DMPL example
of the date, with frosty motifs appealingly presented against
deeply mirrored fields. Faint champagne on both sides. Fewer
than a half dozen DMPL 1881-0 Morgan dollars have been
certified finer than the present specimen by PCGS

si:.7l2‘<
^

883 1882-S MS-63 (NGC). Encapsulated with the reverse tdciif

outward owing to the deep indigo toning tempered with 'i

brant rainbow gold, violet, and sea green. The obv erse is tn.'>b

and bright with just a nuance of deep gold at the dexter rio'-

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007140
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1882-S MS-62 (NGC). Placed in the NGC holder with the

spectacularly toned reverse facing outward. Deep, vibrant

sea green, aquamarine, and violet adorn the reverse, while the

obverse is largely brilliant with strong lustre and some faint

gold at the rim. Choice for the assigned grade.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007140

Magnificent Gem 1883 Proof Dollar

1883 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. The magnificent surfaces of this

coin are free of marks or mentionable hairlines. This specimen

displays bright white surfaces with rich golden toning hug-

ging the rims on either side of the coin. An example which

displays amazing eye appeal and is sure to please any collector

of Morgan dollars or 19th-century type coins.

#007318

Gem Uncirculated 1883-CC $1

Vivid Obverse Toning

887 1883-CC MS-67 (PCGS).A satiny, highly lustrous gem, some-

what reflective in the fields, especially on the reverse. The
obverse exhibits a rich crescent of deep crimson, gold, and

electric blue on the obverse, the other half of the obverse is

pale champagne. The reverse is largely brilliant with a dusting

of deep golden toning at the left rim. Nicely struck and gem
quality all the way.

Faint but noticeable repunching at the date numerals.

#007144

888 1883-CC MS-65 (ICG). Frosty, sharp, and lustrous with nice

appeal.

ICG holder marked "GSA HOLDER;" evidently this coin originated with

the early 1970s GSA hoard dispersal.

#007144

889

Quartette of ANACS-certified dollars: 1883-CC Morgan.
MS-63. Lustrous with splashes of delicate gold at the peripher-

ies 1921 Peace. AU-50. Lustrous golden gray 1877 trade.

Net EF-40; AU details. Surface residue 1900 Lafayette. Net
EF-40; AU details. Cleaned. (Total: 4 pieces)

1883 MS-63 (NGC). Rich pale electric blue and vibrant violet

dominate the obverse, with fiery peach and sunset gold spread

here and there. The reverse is fully brilliant with a tiny taste

of gold at the rim. An attractive coin for the grade.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007142

890 1883-0 MS-63^ (NGC). Exceptional shades of fiery peach,

crimson, gold, and pale sky blue adorn much of the obverse,

while the reverse is resplendent in its full mint brilliance.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007146
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895 Certified Morgan dollar group, with emphasis on New Orlean

Mint issues: 1884-0 MS-64 (NGC) 1885-0 MS-64 (PCGS
1887 MS-64 (NGC) 1898-0 MS-64 (PCGS) 1899-0 MS-^

(PCGS) 1904-0 MS-64 (NGC). Two are brilliant; the balanc

have attractive light toning. (Total: 6 pieces)

iJtlCOfi tectSttjL

1883-0 MS-63 (NGC). Incredible rainbow hues form a crescent

at Liberty's cap that work outwardly across her portrait, pass-

ing across the rainbow spectrum until deep indigo is reached.

The reverse is largely brilliant with a hint of gold and blue at

the rim.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007146

1884-0 MS-63 (NGC). An intense explosion of mingled golc

crimson, and fiery electric blue ignites the obverse, while the «

verse exhibits strong lustre beneath attractive champagne gold

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007154

1883-0 MS-62 (NGC). Bright and lively neon blue at the center

yields to rich metallic shades of vibrant rose, peach, gold, sea

green, and crimson on the obverse, while the reverse is bathed
with an even glow of deepening champagne with gunmetal-
blue at the rim.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007146

1884-0 MS-63 (NGC). Impressive golden highlights are teir

pered with rich violet and rose iridescence on the obversi

while the reverse enjoys its natural mint brilliance.

From the Neiv Paltz Collection.

#007154

1884-CC MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). Frosty motifs and heavily
mirrored fields display rich and varied champagne hues. Just
three DMPL examples of the date have been certified finer than
the present Gem by PCGS. Sharp and appealing.

#097153
^

894 1884-CC MS-65 (ICG). A satiny and lustrous Gem, as nice as
any MS-65 1884-CC Morgan currently in any third-party grad-
ing service holder, indeed, nicer than many in that category.
Modestly prooflike.

«On7l52

898 1884-0 MS-63 (NGC). Deep electric champagne hues on th

obverse with mingled peach, crimson, and skv blue. The ^

verse is much the same for toning, though much moa' vivii

in areas. A real colorful beautv.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007154
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1884-0 MS-63 (NGC). The lustrous obverse is diagonally

split from 2:00 to 7:00, the left portion fully brilliant, the right

portion with expansive bands of fiery peach, crimson, electric

blue, and sea green. The reverse is largely brilliant though some
rich golden toning has encroached on the periphery.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007154

Gem DPI 1885-CC $1

Tied for Finest DPL at NGC

902 1885-CC MS-66 DPL (NGC). Richly frosted motifs and impres-

sively reflective deep mirror fields form an assertive cameo.

The strike is bold and the eye appeal is superb. This lovely

Gem deserves to be at the top of the NGC Census Report.

NGC Census: 18; none finer within the designation.

#097161

1885 MS-63 (NGC). Full mint brilliance on the left side of the

obverse yields to a bold display of rainbow brightness, while

the reverse maintains its mint brightness.

From the Nezv Paltz Collection.

#007158

frosty Morgan dollar with strong

cartwheel lustre. The obverse is alive with rich neon blue,

gold, and crimson; the reverse is largely brilliant with frosty

crimson and gold at the rim. A pretty and colorful highlight

for any Morgan dollar collection.

From the Neiv Paltz Collection.

#007158

903 1885-CC MS-65 (NGC). Frosty and lustrous with a hint of pale

golden toning. A prime Gem example of the lowest mintage

Carson City Morgan dollar.

#007160

904 Pair of Mint State Morgan dollars: 1885-0 MS-65 DMPL
(PCGS) 1887-0 MS-64 PL (PCGS). Both display mirrored

fields and frosted devices. (Total: 2 pieces)

1885-0 MS-65^ (NGC). A sparklingly lustrous Gem with

intense rainbow iridescence on the obverse, largely brilliant

on the reverse with just a hint of gold at DOLLAR. A colorful

Gem if ever there was one.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007162

905
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906 1885-0 MS-64^ (NGC). An exceptionally beautiful coin both

aesthetically and physically; we have seen coins of lesser qual-

ity called MS-65 or even finer by third-party grading services.

The reverse, which is turned outward in the NGC to display

its colorful beauty, is awash with bands of vibrant violet, sea

green, gold, and peach. The reverse, nearly PL in appearance,

is lightly toned in shades of warm champagne. Choice for the

grade both aesthetically and physically.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007162

909 1886 MS-64 (NGC). Splashes of pale pastel violet, blue, and

gold adorn the obverse; the reverse is largely brilliant with

deep gold and electric blue gathering at the rim.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007166

910 1886 MS-63 (NGC). A richly toned specimen with deep gold,

crimson, and violet evenly distributed on the obverse; th(

reverse is largely brilliant with some deep gold at the rim.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007166

907 1885-0 MS-63^ (NGC). Brilliant in the date area with expan-

sive sky blue, peach, violet, and crimson highlights above

that mark; the reverse is fully brilliant with just a hint of gold

beneath DOLLAR at the rim.

Date on NGC label incorrectly stated as 1888-0.

From the Neiv Paltz Collection.

#007184

908 1886 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous Gem with rich rainbow
toning on half of the obverse; the reverse is largely brilliant

with nuances of faint gold and champagne.
From the Nezv Paltz Collection.

#007166

Bfo with Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com

911 1886 MS-62 (NGC). The lustrous obverse is a study in paleblu(

and rich peach iridescence; the reverse is largely brilliant will

just a hint of gold at the rim. Choice for the assigned grade.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007166

1886 MS-62 (NGC). A ricli, fiery display of poach, gold, 'id

let, and pale .sea green adorns the obverse, while the a'vei^

largely brilliant, exhibits a pale golden halo at the rim.
|

From the New Paltz Collection. I

#007 Iwi

I
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Elusive Uncirculated 1886-0 Morgan $1

1887 MS-63^ (NGC).A frosty, lustrous coin. The obverse is alive 916

with pale electric blue, deep peach, fiery crimson, and other

shades, while the reverse is largely brilliant at the center with

a crisp, deep halo of fiery gold and electric blue at the rim.

From the Neio Paltz Collection.

#007172

1887 MS-62 (NGC). Chiefly brilliant on the obverse, a crescent

heavy electric blue, violet, and gold at the top. The reverse rim

displays some warm peach toning, otherwise fully brilliant.

An attractive coin for the grade.

From the Neio Paltz Collection.

#007172

lx photo

913 1886-0 MS-64 (NGC).A frosty, highly lustrous MS-64 example of this elusive "condition rarity" Morgan dollar. Struck

to the tune of more than 10.7 million pieces, the 1886-0 is a plentiful date in lightly to heavily circulated grades; at

Uncirculated, the scenario changes drastically. Seemingly much of this issue either circulated heavily down south or

was simply melted at a later date. Either way, MS-64 and above is the turning point where this date becomes more
than just an elusive issue. Indeed, only a pair of 1886-0 dollars have received finer grades from NGC than the present

beauty. Choice for the grade and absolutely worthy of inclusion in an advanced high-grade Morgan dollar set.

NGC Census: 94; 2 finer within any designation (MS-66 finest).

#007168

1887 MS-63 (NGC). Neon blue embraces the right side of the

obverse, while the left fades from pale champagne into deep

peach, crimson, and neon blue. The reverse is fully brilliant

and highly lustrous with a faint peach halo at the rim.

From the Nexo Paltz Collection.

#007172

917 1887-0 MS-65 (PCGS). A brilliant, lustrous example of this

popular New Orleans issue.

#007176

''C 237
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918 1888 MS-64 (NGC). Richly toned on both sides. The obverse

is dominated by bright neon blue and rose, the reverse much

the same with perhaps a touch more bright gold.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007182

919 1888-0 MS-63^ (NGC). Impressive underlying lustre supports

a wealth of rich rainbow iridescence on the obverse, while the

reverse enjoys much of its original mint brilliance with just a

tiny touch of champagne gathering here or there. Choice foi

the grade.

Date on NGC label incorrectly stated at 1885-0.

From the New Paltz Collection.

#007162

Choice Uncirculated 1889-CC Morgan $1

Classic Rarity, Classic Grade

1889-CC MS-63 (NGC). A frosty example with strong mint brilliance and intense cartwheel lustre. A splash here and
there of rich champagne adds to the overall eye appeal. Choice for the grade, with just a few tiny obverse marks; if

judged by the reverse, we are certainly looking at least a full grading point finer. The undisputed king of all Carson
City Morgan dollar issues, and a date that is in great demand across the broad reaches of the grading spectrum.
At MS-63, as offered here, we suspect that more than one advanced Morgan dollar specialist will join the heated
bidding activity when the present lovely rarity makes its auction debut.

#007190
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Popular 1889-CC Morgan $1 Rarity

1889-CC AU-50 (ANACS). Medium silver gray with warm
golden tones and much retained lustre in the protected areas.

NiceAU specimens of this issue always receive hearty bidding

activity when they cross the auction block, and the present coin

should be no exception to that rule of thumb.
#007190

Lightly Circulated 1889-CC Dollar

1889-CC Extremely Fine-40. Deep golden gray with retained

lustre in the protected areas and grand overall eye appeal for

the grade. Some faint marks are present, though none warrant

individual mention. A pleasing circulated example of the rar-

est treasure in the Morgan dollar series from the Carson City

Mint.

#007190

1889-CC VF-35 (ANACS). Light lilac and gray surfaces on

both sides of this attractive example of the ever-important

1889-CC Morgan dollar. Interestingly, more Mint State coins

pass through our hands than Very Fine examples. Certainly

this will attract a lot of attention.

#007190

924 1890 MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirrored fields

with faint golden toning on both sides. Only a half dozen
examples of the date have been accorded a finer DMPL rating

by PCGS.
#097197

925 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Rolling cartwheel lustre plays against

frosty and lustrous medium gold surface highlights, with deep
violet and lively rose gathering at the rims. Nicely struck.

#007198

926 1891-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Flighly lustrous and fully brilliant

with a whisper of faint gold in Liberty's tresses. Nicely struck

for the date.

#007206

927 1891-CC VAM-3. Spitting Eagle. MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant with

just a hint of golden toning at the rims. Nice frosty devices,

minor scattered obverse bagmarks. A good looking example

of this easily recognized VAM variety.

#007206

'S 239
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928 1892 Choice Brilliant Proof-63. Faint blue color decorates the

dusky gray obverse, while electric blue and violet decorate the

more deeply mirrored reverse. Some light scratches are noted on

the right side of the reverse, along with a faint striation in the area,

though they are mostly covered by the questionably original ton-

ing. The remainder of the coin has a nice overall look and would

be a fine addition to an album set of Proof Morgans.

#007327

929 1892-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty and delightfully lustrous with

warm golden hues gathering at the rims. Nicely struck and

visually choice for the assigned grade.

#007214

930 1892-CC MS-63 (PCGS). A very nice example of an MS-63

coin, this piece is nicely struck, fully brilliant, and has good

eye appeal. One of the scarcer Carson City varieties.

#007214

Lustrous Choice Uncirculated 1893-CC Morgan Dollar

931 1893-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with pale cham-

pagne on both sides. A nicely struck example of the date, strud

in Carson City during the final year of that mint's coin produc

hon. Nice for the grade with no serious surface impediments.

#007222

Very Choice Uncirculated 1894 Morgan $1

1894 MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny frosted surfaces with faint champagne hues and lively cartwheel lustre on both sides.

Nicely struck at the centers. A popular low-mintage date, an issue that saw just 1 10,000 circulation strikes produced,
nne of the lowest production figures in the entire Morgan dollar series and, aside from the 1895 Proof-onlv rarity,

the smallest output from the Philadelphia Mint in the series.
si)‘!/22H
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1894 Choice Extremely Fine-45, lightly cleaned long ago,

now naturally retoning in pale gold. No serious marks pres-

ent, though we do note a modest reverse rim bruise at 7:00.

A popular low-mintage semi-key date from the Philadelphia

Mint.

#007228

Lustrous 1895-0 Morgan Dollar

1895-0 AU-58 (PCGS). Much mint lustre still survives on this

attractive AU 1895-0. This is the single date and mint that

was not found at least in some small quantity in the 1962-1964

Treasury release.

#007236

Choice AU 1895-0 Morgan $1

1895-0 AU-58 (NGC). Frosty with faint rose toning and a high

degree of lustre on both sides. Scarcer in high grades than its

modest mintage of 450,000 pieces indicates, with lovely AU-58

specimens such as offered here always in demand. A few faint

marks pre.sent, none overly egregious.

#007236

Nice AU 1895-0 $1

936 1895-0 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Brilliant and
lustrous with abundant cartwheel and excellent visual appeal

for the assigned grade. Some light marks are noted on the

cheek and left obverse field, but aside from these abrasions

this piece has the look of a nice Mint State example.
#007236

937 1895-0 About Uncirculated-50. Lustrous surfaces exhibit

mottled deep gray toning with some gold at the rims, more
golden across the reverse than obverse. Some hairlines are

visible with a glass and a small rim bruise is noted below 3:00

on the obverse, a few other trivial disturbances seen at the rim

and elsewhere. A sharp specimen.
#007236

938 1896-0 VAM 7. Repunched 96. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

Choice-61. Smoky gray toning adorns the obverse, while the

reverse is more brilliant with some faint gold at the rims. The
reverse shows especially bold lustrous cartwheel for the grade.

Nice eye appeal overall, only a couple of nicks on the cheek,

light rim bruise atop reverse. An attractive specimen of this

recut date variety.

#007242

939 1898 Brilliant Proof, nearly Choice-61. Brilliant with some
milky toning on both sides. Nicely frosted devices show strong

contrast with the reflective fields. Some vertical hairlines are

noted on the portrait and a planchet flaw stretches from the

final S of STATES to the first A of AMERICA. The eve appeal

is positive overall.

#007333

;'s 241
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940 1899 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Here is a flashy example

of this tougher date Morgan. The surfaces are blast white with

the exception of a touch of golden toning around the date and

just a hint at the corresponding area of the reverse. A well struck

and lustrous example.
#007334

941 1900-O/CC MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous Gem example

of one of the most popular—and unusual—varieties in the

Morgan dollar series. Satiny, highly lustrous surfaces with

warm golden toning on both sides. Nicely struck for the date,

with nearly full central details. Smooth and satiny, the way a

Gem should be. Partially effaced CC mintmark plainly evident

beneath the existing O.
#007268

942 1901 AU-58 (ANACS). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre plays

across the largely brilliant surfaces, the brightness tempered by
splashes of deep lilac and other iridescent hues on the obverse

with warm golden tones in dominance on the reverse. Gener-
ally available in circulated grades, the 1901 Morgan becomes
a formidable scarcity in AU, as here, and an outright rarity in

Mint State.

#007272

943 1903-0 MS-66 (PCGS). Housed in an "ancient" PCGS holder,
actually dating from a generation ago, this piece graded MS-
66 back then and might grade even higher today. Well struck
and with beautiful lustrous surfaces, this piece is among the
nicest we have seen in recent times. A premium coin by any
stanilard.

-:“»72/-.

944 1921-D Morgan. MS-66 (PCGS). A superb Gem specimen o:

the only Denver Mint issue in the Morgan dollar series. Mottlec

light brown and gold toning on both sides.

#007298

U.S. PEACE DOLLARS

945 1921 Peace. MS-65 (NGC). Strong satiny lustre cascades arouni

the basined fields over chiefly brilliant surfaces. Some ligh

golden toning adds a subtle decoration, a bit heavier at th

base of the reverse, in a lovely and natural way. A little sol

at central obverse, but not any softer than average. Only ligb

marks are seen. A very pretty coin that likely came from ai

original roll.

#007356

946 1921 Peace. MS-65 (NGC). Fully brilliant surfaces show ju!

the faintest old champagne toning, more notable in the lei

obverse field than elsewhere. Excellent eye appeal, a ver

pretty example of this classic high relief tvpe. Nicely struck o''<

the ear with more than the usual hair detail, no bad marks.

i

worthy gem that will be enjoyed by the winning bidder.

#007356

947 Complete set of Peace dollars from 1921 through lAW

grading MS-64 (PCGS) All are lustrous and attractive a M
are brilliant while others displav lovelv delicate golden toniti)

A very well matched collection. The 1935-S is tlie ThnvM
type. (Total: 24 pieces)
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Key 1923-S Peace Dollar

1923-S MS-65 (PCGS). A lustrous Gem example with brilliant

surfaces displaying a whisper of champagne. Fairly scarce in

[

this grade, in the context of the Peace dollar series.

[

#007362

1925 MS-66 (PCGS). An intensely lustrous Gem with exquisite

eye appeal and superb satiny surfaces.

#007365

j

1927-D Peace Dollar Group

!

\fter decades in the shadow of the more widely collected Morgan
ar series, the short Peace dollar series—1921-1928, and again 1934-

)—is finally getting the attention it deserves. We are happy to offer a

;ill group, five pieces all told, of the semi-key 1927-D date. Acquired

)ne consignor as part of an original roll rarely seen today for any date

E

than the Philadelphia Mint coins of 1922-1925, the pieces offered are

S-64 PCGS-graded and are hand-selected from the group. Each of

)ins features pleasing lustre and rich golden toning variations. With

I' vast majority of the Peace dollars available to today's collectors fully

' liant in nature, the group offered here represents a nice source of richly

bd Peace dollars for those collectors who appreciate original toning on

lice 20th century silver coins. Enjoy!

I 1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous silver gray with

deepened shades of gold and crimson on both sides. A richly

toned Peace dollar.

#007371

1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny surfaces with strong underlying

lustre. Pale sky blue, rose, and deep golden toning on both

sides, especially on the reverse.

#007371

952 1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). Rich underlying lustre supports in-

tense golden hues, splashes on both obverse and reverse.

#007371

953 1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). Deep gold and crimson highlights on

satiny, lustrous surfaces.

#007371

954 1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny, highly lustrous surfaces with

warm champagne on the obverse, the reverse has mingled
mint brilliance and deep golden toning.

#007371

Choice 1934-S $1 Rarity

955 1934-S MS-64 (PCGS). A brilliant, lustrous example of the

great rarity (relatively speaking) in the Peace dollar series,

the key issue among the 24 basic varieties. Well struck, richlv

lustrous, and of slightly finer qualitv than expected at MS-64.

This coin offers a great combination of high grade, reasonable

price, and superb appearance.

#007377

:'s 243
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U.S. TRADE DOLLARS

956 1873 Brilliant Proof-60. Reflective fields frame nicely detailed

devices that readily showcase this specimen's Proof stature. The

obverse toning includes delicate violet while remaining nearly

brilliant, while the reverse showcases vibrant bright blue and

subtle violet of seemingly recent origin. Some flaws are seen

under the toning, including a pinscratch under Liberty's arm to

her armpit, a striation in the same region that crosses the scratch,

and some minor scattered lines. Examination is recommended

but the historic nature of this first-year-of-issue Proof remains.

#007053

959 1875-CC I/I. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. A brigh

and lustrous coin that has a single chopmark below the brand

end on the obverse. There are a couple of minor hairlines anc

handling nicks but most of the eye appeal is intact. Despite
i

rather generous mintage for a Carson City coin, this issue neve:

seems to lack strong collector interest.

From Superior's Pre-Long Beach Sale, September 1999, Lo

1536.

#007038

Uncirculated 1873-CC Trade Dollar

957 1873-CC MS-60 (NGC). Satiny golden surfaces with richly

imbued lustre. Deep violet and neon blue halos gather at the

rims. A nicely struck example from the first year of trade dollar

production, with many of the design elements bold and crisp,

nearly complete in all areas. An absolutely choice example from
a mintage of 124,500 pieces, a coin that is truly Mint State, with
unbroken lustre on the high points. Scattered marks account
for the grade, though they are mostly well hidden. A lot of coin

for the grade—why not take a closer look?
#006972

958 1875-CC I/I. MS-62 (ICG). Lustrous Mint State with light gray
and gold toning on both sides. Some light striking on the head
and on the stars not unusual. T he obverse and reverse "types,"
.K’tually varieties, are very popular these days

«0()703H
' ^

Glorious Mint State 1875-S Trade Dollar

With a Single Obverse Chopmark

960 1875-S Chop Mark MS-62 (PCGS). A simply delighth

example that exudes mint frost and colorful gold and blu

toning on both sides. The strike is full and complete, wif

each deyice bold, including the obverse stars. Liberty's heai

and her skirt folds as well as the eagle's talons. The singl

chopmark is located on Liberty's thigh and extends into th

field above. For the specialist the present example is highl

desirable as most that show one or more chopmarks are ofte

circulated, and finding a coin in such carefully preserve

Mint State condition which includes a chopmark is quit

unusual. Several advanced collections of trade dollars

cialize in these chopmarked coins and finding high-grjJ

or Mint State examples is challenging to say the least. Muu

dates may not exist in Brilliant Uncirculated grades with

chopmark. After all, the chopmark is a statement that th

coin went overseas for its intended purpose to be spent tc

commerce in international trade. Trade dollars that wCi

accepted by foreign merchants were often chopmarKe

with statements such as "Luck," "Prosperity," or "Gee

fortune" before being spent, and many such chopmar)

were recognizable to the larger area merchants where thea

circulated.

#(187(1.3M
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Choice Proof 1876 Trade Dollar Cameo Proof 1876 Trade Dollar

1876 Type I/II. Proof-64 (NGC). Lilac, magenta, and blue ton-

ing over well struck surfaces. Popular centennial year coin.

Proof trade dollars have become a very popular series in the

past 15 years.

#007056

I

962 1876 II/II. Proof-64 Cameo, with the obverse grading fully

Gem-65 or better. Here is a glorious Cameo example which

displays frosty devices and chrome-like mirrored fields. The

strike is razor sharp and some doubling can be seen along the

left wing of the eagle, a testament to the multiple striking s

necessary in the production of proof coinage. The coin appears

to have been struck through a small amount of grease at the

lower reverse. This has left a very minor rippling of the surface

between the eagle's wing and leg at the right side of the coin.

This anomaly has done nothing to affect the awe inspiring eye

appeal of the piece. The color of the coin is amazing with bright

white centers accentuated by a golden ring of golden toning

hugging the rims. A beautiful coin with the eye appeal that

surpasses nearly all similarly graded coins on the market.
#007056

Gem Mint State 1876 Trade Dollar

Type I /

1

963 1876 Type I/I. MS-65 (PCGS). Widely sweeping lustre dances across the pale golden gray surfaces of this satiny

Gem. Somewhat prooflike near the obverse design elements, essentially fully prooflike on the reverse. Nicely struck

for the date and design type, which adds to the quality of this virtually mark-free Gem. Destined to be a highlight

in a trade dollar collection of an advanced U.S. type set.

#007041

245
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Centennial Year Near Gem 1876 Trade Dollar

964 1876 Type I/I. MS-64 (PCGS). A gorgeously toned trade dollar, rich steel gray with russet and blue accents adhering

to the devices. Close scrutiny will find a few thin hairlines which apparently kept this from a higher grade. The

strike is full and complete as often seen on coinage produced during the Centennial year of our country. Scarce this

nice and downright rare any finer.

#007041

Choice Mint State 1877-CC Trade $1

1877-CC MS-63 (NGC). A sharp and appealing example of the date, exceptional for the grade, with robust cart-
wheel lustre on impressively frosted surfaces. A few faint marks are present, none single-handedly responsible
for the assigned grade. Crisply struck in all areas, with full details present on both sides. We note that fewer than
10 examples of the date have been certified finer than the present specimen by NGC. Definitely worthy of your
bidding attention.

#007045
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Snow-White Gem Cameo Proof 1881 Trade Dollar

2x photo

966 1881 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). A gleaming white coin which retains ample sparkle and excellent surfaces. The
fields are well preserved wifh fhe only faulf a few faint random hairlines. As to the devices, they are well frosted

and contrast well with the reflective mirror fields. For identification purposes, a short lint mark is found from the

denticle up to the right of the E in TRADE and a minute planchet flake is missing from the frosty O in OF. A fully

sfruck Gem and one of fhe finer examples from the original mintage of 960 pieces.

#087061

Popular Proof-Only 1883 Trade Dollar

Richly Toned

967 1883 Proof-64 (PCGS). Deep lilac-gray surfaces with rich electric blue, lilac, and pale aqua toning highlights. Frosty,

sharp motifs sfand out from deep mirror fields. A Proof-only issue, one of 979 Proofs produced during the final

non-clandesfine year of producfion in the series. (The famous 1884 and 1885 Proof rarities came to light in 1908,

and are considered "dainties" made for insiders at the Mint.) Pleasing at the assigned level.

#007063

S 247
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U.S. SILVER COMMEMORATIVES

968 1893 Isabella quarter. MS-65 (NGC). Beautiful brilliant surfaces show superlative cartwheel

lustre. Almost entirely untoned, with just a splash of deeper toning on Isabella's shoulder and

over the shoulder of the kneeling reverse figure. The fields are essentially immaculate and the

quality easily matches the grade assigned. The first commemorative quarter, a coin of great

beauty and technical quality.

From the Foxfire Collection.

#009220

Lustrous Gem 1900 Lafayette $1

2x photo

969 1900 Lafayette dollar. MS-66 (NGC). A satiny Gem with intense violet, crimson, pale gold,
and deep gunmetal-blue on both sides. A highly lustrous and richly toned example of the first

silver dollar in the U.S. commemorative coinage series. Conjoined busts of Washington and
Lafayette on obverse, reverse with equestrian statue of Lafayette presented to the people of
France by the people of the United States (including by school children across the countrv).
Struck on the anniversary of Washington's death, though dated 1900. Fewer than 10 examples
of the date have been graded finer by NGC

#009222

248
-J
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Choice Uncirculated 1900 Lafayette Dollar

1900 Lafayette dollar. MS-64 (NGC). Largely brilliant centers

yield to heavy crimson, gold, rose, and electric blue at the

rims.

#009222

976

1921 Alabama. Plain. MS-65 (NGC). An attractive Gem with 977
frosty central motifs encircled by lustrous shades of rich rain-

bow toning.

#009224

Assortment of commemorative half dollars grading average

Extremely Fine-40 to Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-60. All have

been cleaned or polished: 1921 Alabama. Plain (2) 1936-S

Bay Bridge 1936 Boone 1937 Boone 1952 Carver-Wash-

ington 1892 Columbian (3) 1893 Columbian (4) 1922

Grant. No Star 1920 Maine 1921 Missouri. Plain 1923-S

Monroe 1920 Pilgrim 1921 Pilgrim 1936 Rhode Island

1926 Sesquicentennial (2) 1925 Stone Mountain (5) 1925 978

Vancouver 1927 Vermont 1946-S Booker T. Washington.

In-person examination is recommended. (Total: 30 pieces)

1937 Antietam. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66. Brilliant and
frosty. Virtually as nice as the moment it came from the dies.

Curiously, the net mintage of 18,028 pieces was substantially

lower than the estimated number of casualties during the

battle which is pegged at 25,000; said to be one of the heaviest

losses for a single-day military encounter in the history of the

United States.

#009229

1937 Antietam. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66. Brilliant and
frosty. Outstanding both technically and aesthetically.

#009229

1937 Antietam. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-66. Lustrous

and mostly brilliant with just a whisper of iridescence at the

obverse border.

#009229

Gem-quality half dollar trio: 1936 Albany. Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated-65 1935 Connecticut. Gem Brilliant Uncircu-

lated-65 1936 Delaware. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Each

is lustrous with attractive light toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

Selection of commemoratives with emphasis on cities and

states. Each grades Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64 and

exhibits pearl gray and golden toning on lustrous surfaces:

1936 Albany 1936 Bridgeport 1925 Lexington 1927

Vermont 1936 Wisconsin. (Total: 5 pieces)

1937 Antietam. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Intermingled

pewter gray and golden toning complements frostv sur-

faces.

#009229

Offering of commemoratives issued in the 1920s and 1930s.

Each grades Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62: 1936

Albany 1936-S Columbia 1922 Grant. Plain 1934 Mary-

land 1920 Pilgrim. All have intermingled pearl gray and

golden toning. (Total 5 pieces)

980 1937 Antietam. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. At-

tractive pearl gray and golden toning. A light milling mark
on Robert E. Lee's forehead is about all that keeps this lovelv

piece out of the Gem category.

#009229

'S 249
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981 1937 Antietam. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Pale

golden gray toning on frosty surfaces.

#009229

982 1937 Antietam. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Frosty

surfaces exhibit uniform golden gray iridescence.

#009229

983 1937 Antietam. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Fully

lustrous and essentially brilliant with some hints of gold on

the obverse.

#009229

984 Selection of popular commemoratives which show indica-

tions of light cleaning, but are now retoned: 1937 Antietam.

Brilliant Uncirculated-60 (2) 1936-D Arkansas. Brilliant

Uncirculated-60 1925-S California. Very Choice About
Uncirculated-58 (2) 1926-S Oregon. Very Choice About Un-

circulated-58. In-person examination is recommended. (Total:

6 pieces)

985 1935-S Arkansas. MS-66 (PCGS). PCGS holder erroneously

marked 1936-S. A deeply toned silver gray specimen with

intense rainbow activity near the rims.

Incorrectly labeled as 1936-S.

#009235

986 Selection of 1936-dated commemoratives grading Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated-64: Arkansas. D-Mint Cincinnati

Gettysburg Long Island Rhode Island. D-Mint. Most
exhibit pearl gray toning at the centers with golden peripheries.

(Total: 5 Pieces)

987 Assortment of commemoratives grading Brilliant Uncircu-
lated, nearly Choice-62. Each has attractive toning overall, with
one or more spots: 1936-S Bay Bridge 1936-D Columbia

1920 Maine 1925 Stone Mountain 1936 York. In-person
examination is recommended. (Total: 5 pieces)

988 1938-D Boone. MS-66 (PCGS). A superb Gem specimen of
the last year of the Boone series. Low mintage, rich lustre, and
attractive toning.

#009275

989 High-quality commemorative quartette. Each grades Gen
Brilliant Uncirculated-65 and exhibits delightful pale goldei

iridescence: 1936 Bridgeport 1936 Cleveland 1946 lowi

1935-S San Diego. (Total: 4 pieces)

990 Roll of Carver-Washington and Booker T. Washington hal

dollars: 1951 Carver-Washington. Choice Brilliant Uncircu

lated-63 (4) 1952 Carver-Washington. Very Choice Brillian

Uncirculated-64 1946 Booker T. Washington PDS sets
(2]

The P-Mint pieces grade Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

64 and Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. The D-Min
pieces grade Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 and Brilliant Un
circulated, nearly Choice-62. The S-Mint pieces grade Choic

Brilliant Uncirculated-63 and Brilliant Uncirculated, nearl

Choice-62 1947 Booker T. Washington. Average Choice Bril

liant Uncirculated-63 to Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-6

(9). Some are brilliant; most have toning. (Total: 20 pieces)

991 Lustrous commemorative half dollar quartette. Each is al

tractively toned and grades Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-6:

1936-D Cincinnati 1918 Lincoln 1936 Lynchburg. Rir

spot 1934 Texas. (Total: 4 pieces)

992 Half dozen different commemorative design types. Ead

grades Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 and displays pleasin

golden toning: 1936 Cleveland 1924 Huguenot 193

Lynchburg 1923-S Monroe 1936 Robinson 1935-S Sa

Diego. (Total: 6 pieces)

993 Splendid commemorative trio: 1935 Connecticut. Ger

Brilliant Uncirculated-65 1946 Iowa. Gem Brilliant Uncira

lated-66 1937 Roanoke. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Eac

exhibits superlative cartwheel lustre and pale golden toning

(Total: 3 pieces)

994 Commemorative half dollar quintette: 1936 Delaware. Ver

Choice Uncirculated-64, slide marks 1924 Huguenot. Choic

About Uncirculated-55 1915-S Panama-Pacific. Choice Aboi

Uncirculated-55 1936 Robinson. Choice Brilliant Uncirci

lated-63, light slide marks 1925 Stone Mountain. Brilliar

Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. Each has pleasing golde

toning. The Panama-Pacific specimen has a halo of navy blu

at the rims. (Total: 5 pieces)

995 Quality commemorative quartette, with emphasis on variou

local anniversaries. Each is lustrous and grades Very Choic

Brilliant Uncirculated-64: 1936 Elgin 1925 Lexington i

1934 Maryland 1938 New Rochelle. These pieces are var

ously either brilliant or lightly toned. (Total: 4 pieces)

996 Desirable selection of 1930s commemoratives, all ditfcrcf

design types, grading Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculatod-W

1936 Elgin 1936 Long Island 1938 New Rochelle 193

Norfolk 1936 Texas. Two are brilliant; the others exhibit p>'l

golden toning. (Total: 5 pieces)
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Exceptional Gem 1922 Grant Half Dollar

With Star Type

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

997 1922 Grant. With Star. MS-67 (NGC). A satiny Gem of exquisite appeal. Strong underlying lustre supports a pale

golden center on the obverse with deep crimson, lilac, and electric blue at the rim, while the reverse is a study in

even champagne. Typical surfaces with many raised die polish lines in the fields, especially on the obverse where
the fields are more open. Sharply struck for the date, aesthetically appealing, and easily worthy of the Gem assign-

ment.
NGC Census: 5; none finer.

#009307

Gem MS-65 1922 Grant 50C

With Star Format

998 1922 Grant. With Star. MS-65 (NGC). Satiny surfaces are toned in pale silver gray and faint gold. Among all silver

commemorative half dollars, this is the classic rarity in terms of availability at the Gem level. Such pieces were

distributed to numismatists (mainly) and the public, but no attention was given to handling them with care, includ-

ing during the minting and shipping processes. If you had been active in the market in the 1930s this would have

been the greatest object of desire in the series.

Now in 2007, years later, there are so many different commemoratives that it is hard to keep track of them all,

including some with significantly lower mintages, hovering around the 2,000 mark. However, these later low-mint-

age issues were nearly all saved by collectors and today are not hard to find in Gem state (in proportion to their

mintages). The 1922 Grant With Star remains as rare as ever. Curiously, it receives very little recognition.

#009307

999 Pair of desirable design types: 1928 Hawaiian. AU-50, polished. Pale golden iridescence 1935 Spanish Trail.

AU-50, harshly cleaned. Pewter gray toning. Both have comparatively small net mintages; just 10,008 pieces for

each issue. (Total; 2 pieces)
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1000 1935 Hudson. MS-64 (NGC). A frosty specimen that borders

on Gem quality Intense cartwheel lustre and faint peach iri-

descence add to the aesthetic charm.

#009312

1001 1935 Hudson. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Pale lilac

toning at the centers changes to vivid gold at the rims. Issued

to commemorate the sesquicentennial of Hudson, New York.

The net mintage for the variety was a scant 10,008 pieces, one

of the lowest production figures for any design type in the

commemorative series.

#009312

1002

Superlative commemorative trio grading Gem Brilliant Un-
circulated-65: 1918 Lincoln 1936 Norfolk 1936 Oregon.

Each has delightful golden toning. Two exhibit lovely lilac

iridescent highlights. (Total 3 pieces)

Gem 1921 Missouri Plain SOd

1005 1921 Missouri. Plain. MS-65 (ANACS). A satiny Gem wit]

intense cartwheel lustre, rich orange and rose iridescence, ani

delightful eye appeal for the grade. A pleasing example of th

coin that broke all the rules—LIBERTY, IN GOD WE TRUSl

and E PLURIBUS UNUM are nowhere to be found.
#009330

1006 1923-S Monroe. MS-66 (NGC). Bold frosty cartwheel lush

enriches natural, mottled pale blue, subtle violet, and ambe

over deep gray surfaces. A handsome example with a brigf

and eye-catching appearance. Examples of this issue are rarel

found finer.

#009333

1003

Three certified commemorative half dollars: 1920 Maine.
MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous with just a whisper of golden high-

lights 1936-S Oregon Trail. MS-65 (NGC). Lustrous with
splashes of delicate rose-gold 1936 York. MS-63 (PCGS).
Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1004 1934 Maryland. MS-67 (NGC). Deeply toned throughout with
even reddish gold over lustre. Both sides are well matched and
quite attractive, with flecks of iridescent green sparkling on
the devices, probably from long storage in the paper holder
of issue or a sulfur based coin envelope. The strike is typically
sharp for this popular issue.

#009328

1915-S Panama-Pacific. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

64. Satiny lustre. Pearl gray toning at the centers deepens t

golden brown and navy blue at the borders. Examples of th

variety were offered to visitors at the Panama-Pacific Expos

tion for $1 each. Numismatic showman Farran Zerbe is sai

to have supervised the coin and medals exhibits during th

exposition.

The Panama-Pacific Exposition was held in San Francisco during Pt

The cataloguer (AWP) remembers that a multi-volume set of Kx'Ls detailii’

the history of the exposition was offered for sale bv a bixik dealer in ri)"

outh, Massachusetts about 20 years ago. The set was priced at an.nind >3

and .seemingly went for a year or moa’ until it was sold. One wondersW
much information on Farran Zerbe and his numismatic activities mav h#*

been included in the.se volumes.

#009357
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8 1920 Pilgrim. MS-66 (PCGS). An impressive Gem example
from the first of two years of Pilgrim half dollar coinage.

Largely brilliant with intense lustre supporting splashes of rich

and vibrant carmine, fiery orange, and pale electric blue.
#009359

9 Attractively toned commemorative trio, each grading Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated-65: 1937 Roanoke 1936 Wisconsin

1936 York. Each is fully lustrous and exhibits lovely golden
' iridescence. (Total: 3 pieces)

l) 1926 Sesquicentennial. MS-65 (NGC). Lovely opalescent ton-

I

ing incorporates gold, rose, and violet to a highly attractive

i effect. Bold lustre on both sides, brightly encircling the low-

relief devices within the higher rims. As is so commonly seen

on this issue, a few little marks can be seen at central obverse,

present on the planchet and not struck with enough force to

obliterate them. A handsome example of this well-designed

commemorative half.

Fwfn the Foxfire Collection.

#009374

1935 Spanish Trail. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64.

Sharply struck and lustrous. Pale champagne toning at the

centers deepens to rich gold at the rims. Only 10,008 examples

are said to have been issued. Numismatic collector and dealer

L.W. Hoffecker is credited with having created the designs.

#009376

1012 1937-PDS set. Texas. MS-65 (NGC). Each displays satiny

lustre with delicate golden toning at the peripheries. A very

well matched set. (Total: 3 pieces)

1013 1937-PDS set. Texas. The P and S pieces each grade Gem Bril-

liant Uncirculated-65. The D-Mint coin grades Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Accompanying the lot is a black

leather-textured cardboard holder of the era inscribed "Com-
memorative Half Dollars" in gold Gothic letters. There are

recesses for three half dollars, and a sliding celluloid window
to keep the coins from falling out. Holders such as this, in our

experience, are far more elusive than the coins that they were
designed to display. (Total: 3 coins, plus one piece of ephem-
era)

1014 1925 Vancouver. MS-64 (NGC). Rich electric blue, sea green,

and crimson iridescence grace both sides of this lustrous half

dollar.

#009399

1015 1946 Booker T. Washington. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65.

A beautiful gem with rich gray surfaces showing attractive

golden highlights on the obverse and sedate blues on the

reverse.

#009404

1016 Booker T. Washington half dollar collection: 1947 PDS
set. The P and S-Mint pieces grade Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64. The D-Mint piece grades Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63 1948 PDS set. The D-Mint piece grades

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. the P and S-Mint pieces each

grade Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64 1949 PDS set.

The P and S-Mint pieces each grade Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64. The D-Mint piece grades Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63 1950 PDS set. Each piece grades Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Most are brilliant; a few have attrac-

tive toning. (Total: 12 pieces)

1017 1936 Wisconsin. MS-67 (PCGS). A superb Gem example of

the popular Wisconsin half dollar. Silver with a hint of golden
toning.

#009447
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U.S. GOLD COMMEMORATIVES

1018

1019

1020

All commemorative gold dollar photos are 2x.

1922 Grant gold dollar. No Star. Brilliant Uncirculated-60.

Rich yellow gold with gem-like appeal on the obverse, though

some diagonal hairlines are noted with careful scrutiny at the

lower left reverse. In other areas, the lustre is bold, and the

eye appeal remains positive.

#007458

1905 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. MS-63 (PCGS). A lightly

toned example of this popular issue that boasts strong lustre

and a bold strike. There are a few minute hairlines in the fields

which apparently limited the grade, but this one is nicer than

one would expect for a Choice grade.

#007448

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated-65. The strike is bold on the central de-

vices and the fields are reflective as often seen. Minor striking

softness is noted on CHASE of PURCHASE as these letters are

opposite Jefferson's thick shoulder. Minor hairlines can be seen

at certain angles, but no other surface handling is apparent.
#007443

1022 1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty honej

gold with warm rose and peach iridescence. Strong cartwhee

lustre. Attractive for the grade.

Housed in an old-style frameless PCGS holder.

#007454

1023 1917 McKinley gold dollar. Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Ono

carefully mounted at 12:00, but lacking any evidence of jewelr

use otherwise. Lustrous fields offer a choice appearance an(

hinfs of greenish toning. Slightly reflective and very pleasing

Some minor hairlines, tiny scratch through M of McKINLE)
A fine way to display this interesting design.

#007455

1024

Golden pair: 1917 McKinley gold dollar. Net Choio

Fine-15; sharpness of Choice Extremely Fine-45. Ex jewelr]

Mounts removed from edge, and rims scraped in areas alon]

circumference 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. Choic

About Uncirculated-55. Cleaned. The last piece is still quit

attractive and appears to be Uncirculated at first glance. (Tota.

2 pieces)

1915-S Panama-Pacific Gold $1

Gem Mint State

Gem Mint State 1916 McKinley Gold $1

1021 1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-66 (NGC). A splendid gem,
satiny honey gold with inten.se cartwheel lustre and pale rose
highlights. Virtually unimproveable in quality or aesthetic
appeal. From the first of two years of the design type.

Front ANR's sale of Inly 2003, Lot 875.
#(K)74M

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). SaliR

honey gold with rich lustre and pale rose details. A ploasiti(

gem specimen which would bo hard to best; this is the fino!

grade these are readily available in. Boldly struck and a gUti

ous coin for the ccd lector.

Front ANR's sale ofjaittiary 2004, Lot 65t>.

#007444
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Lustrous Uncirculated 1915-S Pan-Pac Octagonal $50

"MCMXV-S"

!

i

1029 1915-S Panama-Pacific $50 gold. Octagonal. MS-62 (PCGS) A sparkling golden Panama-Pacific "slug" with bold,

engaging lustre and superb eye appeal for the grade. Good news for the purists among us: the lustre is complete

and entirely undisturbed on the design high points. Designed by Robert Aitken as one of five Panama-Pacific com-

memorative issues (half dollar, by Barber and Morgan; gold dollar, by Charles Keck; quarter eagle, by Barber and

Morgan; $50 round and $50 octagonal format, as here, both by Aitken) offered and sold at the Exposition as individual

coins or in sets of just about any and all combinations of the five design types. Of the 1,509 octagonal coins originallv

[

struck, including nine pieces for assay, only 645 were actually sold, the balance relegated to the Mint's crucibles after

[

the Exposition closed. The novel octagonal design made this issue a bigger seller than its staid round counterpart,

which saw a total sale of only 483 pieces. A truly lovely Pan-Pac $50 "slug" is about to find a new home.
#007452

1027

1028

26 1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). Erosty

deep honey rose gold with intense lustre and strong eye appeal
for the grade. Designer Charles Keck's Panama Canal worker
obverse has often been jokingly said to be wearing a baseball

cap, though such is not the case. A definite gem. Identifiable

by a faint tick left of the earlobe on the worker.
#007449

1915-S Panama-Pacific quarter eagle. Choice Brilliant Un-
circulated-63. A respectable strike and excellent mint color

combine to give this coin marvelous eye appeal. No major
marks are found on this lovely coin, just a few minor hairlines

are all that keep this coin from a loftier designation
#007450

1915-S Panama-Pacific quarter eagle. Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Choice-61. Good lustre on rich yellow gold surfaces.

A tiny nick behind the eagle is all that prevents a finer grade.

The visual appeal is lovely and this would easily fit into an

otherwise Choice Uncirculated set of gold commemoratives.
#007450
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Impressive Gem 1926 Sesquicentennial $2.50

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

2x photo

1030 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-66 (PCGS). An
impressive Gem with intense cartwheel lustre that fairly leaps

from bold golden surfaces. Pale sky blue and rose iridescence

grace the protected areas. An exceptional example of one of

America's most popular commemorative quarter eagle issues.

No example of this popular date has been certified finer than

the present piece by PCGS; many have tried but none have

succeeded.

PCGS Population: 103; none finer.

#007466

1031 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty

surfaces with pale olive highlights. Intense cartwheel lustre

seemingly glows from within, a hallmark of this particular

commemorative quarter eagle issue.

#007466

1032 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated-63. Rich yellow gold with exemplary lustre and eye

appeal. Some subtle coppery toning on the reverse adds ever

more appeal.

#007466

U.S. BULLION COINS
1033 1986 silver eagle $1. MS-69 (PCGS). Highly lustrous. Traces

of light gold toning.

#009640

1034 Three 1986-W eagle $50 gold. Proof-68 DCAM (PCGS). Had
is brilliant and reflective. As issued. (Total: 3 pieces)

1035 Pair of Proof eagle $50 gold: 1986-W Superb Gem Brillian

Proof-67. As issued with case, box, and capsule of issue i

1989-W Proof-69 Cameo (PCGS). As issued. (Total: 2 pieces)

1036 Four Eagle $50 gold grading Proof-69 DCAM (PCGS): i

1987-W 1988-W 1989-W 1990-W. Each in condition ai

issued. (Total: 4 pieces)

1037 Pair of eagle $50 gold both grading Proof-69 DCAM (PCGS)

1987-W 1989-W. Condition as issued. Both are reflectivi

and brilliant. (Total: 2 pieces)

U.S. PROOF SETS

1038 1936 five-piece Proof set complete from cent through half dollar: Cent. Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64 RD
Nickel. Brilliant Proof-65 (PCGS) Dime. Proof-66 (PCGS) Quarter. Proof-64 (PCGS) Half dollar. Proof-65
(PCGS). (Total: 5 pieces)
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1039 1938 Proof set. Gem Brilliant Proof-65. The silver coins show light toning with the dime especially vibrant with
deep coppery gold to the centers and greenish blue around the rims of both sides. A few specks on the cent are

noted. (Total: 5 pieces)

1040 1939 Proof set: Cent. Proof-65 RD Nickel. Proof-65 Dime. Proof-65 Quarter. Proof-64 Half dollar. Proof-

63. Each piece is brilliant with the exception of the nickel which exhibits faint iridescence. Housed in packaging
including cellophane wrappers, tissue paper, and cardboard Proof set box with penciled inscription: "For Jackson

/ Happy Birthday / Love / Nancy." (Total: 5 pieces)

1041 1939 Proof set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64 to Gem Brilliant Proof-66. The quarter is probably a Gem, and the

dime is magnificent with deep blue and rose-gold toning on both sides. The balance of the set is Very Choice quality.

(Total: 5 pieces)

1042 1940 Proof set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. A generally bright set on the silver issues with a few flecks of toning

mixed in, the nickel is fresh while the cent is toned deep burgundy with a couple of specks. (Total: 5 pieces)

1043 1941 Proof set: Cent. Proof-65 RD (PCGS). A blazing Gem Nickel. Proof-66 (NGC). Pale golden toning Dime.

Proof-66 (PCGS). The obverse is brilliant; pale gold enhances the reverse Quarter. Proof-65 (PCGS). Milky toning

Half dollar. Proof-65 (PCGS). Faint pearl gray and champagne iridescence. (Total: 5 pieces)

:k's 257
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1044 1941 Proof set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64 to Gem Brilliant Proof-65. A well matched Proof set with delicate

toning on the silver issues and minimal specks on the nickel and cent. The half dollar lacks the initials of the de-

1045 1942 six-piece Proof set. Choice Brilliant Proof-63 to Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. The silver coins are a trifle

gray toned while the dime and War nickel approach the Gem grade. (Total: 6 pieces)

1046 Six 1950s Proof Sets, 1950-1955.A good-looking date run of these early sets, each housed in a Capital Plastics holder.

The silver coins are generally brilliant with faint original peripheral toning. The cents are all red and bright, though
the 1950 shows a spot at central obverse, the 1954 is spotted, and others may show some light but pleasant toning.

Most are Gem Proof-65 or close to that level. A collection long on eye appeal. (Total: 6 complete sets, 30 coins)

1047 Nice original run of 1950-1954 Proof sets. Gem Brilliant Proof-65 or better with the 1953 set being originally mint
sealed. The coins are all housed in their original Government cellophanes with the original tissue wrapped about
them. They also come with their Government-issued boxes. The sets are wonderfully fresh and should be closely

seen. (Total: 5 sets, 25 pieces)

1048 Pair of 1950s Proof sets: 1950 Choice Brilliant Proof-63 to Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Dappled toning on
the silver coins with the nickel and cent fairly nice 1951 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64 to Gem Brilliant Proof-

65. Light golden toning on the silver coins. (Total: 2 sets, 10 pieces)

1049

1050

1051

Quartette of Proof sets: 1952 Proof set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Lightly toned on all coins and each set

is housed in a Capital Plastics holder 1953 Proof set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64 to Gem Brilliant Proof-65.

The half dollar has some Cameo contrast on the obverse, the balance of the set lightly toned 1954 Choice Bril-

liant Proof-63 to Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Mostly bright with light peripheral toning starting to form 1955
Choice Brilliant Proof-63 to Gem Brilliant Proof-65. The half dollar has a few slidemarks, otherwise the coins are

pleasing. (Total: 4 sets, 20 pieces)

1970 Proof set, grading Proof-65 or better. Cent through half dollar complete. Each piece is brilliant as issued. The
dime is the rare variety without the "S" mintmark. Housed in an original plastic display holder of issue (cracked
on front), together with the original blue and white cardboard box of issue. (Total: 5 pieces)

1971 I roof set, grading Proof-65 or better. Cent through half dollar complete. Eacli piece is brilliant as issued. The
nic I

j'' 1 I rare variety without the "S" mintmark. I loused in an original plastic display liolder of issue (cracked
on back), togi'ther with flu' (Original blue and white cardboard box of issue. ( Total: 5 pieces)
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U.S. MINT SETS HAWAIIAN COINAGE
52

53

54

55

>6

57

1948 double mint set. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A
matched set that that shows harmonious russet and gold toning

on most of the silver coins. The coins are generally well struck

and present a wonderful look to the devoted set enthusiast.

Includes inner mailer and outer envelope. (Total: 28 pieces)

1949 double mint set. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65 or better

but for one of the 1949-S half dollars which has some facial

marks. Most coins show a lovely array of gold and rose-gold,

some with iridescent blue. The strikes are typical for the date

but the overall beauty of this set certainly offsets that minor
problem. Housed in its original outer mailing envelope. (Total:

28 pieces)

1955 double mint set. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Attrac-

tive original toning that shows up as gold and some iridescent

blue. The coins have a decent strike and are well worth a closer

inspection. Housed in its original inner mailer and outer en-

velope. (Total: 22 pieces)

U.S. ERROR COINS

1863 error Ic. Broadstruck out of collar. MS-64 (PCGS). Highly

lustrous with full mint brilliance punctuated by rich orange

iridescence, especially on the reverse. Broad struck out of the

retaining collar, and unusual. Struck from a heavily cracked

reverse die. An interesting error and a pleasing coin as well.

#002067

(2000) error Ic. Struck over 1999-P lOC. MS-67 (NGC). An
exceptional "IH" error, frosty and lustrous with bold evidence

of both design types on both sides. The obverse of the Lincoln

cent is struck on the reverse of the host Roosevelt dime, with

the reverse Lincoln Memorial bold and plainly seen across

Roosevelt's portrait. A neat modem error coin for those inclined

to collect these mint-made "mistakes."

1919 error 5(t. Struck 15% off center. MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous

medium gray with some pale champagne highlights. Nicely

struck for the date, though not fully so. Struck some 15% off

center toward 8:00, but with full date and other peripheral

details evident. Choice for the grade.

#003941

1059

1058 1883 Hawaiian 25<t. MS-66 (PCGS). Blazing mint lustre shines

forth from the fields subdued only slightly by the mottled blue

and gold toning which bathes both sides. The strike was bold

on the hair and beard of King Kalakaua, as well as the reverse

shield. A couple of tiny ticks below the King's chin from a

higher grade, but this coin has visual appeal that any collector

will long appreciate.

#010987

LESHER DOLLAR

Scarce George Mullen Lesher $1

1901 Lesher dollar. Zerbe-9. HK-795. George Mullen, Victor,

Colo. #1503. Extremely Fine-40. 414.6 grains. 33.3 mm. One
of just 50 examples thought to have been fully stamped and
distributed by Mullen, a merchant in Lesher's hometown of

Victor, high in the mining district of Colorado. Dark silver gray

with pleasant long-term collector toning. A lightly circulated

specimen of this type, whose minor contact marks reveal its

use in commerce. Several of the corners show light bumps,
not unusual on this octagonal type (reminiscent of Humbert's

slugs), dent at EN of REFERENDUM near 11:00 on reverse

leaves a slight twist in the edge in that region. The mining

scene shows strong detail at this grade, particularly so under

magnification. A scarce issue. The AU example in our Leon

sale realized $5,750.

Suggestions for Mail Bidders

• Mail your bid sheet as early as possible

• Check your bid sheet carefully

• Don't bid more than you want to pay!

• Ink is best for writing bids.
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U.S. MISCELLANEOUS GROUP LOTS
1060

Selection of 19th and 20th century coinage: 1851 large cent.

Ne\vcomb-15. Rarity-4. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64.

Attractive smooth surfaces with mint red at the devices

1908 nickel. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Satiny

lustre with delicate rose highlights 1913 nickel. Type I. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Satiny golden rose surfaces 1920

nickel. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lustrous with

delicate golden highlights 1938-D Buffalo nickel. Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Golden gray obverse; reverse field is

iridescent rose with the devices displaying splashes of golden

toning 1936 Cincinnati commemorative half dollar. Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Satiny lustre with golden highlights

1955 five-piece Proof set, cent through half dollar. Each is

brilliant and reflective. (Total: 11 pieces)

1061

Group of Jefferson nickels and Roosevelt dimes, grade

average Brilliant UncircuIated-60 to Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64: Jefferson nickels. Complete date and
mintmark set from 1938 through 1964-D (71). All are lustrous

with most displaying iridescent toning from light to heavy
Roosevelt dimes. Complete date and mintmark set from 1946

through 1964-D (48). All are lustrous with many displaying

crescent toning mainly on the obverse. Housed in two Whit-

man albums. (Total; 119 pieces)

1062

Selecton of certified silver coins: 1830 half dime. LM-1.2,

V-10. Rarity-4. VF-30 (PCGS). Rich silver gray with deep steel

blue at the peripheries 1833 dime. JR-5. Rarity-1. VF-35
(PCGS). Deep rich gray with rich olive-gray at the peripher-

ies 1838 dime. Small Stars. EF-45 (PCGS). Delicate golden
gray at the peripheries 1911 dime. AU-55 (PCGS). Delicate

silver gray with splashes of pale rose on the reverse 1923
dime. MS-65 FB (PCGS). Lustrous with delicate rose over both
surfaces 1938-D dime. MS-66 FB (PCGS). Lustrous delicate

gold surfaces 1827/6 0-102. Rarity-1 . VF-35 (NGC). Deep
rich gray with lilac-gray at the high points 1833 0-43. Rar-
ity-2. AU-55 (PCGS). Lustrous with delicate golden gray at the

peripheries. (Total: 8 pieces)

1063

Selection of PCGS-certified coinage: 1875-S twenty-cent.
VF-20 Rich rose-gray surfaces with deep gray at the devices

1853 quarter. Arrows and Rays. VF-20. Silver gray surfaces

1914 quarter. AU-53. Splashes of iridescent gold, magenta,
and blue on both surfaces 1927-S quarter. F-15. Silver gray

1927-S quarter. G-4. Soft silver gray 1932-D quarter. VG-8.
Soft silver gray obverse; reverse golden rose-gray 1932-D
quarter. VG-8. Soft gray 1932-S quarter. VG-10. Golden rose-
gray on both surfaces. (Total: 8 pieces)

1064 Attractive selection of 19th- and 20th-century gold issues:

1852 gold dollar. Choice About Uncirculated-55, cleaned

1854 gold dollar. Type I. Very Choice About Uncirculated-

58 1852 quarter eagle. Choice About Uncirculated-55.

Lightly cleaned 1907 quarter eagle. Very Choice About
Uncirculated-58. Cleaned 1907 eagle. Liberty. Brilliant

Uncirculated-60. Lightly cleaned 1915 eagle. Very Choice

About Uncirculated-58 1889 double eagle. Very Choice

About Uncirculated-58. Each is brilliant and most are nicely

lustrous. (Total; 7 pieces)

1065 Trio of U.S. gold coins: 1853 dollar. Brilliant Uncirculated-

60. Lustrous but a hard scrape disfigures ATES of STATES
1925-D quarter eagle. Choice About Uncirculated-55. Close

to new with cabinet friction 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter

eagle. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. A few signs of

gentle cleaning and two faint hairlines on the reverse. (Total:

3 pieces)

Indian Head Gold Type Set

1066 Type set of Indian Head gold coins: 1855 dollar. Type 11.

Extremely Fine-40. Decent mint lustre over a mediocre strike.

Some light hairlines, a shallow nick under the T of STATES
1862 dollar. Choice About Uncirculated-55. Excellent mint

color over respectable surfaces. Some light hairlines are all

that keep this coin from being fully Mint State 1914 quarter

eagle. Choice About Uncirculated-55. A well struck example

of this key date that has muted mint lustre due to a past gentle

cleaning 1854 $3. About Uncirculated-50. Good satiny lustre

over surfaces that show some light pinscratches. The strike

is wonderful and adds greatly to this coin's appeal 1909

half eagle. Choice Extremely Fine-45. Decent mint gloss over

surfaces that have attained some light hairlines. Still quite

nice for the grade 1911 eagle. Choice About Uncirculated-

58. Virtually full mint lustre over well protected surfaces. A

very nice type coin that has the appeal of Mint State. (Total: 6

pieces)

1067 20th Century Gold Denomination Set: 1910 quarter eagle.

Brilliant Uncirculated-60 1907 half eagle. Brilliant Uncir-

culated, nearly Choice-61 1901 eagle. Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63 1904 double eagle. Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Choice-62. A lovely collection of Liberty Head type

coinage with the exception of the quarter eagle which is of

the Indian Head style. Each coin is bright and lustrous with

no mentionable distractions. The group is housed in a Capital

Plastics U.S. Gold Type Set holder. (Total: 4 pieces)

1068 Trio of certified gold coins: 1925-D quarter eagle. AU-53

(PCGS). Golden orange surfaces 1904 eagle. MS-61 (PCGS).

Satiny lustre 1895-S double eagle. Net AU-55 (ANACS); Unc.

Details. Cleaned. (Total: 3 pieces)

END OF SESSION
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ROGER O. LaROCHELLE
A Consignor's Life ofAdventure

The Roraima Shield Collection is the highlight of our sale of

quisite mineral specimens, and is featured toward the end of

s exciting presentation of a few of the Earth's most beautiful

tural objects. The consignor of this magnificent collection of

)ld mineral specimens is Roger O. LaRochelle, one of the best

own figures in the field of mineralogy, both for his fantastic

lection as well as his live experience in the field.

Born in New Bedford, Massachusetts in 1934, Roger was
e of 10 children in a French-Canadian family. He grew up in

? company of six brothers and three sisters. At a very young
e he moved with his family to Amesbury in the same state,

d soon afterward to nearby Lynn. His first significant busi-

3S experience was with a catering company in Lynn, where

learned all aspects of that specialty, ranging from customer

vice, to advertising, to cooking. In the meantime, he had an

s out for adventure and in 1958 Roger began what became a

ly adventurous life.

While in California, Roger met his lifelong friend and com-

jnion Jack Carlson. There Roger answered an advertisement

Ithe Los Angeles Times seeking an enthusiastic, adventurous

Ifson who was willing to accompany a scientist to Costa Rica

search for Captain Morgan's treasure.

Excitement beckoned, and Roger was selected from among
) applicants due to his fluency in several foreign languages,

e lost treasure of Captain Morgan remained lost, as it does to

s day, and the venture did not work out. However, this was
‘ first of Roger's "Indiana Jones" type adventures, and once

ten by the treasure-hunting bug, he knew that he would go

i»king for freasure again.

[Roger then went to Chicago, where he was manager of a Baker

be store (a division of Edison Brothers Stores) and then worked

j a while for Capitol Records. Meanwhile, Jack went to work

E Kaiser Engineering. While Roger was at Capitol Records, his

other Jay Norman went to work in British Guiana for a diving

Tipany searching for diamonds. It did not take much convinc-

r for Roger, an experienced diver, to join his brother.

iFor two years, Roger explored the depths of a tropical river,

he sought diamonds with success. Imbued with enthusiasm,

ger and Jack, rejoined in a new venture, borrowed $4,700 from

Ik's mother, and set up a diving and dredging company. This

|)ved to be profitable from the start, and set the foundation

for what proved to be a substantial business enterprise. In time,

diamonds became harder to find. As a diversion the partners went

into the business of antique glass bottles, selling rare examples,

centuries old, that had been excavated from the river bottom dur-

ing the course of their diamond hunting. Shipped from Europe
to South America, filled with gin and other ardent spirits, these

bottles were hand-made and in the 20th century were highly

prized rarities. Customers included the Corning Glass Museum,
Colonial Williamsburg, and the Winterthur Museum (founded

by the DuPont family).

In 1972, Roger and Jack went to Venezuela, where they again

sought diamonds, now with mixed success. Their next venture

was establishing a diamond and gold trading company in St.

Elena, Venezuela.

Over the next 17 years they bought and sold thousand of carats

of diamonds and large quantities of gold. Most of the gold was
in small flakes or nuggets. Occasionally they would come across

a crystal of gold and would set it aside as something special.

Roger estimates that only about 1% of all of the gold that they

acquired was in crystals. The best of these crystals are featured

in this auction.

In 1996, because of the changing political situation in Venezu-

ela, Roger and Jack decided to move back to the United States.

They settled in Highlands, North Carolina, where they opened
Rarities, a company to sell prized gold specimens worldwide.

Many of their showpieces were featured in mineralogical pub-

lications.

Jack passed away in autumn 2006, and Roger decided to retire

from the business- although we wouldn't be surprised if next year

he began another venture in mineralogy. In a recent visit to our

New Hampshire office, Roger regaled Bill Metropolis and other

staffers with stories of gold and where he found it—enough to

make a good outline for a book!

Now, with great pleasure we showcase at auction what is

believed to be the finest collection of gold crystals ever formed.

These specimens, which have been featured in mineralogical

publications worldwide, as well as generously loaned for exhibit

to important mineral museums, are now available at auction

for the first time. This is a truly once-in-a-lifetime experience to

acquire the world's most famous precious metal bv far, and here

in its most elegant form.
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2001

2002

August 5
'

Hemimorphite. 7.5 x 7 x 4.5 cm. A very pretty, but slightly coated group of white hemimorphite, also known as

maggot ore due to the wormlike structure of the crystals. This specimen comes from a very rich and diverse min-

eral deposit that has produced more than 10% of fhe known mineral species. A fine example with very minimal

damage along the edge. From Franklin, New Jersey. (Est. $100-150)

From the collection of Kenneth Hollmann, Rutland, Vermont, to the collection of I. Phillip Scalisi.

Dioptase on Calcite. 11 x 4.5 x 6.75 cm. An extremely lustrous dark green series of dioptase crystals covering a
matrix of calcite on limestone. A beautiful display specimen of this mineral, highly sought after bv collectors. At
one time very scarcely .seen on the mineral market, and though it is more common today, specimens of this qualitv
are still difficult to find. From Altyn Tyube, Kasakhstan. '

(Est. $250-51X1)
From the collection of William 1 . H/ss, #155, to Kristalle, Lai^una Beach, California.
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2003 Tourmaline, variety Schorl. 15 x 10 x 8 cm. This specimen consists of numerous large black schorl and feldspar

crysfals partially covered by hyalite opal. Most black tourmalines from this locality are believed to be shorls, but

there are a number of ongoing studies being conducted on tourmalines from this locality which may reclassify the

tourmaline group. From the Erongo Mountains of Namibia. (Est. $300-400)

From the collection of Charles Key, Portland, Maine.

2004 Native Copper. 7x6x2 cm. A very appealing specimen for the serious collector due to the extremely sharp

and large crystals, over 2 cm. Unlike most copper specimens this one maintains very nice patina and appears

to have never been cleaned. Small quartz crystals can be seen scattered on the specimen. From Keweenaw
Peninsula, Michigan. (Est. $1,000-1,500)

From the collection of Kenneth C. Raabe, #17; Kristalle, Laguna Beach, California to the collection of Dr. Peter Farquhar,

# PF1387.

s 263
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2005 Azurite. 3.6 x 3.6 x 1.2 cm. Althe:)ugh small, this is an extremely choice specimen of dark blue, doubly terminated

azurite on a very thin piece of quartz. The largest azurite on this example is over 3 cm. From the copper mines

of Tsumeb, Namibia. (Est. $400-500)

From the collection ofNeal Yedlin; the collection of Dr. Julius Weber, Mamaroneck, Nezo York to the collection ofl. Phillip

Scalisi, ft 191.

2006 Azurite on Malachite. 14x13x6 cm. A simply beautiful example of small but very lustrous azurite crvstals coat-

ing a lovely green bed of malachite. A very appealing specimen that was collected manv vears ago, adding much
to the desirability. From the Copper Queen Mine, Bisbee, Cochise Countv, Arizona. Bisbee was a copper mine that

produced beautiful mineral specimens from the late 1880s until its closing in the mid 1070s, and certainlv ranks as

the most prolific producer of this combination of malachite and a/urite in the world. (I'st. $(i00-7.50)

Collectcii Map IH92. Later in the Collections of Grace Dearborn ami I. Philip Fealisi.

264
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2007 Native Copper. 15 x 7 x 8.5 cm. A large and superb example of a very well crystallized copper from a locality that

seldom produces fine specimens. The specimen consists of extremely sharp crystals of copper with some minor

quartz. It exhibits wonderful copper lustre and appears to have never been treated or dipped. From Manto Cuba
Mine, Inca de Oro, Chile. (Est. $400-500)

From the collections ofl. Philip Scalisi and Terry Szenics, New York.

2008 Manganite. 7.5 x 5 x 4 cm. Several lustrous black manganite crystals grow out of a matrix of massive manganite.

The crystals are very .sharp and well terminated. Fine quality manganites from Germany are very difficult to obtain

and are seldom seen in today's mineral market. From llfeld, Harz Mountains, Erfurt, Germany. (Est. $700-800)

From jack Young, purchased at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show in 1976 by John Parnau; The collection ofJohn Parnau,

ttEE-97; The Mineralogical Research Company to the collection of Dr. Peter Farquhar, it PF-149Q.

2bS
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2009 Native Gold. 4x3x1 cm. A very pretty crystallized mass of native gold with minor quartz attached at the base.

Slightly more than one ounce of gold. From Eagle's Nest Mine, Placer County, California. (Est. $900-1,000)

From Kristalle, Laguna Beach, California

2010 Vanadinite on Hollandite and Barite. 12 x 11 x 5 cm. An absolutely gorgeous specimen of hundreds of deep red
vanadinite crystals perched on hematite stained barite, a stunning color combination. Although these are fairly

common, this specimen is very high-end. A beautiful specimen that would be a welcomed addition to any mineral
cabinet. From Mibladen, Khenifra Province, Morocco. (Est. $1,000-1,500)
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2011 Prehnite. 18 x 15 x 4 cm. A lovely boytriodal mass of solid green prehnite. The specimen is extremely clean and

virtually free of damage. Common at one time, choice prehnite specimens like this one are surprisingly difficult to

find in today's mineral market. From West Paterson, New Jersey. (Est. $500-750)
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photo reduced

2012 Calcite with Barite and Sphalerite. 19 x 14 x 10 cm. Two large golden calcites are intergrown on a limestone matrix.

The larger of the two is a full 13cm long and is twinned. On the reverse side, light cream colored barite and a dark,

almost black sphalerite grow out of the matrix. A lovely combination on a specimen that can be exhibited in more
than one way. From Elmwood, Smith County, Tennessee. (Est. $300-450)

photo reduced

2013 Fluorite. 23 x 12x5 cm. Numerous near perfect octahedrons, up to 4cm, of green to slightlv pink tluorite are inter-

grown on this somewhat delicate kxiking specimen. The colors are quite spectacular when backlit. From Xianghual-
ing Mine, Hunan Province, China. (Pst. $800-1,01X1)
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2015 Topaz with Quartz and Albite. 8 x 6.5 x 6 cm. A well formed light champagne colored topaz crystal extends from

a crystallized quartz and albite matrix. The specimen sits perfectly on its own base and is a fine example of this

beautiful gem species. From Heramosh Dassu, Pakistan. (Est. $750-850)

2014 Beryl, variety Aquamarine. 10 x 3 x 3 cm. Very transparent, well terminated and sharp crystals of aquamarine in-

tergrown with minor albite and schorl. The minor secondary minerals help set off the very soft light blue color of

the aquamarine. Extremely pretty and worthy of strong consideration. Erom Nagar, Pakistan. (Est. $1,500-2,000)
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2016 Barite on Hematite. 10x6x4 cm. Two large intergrown green crystals of barite extend out of a hematite matrix.

This is a typical mineral combination from this old classic locality, most of which are finding their way back to

Europe. From Cumbria, England. (Est. $500-750)

2017 Pyrite Cubes. 10 x 10 x 8 cm. Five near perfect cubes of pyrite, also known as fools gold, are perched neatly on matrix.

A wonderful specimen for the advanced collector, though even the novice would appreciate its visually striking

nature. The pyrite crystals are near-perfect squares, and as such the specimen would make a great conversational

piece. From Logrono, Spain. (Est. $350-500)
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photo reduced

2018 Stilbite with minor Apophyllite. 21 x 12.5 x 7.5 cm. An amazing, truly magnificent example of stilbite. Called

"bowties" because of their shape, the stilbite crystals are extremely large and quite lustrous. A common mineral,

but a superb example as fine as is found in most museum collections. From Jalgaon, India. (Est. $700-800)

2019 Tourmaline, variety Rubellite. 6x6x7 cm. A beautiful well formed deep cranberry red crystal. The intense

red color makes this very desirable to collectors. A locality piece which is missing from most collections. From

Mt. Bity, Madagascar. (Est. $2,000-2,500)
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2020 Quartz Japan Law Twin. 11.5 x 11 x 3.5 cm. A choice specimen of quartz exhibiting Japan law twins with a third

crystal growing in between. An extremely fine example of this rare growth phenomenon. From the Brumado
Mine, Bahia, Brazil. (Est. $1,500-2,000)

photo reduced

2021 Cavansite with Stilbite. 26 x 25 x 11 cm. About 100 blue sprays of cavansite are sprinkled on top of a basalt matrix
t at is covered by drusy stilbite. This one of the largest and richest specimens of cavansite that the cataloguer has
t vt r seen. Extremely important for its size and one that should certainly be considered a museum qualitv specimen,
f rom near Wagholi, )ali, India. '

$1,0(10-1,51X1)
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photo reduced

2022 Fluorite. 15 x 8 x 16 cm. A solid mass of transparent light green cubes of fluorite. A very light shade of green

crystals up to 5cm help make this specimen quite appealing for exhibit purposes. From Xiang Hua Pu Mine,

Hunan Province, China. (Est. $750-800)

photo reduced

K'S

2023 Apophyllite with quartz and Stilbite. 12 x 8 x 13 cm. A large, doubly terminated apophyllite crystal that is color-

less on its edges and green in the middle, extends from the top of a matrix of quartz, apophyllite and stilbite. The

specimen sits on its own and is very attractive. From Jalgaon, India. (Est. $750-1,000)
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photo reduced

2025 Fluorite. A large tind beautiful colorless fluorite sitting perfectly on a small piece of matrix. It is absolutely
crystal grew on top of this small piece of matrix. From Flalnegorsk, Frimorskiy

Kray, Russia.
(Fst. $800 -

1 ,000 )

274

2024 Pakistan Mineral Suite. Fluorite on Muscovite, Epidote and Topaz on Albite. Almost a matched set in size

with the fluorite and topaz being 6 cm and the epidote 7 cm. Each of the three specimens is very desirable
in its own right, but this nicely matched threesome is particularly nice. These would make a great start for

anyone wishing to collect minerals from Pakistan. Erom Fluorite- Nagar, Epidote- Tormiq Valley, Topaz-
Shigar. (Total; 3 pieces) (Est. $1,250-1,500)
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photo reduced

2026 Chinese Stibnite Group. 22 x 23 x 8 cm. A choice specimen of numerous finger-like crystals of stibnite. A beautiful

specimen for exhibit. From Wuling, Jiangxi Province, China. (Est. $800-1,000)

2027 Rhodochrosite. 5 x 3.5 x 3 cm. This is a mineral specimen seldom seen in small size, as the usual encountered examples

are quite large. As such, many collectors with limitahons of exhibit or storage space do not consider Rhodochrosite a

viable addition to a collection, but this example presents a wonderful opportunity to do just that. A lovely 2cm rhodo-

chrosite on a matrix of very dark sulfide minerals. From Sweet Home Mine, Alma, Colorado. (Est. $1,000-1,250)
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2028 Spinel in matrix. 14 x 6 x 7.5 cm. A near perfect 2cm octahedral crystal of ruby red spinel sitting in a white calcite

matrix. An excellent exhibit specimen, as this is a mineral that is difficult to find in specimens of any considerable
size. From Mogok, Myanmar (Burma). (Est. $600-750)

photo reduced

2029 Azurite on Malachite. 19x11x5 cm. Dark blue azurite crystals sit on top of a matrix composed entirely of velvet
grun ma ai liti. I mm tiu' classic occurrence in Bisbee, Arizona. These are highiv sought after by collectors and
viTv tew nice examples exist in today's market. Trom Bisbee, CTH-hise Countv,'Ari/ona.' (Est. $1,250-1,51X0
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photo reduced

2030 Tourmaline, variety Elbaite. 16x15x6 cm. A V-shaped group composed of two large, and a few much smaller
crystals of dark green tourmaline. This is a marvelous exhibit specimen that has been expertly repaired. The
repairs can only be seen when the specimen is held in hand and will not be seen if in a case for exhibit. From
Minas Gerais, Brazil. (Est. $2,000-2,500)

photo reduced

2031 Large Amethyst Crystals. 18 x 14 x 10 cm. A fabulous large group of amethyst crystals that grade in color from a

very deep purple to a pale almost colorless termination. Large individual crystals of amethyst are not verv common.
From Guerrero, Mexico. (Est. $1,000-1,500)
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photo reduced

2032 Tourmaline, variety Elbaite on Quartz. 16 x 10 x 13 cm. An interesting specimen with an 8cm elbaite crystal

growing on the edge of a quartz crystal. The elbaite is light pink with a slight hint of blue near the top. The
quartz is a medium smoky color with a darker smoky cap. Both crystals are growing out of albite. From
Minas Gerais, Brazil. (Est. $1,500-2,000)

Superb and Usual Aquamarine and Fluorite Combination

photo reduced

2033 Aquamarine and Fluorite on Muscovite. 26 x 10 x 12 cm. A really unusual specimen. One half is a cluster of

aquamarine crystals on muscovite mica and the other half is a beautiful large fluorite on muscovite mica. Each
half makes a very nice piece, but together they make a very a wonderful combination of two fine specimens.
From N:=:-. r. Pakistan.

'

'
(Est. $2,000-2,5tX))
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i 2034

photo reduced

Large "Poker Chip" Calcite. 19 x 15 x 8 cm. An extremely large and beautiful white hexagonal calcites group. These
flattened crystals get their nickname for their similarity to casino poker chips. From 2nd Sovietski Mine, Dalnegorsk,
Primorskiy Kray, Russia. (Est. $2,500-3,500)

photo reduced

K'S

2035 Covellite Crystals. 14 x 10x8 cm. A large mass of hundreds of intergrown dark blue to black covellite crystals.

Thought to be a common mineral, but it is very difficult to find specimens with actual covellite crystals. From the

Leonard Mine, Butte, Montana. (Est. $1,250-1,500)
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photo reduced

2036 Beautiful Amethyst Group. 11 x 14 x 12 cm. A gorgeous matrix group of over 20 deep purple amethyst crystals.

The amethyst is growing both on the top and on one side allowing many possibilities for attractive exhibit. From
Guerrero, Mexico. (Est. $1,800-2,000)

2037

Choice Crocoite Specimen

Gorgeous Crocoite Specimen. 13x4x9 cm. A magnificent intergrown group of orange crocoite crvslals. Indi-
vidual crystals are up to 4 cm long. Simply beautiful and worthy of a strong bid. From Adelaide Mine, Dundas,
Tasmania, Australia. '

(Est. $1,71X1-2, 0(H1)
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photo reduced

2038 Apophyllite on Stilbite. 30 x 24 x 12 cm. A crown of lovely light green apophyllite crystals perched on top of minute
stilbite crystals make this piece a wonderful exhibit specimen. Large enough to be a treasured collector specimen
or to be a decorative centerpiece for a room. From Pune, India. (Est. $750-1,000)

photo reduced

2039 Chinese Stibnite Group. 26 x 6 x 4 cm. A beautiful and large spray of steel gray stibnite crystals with the longest

crystal being 26cm. From Wuling, Jiangxi Province, China. (Est. $1,000-1,200)
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photo reduced

2040 Mexican Mineral Group. Adamite 10 cm, Andradite Garnet 16 cm. Amethyst (2)13 cm and 10 cm. A choice group-

ing of four very fine specimens from Mexico. Each would be a welcomed addition to any collection. From Mapimi;
Ojuela Mine, Durango; Ojos Espanoles, Chihuahua; Guerrero. (Total: 4 pieces) (Est. $1,200-1,500)

photo reduced

2041 Russian Stellerite. 15 x 16 x 17 cm. Superb colorful specimen of bright orange spheres of stellerite to 2cm on matrix.
Large specimens of stellerite are very difficult to find. From Rudniy, Kazakhstan. (Est. $700-l,lXX1)
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2042 Faden Quartz. 15 x 10 x 14 cm. A rare large matrix specimen of faden quartz. The term faden refers to a type of

quartz that is usually flattened and show growth lines. This is a very fine example of this unusual phenomenon.
From Isere, France. (Est. $500-750)

I

i(

1

I

2043 Classic Mineral Group. Neptunite 9 cm, Epidote 6.5 cm, Galena on Fluorite 11 cm. Three specimens from old time

classic localities that today produce very tew if any specimens. From Neptunite, Benitoite Mine, San Benito Countv,

California, Epidote, Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, Galena, Cumbria, England. (Total: 3 pieces) (Est. $1,000-1,200)
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2044 Apophyllite on Prehnite. 10 x 7 x 6 cm. An extremely choice, hand size specimen of white apophyllite on light

green prehnite. From Centreville, Fairfax County, Virginia. (Est. $500-750)

2045 Malachite and Azurite Pair. Malachite 15 x 9 x 7 cm, Azurite 9x9x6 cm. A classic pair of specimens that often

form together. The malachite consists of numerous clusters of green rosettes to 1.5 cm and the azurite somewhat
smaller rosettes to 1 cm of blue azurite crystals. Both are very fine specimens. From Malachite Inca De Oro, Chile,

Azurite Guangdong Province, China. (Total: 2 pieces) (Est. 1,000-1,500)
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A Gem Quality Imperial Topaz

2046 Imperial Topaz. 8 x 2.5 x 2 cm. A beautiful champagne colored terminated topaz crystal which could facet several

stones. An extremely fine crystal which merits consideration from collectors of gem crystals. From Vermelhao,
Dom Bosco, Brazil. (Est. $750-1,000)

2047 Large Siderite Crystals. Crystals 11 x 9.6 x 5 cm. A most unusual specimen consisting of three very large cream

colored siderite crystals sitting on a matrix of crystallized black wolframite. The largest siderite crystal measures

over 7 cm. From Panasqueira, Portugal. (Est. $1,250-1,500)

From the collection of Lawrence Conklin, New York, New York, #232, to the collection of Dr. Peter Farquhar, # PF 2822.

The label states it was collected circa 1970.
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2048 Wulfenite. 7x6x4 cm. A lovely group of slightly brownish orange wulfenite crystals on a tannish colored matrix.

A nice exhibit specimen very rarely seen in collections in the United States. An old catalogue number suggests that

this piece may have been deaccessioned from the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. From the Helena
Mine, Schwarzenbach, Mies, Cma, Slovenia. (Est. $400-500)

From the collection ofKenneth Hollmann, Rutland, Vermont.

2049 Tourmaline, variety uncertain. 11 x 8 x 4 cm. Given the lighter shade of black and the somewhat unusual crvstal

habit this could be a new mineral species in the tourmaline family. This habit of tourmaline and many others from
this locality are currently being studied by a Canadian mineralogist. The specimen consists of numerous intergrown
crystals on a mica matrix. From the Erongo Mountains in Namibia. (Est. $500-600)

From the collection of Charles Key, Portland, Maine
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photo reduced

2050 Quartz coating Galena. 24 x 11 x 5 cm. A rich coating of clear to milky quartz crystals covering rather lustrous and
sharp galena crystals. Extremely fine for its size. This specimen is from the classic British locality, and was collected

over 100 years ago. From Cumberland, now Cumbria, England. (Est. $500-750)

From the collections of G.J. Brush at Yale Unwersity and 1. Philip Scalisi.

2051 Quartz pseudomorph after Fluorite with Hematite and Siderite. 12 x 11 x 14 cm. Small pyramidal quartz crys-

tals with a thin coating of black hematite and brown siderite. The pyramidal quartz appears to have grown on

top of a layer of fluorite which has been replaced by a thin layer of drusy quartz. This replacement is known as

a pseudomorph, when one mineral replaces another mineral but maintains the shape of the original mineral.

An extremely old specimen, probably collected in the late 1800s from this famous British locality. From Alston,

Cumbria District, England. (Est. $750-1,000)

From the Collections ofE.R. Chadbourn, Northeastern University and 1. Philip Scalisi.
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photo reduced

2052 Calcite with minor Hematite staining. 21 x 15 x 8 cm. A beautiful specimen of transparent rhombs of calcite with

a few lovely splashes of red hematite making for a stunning exhibit specimen. Probably collected many years ago

as the date on the label is April 1979. The specimen is from the famous Namibian copper mining district which is

now closed. From Tsumeb, Namibia. (Est. $1,000-1,500)

From the Mineral Kingdom ofWoodmere (1979) and the collection ofK.C. Owing.

2053

photo reduced

Calcite on Amethyst. 18 x 10 x 11 cm. An absolutely stunning specimen of cream colored calcite perched on a
bed of beautifully colored amethyst. The calcite is a full seven inches long. The specimen sits on its own base
and would make a wonderful addition to any serious collection. It is large and impressive, and would also be
perfect for the person who would enjoy a beautiful natural wonder for home display, l-rom Ametista do Sul,
Cava/inho, Brazil. '

(Est. $750-1,01X1)
I rom tilt I olli't tion of R- b.

; more, purchased in Brazil in 200b from the miner who collected the specimen.
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2054 Azurite. 6 x 6.5 x 5.5 cm. A beautiful dark blue azurite crystal group with one main crystal attached to three smaller
crystals growing out of very minor matrix. It appears that one of the azurite crystals actually grew parallel to the
matrix. The crystals are extremely lustrous. From Touissit, Morocco. (Est. $2,000-2,500)

Froin Lawrence Conklin, New York and the collection of Dr. Peter Farqidiar # PF1473.

2055 Strontianite. 12x10x6 cm. Certain minerals like this are nearly impossible to find in today's mineral market.

It is a very large and richly covered matrix covered with cream colored strontianite crystals. It is rare to find an

Oberdorf specimen this nice that isn't on exhibit in a museum. From Oberdorf, near Voitsberg, West of Graz,

Styria, Austria. (Est. $700-800)

From the collection of Kenneth Hollmann, Rutland, Vermont
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2056 Neptunite. 9x6x2 cm. Gorgeous black neptunite crystals growing out a soft, almost velvet-like bed of white

natrolite gives this specimen considerable aesthetic appeal. The neptunite crystals are much larger than normally

seen with the main crystal over 2.5cm. An extremely beautiful black on white mineral specimen. From the Benitoite

Mine, San Benito County, California. (Est. $1,300-1,500)

Originally owned and possibly collected by Al Mcguiness of San Mateo, California who sold it to Mountain Minerals of

Loidsville, Colorado; Later sold into the collection of Dr. Peter Farquhar, # PF1794.

photo reduced

2057 Duftite coating Calcite. 25 x 20 x 8 cm. Lovely green duftite nearly completely covering hundreds of sharp rhombs
of calcite crystals. A rather large and nearly damage free specimen which would be a fine addition to any mineral
cabinet. From Tsumeb, Namibia. This locality was a large copper mining district that has been worked many times
over the past 100 years, though it is currently inactive. (Fst. $1,1X10- 1,5tX1)

Purchased front the Miner''' Kingdom of Woodniere 197S; Later in the collections ofL.C. Wyman and k.C. Owings.
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2058 Native Silver Crystals. 5x4x2 cm. Numerous small but quite sharp crystals of native silver with native copper
crystals and a just a little bit of quartz. The specimen sits quite well on its own but can be propped in a number of

different angles, all attractive for display. The combination of silver and copper is quite desirable, rare, and highly
sought after by collectors. From the Kearsarge Lode, Houghton County, Michigan. The Kearsarge Lode produced
many fine examples of silver. (Est. $4,000-5,000)

From M. Phantom Minerals of Columbus, Ohio and the collection of Dr. Peter Farquhar, # PF-1674.

A Fine German Siderite Specimen

2059 Siderite Germany. 9x8x4 cm. A large light brown curved rhombohedral siderite crystalline mass with individual

crystals over 3.5cm. When siderite crystals from this locality are at their best they compare with some of the finest

ever found. This is such a specimen. Also included is an extensive pedigree of numerous well known dealers and

collectors. From Neudorf, Ffarz Mountains, Germany. (Est. $2,500-3,500)

From the Otto Runge Collection which was acquired In/ Ward's Scientific of Rochester, New York who sold this specimen

in 1940 to Dr. Eugene Sensei. Later the specimen was sold to Lawrence Conklin ofNew York then into the collection of Dr.

Peter Farquhar of California, # PF-2821.
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A Magnificent Wire Silver Specimen

photo enlarged

2060 Wire Silver. 4 x 5.5 x 3 cm. An especially attractive example of stout native silver wires from a classic old local-

ity that produced silver for many years. Numerous wires seem to be growing in all directions, best described as

an octopus waving its arms. Truly a magnificent example of wire silver. The specimen was also examined by the

University of Arizona and authenticated as natural, an important consideration as wire silver is often faked. From
Grube Himmelsfurst, Freiberg, Germany. (Est. $12,000-14,000)

From E.S. Mineralien-Niederlage zu Freiberg, Germany, Western Minerals Tucson, Arizona and the collection of Dr.

Peter Farqiihar, # PFl 798.
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Spectacular Matched Tourmaline Pair

Of Gemstone Quality

2061 Tourmaline, variety Elbaite. 7 x 7 x 2.5 cm and 7 x 7.2 x .5 cm. Perhaps the finest matched pair of tourmaline

slices from the most famous find of tourmaline ever in the United States, one slice being green and the other

pink. In 1972 a small group of mineral collectors stumbled upon a find of tourmaline that took over two years to

mine with several tons of crystals being found. Most crystals were of gem quality and were facetted and sold for

jewelry, some were kept as crystals and only a select few were cut and polished as slices. The tourmaline from

this occurrence is called watermelon as it often is green on its edges and pink to red in the middle, resembling

a slice of watermelon. The quality of these slices is unsurpassed as they could (although it is not suggested) be

facetted into gemstones. Although not documented it is believed that the slices were cut and polished in Idar

Oberstein, Germany and were owned by one of the original miners until his recent death. Careful examination

of the pair reveals that they were likely cut from the same crystal. The pair would be prized in the finest of pri-

vate collections or in any museum of fine gems or minerals. From the Dunton Gem Mine, Plumbago Mountain,

Newry, Maine. (Total: 2 pieces) (Est. $7,000-8,000)

From Rene Dagnais and the collection of Robert Whitmore.

I

I
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THE SPECTACULAR RORAIMA SHIELD
COLLECTION OF NATIVE GOLD CRYSTALS

Highlights from a Collection of World Renown
The enduring appeal of gold sets it apart from just about all other minerals on earth. It is perhaps

the world's most widely admired and desired natural material. Though other materials may command
higher prices today the longevity of the appeal of gold and its diverse uses certainly set it at least a step

above any challengers.

Since Ancient times, the various discoveries of rich deposits of gold ore have altered the course of

history, displaced peoples, and changed balances of power. As such, gold has been central to shaping
the growth and development of civilizations on several continents. For millennia, it has been used as

currency and for adornment. It has been a symbol of wealth, and the primary tangible store of wealth
of great kingdoms and nations. It has been sought by all manner of fortune seekers, from prospectors to

tomb raiders to governments. It has been the theme of legends and lore, of art and literature. Its proper-

ties have made it invaluable to medicine, science and industry.

While gold is an object of desire for nearly anyone who encounters it, for all of its popularity it remains
quite misunderstood by most of those who covet it. Few people alive today have ever seen gold it its

most basic natural form, unworn and unaltered by the human hand.

To refer to native gold as being simply in its "natural form" is an oversimplification of the many forms
in which it is found. Through the natural geological processes of the earth, over millions of years, gold
has been molded into a diverse array of structures and shapes. Most basically, gold grows in crystalline

forms, any of which may be distorted in innumerable ways and range in size from microscopic to many
ounces depending upon the specific geologic conditions that created any individual specimen. Individual

crystals may exhibit near perfect symmetry, while common distortions may include complex groupings
of intergrown crystals, and just about any variation imaginable, from flattened, twisted and stretched,

to hollow. These include leaf-like shapes, polygonal bodies, wires, and pieces so complex that only in-

depth crystallographic study can reveal their true nature. To the uninitiated, the diversity and beauty of

the mineral in nature will be astounding.

This presentation of highlights from the Roraima Shield Collection is an extraordinary occasion. Jack
Carlson and Roger O. LaRochelle were uniquely positioned in time and place to be able to assemble a

highly important collection of native gold crystals. It is estimated that less than 1% of all visible gold is

in crystalline form, with the balance having been worn beyond crystallographic recognition by alluvial

processes, otherwise broken apart, or recovered long before the advent of mineralogical studies of the forms
made preservation of natural crystal samples desirable. In large part the gold collected from the earth has
been worked into jewelry, struck into coin, or formed into ingots for optimal storage of large quantities.

Natural crystals are rare, and the Roraima Shield Collection includes some of the finest specimens ever
found and preserved. In the listings to follow, the diverse forms offered will be an education to many. But
to mineralogists, both collectors and students, these specimens will be recognized as world class.
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An Attractive Gold Wire

A Rarer Form

photo enlarged

2062 Native Gold Crystal. 6.56 grams, 2.5 x 0.9 x .63 cm. Wires are among the most unusual natural forms of gold. Though

some mineralogists consider them technically to be extremely distorted crystals, they remain a very rare form and are

highly prized by collectors. This example is quite attractively shaped as a thick "corkscrew," a very nice representation

of the form. The surfaces show some alluvial wear, though the less vulnerable inner curves are less worn than those on

the more exposed surfaces. The end of the thick base exhibits porous structure which shows only trivial wear, probably

a mirror of a long ago dissociated matrix. Shallow flutes follow the curvature of the specimen along its length, typical

of the form. The gold is very lustrous and of rich tone. The Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University owns the

world's largest gold wire which is widely considered to be one of the greatest mineral specimens of any kind in the

world, though it is only 4.5 inches in length. As to the present specimen, gold wires of this quality and highly attractive

form are very much sought after and desired by the serious collector, as very few have ever been offered for sale. It is

unique among the highlights of the Roraima Shield Collection. (Est: $2,000-3,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #30). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.

Classic Skeletal Octahedral Crystal

Sharp and Impressive

photo enlarged

2063 Native Gold Crystal. 17.8 grams. 2.4 x 2.2 x 1.0 cm. An excellent skeletal or "hopper" shaped octahedron. Beauti-

fully formed, with the crystalline structure readily apparent. The upper half of the crystal exhibits crisp angular

formations around deep internal voids which give this structure its name. Microscopic traces of quartz are present

within the most protected deep recesses. Among the crystals in the Roraima Shield Collection offered here, this

is certainly one of the best formed of this habit, a classic example of the structure and thus a prime specimen for

illustrative purposes. A rarity for its size and sharpness, and a wonderful crystal worthy of any fine collection of

quality mineral specimens. (Est. $10,000-15,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #12). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the period from 1979 to 1996.
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A Second Classic Example of the Form

photo enlarged

2064 Native Gold Crystal. 44.47 grams. 2.0 x 2.5 x 2.0 cm. A second skeletal or hopper shaped octahedron, similar to the
crystal offered in the preceding lot, but of larger size and slightly different character. The crystal is slightly water
worn, with some rounding of the points, edges, and outer faces. The hopper habit is extremely deep and the internal
faces are bright, lustrous and appear essentially unaffected by the processes which slightly softened the definition
of the outer surfaces. The crystalline structure remains quite apparent in spite of the alluvial rounding, and the
specimen is generally a bold example of the type. Larger than the example offered above and quite impressive in

this regard, this specimen is another important crystallized gold mineral. (Est. $20,000-25,000)
From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen till). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.

Aggregate of Elongated Octahedral Crystals

photo enlarged

2065 Native Gold Crystal. 9.55 grams. 2.7 x 1.3 x 0.6 cm. A beautiful crystallized aggregate of smaller elongated octa-
hedral crystals. Slight evidence of rounding is detected on some exterior surfaces, perhaps as much the result of
handling as alluvial wear, as relatively crisp definition is evident in the protected recesses. Small quartz crvstals are
also seen in the deeper interior regions. A wonderful example of this habit. A desirable "thumbnail" size specimen
with extremely strong aesthetic quality that would be a fine addition to any mineral cabinet. (Est; $2,000-3,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen It26). Collected in the Roraima
Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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An Unusual and Sharp Crystallized Group

photo enlarged

2066 Native Gold Crystal. 12.1 grams, 2.0 x 1.4 x 1.0 cm. An unusual crystallized group exhibiting slightly flat-

tened octahedral crystals on one side and a very sharp hopper form on the other side. A sharp specimen
with very little wear. Highly lustrous and attractive. Minor quartz and possible clay inclusions can be seen

under magnification. (Est: $2,000-2,500)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #34). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.

An Exquisite Elongated Skeletal Octahedron

Complex and Impressive

photo enlarged

2067 Native Gold Crystal. 16.93 grams, 2.7 x 1.5 x 1.3 cm. An exquisite elongated skeletal octahedron exhibiting deep

and complex hopper formations of intense beauty. The gold is brilliant and rich in tone, being of high carat as alt

of the specimens offered here. The surfaces are boldly lustrous and the crystalline structure is very sharply defined

both on the exterior and internally. Some minor claylike inclusions can be seen on the back side, and in the most

protected deep recesses under magnification. Truly a superb example of a crystallized gold mineral specimen. While

it stands among many fine examples in this extraordinary collection, it would stand among the highlights of many

cabinets. Wonderfully formed, and a pleasure to behold. (Est: $7,000-10,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #16). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the period from 1979 to 1996.
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Large and Highly Important Hopper Crystal

photo enlarged

2068 Native Gold Crystal. 35.45 grams, 3.9 x 2.0 x 1.6 cm. A magnificent gold crystal, similar in structure to the example
offered in the previous lot but considerably larger and, as such, among the finest Venezuelan golds found. The crystal

is another skeletal octahedron with elongated hopper structure. The details of the formation are crisply defined,

with highly lustrous and very beautiful finlike structures in the interior portions of the crystal, these being typical of

the habit. Some minor quartz is attached, often held between the thin juxtaposed skeletal fins. Beautifully formed,
well preserved, of considerable size and an important rarity as such. Much finer than most specimens seen and one
that is certain to be a centerpiece of most any collection, including advanced cabinets. Obtained by our consignor
in Venezuela a decade or more ago, and considered among the 10 most important specimens in this world class

collection. The present appearance presents what is likely a once in a lifetime opportunity for an advanced collector

to secure this large and truly museum quality gold crystal. (Est: $25,000-35,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #6). Collected in the Rornima
Shield District, Icaharu, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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Unusual and Impressive Fanlike Cluster

A Unique Form in the Collection

photo enlarged

2069 Native Gold Crystal. 24.20 grams. 4.1 x 3.0 x 0.4 cm. A wonderful and highly unusual crystal. A skeletal octahedron

in technical structure, this example exhibits a radiating fanlike cluster of flattened hoppered octahedral crystals.

Minor wear is seen on the most vulnerable areas of the surface, though overall the specimen is pleasantly sharp.

It is also unique among the pieces in this exceptional collection, and a very rare variation of this habit. Beyond its

rarity, it holds great appeal as a very beautiful piece of natural gold. The Roraima Shield Collection was assembled

over nearly two decades at the source in Venezuela, and no other examples of this specific form are included in the

collection today. As such, the importance of this lovely specimen should not be underestimated. Once this example

is sold into the next collection it graces, the under bidder in the present sale may never have another opportunity

to acquire anything to satisfy the desire to own it. (Est: $7,000-10,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed hy jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #15). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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Exceptionally Sharp Elongated Octahedron

Among the 10 Most Important Specimens in the Collection

photo enlarged

2070 Native Gold Crystal. 30.8 grams, 3.2 x 2.3 x 2.0 cm. An exceptionally beautiful elongated octahedron. The crystal

is extremely sharp, the gold essentially showing no wear worthy of mention even though this specimen, like all

of those offered here, was found in an alluvial deposit. Clearly subjected to the wearing action of water for some
period, by definition of an alluvial matrix, the piece was apparently covered by sediments shortly after deposition

into the alluvial environment and thus was protected from extensive wear. As such, the complex nature of fhe for-

mation is crisply defined and outstandingly attractive. Close examination under magnification reveals depth and
intricacy of structure seen on few others. The interior growth faces of the hopper formation are exceptionally sharp
with deep recesses between the skeletal ribs. A superb miniature just ever so slightly over the size parameters of a

thumbnail, but an outstanding mineral specimen of great sharpness offering the highest order of aesthetic appeal,

and one that a discriminating thumbnail collector would be well advised to seriously consider. A centerpiece for

nearly any advanced cabinet, and counted among the 10 most important specimens in the Roraima Shield Collec-

tion. A prize for the connoisseur. (Est: $20,000-25,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen 98). Collected in the Roraima
Shield District, Icabani, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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Another Outstanding Gold Crystal

photo enlarged

2071 Native Gold Crystal. 62.8 grams, 3.4 x 3.2 x 2.0 cm. A truly stunning example of crystallized gold, affectionately

named "the rose" for its basic shape by Carlson and LaRochelle, and considered by them the fifth finest specimen

in the collection. In basic crystalline structure the piece is a skeletal octahedron, but this formation is a somewhat

complex group with numerous minor crystals attached, giving the piece a most impressive visual appearance. Wear

on the most vulnerable outer surfaces is almost negligible, and mentioned only for the sake of accuracy. One point

shows a light file mark. The crystal is very sharp overall, with the more protected interior portions of the hopper

structures being extremely crisp in detail with rich yellow gold lustre, essentially pristine. The hopper formation

is not as deep as others seen, but the definition is clear and the complexity of the skeletal fins are very aesthetically

inviting. A great gold mineral specimen, large, beautiful and rare. (Est: $35,000-45,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #5). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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2072

Exquisite Deep Hopper Crystal

photo enlarged

Native Gold Crystal. 28 grams, 3.2 x 2.7 x 1.9 cm. A truly remarkable single skeletal octahedral crystal with an
unusual and extraordinarily deep hopper formation. The exterior faces and edges show very little wear, while the

skeletal ribs of the interior are essentially pristine though thin and with the interstitial spaces being shallow. This
has created a very broad hopper void. The gold is highly lustrous, and the details of the crystalline structure are

very sharp. The specimen is highly unusual in appearance, visually stimulating, and among the favorite specimens
of the cataloguers, a sentiment shared by Carlson and LaRochelle who counted it among their 10 best pieces. Most
hoppers are of considerably shallower depth, while this specimen is essentially a completely open hopper. Like

others in the collection, this crystal is well formed, aesthetically dramatic, superbly preserved and one of the finest

of this habit ever seen by the cataloguers. (Est: $20,000-25,000)

Froni the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #9). Collected in the Roraima
Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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Superb Crystalline Group

An Outstanding Miniature

photo enlarged

2073 Native Gold Crystal. 21.6 grams, 3.5 x 1.9 x 1.1 cm. A visually striking cluster. Primarily a distorted skeletal octahedron

with a spread out and flattened hopper visible on one side. On the other side a serious of twinned tetrahexahedra form

a natural base on which to stand the specimen for optimal display. The specimen is virtually unworn with the visual

aspects of fhe crysfalline sfructure being sharply defined, and the surfaces being highly lusfrous. A truly exceptional

group offering outsfanding visual appeal and, as such, an extremely choice miniature. Of the highest quality and

considered by Carlson and LaRochelle one of the 10 best specimens in the collection. (Est: $20,000-30,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection, formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen tt7). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela on November 18, 1993.
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Unusual Crystal Group

photo enlarged

2074 Native Gold Crystal. 13.26 grams, 2.5 x 2.3 x 1.0 cm. A striking thumbnail specimen, appearing simple upon
first inspection, but crystallographically rather complex. The V-shaped grouping includes different crystal

forms including partially defined tetrahexahedron, a distorted octahedron and a small spinel twin. These
have grown together to form a very visually interesting twin. Quite sharp, highly lustrous, and very attractive.

Minor quartz is noted. (Est: $3,000-4,000)
From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #29). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.

Complex and Attractive Group

photo enlarged

2075 Native Gold Crystal. 16.1 grams, 1.7 x 1.4 x 0.9 cm. Another impressive and complex crystalline group, this one
including at least three intergrown tetrahexahedra, each being rather large crystals for the form. A relatively sharp
example, with some slight rounding on the edges, but with clearly evident structure. Some quartz is visible in the

crevices. Another superb thumbnail. (Est: $4,000-5,000)
From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #20). Collected in the Roraima

Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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Extremely Complex Form

photo enlarged

2076 Native Gold Crystal. 20.16 grams, 2.3 x 1.5 x 1.2 cm. An extremely complex, highly modified crystal consisting

of many faces of widely varying size and shape. Determination of the formal crystalline would require in-depth

crystallographic study and at present the exact nature of the structure is uncertain. However, it has been suggested

by the consignor to have as many as 62 sides, all of these faces being very sharp. Associated with minor quartz,

and other minerals. Due to its extreme complexity, it is a very desirable gold specimen that an advanced collector

would very much appreciate. (Est: $10,000-12,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection, formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #13). Collected in El Pauji,

Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.

Extremely Rare Porpezite Specimen

photo enlarged

2077 Native Gold Crystal, variety Porpezite. 8.46 grams, 1.5 x 1.3 x 0.9 cm. An important mineral specimen. Porpezite

is a very rare natural occurring variety of gold, bearing a small percentage of palladium which is readily visible

on the surface of this specimen. The growth patterns are very similar to crystallized gold specimens, this being an

extremely fine skeletal octahedron, with nice hopper formations. The shape is fairly classic for this habit, similar to

the second and third Roraima Shield Collection examples offered above. In 26 years at the Mineralogical Museum
at Harvard, one of the cataloguers only recalls examining one other specimen of porpezite, placing the rarity of this

mineral in context. In 17 years of collecting gold specimens near the source in Venezuela, Carlson and LaRochelle

collected a vast number of gold examples, but found among them only a couple of dozen porpezites. This one and

the two to follow were the finest of three examples found and thus have long been an important part of the Roraima

Shield Collection. Any example of this mineral would be an important addition to most advanced thumbnail or

species /variety collections. Scientific analysis was conducted by Cannon Microprobe of Washington, and done by

scanning electron microprobe. Copies of the analysis can be made available upon requ(Est. From the La Planta area

mine, near Santa Elena, Venezuela. (Est: $2,000-3,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection, formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #38). Collectedfrom the La

Planta area mine, near Santa Plena, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.
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A Second Porpezite Rarity
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2078

photo enlarged

Native Gold Crystal, variety Porpezite. 14.61 grams, 2.0 x 1.6 x 1.4 cm. A second example of this extremely rare

mineral, this specimen is an exceptional skeletal octahedron with a deep hopper formation. Considerable palla-

dium is seen on the surface and in the hopper, with quartz and other minerals also visible inside. Larger than the
last, sharp, with good crystalline structure and a very important example as such. As with the previous specimen,
analysis was done by scanning electron microscopy by the Cannon Laboratory. Copies of the analysis can be made
available upon request. A superb specimen, again worthy of an advanced cabinet. Porpezite specimens are extremely
rare and virtually never seen this fine. Carlson and LaRochelle considered this example the finest porpezite in their

collection, with good reason. (Est: $10,000-12,000)
From the Roraima Shield Collection, formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #14). Collectedfrom the La

Planta area mine, near Santa Elena, Venezuela during the periodfrom 1979 to 1996.

A Third Porpezite Specimen

2079

photo enlarged

Native Gold Crystal, variety Porpezite. 14.6 grams. 2.4 x 1.3 x 1.0 cm. A third porpezite, and a landmark occa-
sion as such. It is a rare occasion that even a single nice example of porpezite is offered for sale. An octahedral
crystalline group, structurally similar to the two offered in the lots above, but this example is flattened and dis-
torted giving it a very different appearance. Considerable palladium is visible on the surface. Slight rounding is

noted, but the definition is still very nice. Another important opportunity to acquire an example of this extremely
rare crystalline gold variety in thumbnail size. Analysis by the Cannon Laboratory, as with the previous two
specimens, again with copies of the analysis available upon request. A final beautiful and rare specimen from
the Roraima Shield Collection. (Est: $7,5tXl-8,lXX1)

From the Roraima Shield Collection, formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #17). Collected from the Li
Planta area mine, near Santa Elena, Venezuela during the period from 1979 to 1996.
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THE BIG FOUR
The four specimens to follow are the conclusion of our sale of the highlights of the Roraima Shield Collection, and

the often repeated saying, "last but not least" perhaps applies here better than in most cases. These four specimens truly

represent the best of the best. The deposits in Venezuela that revealed the specimens in this collection were undeniably

large and rich with rare crystals, and the collectors who assembled this magnificent holding were at the epicenter. They
were uniquely positioned with local miners at a time when some of the most incredible specimens from this locale were

discovered, objects created within earth itself ages ago, but seen by humans for the very first time. They were in the right

place at the right time. Had they not been there, it is quite possible that these specimens would not have been saved in their

present forms. In the 17 year period during which Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle lived in close proximity to the sites

that yielded this rich lode of gold, they enjoyed the opportunity to acquire an unparalleled collection from the fresh finds

of the local miners. The following four specimens are without question the highlights of the Roraima Shield Collection. As

a group, they represent the largest example, the rarest crystalline structure, and to many eyes the most beautiful example

of all. They are world class and among the finest and most important examples of gold minerals held in private hands.

They are museum quality specimens of the highest order and their appearance here for sale at public auction is a milestone

occasion in the field of mineralogy.

An Outstanding Gold Crystal

Considered Fourth Finest in the Collection

photo enlarged

2080 Native Gold Crystal. 56.33 grams, 3.8 x 2.5 x 2.1 cm. An exceptionally beautiful, highly impressive cluster of forms.

Small hoppers are seen, as are sharp and distinct tetrahexahedral crystals, all together in one complex larger crys-

tal. The gold is bright and highly lustrous, and the forms, again, are very sharp indicating almost no alluvial wear.

Superior in quality not only for is complexity and aesthetic quality, but also for its substantial size, as most pieces

displaying these qualities are considerably smaller. This specimen is a true treasure, and considered by Carlson and

LaRochelle the fourth most important example in their extraordinary collection. Though it may not be considered

the finest among this collection, it is not far away and it is certainly a far better crystallized gold than most collec-

tors are likely to have the opportunity to own. A comparable specimen being made available in the near future is

nearly unimaginable as this crystal is undeniably of museum quality. A miniature of the highest calibre and worthy

of placement in a fine cabinet of mineral specimens. (Est. $75,000-100,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection, formed by jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen »4). Collected June IS, 19S9

in the Roraima Shield District, Icabaru, Venezuela.
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A Landmark Gold Crystal

"World's Most Beautiful"

photo enlarged

2081 Native Gold Crystal. 89.9 grams. 3.5 x 3.2 x 2.0 cm. A magnificent gold specimen comprised of a complex group of
crystals exhibiting both octahedral and tetrahexahedral structures. In basic form, this substantial piece is a slightly
distorted, hoppered skeletal octahedron, with the largest interior face of this primary hopper featuring thick and
deeply separated skeletal ribs. Careful study reveals many more interesting forms including several smaller hopper
structures, again showing nice skeletal ribs internally, and a variety of other small crystalline formations adding
considerable technical complexity to the specimen. This variety of connected structures also serves to create truly
outstanding aesthetic appeal, perhaps best described by the late Paul Desautels, former curator of the Natural
History Museum of the Smithsonian Institution, when he declared this specimen "The world's most beautiful
piece of gold." The crystal is not only large and complex, but also exceptionally sharp. Though reported as having
been found in an alluvial matrix, the lack of serious surface wear guarantees that this specimen spent very little

time suffering the actions of rapid moving, sediment-filled water. Some of the small tetrahexahedral crystals show
light rounding of the points and face edges, but none significantly so. In general, the degree of sharpness overall is

quite impressive. The gold is rich in tone and invitingly lustrous. Deep within the internal recesses, minor quartz
deposits are detected under magnification.

While many mineral specimens are most beautiful when viewed from only one or two angles, this piece can be
displayed in many different ways, as the piece offers a high degree of aesthetic quality with just about any orienta-
tion. Our selection of the appropriate side to illustrate in the catalogue was perhaps more challenging a task when
working with this specimen than any other in the Roraima Shield Collection.

This magnificent crystal cluster has been illustrated in the gold issue of ExtraLapis English, No. 5 (2003, p.3).

Though perhaps overshadowed in importance to some degree by Specimens #1 and #2 of this collection, this

piece is truly extraordinary for its size, complexity, and striking visual quality. It has rightfully been considered by
Carlson and LaRochelle to be the third finest gold specimen in their world class collection, but in the vast majority
of advanced mineral cabinets it would easily stand out as the centerpiece. (Est; $200,000-31X1,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #3). Collected in the Roraima
Shield District, Icaharu, Venezuela, August 23, 1981.
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Another Highly Important Gold Crystal

An Extremely Rare Form

The Largest Known

photo enlarged

2082 Native Gold Crystal. 73.2 grams, 2.16 x 2.11 x 2.06 cm. Among
all of the spectacular crystalline forms offered in this highly

important collection, this piece is striking for its apparent

simplicity. While many of the crystals are extremely complex,

with innumerable variations of shape, intricacies of crystalline

growth, and groupings of multiple structures, this piece is

remarkably different. It is a single 24-sided crystal known as a

trapezohedron, a polyhedral body whose sides are trapezoids.

It is also the rarest form of natural crystalline gold appearing

in this amazing collection.

The surfaces of the crystal exhibit numerous small lines and

mild edge rounding consistent with light alluvial wear, but the

definition of the 24 sides is quite clear. The tone is rich yellow

gold, another specimen of high purity. Very few imperfections

from handling are seen, though imperfections common to

crystalline growth patterns are evident. What appears to be

a single growth line extends around two thirds of the crystal.

A small indentation is also noted, indication that this crystal

broke from a matrix at some point. Microscopic examination

of the interior of this depression reveals a clear impression of

crystalline structure that may be the mirror of the connecting

crystal matrix. Interestingly, the texture and appearance of

this interior surface also appears less affected by alluvial wear

suggesting that the crystal remained attached to the matrix at

this point while in water for some period of time.

The 24 sides of the crystal are somewhat uneven in size, sev-

eral appearing to have five edges rather than the four distinct

ones that would be seen around each of them in a perfectly

symmetrical trapezohedron. As with many crystals, this speci-

men formed with imperfect symmetry as is typical in crystal

growth. Much more extensive variations better illustrative of

this principle are seen in several of the other specimens offered

in the sale, primarily in the widely varied shapes exhibited by

the several skeletal octahedrons. These range from fairly clear

eight-sided crystals such as the second and third lots of the

Roraima Shield Collection, to examples considerably different

in appearance such as the fanlike specimen (a very flattened

octahedron) or the deep hopper offered earlier (Specimen #9),

a hollow crystal of exceptional depth.

Trapezohedral gold crystals are extremely rare as a group.

When seen, they are usually in partial formations, where a

few sides indicative of this shape might be visible in a larger

mass of crystals. There would be no way to tell if the crystals

were completely formed without breaking the larger specimen

apart, and thus potentially ruining it. That said, these cases

are fairly unusual, and when they arise the crystals are typi-

cally very small. Complete 24-sided crystals such as this one

are almost never seen. In the cataloguers' combined 70 years

experience, we collectively have seen fewer than a half dozen

examples of this extremely rare structure. In all but two of these

cases, this specimen and one other, the specimens examined

were microscopic, and judgment of their status as complete

24-sided crystals contains some level of uncertainty. This

experience places the significance of this specimen in clear

context for its size alone. The other non-microscopic example

is roughly half the size of the presently offered piece and last

traded hands over 20 years ago in a private transaction.

This specimen has been illustrated in LAPIS Mineralien

Magazin (April, 1998, p.38) and the Rivista Mineralogica Italiana

(#3, 1998), and by all accounts it comfortably ranks as the finest

known gold example of this crystal symmetry. Mark Mauthner,

formerly of the Houston Museum of Natural Science referred

to this specimen (along with Specimen #1 offered in following

lot) as two of the five finest gold specimens ever found. Dr. Carl

Francis of the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University

specifically cited this specimen in his article "Gold Crystals:

a primer," in the January-February 2004 edition of Rocks and

Minerals as the largest example of this structure he had seen.

Many also consider this specimen to be one of the world's

finest thumbnail mineral specimens.

This appearance at auction of the largest trapezohedral

gold crystal is truly a landmark occasion, as we are aware

of no former appearances of any example of this structure.

We present here another unique opportunity to acquire a

world class mineral specimen, a rarity whose significance

among gold specimens can not be understated. This again

is a once in a lifetime opportunity. This crystal is astound-

ing and will likely not appear for sale again for decades to

come, if ever. (Est: $300,000-400,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and

Roger LaRochelle (Specimen tt2). Collected in the Roraima Shield

District, Icabaru, Venezuela on November IS, 1993.
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Perhaps The Largest Single Gold Crystal Known
A Landmark Specimen of World Renown
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2083 Native Gold Crystal. 217.78 grams, 4.44 x 4.27 x 2.06 cm. It

would be difficult to find enough superlatives to completely

express in text the significance and impressive nature of this

world class mineral specimen. It is as breathtakingly beautiful

as it is technically outstanding among the known specimens

of gold crystals held in collections around the world. While

numerous large water worn gold nuggets are known, many
being considerably larger than this crystal, these as a class are

the most common form of visible gold. They are usually bul-

bous, well rounded, and lacking the lustre seen on specimens

in more pristine condition. Though the largest nuggets may
be quite substantial and impressive in this regard alone, their

appeal is derived primarily from their size and much less so

from their aesthetic quality. Gold nuggets of any size or shape

offer the universally appealing tone of gold and occasionally a

trace of quartz or other matrix. By their nature, they also inspire

the romantic allure derived from common concepfions of a

prospector finding a fabulous stream-bed prize. However, also

by their nature, gold nuggets have been subjected to natural

processes which have resulted in large part to the loss of fheir

fruly special original character. Visually they differ consider-

ably from rare gold crystals, which maintain the look and feel

of gold in its most virginal, and dare we say most complex,

interesting, and beautiful form. Crystals are also the rarest

form as a group, representing less than 1% of all gold found.

Structurally, this large crystal is a skeletal octahedron,

technically similar to many pieces offered here, though none

are nearly as large and important. As illustrated throughout

the listings, this crystalline structure appears in many forms

ranging from very well formed examples displaying easily

decipherable symmetry such as the second and third examples,

to pieces with the same structure flattened to varying degrees,

or associated with other crystalline structures in diverse and

complex grouped arrangements. This example is beauti-

fully formed, wifh fhe faces easily seen, and more similar in

this regard to the second and third crystalline golds in this

collection than to the later examples. There are only trivial

signs of alluvial wear and a couple of tiny softened spots

from handling. The definition and articulation of fhe intricate

crystalline forms and the outer edges are very sharp as are

the exceptionally well terminated faces. The gold is rich in

fone, of high purity, and highly lustrous. The most protected

surfaces are essentially pristine. Due to its size and form, it

exhibits spectacular aesthetics. It is an enormous crystal and its

incredible weight is worthy of specific mention. Of all known

single crystals of gold, it is estimated that 99% weigh less than

one ounce. Unbelievably, this specimen weighs approximately

seven ounces!

This specimen has been widely accepted as the world s

largest single crystal of gold. In fhe cafaloguers' 70 years

combined experience in fhe study and trade of rare mineral

specimens, this is without question the largest example we

have seen. The most important public collections of mineral

specimens include the holdings of the British Museum, the

Smithsonian Institution, the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard

University, the American Museum of National History in New

York, and the Houston Museum of Natural Science. Taking

into consideration all of these world class collections, it is the

opinion of the cataloguers that only a single gold specimen

residing in the collection at Harvard is more important than

the presently offered piece. That example, a famous and well

published large gold wire approximafely 4.5 inches in length,

is a rarer form for gold and by far the largest of its habit. It

last appeared at auction as the highlight of the George de la

Bouglise Collection sold in Paris, France in 1911, and it has

been in the collection of Harvard University since the late

1940s, where it will remain.

Among the great auction sales of mineral specimens in his-

tory, there have been very few imporfant gold crystals offered.

As to auction sales with significant collections of gold mineral

specimens, fhere are really only two worthy of discussion.

The aforementioned sale of the Bouglise Collection, and the

collection of A. Dorhmann, Esquire sold by S.H. and H. Chap-

man (primarily remembered today as rare coin auctioneers), in

Philadelphia, in December 1886. The Dorhmann sale included

a crystal similar in shape to this one, and it was among the

few plated highlights. That piece, from El Dorado County,

California, was approximately 2.75 ounces. Many of the best

pieces from the Dorhmann sale ended up in the Bouglise Col-

lection, and as such, the present sale stands high in importance

among all of the great sales of minerals for the inclusion of the

Roraima Shield Collection, no specimens from which have ever

previously been offered for sale at public auction.

This specimen was acquired on September 14, 1987 by

Jack Carlson and Roger La Rochelle while living at the site

of the mine where it was discovered in the Gran Sabana of

southeastern Venezuela, a westerly extension of the Pre-Cam-

brian Guyana Shield, locally known as the Roraima Shield.

It has been held closely in this collection since that time and

considered by Carlson and La Rochelle as the single most

important specimen in their collection, "Specimen #1." It has

been featured on the covers of a number of major international

mineralogical publications including LAPIS Mineralin Magazin

(April 1998), and Rivista Mineralogica Italiana (#3, 1998). It is a

specimen of world renown.

The appearance of this specimen at public auction is truly

a once in a lifetime occurrence to acquire one of the very fin-

est and most important of all gold mineral specimens. Once

this piece enters the next collection, which may very well be

institutional, it could very easily be rendered unobtainable

for generations of collectors, possibly forever. Its significance

among gold specimens should not be underestimated, and

the importance of this buying opportunity should be carefully

considered. If is a rare case indeed when a mineral specimen

of this caliber is found in a privafe collection and offered for

sale, such pieces usually being in the care of the great museums

of the world. It is a natural object of immense beauty, among

the great works of Mofher Nafure, and one which promises

its next owner immense satisfaction. (Est. $500,000-750,000)

From the Roraima Shield Collection,formed by Jack Carlson and

Roger LaRochelle (Specimen #1). Collected in the Roraima Shield

District, Icabaru, Venezuela, September 14, 1987.
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Model of the Welcome Stranger Nugget

Made Circa 1870

photo reduced

2084 Gold Model of the Welcome Stranger nugget. 70 x 40 x 17 cm. This is a very rare model of the largest gold nugget
ever found in Australia. It was found February 5, 1869 by two Cornish miners, Richard Oates and John Deason
and weighed 2520 ounces. It was broken down yielding 2284 ounces and was sold to the London Chartered Bank
of Dunolly. A granite obelisk was erected on the discovery site in 1896. It is quite possible that this model, of which
only a handful exist today, was made in the early 1870s by Ward's Scientific in Rochester, New York and exhibited
at the Philadelphia Centennial of 1876. This is a great opportunity to own a bit of mining history. Taken from the
nugget found at Black Lead, Moliagul, near Dunolly, Victoria, Australia. (Est. $1,500-2,000)

Made by Ward's Scientific circa 1870. From the collections ofJames G. Manchester and ofI Phillip Scalisi.
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photo reduced

Grant for Placer Mining (renewal). 7.5 x 9 inches. A rare renewal for a placer mining grant from Dawson, Yukon

Territory, Canada dated September 20, 1901. The claim is in an area known as "The Bonanza" and is made out

to a M. Markusen Et. al. This was quite possibly a significant claim made during the peak of the Yukon gold

rush. Grants like this are seldom seen and are quite desirable. Overall condition is very good with some minor

folding. (Est. $200-300)

Alaskan Gold Rush Stereo views. Eive black and white stereo views by well known maker James Davis. All scenes

are focused around gold mining or a gold mining camp, and all are copyrighted 1898 or 1899. They are all in very

good condition with only minor soiling. The Davis view numbers and their respective titles are as follows: 12724

Women Prospectors on their way to Klondike 12734 An army ofminers and prospectors ascending the heights of the Chilcoot

Passik 13110 Sorting out the Mail, Dawson City, Alaska 13123 Panning out the Gold in the Klondike, Alaska 13138

City of old Feet, Alaska. (Total: 5 pieces) (Est. $100-150)

Another group of Alaskan Gold Rush Stereo views. Five colored stereo views depicting various Alaskan gold

rush scenes. All by maker T.W. Ingersoll, and each with a lengthy description of the scene on the back. All circa

1905, though not all are dated. All are in very good condition with minor wear around the edges. View numbers

and respective titles are as follows: 1326 Street on Ocean Front, Juneau City, Alaska 1329 Main St., Bennett the

Klondike, Alaska 1330 "Last Discovery" Dominion Creek, the Klondike, Alaska 1331 A Prosperous Miner's Camp in the

Klondike, Alaska 1332 The Principal Street of Gold Bottom, The Klondike, Alaska. (Total: 5 pieces) (Est. $100-150)

Third lot of Alaskan Gold Rush Stereo views. An important lot of three very graphic scenes of actual gold mines

and miners taken by Underwood and Underwood, 1901. They are in very good condition with only very minor

soiling. Titles are as follows: The Gold Mine where $1500. was taken out each day, Hunker Creek, Klondike, Alaska

The Mine where a single pan ofgravel yielded $400. Gold, Eldorado Creek, Klondike, Alaska Gold Miners at Work in the

Klondike Mining District, Alaska. (Total: 3 pieces) (Est. $100-125)

Fourth lot of Alaskan Gold Rush Stereo views. Six stereo views by four different makers, two in color and four in

black and white. Makers include Keystone (3), Universal (1), Kawin (1) and an unknown. Titles include: Packfor

Mines, Alaska View down Front St., Dawson City, Alaska Gold Miners at Work, Alaska Starting for the Gold Fields

on Norway Sleds, Haines, Alaska Gold Miners Climbing to the Summit of Chilcoot Pass, Alaska Going to Cape Nome,

Seattle, Wash. All are in excellent condition. (Total: 6 pieces) (Est. $125-150)
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2090

2091

photo reduced

Early Gold Mine Map of the Klondike, 1898. A beautiful lightly colored map published in 1898 of the Klondike
gold region of Canada showing routes to the region from Dyea, Fort Yukon, etc. The map shows locations for most
of the famous locations like Dawson and Chilkoot Pass. It is in excellent condition and is matted and framed. Overall
dimensions 11 x 14 inches, map 6 x 9.5 inches. (Est. $200-300)

photo reduced

California Mining District Map, 1849. A very early and quite significant map showing General Rilev's route
through the mining districts of California during July and August 1849. This map was done at the verv be-
ginning of the great California Gold Rush. It is a very rare and desirable map for anyone interested in the
California gold rush. There is some minor folding and minor foxing, but overall it is in very good condition.
Overall dimensions 20 x 22 inches. ^Est. $750-StXl)

'iinS_TONCI^DriS OUR SALE OF THE RORAIMA SHIELD COLLECTION
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Sunday, August 5, 2007

Immediately upon conclusion of Session 11

Ballroom • Hotel Metro

411 East Mason Street • Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Lots 3001-3497

U.S. TERRITORIAL GOLD
Choice AU Bechtler Gold $1

Undated (1837-1842)

3001 Undated (1837-1842) Bechtler $1 gold. Kagin-4. Rarity-4. CAROLINA, 28 GR. N Reversed. AU-58 (NGC). A pleasing

coin for the grade, medium yellow gold with attractive deeper orange gold toning throughout the protected areas. Some

faint hairlines are seen, probably contemporary to its time in circulation as the mellow toning is attractive and appears

very much original. Nicely struck and with no additional surface marks worthy of mention, certainly a worthwhile ad-

dition to any collection.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. From the Mayflower Coin Auctions sale of the Emerson Gaylord Collection, May 1963;

our sale of the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 154.

#010055

Uncirculated A. Bechtler Gold $1

3002 Undated (1842-1852) A. Bechtler $1 gold. K-24. Rarity-3. MS-62 (PCGS). A satiny and lustrous bright yellow gold coin

with noticeable olive and pale orange toning, and with grand eye appeal. The lustre is complete and unbroken on the

design high points, signifying a truly Uncirculated coin and not one of the "sliders" that have perv^aded the third-parb'

grading marketplace in recent times. A few tiny marks are present, none apt to assail the unaided eye, making for a truly

choice coin at the MS-62 level.

PCGS Population: 10; 6 finer (MS-63 finest).

#010040
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Choice AU 1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5

Reeded Edge

lx photo

3003 1849 Norris, Gregg «& Norris $5 gold. K-4. Rarity-4. AU-55
(NGC). A pleasing example of this popular California issue,

moderately circulated but with no imperfections worthy of

note for the grade assigned. Uniform medium gold with traces

of light golden brown toning around the devices, chiefly on the

reverse. Some deeper highlights are seen in the recesses of the

eagle's feathers, adding to the original appearance. A nicely

struck specimen—not always the case with this type—with
about half of the central "5" on the eagle's shield present. All

told, a very pleasing Norris, Gregg & Norris half eagle for your
bidding approval.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. Previoush/ from our sale of
the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 199.

#010282

Augustus Humbert $50 Gold

3004 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-4. Rarity-5+. 887THOL
Lettered edge. 50 reverse. AU DETAILS (NCS), "damagt
improperly cleaned." Bright and lustrous olive-gold clean

long ago and with scattered marks, though no more unsighi

than many of the examples currently in third-party gradii

service holders. 887 THOUS variety, though "880" is error

ously noted on the NCS holder. Take a good look, as you m
be pleasantly surprised.

Mislabeled 880 THOUS on holder.

#010208

Ever Popular 1851 $50 Octagonal Gold Piece

3005 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-5. Rarity-5-. 880 THOUS. Detail of Extremely Finc-45, but for some verv
skillful peripheral restoration that is most evident at a few obverse corners and edges. Bright yellow gold with a
dusting of coppery color near the devices. The devices are sharp and the surfaces show the expected scattering of
handling marks. Considered a low Rarity-5 when Don Kagin published his speciali/eil book on the subject, and
always in demand for the heft and sheer weight of this early territoriiil issue

«()|ii2ll
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Popular 1852 Humbert $50 "Slug"

887 THOUS.,Target Reverse

3006 1852 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-6. Rarity-4. 887 THOUS. VF-25 (ICG). Medium yellow gold with some deeper

orange highlights. A heavily circulated specimen with scattered surface marks on both sides. Edge bruise noted as

well on both sides, a fact of life where circulated specimens of this huge gold issue are concerned. Ever popular and
eagerly sought, we suspect the present coin, marks and all, will provide a substantial amount of bidding activity

as it crosses the auction block.

#010217

Appealing and Well Preserved 1852 U.S. Assay Office of Gold $50

San Francisco Edge and Engine Turned Reverse

lx photo

3007 1852 U.S. Assay Office of Gold $50. K-13. Rarity-5. 887 THOUS. About Uncirculated-53. This coin is much nicer

than normally encountered with the corners intact and showing only microscopic signs of handling. Note the edge

reeding lacks the usual dents and mishaps so common to these dramatically large and heavy gold coins. The strike

was sharp on the obverse but a bit soft near the central reverse and this area may have been carefully smoothed in

the past. For identification there is a tiny sharp nick on the edge above the second S of ASSAY and a minute attached

planchet lamination below UN of UNITED. Pleasing orange gold lustre throughout with generally clean surfaces

for fhis issue. The obverse strike was sharp on all but a portion of the central shield. Decidedly finer than generally

encountered for this impressive quintuple eagle.

#010016
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Choice Uncirculated 1853 U.S.A.O.G. $20

Kagin-18, 900 THOUS

3008 1853 U.S. Assay Office of Gold $20. K-18. Rarity-2. 900 THOUS. MS-63 (NGC). A sparkling, frosty yellow gold
specimen with rich orange and olive highlights. The lustre is intense and unbroken, even on the design high points,

and a coin that absolutely deserves the choice Mint State designation. A delightful coin that will take its rightful

place in an advanced non-Federal U.S. gold coin collection.

#010013

Choice Uncirculated 1853 U.S.A.O.G. $20

900 THOUS. Type

3009 1853 U.S. Assay Office of Gold $20. K-18. Rarity-2. 900 THOUS. MS-63 (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow gold
with olive overtones, and with deeper gold at the rims. A frosty coin with impressive eye appeal both for the h’pe
and the assigned grade. Nicely struck with essentially full eagle details—that area of the coin is often found soft

and wanting in details. A pretty example of the type if ever there was one.

From Heritage's sale ofJanuary 2005, Lot 30612.
#010013

k
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Choice AU 1855 Wass Molitor $10

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

3010 1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $10 gold. K-6. Rarity-7. AU-58 (PCGS). Frosty olive gold with a generous degree of lustre

in the protected areas. Variety with second 5 in date on a circular plug-like die marker. Lightly struck in places, as

virtually always seen for this elusive issue. No serious marks present, though a scattering can be seen here or there.

Tied for finest example of this issue seen thus far by PCGS. Modeled somewhat after the Federal issues of the era,

though the artwork here is more "raw" than other issues that follow the Federal style. Here, W. M & Co. adorns

Liberty's Tiara. Always desirable, and especially rare within the context of all things "territorial."

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

#010354

Elusive 1855 Wass Molitor $20

Small Head Style

lx photo

3011 1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $20 gold. K-7. Rarity-5+. AU-53 (NGC). Deep olive gold with some lustre in the protected

areas. Scattered surface marks and a few tiny edge dings noted, as virtually always seen for this large issue. Tiny

head of Liberty to left would better adorn a half eagle. An attractive coin for the grade despite some minor circula-

tion shortcomings. Take a good look at this one.

#010357
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3012

Desirable 1855 Wass Molitor $50

1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $50 gold. K-9. Rarity-5. Choice Extremely Fine-45, but lightly cleaned with hairlines

evident on both sides and light traces of smoothing in the left obverse field, and on the reverse above the D of DOL-
LARS. Bright yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights, and considerable natural lustre remaining in the more
protected recessed areas of the design. These large and heavy pieces are often found with sizable rim bumps, but

on this example no such marks are seen, and overall, no serious marks are present, though a few scattereci nicks

and abrasions can be seen on either side, as expected for the grade. Some softness is seen on the central details,

including on the higher hair curls and coronet, and areas of the reverse wreath. However, the peripheral stars and
reverse legends are sharp, as is the denomination, "50 DOLLARS" which is often a weakly defined area. A seldom
offered "territorial" issue, large, impressive, and desirable in all grades, and one which joins the $50 gold coins of

Augustus Humbert and the U.S. Assay Office of gold ast the largest circulating denominations struck in the era of

the California Gold Rush. A tvpe missing from many collections of territorial gold coins and always in demand.
#010363

Popular 1855 Kellogg & Co. $20

Kagin-3b, Rarity-5

3013 1855 Kellogg & Co. $20 gold. K-3b. Rarity-5. Choice About Uncirculated-55, for sharpness, but with faintlv granu-

lar "seawater" surfaces. A nicely struck bright yellow specimen of one of the most popular of all territorial issues.

Some light marks, none of them egregiously deep or raw. Stvled after the federal double eagles of the era, closelv

so, but with KELLOGG & CO on Liberty's tiara instead of the Federal "LIBERTY." A nice choice for a journevman
collector in this fascinating .series, born of the Gold Rush and telling the storv of our proud nation's westward
expansion.

2010225
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Important 1849 Oregon Exchange Company $5

Famous Beaver Coinage

3014 1849 Oregon $5 gold. K-1. Rarity-5. EF-40 (PCGS). Medium
yellow gold with some inviting deep honey highlights in the

protected areas. Traces of natural mint lustre can be seen

among the legends, beneath the beaver and around the date.

Tiny scattered marks present on the obverse, with similar

marks on the reverse, these being somewhat more promi-

nent. An issue that is often a little rough in appearance, due

to the low rims which left the surfaces more vulnerable to

abrasion. Nicely struck, with about half of the beaver's fur

still visible, and with complete definition of the peripheral

details. The planchet seems to have been of good quality, in

contrast to some Oregon Exchange Company issues found

with laminations and other flaws. A highly coveted rarity,

distinctive in design and always in demand. Typical examples

are in the Very Fine to Extremely Fine category, and PCGS
has not graded a single example finer than AU-58. This piece

is offers nice quality and good aesthetic appeal, and is a very

respectable example in every regard. Always popular and

always desirable, an issue with a constant demand that belies

its Rarity-5 status.

PCGS Population: 6; 8 finer (AU-58 finest).

Citizens of Oregon returning from the California gold fields in 1849

brought with them quantities of gold dust and nuggets. The Oregon

Legislature on February 15, 1849, passed an act which provided for the

establi.shment of a territorial mint. However, the governor declared this

act to be in contravention to the laws of the United States, and plans were

terminated.

To remedy the situation a group of eight prominent merchants and

citizens banded together to establish a private mint. The principals were

W.K. Kilborne, Theophilus Magruder, James Taylor, George Abernathy,

W H. Wilson, William H. Rector, J. G. Campbell, and Noyes Smith. The

firm was designated as the Oregon Exchange Co. Hamilton Campbell, a

Methodist missionary, was employed to cut dies for a $5 coin. Victor Wal-

lace, machinist, engraved the dies for a coin of the $10 denomination. The

coins produced were to be virgin gold without alloy.

The $5 gold dies bore on the obverse the initials K.M.T.A.W.R.G.S.,

representing the names of the company members. The G was an error and

should have been C for Campbell. The obverse of the $5 piece pictured

a beaver on a log, facing to the right, the same animal which, being a

trademark of the Territory, was earlier used on the North West Co. tokens.

Below was the designation T. O. for Territor}' of Oregon, and below that, the

year 1849, with branches to the sides. On the reverse appeared the notation

OREGON EXCHANGE COMPANY, 130 G. NATIVE GOLD 5 D. The pieces

contained 130 grains of gold, or nearly 5-1 / 2 pennyweight.

Coinage amounted to approximately 6,000 of the $5 pieces and 2,850

$10 coins. These were accepted as legal tender throughout the Oregon

Territory, which at that time included the present states of Oregon and

Washington and all land toward the east reaching to the Rocky Mountains.

Oregon City had approximately 1,000 white citizens, while the entire

Territory' comprised about 9,000 inhabitants. Many of the Oregon issues

were sent to California in payment for merchandise. Eventually nearly all

were melted. Bv a decade after the original issue only a small number of

Oregon coins existed.

#010288
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Nice EF 1849 Mormon $2.50

An Ever-Popular Rarity

2x photo

3015 1849 Mormon $2.50 gold. K-1. Rarity-5+. EF-40 (NGC). An at-

tractive specimen of this elusive denomination in the endlessly

popular Mormon series. Pale yellow gold surfaces display

attractive old peripheral toning and rich olive hues on both

sides. No significant contact marks present, though we do note

very minor hairlines. The usual softness of strike is present, as

virtually always seen, obscuring L of LORD and making the

first date digit soft but partially present. Still, excellent visual

appeal and a remarkably choice look overall are the calling

cards for this particular specimen. Breen noted that this issue

was "very rare with all letters legible" and pointed out that the

1 in the date is a typical victim of the softness. Central details,

like the fingers in the handshake, are still bold for the grade.

Though not as elusive as the very rare $20 or the extremely

rare $10, the 1849 Mormon $2.50 has been missing from many
major cabinets. The 1948 Memorable sale, replete with rarities,

did not contain a specimen, nor did Norweb. Eliasberg's was
badly tooled, while Garrett's was similar overall to this speci-

men, showing slight wear but good overall quality.

This coin is the sort of piece that elicits a positive response

from all who see it. Tme, diligent searching would reveal some
finer pieces, but the pleasing originality of this specimen will

make it a must-have for a specialist "in the know."
In the autumn of 1848, Mormons returning from California brought large

quantities of gold dust into the Great Salt Lake area. Mormon Island, located

downstream from Sutter's Mill at Coloma on the American River, was one of

the richer gold deposits during the early days of discovery. Mormons were
among the most active miners during the early part of the era, and gold

estimated to have been worth several million dollars was located by them.

In the settlement at Great Salt Lake, called the State of Deseret (deseret

= honeybee, a Mormon symbol of industriousness). Dr. Willard Richards,

an official of the Mormon Church, weighed the gold dust and distributed

it in paper packages which contained from $1 to $20 in value. In November

1848 coinage designs were formulated. Each piece was to depict on one side

the priesthood emblem, a 3-point Phrygian crown over the all-seeing eye of

Jehovah, with the phrase "Holiness to the Lord." The reverse was to bear the

inscription "Pure Gold," clasped hands, and the denomination.

On December 10, 1848, Mormons with gold dust were invited to leave it

for coinage. The first deposit was made by William T. Follett, who received a

credit of $232 for 14-1 / 2 ounces at the rate of $16 per ounce. Soon thereafter

46 $10 gold pieces had been minted by John M. Kay, a Mormon who earlier

had been employed with a private mint in Birmingham, England.

It is believed that the pieces struck in December 1848 were dated the

following year. The ten-dollar coins were designed by Brigham Young, John

Mobourn Kay, and John Taylor. They were dubbed "Valley Coin." Problems

developed, and by December 22, 1848, the equipment was inoperable.

Additional facilities for coinage were ordered through a church agent

in St. Louis. Dies were prepared for $2.50, $5, and $20 pieces. Coinage at the

church mint commenced on September 12, 1849. From that point through

early 1851, about $75,000 face value in gold pieces was produced. Designs

followed those suggested a year earlier, but the words "Pure Gold" were

represented by the initials P.G., and for Great Salt Lake City the letters

G.S.L.C. were added.

Apparently there was little understanding or interest in Salt Lake City

concerning the fineness or purity of gold, and only the total weight was

considered when the coins were made. This caused the Mormon coinage to

be condemned in many regions, particularly in California where it became

the subject of many vituperative comments in the press, which noted the

coins were "spurious," "vile falsehoods," and "debased." In areas other

than Salt Lake City they circulated only at a discount of 10% to 25% from

face value. Within Salt Lake City itself there were numerous questions

raised, and in 1851 and 1852 many were reluctant to accept the pieces, but

the church applied pressures which made the coins circulate. Eventually

Brigham Young, the Mormon leader, closed the mint, and the pieces disap-

peared from circulation.

The issues dated 1849 and 1850 are all from dies in shallow relief.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection; previously from Stack's sale

of the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 226.

#010259
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Lustrous Choice AU 1850 Mormon $5

3016 1850 Mormon $5 gold. K-5. Rarity-5+. AU-55 (PCGS). An exceptional example of the date and grade combination.

Bright yellow gold with rich olive highlights and strong original lustre, with plenty of freshly struck brilliance in

the protected areas. Clasping hands above date sharp and fully delineated, all fingers present, while the reverse

crowned all-seeing eye is likewise bold and crisp with all details present. No serious surface marks can be found

either, though a few tiny tics are noted for accuracy. Only a pair of 1850 Mormon half eagles have been certified

finer than the present specimen by PCGS; based on the quality offered here, they must be choice indeed. One of

the most popular of all Morman issues, typically seen in grades of Very Fine to Extrememly Fine. Nicer coins, such

as offered here are seldom seen. Struck and used in Brigham Young's desert settlement around the Great Salt Lake

in Utah. Historic, of fine quality and always in demand.
PCGS Population; 13; 2 finer (MS-61 finest).

#010265

Landmark (1860) Clark Gruber & Co. $10 Die

The Famous Mountain Ten Obverse

Extraordinary and Important

3017 (I860) Clark, Gruber & Co. Original obverse die for the

1860 $10 Pikes Peak issue. Steel. 41.2 mm from top to bottom,

shank 35.7 mm tall, 41.4 mm in diameter. Die face 27.2 mm in

diameter. Most of the surface area is deep steel gray, uniformly

oxidized and porous, but considerably nicer than one might

expect from steel that was apparently discarded comfortably

over a century ago. The face of the die is similarly preserved,

but a little lighter in tone and with some loss of detail. Evidence

of light grinding or filing is seen, probably from an old attempt

at removing some of the oxidation and associated roughness.

The famous central design motif. Pikes Peak, which gives the

struck issue its common name, "the Mountain Ten, is clearly

discernable. PIKES PEAK GOLD is visible around the top,

though a little less sharp, as is TEN D. at the bottom. The NV
of DENVER are seen below Pikes Peak, with traces of some

other letters also detected. About 40% of the denticles remain

visible as well. The shank, though somewhat rough, is not

enough so that the original texture is lost. Thin concentric rings

are visible around, consistent with other dies we have seen.

Essentially unaltered, without cancellation and very exciting

as such. A highly important surviving link to the coinage of

the era of the Colorado Gold Rush, and an important rarity as

is any coin die from this period.

It was only one year ago when we had the pleasure of pre-

senting at auction two other Colorado coin dies, the original

obverse for the 1861 J.J. Conway $5 issue, and the reverse die

for a $5 coin of a previously unknown firm, P. & R.R. Smith &
Company. Aside from these two appearances and this present

offering of the Clark, Gruber & Co. die, we are not aware of

any other auction appearances of coin dies from any coiner

of territorial gold pieces. While the Conway die was used to

strike a coin so rare today as to be essentially uncollectable,

and the Smith die was previously unknown and thus obscure,

both pieces were recognized by collectors for their importance

and enthusiastic bidding generated final prices approaching

six-figures for each. In welcomed contrast, this Clark, Gruber

& Company die was used to produce one of the most famous

of all territorial gold issues, the first coin type struck by Clark,

Gruber & Company, the Pikes Peak $10.

Regardless of when it was discarded and the conditions

under which this occured, this piece returned to light over

40 years ago in a collection formed in the first half of the 20th
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century. It is said to have been purchased from an “old time"

Philadelphia dealer, and held in a gentleman's collection for

many years, counted among his most highly prized pieces.

It has been exhibited at the Money Museum of the American

Numismatic Association in Colorado Springs, as well as the

Durham Western Heritage Museum in Omaha, home of the

famous Byron Reed Collection, and it was specifically men-
tioned by Walter Breen in his Encyclopedia as he had previously

examined it.

In the business of cataloguing important numismatic

properties for sale, even rare and valuable pieces might be

considered routine on some level, but one of the great pleasures

is the occasional opportunity to present for sale a truly unique

artifact, one never before offered for sale at auction, and one

never before seen by the vast majority of numismatists active

today. The presentation of this die is one of those occasions.

Our consignor has held this piece for 35 years, and the previ-

ous owner considered it among his most prized numismatic

possessions. It is a landmark rarity of the of the territorial

gold series, unique and important. Its appearance here is an

opportunity to secure this wonderful prize, and an opportu-

nity that may never again arise for the present generation of

collectors.

Clark, Gruber & Co., Denver

The firm of Clark, Gruber & Co., Leavenworth, Kansas bankers, estab-

lished a branch in Denver following discovery of gold deposits in the area,

primarily in the mountains to the west-this in the era of covered wagons let-

tered "PIKES PEAK OR BUST." From that beginning was to grow Colorado's

largest mint, an operation which subsequently laid the framework for the

government mint in the same city. Partners were Austin M. Clark, Milton

Edward Clark, and Emanuel Henry Gruber.

Framework for the minting business was begun in December 1859 when
Milton E. Clark journeyed to New York and Philadelphia to make arrange-

ments in person to acquire coining and metal processing machinery. It is

believed that Bailey & Co., Philadelphia jewelers, made arrangements for

certain of the dies, possibly enlisting the services of Chief Engraver James
B. Longacre at the Mint. The workmanship of the dies differs from one to

another, and it is virtually certain more than one engraver was involved.

Some Liberty Head issues are actually quite crude and bear no relation to

Longacre's work.

In the spring of 1860 Austin Clark and Emanuel H. Gruber arrived in

Denver and purchased several lots on the northwest corner of McGaa and
F Streets, later to become Market and 16th streets. An imposing two-story

brick structure with a stone basement was set up. In April the machinery

arrived by an ox-drawn wagon. By July 16th the building was complete

inside and out, and coinage operations were ready to begin. At first, $10

coins were minted.

324

The Rocky Mountain Neu’S reported on the progress of the firm in an article

in the August 29, 1860 issue:

Clark Gruber & Co. melted and coined about $18,000 in $10, $5, and
$2.50 pieces. As specimens of coinage these pieces are far superior to any of

the private mint drops issued in San Francisco, and are nearly as perfect as

the regular United States Mint issues. The faces of the $5s and $2.50s are a

good imitation of the government coinage-the stars, with the name of "Clark

& Co." occupying the head tiara. The reverse is occupied, of course, with

"our noble bird" encircled by the words "Pikes Peak Gold, Denver 2'/iD." ^

Altogether it is a creditable piece of work, and we hope to see hosts of it in

circulation before the snow flies. The fineness of this coin is 828-1/2; and the

excess of weight over U.S. coin is 23 grains in a $10 piece. The value in gold

is the same as government coin of like denomination, with an additional

value in silver alloy equal to near 1%. Deduct the cost of coining at the U.S.

mint, about 1 / 2%, and the actual worth of Clark & Co.'s coin is 1 / 2% more
than any other coinage.

The initial coinages were of the $10 and $20 denominations. Later, pieces

of $2.50 and $5 were made, as noted in the preceding article. By October

1860 the coins were in wide circulation throughout the "Jefferson" Territory.

The mint operated both day and night, and by October $120,000 worth had
I

been struck. l'

Toward the end of 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. opened a branch office in

Central City, Colorado. At the time. Central City, and its neighbor. Black
'

Hawk, were among the most active gold mining areas.

Minting the Pikes Peak $10 Gold Coins

The Rocky Mountain News, July 25, 1860, described the Clark, Gruber

& Co. facility and the mintage of $10 coins:

[Upon] invitation we forthwith repaired to the elegant banking house of

the firm...and were admitted to their coining room in the basement, where

we found preparations almost complete for the issue of Pikes Peak coin. A
hundred "blanks" had been prepared, weight and fineness tested, and last

manipulation gone through with prior to their passage through the stamping

press. The little engine that drives the machinery was fired up, belts adjusted,

and between 3:00 and 4:00 the machinery was put in motion and "mint drop""

of the value of $10 each began dropping into a tin pail with the most musical

"clink." About $1,000 were turned out, at the rate of fifteen or twenty coins a

minute, which was deemed satisfactory for the first equipment. The coins-of

which none but $10 pieces are yet coined-are seventeen grains heavier than

the United States coin of the same denomination.

On the face is a representation of the Peak, its base surrounded by a

forest of timber, and "Pikes Peak Gold" encircling the summit. Immediately

under its base is the word "Denver" and beneath it "Ten D." On the reverse

is the American eagle, encircled by the name of the firm "Clark, Gruber &
Co.," and beneath it the date, "1860." The coin has a little of the roughness

peculiar to newness, but is upon the whole, very credible in appearance, and

a vast improvement over "dust" as a circulating medium.

Most probably the Pikes Peak motif was discontinued after 1860 in favor

of a federal-copy obverse to facilitate circulation. Today in numismatics, the

1860 Pikes Peak $10 is the "poster example" or ideal Clark, Gruber coin, based

upon a combination of design and historical importance. Eagles dated 1861

were of the Liberty Head design.
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Rare 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $20

The Famous Pikes Peak Issue

3018 1860 Clark, Gruber& Co. $20 gold. K-4. Rarity-6+. AU-58 (NGC).

A truly delightful example of this famous but seldom seen rarity.

The most highly prized of the Clark, Gmber & Company issues

and one of perhaps 15 of the type that survive in all grades. Light

greenish yellow gold on both sides, with generous remaining

lustre and some reflective surface still visible in the most protected

recesses around the desigir elements. The central defimtion is very

bold, showcasing the eagle, his sometimes-weak shield, and the

imaginative version of Pikes Peak that gives this type its name.

The reverse is a bit sharper than the obverse, which shows the

most minor sort of natural granularity at the periphery. The word

PEAK is often weak on even very high-grade pieces, and it is a

bit weaker than other parts of the legend here. Scattered hairlines

are seen, along with minor contact marks consistent with the

grade. The rims are free of nicks or bruises. The aesthetic impact

is attractive and powerful, and this hefty coin is a joy to hold and

examine in hand.

This evocative type has long been a classic among collectors,

a type desired by those who want to own no other territorial gold

coin as well as a rare prize for specialists. Of course, the supply

has never been large—just over a dozen are in private hands by

most estimates—and most collectors settle for owning one of the

.scarce Mountain $10s, themselves found only when fine cabinets

are sold. Mountain $20s are purchased when they turn up, and

in most calendar years the opportunities do not arise.

PCGS has certified a specimen of this rare issue on 10 occa-

sions: one VF, three in the EF range, three in the AU range, two

as Mint State, and one as a "special strike." NGC's five grade

assignments on this type all fall between AU-55 and MS-62. A
specimen formerly graded MS-64 (NGC) is the one recently

assinged the "Special Strike" designation by PCGS; that piece

was once in the 1948 Memorable sale though not so noted in

the recent offering. We have little doubt there is some overlap

and/or resubmissions that make for a true certified population

of fewer than 13 examples. Only two different specimens were

sold in the period covered by the Dannreuther-Garrett auction

records book. The Eliasberg specimen sold twice; once as a

raw AU-50 for $90,200 in 1996, again as PCGS AU-55 a year

later for $112,500. The only addtional offerings have been the

MS-64 /SP-64 coin that brought $690,000 at Heritage in Janu-

ary 2006 (the only Mountain $20 ever sold by that firm) and

the present example sold as part of the Archangel Collection,

included in our sale of the Norweb Collection, November 2006,

Lot 1096 for $276,000.

This design is one of the most distinctive fvpes in the whole

realm of private and territorial gold coins. It would be highly

valued even it if was common. As it is, only the patient get to

include one in their cabinets. Appearances at public auction are

rare, the reappearance of this piece representing as infrequent

an occasion as it is a welcomed one. Connoisseurs who have

waited for years, even decades, for a chance to acquire a nice

specimen may now have their chance.

From the ].A. Sherman Collection. Previously from our sale of

the Wayman Collection, September 1981, Lot 427, ami more recently

our presentation of the Archany^el Collection, part of our sale of the

hlorzvcb Collection, Noirmbcr 2006, Lot 1096.

#010138

»TA. k's 325
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Spectacular Kellogg & Humbert Gold Ingot

S.S. Central America Treasure Bar

111.63 Ounces, 896 Fine

3019 Large Kellogg and Humbert gold ingot from the S.S. Central

America treasure. Kellogg & Humbert ingot No. 685. 111.63

troy ounces (9.3025 troy pounds). .896 Fine. $2,067.61 melt

value based on U.S. Mint gold prices at the time of $20.67

per ounce at .999 fine. A spectacular ingot from the S.S. Cen tral

America treasure hoard. Sold by Christie's of New York in De-

cember 2000. Bright yellow gold, face reads: No 685, rectangle

below with KELLOGG / & / HUMBERT / ASSAYERS within

on four lines, 111.63 OZ / .896 FINE / $2067.61. Lower left face

corner taken for assay purposes, four sides featureless, back
with 685 stamped inverted at the bottom, upper right corner

taken for assay purposes. A great numismatic item owing to

its connection with Kellogg & Humbert, and an even greater

treasure piece, representing as it does a piece of the greatest

treasure ever to succumb to the briny depths.

Certainly this is one of the nicest appearing ingots surviv-

ing from the famous S.S. Central America treasure. The face of

the bar is, indeed, somewhat prooflike! The inscriptions are

all clear, actually bold, and the visual appeal is beyond com-
pare. This is a very heavy bar, adding further to its desirability,

valued at $2,067.61 in the summer of 1857, when it was made,
this being tantamount to a smaW fortune at the time. Very few
trea.sure hunters who came to the California gold field returned

with even close to this amount.

The S.S. Central America treasure is the stuff of which leg-

ends and dreams are made, but in this instan

more than a dream—an actuality. In the year 20(i

Coin World Editor Beth Deisher called the treasu

the "story of the year." At the same time, our ov
Dave Bowers accompanied treasure finder Bi

Evans on the theatre stage at the ANA Convai

tion in Philadelphia, in a large room packed frc;

front to back, wall to wall, with an estimated
4j

people—the most enthusiastic crowd ever seii

at an ANA presentation before or since! That w{

even before Dave's marvelous book, A Califorr

Gold Rush History was available on the mark:

Today, this award-winning volume remains

standard in the field, not only an in-depth ai

definitive numismatic view of the Gold Rus

but also a highly interesting "read." If you do r

already possess one, let us know, and if you a

the successful buyer of this lot, Dave will send yi

with his compliments and personalized autograf

a copy for your library.

In 2006 a traveling exhibition titled GOLD, w.

set up at the Houston Museum of Natural HistO'

followed by a grand opening at the Americ

Museum of Natural History, New York City,

2006, where it has remained and this August w
embark on a grand tour of important museui

around America. Two Kellogg & Humbert br

are included in this marvelous display.

For information, the following is excerpted from Q. Dail

Bowers' A California Gold Rush History:

Characteristics of Kellogg & Humbert Ingots

Punches: Separate stamps were used to impress the information

the ingots:

"KELLOGG / & / HUMBERT / ASSAYERS." logotype punch in fran

four lines o Notes: KELLOGG & HUMBERT with letters large, open and

serifs. ASSAYERS. in slightly smaller sans-serif font. Thin line frame arou

four line inscription of logotype.

"EINE" four-letter logotype punch o Notes: Letters medium size, opi

and with serifs.

"No" logotype punch o Notes: Used before serial number digits. La*

open N with serifs; o is small, vertical (as in a zero), and high. Beneath

o are two diagonal dashes in the manner of ditto marks or snakebites;

leftmost dash is slightly the smaller of the two.

"Oz" logotype punch o Notes: O in medium font; nearly round outli|

heavy at left and right, oval space at center. Small z with serifs is high et

has single underline.

$ sign o Notes: Separate punch before value. Large open S-shaped let(

with two thin vertical lines.

Numerals u.sed to express serial number (in many instances), wei;

(in many instances), fineness, and value.(large size font). With serifsi

appropriate, o Notes: Digits .separately punched. Characteristics: 0: Ne»\^

round in outline, left and right sides thick o 1: Heavy vertical element:

bottom serif is longer than right bottom serif; flag is small and extei^

horizontally to left o 2: Square-ba.se 2 with knob; .serif upward fn'm ri;

end of base; knob (ball) is large o 3: O^xm 3 with each ball tucked inw •

at end of curve; round top o 4: Heavy vertical element, thin diagonal .id

crossbar, no serif on crossbar, thin bottom serifs to upright o .“i: L'pright; q
extends left of vertical element; tlag dix's not exteird full width ot nunx

i> b: Top and bottom parts of numeral an' alxnit the same height: lett >
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very heavy; right side heavy; hall is tucked under thin curve and is distant

from the curve below it o 7: With plain horizontal element; serif af left side

extends downward only; base of 7 rounded o 8: Block style; sides heavy; top

and bottom interior about the same size o 9. Inverted 6.

Numerals used to express serial number and / or weight on some smaller

ingots (small-size font). With serifs as appropriate o Notes: Characteristics: 0:

Thin with large open center o 1: Tleavy upright; right bottom serif is longer

than left bottom serif; top of upright squared off; flag with upper left curved o

2: Curved base 2 with knob; base of 2 extends beyond right curve of numeral

o 3: Open 3 with each ball in normal position (not tucked in at end of curve);

round top o 4: Heavy upright with squared-off top; thin crossbar and diago-

nal; serifs on base; no serif on crossbar o 5: Upright; flag thick with curved

top and bottom and pointed tip and ends short of outside of curve below;

ball distant from upright o 6: Wide; inner curve stops short of left side o 7:

With horizontal element curved at top and bottom ("fancy"); serif at left side

extends above and below horizontal line; base of 7 rounded o 8: Block style;

top and bottom openings about the same size o 9: Inverted 6.

Numerals used for reference on the back of some ingots o Notes: Char-

acteristics: 0: o 1: Narrow and with heavy upright; small bottom serifs; flag

sharply downward and does not extend far from upright o 2: Square base

2 with knob; small serif from top of right side of base; edge of right curve

of 2 exfends beyond edge of base o 3: Flat top o 4: Short and heavy vertical

element is truncated above thin crossbar; diagonal extends from crossbar

to upper right in the manner of a bat and ends far above truncated vertical

element; serif upward from right end of cros.sbar o 5: Narrow; short "fancy"

top o 6: Tall and narrow; left and right sides thick; interior space with nearly

straight vertical sides; ball far above curve below it; broken at bottom, o 7:

With plain horizontal element; serif at left side extends downward only; base

of 7 truncated o 8: Thin and narrow; top interior slightly smaller than bottom

interior; both with nearly vertical sides to interior o 9: Inverted 6; now, used

as a 9, it is broken at top.

Molds used by Kellogg & Humbert:

Mold K&H-Ol: 24mm x 34mm
Mold K&H-02: 41mm x 52mm
Mold K&H-03: 44mm x 99mm
Mold K&H-04: 55mm x 111mm
Mold K&H-05: 64mm x 149mm
Mold K&H-06: 74mm x 174mm
Mold K&H-07: 94mm x 226mm
Mold K&H-08: 98mm x 249 mm. "Eureka" bar.

CALIFORNIA SMALL GOLD
All California small gold photos are 2x

Famous 1854 Eagle Reverse Octagonal $1

BG-504, Low Rarity-5

3022

3020 1854 Octagonal $1. Liberty Head, Eagle reverse. BG-504.

Rarity-5-. Deep yellow gold with a decided olive glow. Struck

slightly off-center to 1:00, obverse rim to tops of stars in that

area. The scarce and famous eagle reverse style by Frontier,

Deviercy & Co. (1853-64), modeled unabashedly after the eagle ^

reverse of the popular $50 "slugs" of Augustus Humbert and

later the United States Assay Office of Gold. Very scarce, not a

great rarity in the series, but certainly a design type where the

available supply falls far short of the number needed to satisfy

the growing collector base for California Small Denomination

gold issues. Don't miss out.

Die State III, reverse crack from rim at 8:00, through star, and then to

scroll.

#010481

3021 1868-G Round SOc. Liberty Head. BG-1019. Rarity-5. Brilliant

Uncirculated-60, cleaned. Lustrous and mostly brilliant with

blushes of pleasing amber. The reverse die state is advanced 3024

with a bisecting crack on this specimen. Some faint hairlines

account for the assigned grade.

#010848

1870 Round $1. Liberty Head. BG-1205. Rarity-4-i-. Very Choice

About Uncirculated-58. An unknown maverick issue from

Period Two. A heavy planchet split from 9:00 to the nose that

is visible on both sides. Deep orange-gold toning over slightly

reflective surfaces. Commonly referred to as the "Goofy" head

because of the slim head design.

#010950

Pair of gold charms issued in connection with the 1904 Loui-

siana Purchase Exposition: 1/4 Gold. MS-63 1/2 Gold.

AU-58. The latter piece has been lightly cleaned. The obverse

of each features a fleur-de-lis. The reverse of each has a fraction,

either 1/4 or 1/2, with LOUISIANA GOLD around. (Total: 2

pieces)

1905 Oregon gold Charm. Lewis & Clark Exposition. MS-65

PL (NGC). Bright yellow gold and attractive mirror fields and

delicate engraving on the dies. The surfaces are outstanding

and this example is undoubtedly one of the finer to survive of

this issue.
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Incredible 1798 Bust Dollar Die Trial in Copper

The Only Known Pattern of the Type

The Only Known Pattern of the Date

A New Discovery

3025 1798 dollar die trial from the dies of Bolender-30a, BB-116.

Copper. Judd-unlisted. Unique. Sharpness as struck, condi-

tion as found. 122.2 grains (7.93 grams). 35.6 mm from 9:00 to

3:00 across struck area. 41.7 mm from left angular tip across

widest axis. 1.0-1.3 mm thick at struck area, 1.8-2.0 mm thick

at unstruck area.

Dark olive with lighter green corrosion, incorporating both

raised specks of cuprous oxide and sedimentary deposits from

long-term burial. Struck on an oddly configured piece of cop-

per, apparently scrap or scissel, though too thin for either cents

or half cents and thus likely from another, rawer source. Left

edge more or less straight, meeting the top edge at a nearly

right angle, with a curved thumb-shaped unstruck area below

and outside the die's edge. Lightly cracked at base, through

79 of the date, seemingly at the point of greatest central pres-

sure. The surfaces are finely granular throughout, with raised

artifacts of burial and some sand, mica, and other mineral

deposits present, more obvious on reverse than obverse. The
struck details are extremely bold, including die cracks on the

reverse that allow the die marriage to be readily identified

without the aid of a glass.

The obverse die has a unique feature in the placement of the

digit 8, which is too high and leans to the right when compared
to the other figures in the date. ITirthermore, the obverse die

broke early with a thin crack forming through the 9 to Liberty's.:

drapery above, and die lumps or flaws are always seen below*,

the inside left point of star 12, other similar flaws in the fieldl:

above star 11 roughly toward Liberty's chin. The obverse diev

appears to have been lapped as the uppermost curl below the El:

of LIBERTY is fragmented, as frequently seen on other lappedL

Bust dollar dies. No examples are known from this obverse die;:

that have a complete upper curl, implying the die was lappedL

very early in its life or the curl was not properly engrav'ed.

The first marriage to use this obverse die was the B-27, BB-H'

113 variety, which paired the present obverse with a reverse*;

die which had most recently been used to coin the B-15, BB-112!!

variety. Although the obverse die formed a crack through the*;

9 of the date early in the striking of the B-27, BB-113 variety,,;

the obverse die remained stable while the older reverse dier

developed more advanced cracks and was replaced by ther

coiner. It is remarkable that this obverse die went on to survive

,

marriages to a total of seven different reverse dies, the firstljl

six reverse dies ended up with a dizzving array of cracks andl!

catastrophic failures to degrees seldom seen in the Bust dollarl'

series. Like the black widow spider that devours her mates .

the rapid succession of six reverse die marriages left mt iv\ ersei

uncracked. The obverse die also shows signs of age, with two

more cracks extending from the original crack up thixuigh thd

- f

S.*

i
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9, branching both to the left and right from a point near the
denticles below that digit. For reasons unknown, the obverse
die cracks did not become severe enough to warrant replace-

ment until the B-29, BB-119 marriage which finally cracked the

obverse die enough to force its retirement.

Close study of this particular object confirms that it was
struck at the end of the reverse die's life. The diagnostic reverse

crack through the shield is clear to the unaided eye, other cracks

are present confirming that this represents the terminal state

of the reverse die, described as state "a" in Bolender and die

state VI in the Bowers-Borckardt Encyclopedia. It is entirely

possible, indeed likely, that this copper fragment was struck

to show the supervisor how badly the reverse die was cracked.

The majority of the reverse die cracks are on the right side, the

area that seems to have been carefully placed between the dies

while portions of the left side of the dies were left without any
metal planchet to strike. The force of the strike was impressive

as it brought up the stars over the eagle's head, an area which
is always found quite weakly struck on coins from this final

die state. Note the edge of this copper fragment, the unstruck

portion is thick while the struck areas are decidedly thin—

a

direct result of the formidable blow from the dies.

Remarkably, the next die pairing of this same obverse die

was the B-33, BB-117 variety, which happens to be the rarest

Heraldic Eagle silver dollar variety known of all dates, with a

total of just three examples reported. All three specimens of the

B-33, BB-117 variety show a bisecting reverse die crack which is

so severe that it obviously terminated coinage as soon as it was
begun, with the crack potentially appearing as the first coin was
struck or, even earlier, during the die hardening process.

While unprovable, the following scenario seems possible:

perhaps the coiner showed a handful of freshly struck B-33,

BB-117 dollars and this copper fragment to the supervisor to

confirm how both reverse dies were badly cracked. Think of

the frustration for the Mint employees—another reverse die

has failed, the replacement die cracks immediately and needs

to be replaced again. Hours of engraving precious die steel are

virtually wasted. Perhaps no other dies were available at that

moment and production of silver dollars was halted. Consid-

ering its discovery near the original Philadelphia Mint site, it

seems more than likely that this piece was lost or discarded

shortly after it was struck—perhaps a Mint employee flung this

little copper disk as hard as he could in frustration and watched

it sail like a skipping stone onto the adjoining lot?

This remarkable and unique trial is a discovery of im-

pressive historical importance and dramatic interest. It was

found with a metal detector on a privately owned lot that

adjoined the site of the First United States Mint in Center City,

Philadelphia, along with a 1793 half cent, found on the same

site on the same day, that is offered elsewhere in the present

catalogue. The reason this scrap of copper was struck is clearly

subject to speculation—as dollars exist from this marriage in

an earlier state, it is not a "trial" in the proper sense, but is

perhaps better referred to as an off-metal strike. Of course,

these largest productions of the First Mint were struck on the

largest press and apparently fed by hand, thus it is not an error

either. Its unusual nature and ability to provoke conversation,

to our mind, add to the attraction of this piece, which must be

included among the great rarities in both the Bust dollar and

U.S. pattern coin fields.

Though many "patterns" from the 19th century are avail-

able in a profusion of compositions and sometimes survive

with populations into the thousands, the Judd-listed patterns

of the 1793-1799 era have something special in common: all

were struck in base metal and none are more common than

Rarity-7+. The only pattern dollars of the 18th century are

Judd-18 and Judd-19, the copper dollars of 1794 with and
without stars, both of which are unique. The 1794 half dime
from pattern dies is unique, while the 1794 half dime from

production dies (Judd-15 and Judd-16) is known by two im-

pressions with reeded edge and a single example with plain

edge; each is unique for its particular die marriage. The 1794

half dollar in copper (Judd-17) is the most common pattern

from this era, known by two intact specimens and a few more
known as half cent undertypes. In 1795, copper strikes from

production dies for half dimes (Judd-21) and half eagles (Judd-

23) are known, while Judd-22 represents a copper 1795 half

dollar known exclusively as an undertype. In 1797, copper

strikes survive from half eagle and eagle dies; both are unique.

A single 1799 eagle struck in copper has survived from that

year. No copper strikings of any other denomination from

1798 are known, nor are any other copper strikings of any

other Bust dollar known.
In terms of condition, this piece is not a Gem like the cop-

per 1794 dollar with stars in the National Numismatic Collec-

tion, but nor are most other specimens noted above. Indeed,

most of the above-referenced Judd numbers survive only as

undertypes or in defaced condition, either hammered with a

chisel or cancelled some other way. In terms of sharpness and

damage, aside from the surface quality, this is actually better

than most similar items that have survived!

The provenance of this piece is not without parallel. The

1795 half dime in copper, listed as Judd-21 and partially de-

faced, was found on the site of the First United States Mint by
Frank Stewart during the demolition of that structure. It was
donated to Independence Hall and is now the property of the

National Park Service. Other items discovered by Stewart on
the site, including some scrap and two blank planchets for 1792

silver center cents, accompanied the Judd-21 when presented

in 1914. All are permanently off the market and, for the foresee-

able future, off display as well.

While it may take a special sort of numismatic connoisseur

to fall in love with an item such as this, corroded from the soil

and with bits of Philadelphia dirt still adhering, those who
are fascinated by the ultimate in rarity and profound histori-

cal importance will find this more enchanting than any silver

1798 dollar in Choice Mint State. For pattern collectors, there

is nothing rarer listed in Judd. For dollar enthusiasts, this is

the ultimate showpiece among an advanced collection by die

variety and die state. For us, as numismatists who thought we
had seen it all, it is a joy to handle and a privilege to catalogue

for the first time ever.

This piece was the subject of a recent column by ANS Curator Robert \V.

IToge entitled "A Unique Early U.S. Mint Die-trial Di.scover\'" whose lead

line referred to this object as "one of the most exciting items to have been

brought to my attention." tie describes the piece further as "recovered from

soil in a rubble area, in a vacant tot where modern demolition had occurred."

According to Hoge, this piece "will be featured in a future volume of the

American Journal ofNumismatics."

Discovered in 2006 by metai detectorists zcorking on a iot

adjoining the site of the First United States Mint in Phiiadeiphia;

pubiished by ANS Curator Robert W. Hoge on page 39 ofAmerican

Numismatic Society Magazine, Spring 2007.
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Spectacular 1836 Pattern Gold Dollar

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

3026 1836 pattern gold $1. J-67, P-70. Rarity-5. Proof-67 (NGC).
Gold. Plain edge. Highly reflective fields and heavily frosted

motifs with rich lustre and faint peach iridescence. A superb

example of America's first gold dollar pattern, later restruck

in the 1850s and perhaps even later in various metals. Obverse

design with Liberty cap in glory of rays, a design type also

used on the first mint medals. Reverse with UNITED STATES
OE AMERICA and date around a single palm frond in the

shape of a circle, 1 / D. at center. One of two grading events at

the Proof-67 level from NGC, a testimony to the rarity of this

particular design type. A simply glorious piece that holds up
well to careful scrutiny—even the fussiest among us will have

serious problems finding a mark or blemish that condemns
this beautiful gem.

NGC Census: 2; none finer within any designation.

#011260

Very Rare Paquet Pattern Quarter

3027 1859 pattern 25c. J-234, P-281. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (NGC). Sil-

ver. Reeded edge. A handsome sharply struck Gem example,

attractively toned in blue, gold, and violet, with some hints of

original silvery brilliance at the centers. The obverse has the

regular-issue Liberty design. The reverse features a perched

eagle motif attributed to Mint Engraver Anthony Paquet. The
lettering of the reverse is distinctive, closely resembling the font

employed on Paquet's double eagle reverses of 1861. No more
than a dozen examples of the variety are thought to exist. Late

Stack's cataloguer Carl W.A. Carlson, when he catalogued this

specimen years ago, had the following comments: "Only five

auction records in the 1972-1984 period; of these, the Heritage

February 1984 offering was previously in the NERCA April

1980 sale, and we believe that two of the other three represent

one other specimen. Based on auction data reaching back more
than a century, we believe that there are only 4-5 specimens in

existence." Although, a few more examples may have come
out of the "woodwork" during the 20 plus years, the J-234 is

still esteemed as one of the rarest and most distinctive pattern

varieties of the era.

N(;C Census: 1; 1 finer (I’roof-fifi).

From Kreisber^ and Schulman's sale of April 1967, Lot 1178;

from our sale of June 1986, Lot 502.

ttownSH

3028 1862 pattern $10. J-297, P-355. Rarity-6-. Proof-55 (PCG
Copper. Reeded edge. An unusual opportunity to purchas,}

bronzed copper striking of a gold denomination in circulai

grade. Medium brown with scattered marks from handlii

A pleasing coin, distinctive insofar as it was carried, thou

,

we rather doubt it was ever spent. Some minor dirt outli

the devices, a few nicks near star 4, horizontal nick over T'

'

on reverse. Good eye appeal remains. This is Pollock-355,

"low date" variety, representing one of two different obveH

dies used to strike this Judd number. Any pattern coin fr
;

gold dies may be called rare, but the assigned AU-level gra

keeps it in the reach of a broad swath of collectors.

#060447

Rare Reeded Edge 1863 Cent

Coin Turn, Judd-300

3029 1863 pattern Id. J-300, P-361. Rarity-6+. Proof-64 (NGC). Ci

per-nickel. Reeded edge. Struck in coin turn, or slightly ri;

!

of 180°, previously recorded on just two specimens of 1

1

Judd number, according to uspatterns.com. Lustrous golc i

tan with good flash in the fields and extremely bold devii

!

on both sides. Strong wire rim on left side of obverse al

right side of reverse. Tiny spot above 9:00 on reverse outs^;

wreath, splash of toning above E of ONE, few other flyspec.

A handsome example that has been carefully handled over ;

years. This reeded edge pattern striking from regular dies I

fine addition to an Indian cent collection, further, the extreme'

rare die rotation makes this important for pattern speciali;

#060455
j

Popular Washington Head Two Cent Pattern

3030 1863 pattern 2(t. J-305, P-370.Rarity-4. Very Choice Brilli

Proof-64. Copper. Plain edge. Nice medium chocolate bre* '

with pleasing reflectivity in the fields. Subtle underlying t*

ing is seen, mostly in pale green and gold. Sharply struck c

appealing, nick on Washington's nose and another in the fii

'

off his throat, some very minor spotting seen under a glas-^'

significant wire edge surrounds the bottom half of the ob\ e:'

showing just a few nicks left of the date. A tiny spot is nO'

under N of AND. The sharpness and overall visual ap^va

nice for one of these, and this would be a tine addition 6'

cabinet of Washington portraits or U.S. patterns.

#0(4)4(41

330
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Uniface (1867) Pattern Cent Rarity

Reportedly Unique Judd Reference Plate Coin

3031 (1867) pattern Id. J-A1867-4, P-3296. Unique. 102.9 grains. 22.3

mm. Uniface. Lead. Plain edge. Medium steel gray with some
entrenched lustre, a few light handling marks on the irregular

and slightly out of round planchet; many would call this a

"splasher." Central closed wreath of oak and laurel, acorns

and berries among the leaves, six-pointed star atop, upright

Roman numeral I at center. The uspatterns.com website notes:

"This is a reverse die trial similar in style to the one used on
the 1867 five-cents pattern J565 / P626." Reportedly unique, with
just the present specimen extant to the best of our knowledge,
and changing hands every now and then as it makes its way
from one important pattern cabinet to another. A "unique"

opportunity for an advanced collector.

Froin Kosoff's 1958 A.N.A. sale; Major Lenox R. Lohr; Bowers

and Merena Galleries.

3032 1868 pattern half dime. J-638, P-710. Rarity-6-. Proof-65

(PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. Pale golden toning complements

both surfaces. The devices are frosty and the fields have a

texture intermediate between satiny and mirrorlike, a feature

that's characteristic of many nickel Proofs of the era. The strike

is about average, sharp in some areas and soft in others; this

feature is likewise characteristic of many nickel strikings of the

era, since 25% nickel alloy was harder than almost all of the

other coinage metals typically used (gold, silver, and copper)

up to that point in time. The edge is plain rather than reeded.

Although the reason for the plain edge feature is not known,

it's reasonable to surmise that Mint officials may have been con-

cerned that nickel impressions with reeded edges might have

been confused with silver business strikes by inexperienced

numismatists and non-collectors, and thence inadvertently

spent into circulation.

PCGS Population: 5; 7 finer (Proof-66 finest).

#060856

Visit Stack's on the world wide web

WWW.STACKS.COM

NEW PURCHASES—MONTHLY OFFERINGS

AUCTION INFORMATION—ONLINE BIDDING

Rare 1869 Copper Pattern Quarter Dollar

Judd-735, Rarity Low-7

Broadly Double Struck

Ex Lenox Lohr Collection

3033 1869 pattern 25(t. J-735, P-816. Rarity-7-. Proof-64 RD (NGC).

Copper. Reeded edge. "Double struck, rotated in collar" as

noted on the NGC holder. Bright mint orange with intense

lustre on lightly frosted motifs and mirror fields. Toning flecks

noted at firstA in AMERICA, and near Liberty's bust. Broadly

double struck with a good rotation between strikes; the entire

design on both sides has a shadow image. This spectacular

error pattern coin is listed at the uspatterns.com website where
the following is noted: "This example of the 1869 Standard

Silver quarter shows a 30° rotation between strikes. This is

most noticeable on the obverse behind Liberty's head, between
the D and S of UNITED STATES, and at the top of the 2 in 25

on the reverse." The present coin, needless to say, is the plate

piece at that website. Tied for finest certified by NGC, though

we doubt sincerely that the other specimen is broadly double

struck as this is. A splendid opportunity for an advanced pat-

tern specialist to obtain not only a rare issue, but a major rarity

within that small group of known specimens.
NGC Census: 2; none finer.

Ex Lenox Lohr Collection; Bowers and Merena's sale of the Polls

Collection, June 1991; Heritage 2006 and again 2007.

#060962

Rare 1869 Aluminum SOc Pattern

Finest Graded by PCGS

Judd-747, Rarity-High 7

3034 1869 pattern 50<t. J-747, P-829. Rarity-7+. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Aluminum. Plain edge. Barber's fancifully packed bust to right,

ribbon in hair, star on forehead. One of the Standard Silver

patterns which were "sold in sets with the other designs and

denominations for $15" according to the uspatterns.com website.

We note there that this rarity is represented in today's collecting

community by fewer than a half dozen specimens, of which
the present is the finest certified by PCGS. Faint steel gray with

some rose iridescence and plenty of prooflike reflectiviW in the

protected areas. Sharp and appealing.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

Holder marked New Millennium Collection. From Heritage's

sale ofNovember 2003, Lot 11114.

#060975

Back's 331
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Rare 1870 Pattern Half Dime

Judd-809, Low Rarity-7

Finest Certified by PCGS

3037

2x photo

3035 1870 pattern half dime. J-809, P-897. Rarity-7-. Proof-65

(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Deep steel gray and lilac toning

on lustrous, well presented surfaces. Barber's popular—and
certainly among his finest, most intricate works—Liberty

Seated design with Standard Silver reverse. According to the

uspatterns.com website, "sets were available in silver, copper,

and aluminum with either reeded or plain edges. It is not

known what price the mint sold these for. This obverse was
also combined with the regular issue reverse." A rare and

enticing variety, with probably fewer than a dozen examples

of the date known; the present specimen is the finest example

of Judd-809 certified thus far by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

#061053

Rare Copper 1870 Pattern Quarter

Judd-878, Rarity-Low 7

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

3036 1870 pattern 25(1. J-878, P-975. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RB (PCGS). 3033
Copper. Reeded edge. Fiery mint orange centers give way to

rich iridescence and lilac, and electric blue in other areas. An-

other of the Standard Silver patterns, here struck in copper for

a no doubt appreciative group of late 19th-century collectors

and aficionados. Another of William Barber's design types

that were issued in complete sets offered to collectors at the

U.S. Mint. Judd-878, as here was struck in copper with reeded

edge, and about a dozen or so examples are currently known
today in all grades. The present specimen is among the finest

examples of the date seen by PCGS within any grade designa-

tion.

I’CGS I’opul.ition: 3; none finer within any designation.

#071122

Gem 1870 Pattern Quarter

1870 pattern 25(t. J-912, P-1008. Rarity-6+. Proof-66 (PCG f

Silver. Reeded edge. The devices are sharp and frosty and tij

fields are nicely reflective. Attractively toned in varied bluit

gray, and gold. The obverse features a diademed bust of L,i,

erty facing right. The reverse has the denomination 25 CEN'
ensconced within a wreath of oak and laurel foliage. The J-9

:

variety ranks as a very scarce member of the STANDAItll

SILVER series of 1870. The editors of the most recent editiiij

of the Judd pattern reference estimate a surviving populatiiji

no greater than 20 pieces, and auction records over the yeal

suggest that in most years only two or three examples crc

the auction block. The presently offered specimen ranks amoi

the finest extant.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

#061156

Rare 1871 Pattern Half Dime

Judd-1062, Rarity-Low 7

Finest Graded by NGC

2x photo

1871 pattern half dime. J-1062, P-1197. Rarity-7-. Proof-

(NGC). Silver. Reeded edge. Bright silver centers give way^i

smoky gray reflective fields. Longacre's obverse design ob

ously implemented by William Barber, for Longacre died I

New Year's Day 1869. As with so many other patterns of

era, these were sold as part of complete sets from half dime?!

silver dollar, concocted at the Mint for special "friends."

cording to the uspatterns.com website, perhaps a few as a h>.|

dozen examples of this rarity are currently accounted for.

NGC Ceasus: 1; none finer.

#061321

I
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Aluminum Half Dime Pattern

Judd 1064, Rarity-8

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

lx photo

3039 1871 pattern half dime. J-1064, P-1199. Rarity-8. Proof-64 (PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Longacre's Liberty
Seated design type sans obverse stars, coupled with regular-issue half dime reverse of the era. The uspat terns.com
website notes "fewer than three are confirmed" regarding Judd-1064, which certainly underscores the rarity of this

little aluminum half dime. Bid as though you are a serious player when this crosses the auction block.
PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

#061323

Gem Proof Copper Pattern 1871 Half Dollar

Judd-1117, Rarity-7+

Judd Plate Coin

lx photo

3040 1871 pattern 50(t. J-1117, P-1253. Rarity-7-i-. Proof-65 BN (NGC). Copper. Reeded edge. Deep golden olive brown

with underlying lustre. The nspatterns.com website notes: "These are believed to have been deliberately struck for

sale to collectors as part of complete off-metal sets as opposed to being true die trials," while others in the hobby

consider J-1117 a copper die trial. Either way, the rarity is unmistakable and the desirability is equally important

to specialists.

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-67 RB).

Judd plate coin.

#061376
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Exemplary 1878 Morgan Dollar Pattern

Judd-1550a, Silver

3041 1878 pattern $1. J-1550a, P-1725. Rarity-6-. Proof-64 (NGC).

Silver. Heavily frosted motifs contrast deeply with the reflec-

tive fields, cameo in appearance though certified before the

use of such standards. Mostly brilliant, though subtle deep

violet toning gathers at the rims and some milk spots are

noted across the reverse. Excellent and bold visual appeal, only

the most minor hairlines, short scratch on eagle's breast. An
important pattern for Morgan dollar collectors, struck before

actual production. Specimens such as this, close as they are

to normal Morgan dollars yet still easily distinguished, are in

high demand today.

#061911

Rare 1878 Morgan Dollar Prototype

Judd-1550a

3042 1878 pattern $1. J-1550a, P-1725. Rarity-6-. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Silver. Deeply mirrored surfaces show a superb blend of

pale violet and golden gray in the fields that yields to

brighter blue at peripheries. Frosted on the devices and

beautiful to hold and study, this looks much like any other

well-preserved and original Morgan dollar Proof, though

this piece was struck from pattern dies between December

1, 1877 and January 2, 1878. No serious flaws are seen,

even under a glass, only the most trivial hairlines. Housed

in an old green-label PCGS holder, the grade seems quite

conservative today, especially given the strong natural eye

appeal of this specimen.

This particular variety shows the usually incuse M for Mor-

gan at Liberty's truncation produced in relief, while the "fan-

shaped" wings on the reverse distinguish this from a standard

1878 Proof issue. As one of the real trial strikings for a Morgan

dollar—not restruck for collectors, but an actual pattern—this

would be a prime addition for an advanced Morgan dollar set

or well-formed collection of American patterns.

Mislabeled holder reads J-1550.

#061910

3043 1878 pattern $1. J-1551, P-1728. Rarity-6-t-. Proof-66 R
(NGC). Copper. A superb example of this rare and importa

Judd number. Deeply reflective fields show even orange-r<

throughout, with nice contrast visible between the mirrors ar

the frosted design elements. Some very light toning is seen

the southwest obverse field, spot on rim at base of reverse, on

the most microscopic flyspecks. Abeautiful gem-quality spe(

men with no serious flaws, uspatterns.com notes that "few

than half a dozen are known" in this composition, whi'

suggests that the variety is significantly rarer than Rarity-6

Further, this specimen is the single finest graded by NGC. ]

distinctive and well-preserved appearance would make it L

eye catching start to an advanced Morgan dollar collection!

NGC Census: 1; none finer. Only two examples of this Judd number ha

been certified with the RD designation.

#061912

Superb Gem 1879 Pattern Quarter

3044

Beautiful Copper 1878 Morgan $1

Very Rare Judd-1551

Very Rare

2x photo

1879 pattern 25(t. J-1594, P-1788. Rarity-6+. Proof-67 RB (NG<

Copper. Reeded edge. A miniature Morgan dollar this is! T

Liberty Head used on the Morgan dollar beginning in 1878

seen on this quarter dollar, with the reverse displaying a lar

eagle not encountered on regular issues, and with the lett<

ing differently arranged. Abeautiful copper striking \vith ri

iridescent blue toning yielding marvelous eye appeal.

#071971
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Rare Proof-65 1885 Experimental Edge $1

lx photo

3045 1885 pattern $1. J-1747, P-1959. Rarity-6. Proof-65 (NGC). Silver. Lettered edge. The ob-

verse and reverse feature the regular-issue Morgan dollar designs of the year, but the edge
is experimental having the inscription:

***** E *
/ PLURIBUS *

/ UNUM *****. The design

features are sharp and frosty, while the fields are beautifully reflective mirrors. Warmly
and delightfully toned in intermingled blue, gold, pink, and violet. The edge lettering pres-

ently can't be seen on this specimen because of encapsulation. Although estimates for the

population of the variety range as high as 30 pieces in all grades, the fact that the presently

offered example ranks among the finest survivors is amply shown by the NGC Census data.

Presumably edge lettering was being considered in 1885 as a counterfeit prevention measure.

Andrew Pollock in his Unites States Patterns and Related Issues, writes: "The collar containing

the edge lettering was comprised of three equal segments, each with an arc of 120°, equal to

one third the circumference."

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer (Proof-66).

Henry Chapman wrote the following about the edge lettering of J-1 747 in his Bement Collection sale catalogue

of 1916: "A.L. Snowden's invention. . . which he exhibited to me with great pride; was going to have it patented

and revolutionize the World's coinage until I exhibited to him a crown of Oliver Cromwell, and showed him

where Thos. Simon had made a better job of it h\'o hundred and thirty-seven years before. The Col. collapsed

forthwith."

#062189

BID ON THE INTERNET

Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort

of your home or office. Check online for more instructions.

Tack's
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U.S. GOLD DOLLARS

3048 1849 Closed Wreath. MS-65 (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with

strong lustre and faint olive highlights. Sharply struck from

lightly clashed dies, the only weakness at the 8 in the date,

which is nearly a given for even the sharpest example of this

popular, first-year-of-issue gold dollar.

NGC Census: 13; 2 finer (both MS-66).

S007503

3052 1852-C AU-58 (NGC). Lustrous medium gold with some deep

highlights. A few scattered marks are seen, none of which assc

the unaided eye. An elusive date that .saw a press run of just 9,4.

pieces, with most survivors from that mintage at \ F to EF; ni

AU coins such as the pmsent specimen aa' always popular.

#007518

All gold dollar photos are 2x

3046 1849 Open Wreath. MS-60 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned."

Richly lustrous olive gold with a few hairlines from an old

brushing, though the lustre is largely natural and the eye

appeal is far finer than the grade implies. Reverse die shows

signs of shattering.

Breen-6003. "Type 111. Large Head. Heavy Date."

#007502

Scarce 1849-C Gold Dollar

Close Wreath Variety

First Year of Denomination

Lovely MS-65 1849 Gold $1

Open Wreath
3049

3050

3047 1849 Open Wreath. MS-65 (ICG). A delightful Gem example.

Sharply struck and brilliant. The devices are frosty and the

fields have a texture that's frosty in some areas and satiny in

others. Struck from lightly clashed dies. Magnification reveals

a touch of graininess in the central area of the reverse, a feature

that's frequently seen on Uncirculated gold dollars of the era.

The overall eye appeal of this specimen is superb.

Breen-6003: "Large Head: Coronet point nearer star at right."

#007502

3051

Gem Mint State 1849 Gold $1

Close Wreath, L on Truncation

1851-0 MS-65 (ICG). Frosty, sharp, and lustrous, a pleasir

medium gold specimen of this popular New Orleans Mint i

sue. No serious marks present, even under low magnificatio

A suitable example to represent the date in an advanced go!

dollar or U.S. gold type set.

Bisecting obverse die crack from rim at 9:00, across Liberty's eye at

hair, then to the star at 2:00.

#007516

1849-C Closed Wreath. AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow go]

with a touch of reflectivity and some pale olive highlights C

both sides. One of 11,634 gold dollars produced in Chariot

during the first year of the denomination, and much finer the

the typical VF-EF specimen of the date generally encounterei

No heavy marks present, a plus for the date.

#007505

Trio of certified gold dollars: 1851 AU-58 (PCGS) 1851-

AU-58 (NGC) 1853 MS-62 (NGC). Each has lustre. Various

brilliant or lightly toned. (Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Mint State 1851-0 Gold Dollar
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Uncirculated 1852-D Gold $1

Heavily Rotated Reverse Die

3053 1852-D MS-61 (NGC). Bright honey gold with strong lustre.

One of only 6,360 examples of the date struck, and a rarity in
all grades, with Uncirculated specimens such as the present
coin leading the popularity parade. Reverse die aligned about
325° or so, as opposed to the usual 180° die alignment; here the
1 in the denomination points to 5:00 instead of the usual 12:00
position. No example of the date has been graded finer than
MS-63 (12 pieces) by NGC, making a nice MS-61 coin a grade
worthy of active pursuit.

#007519

Very Choice Uncirculated 1852-0 Gold $1

Among Five Finest Graded by PCGS

3054 1852-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Deep honey gold with heavy frost,

strong lustre, and rich peach and yellow mint brilliance. Sharp-

ly struck with exceptional surfaces that hold up well to careful

magnified scrutiny. Mild orange peel effect at the peripheries,

obverse with several raised diagonal die polish lines around

Liberty's portrait, and with a noticeable die crack downward

from the rim at 12:00 across the star and Liberty's tiara to a

point in her hair near her ear. An exceptional survivor from

a mintage for the date of 140,000 pieces; indeed, the present

specimen is among the five finest examples of the date seen

thus far by PCGS. A truly delightful example of the date and

grade combination, a coin that many would readily call 65

if the label were covered and the grade unknown. Take a look

but be forewarned—you will want to own it!

PCGS Population: 4; 1 finer (MS-65).

#007520

Gem Uncirculated 1853 Gold Dollar

3055 1853 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty honey gold Gem with a bold
strike, strong lustre, and nearly incomparable eye appeal. No
marks of note are found under magnification.

#007521

Scarce 1853 Charlotte Gold $1

3056 1853-C Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. A high-grade

example of this elusive and popular Southern mint gold dollar.

Impeccable and intact frosty lustre suggests a fully mint state

grade. Some scattered hairlines are seen, no significant hits

or planchet chips, only light signs of handling. An old short

scratch is noted above the tip of Liberty's coronet. Relatively

sharply struck for the issue even if not fully struck, and incred-

ibly pleasing in hand. Mint State specimens are very scarce on
this issue, and this one comes awfully close—some may even
grade this fully Mint State. It deserves a strong bid.

#007522

U.S. TYPE II GOLD DOLLARS

3057 1854 Type II. AU-58 (NGC). Light yellow gold with abundant

remaining lustre, especially on the frosty reverse. Some light

lines and scattered marks define the assigned grade. A pleasing

example of this short-lived major type.

#007531

Stack's
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3058 1854 Type II. Very Choice About UncircuIated-58. Bright and

lustrous for this popular type issue, with attractive surfaces

that show just a couple of minor handling marks. Both dies

show faint signs of clashing.

#007531

3059 1855 MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty deep orange with strong underly-

ing lustre, and with royal purple highlights on the high points.

A popular date among the key Type II gold dollar issues.

#007532

3060 1855 MS-61 (NGC). Warm honey gold with lustrous fields,

and with deeper highlights on the high points.

#007532

Choice AU 1855-C Gold Dollar

Only Charlotte Type II Gold $1 Issue

3061 1855-C AU-58 (NGC). Lustrous deep yellow with a hint of

reflectivity in the fields. Planchet lightly grainy in places,

more so at the rims, though no circulation marks are noted;

the graininess is not an unusual occurrence for Charlotte Mint

gold coins, especially on the small planchets in the gold dollar

series. From a modest mintage for the date of only 9,803 pieces.

An elusive issue in AU-58, and a prized rarity in Uncirculated;

just a baker's dozen examples of the date have been graded

finer than the present specimen by NGC, with the finest of

those at the MS-62 level. Nice appeal for the grade.

#007533

U.S. TYPE III GOLD DOLLARS

Choice About Uncirculated 1857-C Gold $1

3062 1857-C AU-58 (NGC). Warm medium gold with much lustre.

Struck on a naturally flawed planchet, almost a given for the date;

this issue is nearly always naturally flawed in one way or another.

One of 13,280 examples of the date produced. Not at all common in

AU-58, as here, and a notable rarity in Mint State grades;NGC has

certified just eight examples at M^60 or finer, none above MS-62.

A remarkably scarce date in an outstanding collectable grade.

#007545

3063 1857-C Reverse Lamination. AU-55 (NGC). Bright honey gold

with yellow overtones and strong lustre. No serious marks from

circulation, though struck on a flawed planchet as nearly always

seen for the date, grainy in places with a wavy nature and a reverse

lamination at the rim at 9:00; the curse of the 1857-C strikes again.

#007545

Landmark Gem 1858 Gold Dollar

3064 1858 MS-68 (PCGS).A lovely specimen, deeply struck and with

full details on both sides. "Flashy" frosty mint lustre. Certainly

this is one of the finest 1858 gold dollars you could ever hope to

see. Likely no more than 125 to 175 different Uncirculated 1858

gold dollars exist, most of these necessarily being in grades far

lower than the landmark specimen here offered.

Perhaps relevant is the fact that the Richard B. Winsor Collection, sold

by the Chapman brothers in December 1885, had an incredible run of gold

dollars, including rarities and Proofs. However, for the 1858 Philadelphia

Mint coin, the best showing was only Extremely Fine.

Our own Dave Bowers and well known expert, John Dannreuthei^ are

researching and soon will be writing a guide bcxik of United States gold dollars

which will tell you everything you ever wanted to know aKiut gold dollars

and more. Extensively color illustrated including die variety details, this brings

together many years of reseanrh bv two of the country s leading ex^x'rts,

#007548
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3065 1859-D AU-55 (NGC). Bright light yellow gold with abundant
remaining lustre and some reflectivity apparent in the fields. An
attractive specimen with a bold strike that allows the sometimes-
soft detail of the central reverse to show plainly. Light handling
marks are seen in the fields, none severe. The obverse die is bro-
ken at ICA, an interesting aspect. This issue, with its prominent
D mintmark, is an endlessly popular one with Southern gold
specialists, and this example should bring a good bid

#007553

3066 1862 MS-65 (ICG). A frosty deep golden gem with rich lustre

that seemingly glows from within. Deep olive highlights add
enchanting appeal. The only date in the series after 1856 with

a production figure of more than one million pieces, and often

chosen for inclusion in U.S. gold type collections as a result.

#007560

3067 1862 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty deep gold with rich orange high-

lights.

#007560
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Superb Gem 1868 Gold Dollar

Among Finest Graded

3068 1868 MS-66 (NGC). What a lovely coin this is, an old friend,

having come to us nearly four years ago in our sale of Septem-
ber 2003, there as Lot 429 and described as:

"A frosty, satiny gem with intense cartwheel lustre on honey
gold surfaces. The fields are moderately prooflike, though more
satiny than reflective. An essentially flawless specimen from a

circulation strike mintage of 10,500 pieces. Easily among the

finest known examples of the date in Mint State, the only one
graded MS-66 by NGC, with just one specimen graded finer. A
truly splendid Type III gold dollar in every manner." Popula-

tions have changed in the interim, but our opinion has not!

NGC Census: 1; 3 finer (MS-68 finest).

From ANR’s sale of September 2003, Lot 429.

#007567

Gem Uncirculated 1871 Gold Dollar

3069 1871 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny, lustrous Gem survivor from a

circulation strike mintage for the date of 3,900 pieces. Deep
honey gold with rich orange and peach toning highlights in the

protected areas. Essentially mark-free surfaces. Some central

striking weakness noted on the reverse, as virtually always

seen for the date.

#007571

3070 1874 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A glittering Gem that

boasts abundant lustre, a decent strike, and rich orange gold

color. The surfaces are outstanding and show virtuallv no signs

of handling.

#007575

Stack's 339
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3071 1882 MS-66 (NGC). A sparkling medium gold Gem example of

the date, a coin with prooflike surfaces and exceptional eye ap-

peal. Heavy lustre is the order of the day on the surfaces of this

sharply struck gem.
#007583

3072 1883 MS-64 (NGC). Frosty honey gold strong lustre and olive

highlights. A delightful coin that holds up well under careful

scrutiny, a coin that pushes the envelope of the next highest grade.

Variety with ERT not impressed on Liberty's headdress.
#007584

Attractive Very Choice Brilliant Proof 1887 Gold $1

3073 1887 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Totally bright and reflec-

tive in the fields, with the expected frosted devices. The strike

was impressive with no signs of softness, as expected for a

Proof issue. The mintage came in at a total of 1,043 pieces, most
of which show more handling than seen here. For identifica-

tion there are a couple of minor lintmarks, one between NI of

UNITED, the other between AM of AMERICA. Shorter flakes

and lintmarks are present in the fields.

#007637

3074 1889 MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with strong peach and

rose iridescence. The lustre is unyielding, and the eye appeal is

exceptional for the grade. Sharply struck and true to the grade.

Housfd in an old-style PCGS framcless holder.

#007590

U.S. QUARTER EAGLES
U.S. DRAPED BUST QUARTER EAGLE

Delightful Circulated 1797 Quarter Eagle

3075 1797 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-6. VF-25. A wonderfully original

coin with dark golden surfaces and smooth, even wear. The
ever present die crack is sharp through the right side of the

obverse from the Y of LIBERTY down to the 12th star to the

rim below, this crack eventually formed a full cud and halted

coinage of this date. Eor identification there is an arcing

lintmark left of the date from the lower curl to rim, nearly

touching two points of the first star. These lintmarks are seen

on many examples of 1797 coinage, particularly these quarter

eagles which all seem to have a few random short threads

impressed into the surfaces. The coiner was using a thick cloth

to wipe the dies between strikings, and all examples of this

issue seen by this cataloguer have at least one such lintmark.

Eor identification there are a couple of shallow nicks below
Liberty's nose in the field. On the reverse the shield is a trifle

soft at the center, probably from strike as opposed to wear,

and there is minor encrustation of copper russet flecks in the

fields adhering to the devices. The surface quality and eye

appeal of this coin is outstanding for the moderate grade,

and any numismatist will certainly appreciate the quality

and unmolested color so seldom seen unless an old time

collection turns up. A coin we heartily recommend.
Years of ignorance have finally been put to rest with the release of the

long awaited Early United States Gold Coin Varieties by John Dannreuther

and the late Harry W. Bass, Jr. Prior to this advanced and elegant study of

the early gold varieties, most numismatists were left to their own devices to

determine the rarity of most dates or a partiailar die pairing. Prior to this

study the eagles of 1795 to 1804 were addressed by Anthony Taraszka in his

advanced study of die varieties of that popular series, but collectors of half

eagles and quarter eagles were still stumbling along with the Breen notes

from decades ago. The Miller study of the half eagles offered hope but rarity'

ratings were found to be inconsistent—entirely understandable with so many’

varieties and relatively expensive coins that are hard to track dow'n and reside

in collections for generations. While numismatists routinely use the word

"rare," it was difficult to determine how many were out there that survived

in collectible condition. The extensive plate matching and auction catalogue

research done by Dannreuther and Bass have determined that appmximateh'

20-25 examples of this date survived, likely far fewer than had Kvn assumed

from the reported mintage of 427 although the actual mintage was pmbably

slightly higher. Nevertheless, the majoritv disappeamd to the rawiges of time.

The present coin is probably one of the "lower" grade sur\'i\ ors of the 2lV25

specimens known, but this is a coin any true collector can appaviati' and

will enjoy as long as the coin graces a particular collection.

With an old envelope wliieh stntes "Good Vety Fine.

"
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Outstanding 1802 Quarter Eagle in Mint State

Zx photo

3076 1802/"1" BD-1, B-1 and 3. Rarity-4. MS-62 (PCGS). A wonderfully original coin that boasts attractive coppery toning

on the obverse and even more on the reverse. Frosty lustre resides in the fields and the coin is quite appealing for

the moderate grade. The strike was typically sharp for this early quarter eagle. Minor adjustment marks are found
on the obverse primarily right of the date and into Liberty's bust with a couple also crossing her cap. A decidedly

rare issue with a mere 3,035 struck for the date, with this variety the most available of the three known die pair-

ings. For identification there is a minor nick on the upper point of the 12th star. The obverse die was used to coin

all three die marriages of 1802, and after years of being considered an overdate further research has shown this to

be recutting or a defective 2 as opposed to an underdigit 1. Numismatic traditions die hard, and the PCGS insert

now calls this an 1802/"1." The reverse die was used to coin dimes of both 1802 and 1803, with a heavy die line

extending from the left shield point into the eagle's wing and from the right wing down to the firstA of AMERICA.
Slighf evidence of die clashing within the vertical shield stripes.

PCGS Population: 4; 6 finer (MS-63 finest).

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#007650

Impressive 1802 Quarter Eagle in Near Mint Condition

3077 1802/"1" BD-1, B-1 and 3. Rarity-4. AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold throughout and well preserved for an early

gold coin. Examination will find a few moderate handling tics in the fields on the obverse from circulation and for

identification there is a small field nick at the inside of stars 10 and 11, and on the reverse a tiny scuff in the field

below the right most star. The strike was slightly soft on the eagle's head and neck, this area being opposite from

Liberty's ear. Prooflike reflectivity survives in the reverse fields, as this coin scarcely circulated before being set aside.

Eaint hairlines are seen in the lower left reverse field and surrounding the tail, perhaps from collector examination

over the generations before certificafion. All in all this is an excellent, high-grade, and appealing specimen of this

coveted and rare issue. Dannreuther-Bass estimate between 90 and 120 survive of this die pairing, the present coin

easily in the top half of those.

#007650

Stack's
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Orange Gold Toned 1802 Capped Bust Quarter Eagle

2x photo

3078 1802 BD-1, B-1 and 3. Rarity-4. AU-53 (NGC). The surfaces show a scattering of tics from brief circulation none of
which are deep or distracting. Toned with orange gold around the rims and pleasing as most early gold from this
period has been brightened to bring out lustre in the fields. No adjustment marks or rim bumps present themselves,
and this is desirable example of this classic early American coin. Identifiable by a minor nick in Liberty's hair close
the exact center of the coin and a toning spot below the E of UNITED. Perhaps 90-120 are known according to John
Dannreuther and Harry Bass, Jr., in their Early United States Gold Coin Varieties; the present coin is mid grade for
those that do survive.

#007650

Scarce 1805 Quarter Eagle

3079 1805 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-4. Choice Extremely Fine-45, in terms of wear but the coin has been previously cleaned
and now exhibits a light greenish gold tint. The reverse shows a few hairline scratches over somewhat reflective

surfaces. The strike is decent with some lustre still remaining in the protected areas. This early quarter eagle still

has a decent appearance and should be viewed closely as few if any quarter eagles from the period have avoided
cleaning at some point in the past, each to a different degree.

#007653

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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Exceptional Gem Mint State 1827 Quarter Eagle

Tied for the Finest Known

3080 1827 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-5. MS-65 (NGC). An outstanding Gem Uncirculated quarter eagle that retains resplendent

lustre in the fields and strong visual appeal. The strike is a trifle soft on Liberty's curls near her ear, similar on the

reverse where diagnostic softness is seen on the thigh and portions of the shield. Clean surfaces with a scattering

of microscopic nicks and hairlines the only faults, and the denticles show minor evidence of adjustment marks,

otherwise oWiterated by the force of the strike in the fields and primary devices. For identification purposes, there

is a small scuff on the upper right point of the second obverse star and a couple of minute nicks on the edge of

Liberty's truncation above the 8. The total struck is estimated to be between 1,750 and 2,800 by extensive research

done by John Dannreuther, seemingly scarce but then the total number known is estimated to be between 45 and

55 pieces. Of that meager number, the present coin is one of the two finest reported between the major grading

services, with none finer. An irreplaceable coin of museum quality.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

The reverse die shows light evidence of clashing in the field above the left wing and above the top arrow head. Although first used for

coinage in 1825, this reverse die continued service in 1826 and 1827 to coin all those known, having been lapped after coining the 1826 quarter

eagles.

#007666

Stack's
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Rare 1830 Quarter Eagle

lx photo

3081 1830 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-4. AU-58 DETAILS (ANACS).
"Cleaned." Even medium yellow gold, a bold and attractive

shade, with some natural lustre remaining in protected areas.

Despite the "problem coin" holder, this coin exhibits excellent

eye appeal and only a light cleaning, as indicated by minor
hairlines and extremely trivial brightness on both sides. Some
granularity is seen under a glass but it does not impact the
aesthetic equality. A natural planchet depression is seen at star

1. Essentially unworn, this is a very desirable example of this

rare issue. Just over 4,000 pieces were struck, of which a tiny

fraction survived the change in tenor in 1834.
#007670

U.S. CLASSIC HEAD QUARTER EAGLES
3082 1834 B-6138. Classic Head. Small Head. EF-45 (NGC). This

is an example of the Small Head variety which is the most
common die variety of the year. Average surfaces. Delicate

orange-gold, and well struck.

#007692

Rare Choice Mint State 1834 Classic Head $2.50

3083 1834 Breen-6140. Classic Head. Large Head. MS-63 (NGC).
Prooflike reflectivity in the fields survives despite a scattering of

minor handling tics primarily in the fields. The color is pleasing

orange-gold on both sides. It appears that the reverse die was
lapped before this was struck, in the process it severed the tongue
of the eagle which floats disconnected between his beak, and the

right stroke of the M in AMERICA which is no longer present.

The lapping process restored the mirror polish to the fields and
hence this coin is somewhat prooflike. Several obverse stars are

boldly rccut and the AM of AMERICA are close.

McCloskey C. Rarity-3.

#007692

3084 1834 Breen 6140. Classic Head. Large Head. AU-55 (ANACS).
Frosty lustre remains in the protected areas of this well struck
coin. The surfaces show minor handling marks including a
few shallow scrapes in the fields where the soft gold planchet
was prone to nicks. Star 11 is clearly recut and the reverse has
the wide AM of AMERICA.

McCloskey A. Rarity-3.

#007692

3085 1835 B-6141. EF-45 (PCGS). The surfaces show traces of

prooflike reflectivity in the protected areas and the usual tiny

tics from circulation. There is also a thin pin scratch on the

reverse along the back of the eagle's neck to the rim above but
this is seen only at certain angles.

McCloskey 1. Rarity-2.

#007693

3086 1836 B-6142. Head of 1834. EF-40 (ANACS). Orange gold
on both sides with darker hues near the rims. The strike was
average and the surfaces show the usual minor tics as well as

a few scratches above the eagle in the field.

McCloskey B. Rarity-3.

#007694

3087 1836 Breen-6143. AU-58 (NGC). Satiny deep yellow gold with
heavy frost and great eye appeal. A scattering of tiny marks
present, none worthy of individual mention. Nice overall.

Breen-6143. "Head of 1835. Tall head; only tip of upper ribbon shows,

tiny forelock close fo sixth star."

Bisecting obverse crack from rim fo rim af 10:00 fo 4:00, as frequently

found for Breen-6143.

#007694

3088 1836 Breen-6143. Script 8, Head of 1835 Choice About Uncircu-

lated-58.A coin with appealing surface quality and just a few signs

of handling from the briefest of circulation. In terms of color the

fields are pleasing yellow gold with traces of orange iridese'ene'e.

The strike was average for the variety with sharp stars but a few

curls on Liberty a bit soft and the left side of the shield diagnos-

tically soft. Minor bisecting obverse die crack thnnigh star 6 to

between the lower right pair of stars, an-erse with lowest aranv

point to the right edge of the left serif of the .A.

McClo,skev-D. Raritv-2.
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3089

3090

3091

3092

1836 Breen-6143. Script 8, Type of 1835. AU-55 (NGC).A bright

and attractive coin with average surfaces from brief circulation.

The strike is bold throughout, and the color is even yellow
gold. Later die state with a bisecting obverse crack from star

6 through Liberty's head down to the rim between the last

pair of stars, another thinner crack is seen up from the left

corner of the shield on the reverse, others through STATES.
An impressive example for the collector.

McCloskey-D. Rarity-2.

#007694

1836 B-6143. Head of 1835. AU-53 (NGC). Coppery orange toning

around the rims with average surfaces for this popular issue. The

strike is average with a touch of sofbiess on the curls and shield,

and the usual thin die crack through the sixth obverse star.

McCloskey D. Rarity-2.

#007694

1836 AU-50 (ANACS). Bright yellow gold with much retained

lustre in the protected areas. No serious marks present. Bisect-

ing obverse crack from 10:00 to 4:00.

Breen-6143. "Head of 1835. Tall head. Only tip of upper ribbon shows;

tiny forelock close to sixth star."

#007694

1836 EF-40 (NGC). Medium yellow gold with some olive

highlights and a touch of reflectivity. No major marks.

Breen-6143.

#007694

Mint State 1837 Quarter Eagle

3093 1837 B-6145. MS-61 (NGC). Attractive orange gold lustre in the

fields, generally attractive for this scarcer date. The surfaces

have the expected handling tics which are nearly always seen

on these Classic Head gold coins. A diagnostic die crack down
into Liberty's curls through the ninth star is present along with

cracks to the rim to each wing tip.

McCloskey B. Rarity-3.

#007695

Bright Yellow Gold Mint State 1837 Classic Head

3094 1837 B-6145. MS-60 (NGC). Bright yellow gold throughout

with an average strike on the curls and obverse stars, some
of which show rounded tops. The reverse is a trifle soft at the

center of the shield while the wing feathers and claws are bold.

Early die state before the obverse crack formed but after the

reverse cracks appeared at the wing tips.

McCloskey B. Rarity-3.

#007695

Pleasing 1839 Classic Head Quarter Eagle

3095 1839 B-6148. AU-55 (PCGS). Housed in an older green label

PCGS holder, this coin has nicer surfaces than usually encoun-

tered. Lustre resides in the fields and minimal hairlines or

handing marks are present. The strike was sharp on all central

devices and just a couple of the obverse stars show flatness at

their centers which may be wear related as opposed to strike. A
thin pin scratch is noted on LiberW's cheek and a few shallow

scuffs are found in the lower left reverse field, another between

ES of STATES. A solid collector coin.

McCloskey A. Rarity-2.

#007698
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Choice AU 1839-C Quarter Eagle

lx photo

3096 1839-C B-6150. AU-55 (PCGS). Broadly repunched 39 in date,

bisecting obverse crack, another faint crack upward from date
connects to bolder bisecting crack, see Breen's note below.
Lustrous orange gold with true olive highlights. No serious

circulation marks present, a definite plus for the design type.

One of 18,140 pieces struck at the Charlotte Mint during the
final year of the design type; in 1840 Gobrecht's Liberty Head
design would begin its long tenure on this denomination.
Fewer than 10 1839-C quarter eagles have been accorded finer

grades than the present specimen by PCGS, none above MS-
62.

Breen-6150. "1839-C Repunched 39. 3 first punched too low, then cor-

rected. ..both dies later shattered."

#007699

Choice AU 1839/8-D Quarter Eagle

lx photo

3097 1839/8-D B-6151. AU-55 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with olive

and rose highlights. A pleasing coin for the grade with essen-

tially mark-free surfaces; even low magnification fails to reveal

a reportable disturbance. One of 13,674 examples of the date

struck in the final year of the design type.
Breen-6151. "1839/8 Head of 1838-C."

#007700

Fax Your Bidsheet
603-569-3875 • 212-582-1946

U.S. LIBERTY HEAD QUARTER EAGLES

Desirable 1840-D Quarter Eagle

Low-Mintage Rarity

3098

1840-D AU-50 (NGC). Bisecting obverse crack runs rim to rim
from 4;00 to 10:00, reverse die shattered. Bright and lustrous

yellow gold with some satiny reflectivity in the fields. A few
tiny marks are present, though none are worthy of individual

mention in our opinion. From a small mintage for the date of

just 3,532 pieces, one of the lowest production runs among
Liberty quarter eagles from Dahlonega.

NGC Census: 8; 13 finer (MS-62 finest).

#007719

Important High-Grade 1843-0 Small Date $2.50

3099

1843-0 Small Date, Crosslet 4. MS-64^ (NGC). One of the

very finest specimens known of this date, a prize for quarter

eagle specialists. Light yellow gold with boldly reflective fields

and frosted devices giving a near-cameo aesthetic appeal.

Boldly lustrous and beautiful to examine in hand. (Dnly minor
hairlines and handling evidence is seen, trivial to the visual

appeal. A little softness is seen on the shield, but other details

are incredibly sharp. Some light cracks connected the reverse

legend to the rim, interesting to study under a glass. A rare

choice Mint State survivor, surpassed by just a single specimen

of the entire date in NGC's two decades of experience.
NGC Census: 1; 1 finer (MS-66). Four MS-64s without star have also

been certified by NGC.
#007731

3100 1843-0 Small Date, Crosslet 4. MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous deep
honey gold with distinctive pale orange highlights. Somewhat
prooflike in the fields, especially so on the obverse. No serious

marks present to the unaided eye.

Group of raised die lumps on Liberty's nevk upfX'imost stars heavilv ^xil-

ished and appearing mom like roundeil tleur-».le-lis rather than ^xiinKxl stars,

#007731
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Scarce Large Date 1843-0 $2.50

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

3101 1843-0 Large Date, Plain 4. MS-63 (NGC). A high quality

specimen, listed as Condition Census #4 in Doug Winter's

work on New Orleans gold coins. Even frosty light yellow
gold, lightly reflective in the obverse fields and showing
abundant lustrous cartwheel on the reverse. The surface qual-

ity is excellent, showing no marks or unattractive planchet

flaws, just some modest and insignificant hairlines under a

glass. A tiny nick far under F of OF allows us to reconnect

this coin with its earlier provenance. The surfaces are unworn
and just minor softness is seen in Liberty's curls. Winter

noted that only 4-5 Mint State pieces were known to him,

ranking this one among their number as early as 1992. The
Large Date variety is significantly scarcer than its Small Date

counterpart, particularly when seen this fine.

NGC Census (Large Date): 2; 1 finer (MS-64).

From Superior's session ofAuction '84, August 1984, Lot 255;

Heritage's sale of the Ashland City Collection, January 2003, Lot

4669 (at $17,250).

#007732

Uncirculated 1843-0 Quarter Eagle

Large Date

Among 10 Finest Graded by NGC

3102 1843-0 Large Date, Plain 4. MS-61 (NGC). Bright yellow

gold with distinctive olive highlights and decided prooflike

reflectivity. Bottom ofO mintmark broadly repunched. Con-

siderably scarcer than its Small Date counterpart, for which

the mintage is nearly four times as great as the Large Date

variety offered here. Nicely struck with unbroken lustre on

the high points, and choice for the grade as a result. Among

the 10 finest grading events registered for the date at NGC,

and important as such to quarter eagle specialists. A nice

looking, truly Mint State coin that should see active bidding

support.

NGC Census: 6; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

#007732

3103 1846-D About Uncirculated-50. Light yellow gold with hair-

lines from a light cleaning, more prominent on obverse than

reverse. A few little nicks are noted near the bust truncation,

other minor marks commensurate with the grade.

#007742

3104

Elusive 1848-C Quarter Eagle

1848-C AU DETAILS (NCS), "improperly cleaned." Bright

yellow gold with retained lustre and some prooflike reflectiv-

ity on both sides. Nicer than the grade implies, and worthy of

in-person examination. One of 16,788 examples of the date to

leave the presses in Charlotte, most of which circulated heavily

downward to grades of VF or so.

#007750

Impressive 1849-C Quarter Eagle

3105 1849-C AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with strong lustre

and bold olive highlights. C mintmark blends with talons,

branch, and feathers above. From a mintage of 10,220 pieces,

the typical survivor from that output likely to be VF or EF,

with very choice AU pieces such as the presently offered coin

few and far between.
NGC Census: 14; 6 finer (MS-61 finest).

#007753

Rare and Desirable 1849-D Quarter Eagle

3106 1849-D AU-58 (NGC). Bright orange gold with substantial

lustre remaining. As expected for this scarce date, the rims are

poorly defined on the lower reverse and this reflects the infe-

rior die quality and coining equipment sent to the Dahlonega

Mint. The obverse dentils are well defined, implying a fairlv

early die state. A mere 10,945 were struck and most long since

have disappeared. The present example has trivial handling

tics from circulation, but strong eye appeal.

#007754
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3107 1850-C Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. Nice light 3110
yellow gold with strong lustre for the grade assigned. The
reverse rim has been delicately filed, however, around 12:00,

and a thin scratch crosses the denticles in the same region. Some
minor obverse granularity is seen, some old pinscratches under
Liberty's chin, minor scattered hairlines. Sharp and visually

pleasing, a respectable inclusion in a collection of Southern
gold.

#007756

3108 1851-C Choice About Uncirculated-55, Pleasing even medium
yellow gold with good lustre remaining in protected areas.

The fields are somewhat abraded and show a scattering of

microscopic marks under a glass, but the eye appeal is quite

nice for the issue. Some minor surface granularity is noted at

the base of the obverse, particularly around star 1 and behind
Liberty's neck. A handsome example of this popular issue from
the Charlotte Mint.

#007760

1852-C EF-45 (NGC).A deep golden specimen with some lilac

toning at the rims. Typical striking for the date, somewhat weak
on the reverse. Mark-free surfaces more than make up for the

striking weakness and bolster the overall appeal considerably.

One of just 9,772 quarter eagles of the date struck.
#007764

1852-0 AU-58 (NGC). A high degree of lustre swirls broadly I

across the bright yellow gold surfaces. Rich orange highlights
;

gather with mint frost in the protected areas. No serious marks
present, certainly not to the unaided eye, and even low mag- i

nification reveals surfaces that are choice for the grade.
#007766

Uncirculated 1851-0 Liberty $2,50

2x photo

3109 1851-0 MS-62 (NGC). Second 1 in date broadly repunched
south. Bright and lustrous lemon yellow gold with a light

degree of reflectivity in the fields. No serious marks present

to the unaided eye, and none that warrant description after

careful examination under tow magnification. Much rarer at

MS-62 or finer than its sizable mintage of 148,000 pieces sug-

gests; evidently much of that mintage saw workhorse duty
in circulation, attested to by the VF to EF range this date is

typically encountered in. Fewer than 20 grading events for the

date have been called MS-62, or finer.

NGC Cen.sus: 15; 4 finer (MS-65 finest).

#007762

3112 1852-0 AU-55 (NGC). Medium honey gold with orange high-

lights and bursts of lustre in the protected areas.

#007766

3113 1852-0 AU-55 (NGC). A satiny coin that has traces of dark

verdigris around the dentils which creates a pleasing frame to

display the coin. Average surfaces and strike with a touch of

softness on the left thigh of the eagle. Traces of hairlines from

circulation.

#007766

3114 Pair of PCGS-certified quarter eagles: 1854 AU-55 1889

AU-55. Each is partially brilliant with hints of pale lilac. The
later issue has a modest mintage of just 17,649 pieces. (Total:

2 pieces)

Both from the Stecher Collection.

.348 Slack
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Classic 1854-S Quarter Eagle

3115 1854-S F-12 (NGC). An incredibly rare coin from the historic

Gold Rush era. From our sale of May 2006, where it was de-

scribed as follows:

The surfaces have some light verdigris on Liberty in her

hair curls and crown close to her ear. Pleasing for the grade,

with no distracting problems expected for a coin with this

much circulation. Identifiable by a minute V shaped indenta-

tion nearly touching Liberty's head between stars 7 and 8, and

a very thin scratch between stars 6 and the point of Liberty's

crown. On the reverse there is a shallow rounded dent between

the stop and the U of UNITED and some dark copper toning

is found on the rim above CA of AMERICA. The reverse die

is clashed with the outline of Liberty's head present above

the right wing.

The California Gold Rush was in full swing by the time

our government figured out it would be far more efficient to

just set up a branch mint in San Francisco instead of several

assayers competing with each other to strike private territo-

rial coinage. As soon as the new San Francisco Mint opened,

gold flooded in to be coined. Naturally it was much easier to

coin larger eagles and double eagles instead of smaller gold

denominations. It took virtually the same amount of work to

make a double eagle as a single quarter eagle, and eight times

more gold would be ready for circulation. However, the de-

mand for small change was strong, so a few bankers requested

the quarter eagle during that first year.

Another difficulty was the lack of parting acids needed

to purify the California gold up to the standards needed for

coinage. These obstacles were overcome in late 1854, enough
to produce coinage with some efficiency. The quarter eagles

ordered came to a total of 246 pieces for the year, and with a

survival rate of approximately 5%, that leaves us with about a

dozen coins to represent this first year of issue. That is simply

amazing—a mere dozen or so surviving coins to represent

the entire issue for the year. Obviously, these are infrequently

offered and hotly contested when they do cross the auction

block. The surfaces are attractive for the grade, with substantial

detail remaining on Liberty's head, while the reverse appears

at least a full grade lower, as is typical of this issue. This coin

was purchased 16 years ago and put away since that time. A
most important opportunity for the specialist.

The following is a list of the known 1854-S quarter eagles.

There are likely duplications within those numbered and fur-

ther research is highly recommended to plate match the 10-12

specimens likely known. Early auctions dating prior to 1950

often used "stock" photos of rare coins and thus some guess-

work is required unless a pedigree was noted in a particular

sale and confirmed by research. The present example is in the

Stack's
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middle range of those known and its importance and rarity

can not be overstated.

1. AU50 and Finest Known. F.C.C. Boyd "World's Greatest Collection"

"J.F. Bell Collection" Qacob Shapiro, Stack's, October, 1944); Memorable 0.F.

Shapiro, Numismatic Galleries, March 1948); Adolphe Menjou (Numismatic
Galleries, June 1950, lot 837) (possibly a different specimen, old stock photos
were used and the truth may never be known); New Netherlands 51st Sale

Oune 1958, lot 837); Rio Rancho (Superior October 1974:89); Harry Bass, Jr.

Collection (Bowers and Merena, October 1999, lot 472); Elite Sale (Superior

January 2004, lot 792). Identifiable by a short scratch from the top arrow to

the right serif of M.

2. NGC EF45. The C. L. Lee Sale (American Numismatic Rarities, Sep-
tember 2005, lot 1128 at $253,000). This coin was recently numismatically
discovered after being held as a family heirloom since the late 1850s.

3. NGC VF35. Davis-Graves (Stack's, April 1954, lot 826); Norweb Collec-

tion (Bowers and Merena, 1987, lot 2025); Richmond Collection Part 1 (David
Lawrence Rare Coins, July 2004, lot 1149 at $86,250); Identifiable by a nick

below star 7 and a small dark area above the 'T' of UNITED in the dentils.

4. ANACS XF40 Details, Damaged and Cleaned, Net VE20. William Cutler

Atwater Collection (B. Max Mehl, June 1946); Grant Pierce Collection (Stack's,

May 1965, lot 1154); Miles Collection (Stack's, October 1968, lot 166); scale

removed from surfaces in this period, 1973 ANA Sale Qess Peters, August
1973, lot 826); 1974 MANA Sale, lot 1547; MANASale (Kagin's 304th Sale, lot

1547); Arthur Lamborn "Fairfield" Collection (Bowers and Ruddy, October
1977, lot 1544); Scott-Kinnear Sale (Sotheby's, 1982, lot 13); Long Beach Sale

(Heritage, October 1995, lot 5527); Long Beach Sale (Heritage, September 2005,

lot 4337 at $69,000). Identifiable by surface porosity on the top left obverse,

lower left reverse and a nick above star 13.

5. NGC VF25. Long Beach Sale (Heritage, February 2005, lot 7584 at

$97,750). Nick below '54', scratch left of truncation and neck, possibly listed

below.

6. Fine/ Very Good reverse. Samuel W. Wolfson Collection (Stack's,

October 1962, lot 165). Identifiable by moderate wear but no surface marks
readily apparent in that vintage halftone plate.

7. Fine, Very Good reverse. Gilhousen Sale (Superior, February 1973, lot

184); Rio Rancho Sale (Superior, October 1974, lot 90) identifiable by a rough
area on the left central obverse. Possibly the present specimen.

8. Very Good. Auction '81 (Paramount's session, August 1981, lot 1405);

May Sale (Stack's, May 2000, lot 1194). Identifiable by two rim nicks, one by
the first two stars and the other at the base of the reverse.

9. Very Good/ Good reverse. Coin Auction (Elmer Sears, August 1915);

John H. Clapp; Louis Eliasberg (1942 privately); Gold Collection Sale (Bowers
and Ruddy, October 1982, lot 170); Stetson Sale (Bowers and Merena, 1993,

lot 587). Identifiable by wear, no other surface problems noted.

10. Very Good /Fine. Kreisberg/Schulman Sale (February 1960, lot 2592);

ANA Sale (New England Rare Coin Galleries, August 1979, lot 82). Possibly

the present specimen.

11. Very Pine. Auction '86 (Paramount's session, July 1986, lot 1867);

Chicago Sale (RARCOA, 1991, lot 937).

12. Obverse Very Pine, Scratched and jewelry shank removed affecting

'NITE' and 'AMER' on the reverse.

13. Another jewelry piece, listed as "loop removed, traces of solder, Texas

private collection." Not seen.

The present coin is likely number 7 or 10 above or possibly a coin not

enumerated above, and some of those may be the same specimen. Early

photographs make plate matching difficult at best.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Ezra Cole Collection,

January 1986, Lot 2546; From Superior's sale of the Jascha Fieifetz

Collection, October 1999, Lot 4037; From Superior's Boys Town
Sale, May 1990, Lot 5431 at $11,000; Most recently from our sale

ofMay 2006, Lot 2220.

#007773

3118

3116 1856 MS-64 (PCGS).A frosty and impressively lustrous honey
gold specimen with pale olive highlights. Essentially mark free

save for a natural planchet crease near 9:00 at the obverse rim.

Undeniable choice for the grade.

#007777

Frosty High-Grade 1857-S Quarter Eagle

3117 1857-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60 or essentially so. Bright and
lustrous with a couple of minor marks including a shallow

scuff below Liberty's chin in the field. The strike is quite sharp.

One area of discoloration on the upper right reverse probably

from a past chemical enhancement. Scarce in grades of About
Uncirculated, rare finer.

From Bowers and Merena's ANA and Dr. Nelson Page Aspen

Collection, August 1989, Lot 502.

#007785

Choice AU 1858-C Quarter Eagle

1858-C AU-55 (ICG). Deeply lustrous orange gold with a dis-

tinctive rose glow. Nicely struck for the date, and decidedly

free of marks that need verbal embellishment. From a small

mintage of just 9,056 pieces, with the usual specimen available

today in the VF or slightly finer range. A nice coin by any and
all accounts, and equal to the vast majority of specimens at

similar grades in other third-party holders.

#007787

1859 Type II. AU-58 (NGC). Highly lustrous honey gold with

rich yellow and olive highlights, somewhat prooflike in the

fields with lightly dusted motifs. Some faint rose iridescence

graces the reverse eagle. A scarce issue in Mint State grades, as

noted by the NGC census. Type II, most easily distinguished

by the reverse arrowheads, which are small and narrow, and

moderately distant from RICA; on the old Tvpe I reverse, the

arrowheads were larger, broader, and nearly touching certain

letters in the legend.

NGC Census: 13; 5 finer within the design tvpv' (MS-65 finest).

#007788
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Lustrous 1859-D $2.50

3120 1859-D AU-55 (PCGS). A frosty and eye-appealing specimen
of this low-mintage issue. Strong lustre graces both sides, each
toned pleasing medium yellow gold with subtle and attractive

light highlights of pale olive. Sharply defined on both sides and
extremely lively in the fields. Some light hairlines are seen, nick
noted between stars 4 and 5, little mark on rim under date. Just

over 2,200 specimens were struck, and today few survive looking

as nice as this one. PCGS has assigned a Mint State grade on only

seven occasions, making this choice AU a fine opportunity.
#007789

Popular 1859-D $2.50

3121 1859-D AU-55 (PCGS). Abundant satiny lustre engulfs frosty light

yellow gold surfaces. A pleasing specimen though typically struck

with some central softness. Faint hairlines are noted on both sides,

fine coppery toning streak under bun, tiny near vertical saatch in

upper reverse field. Free ofheavy marks or distractions and exhibit-

ing a fine natural look, this would fit nicely into a carefully formed

collection of the popular quarter eagles from this Southern mint.

#007789

AU 1860-C Quarter Eagle

Final Charlotte $2.50

3122 1860-C AU-53 (NGC). Deep honey gold with some olive and yellow

brilliance, and some faint reflectivity in the fields, particularly on

the reverse. One of 7,469 quarter eagles struck in 1860 in Charlotte,

an issue that proved to be the final in tlie denomination from that

mint.A scattering of light circulation marks comes to tlie fore under

low magnification, though the unaided eye appeal is substantial

and the marks are essentially nonexistent. Some reverse planchet

flaws, as struck and fairly typical of Charlotte during tlie era, are

noted for accuracy. All told, a visually exceptional example.

#007792

3123 1861 B-6257, Type II. MS-63 (ICG). Arrowheads small and
separate, somewhat distant from legend. Deeply lustrous gold

with warm rose toning, undeniably choice for the grade.
"Filled Ear" noted on holder; Liberty's ear hole is flat and without the

usual depth.

#007794

Splendid DCAM Proof 1867 Quarter Eagle

The Harry W. Bass, Jr. Specimen

Finest Graded by PCGS

3124 1867 Proof-67DCAM (PCGS). An exemplary Gem with heav-

ily frosted motifs and richly mirrored fields. Splashes of peach,

vibrant gold, and pale sky blue endorse both sides. From a

reported mintage for the date of 50 pieces, with perhaps just 1

5

to 20 or so examples currently known. A crisply struck speci-

men, the finest Proof example of the date currently certified by
PCGS. Additionally, just 32,000 circulation strikes of the date

were produced, with any circulated 1867 quarter eagle a mod-
est rarity. Proofs are typically the only way to go when superb

quality is sought, as true Uncirculated 1867 quarter eagles are

as rare as the Proofs, if not more so. An outstanding coin.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

Quality Sales Corporation's sale of September 1973, Lot 1060;

Bowers and Merena's sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection, May
2000, Lot 217.

#097893

Desirable 1872 Cameo Proof Quarter Eagle

3125 1872 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A glittering near Gem Proof of

this elusive date, with a mintage of just 30 pieces in all. The
surfaces are consistent yellow gold with the devices showing

the desirable Cameo contrast with the mirror fields. No dis-

tracting lint marks are present and for identification there is a

minute tic on Liberty's cheek below her eye and a similar tiny

tic in the field above and right of the top berrv on the reverse

branch. The date punch shows the 18 normal, while the 72 are

decidedly lower, especially the 2, which seems to be dodging

Liberty's truncation.

PCGS Population: 1; 1 finer within the Cameo designation

(PR-65 Cameo).

#087898
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3126 1872 AU-58 (NGC). Rich honey gold with strong lustre and
prooflike reflectivity. A low-mintage Philadelphia Mint issue, a

date that saw a limited circulation strike production of only 3,000

pieces. Fewer than 10 examples of the date have been graded
finer by NGC. Choice for the grade with no serious marks.

NGC Census: 21; 9 finer (MS-63 finest).

#007815

3127 1877-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60.A very appealing example of

the issue, showing rich cartwheel lustre across even, medium
yellow gold surfaces. Only minor signs of handling are seen,

none offensive, and many could easily grade this a point or

two finer. A very pleasing coin.

#007826

3128 Pair of quarter eagles: 1878 Net EF-40,AU details (ANACS),
"scratched, cleaned." Brilliant surfaces 1925-D AU-58
(PCGS). Hints of amber iridescence. (Total: 2 pieces)

3129 1889 MS-64 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with impressive peach

and rose iridescence. Lustrous and sharp.

#007841

Exceptional Gem Proof 1898 Quarter Eagle

3130 1898 Proof-66 (PCGS). Heavy cameo contrast is the order of

the day, though such is not noted on the PCGS holder. Deep
and rich orange highlights ignite on the frosty motifs and

mirrored fields of this exceptional Gem quarter eagle. One
of 165 Proofs of the date struck, a large enough number that

many pleasing Proofs of the date can be found by today's

active numismatists. The present coin, while not the finest

seen by PCGS, must certainly be among the finest called

Proof-66 by that firm. The strike is bold and crisp, as should

be expected, and the surfaces are virtually mark free; the

present writer has difficulty finding any disturbances of

consequence. Fewer than 1() Proofs of the date have been

certified finer by PCGS.
[’CCS Population: 13; 8 finer within any designation (all Proof-67).

#007924

Amazing Gem 1899 $2.50 Gold

Among the Finest Known

3131 1899 Proof-68 DCAM (PCGS). A splendid coin, a visual treat.

Fully brilliant on both sides, with fields displaying the highly*

desirable "orange peel" surface. We dare say that this cameo gem
is as nice as the day it was minted. Just 150 Proofs were sfruck,

remarkably from two pairs of dies. Today in 2007 perhaps 60

1

to 80 different Proofs can be accounted for, with typical grades
i

ranging from Proof-60 to 63. Gems, especially of the assigned

,

grade and quality presented here, are extremely elusive.

#097925

3132 1901 MS-65 (ICG). A brightly sparkling Gem with intense

lustre. Some toning flecks become apparent under low mag-
nification.

#007853

3133 1901 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Beautiful gem-
like frosty lustre enlivens rich yellow gold surfaces. Some faint

hints of olive toning add to the overall aesthetic appeal. A
particularly choice specimen, ideal for a type set. An interest-

ing die crack runs through E of AMERICA to the rim.

#007927

3134 1903 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty golden Gem with robust lustre,

pale olive hues, and a sharp strike.

#007855

3135 1904 MS-64 (PCGS). Rich and satinv orange surfaces with Ixfld

lustre that seemingly glows from within. Choia' for the grade.

Housed in .in old style friuueless PCGS holder,

#007856
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Splendid Gem Cameo Proof 1905 $2.50 U.S. INDIAN HEAD QUARTER EACl.ES
Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

3136 1905 Proof-67 CAM (PCGS). A sparkling cameo Gem from a

year that is not kiaown for cameo contrast in Proof gold coinage.

Deep yellow gold with broad orange hues, especially on the

reverse. The devices stand boldly out from the fields, making
for exceptional cameo play on both sides. From a Proof mint-

age for the date of 144 pieces, with somewhat more than 100

examples probably still extant. This is, of course, great news for

today's collecting community, as all who desire a Proof Liberty

quarter eagle from the early 20th century will find them to be
slightly more available than their counterparts from the mid to

late 19th century. Few 1905 Proof quarter eagles extant equal

the quality and visual appeal offered here, a fact that is backed

up by the PCGS Population Report. A splendid opportunity

awaits potential bidders.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within the designation; no other Proof

of the date has been certified finer than Proof-67 within any designation

by PCGS.

#087931

Satiny Gem 1908 Quarter Eagle

3140 1908 MS-66 (NGC). A truly lovely Gem with robust cartwheel

lustre that supports rose, peach, and bright yellow mint bril-

liance, that holds up well to careful scrutiny. Choice for the

grade, and exceeded in quality in the NGC Census Report by
only three specimens, all MS-67.

#007939

Gem Mint State 1908 Indian $2.50

3141

3137 1905 MS-65 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with pale olive high-

lights and intensely glowing lustre.

#007857

3142

1908 MS-65 (ICG). A frosty honey gold Gem with rich olive

highlights and strong, unbroken lustre on the design high

points. From the first year of Bela Lyon Pratt's unique incused

design type, which also made an appearance in 1908 in the half

eagle denomination.
#007939

1909 MS-63 (ICG). Frosty honey gold with lively lustre.

#007940

3138 1906 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty Gem with intense lustre, pale olive

iridescence, a bold strike, and exceptional eye appeal. Easily

worthy of the assigned grade.

#007858

3143 1910 MS-62 (ICG). Satiny honey gold with refreshing lustre

and pale olive toning.

#007941

3139 Pair of quarter eagles, both Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

Choice-62: 1907. Lustrous and attractive 1929. A few

handling lines from a higher grade. (Total: 2 pieces)

1911 MS-62 (ICG). Lustrous honey gold with olive over-

tones.

#007942
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Ever Popular 1911-D Quarter Eagle

3145 1911-D Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. A sharply

struck coin in terms of initial presentation, but closer scrutiny
3^48

reveals signs of a very subtle cleaning. The "D" Mintmark
is clear and the incuse striking details are crisp. The total

coined was 55,680 although the vast majority of these were
lost or melted in the ensuing years of economic and social

upheaval.
#007943

Desirable 1911-D Indian Quarter Eagle

Important Key Date

3151

3147 1911-D Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Deep yellow gold

with some hints of violet in the fields. Only light evidence of

handling, including some trivial hairlines and a little scratch

under the Indian's chin. A sharp and handsome specimen

that would fit in nicely with a date collection of this popular 3152

type.

#007943

Key Date 1911-D in Rare

First Generation PCGS Holder

1911-D AU-50 (PCGS). A study in how certified grading has

evolved over the years. Note the quality and lustre of the

present coin and balance that with the touch of wear on the

high points. While not quite Brilliant Uncirculated, this coin is

much closer to that level than the grade implies. A few trivial

nicks from circulation and a dull broken scratch is found in

the upper reverse field for identification. Housed in a small

first generation PCGS holder affectionately called a "rattler"

as the tiny plastic pegs inside the holder tend to let the coin

rattle.

#007943

Choice EF 1911-D Indian $2.50

1912 MS-63 (ICG). Frosty and lustrous with deep rose high-

lights.

#007944

1913 MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen with the overall ap-

pearance of a finer grade, lustrous, sharp, and appealing at

many levels.

#007945

1913 MS-63 (ICG). Bright honey gold with pale rose and blue

highlights.

#007945

3149

3146 1911-D MS-61 (ICG). Matte-like honey gold with deeply

imbued lustre, faint hairlines seen on both sides. A nice ex-

ample of the prominent key date in the Indian quarter eagle

series—any other date in the design type falls far short on rarity

and importance when compared to the 1911-D issue. Strong D
mintmark variety.

#007943

Key 1911-D $2.50

3150

1911-D EF-45 (PCGS). Deep honey gold with much mint bril-

liance in the protected areas. Lightly circulated but essentially

devoid of marks of any consequence; certainly the unaided

eye will be hard-pressed to find a mark. The undisputed key

to the Indian quarter eagle series.

#007943
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Choice Uncirculated 1914 Indian $2.50

3153 1914 MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty example of the second most
prominent scarcity—behind the 1911-D rarity—in the series.

Warm honey gold with robust lustre and exceptional eye ap-
peal. One of 240,000 examples of the date struck, the second
lowest production figure in the design type.

#007946

3154

3155

Choice Uncirculated 1914 Quarter Eagle 3160

1914 MS-63 (ICG). A lustrous coin with warm honey gold

surfaces and deep rose highlights. A key date in the series at

MS-63 or finer.

#007946

1914 MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny and highly lustrous with rich

peach, pale sky blue, and frosty orange surface highlights.

#007946
3162

Choice Mint State 1914-D $2.50

3156

3157

1914-D MS-64 (PCGS). Pale honey gold with robust cartwheel

lustre and superb peach toning highlights. Bold unbroken

lustre on the high points.

#007947

1914-D MS-63 (ICG). Strong, flashy lustre on bright honey

gold surfaces.

#007947

3163

3164

3158 1914-D MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with warm olive

highlights.

#007947

1915 MS-63 (ICG). Highly lustrous with a decided olive

cast.

#007948

1925-D MS-64 (PCGS). Medium honey gold with rich rose

lustre and delightful eye appeal for the grade. The final branch

mint issue in the denomination.
#007949

1925-D MS-63 (ICG). Rich honey gold with pale rose highlights

and exceptional lustre. The final branch mint issue in a denomi-

nation that stretched intermittently from 1796 to 1929.

#007949

1926 MS-65 (ICG). A satiny gem with frosty rose and olive

toning highlights, and with bold, unbroken lustre on all points.

Nice.

#007950

1927 MS-65 (ICG). A lustrous Gem example. Predominantly

brilliant surfaces with blushes of olive and lilac. Most design

features show bold detail definition. Only 388,000 examples

were minted, the third lowest production figure of the design

type.

#007951

1928 MS-65 (ICG). Frosty lustre. Partially brilliant surfaces

with blushes of pale blue and olive. Most design features are

sharp save for some of the fine feather details in the Indian's

headdress.

#007952
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3165 1928 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. An especially bright

and lustrous example of this plentiful date with clean surfaces

and no detractions.

#007952

Elusive MS-65 1929 $2.50

U.S. THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3168 1854 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly choice-62. Bold lustre

remains intact across attractive light yellow gold surfaces.

Frosty and appealing, though some scattered hairlines prevent

a higher grade from being assigned. A light abrasion is noted

along Liberty's forehead. The aesthetic appeal is certainly

that of a Choice Mint State Specimen, with no heavy contact

points or other flaws, and we can envision this as a highlight

in a first-year-of-issue type set.

#007969

3166 1929 MS-65 (ICG). Olive-gold toning complements frosty

surfaces. Close examination reveals a tiny spot by the 13th

star on the obverse. The 1929 ranks as a scarce date in MS-65
grade. Notable as the final year of issue of the Indian quarter

eagle design type.

#007953

3167 1929 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A desirable ex-

ample of this final year of issue with blazing yellow gold lustre

throughout and impressive surfaces. Close examination will

find a couple of minute tics on Liberty's jaw and cheek, others

randomly placed in the fields. Impressive in every way.
#007953

3169 1854 AU-55 (PCGS). Medium honey gold with distinctive rose

highlights. Much mint brilliance on both sides. From the first

year of the denomination, with DOLLARS in tiny letters; from

1855 through the end of the series in 1889 DOLLARS appears

in larger letters, making the 1854 a one-year-only issue.

#007969

3170 1854 AU-55 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Much lustre

remains in the protected areas, no detrimental surface marks

apparent.

#007969
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Extraordinary MS-63 1854-0 $3

Finest Certified by NGC

3171 1854-0 MS-63 (NGC). Satiny and mostly brilliant with blushes and wisps of amber iridescence.

Most design features show bold definition with the exception of the "O" mintmark which is softly

impressed as is typical for the issue. A scattering of small planchet flaws [or perhaps lintmarks?]

is nofed on the obverse, which will serve to identify fhis piece af any point in the future. The

reverse die state is advanced, with a crack extending from the rim at 4:00 through both ribbon tips

and the mintmark. Another crack passes through the left ribbon from a point near the bow into

the mintmark. The 1854-0 has long been recognized as a great rarity in Uncirculated condition.

David Akers, the pioneering researcher in the field of U.S. gold coinage rarities, noted that the

1854-0 "is rare in AU and very rare in Uncirculated condition." Q. David Bowers in his United

States $3 Gold Pieces, 1854-1889, published in 2005, estimated a surviving Uncirculated popula-

tion of only fhree or four pieces. As of the present time, PCGS has certified only two Mint State

examples of the 1854-0 those graded MS-61 and MS-62. NGC has certified 1854-0 $3 gold pieces

on a total of 613 occasions, buf has graded only one example as MS-63 (fhe presently offered

piece), with none finer.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

#007971

Stack's
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Choice AU 1854-0 $3

Sole New Orleans Mint $3 Issue

3172 1854-0 AU-58 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with some prooflike reflectivity and much resident lustre. One of
24,000 examples of the date struck, the only issue within the $3 gold series from the New Orleans Mint. As such, the
popularity is ensured within U.S. numismatics, and especially within the $3 series. A few light marks are present,
none serious enough to warrant individual mention. A key date from the first year of the design type

#007971

Brilliant AU-58 1854-0 $3

3173 1854-0 AU-58 (NGC). Brilliant surfaces with most of the original mint lustre still surviving in the fields. The "O"
mintmark is beautifully defined on this specimen, and is clearly transected by two die cracks, a feature shared by
other specimens seen. The 1854-0 is notable for its status as the only three-dollar issue struck at the New Orleans
Mint. A scant 24,000 examples were minted.

#007971

Lustrous AU 1854-0 $3

3174 1854-0 AU-55 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights, strong lustre, and touch of prooflike

reflectivity around the devices. A few faint marks present, none overbearing or apt to alter your opinion on the

grade.

#007971
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3175 1855 AU-53 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous orange gold with rich

peach highlights. Nice for the grade with no serious marks
apparent.

#007972

3176 1856 AU-58 (NGC). A high degree of lustre spins languidly

across the soft honey gold surfaces of this pleasingly scarce

coin. No serious marks and great overall eye appeal.
#007974

3179 1856-S Small S. AU-55 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Deep
olive gold with plenty of retained lustre in the protected areas,

no serious marks present. One of just five dates in the denomi-

nation, 1854-1889, struck at the San Francisco Mint.
Breen-6356. "Small S. Very scarce. Usually weak and in low grades;

prohibitively rare Unc."

#007975

Popular 1856-S $3

Lovely AU-58 1856-S $3

3180 1856-S About Uncirculated-50. A popular San Francisco is-

sue in collectible grade. Attractive coppery toning frames the

peripheries around lustrous medium yellow gold surfaces.

Some light hairlines suggest a wiping or cleaning long ago,

but the aesthetic appeal remains intact. Good sharpness, a

very desirable example.
#007975

3177 1856-S AU-58 (ICG).A lovely example for the grade with much

original mint lustre surviving in the fields. Mostly brilliant sur-

faces with hints of violet and blue. The strike is about average

with a touch of softness noted on the high points of Liberty's

hair and the wreath. Two shallow nicks beneath D in UNITED

and a tiny dig to the right of the date are mentioned more for

purposes of future identification than for any other reason. The

issue is described by David Akers as "very difficult to obtain

better than EF." Only 34,500 specimens were minted.

Breen-6355. Medium "S" mintmark. Variety with die break at base of

2nd L in DOLLAR.
#007975

Lovely MS-61 1857 $3

3178

Choice AU 1856-S $3 3181

1856-S Medium S. AU-55 (PCGS). Medium gold with rich

orange highlights and strong lustre on both sides. Scarce in

AU or finer as noted in the Bowers reference, where we find

that "the typically encountered coin is apt to be graded VF or

EF, reflecting extensive use in commerce."

#007975

1857 MS-61 (NGC). A thoroughly attractive specimen. Mostly

brilliant surfaces with some hints of rose on the high points of

the reverse. The devices are frosty and the fields have a texture

that's intermediate between frosty and satiny. Most design

features are sharp, with a touch of softness noted at the cotton

leaves and bolls of the reverse wreath. An excellent candidate

suitable for inclusion in either an outstanding type collection

or exceptional date and mintmark set. From a mintage of just

20,891 pieces.

#007976

Stack's
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Popular 1857-S $3

3182 1857-S AU-50 (PCGS). Medium yellow gold with warm olive

highlights. Intense lustre blooms in the protected design areas,

strong and untouched in places. Some scattered marks become
apparent under low magnification, though the unaided eye
fails to dwell on any solitary mark. From a mintage for the

date 14,000 pieces, most of which were gobbled up readily

by commercial interest and serving routinely in day-to-day

transactions. At AU-50 and finer, this date takes on a certain

cachet of scarcity and desirability, and we suspect the present

pleasing coin will make a nice addition to its next cabinet.
#007977

Impressive Mint State 1862 $3

An Underappreciated Rarity

3183 1862 MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with the appearance

of a Gem to the unaideci eye. Satiny honey gold with intense

cartwheel lustre and a bold strike. Vertical die polish lines

seen on both sides, an earmark of all genuine examples
of the date. We also note a few horizontal hairlines, which
probably prevented a finer grade overall; sans the hairlines

and Gem is not out of the question. As the Bowers reference

on the denomination notes: "The 1862 $3 gold piece is very

elusive in all grades and is particularly so at higher levels.

And yet, similar to many other coins in this series, it is not

widely known or appreciated as a rarity." Indeed, the same
volume estimates that perhaps just 30 to 40 examples of the

date are known in Uncirculated grades. With that in mind,

we can give this attractive coin high marks.
#007983

Low-Mintage 1865 $3

Attractive AU-55 Specimen

2x photo

3184 1865 AU-55 (NGC). Attractive olive-gold toning with hints of

lilac. This piece was prooflike at the time of issue, and traces

of mirrorlike brilliance can be seen around the letters and
numerals. The 1865 has the lowest mintage of any three-dollar

issue of the 1860s; only 1,165 examples were minted. We expect

many generous bids.

#007986

Choice Uncirculated 1870 $3

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

3185 1870 MS-64 (PCGS). An impressively prooflike specimen that

encroaches upon Gem quality. The frosty devices and mirror

fields are aglow with fiery orange and peach highlights. A
sharply struck survivor from a mintage of 3,500 pieces in-

tended for general circulation. Rare in all grades, especially

in Mint State as here. Indeed, the present specimen is tied

with one other grading event at PCGS forfinest certified hon-

ors. Perhaps just two to three dozen Mint State examples of

this date can be accounted for today with any certaintv. The
present specimen is certainly, and easily, among the finest

1870 $3 coins extant.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

#007991
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3186 1872 AU-55 (ANACS). Lustrous honey gold with yellow and
olive highlights. Prooflike with rich cameo contrast on both
sides. Only 2,000 circulation strikes of the date were produced,
making for a rarity in any grade. As the Bowers reference on
the series notes under this date: "As is the case with so many
dates in the $3 series, few collectors other than specialists are

aware how rare these coins are." A nice opportunity.
#007994

Rare 1873 Close 3 Three Dollar Gold Piece

3187 1873 Close 3. AU DETAILS (NCS). "Improperly cleaned."

Lightly cleaned in the past with traces of haze resulting par-

ticularly on the reverse. The strike is bold on all devices and the

surfaces show scattered minute handling marks on the reflec-

tive fields. Although the original mintage was not reported, or

perhaps included in 1874, the number coined was clearly quite

small as precious few exist today. Perhaps 200-300 pieces are

extant, most show varying signs of circulation. As a date, the

1873 Closed 3 is one of the key issues to this popular series,

and any coin should be considered by the specialists.

#007995

Gem MS-65 1878 $3

3188 1878 MS-65 (ICG). Frosty and attractive. Essentially brilliant

with just a hint of lilac iridescence. Virtually all design features

show bold definition. Worth a generous bid from the numis-

matist who demands exceptional quality.

#008000

3189 1878 UNC DETAILS (NCS), "improperly cleaned." Deep
golden orange with underlying lustre and some light hair-

lines.

#008000

3190 1878 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Lustrous with a trace

of hairlines on both sides from brief circulation. The color is a

delight with coppery gold traces in the fields.

#008000

Elusive 1880 Gold $3 Rarity

Mintage: 1,000

3191 1880 MS-60 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Highly lustrous,

much of it natural and not brought out by the long-ago cleaning

mentioned on the holder. "The 1880 stands high in the rarity

sweepstakes," according to the Bowers reference, which notes

further that "Mint State coins are very elusive and circulated

examples are the second rarest of the decade (exceeded only by
1884)." An exceptionally attractive piece despite the holder's

admonitions, and a coin that should be seen before bidding

judgment is passed.

#008002

3192 1880 AU-58 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Deep honev gold

with olive highlights and prooflike reflectivity in the protected

design areas. One of 1,000 circulation strikes of the date pro-

duced.
#008002

Stack's 3bl
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Important 1883 $3 Rarity

Just 900 Struck

3193 1883 AU-58 (PCGS). Cameo prooflike yellow gold with richer toning highlights. Some tiny tics are noted, but the

overall integrity of the surfaces has come down through the years essentially unscathed. Only 900 examples of the
date were produced for intended circulation, a low production run by any standards, and an ever-popular date
with specialists as a result.

#008005

Rare 1886 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated $3

3194 1886 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. The devices have bold cameo contrast which stands out from the

deep mirror fields. The surfaces have been brightened to some degree by dipping, however the visual appeal and
surface quality remain quite impressive. Mintage petered out after a mere 1,000 were struckfor general circulation a

meager sum indeed.

#008008

Frosty Uncirculated 1887 $3

3195 1887 MS-62 (PCGS). Sparkling honey gold with warm rose highlights. To the unaided eye, the present prooflike

and highly lustrous specimen appears much finer than the assigned grade. Even under careful examination, you
are not apt to change that first impression overly much. In the Bowers reference on the subject, a curious remark

notes: "To all intents and purposes the 1887 $3 should be an easy enough date to find, perhaps even common in

the context of the series. However, as the rarity of the coins in the marketplace belies the mintage figure, it is likely

that the majority of the pieces remained in the Mint and went to the melting pot." That reference also estimates

that perhaps 140 to 180 Mint State examples of the date are currently accounted for. Truly exceptional quality for

the grade.

Holder marked Stecher Collection.

#(X)8(X)9
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_y^S. HALF EAGLES ($5 GOLD)
U.s. CAPPED BUST HALF EAGLES

Attractive and Rare 1795 Half Eagle

Small Eagle Type, BD-3

3196 1795 Bass-Dannreuther-3, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3+. AU-55 (PCGS). but never on the $2.50 denomination (which had its beginning
A beautiful specimen of the first year of the United States gold in 1796). The lustre is extensive on both sides. With excellent
half eagle. Well struck on both sides, with most details sharp eye appeal, nice strike, and a generous measure of rarity and
except some trivial lightness at the centers, this coin displays history, this piece should attract a lot of attention. Indeed, half
the mohfs to their finest advantage. The obverse depicts Miss eagles of this particular year have formed the focus of study by
Liberty with a conical cap, facing right, with eight stars at the several scholars, most notably William H. Woodin, succeeded
left border and five at the border in front of Miss Liberty's face. in numismahc research interests by his friend Edgar H. Adams,
One of a number of dies made up in 1795, too many, it turned culminated in 2006 by Early U.S. Gold Coin Varieties 1795-1834,

out, for acfual use of all during the calendar year, and thus some the definitive book by John Dannreuther in posthumous coop-
where employed later, including the notable rarity with Heraldic eration with the late Harry W. Bass, J r., utilizing Bass' extensive

Eagle reverse minted circa 1798. The reverse is likewise attrac- research notes,

tive, depicting the American eagle perched on a palm branch. From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

holding a wreath of Victory aloft in its beak, with the inscrip- #008066

tion surrounding. The motifs were used on eagles of the time.

Historic 1795 Half Eagle

3197 1795 BD-3, Breen 1-B, Rarity-3+. Small Eagle. About Uncirculated-50. Even light yellow gold with faint steel

toning around devices and a good bit of lustre remaining in protected areas. Sharply detailed, handsome in-hand

and lacking notable defects. Some light haze is seen, scattering of tiny contact marks only come to the fore under

magnification, the usual minor hairlines. A tiny hidden rim nick is seen over R of AMERICA. The central obverse

is a hint granular, as so often seen. A very appealing, lightly circulated example of our first half eagle, important

to type collectors as well as those assembling date runs of this denomination produced in three different centuries.

The presence of this coin in a collection will be a point of pride for its next owner.

#008066
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Important and Rare 1796/5 Overdate $5

BD-l, Lustrous AU

3198 1796/5 BD-l, Breen 9-1. Rarity4+. AU-53 (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous example of BD-l, this coin will satisfy the type

collector as well as the gold specialist. Both obverse and reverse are well struck except for some typical lightness

near the centers, scarcely worth mentioning. The overdate is bold, and represents a use in 1796 of a die made in

1795, but probably not employed in that calendar year. Most 1795 dies used later were not overdated, for reasons

unknown today. Perhaps they had been heat treated or tempered, and they were thus harder to overpunch.

The visual aspect is quite attractive, with warm yellow gold on both sides accented by ample lustre. Relatively few
half eagles of this early era and grade can match it. A lovely specimen that will attract much attention as it is sold.

From the }.A. Sherman Collection.

#008067

3199 1796/5 BD-l, Breen 9-1. Rarity-4+. Net Fine-12; sharpness of Extremely Fine-40, jewelry. An interesting and collectible

example of this rare early half eagle, made into a charm and attractively mounted. The mount is attached at three

points to the upper obverse rim, with no circumferential bezel, nicely accomplished and ready to be worn. The coin

itself has good detail and light yellow gold surfaces, showing some darker detritus around peripheries. Another

mount was once present on the reverse and its vestiges are still visible at TE of UNITED and ER of AMERICA. The

usual light marks associated with jewelry use are present. This would make a desirable addition to a half eagle date

set that would otherwise lack this rarity, or it could still serve its old function as an interesting piece of jewelry.

#008067

3200 1799 BD-5, Breen 3-F. Rarity-5+. EF DETAILS (NCS), "improperly cleaned." Even deep yellow gold surfaces show

slight granularity and hairlines on both sides. Though not noted by NCS, some tooling at the base of the eagle's tail

and slight unevenness above Liberty's cap suggest that this coin was once mounted, though the vestiges are appar-

ently minor enough to have missed the grading service's notice. Some slight adjustment marks are seen at the obx erse

rim outside the right stars. A few little scratches are seen under the tmncation of the bust, a few other marks hea' and

there. Good sharpness and a modicum of eye appeal, a collectible specimen of this rare earlv half eagle.

#098081
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Choice Mint State 1800 Half Eagle

lx photo

3201 1800 BD-2. Breen 1-B. Rarity-3+. MS-63 (PCGS). A lustrous and well struck example of this date which is quite
attractive. The surfaces have scatfered random handling tics and a few thin lines which appear and disappear when
examined under a light. The strike was bold throughout, with no softness apparent on Liberty or the reverse shield
and stars. The obverse die shows strong evidence of clashing on the upper right, with the eagle's tail clear in the

field surrounding IB of LIBERTY and lettering from AMERICA fo the right. On the reverse bold clashing is seen
through the central fields. Pleasing coppery toning is found on the reverse rims. Of all the 1800 die pairings used
for half eagles, this pair of dies produced close to one half of those known for the year. Although available with
patience this nice, few are seen finer of this popular Capped Bust half eagle.

PCGS Population: 11; 7 finer (MS-66 finest).

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#008082

Choice Uncirculated 1803/2 Half Eagle

Exceptionally Lovely

3202 1803/2 BD-4, Breen unlisted. Rarity-4. MS-64 (PCGS). Sparkling yellow gold, a frosty specimen with rich olive high-

lights. Much mint brilliance blooms in the protected areas. A nicely struck example of this scarce date, with surfaces

that may never have been tampered with by today's "coin doctors." Variety with perfect T in LIBERTY, and with the

upper right corner of the 3 in the date touching Liberty's drapery; the other three known varieties of the date have

the 3 more distant making for an easy attribution mark. This writer's well-thumbed copy of the Dannreuther text

on early gold notes that perhaps just 125 to 175 examples of this particular variety are currently known, a number

that includes coins of all grades. The MS-64 beauty offered here is among the 15 finest examples of the date certified

thus far by PCGS A lafe version of Dannreufher's Obverse State c, here with the die crack at the bottom of the date

numerals advanced and vertically to the rim at both ends of the crack, with a huge chip about to fall out of the die

and form fhe cud mentioned in Dannreuther's Obverse State d. Additionally, a bold die crack on the reverse extends

from the sinister side of fhe eagle's shield horizonfally through the E in AMERICA to the rim. An exceptional example

of the date, a pleasing coin that will satisfy virtually any numismatist who takes the time to examine it.

PCGS Population: 11; 4 finer (MS-66 finest).

#008084

Stack's
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Choice AU 1803/2 $5

3203 1803/2 BD-4, Breen "2-D." Rarity-4. AU-58 (NGC). Frosty

light yellow gold with nearly full radiant cartwheel, excellent

lustre for the assigned grade. Horizontal adjustment marks are

noted within the central obverse device, light contact marks
and hairlines consistent with the grade, superb visual appeal.

The overdate characteristic is very bold, even to the naked eye,

making this one of the clearest overdates in the entire first U.S.

Mint series. Usual die crack under the date and thin cracks

down sinister wing and through E of AMERICA are present.

A lovely early gold piece, the kind of coin that is worthy of a

prime slot in a nicely formed collection.

TFiere are two overdate obverses on 1803 half eagles—the first obverse

is muled with three reverses, while the presently offered second obverse is

muled only with the present reverse. The distinction was apparently first

described by W. Elliot Woodward in 1885.

From the }.A. Sherman Collection.

#008084

Nice Mint State 1804 $5

Small 8

3204 1804 BD-1, Breen 2-C/D. Rarity-4+. MS-62 (PCGS). Livel

light yellow gold surfaces show strong reflectivity and goo^

lustre on both sides. Free of adjustment marks and significar

flaws, the visual appeal is excellent for the assigned gradt

Minor hairlines are noted, some light toning seen on the highes

points of the design, bold detail in all devices. A single fair

little scratch is seen on the cap and just above. While ther

are other more common dates in this series, the 1804 date ha

always commanded respect and as such would make a mor
interesting than usual inclusion in a type set. The aesthetics c

this piece are such that it would look nice in any collection.

#008085

1805 $5

1805 BD-2, Breen 3-A. Rarity-4. MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty mediur

yellow gold with pleasing lustre, especially rich on the highl

reflective reverse. The sharpness and eye appeal is excellen

and the contrast between the frosty obverse and the prooflik

reverse is interesting to study. Only light signs of handling

as expected for the grade, and we note a slight toning strip

from UN of UNITED to the center of the shield on the revers«

From the early state of this particular die marriage, with a crac

running vertically through the date, a patch of die rust at LI c

LIBERTY, but no evidence of clashing. Some faint adjustmer

marks are present on the reverse, visible but not distracting

seen mostly at STATES and around the arrows. A desirabl

example of this early half eagle tvpe.

#008088
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Fresh Mint State 1806 Round Top 6 Half Eagle

3208 1806 BD-6 Breen 5-E Rarity-2. Round Top 6. 7X6 Stars. Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Edge filed aLx^ve stars 4 to 6 up to LiberP 's

cap Attrartve with frosty mint lustre in the fields. The surfaces show a few minor hairlines from handling, but nothing

distracting There are no apparent adjustment marks but the denticles are softly impressed above L1BERT\' and the edge

has been lightly filed above Liberty's cap, probably to remove an edge nick. On the reverse the denhcl^ are pcxuly struck

at the top left and base of the coin and this may have been caused by adjustment marks which were otlienvise obliterated

by the strike. Close examination is recommended as the coin has a lot of appeal despite the minor problems.

#008089

Lustrous and Frosty 1805 Capped Bust Half Eagle Mint State 1806 Pointed 6 $5

3207 1806 BD-l, Breen 1-A. Rarity-4. Pointed 6. 8X5 Stars. MS-61
(NGC). Satiny lustre enlivens light yellow gold surfaces that

remain a bit reflective in the fields. An attractive coin at tEiis grade

level, with some faint signs of handling in the field and minor

hairlines, but no singular distractions. The sharpness is excellent,

with a good bold strike on both sides, and the fine obverse die

cracks may be easily seen under modest magnification. We note

a tiny scratch in the left reverse field. A flashy and impressive

specimen, scarcer than the Rounded 6 and an important addition

to a cabinet focusing on early gold by major variety.

From the ].A. Sherman Collection.

#008090

2x photo

3206 1805 BD-3. Breen 2-B. Rarity-5+. MS-62 (PCGS). Especially

bright and lustrous with slightly reflective fields and abundant

frost on Liberty's head. Traces of hairlines are present under

scrutiny and the surfaces are pleasing to the eye. Faint adjust-

ment marks are noted crossing Liberty's hair, roughly in a

horizontal direction. On this later die state the reverse has a rim

cud through five denticles past STATES on the extreme edge,

and bold clashing is evident above the branch. Identifiable by

a minute rim bruise below the 5 on the obverse, scarcely visible

in the holder. One of the scarcer die pairings of the year.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#008088

Stack's
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3209 1807 BD-4, Breen 2-C. Rarity-4+. AU-55 (NGC). Olive-gold

surfaces with some wisps and tinges of rose iridescence on
the reverse. Much satiny lustre can be seen around the stars,

letters, and numerals. Close examination reveals some faint

mint-caused adjustment marks on Liberty's cap and hair.

Likewise, a dull old pinscratch is present on Liberty's face.

Although listed as Rarity-4+ overall, examples grading About
Uncirculated or better are almost certainly Rarity-6. Worth a

generous bid from the alert specialist.

#008092

Rare AU-55 1807 BD-4 $5

lx photo

U.S. CAPPED BUST HALF EAGLES

Mint State 1808/7 Overdate $5

3210 1808/7 BD-2, Breen 2-A. Rarity-4+. MS-61 (PCGS). Thorough am
impressive cartwheel lustre reigns across rich deep yellow gok

surfaces. Far better lustre and color than is usually encountered a

tEiis grade level, especially nice and frosty on the reverse thougl

the obverse is highly appealing as well. Light hairlines are seei

on the obverse, little abrasion on Liberty's chin, easily Choic

on the reverse if graded alone and showing lovely old copper

toning around the periphery of that side. The overdate aspect i

easily seen with a glass.A dramatic and attractive example of thi

scarce and popular variety, worthy of a strong bid.

PCGS Population: 3; 10 finer (MS-65 finest).

From the ].A. Sherman Collection.

#008103

Good-Looking AU 1808 $5

1808 BD-4, Breen 4-B. Rarity-3+. AU-55 (PCGS). Light and at

tractive copper toning is splashed liberally across deep goldei

surfaces in a most pleasing and natural fashion, adding a choic

and desirable aspect to the frosty surfaces. Some light hairline

and minor marks are seen under a glass, commensurate wit!

the grade and the minor wear on the high points. The toninj

and lustre are far more pleasing than usually encountered oi

this type, especially considering the even light color seen oi

so many dipped examples of this type. This piece does shov

some light hairlines near an old spot at the bust tip, and .

batch of adjustment marks above 3:00 softens the detail at th

rim in that vicinity. A seemingly natural flaw is seen at E o

AMERICA but is of no great import. A verv pleasing exampE

overall, fit for a picky tvpe set assembler.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#008102

3211
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Frosty 1809/8 $5

3212 1809/8 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. MS-62 (NGC). Highly lustrous light yellow gold with fine visual appeal. A
few stray obverse marks account for the grade; the reverse is definitely choice Mint State. Struck from moderately
clashed dies, with evidence of this on the reverse. Definitely choice for the grade, and worthy of strong bidding
competition.

The obverse die was apparently rusted when pressed into use, as attested to by numerous raised die lumps, particularly at the end of

Liberty s bust. Several die cracks are also noted on the obverse, including one that extends from the tip of Liberty's bust where it joins a die

crack that moves upward in a clockwise motion through all of the stars on the left, albeit faintly through the final three. Other faint cracks con-

nect the stars on the right, while yet another connects the first three numerals in the date, then extending to the hair above the 9 in the date.

From the ].A. Sherman Collection.

#008104

Popular 1809/8 Half Eagle

3213 1809/8 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. AU-55 (PCGS). Frosty even light yellow gold with good remaining lustre,

particularly apparent at the peripheries. A good-looking coin with no major flaws, just the usual scattered and

individually inconsequential marks and lines that come from normal handling. Some faint granularity may be seen

on the bust. A few little nicks are hidden between the top of the cap and the rim. A glass readily reveals the overdate

aspect. A desirable type coin from this era.

#008104

3214 1810 BD-1, Breen 3-D. Rarity-3+. Small Date, Tall 5. About Uncirculated-50. A sharp specimen of this desirable

type Some lustre remains on medium yellow gold surfaces that show an unusual toning blend of rose, olive, and

subtle blue Some hairlines suggest that this piece may have been lightly cleaned and retoned over the years. The

reverse is especially lustrous. A few very faint scratches behind the eagle's head would be missed by most, tiny pit

at Liberty's chin, a few very trivial adjustment marks at reverse rims. A useful example with good overall visual

appeal.

#008106

Stack's
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3215

One of the Finer Examples of the 1810 Small Date, Small 5 Capped Bust Half Eagles

From the Randall, Earle, Woodin, Newcomer, Green, and Farouk Collections

2x photo

1810 BD-2. Breen 2-B. Rarity-6. Small Date, Small 5. AU-55
(PCGS). Toned with rich coppery-gold over classic yellow-

gold as expected on this early issue and a coin which does not

have the "washed out" appearance so often seen on early gold

today. The strike is sharp as usually seen on the few surviving

examples of this rare coin, with strong stars and curls on the

obverse, the reverse with similar sharpness on the eagle and his

claws. The appearance is pleasing to the eye and if this were

a common 1810 Capped Bust half eagle it would be desirable

to represent the issue as a type or date coin for any specialist.

However, this coin was struck by the rare Small Date obverse

die, a die which quickly developed several catastrophic cracks

and was replaced. The rarity of this die pairing is legendary

in numismatics. Recognized by J. Colvin Randall well over a

century ago, the present coin has resided in most of the famous

advanced die variety collections of half eagles formed in the

past 125 years. The provenance of this example truly reads like

a Who's Who in the Capped Bust half eagle series. The present

coin is an early die state when compared with the handful of

known examples, although the horizontal die crack through

the upper portion of the digits in the date is present and the

primary die crack up through the first 1 in the date, through

Liberty's drapery, clasp, neck, curls touching the right serif

of the Y in LIBERTY and cap has formed but is light. In short

order, this bisecting obverse crack formed several branching

cracks which led to the retirement of this obverse die. Curiously

the reverse die was used only to coin this rare variety and the

extremely rare BD-3, which as John Dannreuther stated "is

the rarity of the type!" and that die pairing remains the most

sought-after Capped Bust half eagle. The Small Date, Small 5

die pairing offered here is certainly one of the runners up in

terms of rarity and desirability in the half eagle series.

Of considerable importance is the fact that this coin

is housed in an older green insert PCGS holder with serial

number 4613851, with just a hint of wear or cabinet friction on
the high points. By today's more aggressive grading standards

it would not surprise us to see this coin upgraded by either

major grading service. At the current time PCGS has graded a

total of five examples of this important Guide Book variety and

NGC reports in their Census a total of 6 examples. While there

are likely a few examples of this variety that have not been

certified or are damaged and not certifiable, it is likely that the

total known is about 20 pieces, a number confirmed with recent

correspondence with John Dannreuther, slightly lowering his

estimate of 25-30 known as published in his joint book with

the late Harry W. Bass, Jr., Early U.S. Gold Coin Varieties. The
present example ranks as one of the top six, and may be one

of the top three depending on the accuracy of the cluster of the

MS-62 specimens reported by the two grading services which

may represent only two coins—none of which have crossed

the auction block while certified as MS-62! One of the MS-62
examples recently traded hands in a private transaction for an

undisclosed sum. For extensive Condition Census information

see the following paragraphs.

For future pedigree information the following unique

characteristics are noted which were used to piece together

the illustrious pedigree of the present coin. The obverse has a

small rim bump by the first star and this is the only discern-

able unique feature on that side of the coin. There are no other

noteworthy nicks or cuts, and while this certainly adds to the

desirability factor, makes plate matching more difficult. The

early die state seen here is more useful, as more than half the

existing specimens show extensive and more advanced die

cracks which quickly eliminated them as a possible match. The

reverse however has two nicks which were used to confirm

the provenance. One is a very light scratch between the ES of

STATES, down from the upper right serif of the E. The second

is a shallow dull nick above the left upright of the first U of

UNUM on the scroll. Hints of toning or spotting were also

used to compare with some of the earlier plates.

PCGS Population: 1; 2 finer within the designation (MS-62 finest)—the

actual PCGS Population Report reads 1 example each 45, 50, 55 the present coin,

58, 62. NGC in their Census show 3 graded as 50, 1 as 55 and 2 as MS-62.

The following is our Census of the known specimens of this important

die pairing.

1. MS-62 (PCGS). Not seen. Reported in their Population Rqwrt.

2. MS-62 (NGC). Not seen but stated to exist by March 1995 as noted in

our sale of fhe James A. Stack Collection.

3. MS-62 (NGC). Not seen, possibly a duplicate with one of the above.

4. AU-58 (PCGS). Not seen, possibly upgraded to one of the above.

5. AU-58 (NGC). (no longer in their Census). Scratch at jaw into field,

likely upgraded to one of the above. Ex: Heritage, January’ t>, 2tXU. Lot 2175

not sold; Heritage July 27, 2005, Lot 10345, not sold.

6. AU-55 (PCGS) The Present Specimen. Small rim mark at first star,

short scratch between ES of STATES, dull nick over first U of UNUM. J.

Colvin Randall Collection, W. Elliot Woodward’s .Auction of the |. Colvin
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Randall Collection, June 30, 1885, Lot 914 (likely); to Henry Chapman's auc-
tion of the George Earle Collection, June 25, 1912, Lot 2374 (plate matched
to the reverse only photo); to William Woodin, displayed at the 1914 ANS
Exhibit; purchased En Blocby Waldo Newcomer of Baltimore; later sold with
the entire Newcomer Collection of half eagles by B. Max Mehl to Col. E. H.
R. Green in July 1932 (plate matched to the Col. Green coins from photo
files in our offices); Col. Green half eagles were sold En Bloc to Egypt's King
Farouk in 1943; Sotheby's The Palace Collections of Egypt Auction, February
24 through March 3, 1954, Lot 232 in a group; Auction '88, July 16, 1988, Lot
900 at $29,700; Heritage's Auction of the Diocese of Buffalo Collections June
6, 1997, Lot 6399 at $36,800.

7. AU-55 (NGC) Not seen.

8. AU-50 (PCGS) Not seen.

9. AU-50 (NGC). Hazed surfaces with extensive nicks and minute
scratches, discovered in the Midwest circa 1993. Superior Galleries, January
1994, Lot 2408 at $35,200; Ira and Larry Goldberg's Kardatzke Sale, June 5
2000, Lot 1303 at $31,050.

10. AU-50 (NGC) undoubtedly the Kardatzke coin listed above as #9.

Dr. Kardatzke cracked out any certified coin he had and discarded the insert

to mount his coins in a Capital Plastics style holder. The present cataloguer

(JMM) worked on cataloguing that sale. This coin was resubmitted by Larry
Goldberg to NGC with a copy of the 1994 Superior catalogue and NGC re-

holdered the coin but did not remove the prior listing from their Census.

11. AU-50 (NGC) Not seen.

12. AU (Bass coin) Early Die State. Tiny nick in field near left peak of cap,

in the Bass Museum Collection today and the plate coin in the Bass/Dan-
nreuther book. Slightly later die state than the present coin. From Auction '80,

August 14, 1980, Lot 923 as part of a 4 coin variety set of 1810 half eagles.

13. EF-45 (PCGS). From the Bass Collection, dark spot at fore curl, another

dark spot inside of the O in OF, late die state. Purchased privately from

Mike Brownlee to Harry W. Bass, Jr., Harry W. Bass, Jr., Collection, Bowers

and Merena, October, 1999, Lot 795 at $29,900; Heritage February 21, 2002,

Lot 6777 at $27,600 possibly upgraded to one of the above. In PCGS holder

#5571930.

Eh I j.A. Shi rman Coi i ic i
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14. EF. Dark spot by star five at rim, late die state. From our Miles Auc-
tion, October 25, 1968, lot 347 at $2,000; earlier in our Grant I5ece Auction,

May, 1965, Lot 1303. Likely one noted above.

15. EF. Speck over middle of cap, another over bust near tip, horizontal

nick or line left of eagle's thigh, speck over eagle's head, another in field below
and left of beak tip. Early die state. Our James A. Stack Auction, March 1995,

Lot 465 at $26,400. Said to have been purchased privately in the 1940s.

16. EF, "Cleaned." Dark spot over 8, toned at date, horizontal nick on
lower third of post of D in denomination. Heritage's Diocese of Buffalo Col-

lection, August 2, 1997, lot 5200 at $16,675; our sale March 14,2006, lot 1584 at

$17,250 then certified by ANACS as AU Details, Repaired, Net EF40.

17. The famous "MIC" coin. Brilliant Uncirculated, but initials MIC in

left obverse field, removed, whizzed. Identifiable by a spot on rim above

AT of STATES, middle to late die state. Possible unconfirmed first appear-

ance—Fine to Very Fine, B. Max Mehl's Dr. Charles W. Green Collection,

April 1949, Lot 248—no plate—as Norman Stack said in our 1988 Kramer
Auction "Mehl was usually an 'optimistic' grader, and as he is known from

other occurrences to have downgraded coins with damage rather than men-
tion the problem, it is our belief that this is the earliest appearance of this

coin at auction"; our Philip G. Strauss Auction, May 3, 1959, Lot 2406 with

initials MIC in field; purchased and repaired at this time; New Netherland's

55th Sale, Cicero Collection, December 1960, Lot 110; seen at the 1963 FUN
Convention by Walter Breen at RARCOA's table; Gozan Collection as reported

by Norman Stack; Kreisberg/Schulman's 10th Anniversary Auction, April

6, 1967, Lot 761; Paramount's Session of Auction '81, July 1981, Lot 1426;

R. E. Naftzger Collection; Paramount's FPL of the Naftzger half eagles at

$22,850 circa 1982; Paramount's session of Auction '82, July 1982, Lot 1927;

Stack's /Superior's Auction of the Charles E. Kramer Collection, November
30, 1988, Lot 310; Heritage's Diocese of Buffalo hoard, June 6, 1997, Lot 5326

at $8,912.50 as "whizzed" to cover over the field repair; Superior's Sale,

February 7, 2000, Lot 1082 at $29,900 misattributed as "Large Date, Small 5,

cleaned and buffed up" (!).

#008105

Toned 1811 Half Eagle

3216 1811 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. About Uncirculated-50. A lustrous specimen with a fine natural appearance. FrosW

lustre remains, especially rich on the reverse, across medium yellow gold surfaces. The peripheries show an even

deeper yellow shade, with coppery highlights around some devices and coppery-violet toning behind LiberW's

head at the rim. Light signs of handling from a gentle stay in circulation are seen, just the usual faint hairlines but

no bad contact points. A minor scratch is noted under 18 of the date, just a small batch of adjustment marks hug

the rim atop the reverse. Sharply struck and very appealing, the look of this specimen is very popular with today's

collectors who have grown to appreciate the many shades early gold coins can turn if left alone for a long period

of time.

#008109

Stack's
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Choice Uncirculated 1812 Half Eagle

3217 1812 BD-1, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. Wide 5 D variety. MS-64 (PCGS).A rich and deep honey gold specimen with impres-
sive cartwheel lustre that supports warm orange, pale rose, and faint olive highlights. Modest planchet adjustment
marks diagonally across Liberty's cheek and hair, not overly intrusive, and not unusual for the date or design type.

We note here that fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have been certified finer than the present beauty by
PCGS. Frosty and attractive, and certainly worth considering if you are assembling a high-quality U.S. gold type
set, or simply enjoy lovely coins from the early years of the Mint in Philadelphia. Dannreuther's Obverse State a,

no clashing, lapping, or cracks noted; Reverse State a, same comments. (We note here a reverse die line, probably
the result of an engraver's slip from the underside of the eagle's sinister wing diagonally upward past the first A
in AMERICA then to the rim; this may later fade after lapping.) Absolutely pleasing to the eye, a lovely coin that

will take its rightful place in an advanced early U.S. gold cabinet.

#008112

Pleasing 1812 Half Eagle

3218 1812 BD-1, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous olive gold with satiny surfaces and bright yellow high-

lights in the recessed areas. A tiny batch of adjustment marks may be seen at TA of STATES. Erom the final year of

John Reich's Capped Bust Left design type. A date that can be found without great difficulty in Mint State grades,

and is always popular as such; lovely examples such as the present coin can be purchased by collectors without

breaking the collecting budget, always an appealing situation. An attractive coin for the grade, one that will no

doubt please its new owner immensely.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#008112
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3219

3220

Stunning Gem Mint State 1813 Half Eagle

1813 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. MS-65 (NGC). A delightful coin that boasts rich mint frost throughout with boldly
struck devices. Liberty's curls are piled high upon her head and the stars all show their impressive radial lines.

The reverse too is bold with full definition on the eagle's wings and shield although a trifle soft on portions of

his talons. The color is vibrant yellow gold which pleases the eye. Close examination of the surfaces finds a few
random shallow scuffs in the fields and a cluster of shallow vertical scratches on Liberty's cheek. The last star has
the usual scalloped outer point, believed to be designer John Reich's personal signature used on dies he engraved.
Reich was the Mint Engraver at the time and the Capped Bust half eagle is one of his designs. These have become
known as the "Fat Head Fives" by numismatists, probably because of Liberty's generous matronly proportions.

Certainly one of the finest known of the date, with a total of six graded this high between the services, and just a

single coin graded a point higher by PCGS.
The War of 1812 was being fought all too close to home by 1813. The following year British forces burned the

Capitol Building in Washington, DC before being swept back out to sea by determined American forces. Somehow
this coin survived all that turmoil, in a condition virtually as nice as the day it was struck.

NGC Census: 4, none finer.

#008116

Lustrous Mint State 1824 $5 Rarity

BD-l, MS-62

1824 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-5+. MS-62 (PCGS). The 1824 half eagle is a rarity in all grades, but is usually seen in

Mint State' as here. The present piece fits in nicely with what advanced specialists hope to find, but don't always

succeed: sharp strike, including the details at the center, deep, rich lustre, and superb eye appeal. They all come

together in this lovely half eagle, certainly to be an attraction as it crosses the auction block.

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#008132

Stack's
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Very Rare 1827 Half Eagle

2x photo

3221 1827 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-5+. MS-61 (PCGS). A very rare date and exciting example of

this type. Rich light yellow gold with exceptional lustre for the assigned grade and still better

visual appeal. Some deeper toning around the well-defined devices, full centers to all stars

and excellent definition at the central reverse, just minor flatness at haircurls, fields slightly

reflective but lustre mostly satiny. A few minor scattered marks, including a short vertical

scratch inside star 3 and a horizontal nick over the back of the eagle's head, are noted for

identification purposes.A rarity even among this elusive "Old Tenor" Capped Bust type, most
examples of which no doubt met the melting pots of the mid-19th century when the face value

was exceeded by the bullion value and few collectors were around to preserve examples like

this one. Breen estimated that 12 to 15 examples were known in all grades; Saul Teichman's

extensive pedigree research on early half eagles found only 13 distinct specimens, including

two pieces in the National Numismatic Collection (one of them a Proof) and a specimen

impounded in the Harry Bass Foundation holdings. It is notable that the Byron Reed piece

was also certified as an MS-61 by PCGS. It is equally notable that if one were to believe that

population statistics are the gospel truth about the population of rare coins, this issue would
be more than twice as common as either Breen or Teichman suspect! Of course, careful research

and a lifetime of numismatic scholarship are more reliable than pop reports, and we suspect

that Breen and Teichman's count is very close to correct and that the yearning for a higher

grade has bloating the certification figures of this issue. Any connoisseur who specializes in

early gold knows that the 1827 half eagle is a very rare piece, and upon examination will

discover that this is a particularly lovely specimen
PCGS Population: 3; 6 finer (MS-65 finest). Since 2003, one MS-61 has come off the Population Report and the

number of finer specimens has also decreased by one, which suggests the bloating implicit in some population

figures—these coins did not cease to exist!

From the J.A. Sherman Collection. From Heritage's sale ofMarch 1998, Lot 6419; ANR's Clas-

sics Sale, December 2003, Lot 941.

#008136

SlACI
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U.S. CLASSIC HEAD HALF EAGLEs

Splendid MS-63 1834 Classic Head $5

Plain 4, First Head

lx photo

3222 1834 B-6501. Classic Head, Plain 4. MS-63 (PCGS). A simply delightful example having

brilliant surfaces, frosty devices, and satiny fields. Most design features are about as sharp

as could be desired including the obverse stars and almost all of the eagle's plumage; the

only softness noted is at a few tresses by Liberty's temple and forehead, and at the eagle's

right (viewer's left) thigh. We have the opportunity to view literally dozens of Classic Head

half eagles over the course of a year, and specimens of the caliber offered here are few and

far between. A prize for the connoisseur of quality.

B-6501: "Truncation markedly curved, its end broad and rounded" per Walter Breen's Encyclopedia

#008171

3223 1834 B-6502. Classic Head, Plain 4. AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with lustre in

the fields and a decent strike although minor central softness is present on Liberty's

curls. The surfaces show fewer scuffs and nicks than usual, and all are quite shallow

in nature. The obverse sports a triple cut 4 while the reverse has a tongue on the eagle

and no bud in the branch.

McCloskey-2A. Rarity-2.

#008171

Stack's
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Magnificent 1834 Crosslet 4 $5

Among The Finest Known

3224 1834 B-6503. Classic Head, Crosslet 4. MS-64 (NGC). Magnifi-

cent gem-quality lustre swirls over rich yellow gold surfaces

whose color deepens at the periphery. The surfaces are frosty

and intense with mint bloom, showing some reflectivity on
both sides. Only minor scattered marks are seen, and we note

a nick in front of Liberty's lips as the only one large enough to

serve as an identifier. A thin scratch runs along the top of the

wing behind the eagle's head. The strike is bold, with defini-

tion in the often-flat curl above Liberty's ear and a reverse

sharp enough that the die clash from obverse's LIBERTY is

clear inside the shield. The visual appeal is extraordinary, with

a liveliness and beauty not frequently found on coins of this

type, let alone on specimens of this scarce Crosslet 4 variety.

Eliasberg owned three Plain 4s, two Uncs and a Proof; his

Crosslet 4 was graded only EE. Norweb's Crosslet 4 was a VE-
20 and Garrett lacked the variety entirely. The three Bass sales

contained only a certified AU-55 and a raw AU-55, and none
were retained by the Bass Foundation. Because the Classic

Head series has been so unappreciated for so long—Norweb
pre.sumably had a VF because it didn't much matter, not be-

cau.se no finer was available—that the rarity of this variety in

high grade is also not widely known. PCGS has graded a Plain

4 on 905 separate occasions in all grades; the total population of

the Crosslet 4 is a mere 73, with none finer than MS-63! NGC's
numbers are even more staggering: populations of 1241 vs. 58,

with only two grading events finer than MS-62.

The data published by David Akers in 1979 also supports

the rarity of this issue. Of the 49 auction appearances he cited

(not necessarily representing distinct coins), only three were

AU examples and only four were called Mint State. Just two
of the four Mint State appearances were accompanied by a

photograph and both (NERCA 12-76 and B+R 10-77) were of

the same coin, a different specimen from this one. The more we
delve into the Crosslet 4 in Mint State, the more convinced we
become of its great rarity. Further, we would not be surprised

if this was the single finest known example. A world-class

collection is founded upon coins like this, pieces which can

scarcely be duplicated at any price. As interest in this series

matches that of earlier half eagles, this piece will become one

of the centerpiece trophy coins of the entire design tvpe.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

From our sale of the Red Bank Colleetiou, Deeeiiiher 200B, Lot

944.

#008172

376 Slack
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Rare and Desirable 1834 Crosslet 4 Half Eagle

Close To Mint State

3228

3225 1834 B-6503. Classic Head, Crosslet 4. AU-55 (ANACS). This
coin is a delight to study, even orange-gold with ample lustre

in the fields. Surface quality exceeds expectations, although
^^29

scattered tiny scuffs and nicks are present, none are particu-

larly distracting. For identification a nearly vertical tic resides

below the inner point of Liberty's mouth on her chin and on
the reverse by a minor scrape in the field above the eagle's eye.

The strike is quite sharp with all stars showing their radial lines

save for one over Liberty's head at the top of the coin, while

her curls and the eagle's feathers and talons are all otherwise

sharp. Light evidence of die clashing seen within the vertical

shield lines from LIBERTY on the headband. An impressive

and enticing example of this desirable Classic Head issue.

McCloskey 5-D. Rarity-4.

#008172

2x photo

1836 B-6509. AU-55 (NGC). Lustrous with ablush ofcoppery toning

through the top of Liberty's head. The strike was average and the

surfaces show the usual scattering of tiny tics from circulation.

McCloskey-3C.

#008174

1836 B-6509. About Uncirculated-50. A scarcer variety than

usually seen with clean surfaces that boast natural orange-gold

color and lustre in the protected areas. The strike was strong

despite the approximately vertical bisecting die cracks on both

the obverse and reverse dies. A desirable example.
McCloskey 2-A. Rarity-4.

#008174

Lustrous Mint State 1835 Half Eagle
3230

3226 1835 B-6504. MS-61 (NGC). Bright and lustrous with attractive

surfaces and pleasing yellow gold color. The fields and face

of Liberty show minor signs of handling, but none of the tics

are distracting. The strike is sharp throughout, all of Liberty's

curls are bold and the stars are sharp, same with the eagle's 3231

claws and feathers.

McCloskey 1-B. Rarity-3.

#008173

3227 1835 Breen-6504. About Uncirculated-50. Nicely struck and

with average surfaces but there are subtle signs of a past clean- 3232

ing. A small area on the upper right reverse is rounded and

appears to have been expertly filed. Middle die state with a

short reverse crack to the edge from the right wing tip.

McCloskey TB. Rarity-3.

#008173

1837 B-6512. AU-55 (NGC). Orange-gold lustre in the fields and

generally attractive for this grade. The surfaces have scattered

handling tics and a few shallow scratches cross Liberty's face.

A solid coin which should please most specialists.

McCloskey 2-B. Rarity-3.

#008175

1837 B-6512. EF-40 (ANACS). Average surfaces and color for a circu-

lated example of this popular Classic Head design. There is a minor

rina tic near star 12, and a scuff over scratdi on Libeitv^'s neck.

McCloskey 2-B. Rarity-3.

#008175

1837 B-6513. EF-40 (ICG). Traces of lustre survive in the pro-

tected areas with magenta toning surrounding the devices.

Average surfaces and strike for this issue.

McCloskey 3-C. Raritv-4.

Stack's
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3233 1838 B-6514. AU-55 (NGC). An especially bright and lustrous

coin with just a hint of wear on the uppermost devices. Pur-

chased in 2000 and put away, the present coin may be resub-

mitted for a higher grade by those adept at this process. The
surfaces show tiny handling marks but none are distracting.

A quality example of this popular design type.

McCloskey 1-A. Rarity-2.

#008176

U.S. LIBERTY HEAD HALF EAGLES

3234 1839-C Detail of Fine-12, but evidence of a rim repair at 12:00

on the obverse. This coin was likely mounted in the past and
the surfaces are moderately abraded. Popular for the obverse

mintmark above the date.

From Mid-American Rare Coins 1992 G.N.A. Sale, Lot 100.

#008192

3235 1840 AU-58 (PCGS).A high degree of lustre is seen among and
around the devices. Nicely struck and essentially mark-free,

with no individual mark that is apt to draw the viewer's at-

tention. A splendid example of an early issue from the Liberty

half eagle series.

#008194

3236 1842-D Small Date. EF-45 (NGC). Mostly brilliant surfaces

with some wisps of saffron iridescence at the reverse border.

Traces of satiny lustre can be seen around the stars, letters,

and numerals. Very attractive for the grade; evidently devoid

of laminations and other types of planchet flaws that plague

a large proportion of Dahlonega Mint issues of the era.

#008210

3237 1842-D Large Date. Detail of Very Fine-30 but signs of light

cleaning accompany a handful of scattered nicks and a couple of

rim marks, one ofwhich has been filed on the lower right reverse.

The strike was average and there is a moderate field dig left of

Liberty's chin. A scarcer variety than the Small Date issue.

From Bowers and Merena's Robert W. Miller, Sr. Collection,

November 1992, Lot 1492.

#008211

3238 1843-C Detail of Extremely Fine-40, but a seawater coin and
cleaned. The surfaces have the familiar pebbly appearance

of a coin recovered from the ocean which removes the lustre

but not the striking definition. A couple of scuffs in the left

obverse field along with some on Liberty's lips and jaw are

noted. Scarce with a mintage of 44,277 pieces from this popular

Charlotte Mint.

#008213

High-Grade 1843-0 $5

MS-61 (PCGS)

3239 1843-0 Large Letters. MS-61 (PCGS). A superb specimen of

this issue, one of the very finest seen by PCGS. Lovely natural

deep yellow gold with bold lustre and the deepest toning at the

peripheries.Abright and appealing coin, far more attractive than

usual specimens at this grade level. The details are very sharp,

despite fine die cracks seen on both obverse and reverse. Some
faint hairlines are seen, nick on Liberty's chin, planchet line mns
through base of U in UNITED, little copper spot on rim near

5:00 on reverse. A hair is trapped inside the slab on the left side

of the reverse and should not be confused with a scratch. With

so much lustre and eye appeal, this piece would be a prize in a

specialized New Orleans collection. PCGS has graded veiA’ fe\s’

fully Mint State pieces from either adverse variety.

PCGS Population (both Largo and Small Lottors ivmbinod): 2; 3 finer

(MS-65 finest).

Incorrectly misattributed on the PCGS holder as Small Letters.

#008216
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Choice AU 1843-0 $5

3240 1843-0 Large Letters. AU-58 (NGC). Frosty light yellow gold
with significant lustre, only barely broken in the obverse fields.

Good sharpness and eye appeal for the grade assigned, only
minor tiny marks consistent with the grade. NGC has certified

barely a dozen specimens finer than this one among the Large
Letters variety. An interesting and underrated issue.

#008216

Choice AU 1844-D Half Eagle

3241 1844-D AU-55 (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow gold with

rich mint bloom and attractive honey highlights in the pro-

tected areas. A choice and attractive example of the date and

grade combination, a specimen that shows few marks of any

size, most of which become apparent under low magnification.

Sharply struck and aesthetically appealing.

#008221

3242 1844-D AU-55 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Medium honey

gold with distinctive olive highlights. Seawater surfaces show

a few widely scattered marks. Much scarcer across the board

than its somewhat sizeable—for Dahlonega—mintage of 88,982

pieces suggests.

#007736

Suggestions for Mail Bidders

• Mail your bid sheet as early as possible

• Check your bid sheet carefully

• Don't bid more than you want to pay!

• Ink is best for writing bids.

Choice AU 1845-0 Half Eagle

3243 1845-0 AU-58 (NGC). Frosty yellow gold with a generous
degree of lustre remaining. Some prooflike reflectivity noted

on both sides. Sharply struck. Some scattered marks present

on both sides, none large or unsightly. Much scarcer at AU-58
or finer than its somewhat sizable mintage for the era of 90,629

pieces indicates. Another date that no doubt saw heavy use

in commerce and was saved only occasionally. A great oppor-

tunity for an early half eagle specialist or New Orleans Mint
aficionado.

NGC Census: 25; 7 finer (MS-63 finest).

#008225

3244 1846 Choice About Uncirculated-55. Light reflectivity and
good lustre remains on even light yellow gold surfaces. Some
hairlines are noted, perhaps from an old cleaning, but only

minor marks are seen. A handsome, high-grade half eagle.

#008226

Choice AU 1846-C $5

2x photo

3245 1846-C AU-58 (NGC). Rich yellow gold with warm honey
highlights. Somewhat reflective in the fields and laden with

impressive lustre for the grade. Typically found at VF or so,

a common occurrence for Charlotte Mint issues for the era;

at AU or finer, this date becomes a formidable rarity, more
so than even its modest mintage of 12,995 pieces indicates.

Satiny obverse devoid of all but a few stray marks, reverse

with a noticeable mark in the field below the F in OF, another

near the tip of the uppermost arrow, and a well-hidden mark
in the shield stripes. Nicely struck and thoroughlv attractive,

a nice representative example of the assigned grade.

NGC Census: 11; 7 finer (MS-65 finest).

Repundied date numerals most obvious at base of 1 and within triangle

of 4.

#008227

Stack's
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Choice Uncirculated 1847 Half Eagle

3246 1847 MS-63 (PCGS). A sparkling example of the date and grade combination, absolutely choice both visually and
physically. Medium yellow gold with some warm olive highlights. Sharply struck and exceeded on the PCGS
Population Report by just a half dozen specimens.

PCGS Population: 19; 6 finer (MS-66 finest).

#008231

Mint State 1847-C $5

3247 1847-C MS-60 (NGC). Highly lustrous olive gold with some prooflike reflectivity in the fields. Nicely struck for the

date, not completely so, but near enough for favorable comment. A rarity in Uncirculated despite a mintage for the

date of 84,151 pieces. A pleasing coin for the grade with some scattered marks, though none are deep or offensive

to the eye. Worth more than a casual glance from potential bidders.

NGC Census: 5; 10 finer (MS-63 finest).

#008233

Uncirculated 1857-C $5

3248 1857-C MS-61 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre and some wisps of rich rose toning. Nicely struck

for the date. Some faint marks are present on both sides, though none are overbearing or immediately draw the

viewer's eye. Some prooflike reflectivity in the protected areas. From a modest mintage for the date of 31, 360, with

the typical survivor apt to be EF or lower on the grading scale.

NGC Census: 9; 7 finer (MS-65 finest).

tf(K)8272
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Very Choice AU 1857-C $5

3249 1857-C AU-58 (NGC). Medium honey gold with strong lustre

and a solid appearance for the assigned grade. Scattered tiny

marks present, none liable to draw viewer's attention. Weak-
ness in the obverse dentils, as typically seen for the date

#008272

Choice AU 1857-C Half Eagle

3250 1857-C AU-55 (PCGS). Bright yellow gold with much surviv-

ing lustre. Nicely struck for the date with satiny surfaces that

are only marginally disturbed by faint marks.
Old NGC insert included.

#008272

Historic 1859-D $5

Scarce 1859-D $5

3253 1859-D AU-50 (NGC). Desirable medium yellow gold with
some hints of lustre and a trace of old dirt in depths of

devices. Scattered light evidence of handling and minor
hairlines are seen, nick in front of coronet and another below
star 12. Good eye appeal and only light wear, a very collect-

ible specimen of this elusive issue from the days before the

Civil War.
#007789

3254 1860-D Extremely Fine-40. A handsome example of this date

and mint despite a trivial reverse rim tic at 7:00. Dark orange-

gold with coppery accents tucked into some of the devices.

The Dahlonega Mint churned out a total of 14,635 pieces for

the year.

From Mid-American Rare Coins G.N.A. Sale, 1992, Lot 190.

3255 1861 MS-62 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous honey gold with rich

rose iridescence and intense cartwheel lustre. Sharply struck

from a lightly clashed obverse die; a portion of the eagle's

talons can be seen among the letters of LIBERTY.
#008288

3251 1859-D AU-58 (NGC). Highly lustrous light yellow gold with

some reflectivity in the fields. A sharp and appealing coin with

abundant cartwheel lustre and only minute abrasions and signs

of handling. Some faint hairlines are noted on both sides. Very

attractive in hand.

#008282

3252

Scarce 1859-D Half Eagle

1859-D Very Choice About Uncirculated-58, in terms of sharp-

ness, cleaned. Deep yellow gold with a decided olive cast, and

with plenty of original mint bloom in the protected areas.

#008282

3256 1861 MS-62 (NGC). Deep honey gold with a bright sheen of

rich and unbroken orange lustre. Well-hidden blemishes keep

this from a higher grade.

#008288

Fax Your Bidsheet
603-569-3875 • 212-582-1946

Stack's
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Choice AU 1866 Half Eagle

With Motto Scarcity

3257

2x

1866 Motto. AU-58 (NGC). Deep honey gold with warm rose

and peach toning highlights. Strong lustre in the protected

areas. One of just 6,700 circulation strikes of the date produced
in this, the first year of the denomination to have IN GOD WE
TRUST as part of the reverse design. Fewer than a half dozen
examples of this underrated rarity have been graded finer

than the present specimen by NGC. A nice opportunity for an

attentive half eagle specialist.

NGC Census: 17; 5 finer (MS-61 finest).

#008311

3259 1871-CC Choice Fine-15. The reverse is arguably Very Fine,

but enough wear on the obverse curls limits the grade. The
surfaces are even yellow-gold and show minimal detractions

from circulation as this much wear tends to smooth over han-

dling marks. A scarce date that is always in demand.
From Superior's sale ofMay 1995, Lot 3642.

#008323

3260 1872-CC Very Fine-25.A pleasing Very Fine-25 with claims to a

higher grade. Delicate coppery rose toning over clean surfaces

with just a couple of minor scratches seen below the left wing.

The rims are well preserved and the strike was well balanced.

Scarce and desirable.

From our Coin Galleries Sale of February 1996, Lot 2906.

#008326

Rare 1871-CC Half Eagle

Among Half Dozen Finest Graded by NGC Near Mint 1879-CC $5

photo

3258 1871-CC AU-58 (NGC). Medium honey gold with satiny olive

iridescence. The lustre is rich and robust, and seemingly glows

from within. A decidedly attractive and choice example of this

rare date from the second year of operations at Carson City.

Of the 20,770 half eagles of the date produced, it is thought

that perhaps just 80 to 120 or so survive in all grades. In the

cataloguing for the AU-58 example of this date sold by ANR
in August 2006, Dave Bowers noted: "In the quest for filling a

set of Carson City half eagles, the 1871 stands high as one of

the great objects of desire—a coin which is not seen often, but

when seen is apt to show extensive wear. The present piece is a

remarkable exception." The 1871-CC half eagle offered herein

is both a visual and physical rival to theANR specimen, which

should excite advanced Carson City Mint specialists. Further,

we note that just a half dozen examples of this date have been

certified at AU-58 or finer by NCC. Fortunately, one of those

half dozen coins is offered now for your bidding pleasure.

NCiC Censu.s: 4; 2 finer (MS-63 finest).

«f)()8323

2x photo

3261 1879-CC AU-58 (NGC).A very pleasant coin, easily an aesthetic

match for some we have seen graded fully Mint State. Light

yellow gold with strong cartwheel lustre and a bit of reflectiv-

ity seen on the reverse. Only the most minor signs of handling

are seen, some light hairlines and minor marks, none of which

affect the excellent overall look. Despite plentiful specimens

noted on the NGC Census at the 58 level (28 in total), only three

specimens have been graded Mint State, suggesting a logjam

of re-submissions trying to get over the Mint State threshold.

This one's strong lustre and lack of the oft-seen bagmarks as-

sociated with this mint should result in a premium bid.

#008349

3262 1880-CC Extremely Fine-40. Light yellow with darker toning

around much of the devices, particularly on the a'verse. E\ enly

worn and generally attractive, though the left obverse held is

somewhat hazy and some fine marks may be found within

the darker toning that surrounds areas of the reverse legend.

Some hairlines are noted on both sides.

#008352
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3263 Pair of San Francisco Mint half eagles, both grading MS-62
(NGC): 1881-S 1887-S. Each is lustrous and essentially bril-

liant with just a whisper of olive iridescence. (Total; 2 pieces)

Classic 1883-CC $5 Rarity

3266

3264 1883-CC AU-58 (PCGS). Sparkling yellow gold with warm
honey highlights. Rich, expansive lustre sweeps broadly across

both sides of this pleasing specimen, a coin with superlative 3267

eye appeal for the grade. Much more rare in high grade than

even its modest mintage of 12,598 pieces suggests. Nicely

struck as well, which adds to the overall appeal. Called "very

rare and underrated in all grades" by David W. Akers, a senti-

ment echoed by Dave Bowers and others when cataloguing

this date. A pleasing coin that is not far off the mark for finest

certified accolades.

PCGS Population: 12; 3 finer (MS-62 finest).

From the Nevada Collection.

#008362

Choice Uncirculated 1891-CC S5

1891-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Abright and lustrous specimen with

intense eye appeal. The broadly cascading cartwheels highlight

the bold strike of this attractive half eagle from the waning
years of Carson City Mint production. A popular date, one

that is often selected for inclusion in high-grade U.S. gold type

sets.

From the Nevada Collection.

#008378

1892-CC MS-61 (NGC). A few faint hairlines and bagmarks
limit the grade, but this is clearly Uncirculated. Examination

will find a thin scratch in the left obverse field and a couple

of shallow reeding marks on the truncation. One of the final

years the Carson City Mint was in operation, with the ultimate

closure coming in 1893 with the re-election of Grover Cleveland

who promptly closed this mint as unnecessary and extrava-

gant.

#008380

Gem MS-65 1901-S $5

Lustrous AU-58 1884-CC $5

Important Condition Rarity

3268

3265 1884-CC AU-58 (ICG). Essentially brilliant with hints of olive

and lilac. The surviving lustre is predominantly satiny on the

obverse and frosty on the reverse. A faint pinscratch, noted

under magnification, extends from Liberty's coronet to the

rim between the eighth and ninth stars. From a mintage of just 3269

16,402 pieces; survivors are scarce in all grades. David Akers,

a pioneer in the study of the relative rarities of 19th-century

U.S. gold issues, wrote: "Most known specimens are in the VF

to EE range and AU examples are very rare."

#008365

1901-S MS-65 (ICG). A lovely satiny Gem example exhibiting

pale rose and lilac iridescent highlights. Most central design

features, including Liberty's tresses and the eagle's plumage,

are sharp. A touch of softness is noted, however, at the obverse

stars, most of which are not defined to full advantage. A prize

certain to delight half eagle specialists and San Francisco Mint

enthusiasts alike.

#008404

1901-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Bold lustre encircles

both sides with brilliant and unbroken cartwheel effect. Verv

pleasing, only the most minor hairlines, little nick near nose

and a short scrape above the right wingpit. A handsome and

eye-catching specimen.

#008404

Stack's
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Blazing MS-65 1903-S $5

3270 1903-S MS-65 (ICG). Fully lustrous and essentially brilliant

with hints of olive and lilac. The majority of design features

are about as sharp as could be desired with the exception of

the obverse stars which are mostly flat. Uncirculated examples
of the 1903-S are available with some frequency, but Gem
examples of the caliber offered here are certainly scarce and
command generous premiums when available.

#008408

Intriguing 1906 Proof Half Eagle

3271 1906 Sharpness of Brilliant Proof-63, but the surfaces have

been altered to cover over something in the fields. The process

used was quite subtle and is scarcely noticeable. Flecks of cop-

per toning are present and the bold Proof strike is undeniable.

A mere 85 were coined for the year, many of which have since

disappeared or were literally spent during the Great Depres-

sion of the 1930s. A coin which retains most of its original eye

appeal with just a slight alteration to perhaps mask some minor

hairlines or similar event to increase the broader appeal.

#008501

3274 1908 Indian. MS-62 (NGC). Lustrous and attractive despite

a few minor handling tics in the reverse fields. The strike is

sharp and the coin is attractive for this first year of issue.

#008510

Very Choice Uncirculated 1908-D Indian $5

3275 1908-D Indian. MS-64 (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with

intense orange and rose iridescence. The lustre is unyield-

ing, very strong in the recessed areas, and playful against the

fields.

#008511

3272 1908 Liberty. MS-64 (NGC). Sharply struck and satiny. The
surfaces are mostly brilliant with some blushes of blue and

violet iridescence on the obverse. Coined during the final year

of issue of the Liberty Head design type.

#008418

U.S. INDIAN HEAD HALF EAGLE

3273 1908 Indian. MS-63 (ICG). Pleasing frosty lustre complements

sharply struck design elements. Partially brilliant with blushes

of olive and violet. 1908 marks the first year of issue for the

popular Indian Head design type.

«(X)85I0

Attractive MS-64 1908-D $5

3276 1908-D Indian. MS-64 (ICG). Mostly brilliant with blushes

of olive on the reverse. Both surfaces exhibit pleasing lustre;

satiny on the obverse and frosty on the reverse. The majority

of design features are sharp save for some of the fine feather

details in the Indian's war bonnet. The "D" mintmark is boldlv

defined.

#008511

3277 1909 MS-63 (ICG). Sharply struck and frosty. Delicate olive

and lilac iridescence characterise this attractive specimen.

#008513
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3278 1909-D MS-63 (ICG). Brilliant, lustrous, and sharply struck.
Nice in every way. An excellent candidate for inclusion in a 3282
Denver Mint type set.

#008514

3279 1909-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A lustrous coin that

has a touch of striking softness on the uppermost devices but
clean surfaces that show only minor handling evidence.

#008514

Key 19n-D$5

1911-D Brilliant Uncirculated-60. A highly collectible example
of this key issue. Nice medium yellow gold with some lustre,

more prominent on the reverse than obverse. Very sharp and
not showing wear, though likely lightly cleaned long ago and
now showing a somewhat subdued appearance. Some trivial

hairlines are seen only with a glass and are not distracting.

#008521

Rare MS-63 1911-S $5

Key Date 1909-0 Half Eagle

3283 1911-S MS-63 (ICG). Satiny lustre. Mostly bright yellow gold

with faint hints of lilac-gray. The strike is about average for the

issue with a touch of softness noted at the eagle's shoulder and

on the feathers of the Indian's war bonnet. Although the mint-

age for the 1911-S was a generous 1,416,000 pieces (the second

highest production figure in the series), comparatively few were

set aside at the time of issue, and today MS-63 pieces are very

scarce. Numismatic Researcher David Akers was only able to

account for a dozen appearances of Uncirculated examples in a

series of 337 important auction sales when he wrote his pioneer-

ing treatise on the denomination back in 1979.

#008522

3280 1909-0 Choice Extremely Fine-45. A smooth and defect-free

example of this elusive date. The O mintmark was softly

impressed into the die, but is clearly defined when examined

wifh a loupe. Traces of lustre survive and the surfaces are nicer

than seen on many higher grade coins.

From our sale of September 1992, Lot 910.

#008515

Lovely MS-64 1910 $5

Brilliant, Satiny MS-64 1912 $5

3284 1912 MS-64 (ICG). Brilliant and satiny with most design

features showing bold definition. A thoroughly attractive ex-

ample for the grade, and not an easy issue to find this nicely

preserved.

#008523

3281 1910 MS-64 (ICG). Sharply struck and satiny. Blushes of pleas-

ing saffron iridescence complement the brilliant surfaces. Not

an easy issue to find this nicely preserved. An aesthetic treat.

#008517

3285 1913 MS-63 (ICG). Fully lustrous and warmly toned in olive

and saffron, with splashes of navy blue. The strike shows some

softness on the feathers in the Indian's war bonnet, but most

other design features are sharp.

#008525

Stack's
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3286 1914 MS-63 (ICG). Satiny lustre. Partially brilliant with blushes

of lilac. Some softness is noted on the feathers of the Indian's

headdress as is typical for Indian half eagles of the era.

#008527

3287 1914 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with lustrous orange

overtones.

#008527

Elusive MS-65 1915 $5

3288 1915 MS-65 (ICG). Satiny lustre. Essentially brilliant surfaces

with wisps and tinges of lilac iridescence on the high points.

Most design features are sharp including the eagle's plumage
and almost all the feather details in the Indian's war bonnet.

Although the 1915 isn't a particularly difficult half eagle to

find in MS-60 and lower grades, it's very scarce at the MS-65
level.

#008530

Choice Mint State 1915 Half Eagle

3289 1915 MS-64 (PCGS).A highly lustrous specimen with rich gold, peach, and olive highlights on both sides, especially

within the incuse design areas. Full unbroken cartwheel lustre on the design high points, which is not always the

case for third-party graded Indian half eagle coinage in today's marketplace. In short, an exceptional example of

the date and grade.

#008530

Impressive MS-64 1916-S $5

3290 1916-S MS-64 (ICG). Intermingled rose and lilac toning complements frosty surfaces. Most design features are

sharp, save for the mintmark, which is clearly an "S," but which lacks definition; a feature shared by all examples

of the issue according to numismatic researcher David Akers. Some vault grime on the obverse is indicative of

originality; i.e. this coin hasn't been cleaned or otherwise "fussed" with since it entered numismatic channels.

#008532
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U.S. EAGLES ($10 GOLD)

U.S. CAPPED BUST EAGLES

Attractive Mint State 1795 Capped Bust Eagle

With a Small Reverse Fault

lx photo

3291 1795 Bass-Dannreuther-l, T-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. 13 Leaves. Net Brilliant Uncirculated-

60, sharpness of Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 but there is a short but deep scratch from

the M of AMERICA to the rim, and two other marks on the rim just below that location. The

obverse is frosty and pleasing, with ample pleasing mint lustre and no surface disturbances

aside from a few trivial hairlines. On the reverse the surface is perfectly matched to the obverse

with frosty lustre throughout and strong mint bloom. A splash of coppery gold toning has

formed on the lower right reverse which adds to the visual appeal. The strike was full and

typical of the issue, with strong definition on Liberty's curls and the stars, with the reverse

also showing the desired definition on the eagle's breast, branch, and wreath. Light adjustment

marks are scarcely visible in Liberty's hair, and the surface qualify remains high enough to

have preserved the reflective nature of the fields. A shallow pin scratch is noted on Liberty's

face, exfending back from her nose. Few 1795 eagles possess fhe wonderful eye appeal of the

present example, and while the reverse has a short scratch, one needs to consider the fact

that most coins have a fault or two, and balance the quality of the particular piece against the

theoretical ideal coin to determine the market value. The visual appeal is still quite outstanding

for the issue. A desirable coin that will certainly command attention any time it is presented

for study.

#008551

Stack's
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Classic 1795 Small Eagle $10

3292 1795 BD-1, T-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. 13 Leaves. AU-53 Details (ANACS), "Tooled." A coin worthy of examination
as the surfaces and tooling are minimal, and the amount of wear is negligible. The tooling is located behind and above
Liberty's cap in the form of parallel fine scratches, above her cap as tiny ping marks applied to a small areas likely to

cover over a minor nick or similar offense. On the reverse a similar patch of parallel scratches reside generally above
the left wing to the wreath, and another area appears to have been pinged below the branch as the surface is rougher
in that location than in other fields nearby. The color is a typical orange-gold with hints of copper toning. Most of the

eagle's breast feathers are intact, as are Liberty's abundant curls. None of the tooling appears on the devices.

Collectors always have the challenge of figuring out what coin to buy next, and how much they can afford to pay.

The constant flow of interesting coins presented by auctions and dealers ever tempts the buyers with opportunities.

The present coin is an opportunity to own our first year of issue Capped Bust $10 gold piece. A great many have
some degree of problems and each must be evaluated individually for merits and mishaps.

#008551

Bright and Lustrous 1795 Capped Bust Eagle

3293 1795 BD-1, T-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. 13 Leaves. About UncircuIated-50. An especially bright and reflective coin

with just a few trace hairlines in the fields and a minute pit-like defect between the words UNITED STATES. Faint

adjustment marks are present on the lower reverse rim. The eye appeal and surface quality are about average for

this important early Capped Bust eagle, apparently set aside soon after it was coined. Rather well struck as the

eagle retains most of his proud breast feathers and Liberty's curls are undiminished by limited circulation. .A worthy

example of this elusive type coin, struck in the first year of issue.

#008551
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Prooflike 1796 $10 Gold

BD-l, AU-55

Extremely Important 1798/7 $10 Gold

BD-l, Lustrous AU-55

2x photo

3294 1796 BD-l, T-6, Breen 1-A. Rarity-4. AU-55 (PCGS). An out-

standing example of the second year of the $10 gold eagle.

Both obverse and reverse are well struck, except for some

usual lightness at the center, scarcely worth mentioning. The

fields are somewhat prooflike when held at an angle to the

light, a characteristic of many other eagles as well as quarters

and half dollars of this particular date. The overall toning is

especially attractive, blending rich yellow-orange with some

hints of magenta.

The obverse is of the Turban Head type, perhaps better

called a conical cap (for that is what Miss Liberty actually

seems to be wearing), facing right, with stars to both sides. The

die work is excellent, as it often is on Mint products from this

early era. The reverse motif, also used on the contemporary half

eagle, depicts the national bird solidly perched on a branch of

palm, holding aloft a victory wreath, in this instance without

any olives or berries (unlike half eagles). A truly magnificent

example, at this grade level, of this highly important issue.

From the ].A. Sherman Collection.

#008554

2x photo

3295 1798/7 BD-l, T-9, Breen 1-A. 9X4 Stars. Rarity-4+. AU-55
(PCGS). Eagles of the year 1798 are seldom seen except when
memorable old-time collections cross the auction block or

someone decides to part with a "trophy coin." The present

piece will satisfy the variety specialist seeking to obtain an

elegant example, while, alternatively, anyone desiring to pos-

sess a famous numismatic landmark will be equally pleased.

Both obverse and reverse are very well struck, with excellent

detail, needle sharp except for a few trivial areas at the center,

scarcely worth mentioning. The stars are fully formed at left

and right, the date, including the under 7, is very bold, and the

overall aspect is choice.A die crack on the obverse extends from

the borders to L (LIBERTY), down into the portrait. Attractive

yellow-orange coloring contributes to the appeal of a coin that

has not been brightened or altered in any way. Lovely, rare,

and well worth owning.

PCGS Population: 9; 7 finer (MS-62 finest).

From the ].A. Sherman Collection.

#008560

Stack's
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Famous 1798/7 7X6 Stars Rarity

Important Variety

3296 1798/7 BD-2, T-10, Breen 2-A. 7X6 Stars. Rarity-6-. Fine-12.

The reverse is a bit stronger than the obverse which is likely a

function of the busy design elements on that side as compared
to the open fields of the obverse. Clean surfaces considering the

amount of wear, with scattered small tics visible on Liberty's

cheek and the field nearby. No adjustment marks are visible

and the rims and edges are wonderfully free of detractions or

bumps. This is a classic Guide Book variety with the obverse

stars arranged seven on the left and six on the right, producing

a more balanced appearance than the other known obverse die

used to coin 1798 eagles which has the stars arranged nine on
the left and four on the right. For many years this naked eye

variety has been included in the standard references making
the few available of this rarity highly sought after.

Mint records from 1798 imply that the mintage was 842

pieces, however extensive research by Harry Bass, Jr., and John

Dannreuther have confirmed that tzoo varieties of 1797 eagles

were actually struck after this coin—both of which show later die

states. The most current estimates of the number of survivors

by Bass-Dannreuther is 20-30, a number which seems correct.

To date a mere 11 are reported between the two major grad-

ing services, with duplication possible in that total. As to why
this die pairing is so rare one need only to study the obverse

and note the die cracks through star 7 and the E of LIBERTY,

plus the overdate feature is clear to the unaided eye—features

unworthy of the new United States' most important coin

denomination. No doubt the supervisor told the coiner to

get another die rather than continue to strike coins from this

cracked obverse. Perhaps no other obverses were available at

the time, and an older 1797 was brought back into service tc

continue much needed coinage. We can only speculate about

the events, but the study of the die pairings points to difficult

times at the early Philadelphia Mint, and the struggles are

well recorded in the blundered and cracked dies so prevalent

during this fascinating and historical period. While not the

finest example to survive, this coin is quite respectable and one

which few numismatists can ever hope to obtain, and may not

even see in a lifetime of collecting.

From Bowers and Merena's Donovan and Hudgens Collections,

November 1993, Lot 1513.

#008561

High-Grade 1799 Capped Bust Eagle

3297 1799 BD-8, T-20, Breen 4-D. Rarity-5. AU-50 DETAILS
(ANACS), "scratched-cleaned." This coin has pleasing surfaces

overall with traces of lustre in the recesses of the design and

coppery gold color throughout. There are a few faint scratches

above Liberty's cap and this area is the only place we can find

which may qualify for the "scratched" portion of the grade;

otherwise the surfaces are free of detractions. Most of the de-

vices have russet verdigris tucked into the fields nearbv and

the surface appears to be coated with lacquer, which produces

an attractive antique appearance to the coin. Close examination

will find a few trivial hairlines, and these are the onlv evidence

of a past cleaning. Later die state with the reverse die crack

well advanced through ME of AMERICA. A coin well worth a

bid as the qualifiers mentioned bv ANACS scarcelv detract.

#IW8562
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Desirable 1799 BD-8 $10

Attractive EF-45 Example

Frosty 1799 Capped Bust Eagle

lx photo

lx photo

1799 BD-8, T-20, Breen 4-D. Rarity-5. EF-45 (PCGS). Nicely

centered on both the obverse and reverse. The surfaces exhibit

pleasing olive iridescence with delightful rose highlights. A

shallow cut can be seen on Liberty's chin and cheek directly

behind her mouth. Much satiny lustre can be seen in the pro-

tected areas of the designs. Here's an attractive example of a

scarce and eagerly sought die variety.

Although listed as a "Large Stars Obverse" on the PCGS label, BD-8 is

actually classified as one of the "Small Stars Obverse varieties.

#008562

3299 1799 BD-10, T-22, Breen 5-G. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). A glori-

ous example of this important issue with much of the original

mint lustre and frost intact after a brief stint in circulation. The

strike was adequately sharp, with all stars showing their full

radial centers on the obverse as well as thick curls on Liberty.

The reverse is bold too with no signs of softness aside from

a single star at the top of the reverse in the top row and third

counting from the left which is a trifle soft, the others are

clearly ciefined. No adjustment mark or bumps are seen and

the surfaces show the expected minor signs of contact from

handling. The color is pleasing orange gold on both sides. For

the collector who wants a lot of eye appeal and quality' surfaces,

this is certain to please.

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#008562
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Satiny Mint State 1800 Capped Bust Eagle

lx photo

3300 1800 BD-1, T-23, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. MS-62 (PCGS).A frosty

and lustrous coin that shows even gold color throughout and
a solid strike. The surfaces have the expected tiny handling

tics and faint wipe lines visible with effort and a light. No
adjustment marks are present and the surfaces are attractive

for an early Capped Bust eagle. A very late die state with the

obverse cracks well advanced, including a faint crack down
Liberty's cap and a lump has formed in the crack between BE
of LIBERTY. The obverse edge denticles are weak on the left

side and a couple of others are missing between stars 10 and

11, perhaps due to the lateness of the die state or something
else. This particular coin was struck late in the production, and
research has shown that a portion of the 1800 eagles were struck

after some of those dated 1801, thus the reported mintage of

5,999 does not refer to all those dated 1800.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

3008563

Popular 1800 Capped Bust Eagle

lx photo

3301 1800 BD-1, T-23, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. About Uncirculated-

53. A well struck example of this date which has average

handling marks and a couple of minor edge nicks noted for

accuracy, including a tiny edge file left of the tail of the eagle.

The overall appearance is attractive with rich coppery gold

toning on both sides. For identification there is a microscopic

dull mark in the field befween the fourth star and Liberty's

hair and a thin diagonal pin scratch crossing the center of the

shield. A later die state with the usual cracks through LIBERTY
and additional reverse die cracks above AM and below R of

AMERICA fhrough the eagle's tail to arrow feathers. The re-

ported mintage of 5,999 is probably foo low as some of these

1800 eagles were coined after the initial run of eagles dated

1801. Still a popular date and as eagles go, an issue that can

be obtained with patience.

From Bowers ami Merena’s Doiwvaii ami Hmi^ens Collections.

November 1993, Lot 1313.

#008563



High-Grade 1801 Capped Bust Eagle

lx photo

3302 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. AU-53 (PCGS). Toned with attractive deep coppery gold on
both sides, with traces of magenta near the rims. The strike was typically sharp for this common
die pairing, with no softness on the obverse and just a single star over the eagle's head shows a

bit of softness on the reverse. Clean rims are noted and no adjustment marks are detected. The
surfaces show myriad tiny contact marks primarily in the obverse fields, the areas most prone
to these in the soft gold planchet.

From the j.A. Sherman Collection.

#008564

High-Grade 1801 Capped Bust Eagle

3303 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. AU-53 (PCGS). Lustrous in the protected areas and at-

tractive for the rich orange-gold color on both sides. Traces of adjustment marks are seen on

the upper obverse rim. The strike was sharp enough to bring up the obverse stars and all but

one reverse star, which is characteristically soft. For identification there is a minute rim tic

just below the left wing tip. An impressive example of fhis fairly common die pairing with no

surface problems and just enough circulation to make this relatively affordable compared to a

Mint State example.

#008564
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Popular 1801 Eagle in Extremely Fine

3304 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. EF-45 (PCGS). No signs of toning on this coin as the

color is even yellow gold throughout. The surfaces have minute wipe lines from long ago, and
the fields and devices remain generally attractive. Faint signs of adjustment marks are present

below Liberty's bust, but overall the quality is acceptable for the variety collector. One of the

most available of the early Capped Bust eagle die pairings.

From the }.A. Sherman Collection.

#008564

Mint State 1803 Capped Bust $10 Gold Piece

3305 1803 BD-3, T-28, Breen 1-A. Rarity-4. MS-61 (NGC). A bright and lustrous coin that boasts

rich golden color and a strong strike on Liberty's curls. The obverse stars on the left side are

blunt at their centers. The obverse is clean on Liberty's face and neck, as well as the fields

which show only tiny signs of handling. The reverse is well struck and centered but there are

generous adjustment marks through the legends, as this planchet must have been a bit heavy

when weighed prior to striking. Boldly clashed on the reverse with Liberty's hair curls and

bust outline clear within the fields on that side. Scarce in any Mint State grade and worthy of

any advanced collecfion.

#008565

.394 Slack'
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U.S. LIBERTY HEAD EAGLES Elusive AU-50 1846 Eagle

Short-Lived 1839 Eagle With Head of 1838

3306 1839 Head of 1838. AU-58 (NGC).A lustrous coin that shows a

solid strike and attractive surfaces. There are scattered circula-

tion marks as expected, including a couple on Liberty's cheek
and jaw, others in the field nearby. Most of the stars retain their

central radial lines, and the reverse strike is sharp. Christian

Gobrecht designed the Coronet head in 1838 for eagles and
employed a graceful curved truncation and swept back hair

curls below her ear which extend to the bun. For some reason

these features were dramatically changed in late 1839 and that

design continued until 1907 with the single change of adding
the Motto to the reverse in 1866. Thus a short-lived two year

type coin was created, and a beautiful design indeed.

From the J.A. Sherman Collection.

#008576

3307 1843-0 AU-58 (NGC). Delightful medium yellow gold, a bold

and pleasing shade, with more lustre than often seen at this

grade level. The reverse cartwheel is especially strong and

some reflectivity remains around the eagle. Only light evidence

of handling is seen, nothing more than tiny marks and scattered

trivial hairlines. A little nick on the rim is seen outside star 2.

Sharp and attractive, a handsome example of this largest coin

of the realm from the pre-Gold Rush era.

#008589

Elusive 1846 Eagle

3308 1846 AU-53 (NGC). Much retained lustre glows warmly on

pale olive gold surfaces. No serious marks present, certainly

none as harsh as might be expected for a moderately circulated

grade. A notable "sleeper" in the early Liberty eagle series, a

date that saw just 20,095 circulation strikes procLced. Typically

obtainable at EF or lower in grade, but fairly elusive atAU and

finer.

#008594

3309 1846 AU-50 (NGC). Partially brilliant with hints of olive and

lilac. This piece was prooflike at the time of issue and traces

of mirrorlike brilliance can be seen around the stars, letters,

and numerals. A touch of softness is noted at the tresses above

Liberty's ear and at some of the obverse stars, but most other

design features are sharp. Survivors are scarce in all grades,

especially above Extremely Fine.

#008594

3310 1851-0 AU-55 (PCGS). Lustrous olive gold with a hint of

prooflike reflectivify on both sides. Variety with hollow ring

atop second pair of vertical stripes in reverse shield. Some faint

marks present, though none are serious or raw.

Breen-6898. "1851-0 Hollow ring atop second stripe. Apparently a

center punch on reverse hub; this circle is slightly wider than the pale gules

it surmounts."

#008607

3311 1854-0 About Uncirculated-50. Bright yellow gold throughout

with no signs of toning. The strike was sharp for this issue

with full definition on Liberty's curls and the eagle's talons.

The surfaces show more than the expected circulation marks

including a hard scuff below the mintmark and a couple of

shallow edge cuts on the lower reverse.

From Bowers and Merena's Frontenac Sale, November 1991,

Lot 2598.

#008614

Fax Your Bidsheet
603 -569-3875 • 212 -582-1946
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Elusive 1859-0 $10

"Rarest O-Mint Eagle"

3312 1859-0 EF-45 (ICG). Olive-gold toning with rose and lilac iridescent highlights. Traces of frosty lustre can be seen
in the protected areas. Somewhat flatly struck on the high points of the designs, especially at the obverse stars

and on the foliage of the olive branch. Only 2,300 examples of the variety were coined. David Akers characterized
the issue as the "rarest O-Mint eagle," and was able to account for appearances of fhe issue in only about 8% of

the important auction sales that he surveyed. Once this piece crosses the auction block, how long will it take for

another example of equal qualify to make its appearance?
#008629

Uncirculated 1861 Eagle

3313 1861 MS-61 (PCGS). Frosty medium orange gold with strong underlying lustre and great eye appeal for fhe grade.

A rarify in Uncirculated grades despite the sizeable mintage for the date and era of 113,165 circulafion sfrikes.

PCGS Population; 16; 7 finer (MS-66 finest).

#008633

3314 1861 AU-58 (ICG). Infermingled olive-gold and lilac foning. Traces of frosty lustre can be seen in the protected

areas. Most central design features are sharp, although flatness is noted at some of the obverse stars. The 1861 is

rated as a scarcity at AU-58 despite a generous mintage of 113,233 pieces. The vast majority of survivors are only

in the Very Fine to Extremely Fine grade range.

#008633

Rare High-Grade 1868 Coronet Eagle

3315 1868 AU-58 (NGC). A rare date with a mintage of just 10,630 pieces. The present coin is nearly Uncirculated but is

limited by the typical tiny handling marks from long storage in bags. The strike was precise and complete, with

no signs of softness present. Most of the lustre survives despite the handling marks in the fields. Tied with a select

group as one of the finest to survive of this date and worthy of any advanced collection.

NGC Census: 15; 2 finer (MS-62 finest).

#008653
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Very Choice AU 1868 Eagle

3316 1868 AU-58 (NGC). A sparkling prooflike specimen with pale honey gold surfaces. Strong cartwheel lustre and
deep rose highlights adorn both sides. Some faint marks present, none sizable or cosmetically disturbing. A sharply
struck and lightly circulated survivor. Typically found at EF or somewhat lower in grade, Choice AU-58 examples
of the date can be considered very scarce to moderately rare, and in Uncirculated it becomes a formidable rarity. A
nice opportunity for an alert eagle specialist.

NGC Census: 19; 2 finer within any designation (MS-61 PL finest)

#008653

Outstanding AU-50 1870-CC $10

Important Condition Rarity

3317 1870-CC AU-50 (NGC). Mostly brilliant surfaces with wisps and tinges of rose around the stars, letters, and numer-

als. Satiny lustre can be seen in the protected areas of the designs. The strike is about average with flatness noted

on the high points. Close examination reveals a few scattered reverse rim bruises. Only 5,908 eagles were coined

at the Carson City Mint in 1870 (the first year of operation for that facility), and survivors are rare in all grades.

David Akers was only able to account for appearances of examples in about 7% of the important auction sales that

he surveyed; he notes: "The 1870-CC is prohibitively rare in full EF condition and I've seen only one specimen that

I graded AU."
NGC Census: 7; 7 finer (AU-55 finest).

#008658

3318 1872-CC Extremely Fine-40. With signs of a past gentle cleaning as there are minor hairlines in the fields. The sur-

faces are toned with attractive rose-gold adhering to the devices and the surfaces are free of serious or detracting

marks including the rims. This coin has solid collector appeal.

From our sale ofMarch 2001, Lot 1235.

#008664
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3319 1874 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Bright yellow gold
with some hazy toning in the obverse fields. The fields are

highly reflective and show some hairlines from a cleaning,

and some reeding nicks are seen on the portrait. A horizontal

scratch stretches from the truncation to the rim above star 13,

tiny rim bruise seen above star 2.

#008669

Choice AU 1878-CC Eagle

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

lx photo

3320 1878-CC AU-55 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with some
prooflike reflectivity and retained lustre in the protected areas.

A classic date from the Carson City Mint, an issue that saw a

production run of just 3,244 pieces, most of which saw heavy

use in commerce, and few if any were saved intentionally by
collectors of the era. Indeed, no Mint State example of the

date has been certified finer by PCGS. In ANR's sale of the

Old West and Franklinton Collections (August 2006, Lot 1349),

Dave Bowers noted: "We estimate that only 46 to 60 are known
today. The typical grade for 1878-CC is EF, a notch up from the

more extensively worn issues earlier in this decade." For our

money, the present coin easily rivals the Old West specimen

and represents a splendid opportunity for an advanced eagle

or Carson City Mint specialist.

NGC Censu.s: 5; none finer.

#008681

3321 1878-CC Very Fine-20.A smooth, solid coin which is perhaps a

bit better than a 20. Yellow gold with a touch of copper accents

near the date. Moderate wear smoothed over initial handling

and shipping marks so the surfaces are attractive despite

evidence of moderate nicks and scuffs. A scarce date with a

mintage of a mere 3,244 pieces, most of which disappeared long

ago. An opportunity to buy one of the better dates from this

series.

From our sale ofJune 1996, Lot 1774.

#008681

3322 1881-CC Choice Extremely Fine-45. Sharply impressed for

this Carson City issue with pleasing orange-gold color and
average surfaces. No rim problems are seen, and the fields and
Liberty's face show the expected tiny tics from circulation, but

none are noteworthy or distracting. The mintage was 24,015

pieces for the entire year, an uninspired sum indeed.

From our sale ofJanuary 1993, Lot 1824.

#008692

Choice AU-58 1883-CC $10

Among Half Dozen Finest Seen by PCGS

3323 1883-CC AU-58 (PCGS). Frosty, mattelike olive gold with warm
peach and faint orange lustre. Sharply struck and only lightly

marked, visually enchanting as a result From a mintage for

the date of just 12,000 circulation strikes, of which the typical

survivor is considerably lower in grade than the specimen

presently offered, perhaps VF to EF is all that today's collector

can routinely uncover. Perhaps as few as 125 to 175 examples

of the issue still exist in all grades, placing the present coin

high among high-grade specimens.

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer (MS-60).

#008700

3324 1887-S MS-62 (PCGS). Sparkling rose-gold with intense lusta’

and good overall eye appeal for the grade.

#008711
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3325

3326

3327

C' 4 I r

Lustrous Uncirculated 1890-CC Eagle

First Carson City $10 Since 1884

1890-CC MS-62 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre

highlights the warm olive-gold surfaces of this attractive

specimen. Choice for the grade, with no serious marks pres-

ent. Boldly struck a well. Not a great rarity within the context
of the Carson City Mint, yet still highly desirable, especially

in Uncirculated grades. Only 17,500 circulation strikes were
produced, and of fhe specimens seen by PCGS, fewer than
10 have been graded finer than that presently offered. High
qualify and excellent eye appeal within the parameters of the

grade.

PCGS Population: 28; 9 finer (MS-64 finest).

#008718

3328 1892-0 MS-62 (NGC). Tied for finest certified by NGC. Highly

lustrous yellow gold with some prooflike reflectivity and
warm olive toning. Nicely struck with just a few scattered

marks keeping it from a finer grade. Indeed, no example of this

somewhat elusive date—28,688 minted—have been certified

finer than the MS-62 grade offered here. A nice opportunity

for an alert eagle aficionado.

NGC Census: 112; none finer.

#008723

1890-CC AU-58 (NGC). A pleasing example of a fairly elusive

Carson City eagle. Nicely struck and highly lustrous with mir-

rored fields and frosty motifs. Essentially mark-free, with just a

break here and there in the lustre on the high points belying a

brief stay in circulation or simple mishandling over the years.

Impressive for the grade.

#008718

1891-CC Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Bold lustre

and frosty surfaces define both sides of this pleasing specimen.

Very few marks, only the most trivial hairlines seen, including 3331

a little patch under the bun that is best seen with magnification.

A nice looking coin for a Carson City type set.

#008720

3329 1893-0 MS-63 (ICG). A lovely example having frosty devices

and satiny fields. The surfaces are mostly brilliant with hints

of pale lilac iridescence. Most design features are sharp, with

flatness noted at just two or three of the obverse stars. Only
17,000 eagles were minted at the New Orleans Mint in 1893, and

although Uncirculated examples appear with some frequency,

MS-63 pieces are scarce.

#008727

3330 1894 MS-63 (ICG). Brilliant and lustrous; the eagle is frosty, all

other features are satiny. Sharply struck in virtually all areas

except for some of the obverse stars, which show flatness as

made.
#008729

1899 MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with pale rose high-

lights and softly cascading lustre.

#008742

stack's
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Ultra Cameo Gem Proof 1901 $10

2x photo

3332 1901 Proof-66 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Only 85 Proofs were

struck of this issue, all from the same die pair, and all with a

very attractive cameo contrast effect, as here. With the pas-

sage of time, most Proofs have disappeared, possibly even the

majority, leaving relatively few different specimens surviving

today. It should be remembered that population reports for a

coin such as this, a superb gem of significant value, often reflect

two, three, or even more coins submitted and resubmitted.

Situated as it is in the first year of the 20th-century (although

we realize that a case can be made for 1900 having this status),

here is a memorable coin that will delight the type set collector

as well as the long-time $10 specialist.

#008841

Frosty MS-65 1901 $10

3333 1901 MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant, frosty, and sharply struck. A small

toning spot can be seen between the second and third obverse

stars.

#008747

3334 1901 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Intact cartwheel lustre

cascades around lovely medium yellow gold surfaces. Very

nice visual appeal.

#008747

Gem MS-65 1905 $10

3335 1905 MS-65 (ICG).A lovely Gem that has everything going for

it: brilliant surfaces, frosty lustre, sharp design features, and a

double dose of eye appeal.

#008757

Outstanding MS-65 1907 $10

Final Liberty Head Issue

3336 1907 Liberty. MS-65 (ICG). The obverse is brilliant with vivid

satiny lustre. The reverse is characterized by warm olive toning

and subdued mint frost. The 1907 is notable as the final year

of issue for the Liberty Head eagle series.

#008763

Bid with Stack's on the world wide web

WWW.STACKS.COM
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U.S. INDIAN HEAD EAGLES

3337 1907 Indian. Periods, Wire Rim. MS-66 (PCGS). Deep golden

surfaces with rich orange iridescence, as pretty as the prover-

bial picture in our estimation. A superb specimen of this classic

rarity, lustrous and attractive. For many years, dating back to

the early 20th century, this has been on the "must have" list

of numismatists everywhere. Fortunately, enough exist that

choice examples can be found without much problem; within

the gem category, as here, not many can match the absolute

quality of the present piece, graded as MS-66 by PCGS, and

among the finest certified. This variety was exceedingly popu-

lar in its time, many collectors endeavored to obtain them,

and did, and ever since then it has been a foundation stone

in 20th-century numismatics. Any and all offerings attract

considerable interest, as we expect this will.

PCGS Population: 15; 3 finer (MS-67).

Design: Stylized Indian Head facing left, female portrait wearing a

feathered headdress (worn by male Native Americans of the plains when

worn at all), stars around the border, date below. On the reverse the standing

eagle is accompanied by inscriptions, on the present variety with periods

before and after, apparently to create a rarity, not for pattern reasons or for

utilitarian purposes.

The original coinage of the 1907 with wire rim on the obverse and with

periods after the legend on the reverse is not known, as at the time games

were being played at the Mint. Contemporary figures vary slightly, but the

numbers of 500 to 550 are often cited, 500 now being the favorite. The truth

will not be known unless someone uncovers some long-hidden records (if

indeed records were kept to begin with). Today we estimate that perhaps 325

to 375 exist. All have semi-lustrous surfaces, a hybrid finish between matte

and mint frost. The beauty of this particular variety is perhaps best stated

by quoting Walter Breen in his 1988 Encyclopedia: "The very first of these [the

wire rim issue as offered here] are the only available gold $10s showing the

Saint-Gaudens' conception in anywhere near their pristine splendor." All

specimens are from the same pair of dies, and under magnification there

will be seen a multitude of tiny swirls or raised die finish lines. The motif

differs from the circulation issue in that there are raised periods before and

after the reverse inscriptions. On the variety offered here, the rim is raised

or sharp, more appropriately called a wire rim, hut sometimes called a wire

edge. The term "knife rim" or "knife edge" is occasionally used, including

in some early listings, and later by Walter Breen. In the past some of these

have been called Proof, but as all are from the same dies this point can be

debated. They are all Mint State, as attributed here, or they are all Proofs.

Some extensive discussion has taken place about this in the past, including

by David Akers in his illustrious study of the series, and in the present

writer's commentary in the 1982 Eliasberg catalogue, to which readers can

refer if interested. Perhaps answering the question, the Guide Book doesn't

list Proofs at all. However, precisely the same situation rears its head with

the next issue, the rolled or rounded rim.

The history of this piece is extensive, rich, and interesting. While these

pieces have sometimes been called patterns, an examination of the situation

leaves no room for any conclusion except that these were "special" coins

produced not at all as patterns, but distributed in small numbers for the

profit of Mint employees and favored others with "connections." On the

other hand, to qualify as a pattern, a coin would be a design proposal made

in small numbers to test a motif, often involving adjustments made by the

engraver before the coins are struck for circulation. In the present instance,

these "special" 1907 coins with wire rim and with periods on the reverse were

placed in the hands of those who were free to keep them as souvenirs or sell

them at a profit. In order to take advantage of the numismatic trade, such

pieces were filtered out of the Mint into the hands of receptive coin dealers,

most prominently Henry Chapman of Philadelphia and Thomas L. Elder ot

New York Cib’, both of whom had quantities on hand for years afterward and

regularly offered them in their catalogues. Much morn' could Ix’ said aKuit

Classic 1907 With Periods Indian $10 Rarity

MS-66 PCGS Wire Rim Style

The Oliver Jung Specimen

Stack's
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these, and if the successful bidder on this lot will correspond with the cata-

loguer (QDB), we would be pleased to give expanded details. The presently

offered specimen is a lovely example of this early Saint-Gaudens $10, with
the portrait said to have been modeled after Elenrietta (Eiettie) Anderson,
and also used by Saint-Gaudens on a sculpture portrait bust. The reverse is

a standing eagle adapted by Saint-Gaudens from that used on the inaugural

medal created for Theodore Roosevelt in 1905.

From ANR's sale of the Oliver Jung Collection, July 2004, Lot

102 .

#008850

Majestic Gem 1907 Wire Rim $10

MS-66 (PCGS)

3338 1907 Indian. Periods, Wire Rim. MS-66 (PCGS).A magnificent

example of this distinctive type, authored by the great Saint

Gaudens to the extent of about 500 pieces. Bright yellow gold

with flawless aesthetic appeal and the most ideal lustre on both

sides. The fields are positively immaculate and the relief shows
sculptural detail. It requires magnification to see any flaws

whatsoever that would keep this from a still higher grade, with

the only minute contact points falling safely in hidden areas of

the Indian's feathers. In hand this piece is breathtaking, and

it clearly has been very carefully preserved since the time of

its mintage. As this rare variety was trading at a numismatic

premium at the time of its release, such fine care is perhaps

unsurprising but still highly appreciated.

Roger Burdette's skillful analysis of documents in the

National Archives and elsewhere has yielded a net mintage

of 472 pieces, this based on two separate mintages of 500

and 42 specimens and a mass melting of 70 examples shortly

thereafter. Today this distinctive rarity is avidly sought as

the starting point for any world-class collection of Indian $10

coins. Its fascinating story and visual beauty recommend it

for any connoisseur.

I’GGS ropulafion: 15; 3 finer (MS-67).

TEie Wire Kim fype was sfruck to specially showcase Saint Gaudens
design and was never placed info general circulation, rather, they were care-

fully distributed via officials and favored friends to some in the numismatic

community. A letter from Eienry Chapman to Robert Garrett at the time

discloses this phenomenon:

""I wish to give you some information. If you will act quickly upon it I

think we will secure for you a couple of coins which are worth large sums.

In fact, I have paid $150 cash for one of them myself.

"The director of the Mint, Mr. Frank A. Leach, at Washington, has in his

possession, and is distributing at face value, to collectors or public museums,

to the latter he writes me more especially than to the former, special $10 pieces

of the Saint-Gaudens design, 1907.

"If you will write him and ask him to send you a specimen of the $10 gold

piece, Saint-Gaudens design 1907, from die No. 1 without any border, and

die No. 2, with a wire or thin edge, you might say to him that you have been

informed that he has a few of these for distribution to collections which are

exhibited to the public. I would tell him that your collection is on exhibition

at Princeton College and that you would like to have him send you them.

"Send him $20 in gold notes and 12(t in postage stamps, and I think you

will succeed. Do not mention my name or your source of information. Of the

coin without the border, 500 were made, of number 2 only 50 wen? kept out

of several thousand that were minted. The rest were melted. As he has but a

few of the wire edge, which he refuses to let me have a specimen of, 1 would

suggest that you write immediately upon receipt of this. If you can bring to

bear any influence of your senator or congn'ssman, it might be well to do

so, but I think that it is possible you will get them without bringing anyone

else into the matter, which might cause delay. If you succivd in getting tliem,

you are going to get two coins worth $400..."

#008850
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3339

3340

Lovely MS-66 1907 Indian $10

"No Periods" Variety

1907 Indian. No Periods. MS-66 (ICG). Brilliant and frosty. Virtually as nice as the day of issue. A thoroughly at-
tractive example of this popular two-year design type. Although Uncirculated pieces are offered regularly, the ranks
thin out very quickly in the upper echelons of preservation. "Gem" quality pieces, such as the example offered here,
comprise just a small proportion of the total population

#008852

1907 Indian. No Periods. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Easily finer were it not for some faint obverse hairlines.

The reverse approaches the Gem level. First year of issue and pleasing for the orange gold color and lustre.

#008852

3341 1907 Indian. No Periods. AU-58. A lustrous rich golden example of the first year of the design type. A few light

hairlines present; our grade is probably on the conservative side, especially given the current state of the grading

"art" in third-party holders. Take a good look at this one.

#008852

Handsome, Satiny MS-65 1908 $10

"No Motto" Variety

lx photo

3342 1908 No Motto. MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant and satiny. A handsome, thoroughly attractive example that by all appear-

ances was carefully set aside at the time of issue and lovingly preserved over the course of nearly a centur\' by all

of its subsequent owners. No Motto type Indian Head eagles were coined only in the years 1907 and 1908.

#008853

Stack's
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3343 1908 Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Superb visual appeal stems from a combination of graceful and com-
plete lustrous cartwheel and rich yellow gold toning. Only the most minor marks, an especially choice example

#008859 ^

3344 1908 Motto. MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with warm orange and peach highlights. Broadly sweeping cart-

wheel lustre endorses both sides of this frosty Indian eagle.

#008859

3345 1908-D No Motto. AU-58 (PCGS). An inexplicably choice coin for this grade level, boasting unbroken cartwheel

lustre and the look of at least a Choice Mint State specimen. Medium yellow gold with barely any blemishes, no
marks of note in the immaculate surfaces, just a single light abrasion on the jawline. Housed in an old first genera-

tion PCGS holder that will likely not remain intact much longer.

#008854

Brilliant, Frosty MS-63 1908-D With Motto $10

3346 1908-D Motto. MS-63 (ICG). Brilliant and frosty. Not a particularly elusive issue at the MS-60 level, but certainly

quite scarce at MS-63.
#008860

3347 1908-S About Uncirculated-53. A lustrous example that retains most of the original mint surface and good eve ap-

peal. The surfaces show a bit of wear on the high points, but not enough to keep this from fitting into a Mint State

collection. A scarce date with a mintage of 59,850 pieces.

From Mid-American Rare Coins G.N.A. Sale, 1992, Lot 466.

#008861
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Superb Gem Proof 1909 Eagle

Roman Finish Style

lx photo

3348 1909 Proof-67 (NGC). A magnificent Superb Gem Proof that exudes the expected yellow-gold

satin surfaces familiar as the Roman Gold style used to strike the Proofs of 1909. Liberty's

headdress is boldly executed with full feather definition. The open fields and Liberty's cheek

show no hairlines or handling nicks—a feature which secures the present coin as one of

the very finest to survive from a meager 74 pieces struck in this style. The reverse is sharp

throughout, with radiant golden frost covering the fields and devices. Close study will dis-

cover a faint nearly horizontal nick near the middle of the right wing of the eagle hidden on

a single feather, a feature which will hallmark the present coin. Hints of coppery specks are

seen near the rims, with one left of the date mentioned for further identification. A simply

stunning coin which will no doubt please even the most advanced numismatist. Truly an

American classic and certainly one of the top known, with a select group of perhaps 10 that

merit this grade between the major grading services. A memorable superb Gem example in

every regard.

NGC Census: 5; 1 finer (PR-68 finest).

From Heritage's FUN Sale, January 2005, Lot 30648.

#008891

Stack's
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3349 1909 MS-63 (ICG). Fully lustrous and mostly brilliant with

blushes and hints of faint lilac and blue-green. A scattering of 3354
contacf marks on Liberty's cheek is about all that keeps this

lovely specimen out of the "Gem" category. A scarce issue at

the MS-63 grade level.

#008862

Brilliant, Lustrous 1910-S $10

1910-S MS-63 (ICG). Repunched mintmark. Brilliant, lustrous,

and beautiful—another truly remarkable quality eagle, one
worthy of a "sfrefch" bid. The 1910-S is a scarce issue in Un-
circulafed grade despife a fairly generous mintage of 811,000;

quite rare at the MS-63 level.

#008867

3350

Brilliant, Satiny MS-63 1909-D $10

1909-D MS-63 (ICG). Brilliant and satiny, with most design

features showing bold definition. An issue which occurs

regularly in MS-60 grade, but which "thins out" dramatically

at MS-63.
#008863

3355

Desirable MS-65 1911 $10

1911 MS-65 (ICG). Frosty and mostly brilliant with some
blushes of saffron iridescence on fhe high poinfs.

#008868

3351

Pair of NGC-certified eagles, both graded MS-61: 1909-D.

Orange gold and frosty 1914. Yellow gold and satiny. (Total:

2 pieces)

3352 1910 MS-63 (ICG). Olive toning on frosty surfaces. The ob-

verse shows areas of "vault grime" a feature which attests to

originality since many Indian Head eagles were secreted away
for decades in European bank vaulfs, only to emerge decades

later when collector demand reached record levels in the 1970s

and 1980s.

#008865

3353 1910-D MS-63 (ICG). Frosty lustre. The obverse is brilliant.

The reverse is e.ssentially brilliant with a whisper of olive

iridescence.

#008866

3356 1911 MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with warm olive and

pale rose highlights. Fiery lustre enlivens both sides.

#008868

Frosty Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 Indian Eagle

3357 1911-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A frosty and bright

coin that has full and complete lustre in the fields and a decent

strike on the devices. Liberty's feathers are all full in her head-

dress, although the upper portion of the wing is a bit soft. The

top of the "S" is filled from a tiny die chip. Always in demand

for this elusive date.

#008870
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3358 1912 MS-64 (ICG). Fully lustrous and mostly brilliant with
blushes of olive and lilac.

#008871

3362 1914-D MS-63 (ICG). Fully lustrous and essentially brilliant

with just a hint of olive iridescence. Yet another issue that is

regularly available at the MS-60 level, but decidedly scarce in

MS-63 condition.

#008876

Brilliant MS-61 1913-S $10

3359 1913-S MS-61 (ICG). Brilliant and lustrous. Some bagmarks

on Liberty's face and a line above the eagle's head are about

all that keep this example out of the "Choice" category. Only

66,000 examples of the variety were minted, one of the lowest

production figures in the Indian Head eagle series.

#008874

Gem Uncirculated 1914 Eagle

3360 1914 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, highly lustrous Gem with attrac-

tive golden yellow surfaces that give a mattelike appearance

at first glance. A satiny gem example of the dynamic Saint-

Gaudens design type, a beautiful coin that holds up well to

careful scrutiny.

#008875

3361 1914 MS-64 (ICG). Intermingled olive-gold and saffron toning

complement frosty surfaces. Scarce at the MS-64 grade level.

#008875

Rare MS-63 1914-S $10

3363 1914-S MS-63 (ICG). Brilliant and frosty. The strike shows a

touch of softness by Liberty's ear and at the eagle's shoulder,

but most other design features are bold. David Akers writes:

"At the Choice or Gem quality levels, the 1914-S is rare."

#008877

3364 1915 MS-63 (ICG). Olive-gold iridescence complements frosty

surfaces. Sharply struck in virtually all areas except the eagle's

shoulder which shows a touch of striking softness as made.
#008878

Lustrous MS-64 1916-S $10

3365 1916-S MS-64 (ICG). Brilliant and lustrous. Most design

features are sharp save for some tresses at Libert's temple.

Although not a particularly elusive issue in Uncirculated

condition, the majority of Mint State survivors grade MS-60 or

thereabouts. Examples in the MS-64 category' are ver\’ scarce,

and command substantial premiums when available.

#008880

Stack's
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Elusive MS-63 1916-S $10

3366 1916-S MS-63 (ICG). Warm olive-gold toning on frosty sur-

faces. Some vault grime is noted on Liberty's cheek, a feature

suggesting that this example may have emerged from long-

term storage in Europe into numismatic channels over the last

two or three decades.

#008880

Impressive MS-65 1926 $10

3367 1926 MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant and lustrous. Three small nicks

can be seen on Liberty's cheek, and a spot is noted beneath

her chin.

#008882

3368 1926 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Bright and lus-

trous with a couple of nicks on Liberty's jaw and the eagle's

thigh from a Gem grade. A couple of tiny copper specks attest

to the passage of time.

#008882

3369 1932 MS-64 (NGC). A sparkling honey gold example of the

final collectible date in the Indian eagle series; the 1933 issue

is an extremely well-known rarity. Medium honey gold with

deeper golden highlights on both sides.

#008884

3370 1932 MS-64 (ICG). Bright yellow surfaces with frosty lustre.

An attractive example coined during the penultimate year of

the design type.

#008884

3371 1932 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Lustrous honey gold with

splendid eye appeal, especially for the assigned grade.

#008884

3372 1932 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Light yellow gold with good

lustre, though some hairlines and a thin scratch from the eagle's

shoulder to the rim between OF and AMERICA account for

the grade as assigned.

#008884

Join the most successful auction firm in the business.
From expert and definitive catalogue descriptions, to pre-sale publicity, to photography, to financial security, to

personal service to both bidders and consignors. Stack's brings you the team with unsurpassed expertise in the

auction arena.

If you would like to realize top market price for your U.S. coins, ancient and world coins, paper money, tokens,

and medals, we invite you to consign to our remarkable 2007 auction season. Simply call one of our consignment

advisors, toll free, and soon you will be receiving a very generous check! NY: 800-566-2580 NH: 866-811-1804

408 Stack
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U.S. DOUBLE EAGLES ($20 GOLD)

U.S. LIBERTY HEAD DOUBLE EAGLES

Brilliant AU-53 1850 $20

3373 1850 AU-53 (ICG). Sharply struck and brilliant. The die state

of the reverse is advanced with bold cracks through ENTY
D and MERICA. A few minor rim bruises can be seen on the

reverse, and a nick is present at the top of the 0 in the date ex-

tending right. Coined during the first year of issue; the unique

1849-dated piece in the Smithsonian Institution is considered

a pattern.

#008902

About Uncirculated 1850-0 $20

3374 1850-0 AU-50 (NGC). A pleasing branch mint issue from the

first collectible date in the double eagle denomination. Bright

yellow gold with some prooflike reflectivity on both sides.

Strong cartwheel lustre is the order of the day, its brightness

broken only on the high points. No serious marks present,

though a few can be found as should be expected for a moder-

ately circulated coin. A worthwhile addition to any numismatic

collection.

#008903

Mint State 1851 Double Eagle

3375

1851 MS-62 (PCGS) A highly lustrous bright yellow gold example of the date, a pleasing Type I double eagle

bv any standards. Somewhat prooflike with a decided olive glow. A few light marks present but still undeniably

choice for the grade. Struck from a misaligned reverse die, the eagle's head points to 10:00 instead of the usual

12:00. Neat and attractive.

#008904
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3376 1851 AU-58 (NGC). Medium yellow gold wiLh good lusLre

despite some obverse hairlines. A thin curved hairline scratch

is noted on the portrait's cheek. Sharp and finely detailed.

#008904

AU 1851-0 Double Eagle

3377 1851-0 AU-50 (PCGS). Lustrous olive-gold with much retained

mint brilliance in the protected areas. A few scattered marks
present, as should be expected on such a large coin that spent

a year or so in circulation. None of the marks are overbearing,

however, and we note them solely for accuracy. A nice oppor-

tunity to obtain an early branch mint Liberty double eagle.

#008905

3378 1852 AU-58 (PCGS). Pleasing surfaces for this important early

double eagle with minimal bagmarks present to disrupt the

lustre. The strike is typically sharp, and the surfaces and rich

coppery gold color are intact. Most early gold coins from this

period have been dipped to brighten the lustre; the present

coin is more natural appearing and quite desirable as such.

#008906

Call our consignment specialists toll free

to include your individual coins or

complete collection in an upcoming auction.

NY: 800-566-2580 • NH: 866-811-1804

Desirable AU-58 1852-0 $20

2x photo

3379 1852-0 AU-58 (ICG). Warm olive-gold toning. Frosty lustre can

be seen in the protected areas. Most design features show bold

definition. The O-mintmark is sharp. The 1852-0 is decidedly

scarce at AU-58. The great majority of examples encountered

are in Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

#008907

Lustrous AU 1852-0 $20

3380 1852-0 AU-50 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with decided olive

highlights. Strong lustre in the protected areas, with broadly

sweeping cartwheels still retained in the fields. A few scattea'd

marks present, none overly serious.

#008907
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3381 1852-0 AU-50. Medium yellow gold with olive highlights,

some prooflike reflectivity on both sides. No serious marks,

just lightly and evenly worn in places as befits the grade. Many
times scarcer than its modest mintage of 190,000 pieces implies,

especially at AU or finer.

#008907

Choice EF 1852-0 $20

3382 1852-0 EF-45 (NGC). Olive gold toning with most design

features showing bold definition for the grade. Some obverse

bagmarks are noted as typical.

#008907

Handsome 1859 Double Eagle

3383 1859 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Good remaining

lustre encircles both sides over even light yellow gold surfaces.

Sharply struck and appealing in hand, though some light hair-

lines suggest an inconsequential cleaning long ago. No heavy

marks, just a few nicks between stars 8 and 9. An attractive

example of this scarce Philadelphia issue.

#008926

The Bass Gem 1861 Double Eagle

Incredible Quality

2x photo

3384

1861 MS-65 (PCGS). When the late Harry W. Bass Jr. selected

a coin to keep for his magnificent collection, with few excep-

tions, it was bound to be one of the finest within its grade

designation. This rule holds true with the present 1861 Phila-

delphia Mint $20 with the regular (not Paquet) reverse.

The obverse is exquisitely struck with full details, includ-

ing the hair of Miss Liberty, the star centers, and the dentils,

the very definition of the design. This particular die was

made by deeply impressing the master die into the working

die, with the result that the initials of the engraver, J.P.L., are

separated the field and are very sharp. The field itself has

satiny lustre, generally characteristic of Philadelphia (but not

San Francisco) double eagles of this particular date.

The lustre on the reverse is satiny and rich, the strike is

sharp, and everything else is what you would expect on a

conservatively graded MS-65 coin.

From the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection.

#008932
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Delightful MS-63 1861 $20

3385 1861 MS-63 (ICG). A lovely specimen characterized by brilliant surfaces, frosty devices, and
satiny fields. The strike is excellent in virtually all areas. A few flecks are noted on the reverse.

This coin checks in with a high degree of aesthetic appeal.

With the great interest exhibited in treasure-recovered double eagles from the S.S. Central

America, S.S. Brother Jonathan, and S.S. Republic, issues that were not extensively represented

in high grades, or not at all, such as the 1861 offered here, have come into special demand
in recent times.

#008932

3386 1861 AU-58 (NGC). Olive toning complements both surfaces. A spot is noted to the right of

the eagle's head. This piece was prooflike at the time of issue and traces of mirror brilliance

can be seen in the protected areas on both the obverse and reverse. The eagle's plumage de-

tails show bold definition. This issue was once widely regarded as the most common "Type
1" Liberty Head double eagle, and it may continue to hold that title, but another contender

for the designation is probably the 1857-S, which was recovered in huge numbers during

the underwater excavation of the S.S. Central America off Cape Hatteras. The 1861 remains a

popular choice for inclusion in type sets, however.
#008932

3387 1861-S AU-58 (PCGS). Bright yellow gold with abundant cartwheel lustre on both sides. An
interesting specimen of this popular date, showing several peripheral die cracks including

one from star 5 into the crown of Liberty's head. Others are present on the reverse, the most

bold of which connects D of UNITED to STATES OF. Some light marks are seen, very subtle

hairlines seen only under study, quite flashy overall.

#008935
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Incredibly Important 1861-S Paquet $20

Superb Eye Appeal

Among Finest Known

3388 1861-S Paquet. AU-58 (NGC). A lovely specimen, far finer

than typically seen, and ranking at or near the top of those

in existence—this ranking taking into consideration the

rich lustre on the present piece, the nice strike, the high

certified grade, and, perhaps most important of all, the eye

appeal. Most of the known 1861-S Paquet double eagles

are rather "scruffy" (for want of a better word), no matter

what the grade assigned is. The obverse is well struck, with

excellent delineation of hair details, almost but not quite

needle sharp, certainly not exceeded by any we have seen.

Scattered contact marks are seen in the fields, none beyond

what might be expected at the AU-58 level. The dentils are

full and bold.

The reverse, commanding the most attention, is likewise

very choice. The lustre is deep and rich, nearly full. Scattered

marks are seen, no more than are found on some issues (not

referring to the 1861-S Paquet here) certified well into the Mint

State range. The dentils, small on this distinctive reverse type,

are all distinct and well defined. This 186TS Paquet double

eagle is certainly one of the very finest to be offered for sale

either at auction or privately, a landmark for the truly advanced

connoisseur.

In recent years the interest in Type I (1850-1866) double

eagles has accelerated sharply, catalyzed by the discovery of

the treasure from the S.S. Central America (lost at sea in 1857),

Yankee Blade (1854), Brother Jonathan (1865), and Reynddic (1865).

For the first time. Mint State examples of certain issues became

readily available, whereas in earlier times such quality was

either not available at all, or just on a catch-as-catch-can basis

at auction or at private sale, at widely spaced intervals.

Not represented in these treasures were quite a few dates

and mints in the Type I series, in higher ranges of preserx^ation.

Buyers of these coins, seeking to complete sets, necessarilx' have

to be satisfied with EF and AU levels for certain of the more

elusive varieties, including the 1861-S Paquet offered here.

With a combination of rarity and aforementioned eye ap-

peal and quality, we expect that this memorable 1861-S Paquet

reverse double eagle will cause a lot of attention as it crosses

the auction block.

NGC Census: 9; none finer within any designation.

#008936
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Quality AU-58 1862-S $20

3389 1862-S AU-58 (ICG). Mostly brilliant surfaces with wisps of saffron, rose, and lilac iridescence. Much frosty lustre

survives in the fields. A line is noted by the first star and an abrasion can be seen above the date. David Akers notes:

"VF to EF are the predominant grades and strictly graded AU's are quite rare." It's quite clear that although 854,173
examples were originally minted, comparatively few if any were intentionally set aside at the time of issue.

#008938

Desirable AU-58 1863-S $20

3390 1863-S AU-58 (ICG). Pleasing olive gold toning with delicate lilac highlights. The eagle's plumage features are

sharp, but several of the obverse stars are flatly struck. A nick is present on Liberty's cheek beneath her eye. Very
scarce in AU-58 and higher grades despite a generous original mintage of 966,570 pieces.

#008940

Important AU-58 1864-S $20

3391 1864-S AU-58 (NGC). Mostly brilliant surfaces with wisps and tinges of pale lilac in the protected areas. Much
frosty lustre still survives in the fields. Scattered bagmarks and abrasions can be seen as is typical of virtually all

circulated double eagles that have come down to us from the era. About Uncirculated examples are scarce; the vast

majority of survivors are Very Fine to Extremely Fine.

#008942

3392 1865 AU-58 (ICG). The devices are frosty, and the fields vary in texture, frosty on the obverse and satiny on the

reverse. Some vault grime is noted on the obverse suggesting the possibility that this piece may have been secreted

away, pre.sumably in a canvas bag with hundreds of others, for several decades after a brief stint in circulation.

#008943
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Landmark 1866-S No Motto $20

Among Finest Known

3393 1866-S No Motto. AU-58 (NGC). A lovely specimen of one of the most elusive double eagles of the era. The obverse

and reverse are light yellow gold, nicely struck, with most details sharp, save for some lightness on the hair, charac-

teristic of the Type I issues. Traces of lustre are seen on the obverse, and on the reverse the frost is more extensive,

perhaps comprising 40% of the field area. Surface marks are present, commensurate with the assigned grade, the

most notable of which are seen in the left obverse field. The reverse has fewer marks, this being typical for double

eagle reverse of the era, which is sufficiently complex that the design shielded the field from contact.

The 1866-S No Motto is an anachronism in the series, as this same year marked the introduction of the Type II

design with the motto IN GOD WE TRUST added on the reverse. A reverse Without Motto die was on hand, and

coins were struck from it, with the quantity unknown. The Guide Book of United States Coins lists 12,000 for the 1866-S

No Motto as offered here, and 842,250 for the 1866-S With Motto.

We can readily imagine that the excitement in the auction room will go up considerably as this lot approaches

the bidding point of no return!

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer (MS-60).

#008945
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3394 1866-S Motto. Choice Extremely Fine-45. Light yellow gold
with some faint olive toning. Scattered marks are typical of this

issue, nearly all of which saw extensive jostling and circulation.

Light hairlines are noted. An acceptable circulated specimen
of this popular date.

#008950

3395 1868-S AU-55 (NGC). Warm olive-gold iridescence with wisps

and tinges of pale lilac. Much frosty lustre still survives in the

fields, especially on the reverse. Two or three tiny rim bruises

can be seen.

#008954

3396 1870-S AU-58 (NGC). Highly lustrous honey gold with superb

mint brilliance. Somewhat prooflike in places. Faint scattered

marks present, but still choice for the grade; indeed, a case

could be made for Mint State for the reverse.

#008959

Rare AU-50 1872-CC $20

3398 1872-CC AU-50 (NGC). Partially brilliant surfaces with blushes

of saffron and lilac. Only 26,900 examples of the issue were
minted and the vast majority of survivors are in the Very Fine

to Extremely Fine grade range. Demand for About Uncircu-

lated examples is enhanced by the fact that Mint State pieces

are prohibitively rare.

#008964

3399 1872-S AU-58 (NGC). A high degree of lustre swirls broadly

across the bright yellow gold surfaces. Faint olive iridescence

enhances the attractive nature of this popular branch mint

Type II Liberty double eagle.

#008965

3400 1873 Open 3. MS-62 (PCGS). A well struck and lustrous

example of this popular issue. Perhaps most important as a

member of the scarce 1866-1876 type with motto on the reverse

and the denomination spelled as TWENTY D.

#008967

3397 1872 AU-58 (PCGS). A highly lustrous specimen with pale

rose iridescence on somewhat reflective honey gold surfaces.

Choice for the grade with exceptional eye appeal.

#008963

3401 1873 Open 3. MS-60 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous honey gold,

finer overall than the MS-60 grade implies. A nice Type II

double eagle for a gold type set.

Hou.sed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

#008967

416 S 1 ack';
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Choice Mint State 1874 $20

Rare So Fine

3402 1874 MS-63 (PCGS). A charming and extremely frosty speci-

men, one with rich yellow gold surfaces and abundant lustre.

Some light bagmarks are present in the left obverse field and
on the cheek of Liberty, but there is no friction or hairlines to

speak of to interrupt the excellent color and surface quality.

We mention a mark on Liberty's eye as the only deep one of

note. The reverse is fully gem judged on its own. While com-
mon in lightly circulated grades, real Mint State coins are rare,

and PCGS has certified only two finer than this. We foresee

this piece finding a happy home in an advanced set of Liberty

$20s.

PCGS Population: 4; 2 finer (MS-64).

#008970

Uncirculated 1875-CC Double Eagle

3403 1875-CC MS-62 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with rich honey

and olive highlights. The lustre is strong and unyielding, and

the fields are moderately prooflike on both sides. No seriously

egregious marks are present, making for a choice example of

the date and grade combination. This should be seen to be

appreciated.

#008974

3404 1876-CC About Uncirculated-50. Pleasing coppery gold toning

throughout and traces of lustre. There is a thin scratch coursing

through Liberty' s hair and moderate hairlines visible with ef-

fort. Boldly struck and attractive for this Centennial year issue

from the Carson City Mint.

From Bozvers and Merena's Robert W. Miller, Sr. Collection,

November 1992, Lot 1572.

#008977

Uncirculated 1876-S Double Eagle

3405 1876-S MS-62 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre

on deep honey gold surfaces. Wisps of pale olive grace both

sides. Finer than typically encountered at this grade level in

today's numismatic climate. A sharply struck and aesthetically

appealing example from the final year of Type 11 double eagle

coinage; as a rule. Type II issues are highly elusive in Mint

State grades.

#008978

Sparkling Mint State 1876-S Double Eagle

3406 1876-S MS-62 (PCGS). A splendid Mint State coin that retains

ample lustre and eye appeal and excellent surfaces for the

modest grade. Liberty's cheek and neck are particularly pleas-

ing, with no serious cuts or nicks to distract. There are traces

of die rust present around Liberty's eye. An important issue

which happened to fall on the 100th anniversary of American

independence. All Type II double eagles are scarce in this grade

or finer, and popular with date and type collectors.

#008978

3407 1876-S MS-61 (NGC). Magnificent cartwheel lustre over-

whelms rich yellow gold surfaces. As is typical at this grade

level, scattered bagmarks are seen, including a rather hea\w

mark under Liberty's bun. The impressive brilliance and even

color make this piece highly desirable for an advanced collec-

tion.

#008978

Stack's
417
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3408 1877-CC About UncircuIated-50 or nearly so with wonder-
ful old reddish copper accents surrounding the devices. The
surfaces are pleasing and lack the usual barrage of nicks so

often seen on Carson City gold coinage. A desirable example
that should please any advanced numismatist.

From our sale of October 1999, Lot 1076.

#008983

3409 1878-S AU-58 (ANACS). Lustrous with olive highlights and
with good eye appeal for the grade.

#008987

3412 1889-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with much mint
brilliance in the protected areas. A high degree of retained

lustre enlivens the charming surfaces of this popular issue.

#009011

Lustrous MS-61 1890-CC $20

3413 1890-CC MS-61 (PCGS). An attractive example for the grade.

The devices are frosty while the obverse field, in particular,

exhibits pleasing satiny character. The surfaces are partially

brilliant with blushes of blue-green and wisps of lilac. Close

examination reveals some small planchet inclusions hidden in

Liberty's hair and in the field behind her head.
#009014

3410 1883-CC Very Choice About Uncirculated-58 from the stand-

point of wear, but noticeably hairlined from cleaning with an

abrasive. Still a well struck coin with minimal surface problems

aside from the past cleaning.

From our sale ofApril 1996, Lot 1562.

#008999

3411 1884-CC About Uncirculated-50. Light yellow gold with

deeper copper toning in an area right of the date. Lustre per-

sists on reverse and around obverse periphery, though some
hairlines are seen on both sides. An area of corrosion is seen

inside the rim at 9:00, diagonal scuff across shield, some light

.scratches under right wing on reverse, scattered light marks,

area of piascratches low on neck against hair. Carson City gold

coins continue to be popular.

tt009(X)l

3414 1890-CC EF-40 (NGC). Lustrous with traces of coppery toning

on both sides. The surfaces are average with scattered hairlines

and a shallow rim cut on the reverse at 9:00.

#009014

3415 Pair of PCGS-certified MS-62 double eagles: 1893. Frosty

with hints of lilac iridescence 1904. Fully brilliant. Both

surfaces exhibit considerable prooflike character, but without

a "PL" designation on the PCGS label. (Total: 2 pieces)

High-Grade 1893-CC $20

3416 1893-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Bright yellow

gold with abundant cartwheel lustre. A highly attractive coin,

especially considering the notable lack of significant contact

marks, quite different from a typical bagmarked 1893-CC $20.

Perhaps lightly cleaned long ago, with only the faintest hair-

lines seen, that few would notice even under scrutiny. Pleasing

and desirable overall.

#009023

418 SlACk'
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3417 1893-CC AU-58 DETAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Lustrous with

olive and orange highlights. From the final year of Carson City

Mint coinage production. One of only 18,402 examples struck,

and elusive in all grades today.

#009023

3418 1893-S MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with warm olive

highlights and soft lustre.

#009024

3419 1895 MS-64 (PCGS). A sparkling specimen that pushes Gem
quality in many regards. Expansive cartwheel lustre enlivens

the rich honey gold surfaces, and splashes of vibrant peach

add greatly to the visual appeal. Only two examples of the

date have received a finer grade from PCGS. Choice for the

assigned grade.

#009027

3420 1899-S MS-63 (ICG). Lustrous surfaces. Essentially brilliant

with just a hint of olive iridescence. A popular San Erancisco

Mint issue.

#009036

Choice Cameo Proof 1900 $20

2x photo

3421

1900 Proof-63 CAM (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and

richly mirrored fields display prominent lustre and pale

olive highlights. Erom a Proof mintage for the date of 124

pieces, with a goodly quantity of survivors extant from that

production run. Among the three finest Cameo examples of

the date certified by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 1; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-64 CAM).

#089116

3422 1900 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A choice example

with bold lustre and excellent frosty surfaces. Some minor

adhesive vestiges are seen at the base of the reverse, single

copper spot over star 6.

#009037

Stack's
419
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3423 1900 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty, lustrous, and undeniably choice for the assigned grade.

#009037

Brilliant, Satiny MS-65 1901 $20

3424 1901 MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant, satiny, and sharply struck. Nice in every way Only 111,526 examples were minted,

one of the lowest production figures for the 20th-century double eagle series.

#009039

3425 1902 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. Strong lustre is present on both sides over rich yellow gold surfaces

speckled wifh splashes of amber. Scaftered light marks are seen, and under careful scrutiny some carefully placed

horizonfal hairlines may be seen in the southwest obverse. Nick under 19 of dafe. Still bright and with a measure

of appeal.

#009041

3426

Gem Mint State 1904 $20

1904 MS-65 (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with intense cartwheel lustre supporting rich peach, pale

warm honey gold iridescence.

#009045

sky blue, and

3427 1904 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Superb lustre and bold medium yellow gold surfaces define this at

tractive type coin.

#009045

1
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U.S. SAINT-GAUDENS DOUBLE EAGLES

3428 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Proof-67 (NGC). Virtual perfection. The fields are immaculate; there don't

appear to be any contact marks visible without magnification. Close examination will find the delicate swirl marks

caused when the dies were polished by the engraver, these are present on all high-grade examples. It's certainly

evident that this piece was a special striking that was probably placed directly from the dies into a protective paper

flip or perhaps a storage box of the type manufactured for the benefit of coin collectors by M.L. Beistle. Liberty's

face is perfectly formed, with her nose, lips, and chin all defined to full advantage. The fingers on both hands are

all fully and clearly delineated, as are the toes on her left [viewer's right] foot. The MCMVII High Relief double

eagle ranks as one of the most eagerly sought issues in American numismatics, and the collector who demands the

finest can hardly expect to do better than to pursue the specimen offered here. We expect many generous bids.

NGC Ceasus: 9; 6 finer within any designation (Proof-69 finest).

One of the most popular and beautiful issues ever to fall from a coining press, the designs were completed by Augustus Saint-Caudens

just months before his death in late 1907. The original concept coin was the Ultra High Relief which lacked the rim seen here and was truly

more of a medal than a coin which could circulate. Only a handful of the Ultra High Relief coins exist today. The first realistic revision was this

High Relief coinage which still required several blows from the dies to strike up the devices fully. Saint-Gaudens wished to create something

comparable to the coinage of the ancient Greeks, with bold yet artistic devices. President Teddy Roo.sevelt gave Saint-Gaudens the support to

cut through most of the bureaucratic red tape, which lasted just long enough to coin 12,367 pieces of this High Relief design. After these were

coined Mint Engraver Charles Barber had his way with the Saint-Gaudens design, greatly reducing the depth of the design but making the

coins much easier to strike, a practical reality for any mint that must coin millions of planchets as quickly as possible.

#009135

Superb Gem Proof-67 MCMVII $20

Stack's
421



Classic MCMVII $20 High Relief

NGC Proof-64, Wire Rim
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Splendid Uncirculated MCMVII High Relief $20

Wire Rim Variety, MS-66 PCGS

lx photo

3430 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny pale golden gem with an abundance of unyield-

ing lustre and eye appeal to match. A truly exceptional example of the Saint-Gaudens design, considered by many

to be the most beautiful of all U.S. coinage designs intended for general circulation. A prize for an alert collector

with an eye for outstanding quality and an appreciation of numismatic beauty.

#009135

2x photo

3429 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Proof-64 (NGC). A beautiful specimen of this avidly sought 20th century

rarity. Rich radiant lustre emerges from basined light yellow gold fields and highlights the meticulously detailed

devices. The color is even and attractive, and the fields are lively and nicely preserved. Only the faintest hairlines

are noted, no marks of note in the fields or on the design reliefs like the knee and face that so often collect contact

points. An example of superb near-gem quality fit for a finely assembled cabinet.

#009135

422
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Majestic Gem MCMVII High Relief $20

3432 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Flat Rim. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. An utterly superb example of this classic

rarity. Exemplary rich yellow surfaces show all the lustre and frost one could hope for at this grade level, along

with carefully rendered designs that are free from even the most minor distractions. The face of Liberty is clear and

sculptural in its impact, and even the highest relief of the eagle’s wing lacks the rub or chatter seen on even h|gh

grade coins. A single very minor lustre break in the left obverse field is all that keeps us from assigning a hig cr

grade though it is so trivial we would not be surprised if others foresee a still higher numerical assignment. Ideally

preserved, dutiful to behold and study at arm's length and under a glass, this specimen would be a pinnacle in

a connoisseur's type set.

#009136

2x photo

3431 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Flat Rim. MS-65 (PCGS). A magnificent example. Thick radiant cartwheel lustre

abounds across frosty and rich yellow gold surfaces. The eye appeal is exemplary, fully equal to the Gem grade

assignment, with none but the most minor disturbances. No hairlines or other signs of mishandling are seen, and

the central reliefs are free of even the most infinitesimal marks. Anyone would be proud to own this example, and

it is sure to see strong competition.

#009136

2x photo

Exemplary MCMVII Gem High Relief $20

MS-65 (PCGS)

Stack's
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Beautiful MCMVII $20

High Relief, Wire Rim

3433 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Very Choice Brilliant UncircuIated-64. Dramatic lustre springs from rich

medium yellow gold surfaces in fine fashion. Abeaufiful example, with excellent surface quality, though the wire

rim has been lightly filed from 6:00 to about 11:00, perhaps where this fragile raised design element showed some

minor marks. The strike is bold and no marks are seen to note, making this a fine way to represent this historic and

artistically elegant one-year type.

#009135

Nice MS-63 MCMVII High Relief $20

3434 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with rich honey highlights and

strong eye appeal, especially within the parameters of the assigned grade. A pleasing example with a few faint

marks noted, though the depth and beauty of the design type tend to diminish these greatly.

#009135
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3435 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with expansive cartwheel lustre and

rich olive toning. A choice coin for the grade, devoid of all but a few frivial marks fhaf must be hunted down and

distinguished individually; even then they have no visual impact. Simply gorgeous for the grade.

#009135

Lustrous Uncirculated MCMVII High Relief $20

3436 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Abundant lustrous cartwheel

covers pleasing light yellow gold surfaces. A highly atfractive specimen at the assigned grade, with just a few very

shallow marks in the obverse fields keeping this from a still higher grade assignment The face and^body are free

of marks, as is fhe reverse. In hand this piece has an extremely nice look and those who still seek a High Relief for

their collection will be pleasantly surprised by its dramatic eye appeal.

#009135

Lustrous MS-63 MCMVII High Relief $20

2x photo

Stack's
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Nearly Choice MCMVII High Relief $20

3437 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly choice-61. Even yellow gold surfaces show

the rich lustre and aesthetic appeal of a Choice example, with the sculptural relief rising elegantly from the satiny

fields. Boldly defined and free of any marks of note, though a tiny natural flaw has been delicately removed between

two rays left of the standing portrait of Liberty. The surfaces are otherwise of superb technical quality and show

all the eye appeal one could want in a High Relief Saint-Gaudens $20. The addition of this type has always been a

point of significant pride for collectors, and this piece is pleasing enough to be displayed proudly and enjoyed in

hand.
#009135

Popular MCMVII High Relief $20

Wire Rim Details

j

I

i

3438 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. UNC DETAILS (NCS), "Improperly cleaned." Frosty honey gold with

warm olive highlights. Lightly cleaned some time ago, though not overly obvious even under careful scrutiny. A

wholly acceptable example of the ever-popular and ever-beautiful Saint-Gaudens double eagle design type, ort i\

of more than a cursory glance from bidders.

#009135

426
Svack';
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Another MCMVII High Relief $20

Wire Rim Details

lx photo

3439

MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. AU-58 DETAILS (ANACS), "Rim repaired-cleaned." Frosty medium gold

with deep yellow highlights. Lightly cleaned some time ago, though hardly noticeable even when studied under

low magnification. Rim repaired, though probably in a place covered by the holder as the present writer's eye is

not drawn to any particular place on the rim.

#009135

Splendid Gem 1907 Saint-Gaudens $20

"Arabic Numerals"

3440 1907 Saint-Gaudens, Arabic Numerals. MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny Gem with intense cartwheel lustre on smooth

honey gold surfaces. Pale olive and rose iridescence abounds on both sides. A pleasing example of Barber s modi-

fied design, with Arabic numerals and lower relief details. Beautiful.

#009141

3441 1907 Saint-Gaudens. Arabic Numerals. MS-65 (ICG). Fully lustrous and partially brilliant with blushes of rose

and lilac. A lovely example coined during the first year of the Saint-Gaudens design type.

#009141

Stack's



3442 1907 Saint-Gaudens, Arabic Numerals. Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-64. Gem-like lustre swirls over frosty medium

yellow gold surfaces. Only the most minor marks are seen in

the obverse fields.

#009141

3445 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-66 (ICG). Fully lustrous and
j

mostly brilliant with some blushes of pale olive-gold. An excel-
,

lent candidate for inclusion in a high-grade 20th-century type

set or an outstanding date and mintmark collection. .

#009142 '

3446 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and lus-
|

trous. An attractive example of this popular two-year design

type.
;

#009142

3447 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous and
!

mostly brilliant with blushes of saffron and hints of olive.

#009142

3443 1907 Saint-Gaudens. Arabic Numerals. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63. Rich yellow gold with excellent lustre on

both sides. A natural mint-made lamination may be seen at

the eagle's beak on the reverse.

#009141

Blazing MS-67 1908 $20

No Motto, Short Rays 3448 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty medium

gold with rich lustre.

#009142

3449 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and

frosty.

#009142

3444 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-67 (ICG). Brilliant, lustrous,

and sharply struck. Virtually as nice as the day it was minted.

Worth a generous bid from the numismatist who appreciates

exceptional quality.

#009142

3450 1908-D No Motto, Short Rays. MS-63 (NGC). Frosty honey

gold with pale rose toning highlights. Strong cartwheel lustre

on both sides.

#009143

428
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Exemplary 1908 With Motto $20

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

3451 1908 Motto. MS-66^ (NGC). A satiny, frosty Gem. At first glance the overall impression is of flawless matte surfaces.

Careful examination under low magnification does little to dissuade the viewer from his or her first impression.

Among the three finest examples of the date certified by NGC, and definitely worthwhile as such. As it is, you will

not find a finer 1908 With Motto double eagle in an NGC holder.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

#009147

Choice Mint State 1908 With Motto $20

3452 1908 Motto. MS-64 (PCGS). Heavily frosted honey gold surfaces with intense, lively cartwheel lustre. Much scarcer

across the board than its 1908-dated counterpart without reverse Motto, an issue that saw more than 27.3 times as

many specimens produced as the No Motto design type of the same year.

#009147

Choice Mint State 1909/8 Overdate $20

3453 09/8 MS-63 (PCGS). A popular overdate from the early years of the Saint-Gaudens design type. Frosty honey gold

ith strong underlying lustre and a nuance of warm rose iridescence. Always desirable in all grades, especially at

oice Mint State or finer.

#009151

Stack's



3454 1909/8 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with strong cartwheel lustre and pale olive highlights. A few scattered

marks are present, appropriate for the assigned grade, though we note the lustre is full and unbroken on the high

points. A desirable overdate in a desirable grade.

#009151

3455 1909 MS-63 (ICG). Sharply struck and satiny. Mostly brilliant surfaces with some wisps and tinges of lilac on the

high points. Excellent eye appeal for the grade.

#009150

Low-Mintage MS-64 1909-D $20

3456 1909-D MS-64 (PCGS). Repunched mintmark. Sharply struck, brilliant, and with bold satiny lustre on both sides.

Only a few contact marks are seen, none worthy of special mention. Excellent eye one of the finest we have seen

in recent times. We expect a lot of competition among advanced specialists! The 1909-D is notable for its status

as the "fourth lowest mintage of the Saint-Gaudens series" per numismatic researcher David Akers. Only 5*.,500

examples were minted.

The repunched mintmark features shows boldest doubling at the upper serif and the outer curve.

#009152

430
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3460 1910-D MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Although the

1910-D is not rare in an absolute sense, it is many multiples

scarcer in MS-65 grade than issues such as 1924 and 1927.

#009155

3464 1912 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty and essentially brilliant with a

hint of olive iridescence. Scarcer in MS-63 condition than most

Philadelphia Mint double eagles of the era.

#009160

Stack's

Choice Mint State 1909-D $20

3458 1909-D MS-63 (ICG). Brilliant and satiny with most design

features showing bold definition. A piece that has everything

going for it: low mintage, high technical grade, and outstand-

ing eye appeal.

#009152

3462 1911-S MS-65 (ICG). Pleasing olive gold with richly imbued

lustre. Most design features show excellent definition. A fairly

common issue in Uncirculated condition overall, but scarce at

the MS-65 level.

#009159

3459 1910-D MS-65 (PCGS).A frostyGem witli lively cartwheel lustre

that races across the surfaces. Warm honey gold with faint olive

toning highlights. A popular branch mint double eagle that is

often chosen for inclusion in high-grade type sets.

#009155

3463 1911-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Exemplary and

unbroken lustre dominates the frosty medium yellow gold

surfaces to pleasant effect. A single light abrasion in the right

obverse field keeps this from the Gem grade.

#009159

3457 1909-D MS-63 (PCGS). A sparkling orange gold example of

this scarce branch mint issue.

#009152

3461 1911 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty yellow gold with honey highlights

and strong lustre.

#009157

Brilliant, Satiny MS-63 1909-D $20

Frosty, Brilliant MS-65 1911-S $20
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Ultra Gem Proof 1913 $20

3465 1913 Proof-68 (NGC). Often called Matte Proof today, this finish was designated Sand Blast

Proof in the era the coin was minted, this being considered a particularly artistic style inspired

by its wide use on art medals. The Paris Mint showcased this finish, and in the 1890s the Phila-

delphia Mint began using it on certain medals such as those for the Assay Commission.

Focusing on the present coin, it is one of just 58 struck. Likely, many were minted with an

actual distribution of scarcely more then 30 pieces. Significantly, only two years after this coin

was made a similar piece was offered by B. Max Mehl in the B. W. Smith Collechon, Lot 14,

as: "1913 Sand Blast Proof. Rare." Hard to find in its own time, the difficulty of findmg such

a piece increased as the years went by. In 1921 Mehl upped the verbal ante, and in his sale of

the Dr. G.F.E. Wilharm Collection, Lot 354, called a comparable coin "very rare."

When the present writer (QDB) catalogued the Garrett Collection coin in 1980, offered on

behalf of The John Hopkins University, I quoted Walter Breen's observation that as of that

time he had traced auction sale records of only five coins. Our research files today suggest

more than that, but by any evaluation the Proof 1913 remains incredibly rare, especially at

the Proof-68 level offered here.

#009210



Frosty MS-64 1913 $20
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Stack's

3466 1913 MS-64 (ICG). Warm olive-gold toning complements frosty

surfaces. Scarce and eagerly sought this nicely preserved. A
prize for the alert specialist.

#009161

3470 1914-D MS-64 (ICG). Sharply struck and frosty. Mostly bril-

liant surfaces with faint iridescence noted on the high points

of the designs.

#009165

Frosty MS-64 1915 $20

3467 1913-D MS-64 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with rich rose high-

lights and bold refreshing lustre.

#009162
3471 1915 MS-64 (NGC). Warm olive iridescence complements

frosty surfaces. An abrasion beneath NT in TWENTY is prob-

ably all that keeps this lovely specimen out of the Gem category.

A scarce and desirable issue at the MS-64 level.

#009167

3468 1913-S MS-63 (ICG). Fully lustrous and mostly brilliant with

blushes of faint lilac on both surfaces. The mintage for the issue

was a scant 34,000 pieces, the third lowest production figure

in the Saint-Gaudens series.

#009163
3472 1915 MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous medium gold with attractive

rose iridescence.

#009167

3469 1914 MS-63 (ICG). Frosty with olive-gold toning. Most design

features show bold definition on this example. Only 95,320

examples were minted, one of the lowest mintages in the series.

Although MS-60 specimens are available with some frequency,

comparatively few can be found at the MS-63 level.

#009164

3473 1916-S MS-64 (ICG). Brilliant and lustrous. Most design

features show bold definition. An excellent candidate for ac-

quisition by the San Francisco Mint enthusiast as well as the

double eagle specialist.

#009169
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Especially Nice 1922-S $20

Gem Mint State

3474 1922-S MS-65 (PCGS).A lovely specimen, well struck, and with deep, rich mint lustre.

Brilliant on both sides. The condition cannot be much different than it was shortly after

was minted. Despite a generous mintage of 2,658,000 pieces, survivors are scarce in

all grades. If's conjecfured thaf comparatively few were actually issued, but instead

remained sequestered in treasury vaults, only to be reclaimed into bullion after gold

coinage was demonetized in the 1930s. Walter Breen claimed in his Encyclopedia that

7,000 Uncirculated specimens "turned up" in Central America, but the paucity of

examples certified by the various grading services in subsequent years casts doubt

on this story.

Our records indicate that many 1922-S double eagles have orange spotting from imperfect mixing of

the alloy. This coin is an exception, adding extra value to a specimen that is already highly desirable.

#009174

Delightful MS-64 1922-S $20

3475 1922-S MS-64 (PCGS). Exceptional eye appeal! Fully lustrous and mostly brilliant

with blushes of lilac.

#009174

4.34

Slack's
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3476 1923 MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant, frosty, and sharply struck.A lovely

Gem example certain to delight virtually any double eagle

enthusiast.

#009175

3477 1923-D MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with intense cart-

wheel lustre that seemingly leaps from the satiny surfaces and

boldly defined design motifs.

#009176

3478 1924 MS-65 (ICG). Frosty lustre and warm olive toning char-

acterize this Gem example. Close examination reveals some

spots on the eagle's wings and leg.

#009177

3479 1924 MS-64 (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with sweeping

cartwheel lustre and pale olive highlights.

#009177

Impressive MS-64 1924-S $20

2x photo

3480 1924-S MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. A lovely example

of the scarce 1924-S, of which the total population is only in

the hundreds. A small abrasion is noted above the tips of sixth

and seventh rays on the obverse, something that we mention

for accuracy's sake. Of the pieces that have passed through

NGC, there have only been 19 certification events at higher

grades, these not necessarily representing different coins. For

many years the 1924-S has been recognized as one of the key

issues of the decade. In the 1940s it was almost impossible to

find, until foreign hoards were tapped.

#009179

3481 1925 MS-65 (PCGS). FrosN surfaces exhibit warm olive toning.

#009180

Stack's
435
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3482 1925 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A resounding Gem with spectacular lustre. Two tiny spots

are seen on the reverse. A beautiful example.
#009180

Elusive MS-64 1925-D $20

lx photo

3483 1925-D MS-64 (PCGS). The 1925-D is rare in any grade, with just 50 to 80 worn pieces known
and 500 to 800 in Mint State. Of the latter, the vast majority are in grades below that offered here.

This is another curious entry in the annals of the double eagle. Although 2,938,500 were struck,

it seems certain that nearly all were held stateside by the Treasury Department as backing for

paper money and other reserves. In the 1930s they went to the melting pot. Fortunately, a couple

thousand or so seem to have been exported, yielding most pieces that are known today. If you

are an advanced specialist in the $20 series, you will find this to be one of the nicest to come on

the market in recent times. The striking is good, the brilliance is full on both sides save for some

satiny rose areas at the center of the obverse, and the eye appeal is quite good.

In 1932 the Treasury Department put out a list of coins available for face value, including many

older dates. There were 10 double eagles on the list. The lineup is significant as it likely indicates

that they were being held as reserves in the Treasury Building, Washington, as backing for Gold

Certificates. The 10 double eagles on the list: 1925-D $20, 1925-S $20, 1926-D $20, 1926-S $20,

1927-D $20, 1927-S $20, 1930-S $20, 1931 $20, 1931-D $20, 1932 $20. Anyone caring to send $200 to

the Treasury in 1932 for one of each would have received coins fhat today would be worth over

$3,000,000, not bad as an investment!

From the El Dorado Collection; From Stack's sale ofNovember 2006, Lot 1475.

#009181

436 Slack's
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3485 1925-S MS-63 (PCGS). Boldly lustrous medium gold with rich yellow highlights. An imposing example of the grade

and date combination, a pleasing coin with no serious marks anci with eye appeal that just won t quit. A prized rariU

despite its lofty mintage of nearly 3.8 million pieces; undoubtedly much of that mintage never saw the light of day.

The Bowers reference calls this date a "sleeper" and notes further: "The large mintage belies the rarity of this com.

The population of 1925-S double eagles is about evenly divided between high grade worn pieces and lower level

Mint State examples." The present 1925-S is choice for the grade and represents an exceptional opportunity tor an

advanced double eagle collector or for a collector who simply appreciates the blend of rarity and beauty offered

here.

#009182

Classic MS-63 1925-S $20

2x photo

"Sleeper" 1925-S Double Eagle Rarity

3484 1925-S MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and satiny with outstanding eye appeal that attests to a higher grade. Branch-mint

double eagle rarities of this era are often heavily marked. The presently offered example is a remarkable exception,

however. As to population numbers, it is significant to note the PCGS has only graded 23 pieces finer than MS-63.

The 1925-S is another branch mint issue that was held back by the Treasury Department and later melted. Some were

shipped overseas, perhaps a couple thousand or so. Perhaps 600 to 1,000 survive today, mostly those repatriated

from foreign vaults. The population seems to be split about 50-50 between lightly worn and Mint State coins.

#009182

Stack's
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3488 1927 MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant and satiny. A thoroughly attractive

example of this popular issue.

#009186

3489 1927 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Abeautiful double eagle

that is awash with lustre over its frosty medium yellow gold

surfaces. Lovely on all counts.

#009186

3490 1927 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A frosty Gem with ideal

eye appeal, a type coin that would be a fine display piece.

#009186

3491 1927 MS-64 (PCGS). Pleasing satiny lustre. About 50% brilliant

with blushes of appealing olive iridescence.

#009186

3492 1927 MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. A handsome ex-

ample equally suited for either a U.S. gold type set or a date

and mint collection.

#009186

3493 1927 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Highly lustrous me-

dium gold with some faint olive toning.

#009186

3494 1927 MS-62 (PCGS). Highly lustrous medium gold with rich

rose and olive iridescence. Easily equal to many MS-63 double

eagles of the date currently in third-party holders.

Housed in old-style frameless PCGS holder.

#009186

3495 1928 MS-65 (ICG). Brilliant and frosty. A spot can be seen at

the junction of the eagle's wing and chest.

#009189

3486

3487

1926 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and satiny. A splash of coppery

gold toning can be seen by the stem of the olive branch. Out-

standing eye appeal.

#009183

1927 MS-65 (ICG). Frosty and essentially brilliant with a nu-

ance of olive. Some minor abrasions are noted on the eagle's

wings which we mention for accuracy's sake.

#009186

438 Stack's
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3496 1928 MS-64 (PCGS). Sparkling lustre beneath deep rose and peach iridescence.
#009189

Famous 1929 $20 Rarity

Gem Mint State

3497 1929 MS-65 (PCGS). Although 1,779,750 were struck, likely most were retained in Treasury vaults as backing for

Gold Certificates. A few were paid out, some of which were fortunately exported to Europe, mostly accounting for

the small number known today. In 1937, the remainder went to the melting pot, to be cast into ingots and shipped

to Fort Knox, Kentucky.

Today we estimate that only about 125 to 200 1929 double eagles can be accounted for. Of these, few can exceed

the brilliance, sharp strike, and overall quality appearance of the gem offered here. A find for the connoisseur or

advanced double eagle specialist.

#009190

END OF SALE

Stack's



THE TERMS OF SALE

I
This sale is by public auction conducted by licensed

auctioneer(s). The bids will be for specific lots which will

be opened for bidding in numerical order. In the event that

bids for the same amount are received for the same lot, the

winning bid will be the earliest received. The decision of the

Auctioneer as to identity of the winning bidder shall be final.

Any person submitting bids on behalf of a corporation or any

other entity agrees to be personally liable for payment of the

purchase price and any related charges as well as responsible

for the performance of all buyer obligations under these terms

of sale. No "buy" or unlimited bids will be accepted. No bids

will be accepted from minors.

2
Stack's, LLC, (subsequently referred to as Stack's) reserves

the right to postpone or cancel the auction without notice in

its sole discretion. Any lot may be withdrawn by Stack's without

notice prior to it being opened for bidding. Neither Stack's nor

the consignor shall be liable for any costs or damages arising

from either the withdrawal of material at the auction or the

delay or cancellation of the auction.

3
The purchase price shall be the sum of the winning bid and

a buyer's premium of 15% of the amount of the winning

bid. The purchase price shall be paid in full prior to delivery

of the lot absent other arrangements between the successful

bidder and Stack's. The decision to extend a line of credit and

the decision to withdraw a previously authorized line of credit

shall be within the sole discretion of Stack's. Stack's reserves

the right to deny participation in the auction if, in Stack's sole

discretion, the bidder's prior business dealings with Stack's

have been unsatisfactory.

4
Payment shall be by cash in United States funds or checks

drawn on United States banks. The purchase price shall be

paid upon delivery of the lot or receipt of Stack's invoice for the

lot, whichever occurs first. All associated costs for the delivery

of the lot such as handling, shipping, insurance, and related

charges will be added to the purchase price for lots not picked

up after the auction by the winning bidder. On any account not

paid within the prescribed terms of sale. Stack's reserves the

right to extend credit and to impose periodic finance charges at

the rate of 1-1/2% per month (18% per annum) on the unpaid

balance. By bidding in the sale, the bidder grants to Stack's a

security interest in all numismatic material purchased by the

bidder, amounts due the bidder by Stack's, and any numismatic

material of the bidder possessed by Stack's to secure the payment

of any present or future indebtedness of the bidder to Stack's

and authorizes Stack's to file a financing statement without

the bidder's signature. The buyer agrees not to sell, pledge, or

hypothecate the lots purchased until paid in full. If the account

is referred to an attorney for collection, the buyer agrees to pay

all costs, including attorneys' fees, with interest accruing on the

balance, until fully paid, at the specified rate.

5
Bidders shall be responsible for all taxes due as a result of

their purchases.

6
Title does not pass from the consignor to the successful bidder

until the purchase price for the lot has been paid in full. The

risk of loss is on the buyer once the lot is either in transit to the

successful bidder or in their possession.

7
Stack's reserves the right to establish the opening bid for any

lot, to establish bidding increments, and to refuse any bid.

Stack's reserves the right to place bids on behalf of the consignor

up to the amount of a reserve price established by the consignor.

Stack's will not accept a reserve price from a consignor above the

high estimated value shown in the catalog for the auction and

any exceptions to this rule will be announced at the auction prior

to the opening of bidding on the material. Stack's shall make

reasonable efforts to properly enter and execute bids received by

mail or by other means. However, Stack's shall not be liable for

any errors for incorrectly entered or incorrectly executed bids.

8
Bidders are responsible for their bids including any errors

they may make in placing bids. All bids shall be in even dol-

lar amounts and any bids not in whole dollar amounts will be

rounded to the next highest dollar. All bid sheets must be signed,

and Stack's reserves the right to refuse and reject unsigned bid

sheets.

9
All items offered in this auction catalog are guaranteed to be

genuine. Buyer agrees that except for questions of authentic-

ity, there is no right of return for any reason whatsoever for any

coin certified by any third party certification service. Further,



Buyer agrees that except for questions of authenticity, there is

no right of return for lots nor shall Stack's accept any returned

lots from any floor bidder or any bidder who examined the

lots prior to the sale. Mail, FAX and Internet bidders may make
return requests within three days of the receipt of the lot. Coins

must be returned to Stack's offices in Wolfeboro, N.H. within

30 days from the date of the auction. Any coin which has been

physically altered or removed from its container or holder shall

not be returnable nor accepted by Stack's.

Bidders by accepting these terms of sale acknowledge that

the grading of coins is a subjective process for describing

the relative ranking of coins as to their condition. Consequently,

the language used to describe any coin in this catalog, including

but not limited to the grading of such coin, are statements of

subjective opinion by the Stack's staff. No warranty, whether

expressed or implied, including the warranty of merchantability,

is made with respect to any coin contained in this catalog. In the

event of a typographical error or other error. Stack's reserves the

right to withdraw any item from the auction with or without

notice, to correct the error by verbal announcement before the

lot is opened for bidding or, if the error is discovered after the

auction, to refund the successful bidder's funds without further

obligation. The maximum obligation of Stack's to any bidder

shall be the purchase price for any lot in dispute or for which a

refund or adjustment is made for any reason.

n Stack's acts as an auctioneer to sell coins for the various

consignors. Therefore, no claims of any kind (except for

authenticity) can be considered by Stack's after settlements,

which occur 45 days after the auction, have been made with

the consignors.

Cash advances may have been made to some consignors

in anticipation of auction proceeds. Stack's may consign

items to this auction and may participate as a bidder. Stack's or

the consignor may bid for their own account at the auction and

may have information not otherwise available to the bidders

regarding reserves, bid values, and other material facts relat-

ing to the lots opened for bidding at the auction. When a lot is

sold to the book, it may be sold, passed over, withdrawn from

the auction, returned to the owner or bought by Stack's. Any
consignor may bid on any lot, including lots containing coins

consigned by the consignor.

BBy placing a bid in this sale, a bidder agrees that this

transaction shall be construed in accordance with the

laws of the State of New York and that neither New York's or

any other state's choice of laws and / or conflict of laws shall be

applied. Any dispute between Stack's and bidders at the auction

(except for non-payment) shall be settled exclusively by bind-

ing arbitration under the rules then in effect of the Professional

Numismatists Guild, Inc. conducted at New York, New York.

In the event of non-payment. Stack's and a successful bidder

agree that any judicial action shall be heard and determined

only by the courts of the State of New York and the successful

bidder hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction

of the courts of New York.

In the event of litigation, the party against whom a final

judgment is rendered shall pay the prevailing parties'

legal costs, including attorneys fees and witness fees, and all

other costs incurred by it during the course of such litigation.

Information in this catalogue is believed to be correct,

but the auctioneer makes no representations or warran-

ties concerning the property to be auctioned. All pre-sale an-

nouncements and statements shall supersede the information

set forth in this catalogue.

These Terms of Sale are intended to be part of all lot

descriptions contained in this catalogue. Bidding in

this auction sale constitutes acceptance by the bidder of the

foregoing Terms of Sale.

Additional Information for Bidders

To insure we receive your bids, please have mail and fax bids

to us by Noon, Eastern Time, Friday, August 3, 2007.

• There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on the

internet at www. stacks.com.

• Pre-registration to bid during the live auction required

by Saturday, August 4, 2007.

Phone Descriptions; Any request for phone descriptions should

be made by Monday, July 23, 2007.

Prices Realized will be published approximately 30 days after the

auction. Prices realized will be posted on the Internet soon after

the sale at www.stacks.com

New Bidders: If you are a new bidder, be sure to send your credit

information: Attn; Laurel Morrill, at least 10 days before the auc-

tion. There is very little time, if any, to review this information

during the auction. All bidders not known to us will be required

to submit a deposit of 25% of total bids before bidding in the sale.

Floor Bidder Registration will begin 30 minutes before the sale

at the entrance to the auction room.

Please note: Transparent holders in which the auction lots are stored are to facilitate viewing and inspection of the lots and ARE NOT intended for long-term storage.



Suggestions for Mail Bidders
Bidding in our auctions can be an interesting,

enjoyable, and numismatically rewarding experience.

Even if you are an experienced bidder, you may find

that some of the following comments will increase

your success. In the event that you wish to ask further

questions, phone Cynthia LaCarbonara.

Mail your bid sheet as early as possible. This is

particularly important if you are a new bidder,

for it takes us time to check your references. A
bid sheet mailed a few days before the sale might

not reach us until a week later—at which time

the coins will have been sold to others!

As the sale date draws near, fax us your bids

anytime 24 hours a day [our fax number is (603)

569-3875]. Or, telephone your bids to our Auction

Department. Please follow up your phone and
fax bids with written confirmation.

We've found it best to use a work sheet to compile

bids. In this way you can check back and forth

throughout the catalogue, make changes and
revisions, and so on. Then when you've decided

on your final bids, enter them on the bid sheet.

Try your best to keep the bid sheet neat and
clearly understandable, listing the lots in order.

Check your bid sheet carefully. You will be

responsible for any bids on wrong lots or for the

wrong amounts. Please be careful.

Don't bid more than you want to pay! Review your
financial circumstances carefully before bidding.

There is always the possibility that you may be
awarded all of the lots you bid on. If you are

awarded lots, you are legally bound to pay for

them immediately.

Please keep current price levels in mind when
bidding. While high and low prices sometimes
occur, most items sell within market ranges. If a

popular coin sells for $500 on the retail market,

chances are not good that a bid of, say, less than

$400 will win it. On the other hand, chances are

excellent that a bid in the $500-$600 range will be

competitive. There is no harm in bargain hunting,

but as your time is valuable (and so is ours), it

is most productive if you keep current values

in mind while bidding. The higher you bid,

the greater your chances are for success. It has

been our experience that many people who bid

strongly, or check the options to increase bids by
an optional 10% to 30% actually purchase at least

some lots below their maximum authorization

once the sale takes place.

Ink is best for writing bids. Pencil tends to blur.

If bid changes are necessary, do not write over

figures. Instead, cross them out completely and
re-enter the bids. Put your telephone number on
the bid sheet. This way we can call you if there

is a question about a bid.

Special Bidding Options

Total Expenditure

Ifyou wish to limit your total expenditure, please fill in the maxi-

mum amountyou wish to spend on theTOTALEXPENDITURE
line on your bid sheet. You can then submitbids for amounts up

to eight times the amount of the maximum expenditure. This is

a personal service and an Stack's customer representative will

personally attend to your bid sheet by bidding from the auc-

tion floor, buying lots for your account until your authorized

expend itu re is reached . While we will do ourbest in your behalf,

due to the speed of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded

conditions, we cannot be responsible for failure to execute such

a bid properly. Due to the bookkeeping involved, this service is

offered only to bidders with maximum expenditures of $1,000

or more. TOTAL EXPENDITURE and SINGLE LOT GROUP
bidding can be combined.

Single Lot Group

Up to five lots may be grouped with brackets for a SINGLE

LOT GROUP purchase, if you wish to purchase only one

example of a coin of which several examples appear in

the sale. Such lots should be bracketed on your bid sheet.

While we will do our best on your behalf, due to the speed

of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded conditions,

we cannot be responsible for failure to execute such a bid

properly.

Optional Percentage Increase

We invite you to take advantage of the optional 10% to 30%
increase to help your chance of being a successful bidder.

Check the appropriate place on your bid sheet.
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